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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. 

RESOLUTION. 

TARIFFS. 

New Delhi, the 27th March, 1937. 

No. 127-T. (1)/37.-The amount of protection afforded to the
Sugar Industry by the duties imposed by section, 2 of the Suga;T 
Industry Protection Act, 1932, will determine on the 31st March,: 
1938, and section 3 of that Act provides that the Governor General 
,in Council shall cause to be made by such persons as he maYj 
appoint in this behalf an enquiry to ascertain if the protection 
of the Sugar Industry during the period from a,lst March, 1938, 
to the 31st March, 1946, should be continued to the same extent 
or to a greater or lesser extent. The Government of India have 
decided that this enquiry should be undertaken by the Tariff Board 
and the following terms of reference have been framed for its 
guidance:-

(a) The Board is requested to examine ~he measure of pro
tection now.enjoyed by the Sugar Industry and to report 
whether it is necessary to continue protection to this 
extent or to a greater or lesser extent; 

(b) In making its recommendatiens the Tarif'f Board will take 
all relevant considerations into account including that 
stated in part (b) of the Resolution adopted by the 
Legislative Assembly on the 16th February, 1923. 

2. Firms and persons interested in the Sugar Industry or 
industries dependent on the use of sugar who desire that their 
views should be considered by the Tariff Board should a!Idress 
their representations ~o the Secretary of the Board. 

D 



2 

Prell Commu~qu', illued by the Tarii Beard OD the 5th April, 1937. 
In the Government of India, Department of Commerce, Resolu

tion No. 121-T. (1)/37, dated the 27th March, 1931, the Tariff 
Boord has been directed to hold an enquiry to ascertain if the 
prot.ection afforded to the sugar industry by the ,duties imposed 
by section 2 of the Sugar Industry Protection Act, 1932, should 
pe continued to' the same extent or to II. greater of lesser extent 
during the perlo'd from the 31st March, 1938, to the 31st March, 
1946. Those Associations, firms or persona interested in the sugar 
industry- ot industries dependent upon sugar who desire that their 
~iew. should be considered by the Board are requested to forward 
their representations (with six spare copies) to the Secretary to 
the Boa.rd so as to reach its office at No.1, Coimcil House Street, 
Calcutta, not later than the 1st May"1937. 



No. l."""-General Questionnaire. 
Non I.-Reply to this questionnaire,if pOssible with sis spare coPi~s, 

should reach the Secretary, Tariff Board, Ootacamund, before 25th June» 
1937, at the latest. 

NOTK 2.-The anawers may be confined to matters with which you are 
directly acquainted and on which you are in a position to supply the
Board with detailed 4videnC8. 

NOTK S.-Unless otherwise required, it is requested that figures may be 
IUpplied from the working Season of 1930-31 (or, if the factory started 
working after 1930-31, from the first year in which the factory started 
operation) up to the end of working Beason 1936-37. 

Non 4.-Figures may kindly be given per acre or per stancIarci-maund 
(82 Jib.) &8 the case may be. 

Non 5.~It is suggested that a note may be made of any facts or_ figures 
.,hich you will like to be considered as confidential. Such information will 
not be published. Iii no caee will al\3' indication be given in the Tariff Board 
Report of the 80urce of informatioD. or the name of any individual or 
factory except with permission. 

PRODuonOlf OJ' SUGAR. 

Introductory. 

1. In what year did your 
what is its full capacity? 

factory begin the manufactuTe of liugar and 

• ~. 'What has been the output of your factory for each of the last lievelk 
rears? If different classes of sugar are produced, please state the output ' 
of each class separately. 

3. Do you consider that your factory is advantageously !lituateci in 
reapect of-

(a) cane supply,other raw materials such ail limestone, etc., and 
important markets, 

(b) facility of rail, road and other comniunications, and 
(e) other eODsideratioDB, such as adequate labour supplY? 

,. What is the process of manufacture of your factory? What are the 
respective advantages and disadvantages of sulphitation, carboriitation and 
other processes? 

5. What changes bave been made in the lay-out of your factory and 
.. hat estensions of plant or replacement of machinery have--bcen tnads 
.ince 1930P Please state the amounts spent. -

6. What further extensions or replacements are you in eontemplation' 
7. (a) What are the main factors which determine the size of aa 

economic plant in the sugar industry_P 

(b) What, in your opinion, iii the smallest unit of production whicK 
('an be operated economically under present-day ilonditions? ' 

8. To what #!:I:tent is sugar factory equipment now obtainable in lndial' 

9. Are you 1I~~isfied with the technical assistance given by

(i) the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology, 
(ii) the Industries department of your Local Governmenti' 

Har.Vfl you any suggesti0J!.8 to oifer i' 



Raw Materials. 
10. Do yo11 undertake cultivation of sugarcane? If so, did you purchasE! 

your land outright or obtain- it on lease? What. didIiculty, if any, did 
you experience in purchasing or leasing land? . 

11. Please give the following information:
(a) total area held, 
(b) average area under cane each year, 
(c) varieties of cane grown, 
(d) system of cultivation with special reference_to follows, rotation 

and manuring, 
(Ii) average yield per acre -for different varieties of cane and their 

sucrose content, and 
~' .(/) cost of cultivation per acre, in as much detail as possible. 

12. What area have you set aside for-
. (a) expe~iment in cane cultivation, 

(b) production of seed for sale or free distribution to cultivators? 
13. What experiments have you tried, specially in relation to 'early 

and late varieties of cane and manuring? How far has the Agricultural 
department ,of your province been· of assistance in this respect? 

14. What changes have taken' place during the last sel"en yea.rs in.
(a) the quantity of cane available, 
(b) the quality of cane? 

15. To what extent is cane liable to damage from frost, disease or insect • 
pest? Can you give an estimate of the percentage of loss through these 
causes? 

16. Is your .factory J!!Isured of a suJfficient supply of suitable cane? What 
are the principal varieties of cane crushed in your factory? Please state 
the field yield and sucrose content of each.-

17. To what extent.and in what circumstances is the supply of cane and 
the price at which it can be obtained influenced by the competition of other 
factories? • , 

18. (a) Has the area under cultivation from which you ordinarily obtain 
your supply. been subject to considerable variations? 

(b) If so, to what causes do you attribute such variations and in parti-
cular, what is the effect of- . 

(i) climatic conditions including excess or defect in rainfall, 
(ii) prices obtainable for Bugar, 

(iii) prices obtaina"Qle for gur/ia,ggery, 
(iv) prices obt;inable for- alternative cash crop? 

19. The production of sugarcane in 1936-37 is the' highest on record. 
Is it in excess of requirements in your area arid do you consider any. 
restrictions necessary? -

20.· 'Please supply information,- if available, as to ·the cost of cultivating 
one acre of sugarcane by an average cultivator and the outturn per acre. 
The cost should be stated in as much detail as possible.' 

21. What are the main difficulties of cane-growers in the cultivation of 
cane and its delivery. to the factory and have you any suggestions to make? 

22. (a) The previous Tariff Board came to the conclusion that compulsory 
acquisition or leasing of land for cultivation of cane by factories' was 
impracticable. in - Indian· conditions (pages 101 and 102 of the report). 
What are your Views on tbis subjectP 

(b) Failing compulsory' acquisition and leasing, are you in favour of 
allotting special al'eas to different factories fol' tbeir supply o~ sugarcane? 
How could a system of "zones" be worked? • '. , --



23. If 8. "zone" system were introduced, to what extent. would you 'be 
prepared to give DS8istance to cultivators in the form of advances of 

. cash or supply of seed and manure, etc., or the development of feeder 
roads? 

24. Are you in favour of-
. (0) fixation of a quota. for sugar manufacture by' factories, 
(b) licensing of- -

(i) new factories, 
(ii) extensions of existing factoriesP' 

Please state your reasons. 
25. As regards your cane supply, wbat is. the proportion of--' 

(0) gate cane, 
(b) rail cane, and 
(c) tram-borne cane? 

Has the proportion varied from year. to year. and, if so, for what 
reasonsP 

26. Is your gate cane entirely transported by carts or are lorries also 
.used? What is the average weight of cane carried per cart? To what 
extent .is it possihle to improve the type of country cart by the substitution 
of rubber-tyred carts or otherwise? If you have employed any improved 
type of cart. please state what additional maundage of cane can be ,carried. 

27. Is the mileage of 'roads in your vicinity adequate? What j.s the 
condltloD of. main and feeder roads? • 

28. From what distance is cane brought by road and what is t"he averagEf 
time taken between cutting -1:ane· and delivery at . factory I' During road 
transport to what extent is cane protected from deterioration? 

29. What is the average cost of transport of cane by cart per maund 
per ·mileP Do caile-growers employ their own 'carts or do they ha.ve to 
hire them P If they hire carts, what is the average cost of hiring? 

30. Are any tolls or other dues levied on carts supplying your factory? 
31. What are your arrangements for the continuous and uniform supply 

of gate-cane? What is the normal period of detentioIl. of a cart at. your 
factory? What improvements in these arrangements have you' made in 
recent years to ensure prompt delivery of cane and speedy release' of carts? 

32. From what distanGe is cane transported by rail to your factory? 
What is the avera.ge time taken between cutting of cane and delivery at 
factory? Are railway arrangements for transport of cane satisfactory? 

33. On what basis are railway freights calculated? Have thllre' been 
any changes in the rates in recent years? Would you prefer the substiJ 
tution of a maundage rate per mile for a flat rate? 

'34. Have you any remarks to make on railway freight rates for othe" 
raw materials such as limestone er for manures? ' 

35. What mileal!e of tramways sprve your factory? What is the average' 
cost of transport per Maund? Is the charge borne by the factory or by the 
grower? ' , 

36. Do you consider a tramway system generally advantageous? Are 
there any special difficulties in laying out a. tramway system? 

37. Can you give an estimate of tbe extent of deterioration of cane 
owing to delay in delivery by road and rail? 

38. What proportion of your' cane is purchased
(0) direct from cane-growers, and 
(b) through contractors or agents? 

39. Tnto what arrangement- do you enter with cultivators for the supply 
of cane? Do you give advances in cash, or provide seed or manure or 
render any ()ther assistance?' . 



40. If your. cane is 'not put:chased direc~ from grewers, what arrl!nge
menta do you make Ilnd what commission do you pay P 

.41. Is any part of your cane supply obtained from cane-growing or cane-
Bupplying associations and on what terms? . 

42. What are your 'arrangements for weighment of eaneP Is payment 
made at the time 'of delivery of cane; if not, what is the normal interval 
between' delivery of cane and payment? . 

J' 43. Pleal!ll state the prices at which you have purchased cane during 
the last seven years. Do prices tend to vary at different periods of the 
seasonP - . 

44. Doea the price at which. you purchase sugarcane bear any definite 
relation tQ. the price of sugar? If not, on what system are prices fixed? 

45. To what extent and in what circumstances is the supply of cane 
and the pric') at which it is obtainable influenced by. the price of gur I 
jaggery or khandsari sugar? . 

46. Have there been considerable variations in the price of gut I jaggery 
ia the area in which you are principally interested? What I/oro the causes 
of thes') variations? 

47. If prices are fixed under the rules .fra!lled under the Sugarcane 
Act, XV of 1934, have you paid prices in excess of the minimum rate and, 
if so, to what extent and why? 

48. Do you consider the basis on which minimum prices are fixed satiS
factory? Have you any suggestions to make? 

49. How far do you consider it fellBible to introduce' a system of 
" bonus" payments over and above the minimum rates fOIl' superior, early 

'and late varieties of cane? 
50. What has been the duration of the crushing season for each of the 

last seven years and what are the reasons for variations? Do you consider 
the period sUifficiently long for economical working? 

51. What are the possibilities of extending the crushing season by the 
introduction' of early and late varieties of cane? 

52. Are you satisfied with the assistance given by the Imperial Council 
of Agricultural Research, and the Agricultural and Co-operative depart
ments of your Government? Have you any suggestions to offer? 

Labour . 
. 53. What labour (i) skilled, (ii) unskilled, do you employ in your factory 

in' (a) the crushing and (~) the silent seasons? 
(>4. To what extent is skilled labour imported from abroad or from other 

(larts of lJildia? , 
55. To what extent h~ve you been able to replace skilled labour im •. 

ported from abroi\d by Indian labour P 
tl6. What arrangements have been made for housing your labour and 

for pro!lloting its welfare? 

Power. 

57. 'Are you able to meet the whole of your requirements of fuel from 
the bagasse available in your factory P If not, to "'hat extent is it neces
BSry to ,upplement it and how? Please give figures for the amounts spent 
on fuel for the last seven years. Do you bale your surplus bagasseP . 

By-pl'oducts. 

68. What are the by-products produced in your factory P 
59. Please give the Qutturn and price of mo!asse! fo~ th~ la~t .!i8ven 

Jears. What are the causes of yariations? 
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80. What is the marke$ for your molasses and what are your arrange
ments for transportation'P Are railway fa.cilitieij' IIodequllote?' What II,ret~~ 
freight rates from the factory to the market 31'011 supplyP 

61. If you do not sell your molasses, how do you' dispose of 'them? 
Have you any other suggestione for the utilization of molasses? 

62. Have you any outlet 'for your surplus bagasse if any, and have you 
any suggestions as to what uses bagasse can be put? " .-. 

63. Have you any suggestions' for tl1e utilization of ~ny ather b:i
products? 

Storage and Traluportlltion oj Sugar. 
64. Please give ligures of your fttocks of sugar a. the beginnin~ alld end 

of nch crushing season since 1930. ' 
66. What are your arrangements for the etorage of sugar ancl what is 

the capacity of your godowns? Have you increased your storage cI.pa.city 
in recent years or do you contemplate' doing 50? 

66. To what extent does your' sugar deteriorate or suffer damage in 
atoraglli . Whai ... e the causes of such deterioratio~ ,PI' 4alJlage p,nd how 
far do they depend OIl the qUQ.lity of sugar I' 

67. What is your practice with regard ~ the disposal of ,damag~ su~ari' 
Ia it soldou.tright or reconditioned? 

68. To what extent is the keeping quality «;If SUgllr susceptiblQ of iIll-
provellJent? ' 

69. To what elltent is sugar: damage<\ ill. transit from factorie~ al!~ tp 
",bat is the damage due? 

70. Have you experiellcsd and didliculty in IIbtaining wagonfi for:, tlla 
transportatioll of sugar or dellloY in the delivery of su&ar in the ml/orkets 
you supply?' ' 

71. Bave you BIlY Bngg~tions for improv6lll6nt (If r~Q. ~r~nspq~t ~f 
sugar as for example in the type of wagon l' 

72. Pleue prepare a statement showing the prices at; which, eluring the 
last seven years the products of your factory have been sold I'ot (i) port;9 
and (ii) up-country centres. What are the -freight ratElil tq th~ warke~1' 
filII supply /' . 

Capital Account and O'uerhea~ Charges. 

73. Please send copies of your balance Ilheets from, 1930 OJ' from t.lIa 
commencement of the operation of your factory. If you prepl/.re no ball'on~ 
sheeta please give fartwulars of the ,book valueo! :your property .. i' 
stood at the end of the last complete year, undeJ.: the following ,healh:";-

(i) leases and conCtlssions j . , 

(ii) lands j 
(iii) buildings j 
(h') plant and machinery i 
(v) other assets. . 

74. Plene state for each of the last seven years the particulars flf the 
amount written all' for deprtlCiatioB. 'Are your ratea for depreoiatiOD: the 
.. me.as .llowecl by 14e Jpcome-tax, Departm8J;ltl' If not, stilt!! ~hEllijll'erence. 

75. Please state the amounts you hlWe leI; aside fur reserv. fund duing 
the last li8vel1 y~.. - . 

78. Please prepare a statement. for the last Beven years showing the 
actual amount- distribilted as dividends lin each class of capital (pl'~feued. 
ordinary and Jleferred). 

t 
t7. H.ow

p 
is Y0ll! workins ca~it!\l11rq_!id~d ~D.!l a~ l\'11at t.llte ~r\l 111U ~ble ° aOUOW ". . _ 
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, 78. Please state the annual amount' of your head office expenses and the 
-miuiaging agents" commission. How is the agents' commission determined? 

79. ~at rate of dividend do you consider a fair returI\ on capital? 

]j),ff.ciency 0/ P!'od1J,ction. 
80. In order to enable the Tariff Board to judge the extent of progress 

in efficiency attained by factories since 1930, the Board requires full in
formation as to the cost of manufacture and recovery rate as far as possible 
in the annexed .forms. (Forms will follow separately.) 

81. What redU:ctions liave you been able to make in your works costs 
Bince 1930 by (i) extending your plant, (ii) installing' more efficient 'machi
nery, (iii) reducing overhead charges and (iv) any other measures of economy? 

82. To what extent is there room for further reduction of works costs or 
'improvement in recovery rates? 
','. -

Marketina. 
'83. What ,are the principal sugar marketing centres in which you deal? 
84. What are, the usual arrangements in the sale of sugar between (a) 

manufacturers and dealers, (b) dealers and retailers? ' 
85. Is the present sugar contract form-suitable in your opinion? Have 

'you any suggestions? 
86. What have been (a) the wholesale a~d (b) retail prices of sugar in 

'the area covered by the distributing centres with which you are acquainted, 
for the last seven years? (Figures for Indian factory sugar and imported. 
'Sugar may be furnished separately, with details as to quality.) 

87. Does the difference between' wholesale and retail prices tend to 
fluctuate widely P If so, what is the reason? • 

88. What are the storage ar~angementll made, by dealers? To what 
, extent does Bugar deteriorate in storage P 

89. Does Indian sugar deteriorate more rapidly than Java or other 
imported sugar P JIas there been any improvement in the keeping quality 
of Indian sugar i' . 

90. Is Java or other imported sugar preferred' to Indian sugar i' If so, 
by what class of consumers and why? 

, 91. Do you consider the present quality of Indian sugar eq~al to the 
'quality of Java or other imported sugar? If not, in what respects is Indian 
sugar inferior? '':l ' , 

92. The sugar manufacturing season being limiteCl to about one-third of 
t,he year, to what extent are stocks carried-

(a} by manufacturers, 
(b) by dealers? 

How is the carrying of stocks financed? What are the usual arrange
ments with banks or other financial agencies? 

93. Do you consider that a. marketing survey of the sugar industry 
,~ould be ;advantageoulji' 

94. Do you favour a central All-India selling organization? 

95. Are you in favour of the standardization of Indian sugar? If so, 
on what ba.sis would you suggest standardization? 

96. (a) To what extent has actual business been done· by you on the 
basis of the sugar standards 'prescribed, by the Director, Imperial Institute 

,of Sugar Technology p 

(b) Has any use been made of these standards for grading' purposesi' 

91. Have you any suggestio'nl! tQ off~r for increl!sing tb!! use~ulDes!l of 
these, standardsP, 



98. Hjlve you any other Buggestions for the iniprovement of sugar 
marketing in India, such as the establishment of .. a "futures" or "ter
minal" market? 

99. What is your estimate of the normal consumption of sugar in 'Indiai' 
What are the possibilities of increasing consumptioni' 

100. To what extent is factory Bugar replacing gur; specially in the 
IIweetmeat trade? 

101. Undel what conditions ill there a possibility of starting subsidiary 
industries, such as manufacture ot sweets and syrups,. fruit-preservation 
and canning, etc. P 

102. Please state the price of iIllported sugar during the last seven 
years; if possible give f.o.b. prices with the following Items separately:

(a) freight, 
(b) insurance and trade chargeS, 
(c) customs duty, and 
(d) landing charges. 

If this is not possible, please give c.i.f. price.s, customs duty and landing 
charges. 

NOTB.-'-As far as possible, prices .of different qualities ot sugar should 
be shown separately. 

103. Have you any reason to believe that imported sugar has bel1n 
landed at nnremunerative prices in any year since 1930? If .so, please state 
your reasons. 

104. Has there been any export of Indiap. sugar (a) by sea, . and (u) by 
land? Under what conditions .do you think such export is feasible? 

105. What has been the effect of (i) the Sugar Excise Duty of 1934, 
(ii) the addition made in 1937 J> . ' 

106., What are the. mal'keting arrangements for molasses? 
107. Is there any export of Indian molasses and to what countriesi' 

Are there ·any possibilities of the development of export P 

Claim lor P·rotection. 
, .108. Since 1932 tile rates· of duties ·on sugar, sugarcandy and molasses 
impo~ted into India have been as follows:-

Sugar-. 
Rs. 9-1-0 per cwt. April, 1932. 
Rs. 9-4-0 per, cwt. March, 1937. 

Sugarcandy-
Rs. 10-8-0 per cm. froni February; 1934. 

Molasses- , 
31~ p~r cent. ad',l1alorem from' Ap~i1, 1932. 

To what extent has the measure of protection enjoyed by the industry 
been effective? 

109. The Board has heen asked to consider. whether it is necessary to 
colltinue p'rotection to the present extent or to a. grea.ter or lesser extent. 
Plea.se state your views, giving reasons for any rates you may suggest for 
the remaining period of protection, i.e., from 1st April, 1938 to 31st March, 
1946. ' 

110. What forms of assistance other than a protective duty do you 
consider necessary for the development of the industry? Plea.se give your 
reasons in full. 

111. What Ilas been th& effect of import duty OD. molasses?' Has thli! 
duty adversely affected a.ny industry in India.P 



N&me of F&otory. 
Cl&rifica.tion process used. 

Seria.l I :Pa.rticula.rs. 
No. -. 

QtUJt&titie,. 

1 Weight of ca.Jle cmshed · · · '. 
I 

Weight of euga.r ma.de · -' · · 
Weight ~f mola.8IIIls ma.de · · .' 

Colt olllllMl Material. 

2 (a) Price of cane · · · 
(b) Fre~ht, commission and other cha.rges 

· 
· 
· 

· 

FORM t 
TOTAL EXPENDITUBJI. 

(See'Question 80, General Queationllllire.) 

1930·31. 1931·;l2. 1932·33. 

:&Ids .• 1II1is. Mds. 

~ · · 
· · 
· · Rs. Rs. Rs. 

· · 
· · 

Tota.l price of ca.ne delivered a.t the fa.otory · 
(e) Other raw ma.teria.Is · · · · I 

Manufacturing EillpeMe8 

3 (a) Power and; fuel · · · · · · · ! 
(b) Stores . · · · • · · 
(e) S&Ia.riee and w&ges- -(i) S&la.ries of teohnioa.lstaft · · · (ii) S&l&riea of non·teohnicalsta.~ · · · Lill) W &ge. of la.bour • · · · · 

1933·34. 1934-35. 1\135.36. 1936-37. 

Mds. Mde. Mds. ?rids. 

Rs. .Rs. Rs. Rs. 



(Il) Pa.cking (including cost of gunny baga) · , 
,(e) Repain and renewall , · i I 

(I) Mlaoellaneou.-Water, Ilghting, etc; , , I 

, Ovemead CMr/1N: i , (a) De'preo~ti~.t at.atllk1r7 JIIrtes · , , 
, 

:(b) Interut ,01/. yarking ,capital : , '. · : 
• I {c" ~ing agente' charB88 '. " " , 

; 
{d) Direoton' HCI Auliitors' feel.' I I " " · , 

I 

(e) Inluranoe 
I , 

" .. , , , , 

(I) JteD,ta, ratea, t.l:eI (el:cluliing inoome·tal: and iicen09, 
fees). 

(g) MilOe1IanooUI • . · • , · " 

Ii T9ta1. (2+8+4J . ,. · ,. ;, ;, " 

I) :DedtJOl nlue eI. molalllles sold, and other 'Oredi61 rea· I I 
lized, if any. 

i I 

(NoTIII.-Quaotityof wola._ deetroyed a. unsold ! to be stated,) I 
I 

7 N'e.t C,ost ,of .ugar '5 .... 6) .. · · ;, · I 

8 Sale. e~eI inoluding (lommiaaion, brokerage, dis. I oount, eto. 
9 El:oise duty . · . · 

Date Manager. 
NOTB,-It is requested that atatementl with a :epllJ'8 copies in this form for ea.ch complete' workitlg leason from 1080·81 (or from the first 

.eaaon of operation) to the end of the working leaSOD 1936·37 be forwarded to the Secretary, Tariff Board, Oota.camund, not later than 25th JUDe, 
1937. 



. FORM II.· 

Name of .Factory . 

W OBXS COST PER MAUND OJ' SUGAB PRODUCED. 

(See Question 80, General Quertionnaire.) 

. Clarification process used. 
I 

Serial 
Particulars. 1930·31. 1931·32. 1932·33. No. - , , 

- Rs. Ra. Rs. 
0081 oJ B~ Material. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
1 (~) Price of cane · · · .' · · 

. (b) Freight, commission and other charges • : 

.. Total price of cane delivered aHhe factory 

(e) Other raw materia.ls · · · · . 
ManuJacturiRIg Ezpensea. 

2 (a) Power and fuel · · .. .- • , 
(6) Stores . · · • • , .. • 
(e) Salaries and wages-

. , (i) Salaries of technical staff . · 
(ii) Salaries of non.technical stat! · 

(iii) Wages of labour · · · ... (d) Packing (including cost of gunny bags) • 
I . 

1933·34. 1934·35. 1935·36. 1936·37. 

Rs. Ra. Rs. Re. 

Per cent. Per ceut. Per cent. Per cent. 



(t) RepairS"and renew':. · · · 
(Il ~ellaneoUli-water, lighting, etc: · · · 

Owe,,1wJd Charge,. 

a (a) Depreciation ah IhlLhutory mtee · · · 
(6) interest on working oapital · ~ ; 

(e) Managing agenhs' charges . · · . 
(d) Directcrs' and Auditors' fees · · · 
(e) Insurance . , · , 

(f) Rents, "rates, hlLxee (excluding income-hlLx 'and ncenc6 
fees.) . " _. 

, 

(11) Miscellaneous . , : : , . 
4 Total (1+2+3) " '. . " ' . ~ '. 

5 Deduct value of ';Ilo\as~es sol? and other cred:its ~Iized, 
if any. 

6 Neh oost of Bugar per maund (4-5) 

-
7 Salee expenses including commil!8ion, brokerage, dis-

count, etc • 

.Date Manager. 

NOTE.-;-(I) Percentage of each item of works cost should be calculated "on the net cosh'of sugar per maund (item 6). 
(2) It is requested that statements with six spare copies in this form for, each complete working season from 1930-31 (or from the 

first season of operation) ho the end of the working season 1936-37 be forwarded to the Secretary, 'Tari1f Board, Ootacam lind, 
not later than 25th JWle, 1937. 



Name of J'actoryp 
Clarification process nsed. 

lienal 
Particulars. No, 

-----
1 Cane cruillUng-

Date start 0 0 · , 

Date finish o. . ,. 
" 

Duration of season 
~ ~ 

Total daYB actnal crushing 

Total hOUri actual orushiug · 
Total cane JIillIed • · · 

2 Juice and added wat_ 
0 

Average mixed juice pet 100 ca.ne 

· 
0 

0 

· 
· 
· 
· 

Average added water per 100 cane' 

a Sugar made-

Grade I 0 0 · · 0 

" 
n . . · 0 

.. m 0 " 0 , ; 

FORM m. 
lU1WI/AOTUBlll'Q DBTAIU. 

(See Question 80; General Queationrurire.) 

1930·31. 1931·32. 1932·33 •. 

, 0 

· . 
Days. 

" '. 

· . 
, ; Mds. 

~ ~ . 
· ~ 0 

, o Mds. 

; ; 
" 

, , 
" 

1933·34. 1934·35. 1935.36. 1936·37i 



, MolallN IIl&d •• . . . · . . It 
II Recovery-

Average recovery of IIl&rketable IDgar per 100 ~ne • 

Average produotion of final O1ola_ per JOO oane , . 
8 BY'produote-

Bagalle. O1aand. per oent. cane · · · 
Pr8lls oake, · · -" " .. · 

7 Stores-

Coal,· " .. " · · · 
Firewood, " " .. · • • • 
Other fuel, " " " .. '. 0 • 
Li01e. •• . " or , 

" , 
Li01estone. " .. .. · · 
Coke. .. " " · · · 
Sulphur. .. " .. · . 
Lubricants, galloDl per 100 Mda. oane · 
]j'i1te~ cloth • .aq_ :veMa p~ 100 Mda. au.· · · 
Filter bags. number per 100 Mds. cane. 

clonny haga lor lugar, number per:lOO Mili. oane 



FORM .m-contd. 

Serial 
Pir.rticulars. 1930-31. 1931·32. 1932-33. 1933·34. 1934·35. 1935-36. 1936·37. No. 

S Analyaes-

Cane 0 Sugar per cent. 0 

-Fibre .. 0 

, 
" -

Primary juice 
" •.. Sugar ,per cent •. ' . ! 

.. . Brix .. , , , 
.' - ,Purity: 0 • , 

:Mixed juice 
.. " 

Sugar per cent • 0 0 · 0 

- Brix: .. · 0 

. , 
Purity 0 · 0 -

-, , 
t 

Last juice 0 Sugar per cent. 0 

Brix .. 0 0 

, Purity " . ' . 
Clear juice 0 . Sugar per cent. 0 

Brix. .. , 0 0 

Purity 0 0 



flugar! . · · Suorose per cent. · I 
I 

Moisture to · 
Sugarfi • · · Suorose per ce~t. 

, 
Moisture .. . 

Sugarm · · Suorose per cent. 

Moisture .. 
Final molasses • · Sugar per oent. 

Brill: to . · 
Purity . . 

Bagasse · · Bugar per cent. ., 
Water ., 
Fibre .. 

Press cake · · Sugar per cent. 

~re~----~-------
Manager. 

NOTE I.-Please state-
(a) if pu&ies noted are G. P. or P. G. P. 
(b) whether mixed juice has been measured, weighed or oaloulated. 

NOTE 2.-True average should be given. 
NOTE 3.-It is requested that statements with sill: spa.re oopies in this form·for each oomplete working season from 1930·31 (or from the first· 

season of operation) to the end of the working season 1936,37 be forwarde4 to the Secretary, T~ri1f Boar4, O!)tacamund, nQt 
later than 25th June. 1937. 
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No. 1 (A).-Extra~from General QuestioDDail'e to be replied by mills 
who did not sene! any reply to the General QuestioDDaire. 

(Information ;required up to the end of working season 1936-37.) 

1. In what year did your factory begin the manufacture of sugar and 
what is its full capacity? 

2. What has been the output of your factory for each of the last Beven 
years? I 

3. ;what is the process of manufacture of your factory' 
4. What ch\lnges have been made in the layout of your factory and 

wha,t' extensions of plant or replacement of machinery have been made since 
1930P Please state the amoun~ spent. 

5. What further extensions or replacements are you i~ contemplation P 
-6. Do y,ou undertake cultivation of sugarcane; if so, please give the 

following information:-

(a) total area held; 
(b) average area under cane each year; 
(c) varieties of cane grown; 
(d) system of cultjvation with special reference to fallows, rotation 

and manuring; 
(e) average yield per acre for different varieties of cane and the~r 

sucrose content, and 
(f) cost of cultivation per acre, in as much detail as possible. 

7.Wh&t has. been the duration of the crushing season for each of the 
last seven rears and what are the reasons for vaoriationsP 

S. Please give figures of your st.Qcks of sugar at the beginning and end 
of each crushing season since 1930. 

9. Have you increased your storage capacity in recent years or do you 
contemplate doing so? 

10. What reductions have YOIl been able to make in your w!lrks, CO~& 
since 1930 by: ~ 

(i) extending your plant, 
(ii) installing more efficie'nt macHinery, 
(iii) reducing overhead charges and 
(iv) any other measures of economy P 

Capital Account and 'Overhead Charlie!. 

1. Please give the following infOl'mation:-
(a) Block capital in 1930-31 or the first tear of()pe~ation whichever 

is la,ter. . 
(b) Block capital for 1936-37. 
(c) Depreciation written off during this interval. 
(d) Renewals 'and .dditions durirtg this interval. 

Information sho'lld be given unde~ the following heads:
(a) Lands. 
(b) Bdildings; 
(e) Plant and' machinery. 
(d) Other as~tli such as railways, sidings, furniture and electrio 

installations. 

2. Please state the amount you have set aside for reserve fund during 
the last seven years. Is your reserve fund invested in the business or are 
there !!ny ~l!r!;ll1!1'ke4 invfilstmen~ representing the fundi'. - -



I. 1'1eaBe prell are a statement for the last seven yBan showing the actual 
amount of dividend distributed on each class of capital (preferred, ordinary 
and deferred). 

4. How is Y9ur working capital provided and at what .J'ate a.l"e you able 
to borrowP 

5. Pleaee state the annual amount of your head olice expenses and 
the managing agents' commission. How is the agents' commission deter
mintod? Please give figures showing the actual amount of commission due 
aud the amount of commission paid. 

No. 2.-QuestioDDaire for Sugar Refineries. 
NOrB.-l. Reply to this questionnaire, if possible with .six spare copies, 

should reach the Secretary, Tariff Board,' Ootacamund. before 
25th June, 1937, at the latest. 

2. The answers may be confined to matters with which you are 
directly acquainted and on which you aFe ill a position to supply 
the Board with detailed evidence. 

3. Unless otherwise required, it is r.equested that figures may be 
supplied fnlm the working season of 1930-31 (or if the factory, 
started working after 19~1, from the first year in which the 
factory started operation) up to the end of working S6llSQIl 

1936-37. 
4. Figures may kindly be given per lWFe or per standard maund 

(82, lb.) as the case may be. 
o. It is suggested that a note may be made of any facts or figures 

which you will like to be considered as confidential Such· in
formatiOn will not be published. In no CBBe will any indication 
be given in the Tariff Board Report of the !l:)urce pf informa.
tion or the name of any individual or factory except witl. 
permission. . 

1. In what year did your factory first commence ma.nufactur~ Bnd what 
is your maximum capacity? Does your factory refine only or does it a.lsG 
crush cane? 

2. From what materials do yoU refine sugarP :what qualities of· sugar 
do you make? . . 

·3. What has been· your outPllt of sugar· during the last seven years? 
To what causes do you attribute variations? 

.4. Are ·you> able to obtai. sufficient .qu/llltity of raw· material Bnd at 
what. prices P . 
. .5. What are your. sources of supply lind, what is the method of trans
portation? 

S. What has been your average recov~ry of s:ngar during the last seven 
years P How far do you oonsider an improvement possible (a) in the method 
of manufacture of the rBW material, (b) in the . process of refining. to im-
prove recoveI"1 rate P . 

7. Please state in as much detail as possible the east ef manufacture of 
ona maund of sugar in your refinery during the last seven years. !What 
are the causes of variations? 

8. How does your sugar compare in qU/1lity with ordinary factory; sugar P 
Please state the prices obtained for different qualities of ; sugar during the 
last _en . years. . . 

9. What are the markets you supply and what are the freight rates!' 
10. What has been your output for molasses and ",hat prices. were 

obtained during the last. seven yearsi' 
Il.What has been the effect of (a), the Sugar Excise Duty ·imposed in 

19M, (b) the excess imposed in 1937P 
Ill. Under what conditions can refineriell continue to. operate in com

petition with sugar factoriesi' 

D2 



Name of Frl.ctorY; 
Clarification process used. 

Serial Particulars. 
No_ --

Quantities. " 

1 Weight of gur/iaggery melted · • 
Weight of suga.r made · · . 
Weight ot molasses made · · 

Cost 0/ Raw Material. 

2 (a) Price of gur/iaggery · · • 
Cb) Freight, commission and other charges 

· • 
• · 
· · 
• · 
· · 

Total price of gur{jaggery delivered at the factory 

Cel Other raw materials • · · · · 
Manufacturing Expenses. 

3 Ca) Power and fuel . · · ; · • 
(b) Stores • . · • · · 
Ccl Salaries and wages-

(i) Salaries of technical staff • • · (ii) Salaries of non·technical staff 
(iii) Wages of labour · · · · 

FORM r. 
TOTAL ExpEKDITUal. 

1930·31. 1931·32. 1932·33. 1933·34. 1934-35. 1935-86. 1936-37_ 

Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. , 

. 

, 

Rs. Rs. Re. . Rs. :Rs. Ra. Re. 

· 
· 
· 

· 
· 



(d) Paoking (Incillding cost of gonny bags) , • , 

(e) Repail'l and renewals " , 

(j) Misoellaneoo8-water, lighting, eto •• , , , 

Overhead C1I4rg ... 

4 (a) Depreciation at statutory ratea , , 

(b) Intereat on working capital , , , , 

(e) Managing Agents' charges , , · . 
(d) Directors and Auditors' fees , , 

(e) Insura.nce , , 

(I ) Rents, rat,ea, taxes (excluding income.tax) and licenoe 
fees. 

(u) Miscellaneous , . . · 
a Total (2 + 3 + 4) . , 

\ 
!I Deduc!, value of molasses sold, and other oredits rea.lized, 

if any. 
NOTIIi.-Quantity of molasses destroyed as unsold to be 

stated. 
7 Net oost of sugar (5 - 6) 

8 Sales expenses 
count, etc. 

including commission, brokerage, dis. 

II Excise duty . 

Dale--____ Manager. 

NOTIIi.-Jt is reqllested that statements with six spare oopies in this form for ea.ch complete working season from 1930·31 (or from the firRt 
I~ason of operation) to the end of t·he working season 1936.37 be forwarded to the Secretary, Tariff Board, Ootacamund, not later than 2bth June, 1937. 



FOlUl II. 

WOBK9 COST PZalUtJ1Q)o. BUGAB PBODUCED. 

Name of Factory. 
C'iarification process used. 

Serial 
No. 

Particulars. 

Oo~t of Raw ./!faterteZ. 

~ (a) Price of gur/iaggery · • . 
(b) Freight, commission and other charges 

· · 
; ; 

Total price of gur/jaggery delivered' at the factory 

(c) Other raw materials · · · · 
Marvufacturing Expe'nse8; 

2 (a) Power and fuel . • : 

(b) Stores • . . .' 0 , ; 

(c) Sa.l&ries and wages-

(i) Salaries of technical st.ff · · 
(iil Salaries of non· technical staff. . ; ; 

(iii) Wages of labour • • .. • 
. (d) Packing (including cost of gunny ~ag8) · 

1930·31. 1931·32. 1932·33. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Per oent. Per cent. Per cent. 

, 

· 

• 
• 

. 

· 
; 

• 
; 

1933·34 .. 1934·35. 1935·36. 1936·37. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. "Rs. 

Per cent. Per cent. 'Per cent. Per cent. 



(e) Bepain .oel rell8w.x. • 

(J) MilioellalleoUl-water, lighting, etc. 

OwrAeall ClIargel. 

3 (a) Depreoiation at Itatutory rates 

(b) Interest on working oapital 

(0) Mana.ging ag~ntl' ~harge. 

(d), V~eotf;l~ and Auditofl' feel • 

(e) InsllJ'&PIla 

• 

(f) Routt, ratet. tllxes (exoluding inoome.t&xland li.Qeuoe 
toos. 

(g) Miscellaneous 

4. Total (1+2+3) • 

I> Deduct value of molasses sold a.nd 'other oredit. realized, 
it AD,Y. 

6 Net coat o~ sug8ol' per ma.und. (4-.5) o· 

7 Sales expenses inoluding commission, brokerage, dis· 
counlt, •• 

I 

1 
'Dale ---:.... \ Manager. 

NOTII.-(l) Peroentage of each item of works cost should be calculated on the net coet of sugar per maund (item 6). 
(2) It is requeated 'lult eflatelQAQ,t. wjtll .u.'spa.~ QOpiel,i%I t~ia!{omdof ee.cil ~omplete working sea.son from, 1930·3J (or from the first 

leo.son of operation) to the end of the working seaso1l1936·37 be forwarded to the Secretary, Ta.pff Boa.rd, Oota.ca.mund,lIot later than 25th June,1937. 



FORMm. 

lLuroll'ACTt11lIl'lG DHAlLS I',OK CmKTBAL RU'Il'IBBmS WOBlmfG BY Tlnil VAOUUM PAN PBOOESS. 

Name of Factory. 
Clarification process used. ' 

Serial Particulars. 
No. -

1 Gur/JaggeIj melting-
Date start • · · • 
Date finish · · · · 
Duration of seaBon · 

\ Total days actnal melting • 

Gurmelted · · · 
Drainings melted • · · 

Total melt. . · . . 
2 Sugar made-

Gradel · · · 
Grade II · · · · 
Grade III · · .. 

3 Molasses and Drainings (a)-
Molasses · · · · 
Drainings · · · · 

4 

· , 

· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
, 

Recovery- . 
. Marketable sugar per 100 gur/jaggery 

1930·31. 1931·32. 1932.33. 1933·34. 1934-35. 

'. · 
· 
· , Days 

· .. 
I . 

Maunds 

· " 

· ." 

· · · 
· · · 
· · · 
· · · 

· 
· · · 

19315-36. 1936.37, 



. 
'Marketable sugar per 100 mel. • · · · 
Final mola8lles per 100 gur/ja.ggery · · · 
Final molassea pel' 100 melt · · · · · 

Ii By-products-

Press cake . . · · per cent. melt 

Chips . · · · to. .. 
6 Stores-

Coal . . · , · ". 
Other fuel (give name) · · ... 

Tota.l fuel in terms of coal • · .. . . 
Other storea (with ddai/B) · · , · · 

'1 Analyses-
Sugar per cent: Gur/jaggery · 
Brill: per cent. .. , 
Purity. · , · 
Invert lugar per cent. '. 

Ash percent •. · -. 
Net Rendement · 

Draininga melted . Sugar per cent. -
Bru: per cent. , .. 



Serial Particulars. No. 
--

7 AnaJyses-contd. 
Drainings melted-

cont". 

Sugar (average for all 
grades). 

Final molasses 

Press cake . 
Chips . 

Date.-~-----

NOTE I.-Please state

. 

Purity 

Invert suga.r per cent. 

Ash per c!,nt. . .' 

Net Ren(lemen~ .. , 
-

Sucrose per cent; · 
Moi~ture , , 
Sugar per cent. 

Bri~ per (!ent. . · 
Purlty I ., · 

Sugar per oent . 

. Sugar pe.r cent. · 

(a) if purities noted are- G. P. or P., G. P. 

FORM m-conttl. 

1930-S1. 1931.32. 

" 

. 
! 

, (b) whether mixed juioe has been measured, w~ighed or calculated. 

1932·33. 1933-34. 1934·35. 1935·36. 1936-37. 

0 

Manager. 

NOTE 2.-l'rue average should be givell.. 
NOTE 3.-It is requested that statements, with six spare copies, in this form for ea.ch complete working season from 1930-31 (or from the first 

Beason,of operation) t~ ~l\e end, of tAe wQf~ing season 1936-37 be forwarded to the Secreta~y, Tariff BOBord, Ootaoal'lund, not later than 25th June,1937. 



No. 3.-QueatiollD8ire fot Manulac:turen of Sugar 'by the Open Pan 
System and Khanelsara. 

Non.-l. Reply to this questionnaire, if possible, with six spare copies, 
should. reach the Secretary, Tariff Board. Ootacamund, before 
25th June, 1937, at the latest. 

t. The answers may be confined to matters with which you are 
directly acquainted and on which YOtI are in a position to supply 
the Board with detailed evidence. 

3. Unless otherwise required, it is requested' that figures may be 
supplied from the working sesson of 1930-31 (or, if. the factory 
started working after 1930-31, from the· first year in which the 
factory started operation), up 1» the end of working season, 
1936-37. 

,. Figures may kindly be' given per acre 01" per standard maund 
(821 lb.) aa the e_ may M. 

5. It is suggested that a note may be made of any facts or figure9 
which YOIl wiU like- to lJe eOlltddered a& co'D.fidential. Such infor
mation will not be published. In no case will an indication 
be given in the Tariff Board Report of the source of infoFDla~ 
tion or the name of any individual or factory except with 
permission. 

1. Do you manufacture augar directly from cane, or from juice or from 
rabl' Whali is your process of manufacture I' 

2. What are your arrangemente, for obtaining cane/iuice/rab? If yOD 
do Ilot deal directly with the grower, who is your intermediary and what 
~ommissions do you pay P 

3. Please state the average prices paid during each of the last seven 
years for one standard maund (82f lb.) of calle/juice/rab. 

,. How far are variations in price of cane/iuice/rab accounted for by

(a) prices obtained for aDe supplied to vacuum pan factories in your 
yicinity; 

(b) gnr prices I' 

5. Please give the following data for your process:-

(i) lihe amount of juice extracted per 100 maunds of cane; 
(ii) the amount of rab manufactured from 100 maundtt of juice; 
(iii) the amount of sugar extracted from 100 maunds of rab. 

NOTB.-Figures ilia), kindly be given in stan~ard maunds of 82tlb. 

6. How many qualities of sugar dd you manufacture I' What has been 
youI' output for each quality during the last seven years? 

7. Please give in as much detail as 'possible, your cost of manufacture of 
sugar during the last seven years. 

8. What are tue chief markets to which you supply sugar and what are 
your arrangements for distribution? 

9. Please state the pricetl obtained for the various classes of IlUgar ma-nu
factured for the last seven yeers. 

10. Is youI' Bugar preferred to (i) gur, and (ii) Ir,dian factory sugar!' 
If so, why and by what class of consumers? 

11. To what extent, if any, is Indian factory sugar replacing your sugar? 

12. To what extent has competition from factory sugar resulted in closing 
down of open pan factories and khandsars in your neighbourhood in the 
last seven years I' 

13. How lias (i) Sligar Excise Duty. of 1934, (ii) additiQn i~posed in 1937, 
affected youl' 



L 14. What a.re the main difficulties of the openpan/khandsari industryP' 
liave you any suggestions for overcoming them? 

No. 4.-Questionnaire for Gur/Jagger., Merchants. 
NOTB.-1. Reply to this questionnaire, if possible with six spare copies, 

should reach the Secretary, Tariff Board, Ootacamund, before 
25th June, 1937, at the latest. .-

2. Figures may kindly be. given per standard maund (82llb.). 
3. It is suggested that .. note may be made of a.ny facts or figures 
. •. which you will like to be considered as confidential. Such infor-

mation will not be .published. In no case will any indication 
..... be given in the Tariff Board Report of the source of informa.

tion: or the name of any individual except with permission. 

1. What are the principal gur fjaggery marketing centres in which you 
deal? 

2. What are the different kinds of gur fjaggery marketed by you? 
3. What are the chief centres from which you obtain your supply and 

what is the quantity obtained from each during the last seven years? To 
what causes do you attribute variations? . 

4. Has there been any variation in the quality of gur Jjaggery in recent 
years? If so, for what reasons? 

5. Please state the prices of various kinds of gurfjaggery for the last 
BOven years. To what causes do y,ou attribute variations? 

6. Is there any relation between the price of gur/jaggery and sugar? 
7. How far is there competition between gur /iaggery and-

(i) Indian factory sugar, 
(ii) khandsari sugar? 

Is sugar replacing gur/jaggery in your market? 

8. How long will gur/iaggery keep in good cond~tion? Is there any 
variation in the keeping qualities of different kinds of gur / jaggery P 

No . . 5.~QQestionnaire for local Governments. 
NOTB-1. Reply to this questionnaire, if possible with six spare copies, 

should reach ·the Secretary, Tariff Board, Ootacamund, before 
25th June, 1937:, at the latest. 

2. Figures may kindly be given per acre or per standard maund 
(82* Ibs.) all the case may be. 

1. What has been the area under sugarcane in your province during the 
last seven yearsI' What improved varieties are grown and what has been 
the approximate acreage under each? 

2. How 'Would you classify, the different areas in your province in respect 
of differences in climatic conditions, methods of cultivation, etc. How 
much of the crop in each area is (a) irrigated, (b) unirrigatedP 

3. What are the irrigation rates in your province Ilnd on what basis 
are they determined I' How have they varied in the last seven years? 

4. Can you give an estimate of the cost of cultivation of cane to the 
cultivator in different areas (irrigated. and unirrigated separately)? Has 
there been any variation in the cost in the last seven years? What is the 
average yield per acre and the average sucrose content? 
. b; Under present ~onditions what:would you. consider a fair price of 

liiugarcalle to the growers? 



6. Has 'there been 'a marked variation in Ilugarcane cultivation in any 
specific area duri!!g the last seven years? If so, what are the causes of 
variations and how far in your opinion are they due to-

(i) climatic conditions including excess or defect in rainfall, 
(ii) prices obtainable for sugar, 

(iii) prices obtainable for gur/iaggery, and 
(iv) prices obtainable for alternative cash crops? 

7. Do you consider that there' was overproduction of sugarcane in the 
BeallOn 1936-37 and in what areas? If so, would you suggest any scheme for 
restricting the area under cane? . 

8. What are the other cash crops in your province? How far. "do they 
form an alternative to sugarcane? If possible, please give an estimate of 
return per acre to an average cultivator from the various cash crbps. 

9. Can you give an estimate of the amount spent during the last seven 
years for the extension and improvement of sugarcane cultivation in your 
province? 

10. What is the amount of contribution' your province receives from the 
Government of India out of sugar, excise or otherwise and how is it utilized ~ 
Do you consider it adequate? 

11. Please give .. brief account of-
(i) the research work that has beell undertaken in regard to sugar

cane and the control of disease, 
(ii) measures adopted for the introduction of improved varieties of 

cane improved methods of CUltivation, use of manure, etc' 1 

duri~g the last seven years. . , 

12. What assistance has been receiv(ld from-
(i) Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, 
(ii) ,Coimbatore Sugarcane Research Station, and 

(iii)Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology? 
Are funds for research, both agricultural and technological, adequate? 
. 13. To what extent have factories co-operated with the Agricultural 

. Department of your province in the introduction of new varieties of cane 
and improvement in methods of cultivation? 
. 14. Of the sugarca.ne grown in your llrovince how much do you estimate 
ia-

(a) crushed in 8ugar factories, 
(b) utilised by open pan factories and khandsaris, 
(c) turned into gur, and 
(d) used for chewing purposes and for. seed? 

15. What are the main difficulties of cane growers in. the cultivatiOn! 
of cane and its delivery to the factory? 

16. To what extent is the Oo-operative Department· rendering assistance 
to cane-growers? How far have the cane-growers been organized and what 
cane-growing and cane-supplying Societies are working? 

17. Are minimum prices fixed for sugarcane in your province under the 
Sugarcane Act XV of 1934? If so, what is the basis of their fixation? Has 
the system worked satisfactorily? 

18. To what extent is the price paid by the factories inll.uenced by com
petition of other factories? 

19. How far do you consider it feasible to introduce a system of bonus 
payments over and above the minimum rates for Buperior, early and late 
varieties of cane? 

20. What is the average cost of transport' of cane by carts per maund 
per' mile in different areas (If your province? 
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21. Do cane-growers ,employ their own carts or do they :have to bire thnd' 
If they have to hire carts, ·what is the aver'age cost of hiringf 

22. Do you consider rail, road and tramway facilities- for transport of 
cane adeqWJ.tef What aBSistance has been given in your prOlVince towards 
the development of feeder roads and .tramway systemsi' 

23. What assistance has been "endered ·by the Industries Department to 
sugar factories P 

24.' What particular assistance has been rendered to a,ny individual 
fpctory .in your province by the provifij,oll ,of cBopital, eoncesswns in regard 
to lland" water rate charges, etc. 

25. What' oo-opera.tiv. sugar factories are there in your province, and 
how are ~hey workingI' . 

2d'. Ar~ conditions' of labour in fa~torie8 satisfactoryP 
27. Plea.se supply (i) the wholesale and (ii) the retail prices of' suga.r in 

the important markets of your province for the last seven years. 

28. ~ there been considerable variation betweell the wholesale and_ 
~aiJ priCllSP If w, what are the reasons? 

29. What is your estimate of the normal consumption of sugar in your 
province and what are the possibilities of increasing i.t, 

30. What manufacturies of confectionery a.re there in your province 'and 
in wha,t placesI' What is the material used. 

31. Do you consider the development of the sugar indlJsby bas reached 
B stage in your province to necessitate-

(i) introduction of II zone" system by allotting special arell& to 
different factories for their supply of cane, or 

(ii) fixation of. a quota for sugar manufacture by Mctories, o. 
(iii) licensing of (a) new factories and (b) extensions 0'1: existing 

factoriesP 

32. What are the possibilities of starting any subsidiary industry such 
as manufacture of sweets and syrups, fruit preservation and canning, etc .• 
ill your provinee P 

33: What is your estimate of production of gur from sugarcane for theo 
last seven years P 

34. From what material, other than cane, e.g., date, palmyra, cocoanut. 
palms is gur/iaggery produced in your province' aDd what iii your estimate 
of produlJtion P 

35. Pl6ase state the priCes obtained for various kinds of gur/jaggery in 
different areas during the last seven years. What are the causea of varia.
t,ions ~d bow far are they due to-

(i) changes in. acreage under sugaroane; 
(ii) Climatic and other conditions affecting the crop; 

(iii) competition from Indian factory sugar. 

36. Please give an estimate of, the total annual oonsumption of gur I 
jaggery. in your province since 1930. To what causes do you attribute the 
variationsP 

87. From what areas is gur Jjaggery imported into your province J> 
Please give approximate figures of imports during the last seven, years P 

38. To what ILreas is gur Jjnggery exported from your province ~ Please 
give approximate figures of exports during the last seven years. 

39. Is there any relntioll between the price of gur liaggery and Indian 
fnctory sugar P, 
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40. To what extent,'iI! India~ facto1'7 sugar replacing gur I jaggery in 
,our province P . 

41. Plell88 give an account of any research work undertaken towards 
Improvement in the methoos of manufacture of gur/jaggel'7. ' 

42. Can you give the nllmber of (i) open pan factories and (ii) khandsara 
in .your province, and' an estimate of their outturn of sugar, gur, and 
moiaBBe8P 

43. Please give an estimate of the cost of manufacture of sugar ill: open 
flaB factories and khandsars. 

44. To what extent has competition from factory sugar resulf;e4 in the 
closing down of open pall factories and khanc;lsars in recent years p •.• 

45. The last Tariff Board was of opinion that an effort; mighj-.b"'e made 
to support the khandsari ,industry, both as holding an importan,t p0.8ition 
in the agricultural system and as constituting an outlet for surpluB cane 
-(pago!< 51 of the Report). HoW haYe conditiens changed since 11}80P What 
are your views as to· the fllture ~f the industry, 

46. What research work has bEl,!lD undertaken: in your province to jmprove 
the open pan system and the manufacture of rab P 

47. To what extent, in your opinion, has (i) the Sugar Excise duty of 
1934, and (ii) ·the additional cluty imposed in 1937, affected....., 

(a) the Clme grower; 

(b) the manufacturer; 

(e) the dealer, .and 

(d) the consumerP 

48. From the point of view of the IlOnsumer, what has been .the effec~ 
of protective duties!, 

49. Has any indut1'7 in YQur province d.ependen~ on ~he s~pply of BJl.ga~ 
products pr mol&SSell been affected by the protective duties P 

. 60. How are your :tatistics of acreage, production and priC8ll pi Bl4gar 

.and gur, etc., prepared and what is the .degree Ilf accuracyP • ," 
51. Have you any comments to tJlake pD any of the pointe raised in the 

other qllestionnai.reeP. 
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,Durbhanga Sugar Co .• 1.tcL 

Letter dated 18th ,July, 1987. 
Witli reference to ,your letter No. 390 of 1st instant we enclose herewith 

6 copiee of our reply to your Board's questionnaire, in respect of Lohat and 
,sakri Factories receipt of which please acknowledge. 

Enclosure. 
This Company has two factories, Lohat and Sakri, and as the cane 

,!Supply is tl'e",ted as one unit, they should be considered together. 
1. LOhat, J!'actory was first erected as a 400-ton per day fa.ctory at Ottur, 

in the Muzaffarpur District in 1902, and was transferred to its present 
site in North Darbhanga in 1915. 

The present capaciy of Lohat Factory is 1,300 tons cane per day. 
Bakri Factory was erected in 1933, and was seriously damaged by earth

quake on the first day it worked in Janp.ary, 1934. 
The present capacity of Sakri FactQry is 700 ions cane per day. 
2. Lohat-

-- No.1 No.2 Sarju No.2 Total 
Crystal. Crystal. Crushed. Crushed. Output. 

Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. 
1930-31 · · · • 82,530 Nil 111,100 Nil 193,630 
1931-32 · · · · 21I,783 79,737 Nil 25,242 316,762 
1932-33 · · · · 283,185 108,720 11,188 22,787 425,880 
1933-34 · · · · 136,758 Nil 412 935 138,105 
1934-35 · · · · 278,877 2,749 Nil ',Nit 281,627, 
1935-36 · · · · 309,161 1,475 Nil Nil 310,636 
1936-37 · · · · 417,091 Nil Nil Nil 417,091 

, 
, Bakri--

No.1 No.2 Total -- - Crystal. Crystal. Output. 

Mds. Mds. Md,. 
1933·34 · · · · " . · 108,870 19,855 128,225 
1934-35 · · · · 191,930 500 192,430 
1935-36 · · · . · 212,475 950 213,425 
1936-37 '. · · · 277,822 Nil 277,822 

3. (a) Cane supply. Yes, but there is rather a long lead by rail, for 
coal, stores, and to sugar markets. 

(b) Railway and Road facilities are adequate. 
(c) Labour,supply is ample, and we are not inconvenienced in other 

respects. 
4. Both factories ,are worked on the sulphitation process. 
The Sulphitation Process is cheap to instal, and the process is simple 

and cheap, The production is 100 per cent. of fairly good white crystal 
augar. ' , 

The Carbonitation Process plant is comparatively expensive. The process 
is thorough, but costs are high, varying with cost of lime stone. The sugar 
is good quality white crystal. Carbonitation is the best process where the 
market demands high quality, and is willing to 'pay more than for ordinary 
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aulphitation sugar. The yield of sugar should be about 2 peF cent. more, by 
carbonitation than by Bulphitation, as by the greater removal of non-sugars~ 
there is an increase in gravity purity mixed. juice to clarified juice 01 
about 5 as compared to sulphitation about 2. 
. The choice of process necessarily depends on cost of manufacture and 
yalue of the product. 

5. In 1930, the capacity of Lohat Factory was 900 tons per day, and is 
now 1,300 tons of cane per day. The factory was very badly damaged in 
the earthquake in January, 1934, the mill had to be removed to a new site, 
and the whole factory was renovated. Two (jut of three sugar godowns 
were re-built. The total cost of the re-building and re-conditioning was 
Its. 3,54,500. . . . 

6. Extensions are unlikely in view of the state bf the sugar market. 
Repairs and replacements cost about Re. 1,50,000 annually. 

7. (a) A sugar factory should be of the highest capacity which fulfils the 
following conditions:- . 

(1) In a normal season, the factory must be Certain of a full supply ali 
cane for 150 days milling. 

(2) The cane for this supply must be within such a distance that tila 
item of cane transport does not cost an undue amount on sugar made. 

(b) .This will vary with different conditions. 
A large land owner could possibly work a small factory economically on 

supplies from his own estates, and I would put the loWest daily economic!,"l 
Bupply for such a factory at 300 tons of cane, while for an independent 
company buying its cane, I would put the minimum at 450 tons per day. 

8. Practically all the special plant equipment of a large sugar factory 
has to be imported into India. Only such. articles, as staging, tanks, and 
gutters, etc., can be satisfactorily made up in India. 

9. (1) We cannot say the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology has· 
been of any assistance to us. 'Ve get returns and reports. 

(2) -lhe .Industries Department has not affected us. We train a fEl"w 
young men, at their .request. 

Raw Material. 
10. No. Land is not obtainable, being either the "zerat" of land

owners, or tenant holdings. 
11 and 12. We have only about 21 acres of land, which we use for experi

ments, and this is on too small a scale for results and costs to be of any 
value. . . . 

Ilf. We are handicapped by the factor that an enormous proportion of 
our cane is purchased from small growers, who are very backward in their· 
ideas, and over whom we have no control. This particularly applies to> 
the handling of late and early ripening varieties. We buy cane at about 
20 different out-stations, either on the· railway or on our trolly lin~;, as 
well as at our two mill gates. It is most difficult to ensure that the right 
variety only, will be supplied, when dealing with say, three thous~nd men 
in a day. . . 

We have made an arrangement with Imperial Chemicals, by which 
fertilisers are issued to growers, and the price realised when the crop is 
sold. The company undertakes to realise the price. Ryots are very difficult 
to persuade to take advantage of this. There has been a marked improve
ment. in the last two years, in the ,way the Agricultural Department has 
worked with us. Tpis is specially so in our Sakri area, where an active
Department Overseer has done good work demonstrating the vlllue of using
improved implements and methods. 

14. (a) Speaking generally, the area under. cane increased. steadily from· 
19~1; to and including 1933-34, whim the damage to factories liy earth~ 
quake resulted in large amounts of cane being left on. the fields. The 
introduction of Government control of the prices paid f~r (!itne in 1934-35 

U E 
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led ignorant grow~n's to ihink that high prices would be forced on manu
facturers, irrespective of the value of sugar, with the result that far more 
caIl:e was planted. for the 1936-37 season, than the mills could possibly crush. 
This, taken with the inevitable drop in cane prices will certainly lead to 
.. greai reduction in the a'rea of cane planted. 

(b) This has steadily deteriorated since the Co. canes wer~ introduced 
in 1923. Lack of fertilisers, use of bad seed faulty rotation of crops 
and bad cultivation are the causes.' , 

15. Frost is so rare as to be negligible, but at least 75 per cent. of the 
,cane is affected by borer to a greater or less degree. 

16: 'Ve have had ,satisf';Lctory supplies in the period under report, but the 
reaction caused by low prices, and cane being left standing must affect the 
future. 

About 95 per cent. of tlie cane in our area is either Co. 210 Qr 213, 
with the latter greatly predominating. These two varieties hj!ve been mixed 
hopelessly by the ryots in the fields. 

The actual yield is only about 230 maunds per acre, or fifty P!lrcent, 
less than could be grown by the use of prQper methods. 

The sucrose in cane starts at about 10 per cent. in late November, and 
rises to a maximum of about 12'5 per ~ent. by mid March, and. b.as dropped 
to about 10 per cent. by the end of April. 

17. We have now boundary agreements with the companies within an 
economic distance of our area. 

18. (u) Yes. 
(b) (i) Climatic conditions have had little to do with, it, in the last 

IIBven years. 
(ii) The area went up enormously after cane prices were fixed by order 

of Government, as the impression was created amol}g the growers that .. 
high price would be fixed no matter what sugar sold at. 

(iii) There is not enough gur or jaggery made in this area to affect the'" 
matter appreciably. . ' • 

(iv) Until the latter part of season 1936-37 (just closing) the price ruling 
for cane made it the best paying cash crop in these parts. 
_ 19. The production of sugarcane in 1936-37 in this area. is at least 
20 per cent. above the highest former record. The area was higher, and 
exceptionally heavy rain in 1\1ay, 1936 resulted in a heavier crop than usual. 
The highest amount of cane ever purchased by this company in a. season 
was about 56 lakhs of maunds, while in the season just closing we will 
purchase over 78 lakhs, and leave about 10 lakhs. No action is required, 
as plantings for nel>.":t season are reported to be at least 30 per cent. down, 
and will drop again ,in the next year, owing to the low prices now being 
paid, and discontent all cane being left. 

20. Cost of growing one acre of cane to the average grower;-

Rs. A.. 

Rent. 6 0 for a year and a balf.' 
Seed 8 8 34 maund§ at 4 annas per maund. 
Plough! 'i 0 
Labour 5 4 
Manure 1 2 
Cartage . 7 2 230 maunds cane at half anna. per maund. 

Total . 35 0 

21. The chief problem is the education or tIle riots to better methods. 
We endeavour. to take each man's crop in fair turll. C!Lne acceptlld in 

-~ovemLer instead of April means !l! lot to the grower. 
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22. (a) ,bl this area, compulsory leasing or acquisition of land for 'culti
vation by factories, is impossible. Nearly all the land is held by emaIl 
tenants on their ancestral holdings, and there js no waste land. 

(b) We have arrived at what amounts to zoning, by private agreement, 
but upto 1934, had trouble through distant fadories purchasing cane in 
our area. The ryot will nearly, always sell to the factory which takes hiS' 
C8ne quickest, almost irrespective of price, and I am sorry to say almost 

.... without regarding agreements entered into. and advance money taken. 
This effectually prevents a factory from assisting growers financially or 
promoting development in other ways. Zoning is most desirable, but it 
is difficult to frame rul~s to Gover all cases. 

23. We are now fairly free from interference, and have given - ou1: 
IIdvan<'es, 'free of interest. We also help with new varieties of seed, where' 
ihe grower will take it, and try to help the growers to g~t manures On 
easy terms. We have abou~ 18 miles of tramways. 

24. (a) No. We see ,no way of arranging this equitably. 
<b) If effective zoning could be ihtroduced, th~l'e would be no necessity 

for licensing either new factories or extensions, as a factory would be 
confined to its rone, and would only invest in plant in proportion to the 
available cane. 

25. (a) Gate cane, 16 per cent. 
(b) Rail cane, 61 per cent. ' 
(e) Tram cane, 23 per cent. 
26. The otdinary bullock cart with an average load of about 16 maunds 

is used exclusively by the ryots, they cannot afford the capital cost of the 
rubber tyred cart. The company uses rubber' tyred 'carts to bring cane 
from an out weigh bridge to our tramway railhead, and loads an aVjlrage 
of 50 maunds per cart over bad roads. 

27. The cart ,tracks on all .roads are pretty bad, but the saving factor 
is that there is rarely heavy rain in the cane crushing season. A great 
need is for rough bridges for bullock carts over certain streams. A con
siderable area of cane is cut off 'until the hot weather' sets in, unless 
bridges are made over certain stN\ams.' The company already helps in this 
direction, but the District Board should see to this. ' 

28. Our weighbridges are so arranged over the country that it is un~ 
usual for a grower to have to cart cane over six miles, and the hulk ofth& 
cane is within four miles of a "-eighbridge. Cane purchased at our ou~ 
stations on one day is in the factory that night or early next morning. 
The chief cause of stale cane, is the difficulty in preventing ryota fTom 
('utting cane daYR in' advance, and only close supervision can prevent this. 
There is no provision made to protect cane on bullock carts. 

29. Rates for cartage vary according to demand. One eighth of an 
anna per maund per mile may be taken as an' average. We estimate that" 
more than half the suppliel'S use their own carts. 

30. The Madhubani Municipality levies a toll on all carls passing to 
the Railway Station. The company pays this, and compounds it annually 
for a fixed sum. . 

31. Cutting orders are issued to growers. The normal period of deten
tion of a cart, including weighment and unloading is under two.. hours in 
the busiest time of the day, and is usually under an hour. "!We have never 
had any trouble in this,matter. 

32. Our longest railway lead is 69 miles, and purchased on any given 
day is in the faetory early next morning at latest. The railway arrange
ments are excellent." 

33. Rail freights on cane aTe calculated per mile per wagon, with a 
minimum charge, The rate l'aries aocording to the class of vehicle. We 
think the method of calculation 'is satisfactory. 

E2 
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34. Special low freights' on fertilisers would be particularly beneficial to 
the small growers. 

35. We have about 12 miles of tramway running in to our Sakri factory, 
with haulage by steam engines. The District Board insists on our paying 
a royalty of one anna per ton on all cane carried over this line, plu& a fixed 
8um' of Rs. 500 for damage done. This is an unfair tax, as our tramway 
carries cane which would otherwise be carried Qn many thousand cart loads, 
in which case the expenses of keeping up the road would be enormously 
increased, and nothing could be realised from the company. 

This matter urgently needs enquiry and adjustment. 
We have also a light trolly line into Lohat, where the haulage is done 

by bullocks. 
36. These tramways are expensive, but satisfactory. Our great difficulty 

in starting them was opposition on the part of the District Board. The 
tendency whlln any question concerning them comes up for discussion, is 
to regard them not as a help in getting in the rate payers' cane, but as 
the property of a large organisation which can be made to pay heavily for 
any 'concession. / 

37; Deterioration in mid season, i.e., February and March is about 
1·5 degrees purity after 24 hours from cutting. The following table from 
the Int~rnational Sugar Journal sbQws the deterioration:-

Fresh cane 
hours. 

24 
48 
48 
72 
96 

120 

" 

Co. 21$ Cane about mid season. 
Purity. 

87·9 
86·2 
83·5 
79·75 
77-08 
72·82 

During the latl!r part of the season, .deterioration is much more rapid. 
Primary juice in late May, this season, has averaged about 74. On the field 
most of the cane was over 80 purity at the same time. 

Early in the season when cane is unrwe, deterioration is much slower. 
Rate of deterioration varies with temperature. 

38. We only purchase direct from growers, and employ no contractors. 
39. We have always given out cash advaI1t'es, as soon as the crop is seen 

to be established. These advances' are free of interest. We p.lso give 
fel'tilisers' as advances, where growers will take them. 

40. Does not arise. 
41. Co-operative Sugar Cane Societies were just started before the season 

now closing, and have received help from the company. The movement is 
in its infancy, and it is too early to give an opinion on it. 

42. Cane is weighed at all outstations, and at mill gates, by weigh clerks, 
who are supervi~ by a staff of European and Indian Cane Assistants. 

Payments are made at the end of each week, .for the week just 
closed. 

43. 1930-31-As. 5-6 rising to As. 6 
1931-32-As. 5-6 rising to As. 6 
1932-33-As. 5-6 per maund. 
1933-34-As. 5 per maund. 

per maund. 
per maund. 

1934-35-As. 5 rising to As. 5-9 per maund. 
1935-36-As. 5 rising t~ As. 5-6, dropping to A~. 

maund. 
5-3 and As. Ii. per 
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1936-37-4 annas 9 pies dropping progressively' to 3 annas for g;J.te 
cane and 2 annas 6 pies for rail cane. ' 

For the last three seasons, prices have lieen fiXjld blt Government, and 
changes have been frequent.' '. . , . 

,.4. The Government price ia fixed with relation to the'price of sugar. 
45 and 46. Generally speak;ng llllly gur and jaggei-y for IQcal !lo1.~uruPtion 

has been JUade in thia area. 
47. We have not paid above the minimum rate as it has always tendE!d. 

to be high. ' 
48. The formula now used ia correct, but it all depends on' what is 

taken to be the correct price of sugar, and the means Qf arriving at thia 
are open to criticism. There is one bad fault in the system; it is far 
better for the grower to accept a lower price early in the season, and SO: 
clear his field in time for other crQPs, and also get his money quickly which 
is of enormous importance to him'. With falling sugar prices, tjle' unfortu
nate man who has been forced to keep his cane to the end of the season 
has been heavily penalised in every direction. 

49. The minimum price fixed usually is' the price for very good cane, 
and as bad and diseased cane has to be paid for at the same rate it has 
been impossible to pay a bonus. A bonl¥! for good cane, and a lower 
rate for inferior cane are most desirable but is impracticable. The Govern
ment view has been that such a system would lead to unf~ir cutting of 
prices in the classification of C.llne. 

, Lohat. 
50. 1930-31-4th December, 1930 to 9th April, 1931=4 months and 5 day;;. 

1931-32--2Oth November, 1931 to 14th May, 1932=5 months and 
24 days. 

1932-33-lst November, 1932 to 24th May, 1933=6 months _and 
23 days. 

1933-34-7th November, 1933 to 13th January, 1934=2 months and 
6 days (earthquake). 

1934-35-15th November, 1934 to, 29th March, 1935=4 months and 
14 days. 

1935-36-15th November, 1935 to 27th March, 1936=4 months and 
12 days. 

1936-37-16th November, 1936 to 4th June, 1937=6 mont~ and 
18 days. 

Sakri. 

1933-34-9th February,"1934 to 13th' June, 1934=4 months and 4 days 
(earthquake). 

1934-35-14th November, 1934 to 1st April, 1935=4 months ~nd 
17 days. 

1935-36-15th November, 1935 to 3rd April, 1936=4 months and 
i8 days. 

1936-37-16th November, 1936 to 4th June, 1937=6 months and 
18 days. 

The variations have been entirely due to the size of the crop. The season 
,has on the average been sufficiently long for economic reasons. In the year 
just dosing we have worked past the economic time, in order to minimise 
the distress caused by leaving cane unpurchased. 

51. It would be of great benefit to us to have late an<f early ripening 
varieties delivered at the proper time, but it will be difficult to control our 
many small growers. The nelY Co-operative Cane Societies might be of great 
use to us, in this direction, and the officers in charge of this movement 
have uDdurtaken to give special attention to this matter. If they can do 
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this with success, it would go far to lustify their exi&tence from the point 
of view of the mllnufacturer .• 

52. The local Government Department of Agriculture has been of great 
help in the way of teaching the ryots, through their Overseers, and are 
JlOW breeding new vJ).rieties of cane at Pusa. Th~ few pamphlets aud 
hulletins have been most practical and helpful. 

The Co-operative Cane Growers Societies are not long enough established, 
to give any opiniun on. These societi.es should work ip. close co-operation 
uith the Agricultura.! Department. 

53. We employ approximately 200 skilled, and 1,900 unskilled hands in 
the crushing season; and 150 skilled, and 375 unskilled hands in the silent 
season, in the two factories combined. 

54 and 55. We employ a European Manager, _and three European Engi
neers, and one European sugar boiler at Lohat. 

We employ two European Engineers, at Sakri, and one Indian Engineer 
(II Bengali domiciled in Bihar), also one sugar technical expert who' is " 
European. 

Wll have five Europeans in the Cane Department, and eight Indian Cane 
.~-!Sistants who are all from Bihar. 

Upto a few years ago, our sugar boilers and chemists were nearly all 
nengalis, but we have been tratning local men, p.nd the percentage is now 
B.bout 50, of local men. 

All our rnistries and skilled workmen are local men. ' 
56. We have only to house mistris, chemists, sugar boilers, and clerks, 

I\S practically all our hands live in adjoining villages and come to work 
daily. We have pucca built lines, and provide Inedical attention. A football 
and, games ground is provided. 

Power. 

57. The following is the coal consumption:
Lohat-

1930-31-3'86 per cent. coal per cent. tane, oqsting Rs. 35,000 
app'~oximately. ' 

1931-32-{)·05 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs. 885 approxi
matetr. 

1932-33-0·24 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs. 5,200 approxi
mately. 

1933-34-{)·25 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs. 1,950 approxi
mately. 

1934-35--0'37 per .cent. coal per cent. cat-e, costing Rs. 5,400 approxi
mately.' 

1935-36-0·07 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs. 1,120 approxi
mately. 

1936-37-0'70 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing lts. 14,500 al?proxi-
mately. . 

'Sakri-..' :, 
1933-34-0·26 pl'r cent. coal per cent. ca!le, costing Rs. 1,756 approxi-

mately. ., 
1934-3~0'036 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs, 765 approxi-

mately.· • 
19::\5-36-0·016 per cent. coal per cent. cane, costing Rs. 150 !lPproxi-

. mately. ' 
1936-37-0'023 per cent; coal per cent. cane, costing 'R.~. 560 approxi

mately. 
All, bn~nsse is used for foel. 
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BU-producfl. 
1>8. Molasses only. 
69. Outturn of Molasses-

1930-31-80,726 maunds. 
1931-32-143,033 maunds. 
1932-33--,-185,814 maunds. 
1933-3~,104 maunds. Includes Sam. 
1934-35-182,717 maunds. Includes Sakri. 
1935-36-187,633 maunds. Inclndes Sakri. 
1936-37-261,400 maunds. Includes Sakri. (estimated). 

Rate of Lohat Molasses-
1930-31 at Rs. 2-10 ;er maund .. 
1931-32 at Rs. 1-3-(1 per maund. 
1932-33 at As. 6 per maund. 
1933-34 at Free of cost. 
1934-35 at As. 2-3 per maund. 
1935-36 at As. 6-6 per maund. 
1936-37 at As. 1-9 per maund. 

Sakri-
1933-34 at As. 1-3 per maund. 
1934-35 ~t As. 2-3 per maund. 
1935-36 at As. 8 per maund. 
193"6-37 at As. 1-9 per maund. 

Excess production beyond market needs has resulted ilL & drop in price; 
60. lIIarket.-Indian Molasses Co. 
The Bengal and North-Western Railway now provide speeiJ}l tank wagonS 

for molasses which are most satisfactory. . 
61. We sell all molasses. 
62. We have no surplus bagasse. 
63. We have no other by-products. 
64. Storage and Transportation of .Sugar-

Stook when Stock when 
season opened. season closed. 

Mds. Mds. 
Lohat-

1930-31 5,533 181,031 
1931-32 38,900 162,980 
1932-33 50 194,645 
1933-34 11,462 47,110 
1934-35 1,275 117,353 
1935-36 7 208,932 
1936-37 17,512 280,000 (estimated). 

Sukri-
1933-34 Nil 111,295 
1934-35 '. 592 95,325 
1935-36 27 152,800 
1936-37 36,365 195,000 (estimated) •. 

65. Lohat.-We have three sugar godowns, one of which is intended to be 
air tight, for storage throughout the monsoon. Two of these godowns wer&, 
built in 1915, whiln the factory wa!! ~rected, and the third wa!! l!dded i!l 1931; 
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Lohat.-"Total storage capacity is for 125,000 bags of 21 maunds each, 
oequal to 312,500 maunds, of sugar. 

Sakri.-Total storage capacity is for 90,000 bags of 21 maunds each equal 
to 225,000 maunds of sugar, in two godowns of equal size. 

JIVe are not at present arranging to build more godowns. 
66. The cause of deterioration is atmospheric humidity. Sugar of season 

1935-36 stored through the monsoon was damp, and 8·4 per cent. of the 
total output of the season was returned to pr9cess during season 1936-37. 

67. Damaged sugar is returned to process 3nd reboiled. 
68. The keeping of the sugar is all right, the method of storing could 

1>e improved. 
69. Complaints of damage during transit are not very common. Leaking 

wagons, and handling at river ghat during the monsoon account for the 
,damage. 

70. We usually get a fair supply of wagons for sugar transport, and 
:have no complaints about this or about delay. 

71. No. 
72. This company's sugar is marketed entirely through a selling agent 

.and practically all sugar is despatched freight to pay, it is therefore very 
difficult for us to prepare an answer, to this question. As a matter of 
interest we may say that the usual rebate allowed for sugar despatched 
to ports other than Calcutta is As. 2 per maund. 

73-79. This company is a privatI! limited liability company and t.he 
information asked for is not available for pUblication. 

82. Works costs. 
Our factories are efficient considering the class of cane dealt with. 

Improvement in this direction will lie principally in the direction of getting 
.oane which h~s' a higher sucrose content, and in early and late ripening 
varieties. 

83. The company sells its produce pretty generally throughout India 
-and sugar is also shipped to Burma. 

84. The company's sugar is sold through a Broker and '-payment is 
·guaranteed by a Bania·n. 

85. Our Brokers have their own contract form. 
86 and 87. The difference between wholesale and retail prices is generally 

about annas 2 but it is IElSS at the -moment. The difference in the above 
"ates should not vary very greatly unless there is a big fluctuation in the 
JUarket. ' 

89. The answer to hoth queries in this question is yes. 
90. Yes, by' Europeans and leading Hotels and Restaurants.' 
91., Yes, in whiteness;J!venness of grain, hardness and lusture. 
92. The stocks of sugar held by manufacturers and dealers is largely 

lI'egulated by the law of supply and demand. The carrying of stocks is 
financed by hypothecation of same to BaQ-ks.. ' 

93., It is not quite clear what is meant by this question and we therefore 
refrain from expressing any. opinion. 

94. It is considered that a Centrai All-India Selling (,)rganisatioll is not 
practicable. . ' 

95-99. We have nothing to say iIi reply to these questions. 
100. Factory sugar is replaci-ng gur gradually' owiIi.g to it becoming 

eheaper. ' ' 

101-105, 1b7-108 and 111. We regret' we are not in a position to furnish the, ' 
information called for. . ' 

100. Our output of molasses is sold under contract to the Indian Molasses 
Company, Li!llited. .-
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109. It costs the average grower of this area, Rs. 35 to produce 230 maunds 
of cane and deli~er it to the factory, i.e., approximately 21 annas per 
maund. Unless he can get at least 4 annas per maund, he will not grow 
cane in any quantity. With, the quality of cane now 'delivered, it must 
take 11 maunds of cane to make a maund of sugar in an efficient factory. 
The purchase price' of this will come to Rs. 2-12-0 on each maund of sugar 
made, and with, the cost of cane transport, and the expenses of a cane 
department added, cane delivered will cost Rs. 3-5-0 annas per m!'-und of 
sugar. 

Putting other expenses at Rs. 1-9-6, and Excise Duty at Rs. 1-7-6 it 
would cost Rs. 6-6 to make a maund of sugar, without allo:jVing fol' 
depreciation or placing anything to reserve. 

Unless and until; the production of cane per acre is increased, and the 
quality of the cane improved to a standard which will admit of the grower 
to sell at a much lower price, and make a ,fair profit, the present protection 
could not be removed without ruining the industry. The efficien<:y of the 
factories has improved enormo,lIsly in late years, and tnere is not much 
margin for improvement there. The, problem' therefore has become almost 
entirely an agricultural one, and the main object of protection now should 
be to save the industry until the growers are educated in improved methods, 
and realise the advantage of adopting them. There is no doubt that fifty 
per cent. more cane per acre could ,be produced, at very little extra cost 
to the grower, if the methods being taught by the Agricultural Department 
were adopted universally. 

Continuation of protection for the remaining period, i.e., from 1st April, 
1938 to 31st March, 1946 is, in our opinionl essential if the sugar industry 
in India is to be preserved. 

Ryam Sugar Co., Ltd., Ryam Factory, Darbhanga. 

REPLIEB ToTARl!T BOARD, GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE, 1937. 

Production 0/ S'Il{JUII'. 

1. 1914-750 tons cane, per day. 

Season. 

2. 1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Total maunds 
Sugar. 

No.1 
Sugar. 
Mds. 

153,247 82,955 
232,021' 124,145 
270,IU 136,200 
195,496, 95,705 
187,347. 184,610 
193,387 191,935 
278,837278,837 

No.2 
Sugar. 

Mds. 
70,292 

107,876 
133',974 

99,791 
2,737 
1,452 

3. (a) The factory is not advantageously situated with- Tegard to cane 
supplies., The quality of the cane is inferior to that grown in the Bombay 
Presidency and the Deccan. With ,regard to Limestone the freight is 
very high amounting to approximately seven times the value of the stone. 
The same applies to coal and other stores but to a lesser degree. 

(b) No. Factory is situated 8 miles from the ,nearest. Railway Station, 
but is connected by our own Tramway., 

(c) Yes. ' 
4. Double Carbonitation. Tlui advantages and disadvantages of the res-

pective processes are as follows:.:...· ' 
8'1l1phitation. Lower capital c~st, l~wer' operative' cost, more careful co~

trol required (less." foolproof "} lower grade of sugar produced which· iR 
more susceptible to ,damage in unfavourable climatic conditions, lower yield 
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varying from 2 per ce~t. with high purity juices to 4 per cent. with low 
purity juices. 

Oarbonitation., Higher cl'apital cost, highe~ operative cost, easier control 
(more "foolproof") superior sugar made, less liable to deterioration in the 
mo?s?on. Higher yield, from 2 per cent t9. 1 per cent. depend~:mt on purity 
of jUices. , 

The additional capital cost for a factory milling 25,000 maunds per day 
is about £3,500 e.r.w. The critical factor in deciding the process is cost 
of limestone as laid down at factory; operative costs are essentially those 
of stone and coke as against lime and sulphur. 

Labo~ difference is unsubstantial. 

(i. 193()"-' 
Vertical Air Oompressor 
Filter Press . . . 
Cane Knife Engin~ and Kniv~s 

1931-
Boiler Feed Pump . 
Additions to Air Heater for Sugar 

Drier . . . 
Cooling Coils in Orya . 
Live Steam to Coil Pans . 
Baffling M. W. Triple . 
Re-tubing Boilers . \. 
2-30" X 18" Oentrifugals . 
2--30' x 18' Centrifugala . 
Air Cylinder for Vacuum Pump 

1932-
Boiler Feed Pump . 
Sugar Godowns Extensions 
Baffling H. E. Triple . 
Water Oulvert for Cooling water 
Three Roller Mill, Gearing, Mill 

Engine, Cush Cush Elevator, etc. 

1933-
One Filter Press 
E. C. PlaBt • 
High Speed Vacuum Pump 
5" Tube Well. .. 
Sugar Drier and ~evators 

1934~ 
Molasses Burning Furnace . • 
High Speed Engine and Electric 

Generator . 
Calandria Vacuum Pan. . 
4--42' Centrifugals, Engine, Grass

hopper Conv. Molasses Pumps, 
etc. . • . . 

9' Diameter Steel Chimney 
Seed Mixer . . • 
Juice Sulphuring Tanks. 
Magma Pump 
Magma Mixer . 

Carried over 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1,114 13 6 
5,333 15 3 

13,259 2 9 
19,707 15 6 

2,310 6 0 

1,008 2 9 
2,614 0 0 
8,05815 9 
3,984 0 1 

58,526 9 2 
6,079 0 3 
5,806 12 4 
6,188 ~2 0 

94,576 10 4 .. 
6r857 1511 

11,740 4 3 
2,75514 3 
3,98613 8 

1,29,616 13 ,2 
1,5£,957 13 3 

3,682 610 
1,037 13· 3 

11,474 0 6 
4,987 4 0 

13,993 7 9 
35,175 0 4 

5,350 7 10 

5,532· 3 6 
22,76210 9 

21,353 4 6 
18,972 11 9 

2,272 13 9 
4,844 12 9 
2,584 3 0 

36815 6 
84,052 3 4 

3,88,46910 9 



Rs. A. P. Rs. •• P. 
Brought forward 3,88,469 10, 9 

1935-
Sugar ]\Ielting Tank 
Sweet Water Tank 
Molasses Pump 
Sugar Godo!"n 

1936-
Sugar Grader 

Grand'rotal 

3,123 9 
1,175 12 

99015 
26,954 11 

2,93810 

... 

9 
6 
0 
3 

39,245 0 6 

3 
2,938 10 3, 

4,23,653 5 6 

6. With conditions as they are at presen.t we do not contempla.te exten
sions but should there be a.n improvement we may consider installing an 
additional 3-Mill Roller which was provided for in the original design. 

1. (a) Th" main factors which determine the size of the factory are the, 
.,mounts of cane available for millingan4 the tr(l.nsport facilities. 

(b) The capacity of the, factory should not be less than 400 tons per 
day. 

8. The most of the equipment in sugar factories can now be obtained in 
India, liut non-ferrous metals and tubes, heavy shafts for rollers etc., 
boilers and special pumps and engine~ have to be imported. ' 

9. (1) Our Managing Agents have' III well qualified Technical Sialf and 
have had no 'need to Call on the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology 
for assistance. . 

(2) The cane rate is not received early enough at the facto:l'Y. The 
rate should reacl). the factory 2 days ahead of enfQrcement date. 

10. (a) Yes. 
(b) Cultivation is done on our own lands, purch!lSed olltright. 
(e) Nil-difficulty. 
11. (a) 31 acres. 
(b) 12 acres. 
(e) Approved varieties of Co. canes. 
(d) No fallow system, we grow cane oD, cane and use the trench system. 
(e) 400 maunds per acre. 
12. (a) 35 acres. 
(b) The total production of our estates, besides certain ,fields belonging to 

ryots throughout each· area are set aside for seed distribution., This is 
given out £0 ryots in the shape of an advance. • 

13. We have experimented with late and early ripening varieties. 
14. (a) There has been a steady increase in the quantity of cane nail-

.able since 1930 except for the year following the earthquake.' , 
(b) The quality of the cane has been subject to seasonal variatio~ 'Vide 

reply to Question No. 80 Form III. 
15. We very seldom have damage from frt>st but from disease and insect 

pests the damage is very ,considerable. During the month of February 
this season 8. detailed survey was carried out to determine to what extent 
tbe cane was Infested with disease and this worked out to 5(l. per cent. on 
the average CBusing a sugar 109s of 14,053 maunds for the month 01: 
Rs. 84,318 monthly. 

16. We can generally rely on a normal crop of 24 lakh maunds. 
Co. 213 and 210 Bnd coming Season Co. 299. 
Field yield 115 maunds per acre. 
For Sugar content of Cane refer to Question No. 80, Form III. 
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17. This does not affect Ryam as we are bound by zone and boundary 
agreements with our neighbouring factories. 

18. (a) Yes. 
(b) (i) This is not veri appreciable. 
(ii), (iii) & (iv) These three play a very important part in determining 

the iIicrease or decrease of the cane planting in our area. 
19. Requirements is an elastic term. Regulation rather than restriction 

is indicated. We have been able, by extending the duration of the season 
and by additions to plant to take off practically all the cane which was 
offered in 1ihe aTeas serving our factory. We consider that control of the 
area under cane in Northern India is desirable, but coupled with a reduced 
pr<?duction of sugar by whit!! sugar factories, so that the quantity of cane 
available for manufacture conforms to a reduced Qutput from the factories, 
so as to bring consumption and production into line. 

While expressing this opinion we realise the great difficulty in co-ordi
nating the area to be put under cane with factory prqduction owing to 
the millions of independent growe!'s involved and the variations in yield 
per acre as influenced by seasonal conditions and the uncertainty as to 
the ultimate utilization-e.g., gur or white sugllr or eaten in the raw 
state. 

20. Unknown. 
21. One, and possibly th~ greatest, obje-ction which the Tyot has to the 

cultivation of cane is the duration of time which it takes between the 'date 
when he has to reserve land for the' crop till he receives money for its 
proceeds. This is not less than eighteen months 'unless he has- cultivated 
an early ripening variety of cane. To partly overcome this difficulty we 
make a, practice of advancing money to the ryot. 

Then there are the difficulties of harvesting the crop-the dive'rsion of 
labour from other agricultural pursuits and the loss of bullocks' time from 
farm work involved in the transport of cane. It is these difficulties which 
have so encouraged the practice of ratooning cane which even from the 
point of view of perpetuating disease should be discouraged if not prohibited 
by law. ' 

With a view to popularising the cultivation of cane we have the following 
Buggestions to' make-

(1) The supply of sound seed cane of approved varieties. It is noto
riousthat if left to his own devices the ryot will plant from 
the worst portion of his crop. This is where the Agricultural 
Department can do most valuable work. ' 

,(2) The encouragement to factories to acquire land for the establish
ment of seed 'farms, from which good seed cane could be dis
tributed. Government could assist in the acquisition of land 
for this purpose by suitable legislation. ' 

(3) Intensive education of the ryot in the best agricultural practice 
for the cultivation of cane, including the ,intelligent use of 
suitable fertilisers. The system of education to be that best 
suited to local conditions. 

(4) An examination of the prospeC'ts from irrigation by tub!! wells 
and canals might be valuable. . 

(5) 'Every possible encouragement to be given to factories to lay down 
local tramways for the. carriage of cane, so reducing the strain 
on the ryots resources in providing bullock tra,nsport. 

(6) Such terminal organisation at factories which will reduce as much 
as possible the time lost in keeping carts waiting to unload. 
We favour a system which ensures a cart being able to transfer 
its load as soon as possible after its arrival at the factory or 
other delivery station. 
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(7) The provision of good road communications and we should parti. 
cularly stress the maintenance of gQod bullock cart t~cks. 

(8) We would advocate that Government should prohibit the weie;h. 
ment of cane during the hours of darkness except at factory 
or tramway depots. It is our belief that when lighting facili. 
ties are very inadequate, as they generally are, the weighmed 
of cane at railway stations tends to lead to abuses, however 
zealous the inspecting staff may be. 1f there were proper 
organisation there should be n~ hardship' in restricting weigh. 
ments to daylight hours. 

(9) To ensure better control of cane' deliveries !lot railway stations 
and factories the system of issuing .passes for carts. which we 
employ should be made compulsory. This, by reducing the time 
carts are kept waiting, would reduce transport charges where 
ryots employ professional carters for the carriage of their cane 
and save sugar losses due to stale cane. We also suggest that 
carts should be licensed. 

22. (a) We agree with the Tariff Board that ·this is impracticable. 
(b) We have insistently advocated the introduction of a system ·'pf 

" zones" for sugar factories. If this had formed a part of the legislation 
which was introduced at the time Government decided Jio grant protection 
to the sugar industry many of the 'difficulties with which the manutacturing 

,"side of the industry is now confronted would never have arisen. We fear 
that in. some areas it is noW" too late for any effective legislative action 
to be taken, but there do exist areas where conditions make it possible 
for groups of factories to come to a mutual agreement for the equitable 
distribution of local supI!lies of cane, and in this Government might be of 
assistance in an advisory capacity. 

23. Our policy is, and has always been, to do everything possible to 
develop local supplies of cane, by means of loans in cash at reasonable rates 
of interest the supply of sound seed, manures and the provision of rubber. 
tyred carts on the hire-purchase system. It will be naturally realised how
ever, that if a factory's local supplies of cane are liable to be taken by 
outside factories, there is obviously less encouragement to the home factory 
to undertake development measures. 

24. (a)., (b), (i) & (ii) We are in favour of the -regulation of sugar pro
duction by means of quotas" and also the licensing of new factories" ilUlluding 
extensions to those at present in existence. ' , 

Until there is a definite and material increase in domestic aonsumption, 
India's production of sugar may now be accepted as having reached satura
tion point, and to avoid the evils of over-production we consider that Govern
ment should at once take powers to limit the quantity of sugar which may 
be manufactured under a system of quotas. This remedy will not, however, 
be of any avail unless, linked thereto, the establishment of additional 
factories is prohibited and any extensions to the plant. of existing factories, 
except for the purpose of increasing efficiency or improving the quality of 
the product. 

This question becomes highly complicated by the position of Indian 
States towards the erection o{ tbeir own fa<;tories and the export of sugar 
thus made into British .India with possible non-reciprocity, but even if a 
satisfactory solution to this aifficulty ca~not in all cases ~ f~und,. ~ur 
opinion remains unaltered, that the'regulatIon of sugar productIOn In BritIsh 
India in the manner suggested is essential to the well-being \!f the Industry 
and to the many interests dependent uPQn it. 

In this connection, we would emphasize the necessity of a decision being 
reached if possible before the end of the current yea'r so tbat the cane 
plantin~ programm~ during the ensuing winter can be worked ~ut in rela
tion to the sugar requirements of the- country fClr the Crushing Season 
of 1938-39. 
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25. (a), (b) & (c)_ 

Season. G&te C&ne. 
Per cent. 

1930-31 49·7 
1931-32 46·3 
1932-33 59'1 
1933-34 85·09 
1934-35 28·0 
1935·36 25'S 
1£36-37 28·8 

26. Transport by cart 20 maunds per cart. 

Ra.il Cane. 
Per cent. 

60'3 
53'7 
40·9 
14'91 
44'5 
47·4 
43'8 

Tr&mCaoo. 
Per cent. 

27·5 
26'8 
27'4 

'Ve have this year. experimented w.ith Rubber-tyred Carts, but this has 
not been a success OWing to the difficulties put in our way by the District. 
~~ . 

27 .. Yes. 
Condition of feeder roads extremely bad. 
28. Cane is brought by road frgm a maxi.m"dm distance of 12 mi.les. 
6 miles average distance. 
Time between Jutting cane and delivery 24 hours. 
No effort is made to protect j:ane from deterioration as it is brought. 

so soon after cutting. 
29. One pie per maund per mile. 
Some have their own but 70 per cent. of them hire £arts. 
1 pie per maund per mile. 
30; No. 
31. We issue purjees daily upto the nearest cart for QUI' daily consump

tion of cane . 
• The normal detention'is not more than 2 hours . 
. 'Ve have never heard complaints about diJtention of carts as the <:a'rters; 

are never kept waiting. 
32. Maximum distance 43 miles. 
48-72. hours. 
Yes, most satisfactory. 
33. There is a scale' of charges for each type oi wagon per ,mile with 

a minimum oI'ate per ty!,.e of wagon and ~aDle is given herewith:-

Type' of W&gon. 

Open cane wagons 6, 8 and 10 tons 14 ft. 
Open cane wagons 10 tons 16 ft. and 

11 tons 15 ft.. • 
Cage trucks 10' tons 
Cage trucks 12 tons 
Covered wagons 

R&te 
per mile. 

As. P. 

2 6 

4 3 
4 3 
4 9 
3 6 

M:~imum r&te 
per type of 

W&gon. 

Rs. 
[> 

1 
7 
8 
6 

These rates have been in force far several years now and are higher 
than they were eight years ago but the present tlat rate basis is preferable 
'to' a maundage basis as cane being a bulky article iloes not fill wagons ta 
their' axle carrying capacity, and to introduce a maundage rate would, 
~e feel, inevitably increase the freight costs as the railway would calculate 
"he contents of a wagon on the carrying capacity rather than its actual load 
'I'\'hich is considerably less. 
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34. The factory is BQt advAntageously situated with regard to cane 

lupplies. The lJ.uality of the cane is inferior to that grown in the Bombay 
Presidency al!d the Deccan. With regard to limestone thl! freight is very 
high amounting to 'approximately seven times the val!!e of the stone. The 
I18me applies to \!Oal and oth!lr stores hut to a lesser degree. 

35. 16 miles. 
3 pies per mauna. 
Factory. 
36. ' Very advantageous. 
No, barring land acquisition. 
37. The lo~s through dryage ·and deterioration between cutting and 

milling varies according to the variety of cane but the 1088 is definitely 
serious in the months of March, April and May. The results of numerous 
tests carried out during these months in season 1932-33, indicated that the 
lOBS in weight through dryage amounted to 2·5 per cent. after 24 hours, 
5 per cent. after 48 hours and 7 per cent. after 72 hours. Apart from the 
1088 in weight, the purity of the juice, in the cane deteriorated by one 
unit after 24 ~ours, five units after 48 hours and nine units after 72 hours. 
A detailed account of dryage and deterioration of cane varieties in Upper 
India is given in the 1933 issue of the International Sugar Journal. 

38. (a) The total quantity of cane crushed is purchased direct frQm 
growers. ( 

(II) We are definitely opposed to the employment of contractors unless 
they possess marked influence and have a fin;lDcial stake in the area in 
which they operate. 

39. 75 per cent. of cart cane is bonded by the company, and advancee 
paid out to ryots in cash and seed from the months of February to 
September. 

40. All cane purchased direct from growers. 
4L I.!lat seaaoll for 'the first time a very small quantity was supplied 

through the Cane Growen Association, but no general terms have yet been 
arranged. .' 

42. We follow all the Government Cane Rules relating to this. 
Yes, payment is made immediately for unbonded but payment is only 

made weekly for bonded cane. 
43. 1930-31-As. 1Hl, As. 6. 

1931-32-As. 1Hl, As. 6. 
1932-33-As. 1Hl. 
1933-34-As. 5-6~ As. 5, As. 4-6 and As. 4. 
1934-35--As. 5. 
1935-36-As. 5-6, As. 5-3 and As. 5. 
1936-37-As. 4-9, As. 4-3, As. 4, As. '3-9 and As. 3. 

This is entirely under Government cOntrol. 
44. We follow the Government formula for this . 
• 45. The price of gur has no influence as sO little is made here. 
46. See No. 45. 
47. No, we have generally followed the Gl!vernment rate. 
48. Under present conditions, the basis is not satisfactory and calcula

tions .should be based mo~ on the ra~s obtainedfqr sugar by average 
factortes than on the speclal rates obtamed by I/- few factories employing 
more expensive processes. . . 

We would also ,suggest that the 8 anna margin ,which is at present 
,used in arriving at a Bcale be reduced to enable the cane ratG to be adjusW 
more frequently and, equitably. 

We may' have further suggestions t() make at an early dahl. 
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49', Except for the ·illiteracy of the suppliers fluch a system would be 
feasible. Especially so when combined with zOI].ing and with the suppliers 
-looking to the mill for an equitable ,price fixation. A zoning system would 
be necessary as the mill would have to be in close touch with the growers 
and be able to, fairly allocate th!! quantities of early, medium, and late 
varieties. _ 

Without control ~he 'danger of planting an excessive quantity of a 
heavy yielding late variety, with difficulty distingUIshable from an early 
variety, would operate against any scheme of this nature. 

SO. The duration I of the crop for the past seven seasons is given under 
Question No. 80. The variations in the duration can be attributed to 
"available supplies of raw material and the economical operating purity of 
the cane supplies. 

Until such time as early and late ripening varieties have been established, 
it is our opinion that the economie duration of a cane season can be 
given as from 1st December to 15th April.' ' 

51. It is possible that by the introduction of well established early and 
late varieties of cane to extend the crushing season in North Bihar and 
EasterR United Provinces from, say, 1st November to 31st Mayor a seven 
'month operating period. 

52. We have -had considerable assistance from the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research and the Agricultural Departments of, our Local 
Government. We feel, however, that their efforts ,are nQt sufficiently co
'Ordinated and that therefore they fail to give the help which' we really 
need. 

It occurs to us that the staff of these departments should be more 
'mobile. The demonstrations and he1p which are required by us should, be 
,available on the spot, and we would suggest that a motor van equipped 
with cinematograph and loudspeaker equipment would meet a long felt 
want. 

Propaganda c'Ould be carried 'On in this' manner from village to village 
in the neighbourhood of established factories and the ryot could see demons
trations and hear actual explanations in his own language of all problems 
attached to the growing of his crops. 

Silent Season. SeasQnal Labour. 

53. (i) 1. Skilled . 
2. "Unskilled 

189 '1'ota1179 of which about 75 per cent. 
535 skilled labour. 

(ii) Entirely local labour. 
54. We do lfot import labour from abroad or other parts of India. 
55. See No. 54. 
56. Free quarters are provided for senior members of the Indian Staff. 

Free medical attention is prov~ded and we have our own disp!lnsary. ' 

Power. 
57. During ce:tain seasons-Yes. 
Coal and Wood fuel used tQ supplement bagasse. 

Steam Coal. Wooel Fuel. 
Qu!ntity Amount. Quantity. "Amount. 

Nos. Rs. A. P. Nos. Rs. A. 

1930-31 410 16511 6 52 16 4 
1931-32 40 1614 0 40 12 8 
1932·33 
1933·34 
1934-35 6,866 3,021 12 0 1,300 256- 9 
1935-36 270 11314 6 
1936-37 933 "406 5 0 
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~e do not bale our surplus bagasse. 

Bl/""Pf'oducf,. 

58. Molasses, Bagasse and P!"I!88 Mud. 

Besson. 
Maunds 
Molasses, 

Prod',1oed. 

59. 1930-31 41,904 
1931-32 84,652 
1932-33 107,005 
1933-34 79,002 
1934-85 63,885 
1935-36 70,075 
1936-37 97,061 

Average Rate. 

RS.A. p. 
2 4 3'7. 
013 0 
0 4 3'2 
0 1 3'6 
0 2 6 
0 7 9 
0 1 8 

The general fall in price is due to the supply being much abov@ demand. 
60. Our molasses are delivered at the factory tq a mQlasses contractor 

thereafter our interest ceases. 
Railway facilities are inadequate. 
Undelivered molasses have on occasions been burnt. 
61. Surplus waste JDolasses &l"e destroyed in a Brooks Molasses Furnace 

or utilised for steam generation. For steam generation purposes, inolasses 
are not' very satisfactory on account of' the large deposit' of ash of a 
corrosive nature on boiler tubes, etc. 

It is suggested that molasses may be utilised for the production of 
Power Alcohol; Acetic Acid, Ether, Chloroform, Glycel'ine, Acetone, Citric 
Acid, Butanol, Carbon dioxide for dry ice and Yeast. 

62. At present there "is no outlet for surplus bagasse, small quantities 
only being taken by the cane suppliers as fuel. 

Bagasse could be manufactured into paper or boards but the initial cost 
of the manufacturing plant will be high. 

63. Sulphitation and well weathered carbonitation pre!!§ mud c~n .be 
atilised as a manure. 

64. 1930-31 
1931-32 
.1932-33, 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 

, 1936-37 

Storage and Transportation 01 Sugar. 
Stock. 

Beginning of 
season. 

18,010 

End of 
season. 

Mds. 
; 85,545{ 
118,923~ 
95,678 
78,997 

Hll,688 , 
115,386 
165,747 

65. The' capacity of oui' godowns have been increased from a total of 
87,704 bags in 1930-31 to a total of 82,810 bags in 1936-37. " 

66. The extent to which sugar may, deteriorate is chiefly d~peudent upon 
the pen9d of storage and weather conditions. Apart from tbe period of 
storage and weather conditions factors influencing the keeping quality of 
sugar are numerous bnt, it may be stated that the construction an,d condi
tion of the godowns in which sugar ill 'stored, :temperatur!l at which th~ 

n p 
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sugar is ltagged, packing, stacking and stacking media. employed tol;eJiher 
with ~ugar quality all playa part in the keeping quality of sugar. 

67. Damaged Ilugar is usually re-conditioned. 
68. The production of suga·r of greater purity of. bClld and regul!l,l' cTJstal 

free from dust and broken grain, 'will undoubtedly impr9ve the keeping 
quality. ,. , 

69. The damage of sugar in transit from the factorY can· be attributed 
to the type "f, rail wagon "r flat used and weather conditions during tran-
shipment. '. . 

70. Difficulty in obtaining wagons for the transportation of sugar occurs 
only on rare occasions. . , . 

71. Water-tight wagons should be pro\7ided for sugar 'traffic, These 
wagons' may be used in' grain or cereals kansportation but not fQr coal, 
oil or any bther material ,which may. thus, spoil the floors of the wagons 
for suga, tr!LnSP9rt. , , 

72. Our ,ugars are s~ld on an, f.o.x:. factory basis, the price being one 
for important markets. We have no record of second hand prices for our 
product· at the porta and upcountry, but give below the actual f.o.r. prices 
obtained during the past 7 years. We also giv~ th~ freight from the factory 
to the ports IIond certain upcountry markets: 

Season. 

193()..31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
19~6 
1936-37 

Station. 

Allahabad 
Oawnpore 
Lucknow Oity 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
Madras 
Karachi 

F,o.r. Prices. 

ls~ Sugar. 2nd Sugar. 
Re • .t.. P. Rs .. A. P. 

9 6 8'4 810 2'1 
10 4 9'2 9 7 4·4 
91011 8 6 6'1 
9 3 9·9 8 2 1 
8 810'7 9 0 0 
811 0-6 6 10 8·1, 
6 8 6'3 

Freights. 

Ran FreIght. 

Re ..... p. 

010 2 
011 'I 
o 15 6 
011 3 
1 1 0 
015 6 
1 '2 0 

73. We enclose copies of Balance Sheets. 

Both Sugars. 
Rs. A. p. 

9 011'S 
914 6'5 
9 010'9 
8 ro 7'6 
8 9 0'1 
810 9'8 
6 8 6·3 

Rail and 
Steamer 
Freight. 

As. 1'. 

10 0 
13 4 
13 4 

'13 4 

74. We give below amounts of depreciation W'ritten off by the company 
from 1930-31 also the statutory amount allowed under' the Income-tax 
'Act, 1922. Depreciation is u8ually a round sum based, as nearly as pOliSible, 
on the statutory scale. 

Statu~ory •. :Written off. 
R!\. Re. 

193()..31 84,805 1,00,000 
1931-32 91,565 2,00,000 
1932-33 1,01,249 2,00,000 
1933-34 1,06,144 1,06,000. 
1934-35 1,18,497 1,00,000 
1935-36 1,21,809 75,00Q 
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I.a the year 1934-35 Re. 60,000 of tihe amount provided was transferrei 
from Benewale and ImproY8D!ent "und. I.a the yean 1931-32 and 1932-33 
addit,ional provision W88 made to bring the total provision up ~ the &ta~ 
tory allowance. -

75. No amoun~ have been set aside fQl' Reserve Fund. 
76. We give below &mQunw distribuWd as dividends by the Company: 

aot.bJ_ 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1936 
1936 

Bate. Amount. 

Per cent. Rs. 

10 
20 
30 
30 
15 
15 
10 

",0,000 
80,000 

1,20,000 
1,20,000 

60,000 
60,000 
40,000 

77. The Bank allows overdrafts under agreement for cash credit, by whick 
stocks, etc. are pledged. The rate at which the company is able to borrow: 
is, bank rate subject. to a maximum. of 9 per cent. and a minimum of 3 per 
cent. 

78. Head Office expensse and Managing Agents' commi8Bion amount to 
Re. 31,280 for 1935-36. Managing Agenw' eommiB8ion is calculated at 
71 per cent. on the working profits before providing for depreciation, income.
tax, intere&t on debentures and debenture sinking fund.-

79. Considering the hazardous nature of the enterprise, the risks of 
drought, floods, pests, the machinations of buyers, the excise duty, the 
costs of maintenance, the demands of taxation, a balance of 10 per cent. 
at credit of revenue, after allocations to depreciation and reserve accounts 
is not eltCe88ive. 

SO. Forma- 1, 2 and 3 referred to are attach!ld. As regards Farms 1 
and 2 the figures in respect of 1936-37 cannot be submitted as our financial 
year is not yet closed. 

81. Owing to the complicated nature of the returns called for we are 
unable to submill the mformation in the allotted i;ime, and we will 
-do 80 as 800n as the returns are completed. 

82. Every possible economy has been effected in t'he w!lrks and efficiency 
brought to a high standard, comparing favourably with other sugar pro
ducing countries, that there is very little margin for further reductions ill 
the works and we must now look to a higher sucrose 90ntent and for 
further reductions in cost of cane. 

sa. Calcutta and Local Markete. 
84. We are unable -to give particulars of the relations between dealers 

and retailers, but so far as we are conoerned, we are put into touch with -
our dealers by our brokers. Up to this year we had several brokers work
ing on a commiB8ion basis from 8 to 12 annas per Re. 100. These brokers 
would make us offers, which, if accepted, would be confirmed by contract 
between ourselves and the dealers, a deposit being required as Earnest 
Money, which the dealers paid; interest was allowed on this deposit. 
During the current season, we have obtained Sole Distributors for the 
whole of India-Messrs. Ralli Brothers, Limited. While the system of their 
JUaking us offers on behalf of dealers still- continues to _'- lesser extent, 
the chief method of doing business is for us to give them option for a fixed 
period on quantities of each grade of sugar which we wish to dispose of, 
bing the minimum price _at which they can sell. In this case also, the 

• Not. printed. 
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arrangement between them ~nd ourselves :is liy agreement, the actual 
,contract, which is, !!upplementary to the agreemllnt being entered into 
primarily between them and their dealers. 

85. The ne~ Indian Sugar Mills' lssociation contract form is satisfactory' 
except as regards Clause 8, The responsibility for the condition of Bugar sold 
f.o.r. factory should be more clearly defined, as falling, upon th~ buyer. 
UnIeSli the buyer takes delivery at factory it is impossible to prove in what 
condition the sugar was despatched, !Iond wheather damage took place while 
in the hands of the carrier. 

86. The figures with regard to this question can be obtaIned from dealers, 
importers, ~n4 brokers. We ~urselves are u,u!f.ble to give accurate figures, 
especially a8 most of our business in the past hl!,s been done through 
dealers in the Cawnpore market, alid on'an f.o.r. 'factory basis. 

87. Variations in this case will occur when-comparing wholesale forward 
business' with ready petty sales, bu. for spot business there is little flue
tuationbetween wholesale and retail prices, though the difference between 
these actually varieli according to quantity, up to approximately 4 annas 
per maund. , 

We have taken the retail prices as covering lots of 5 to 25 bags, which 
are not neoessarily in shopkeepers' hands, there possibly being a further 
diffel'ence In the actual shop price to the consumer. 

,88. We have very little information as to the storage atrangements made 
by dealers, but from our experience we understand that they are disinclined 
,to keep stocks, preferring to utilise factory storage space, even to the extent 
of getting 3 or 4 month3 in arrears in 'deliveries. We have already given 
you o~ experience with regard tQ deterioration in storage against Question 
No. 66. We have no definite information with regard to conditions pre
vailing in dealers' godownB. 

89. Under similar storage conditions we are of the opinion that Java 
sugar will deteriorate to the same extent as a good quq.lity Indian sugar . 

. It is o.nly in very recent years that the keeping quality of sugar prQduced 
in India has become a subject for serious consideration, since large stocks 
of sugar must now be stored throughout the monsoon period. Since it 
has been recognised that'there has been a vast improvement in the quality 
'of sugar manufactured in India, the keeping quality has also undoubtedly 
jmproved. 

90. With the, exception of the demand for Indian made sugar by a 
limited number of orthodox Hindus on religious grounds, Java., or other 
imported sugar is preferred, particula:rly. by the ~iddle and 1:lpper. class 
Indian consumers. The reason for thIS IS, we beheve, the, umformlty of 
grain and superior, consistent colour of the imported sugar. 

91. The average quality of sugar manufactured in India is inferior to 
imported Java sugar tlut there are many factories in India producing ~ 
finer product equal if not superior to that of Java. 

The average Indian sugar is inferior to imported Java sugar in respect' 
of purity, colour and uniformity of crystal size.' 

92. In our opinion the ,manufacturers carry the bulk of the stocks of 
Indian made sugar the only dealers carrying stocks, to any large extent 
being those at ports where storage facilities are offered by the Csrrying 
Companies. Upcountry dea!ers normally carr~ only s~fficient stock for the 
immediate need of local retallers .. 

93. Yes. We consider this most desirlible., 
94. We favour a Central An~lndia Selling Organisation, provided licensed 

control of production is also introduced. We consider however that it should 
be independent of Government .control. 

95. We think that tlle present system of standardisation is open to grave 
qucstion. The value of a sugar does ~ot depend on :the size of th" crystal 



or on its appearance in bulk in a glass contaimir. Further, -it is itnpossibl& 
10 get two observers to agrel! as to the standard on such a crude system', 

yVe would favour standardisation on rational lines which would include: 
(1) The polarisation or sugar content. 
(2) The colour determined in some form8J. way in an apparatus such 

as • the Lovibqnd Tintometer and express~d in !lefinite colour 
unIts. ' 

• (8) The quantity of suspended matter. 
(4) Possibly, but not necessarily, the quantity of ash might also be 

included. Ash is of importance to the sweetmeat maker but he 
is not yet educated enough to appreciate its influence. 

(5) Uniformity of grain" and absence of dust may also be included: 

96. (a) We have done no business so far on the basis of sugar standards. 
The reason we have not yet sold on this basis is that the graduated scale 
of price difference has not yet been agreed upon and the Industry as a 
whole is not prepared to sell on the basis of the standards. It is also felt 
that most factories are not yet in a position -to turn put a uniform product 
capable of being graded under the standards. ' 

. (b) Yes. TheBe standards are being used extensively at alJ our factories 
for interna~ control. , 

91. As opposed to standardising sugars, Messrs. Begg, Sutherland & Com~ 
pany'a group of factories are to base their selling standard in respect 
of the next season, as follows: ~ 

Factory Managers are to be asked to lay aside a certain number of 
bags of lugar now, of a standard which they expect to maintain during 
tbe next season. These bags are to, be used as samples next season and 
the output based on these samples. Special care will be taken in storing 
these bags during the monsoon. 

98. The possibilities of establishing a central marketing organisation, 
including a complete survey of markets, has been before the Indian Sugar 
Mills Association from time to time. but no progress has been made. We 
are in favour of an orgaI}isation on the lines of ,the Cement Marketing 
Board being set up, provided its control is vested in an independent body 
and it embraces all producers, with Government prohibition, of new facto· 
ries and extensions for purposes other than improvement of quality and 
efficiency. 

The establishment of a co futures" market by dealers associ~tions, on 
the lines of the East Iridia. Cotton Association should make for stability 
in prices by providing security for dealers qperations, and thereby improving 
the general trade in sugar. 

99. Over a period of seven years we believe the consumption of sugar, 
including Khandsnri, and sugar refined from gur, to be about 1,300,000 tons 
annually, but as a result of the lower prilles now ruling this figure snould 
be exceeded. 

An increased advertising campaign by the in,dustry through its Associa
tions and possible collaboration with the tea industry would, we believe, 
lead to inereased consumption, the necessary funds being provided on the 
lines of the India Tea Cess. 

100. We believe that factory sugar is replacing gut' in the trade in 
increasing quantities, but we haVE! no reliable information. 

101. We see no immediate prQspects of the ~stab1ishment of fruit canning 
in India. 

102. This information can be given much better by importers such n.s" 

Messrs. Ralli Brothers, Ltd., Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Karachi, 
Messrs. A. H. BhiwandiwaRa, Bombay, Messrs. Parasram Paroomal & Co., 
Caicutta and Messrs. Kian Cwl!,n Co. (India), Ltd., Sassoon' House, Calcutta. 
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103. It may be' accepted thal; .;S ava, the· chief importing country, haa 
J10t realised I"emunerative prices for her sugars in any year between ]030 
and 1936. In support of this view ther~ is the knowledge that Java's 
produ(;tio~ has fallen from 3,250,000 tons in 1930 to 500,000 tons in 1936 • 

. 104. None by sea so far as we know. A relatively small quantity finds 
its 1Vay actos8 the northern frontiers. ' 

We do not cOnl!idElr ,Indi" could p"rofitably export sugar unles~ world 
prices advance very considerably and then only if Indian sugar received 
specially favourable treatment C!n entry into the United Kingdom. Ther!, 
is, of ICQ'urIle, the very remote possibility of India being in a pOBition to 
sell a portion .0£ her production fOI" export at a loss, provid"d there was 
a compensa,ting rise in internal prices. _ 

105. The imposition of the first levy !!f eltcise had 'Some effect in not 
inducing unadvised expansion which would, however, have been better 
prevented by a system of licensing and zoning at the time protection W88 

given, and in relation tQ a considered estimate of the demand existing for 
eugar in Inaia. The latter imposition coincided with a period of abnormally 
low prices for sugar, which persists to-day. Owing to trade conditions 
the manufacturer except for. a very brief period has not been able to 
pass on any share of the excise to the consumer. We have never under
stood why the cane growing section Qf thl! industry has not been called 
on to bear some share of the excise. The industry could have accepted 
with comparative equanimity a levy on profits on a reasonable scale. 

106. A certain quantity is absQrbed in the manufacture of country tobacco. 
Where distilleries exist molasses form a base for the production of alcohol. 
Recently a molasses exporting corporation has set up an organisation fOl;: 
the coUectioo and export of molasses and has made extensive purchases. 
No data is available with us reg!,rding the extent of these transactions but 
they inust be !If considerable magnitude. The prices reiW.ised dQ little more 
than cover handling charges. The residue we destroy in specially designed 
furnaces. 

101. This has partly been dealt with under the preceding question. 
We und6l"stand the destination of the molasses exported by the Corporation 
is fhe United States and the United Kingdom and it is used for the 
production of industrial alcohol. The possiQ,ility of export is handicapped 
~y the inad~quacy of transport facilities. 

108. We are not altogether clear as to what is meant by "effective ". 
If the lievelopment of an industry by lID increase in production of 1,000,000 
toil'S is effective the answer is 'yes'. If' effective' means the establishment 
of an ordereel industry with security of capital combined with Bound finance 
the answer is 'no ' .. , . 

:l'lIe effect of the import tariff, created in 1932 has been to create a barrier 
~gainst impocts from abroad behind which the industry has developed at 
a.n extraordinary r&tB .of progress-a very unhealthy rate as events have 
turned out. This expansion has taken place without any control either by 
Government or t~ industry itself. What appeared to be an attractive 
b'atll't for capital- seeking -klmployment has resulted in· the launching of 
Jlumerous undertakings :without any propet consideration being given to 
local 1:onditions, supplies of' suitable raw material-financial requirements 
and in many instances without adequate, or even any; expert knowledge. 
The result has been thataltllough: India has been rendered self-supporting 
as regards her sugar requwemenis, her relVenues have suffered severely 
frQm an almost. completestol!page of imports, Thile the domestic industry 
clue to the 'reckless establishment of factories--niany of which are unsuitably 
situated, the need of replacing revenue hitherto realised from the iinporil 
ta,riff by the impoiition of an excise duty--an llttet absence of any organi-

- Bation for the marketing of its sugar finds itself to-day confronted -with 
a situation which, to say the least of it, can only be described as extremely 
critical even in th~ case of the most efficient llnits of the industry. 
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109. The original Object Of protection "imed at' the country producing 
it.e total Bugar requirements, and thili obj!lct has already been attained. We 
therefore consider that the extent of pr9tectipn should be kept !l,t such 
a level as to limit imports of f'!l'eign Bugar. 

We are of opinion that the existing level of protective duty is such' 
that the ryot 'obtains an equitable return for his 'enterprise; and that 
this will only continue provided the PQsition is not aggravated by imp'Qrts 
of sugar from abroad. 

It does not follow that world conditions will remaiIi unaltered between' 
now and 1946, and we therefore reCommend the present'level of protection 
being maintained, and further, that the Government should take powers tQ 
regulate it as and when necessary, to limit the entry ,of foreign sugar inj;o' 
the country. , 

110. (1) Improvement in Agriculture and communications and the appli., 
cation of research I!O ,,"S to reduce the cost of cane' and impt;ove its sugar, 
content. ' 

(2) Means to' control borer infesta:tion and simultaneously increas~ th., 
Bugar content of the cane. 

, (3) '1'00 adoptitm of the zoning system :which will allow' ·factories to help' 
the small grower to make use of the results of research. " 

(4) Means to ensure the manufacturer obtaining a fair share Qfthe 
protection by correlation between the cost of cane and effective selling price' 
of sugar (after deduction of excise) which will demand' a' centralised market
ing organiBation with power tQ regulate sugar prices.' 

IlL So far as we are aware, no industry has Ireen affected 'by the 
import duty on molasses.' ' 

Samaitipur Central Sugar Co., Ltd .. Darbhanga., 

RaPLU!:S TO TAlI.IFII' BOARl), GENERAL QUESTION'NAmE, 1937. 

,Produ.ction of S:"'uar. 

1. 1920-21 Beaslill-750 tons per day. 

Beason. Total mda. Sugar. No.1 Sugar. N~ ~ Sugar, 

Mds. Mds., 

2. 1930-31 135,822 71,~6s, 64,454 
1931-32 202,362 101.750 100,612 

JP32-33, 282,940 148,767 134,173 
1933-34 121,820 91Jl50 '29,970 

1934-35 222,257 185,878 86,379 
1935-36 228,281 163,396, 640,885, 
1936-37 295,120 .214,P74 80,146 

3. (a) Well situated for cane supply, but not of the best qu.ality cane as 
compared with th~ Bo~bay Pre.sidency an~ the Deccan, .but WIth rega.r? to 
Limestone the freIght IS. very high amountmg to approximately seven tImes 
the value of the stone. The same applies to coal and other stores but to 
a lesser degree. i 

(b) Yea. 
(c) Adequate labour supply availa.ble. 
4. Double tulphitation. , 
8ulphitatiQn.-Lower capital cost,' lower operative cost, more- careful 

control required (less, .. foolproof ") l<lwer grade ~f 'sugar produced which 



is more susceptible to damJlge in unfavourable climatic conditiona, lower 
yield varying from 2' 'Per ~ cent. with high pur,ity juices to 4 per cent. 
:with low purity ~uices. . 

Oarbonitation.-Higher ·capita.! cost, higher operative cost, easier. control 
(more .. foolproof") superior sugar made, less liable to deterioration, in 
the monsoon, higher yield, from 2 per cent. to 4 per cent. dependent on 
purity of juices. . 

The additional capital cost for a factory milling 25,000 maunds per day 
is about £3,500 e.r.w. The critical factor in deciding the process is cost of 
limestone as laid down at factory; operative costs are essentially those 
of stone and coke as against lime and sulphur. Labour difference is un
substantial. 

5. Additional plant has been installed and replacements have bken place 
since 1930 amounting to' Rs. 3,48,100. Over and above this an average 
amount of Re. 66,000 has been spent each year since 1930 on off season 
o'Verhllll1l, repairs and renewals. Apart from the above. figures a further 
sum of Rs. 2,24,000 was spent iiJ. reconditioning machinery and buildings 
due to earthquake. 

6. With conditions as they are at present we do not contemplate exten
sions, but should there be an improvement we may eonsider installing 
further equipment. 

7. (a) The. main faotors which determine the side of the factory are the 
amounts of cane available for milling and the transport facilities. 

(b) The capacity of the faotory should not be less than. 400 tons per day. 
8. Most of the eq1.li):lment in sugar factories can now be obtained in 

India, but non-ferrotts meta.ls and tubes, heavy shafts for rollers, etc., 
boilers and speoial l'umps and engines have to be imported. 

9. (i) Have not seen much of their work yet except tabulated data 
;which they have ~ceived from the varioul\I sugar factories. 

(ii) The cane rate is not received early -enough at the Factory. The 
rate should reach the factory 2 days ahead of enforcement date. 

Raw materiab. 
10. Yes, we undertake the cultivation of cane on our own lands and we 

have experienced no difficulty in purchasing or leasing lands. 
11. (a) Total area held 1,000 acres, for sugarcane oultivllltion. 
(b) Average area under cane each year 500 acres. 

'N.B.-For the past 14 years there has been no crop rotation other than 
green mlllnure; cane fallow cane being the system adopted, with bulk ferti
lization, in the form of farm yard manure and street sweepings. The 
tendency of the crop, in recent years, is to show an inorease in tonnage 
than otherwise. , 

(c) The varieties of cane "grown are Co. 213, Co. 281, Co. 299, Co. 312, 
Co. 313 and Co. 331. 

(d) Please refer 00 appendix No. 1 regarding trenoh-manuring and fer-. 
tilization. 

(e) The following table gives you the information, as regards yields for 
season 1935-36 (which can be taken as an average for form!lr 'years):-

Co. 213 
Co. 281 
Co. 299 
Co' 313. 
Co. 331 
Po. Ino 

Maunds 
per acre. 

640 
616 
610 
617 
780 

Sugar per cent. cane 
Ifrom hand mill 

analysis. 

11-42 
13'22 
13·72 

-13,02 
11'41 
U88 



(f) The 008t of cultivation per acre, Appendi:l: No.1- lurnish yOU witli 
this information. 

12. (a) 100 acres. 
(b) Selected .seed is sold to the Ryot and no sPllciat ar!!a is set· aside for 

this purpose. 
13. We hM'e experimented with late and early ripening varieties. 
The Agricultural Department has been of the greatest assistanoe when

ever advice has been BOught from them, and the officials of the Department 
have frequently visited this estate and lent whatever assistance and counsel 
they could afford. 

14. (a) Tbere has been a steady increase in the quantity of cane avail
able since 1930 except for the year following the earthquake. 

(b) The quality of the cane has been subiect to seasonal variation, vide 
reply to Question No. SO, Form m. 

15. We very seldom have damage from frost but from disease and insect 
pests the damage is very considerable. During the month of February this 
Beason a detailed survey was carried out to determine to what extent the 
cane was infested with disease and this worked out to 84'8 per cent. on 

'the average causing a sugar loss of 6,936 maunds for the month or. Rs. 41,616 
monthly. • 

16. Generally speaking within the last three years we hiwe secured Do' 
88tisfactory quantity of cane and certainly in the past two seasons. The 
principal varieties have. been Co. 210 and Co. 213 and· a beginning has 
been made with tbe newer varieties Co. 281, Co. 299 and Co. 313 and whioh 
we expect to oonstitute 30 per cent. of our crop in season 1937-38. The 
yi('lds vary very considerably being dependent on' a great many factors but 
where intelligently Itrown, and from figures maintained by us, these may 
be put at the following averages: 

Average sugar 
Mds. per acre per 100 cane as 

and deduced from 
sucrose. band mill 

Analysis. 

Co. 210 . 450 11'88 
Co. 213 520 11'42 
Co. 281 500 13'22 

Co. 299 400 13'72 
Co. 313 600 '13·02 

Co. 331 11-41 

17. We are very little affected by these factors 88 our arrangements 
for cane are on a very. firm basis (Guarantors, reliable Zemindars and 
Boundary Agreements) but it has been found in the past that where· there 
was a shortage of cane certain factories in other districts came as far as 
30 miles to purchase in our areas and artificially for a period of a week 
or 10 da.ya to secure a footing foroad up rates to supplement their dwind
ling local supplies. 

18. (a) In the past seven years covered by the Questionnaire there has 
been a steady upward tendency in the areas planted and the number of 
cultivators who have taken to the growing of cane. 

(b) (i)·A deficient monsoon considerably reduOO8 the yield of cane but 
we have never found any damage to the growth or outturn by lln excess 

. of rain. 
(ii) Low prices of sugar will undo~btedly re-act against the areas planted 

in cane and the present conditions support this belief. With the low rates 

- Not printed. 
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now prevailin~ and whick ha·ve brought the price of cane to a correspondingly 
low level there has been a. drop in the area. planted and which can safely 
be computed at 40 per cent. of the area in cane in the year now finishing 
and 10 per cent. lower than the al·e&. pl.a:ntlld for season 1935-36. 

(iii) As the price of gur is also very depressed and its ma.nufad;ure 
unpopular in these parts it has not affected our Bupplies of cane. 

(iv) An increase in the price of other cash crops, and a.s has been wit
nessed, makes them serious competitors to cane, the ryot being mainly 
guided by the cash value of what he grows a.nd to a lesser extent by the 
a.bility of tha.t crop to withstand the ravages of clima.tic and other dele-
terious factors. -". 

IS. Requirements is an ela~tic term. !Regulation rather than restriction 
is indicated. We have been able, by ext!)nding the duration of the season 
and by additions to plant to take off practica.lly all the ca.ne which was 
offering in the areas serving our factory. We consider that control of the 
a.rea undet cane in Northern India is desirable, but coupled with a reduced 
production of· sugR'I' by white sugar factories, so that the quantity of cane 
available for manufacture oonforms to a reduced output from the factories, 
so as to bring consumption and production into line. While expressing 
this opinion we realise the great difficulty in co-ordinating the area to be 
put under cane with factory production owing to the millions of indepen
dent growers involved and the variations in yield per acre as influenced 
by Beasonal conditions and the uncertainty as to the ultimate utilization, 
e.a., gur or white sugar or eaten in the raw state. 

20. The cost of cultivating 1 acre of cane by the ryots and the outturn 
is shown in the Appendix No.2. . 

21. One, and possibly the greatest, objection which the ryot has to the 
CUltivation of cane is the duration of time which it takes between the date 
when he has to reserve land for the crop till he receives money for its 
proceeds. This .is not less than eighteen months unless he has cultivated 
an early ripening variety of cane. [1'0 partly overcome this difficulty we 
make a practice of advancing money to the ryot. 

Then there are the difficulties of harvesting the crop the diversion of 
labour from other agricultural pursuits and the loss of hullocks' time from 
fa.rm work involved in the transport of cane. It is these difficulties which 
have so encouraged the practice of ratooning cane which even from the point 

. of view of perpetuating disease should be ·dis(louraged if· not prohibited by 
law. 

With a view to popularising the cultivation ·of cane we ha.ve the follow
ing suggestions to make-

1. The supply of sound seed cane of .approved·varieties. It ·is notori
ous that -if left to his own devices theryot will plant from the 
worst· portion of his crop .. \This ;s where the Agricultural 
Department can do most valua·ble work. 

2. The encouragement to factories to acquire land for the establish-. 
ment of seed farms, from which bood seed ca'ne could. be dis
tributed. Government could assist in the acquisition of land 
for this purpose by suitable legislation. . 

3 .. Intensive .education of. the ryot in the best agricultura-l' practice 
for the cultivation of cane, . including the intelligent use of 
suitable fertilizers. The system of education to be that best 
suited. to local conditions. 

4. An examination of the prospects from irrigation by tube wells'and 
canals might be valuable. 

S. Every possible encouragement to be given to factories to lay 
down local j;ramways for the carriage of cane, so reducing the 
strain on the rJOOts resources in providing bullock tra.nsport. . 

6. Such terminal organisation at factories which will reduce as much . 
as possible the time lost in keeping carts waiting to unload. 
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We favour a system which ensures a cart being able to transfer 
its load as soon as possible after its arrival at the factory' gr, 
other delivery station. 

7. The provision of good road communications and we should parti. 
cularly stress the maintenance of "ood bullock cart tracks. 

S. We would advocate that Government should prohibit the 'weigh. 
mept of cane during the hours of darkness except at factory; 
or tramway depots. lt is our beli,jlf that when lighting facili· 
ties are very inadequate, as they generally are, the weighment 
of cane at railway stations tends to lead to abuses, however 
zealous the inspecting staff may be. If there were proper 
organization there should be no hardship in restricting weigh. 
ments to daylight hours. 

D. To ensure better contrql of cane deliveries at railway stations and 
factories the system of issuing passes for carts which we employ! 
should be made compulsory. This by reducing the time carts 
are kept waiting would reduce transport charges where ryots 
employ professional carters for the carriage of their cane and 
sllve sugar losses due to stale cane. We also suggest that carts· 
should be licensed. 

22. (a) We are in agreement with the views of the Tariff Board. T~ 
dispossess tenants of their holdings would be most undesirable. 

(b) We favour a zoning system whereby definite areas are reserved for 
certain factories and where they can develop their organization in their 
own way for the benefit of the ryots as much as for themselves. This entails 
the issue of advances, improved varieties of seed cane, assistance in the 
matter of transport, etc. and unless a factory has the assurance that they 
will reap the benefits of all monies spent in developing their areas and 
other companies will be precluded from coming in and sharing these benefits 
for which they ~ve contributed nothing it is natural that they will hesitate 
before launching into any big schemes. The objection of course to -the pro
posa:l is that it provides a monopoly to a factory but where the rates are 
oontrolled by Government and there are numerous other forms of control 
this objection loses much of its force and furthermore the cultivators 
control this objection 10ses much of its force and furthermore the cultivators 
themselves may be trusted to see that they are not unduly exploited as 
their's is the whiphand and any unfair treatment will bring its own 
reward in reduced sowings and a shortage of cane to the-factory concerned. 
Zones should be fixed on the bases of a factory's crushing capacity and the 
areas demarcated more or "less on the basis of this current· season's purchases, 
which have proved their capa:city to provide each factory in these parts 
with a full complement of cane. 

(b) We have insistently advoc8lted the introduction of a system of "zones ". 
t'br sugar factories. If this had formed a part of the legislation which 
was introduced at the time Government decided to grant protection to tho 
BUgar industry ma.ny of the difficulties with which the manufacturing side 
of the industry is now confrontetl. would never have arisen. We fear that 
in some areas it is now too late for any effective legisllltive action to be 
taken, but there do exist areaS where conditions make it possible for groups 
of factories to come to a mutual agreement for the equitable distribution 
of local supplies of cane, and in this Government might be .of assistance 
in an advisory capacity. 

23. Our policy is, and has always beeD, t.o do everything possible to 
develop local snpplies of cane, by means of loans in cash at reasonable rates· 
of interest-the supply of sound seed, manures .and the provision of Tubber
tyred carts on the hire-purchase system. It will be naturally realised, 
however that if a factory's local supplies of cane are liable to be taken 
by outside factories, there is obviously. leliS encouragement to the home 
factory to undertake development measures. 



'114. We' are' iii favoilt· of the regulatiim of 8uga:r production by means 
of' quotas, and also the licensing of new factories, including extensions to 
those at present in existence. 
,:, Until there is a definite aild material ipcrease in domestic consumption, 
India's production of sugar may now be adcepted' as having reached satura
tion point, and to avoid the evils of over-production we consider that Gov." 
ernmenp should at once take powers to limit the quantity of sugar' which 

'may be manufactured under a system of, quotas. This. remedy will not, 
however, be of any avail UIt1ess, linked thereto, the establishment of addi
tional factories is prohibited and any extensions to the plant of existing 
factories, except for the purpose of increasing efliciency or improving the 
quality of the product. 

This question beoomes. highly complicated by the position of Indian 
States towards the erection of their own factol'ies and the export of sugar 
thus made into British India with possible non-reciprocity, but even if III 

sllttisfactory solution to this difficulty cannot in all cases be found, our 
opinion remains unaltered, that the regulation of sugar production in British _ 
India in the manner suggested is essential to the well-being of the Industry 
and' to the many interests dependent upon it. 

In this connection, we would emphasise the necessity of a decision being 
reached, if possible, before the end of the current year so that the cane 
planting programme during the ensuing winter can be worked out in rela
tion to the sugar 'requirements of the countr;yo for the Crushing Season of 
1938-39. 

25. The proportions based on the average of the last three years are 
as follows:-

(a.) 24 percent. 
(b) 76 per cent. 
(c) Nil. 

There have been very slight varia.tions in the relative proportions though 
in this patit season due to economio and very favourable monsoon conditions 
the proportion of gate cane rose to 33 per cent. It is not however antici
pated that this proportion will be maintained. 

26. The avera-ge quantity of cane carried per cart is 20 maunds. The 
substitution of rubber tyred carts in place of the ordinary wheeled cart 
!Jas hardly any limit provided the equipment can be bought on the hire 
purchase system and there be a service station maintained at a centre within 
reasonable distance. ' 

We and several of our larger suppliers employ rubber tyred carts and 
the increase in ma·undage per cart, as compared with the !!ountry cart is· 
about 100 per cent. , . 

27. The mileage of roads' in this vicinity is quite adequate, but the 
c,ondition of the feeder roads is appalling, and engenders untold cruelty to 
draft animals and extreme hardship to the drivers. 

28. The distance for both rail and gate cane varies from one to 8 miles 
and it is generally delivered within 24 hours of cutting and is crushed 
withiQ. 48 hours of cutting. No protection apart from safeguards against 
pilferage en route is taken against deterioration in transit and carts are 
all open. • 

29. The ra.tes vary from 3 pie to 12 pies per maund of oane depending 
on distance for most of the season with some increase in April, and the 
basis is about one pie per mile per maund. Approximately 65 per cent. is 
cn·rted by hired carts and the balance by the owners of the cane themselves. 

30. Yes, all carts crossing District Board ferries or bridges have to pay' 
a toll as also all carts carting within Municipal limits, and in our case 
'We have to meet both exactions. In the case of ferries and bridges this 
toll appears to have very little justification apart from swelling the Dis
~rict Board Exchequers. 
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. 31. As our carl cane eonstitutesa small proportion of the total it is 
all supplied and crushed during the day a.nd generally carta are weighed lIB 

they arrive with little or no detention. Forty carte per hour can. be dealt 
with though a<:tually they do not come in with this rapidity. and. to main.
tain the feed it is necessary to supplement the supply with railway cane. 
One side of the Cane Carrier, accommodating 15 carte, is. reserved for cart 
cane during the day and we have the space outside the factory marked 
into lanes to Itvoid congestion and delay for both the incoming and .outgoing 
carts with traffic peons controlling movement. 

32. The maximum distance now is 30 miles by rail a.nd the zone we work 
is circumscribed within a radius of 20 miles of the factory. Rail cane is 
delivered at stations within 24 hours as a ·rule and the Railway arrange
ments are entirely satisfactory except for the diversity in typea of wagons 
utilised (5 in all) for the transport of cane with varying carrying capacities 
and which result in • loss in freight to the factory .. 

33. There is a scale of charges for each type of wagon per mile with a 
minimum rate per type of wagon and same is given herewith:-

Rate per Minimum 
Type of wagon. rate per type mile. of wagon. 

:,1.1.1'. RI . .l. 
Open cane wagons· 6, 8 and 10 tons 

14 ft. 2 6 5 0 
Open cane wagons 10 tons 16 ft. Itnd 11 

tons 15 ft. 4 3 7 0 
Cage trucks 10 tons 4 3 7 0 
Cage trucks 12 tons 4 9 8 0 
eo'tered wagons 3 6 6 0 

These rates have been in force for several years n~w and are higher than 
they were eight years ago but the present flat rate basis is preferable to 
a maundage basis 88 cane being a bulky article does not fill wagons to their 
axle carrying capacity, and to introduce a maundage rate, would, we· feel, 
inevitably increase the freight coste as the Railway would calculate the 
contents of a wagon on the carrying capacity rather .than its actual load 
which is considerably less. 

34. This has been answered in question 3 (a). 
35. We have no ·tramwa.ys. 
36. A tramway system would. be advantageous. 
37. The lOBS through drysge and deterioration between cutting and 

milling varies according to the variety of cane but the loss is definitely 
serious in the months of March, April and May. The results of numerous 
teRts carried out during these months in season 1932-33 indicated that the 
loss in weight through dryage amounted to 2·5 per cent. after 24 hours, 5 
per cent. after 48 hours and 7 per cent. after 72 hours. Apart from the 
loBS in weight, the purity of the juice in the cane deteriorated by one unit 
after 24 hours, five units after 48 hours and nine units after 72 hours. A 
detailed account of dryage and deterioration of cane varieties in Upper 
India is given in the 1933 issue of the International Sugar Journal. . 

38. A1:iout as per ced. direct from the growers. 

39: The arrangements here are to give out cash advances, issue healthy 
cane seed and sell rubber tyred carta on· the hire purchase' system.' 

40. In the' case of cane p~rchased through pur~hasing agents they ar~ 
paid 41. pies per maund for .the entire organisation and service.· .• 

41. No, but a sman beginning is BOW being made with· what· are known 
as Cane Growers' Co-opera.tive Societies and which are allied to the CO'-
operative Department of the Local Government. . . 
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42. We have a weighbridge and weighing staff (pIul loading stafl ail 
Railway stations) at each purchasing or delivery centre under our diFect 
control and all carts bringing a weighment slip or poorjee are. weighed 
thereon ILnd the cane dumped on the platform at the loading site. This 
e~taile a rapid clearance of carts and each grower is given a receipt for i,is 
Cline as weighed. Payments are done· onc!,! weekly OD a. certain specUied 
day whillh remains the same throughout the season for each purchasing 
oontre, and the aocounts ue maint8lined on the week's supply, viz., from 
Sundays to Fridays in the case of railway cane and Mondays to Saturdays 
jn the case of gate deliveredoane. 

43. 1930-31-As. 5-6 per maund plua caztage. 
1931-32-As. 5~ IIInd As. 6 per maund piua cartage. 
1932-33-As. 5-6 and As. 4-6 per maund pZU& cartag!,! (2nd fortnight 

in May). . . 
1933-34-As. 5-6 per maund pZw cartage (2nd fortnight in May). 
1934-85-As. 5 permaund pZw cartage (2nd Government rates). 
1935-36-As. 5-6 to As. 5 per maund pZU& cartage (2nd Government 

rates) .. 
1936-37-As. 4-9 to As .. 2-6 per maund pIu, cartage (Government 

rates). 
44. Y9S,' and the. rate is controlllld by Government. 
45. The price of gur has long sinll8 ceased to have any bearing on the 

price d wl:1ich canl' can be obtained in our areas and is an unpopular 
mlllnufacture. 

46. The 'price ofgur has. declined ,in sympathy with the price of sugar 
within the past few yeus and from a rate of Rs. 4-8 per maund eight years 
ago has now, in this last season, been 'selling as low as Rs. 1-12 per maund. 

47. We have paid eJ!:cess under old contracts still in force. . 
48. Under present conditions, the basis is not satisfactory and oalculations 

.should be based more on the J."atea obtained for sugar by average faotories 
than on the special rates obtained by a few factories employing more ex
pensive processes. We feel that the rates are hased on a small proportion 
of special sugars which are .being produced by certa.in fa.ctories. 

We would also suggest that the 8 annas m8lrgin which is at present 
'Used in arriving at a seale be reduced to ena.ble the cane rate to be adjusted 
more frequently and equitably. 

We may have further suggestions to make at an elllrly date. 
49. As we have no evidence to support the claims' of early mid-season 

and late variety canes and rather does our ell:perience prave the contrary 
the only type to be considered is that of the " Superior" or higher sucrose 
cane. We have always r/!cognised the need for paying something additional 
for such vuieties based on their degres of superiority and have been doing 
'so since 1933. The' extra' or bonus payment has varied from 1! annas to 
t anna per maund. 

50. The duration o( the crop for the past seven seasons is given under 
Question No. 80. The varia,tions in the dura.tion oo.n be attributed to avail-, 
able supplies of raw materia.l and the economical operating purity of the 
cane supplies. , 

Until such time as early and late ripening varieties have been established, 
it is our opinion that the economic duration of a OIIIne season can be given 
as from 1st December to 15th April. 

51. 'If such· ea.rly' . and late canes do exist or could be produced they 
would not, under our conditions of clima.te, enable us to extend the season 
by more than a fortnight. at each end. October is too early being wo soon 
after the monsoon when road conditions are a,lmost at their worst as .. result 
of floods, etc. and from 15th June onwards heavy rain is experienced making 
transport most precarious. Labour for' cutting and carts also become a 
a.ifficulty . 8S all activity is concentrated on the sowing of the Bhad!,i crop 
&8 BQon all the tirst raiJ:t f~Ils. 
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We have had considerable ,assistance from ,the Imperial Col!Doil of 
Agricultural.. Research and the Agricultural Departments of our LocUli Gov
ernment. We feel, however, that their efforts are not sufficiently co-ordinated 
and that therefore they fail to give the help which we :.;eally need. 

It' occur. to UB that the staff of these Departments should be more mobile. 
The demonstrations and help which &r(l required by us should be aVUlilabl, 
Oil the spot, and we would suggest that a. motor van equipped with cinema.
toiotaph and loudspeaker equipment would meet a.1ongfelt want. 

Propaganda could be carried on in this, manner from village to village 
in the neighbourhood of established factories and the ryott eould see demon,. 
strationlJ and hea.r a<:tual explanations in i}.is I;>wn language of all .prObleJl¥,l 
attached to the growing of his crops. 

Seasonal labour. Silent season. 

63. 1. Skilled 200 
2. Unskilled '. 387 

Total 107 of which 15 pEir eent. 
is. skilled ,labour. 

M. Practically all Olu' skilled labour is. 'either lOCal or obtained from the 
Burrounding districts. ' 

55. No skilled labour imported from abroad, 
66. Practically all labour resident in the 'town or nearby' villageS. 

Seventy-eight quarters provided for chowkidars and such labour as live too 
far from the factor, to permit of their going home every day., 

Factory Doctor visits ,the factory daily and attends to such people as 
require medical attention and we ha.ve O1,1r own di,spen~ary. 

A footbaU team is run by the fa,!tory. and, ma~hes arranged with other 
local and district clubs. 

57. Up to iIate it has been impossible to meet ail fmil requirements from 
bagasse available at the factory. . . . . . " 

It is neces~ary to supplement it at certain' times of' the yea!; with wood 
and coal. '. , ' 

-SeasoD. Rs. 
193().31 31,000 
,1931-32 n,8OO 
1932-33 . • 5,220 
tl933-34 9,730 
1934-8.h " . ' . 4.630 
1935-36 ,8,46IJ 
1936-37 ~ 1,900 

;We do not bUlle our surplus bagasse. 
58. Mola.ssea and PresS mud and aj; certa.in ,times surplus bag~ for ,U1\8 

during off season-

Season. 

59. 1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-31. 

'. 

Mds. Molasses 
'Produced. 

60,501 
90,968 

133,054 
55,027 
81,346 
99,661 

115,989 

'The :variation in price is due 't!! supply and demand. 

A V61'8ge SeDing' 
Price. 

;RB. A.P. 
213, ,0 
01410-3 
o 6 ,0 
'0 1 7'0 
026 
069 
021 
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60. Up till last year all our molasses' was sold to a iocal contractor whp 
(lespatched it mostly to 'Bengal Markets. It was principally purchased there 
for usa in the manufacture of tobacco and for cattle food. Now about three
quarters of our productipn is purchased by the Indian Molasses Co. des
patched in tank wagons to river ghat stations hence by river ta.nk barges 
to 'Calcutta for shipment Home in Ocean Tankers. We have no record of 
rail freights as our sale price is "Free in purchasers containers". Railway 

'fadlities are inadequate. _ . 
61. Surplus waste molasses are destroyed in a Brooks MolasseS Furnace 

or utilised for steam generation. For steam generation purposes, molasses 
are not very satisfactory on account of the large deposit of ash of a. corrosive, 
nature on boiler tubes, etc: , 

It is sugge~ted that ;molasses may be utilised for the production of 
Power Alcohol, Acetic Acid, Ether, Chloroform, Glycerine, Acetone, Citrio 
Avid, Butanol' Carbon dioxide for dry ice and Yeast .. 

62. At present there is no outlet for surplus bagasse, small quantities 
only being taken by the ca.ne supliers as fuel. 

. Bagasse could be manufactured into paper or boards but the initial 
cost of the manufacturing plant will be high. . 

63. Sulphitation and well- 'weathered carbonitation press mud can be uti
lised' as a manure. 

Year. Stock at Beginning. Stock at End. 

Mds. Mds. 
64. 1930-31 i48 77,434 

1931-32 "10,311 104,622 
1932~ 7,469 150,649 
1933-34 35,746 33,270 
1934-35 11 83,595 
1935-36 .. • Nil. 135,667 
1936-37 0,884 133,305 

65. All our sugar is stored in "Pukka" god owns and is stacked on 
. various 'medium te prEWent ·any ohance of absorbing moisture' from the floQr. 

Our total storage is 68,200 bags. . . '. ~.' " ' 
Two godowns have ,been· erected since ,1930. One more under considera-

tion. . . 
66. The extent. to which sugar may: deteriorate is chieflJ9dependent upon 

the period of storage. and weather conditions. Apart .from . the : period of 
Iltorage . and. weather oondiiions' factors influencing the keeping, .quality of 
sugar are 'nUmeroUs' but it 'may' be stated that the construction and condi
tion of the godowns in which sugar is stored, temperature at which, the 
sugar. is bagged, paoking, stacking and stacking medium employed together 
'with sugar quality all playa part in the keeping qualitv' of sugar. 

67. All damaged sugar is usually reconditioned. 
68. By producing a good crystal, free of molasses film and well screllned 

to remove fine grain and sugar dust. ' 
69. The damage of sugar in transit from the factory can be attributed' 

to the ~pe' of rail wagon or flat used 'and weather conditions during tran-
shipment.' , . . 

70.: Occasionally booking' is closed for a period of.·six to· eight days for 
all ,traffic west and north of, this factory .. As this ,is due' to the Bengal 
and North-Western Railway Co., having hea"" traffio to clear .fromMok~meh 
junotion~ there i~ very seldom any reStr~ctio~ of sugar ~oking"for ri,ver 
traffic '!lui Semarlaghat or to Calcutta' directIOns ali' empties at such time 
are all 'being 'concentrated 'on Mokameh. During these periods sugar can 
only be IIhippeci to Eastern 'Bengal in such Assam Bengal or, Eastern Bengal 
Railway wagons as ar~ av:ailable very' seldom amounting to m!>re than tWQ per 
day. . " 



During the crushing season 19aa:al booking was closed as follows:

For B~gal N agpur itail~ay. 1I~ .!Sanson • 
For all stations west and north.of Samastipur 
For E&Btern Bengal, except in .Asam Bengal 

Eastern Bengal wagons only . 
For all stations tria Monghyr ghat 
For all directions 

,and 

Days. 

12 
26 

26 
39 

2 

71. Water-tight wagons sbould be provided for sugaJ' traffic. 'These 
wagons may be used in grain or cereals transportation but not for coal. 
oil or any other material which may thus spoil the ioors· of the wagons 
for BugaJ' transport. 

72. Our Bugars are sold on JU1 f.o.r. factory basis, .the price being one 
for important markets. We have no record of secondhand prices for OUI" 

product at the ports and upcoUntry; bu~" give' below the actual f.o.r. prices -
obtained during the past 7 years, We alsb give the' freight from the 
factory to the ,ports and ·certain upcountry mark!lts: 

·Sesscm. 

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Station. 

F.~.r·fric6,. 
1 Sugar. ill Sugar., 

Ra. A. P • 

. 's 1 0·8 
RI.A. P. 

8 i5 5·2 
913 0'9 
9 0 9·8 
8 .9 9'3 
8 2 11'7 
8 7 6·6 
6 '3 "5'3 

9 ,2 2-4, 
8 '4 0-6 
7·10 '] .. 5 
8 011-1 
S 611'7 
6 fa N 

Freight •• 

Rail Freight. 

Both Sugars. 
Ra, £., P. 

8 8 7'2 
978 
810 8·5 
8 511·4 
8 2 7'6 
8 39·5 
6 3 2·5 

Rail and Steamer 
Freights. 

J,ts. A. P. Ra. A. P. 

Allahabad 0, !} 'I 
Cawnpore OlIO 
Lucknow city 014 I; 
Calcutta 0:1.0 '1 0 8 10 
Bombay I. 0 9 0 12 2 
Madras 0 .. 145 012 l!I 
Karachi . . . . 11 2 0 0 12 2-

73. We enclose copies of the Balance Sheets.. . 
74. We give below amounts of depreciation' written off by the Company 

from 1930-31 also the statutory amount allowed under the Income-tax Act 
1922. n .. preciation is usually a round. sum based, as nearly as possible o~ 
the statutory scale. . 

Satutory. Written off. 
Rs. Rs .. 

1930-31 1,18,336 .,84,399 
]931-32 1,27,300 '1,50,000 
1932-33 1,27,016 1,40,000 
1933-34 1,26,573 
]934-35 .. , 1,27,709 
1935-36 1,27,734 

n l'i 
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Of the. II.I11ot111t set BIIlde in 1000-31 Ik. 3,84,399 W'aa realised from Deben
ture Si!lking Fund ,and was transferred to Depreciation account and extra 
provision was made in 1931-32 and 1932-33 all the total provision. was behind 
the total Btatutory allowanc'&~ . , 

75. Nd reserves,have been 'Bet aside. 
76. W ~ give' below amounts dietrlbuted as dividends by the .Comllany :-

;10th June-
1930 
1931 
1932 
19"33 
'19M 
'1935 

.. 
• • 

~ ., 
~ 

Rate. Amount. 
Fer oent. Ra. 

IS 60,000 
$, 69,900 

10 1,19,000 
12t 1,(,9,875 

11)36 . .. ",.,. . .. 
77. The B~nk allows overdrafts under agreement for cash credit, by 

which stocks, etc. are pledged. The tate 'at which the Company is able to 
borrow. ie. bank tate subject to a maximUUl of 9 per Clent. &I1d .. lDini!Ilum 
of 3 perlceHt~., ,',. ,. ' , 

78. Head Office exp8llsea 8Ild Managing Agents' commission 6Illount to 
Rs. 22,114 for 1935-36 .. Commission is ca.lcUlat~ at 71 per cent. on the net 
profits before. providing; for depreciation, Income-tax and Inte,rest on Deben
tures. 

79. OOBsideting tht hatllraOU9 nat'll're of the, enter'prise, the risks of 
drought, floods. pests, the machinatioJl$ Of buyers, the Excise Duty, the 

- costs oj main~nanoe, the demands of taxation, a balance of 10 per cent. 
at credit' or revenue, after aIloca·tionlJ to depreciation and reserve accounts 
is not exces.!fivo: ' , 

80. Forms· I, 2 and 3 referred to are attached. As regards Forms 1 
and 2 the figures in respect of 1936-37 cannot be submitted as our financial 
year D bOt yet closed. , 
, 81. O'wini1; 1;0 the complicated nature of the returns called for we are
una·ble to wbmit the inform&tion ill the allotted time, and we will do so as 
soon as the. returns are completed. ' . 

82. EveJ:Y possible economy bIls been effected .in the worb anti ~ciency 
brought to ,a high standard, \lomparing favour",bly with other sngar pro
ducing 90untl"ies, that there is very little margin for further' ",ductions _ 
in the works and we must now look to a 'higher sucrose content' and for 
further 1oedOOti()ns in cost of cane.' ' .. 

83. OI.lCll.ttai and Lobal MarketS. 
84. We ill'e 'unable to give patticulars of the relations between dealers 

and retailers, but so far as we &l'9 ooll(!emed. we ..... put into to\lCh'.ith 
our dealers by our brokers. Up to thi!!.. year we had several brokers wOl'king 
on a ~ommissiol1 baeis from '8 to 12 Annas per Rs. 100. These brokers woul~ 
.make us offers, which, if accepted, would be confirmed by cOIi.tract betweea 
ourselves and the dealers, a deposit being required as Earnest lIoney, 
which the dealers paid; interest was allowed on this deposit .. During the 
current season, ~e have tlbtained Sole Distributors for the whole of India
Messrs. Ralli Bros., Ltd. While the system of their making us offers on 
behalf of deal&s· still oontinmls tQ a lesser extent, .the chilli method of 
doing business is for us to give them option for a fixed period 011 quantities 
of each grade Df sugar which, we wish to dispose of,' fixing the minimum 
price at which they can sen. In this Case also, 'the krran&ement between 
them a·nd ourselves is by agreement, the actual contract, which it! supple-

• Not prillted.· 
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lDentary to the agrepleQt heiJlg ent&re4 int\J primarily between theUl .~cl 
their dealers. 

85. The New Indian Sugar MiUa Aaaooiation Cont.rllC~ form ie lIatillfacwl'J' 
except &II regards Clause 8. The I'eBpoBllibility for the coQdition 'If sugar 
.014 /.o.r. /cu:torll, .hould be more clearly defined &II falling upon the buyer. 
Unleu the buyer takes delivery at factory it is impllSSible te prove in what 
condition the sugar was despatc:hed, and whether dallU'ge took place while 
in the hands of the carrier. . 

86. The ligures with regard to this qQ88tion can be obtained from dealers, 
importen and brokers. We oUl'Belves are unable to give lUlCur&te figures, 
especially as m98t of OUl' business in 1;h" past has been done through 
dealen in the Cawnpore market, and on an f.o.r. facWry b~ill. 

87. VariatiQJl8 in th~ -caae will OCCUl' whell comparing wholeaq,U) forward 
bllllin_ with ready petty aalea, but for spot busineu theA ill little IbJCt~ 
tion between wholesale and retail prices, though the difference between these 
actually vari68 according to quantit;y, up to approximately 4, annas pel' 
maund. We have taken the retail pl'lIJ8II as covering lots of I) te 25 ba~, 
which are not necessarily in shopkeepers' hands, there pDaliibly bein~ a 
further difference in the actual shop price to the coBliuper • 

• 88. We have rrery little information &II to the .toragll arrangeJl].enta made 
'" dealer" but; from QUI' 8xpllrience we understand that they are disinclined. 
u, keep su,cks, preferring to utiijse factory lltorage 8Jlsce, liven te the 
extent of getting 3 or 4, months in arrears in deliveries. We have already 
given you our experience with re~ard to deterioration in $torage agaillllt 
questioit No. 66. We have no definIte information with. regard u, conditionS 
prevailing in dealers' gooowns. -

89. Under similar storage conditions we are <If thll opinioll that Java 
angar will deteriorate te the Bame extent as .. go,od quality. Indian Sugar. 
It is only in very recent years that the keeping quality IJf IIJJgar produced 
in India haa become a aubject for .eerious CIlBliideration, since large stoolts 
of augar must now be stored, throughout the mOllSoon period. Since iii 
haa beell recognised that there has heen a vast improvement in the quality 
of augar manufactured ill India, the keepi~g quality hu aWl und.!>ubtedlf 
improvecL .. 

90. With the exception of the d,emand for Indian made sugar by a 
limited Dumber of orthodox Hindus on l'el.igious grounds, Java, or other 
imported sugar. is preferred, particularly by the middle anel upper cla.tilII 
Indian eonllWllel'S. The ~n for this is, we lIeli-eve. the unifQl'Jllity of grai. 
and superior, consistent colour of the imported Bugar. 

9t. ft. average quality of.oga" manufactured in India is inferior to 
imported Java ... ~r but there are many faetoriea ill India producing a 
final product equal if not anpeftor to thB'f; of Java. " 

. The average Indian BUJ!:a,_is. inferior to imported Java sugar in r8!lpect 
of purity, colour and uniformit,. of eryst.al si$e. . 

92. lu our opinion the ma.uufa.cturers carry the hulk of thestooks" r4 
- Indian made sugar, the only dealers carrying stocks to any large extent being 

those at. ports wbere storage facilities are offered by' the O!.rrying Com
panips. Upoountry dealers norUlally carry (lnly l!Uffioi.ellt stocl!: 1(11' 1;bl' 
immediatll need of local retailers. 

93. Yes, we consider this most desirable. 

8'. We favou .. Central AlI-ladia Selliug Organisation previded licensed 
eontrol of production ie also illtmdueed. We ClMUSider however that it shoulcl 
he independent of GovenmlSllt control. . 

95. We think that the present system of. standardislition is opeu to 
grave questioll. The value of a sugar does not depend em the size <If the 
erystala or on ita appearance i-n bulk in a glQ88 eontamer. Further it is 
impossible to get two ob~ers to agree as to the standard !In such a crude 

02 
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system. We would lavour standardisation 'on rational lines whioh would 
include:-

(l) The volarisation or sugar content. 
,(2) Thecolouf determined in some formal way in an apparatus such 

. as the LQvibond Tintometer and expressed in definite colour 
units. . 

(3) The quantity of suspended matter. 
(4) Possibly, but not necessarily, the quantity of ash might also' be 

'included.' Ash is of importance to the sweetmeat maker but 
he is not yet educated enough to appreciate its influence. 

(~) 'Uniformity of grain and absence of . dust may also be included. 
. 96. ,(a.) We have don~ no business so far on the basis of sugar standards. 
l.'6e reason we have ~lOt yet sold' on this basis is that the graduated scale 
of prioe difference has not yet been agreed upon and the Industry as a 
whole is not prepared ·to sell on the basis of the standards. It is a·lso felt 
that. most factories are not yet in a position to turn out a uniform product 
capable of being graded under the sta.ndards. 

(b) Yes. These standards are being.used, extensively at all our fa.ctories 
for internal control. ., . 

97. As opposed to standardising sugars, Messrs. Begg Sutherland & Co., 
'Ltd.'s Group of Factories are to base' their selling standard in respect of 
'the next season as follows: - .' , 

Factory Managers are to be asked tolay aside a certain number of bags 
orsugar now of a standard which they expect to maintain during 4Jle next 
season. These bags are to be used as samples next season and the output 
based on these samples. Special care will be taken in storillR; these bags 
during the monsoon.' . 

98; The possibilities of establishing a, oentral marketing organisation, 
inoluding a complete survey of markets, has been before the Indian Sugar 
.'.Mills Association from time to time, but no progress has been made. We 
are in favour of an organisation on the lines' of the Cement Marketing 
Board being set up, provided its control is vested in an independent body 
and it embraces all producers, with Government prohibition of new. fa.ctories 
and extensions for purposes other than improvement of quality and 
efficiency. , • ' . 

The establishment of a "futures" market· by dealers Associations, on 
the lines of the East India Cotton Association should make for stability in 
'Prices by providing security for dealers operations, and thereby improving 
the general trade in sugar. 
. 99. Over a .period of seven years we believe the consumption ·of sugar, 
including Khandsari, and sugar refined from gur, to be about 1,300,000 
tons annually, but as "a result of the lower prices now ruling this figure 
should be exceeded. .i 

An increased advertising campaign by the Industry through its Associa
. tion and possible collaboration with the Tea Industry would, we believe, 
lead to increased consumption, the necessary funds being provided on the 
lines of the Indian Tea Cess. 
. 100. We believe that factory sugar is replacing gur in the trade in 
:increasing quantities, but we have no reliable information. 

101. We see no immediate prospects of the establishment of fruit canning 
in India. 

102. This 'information can be given much better by Importers such as 
Messrs. Ralli Bros., Ltd., Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Karachi, Messrs. 
A. H. Bhiwandiwalla, Bombay, Messrs. Parasram Paroomal & Company. 
palQutta and Messrs. Kian Cwan Co. (India), Ltd., Sassoon House, Calcutta . 

. 103. It may 'te accepted that Java, the.chief importing country, has 
.not realised remunerative prices for her sugars in any year between 193Q 
and 1936 .. In support of this view there is the knowledge that Ja'Va's pro
duation has fallen from 3,250,000 tOllS in 1930 tQ 500,000 ~on~ in 1936. 



104,. None by sea' so far as we kilow. A. relatively . small quantity finds 
its way across the Northern frontiers. 

We do not consider India oould' profitably export' sugar unless world 
prices advance very considerably and then only if Indian sugar received. 
!pecially fnourable' treatment on entry into the United Kingdom. There 
is, of course, the very remote possibility of India being in a' position t8 
.ell a portion of her .production for export at a loss, provided there was 
compensating rise in internal prices. 

105. The imposition of the first levy of Excise had some effect in not 
including unadvised expansion which would; however, have been better pre
vented by a system of licensing and floning at the. time protection was given, 
and in relation to a considered estimate of the demand existing for sugar 
in India. The latter imposition coincided with a period of abnormally low 
prices for Bugar which persists to-day. Owing to trade conditions, the 
manufacturer except for a very brief period has not been able to pass OJ)' 
any share of the excise to the consumer. We have never. understood why 
the cane growing section of the ,industry has not been called on to bear 
some share of .the excise. The industry could have accepted with compara~ 
tive equanimity a levy on profits on a reasonable scale·. ' 

106. /J. certain quantity is absorbed in the manufacture of 'country 
tobacco. Where distilleries exist -tntlIa88ell form It base for the production 
of alcohol. Recently a molaBSes exporting corporation has set up an organi
sation for the collection and export of molasses and has made extensive 
purchases. No data is available with us regarding the extent of these 
transactions but ·theY. must be of considerable magnitude. The prices· real,. 
ised do little more than cover handling charges. The 'residue we destroy in 
specially designed furnaces. 

107. This hl1S partly.been dealt with under the preceding question. We 
und .. rstand ·the d"stination of the molasses exported by the Corporation is 
the United States and the United Kingdom and it. is used for .the produc
tion of industrial alcohoL Tire possibilit'y of export is handicapped by th~ 
inadequacy· of . transport facilities. . 

108. We are not altogether ·clear as to what is meant by '.' effective ". 
If the development of all industry by· an· increase in production "of' 1,000,000 
tons is effective the answer is. '.' yes ". . If It. effective" means the establish
ment of an ordered industry with security of capital combined lri,th sound 
finance the, answer is .. no " • ,- " 

The effeot of the i~po~ t~~jff, created in 1,932, has been to create a barrier 
against imports from, abroad behind which the industry has developed at 
an extraordinary rate of progress-a very unhealthy rate as events have 
turned qut.. T,his expansion has taken place without any control either by 
Government or the' industry' itself. What appeared to be an attraotive 
outlet for capital seeking employment has. resulted in the launching of 
numerous undertakings witho.u.t any proper consideratiori beip.g given to 
lo('al conditions. SupplieR of suitable raw materials-financial requirements 
Rnd in .many 'instances witbout adequate, or even any expert knOWledge. 
The result has been that although India has been rendered self supporting 
as regards her sugar requirements, her revenues have snffered severely from 
an almost complete stoppage of imports, while the domestic industry dne 
to the reckless establishment of factori_many of which are unsuitably 
situated, the need {)f. replacing 'revenue hitherto realised from the import 
tariff bv the impoRition of an excise duty-an utter absence of an:v organi
sation for the marketing of its sugar finds itself to-day confronted with a 
situation which, to say the least of it, can only be described as extremely 
critical evim in the case of the most efficient units of the industry. . 

109. The original obiect- of protection aimed at the countl'y. producin~ 
.it" total Bugar requirements and this object hM alread.v been attained: 
'Ve tllE'ref01'e consider that the extent of protection sbould be kept· at such 
a I.-vel as to limit import of foreign sugar. . 

We are of opinion that the existing level of protective duty is such 
that the ryot obtainS an equitable. return for his enterprise, and that this 
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will oni1 (Jontinue provided thl! position is not aggravated by imports of 
Bugar from abroad. It does not follow that world conditions will remain 
",naltered between now and 1946, and we therefore recommend the present 
level of protection being maintained, and further, that the Government 
tlhould take powers to regUlate it as and when necessary, to limit the 
entry of foreign sugar into the country. 

110. (1) Improvement in Agriculture and Communications and the appli
cation of research so as to reduce the cost of cane and improve its sugar 
content. , 

(2) Meana to control borer infestation and simultaneously increase the 
sugar content of the cane. 

(3) The adoption of the zoning system which will allow· factoriee to help 
.the small grower to make use of the results of research. . 

(4) Means to ensure the manufacturer obtaining &. fair share of the pra
.tection by eorrelation between the cost of cane and effective selling price 
t>f sugar (after deduction of Exoise) which will demand a contralised market-
ing organisation with power to regulate sugar prices. . 

111. So far as we are aware, no industry has been affected by the import 
duty on molasses. 

APPENDIX No. 2.* 

A ,,"'age cost of producing one aor~ of Cmle b1l Byota yielding 4PzwocrimateZll 
850 maund" pe1' q.c,. •• 

Item. 

1. Rent of land 
2. ·Boeing land by manual labour 
S. Woodell Plough-14 times per acre by OJI:en 

4. Levelling by wooden beam drawn by oxen-? 
timet per acre • . • 

8. Fann Yard Manure, and street sweepings at . 
20 carts per aore at As. 8 per cart . 

6. Trenching 
'I. Price of seed cane-45 maunds per acre at 

As. 5 per maund 
8. ~lani;ing Wages 
9. Carting Seed, • 

10. Earthing up ... 

Totallts. 

s. 

lapaha Sugar FaetolT. MUlaffarpur • 

. tdter dated .ike 5t71. 3my, 19:n. 

Cost per acre. 
'Ra. A. P. 

6 0 0 
3 5 3 
9 5 3 

0 9 0 

10 0 0 
5 5 3 

U 1 0 
1. 5. 3 
010 6 
2 t) 0 

52 9 6 

We regret delay in forwarding answers to the Tari1f Doard Question
naire. 

• N.B.-The abo" figures show. the aCtual tost of labour, but it should 
be remembered that in the majority of clISes, 'Where· there are small plots 
the cultivator with the aid of members of his family do muoh of the eulti
vatioa work, which does not represent any expenditure in ac~ual cash to :him; 
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Thia.~ due to the fact that our staff was busily engaged upto the middle 

of June on Cane Crushing Opllfatiou. lilt tha!; certain figures were not 
available till after that date. . 

We trust the information given JIIay be of in~res1; to fOU and maY'add 
that this is one of the few privately run indigo Concf!rns which pioneered 
Cane growing and sugar manufacture ill India, after Indigo WiS replaced 
by the manufaoture of Aniline Dye. . 

-4 , 

Enclosure. 

1. 1906~ 

2. 1930-31 
1931-311 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
19111-37. 

TotalMda. 
Sugar 

Manufacturild. 

39.870 
.--79,599 

117,910 
69,900 
'I1l,906 
96,4121 

136,698 . 

l'arcentages. 
1st Grade 2nd Grade. 

White Crystal. YellGw Crushed 

43-U 56'89 
53'70 (6·30 
49-77 rot3 
65·80 (4.2<) 
48·34 1>1'66 
51-93 48'07 
86'91 13'09 

3. (a) Cllne .upply can be obtained adequately weather eoncUtions being 
favourahIe. : 
, Railway freights are heavy on all JtoreIJ required for manufacture, and 
Increase the coste very eonsiderably. 

(b) Road and other Q()mmunieationl are very bad. 
(c) Unskilled labour ,Supply is adequate. 
4. SUlphitation. 

6. 1930-
)lcNeil- & Co., Ltd., Spring- I'(!gulating. 

apparatus, 1st Milling set 

1931~ 

Bllli~J. Ltd., Hydraulie apparatus, 2nd 
Mlllmg sell • . • • • • 

1932-
Three adc1itionlll W,tson Laidlaw 30'" x 18" 

CentrifugaIs 
Six Steam drumll fop uisting Multitubular 

Boiler. (Blairs, Ltd.) 
:t'hree (Fullerton Hodgart & Barclay) 

Medium velocity Juice Heaters as one 
interconnected unit, with spare tubes and 
two Horizontal. llup4lJ: IiteNll :rumps 

One secondhand Lathe for MachilleBh.op 
One Beco~dhand :Radial Drill' fop Machine

shop 
One . secondhand Planing Machine 

Machineshop 
On. BeeOndhand Shapil!-g MaCh~ne 

Ma<:biDeahop 

fO~l 
for 5 

One new 4- duily Sc~iJlg Macliine fGX' 
Macbineshop 

Parried over 

2520 .Q 

3S5 ()t 0 

1:,126 00 
'f0 0 0 

620 0 

91 0 0 

91 I.) 0 , 
2,718 0 0 
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1932-eonttl. 
Brought forward 

Material for Evaporator Extentions by 
Blairs, Ltd. '. • . . 

Single Ram Pump Joseph Evans, . 
Boiler Feed Pump Jones Burton "& Co, • 
Constant Pressure Steam Regula:ting appa-

ratus with Pipe fittings, Blairs, Ltd. . 
Steam. Driven 16" Bore Injection. Water 

Pump, Messrs. Jones Burton & Co. . 
Tangye Birmingham Horizontal Girder 

Steam Engine, complete with Shaftpulley 
and friction,' clutch 

1933-
Machine Tooi Coy., Nottingh~m, secondhand 

Roller Turning Lathe for Machineshop . 
Electric flexible shaft Scaling Machine for 
. Evaporator Tubes . . . 
Horizontal Duplex Steam Pump. . . 
Replacement Intermediate Carrier Chain 

and Q. O. I. Slats . ... 
Two" Weir ,. Boiler Feed Simplex .Pumps 
One Watson Laidla'w Horizontal Masseouite 

Pump. . . . . . . . 
post of Installing one Babcock & Wilcox, 

Ltd" Watertube Boiler complete with all 
Brickwork for Boiler and one Steel self-
supporting Chimney with brick flues and 

'/8 I. d. 
2,718 0 Q 

': 
3,864 0 0 

51 0 0 
110 0 0 

351 O. 0 

489 0 0 

208 0 0 

149 q 0 

149 0 0 
68 0 0 

107 0 0 
275 0 0 

125 0 0 

base . 6,000 0 0 
1934-

Steel Earthquake Boiler House building 
to replace original destroyed by ~arth-
quake .. , , , . . . 77G 0 0 

193&-:-
'Extentions to Boiling House by Messrs. 

Blairs, Ltd .• ; Vacu,um; Pan,.: COl!-denson, 
II etc. .' . . . . • . . 3,978 0 0 
Extentions to' Sugar during Dept., by 

Messrs, Watson Laidlaw & Co" four 
Centrifugals .i;;",:::, .i, '.' " .': 1,215' 0 0 

Replacement Bqiler, Me.~srs. Babcock & Wil-
rox replacing, two original Multitubular 
Boilers , . '. . , . . 8,710 0 0 

Earthquake proof Boiling House extention 
building, all steel structure and stagings 975 0 0 

1931~ , 
Laying down of Estate Tramway, pur

chasing secondhand material" 14 miles 
Track, 3 LocQII\otives, 54' Cane:, 'Wagons, 

" all for 2 foot, gauge purchl!sed in I~dia , 9,6OQ 9 0 
·Additional· Plant fabricated in Iudia, or 

purchased from other sources than stated 
" above during the past 7 years, iI'ppr,<lxi, 

mately 750 0 0 

Estimated total additional plant purchased 
Ito increase efficiency of Factory from 
1930 to 1937 35,692 '0 0 

,l - : .. ' 
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6. Two replacement Baboock & Wilcox Boilers 'to replAce four existing 

Multitubular Boilers which are the original factory. boiler plant _ and may, 
be condemned, by Inspector of Boilers as having reached age limit. ' 

The original first 5 roller crushing unit, is underpowered, ,original 
gearing Oa.st Iron is worn out and the splitter roller arrangemento~solete, 
it will be necessary to re-modernise this, crushing, unit.' , 

Origjnal Boiling llouse plant will need to be lUted, Coil ,Vac. Pa:ns 
increased in capacity. Existing Crystallisers used for 3rd ,Massecuite fitted 
with water cooling. Existing Centrifugals re-arranged to enable minimum 
8ugar lost in exhausted molasses. This soheme was commenced, with ex
tentions erected' during 1936. 

Filter Press extentions a're required to enable, a standa~d colour suga.r ' 
to be manufactured, b~ the Byflo Supercel' 'process of filtering pf juice.' 

8. Most repairs can' now be undertaken in' India to Sugar' Machinery, 
such as Roller re-shelling, heavy' castings both Cast Iron & Cast Steel. 

It is not advisable to 'buy complete sugar machinery units of Indian 
Ma,ke, such as Mills, Engines, Centrifugals, etc., these cannot be relied on. 

10. This is an old' Estate, some 1,000 acres lands purchased outright 
and 2,500 acres on lease. 

11. (a) Area held in cultivation 3,500 acres. 
(b) 1,000 acres. 
(c) Coimbatore varieties, 213, 210, 299 and 331. 
(d) ,Cane cut, fallow 5 months, cerellll crop (6 months) fallow or green 

manure (9 months), Cane planted, manuring Niciphos Ii maunds per acre, 
two applications. ' 

(e) 850 maunds per acre. 
15. No-'damage from' frost ift these districts, disease and inseot pests 

are bad a'nd together cause a loss of at least 50 per cent. 
19. The production of sugar cane in 1936-37-has been the highest on 

record in this area, hut not in excess of the requirement of the Mill, no 
restrictions are' necessary.' " 

20. The cost of cultivating one aOl'e of sugar cane by the average ryott 
is about Rs. 53 and he ought to obtain not less 300 ma-unds per acre. 

21. P1U8 cart. 
22. The acquisition or leasing of lands impracticable for reasons given 

by previous Tariff Board. 
22. (b) If Government had taken ,up the qUl'<stion of allotting. of certain 

areas to fadories at the time of their building, this would have been 
satisfactory, but now too late, for them to take a hand. Zoning is desir
able to prevent competition, between .factories, especially in' 'seasons when 
crop is short. 

24. (a) No. 
(b) Licensing of new fartories, as we consider, this ought to have been 

done when tariff was brought in. 
25. (a) Gate Cane. 
26. By carts and by tramway installed by factory, average we~ght' of 

cane carried by cart 16 maunda. 
The ordin"ary ryot cannot run to: the expense of Rubber Tyred Carts. 

We have Rubber Tyred carts and against 20 maunds can load 40 maunds. 
27. Condition of all ,roads is disgraceful. . 
28. Cane from close .at hand 12 hours, and from a distance 36 Lours; 

no protection given. ", , 
29: Average cost of hire oK carts is pies 3, per mailnd, per mile over, 

5 miles up to whioh it is pies 6 per ma:und, some have their own carts and. 
if not they hire. , 

lit. Near arens supply by' cart to factory. and far out areas to nearest 
railhead of. our light railway, maximum period of 'detention six hours. 
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34. AU freights too nigh .. 
35. 12~ miles of tramway, average cost per maund piea Ii. charge borne 

by factory. 
36. Certainly advantageous. 
8S .. Direct from growers 60 per cent., our own cultivation 22~ per cent., 

through agents, 17~· per cent. 
51. Beyond Borne time in May there is no sens~ in prolonging the crushing 

Beason, climl!-tic reasons alone prohibit it. . 
. 52. Early caneS a-n advantage. The one problem that needs taakling most 
urgently is the problem of diseases and pests in cane from which the highest 
loss is derived. . . 

79. Not less than 10 per cent. 
94. An All-India seIling organisation is necessary. 
95. Yes. 
105., Tbe effect of the Excise Duties has been the lowering of profits to 

such a low margin that depreciation charges cannot be allowed for, a-nd 
Where additions and alterations to Machineries have to be paid from revenue 
payments or by borrowing. Repayment not been possible and the Ilmount 
pf indebtedness of the factory has increased year by year. 

lOS. The measure of protection has not been enjoyed by the Industry in 
that the Government of India have taken it_away ·in Excise Duty. 

109. Protection is neeellSary to the extent to pr8"V6Ilt imports of eugar. 
But protection is of no advantage to the Industry if you give with one 
hand and bke away with the other. 

110. Import !,If suga-r should be prohibited from foreign sources as has 
been done in the case of Indian Sugar at the World Sugar Conference, with
out. the representatives of t.he industry beiRg present to be heard. 

Motipur Sugar Factory. Ltd •• MuzaHarpur. 

ANSWERS '1'0 TARIlI'P BOARD QuWS'l'IONNAIlUII. 

Production of 8ugar-~ntroductory. 
, 1. Commenced mallufacturing 1933. Full average capacity of the factOPy 
110 tons of sugar per day. . 

2. Output of sugar for last t years as follows:-

1933-84. 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-31 

Maunela. 
206,820 
166,699 
259,233 
418,891 

8. (A) (1) Cane 3upply.-It was not in first year but ]lOW' people have 
been growing ia our vicinity. 

(2) Limestone.-We are importing from Sylbet for whi<-b the freight 
charges' are 'very heBYY. The Kani Limestone is PDt. suitable to our 
machinery although the railway freight is very high. 

(3) Important Mark'eb.-We are marketing our liiuga,r in !lEla-port, as we 
are very unfavourably situated in Geographical })osition, so we are unable to 
dispose of our sugar in Punjab, Central Prc.vinees, Rajputana, etc. 

(B) Facility of rall is abight; but roads are very inadequate and· tiad. 
NVe have ourselv6serected Tramline about l5 miles. 

,(0) Labour supply adequate. 
4. QuI'. process i. double-carboBitation and ciouble Ilulphitation, latest 

m~dera D'han sY8~m. Double c&l'bonita.tioR and double 8ulphitatiOll factories 
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give better clarification wesulta and ~herefore a better sugar. It is doubtful, 
however, whether the costa of the installations are~ commensurate with the 
advantage -gained over Bulphitst~ou. factones. We think Dot. ' 

5. No radical change haa been ~de in the layout of the factory but up 
to end of September, 1936, extensions of plant and replacement of unsuit
able or unsatisfactory plant have COlli; us more than Reo 2,00,000 since. the 
factory stsrtedoperations. 

6. Considering present condition of the Industry, we are not inclined to 
spend any more capital money otherwise there is /!cope for I' lot of extension 
and improvement. . - ' 

.1. (a) The main factors which determine the size of all economic plant 
are the amoun,t of cane definitely available within an inexpensive distance 
for the factory, the factory'/! selling organisation and its position-in. relation 
to sugar markets. 

(b) The smallest unit which could be operated economically would depend 
on cane conditions. If a factory cOllld cart all its cane direct from the field 
to the cane carrier then in my opinion the smallest economic plant would 
be from 300 to 350 tons of cane per' day given a design of, factory having 
DO embellishments, no Managing Agents, and experienced and, enlightened 
owner-managements. The economic ideal would be reached if the owner of 
lIuch a factory grew and milled ~is OWIl cane: 

8. The mild .teel work and some minor units of machinery and plant can 
be obtained in satisfactory quality in India. 

9. (1) Yes, indeed, the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology is giving 
technical assistanoe but they S88'11 to be overloaded with the work and our 
auggestion is that this department should take control of the factory and 
relieve the directors and owners from all soris of technical troubles. 

(2) No experience of",lIhe Industries Department: No suggestion to make. 

Raw Material. 
1. Sugarcane cultivation is not undertaken' by my company but our sister 

company under the same directorship is under agreement with us to supply 
cane. The total area of the land owned by our sister company is 6,000 
acres and the average under cane each year is 12 to 15 hnndred. 

11. (a) Total area about 6,000 acres. 
(b) 1,200 to 1,500 acres. . 
(c) Co. 210, 213, 214, ,'281, 285, 299, 301, 312, 313, 331, P.O.J. 2878 anc! 

2883. 
(d) Our IlYlltem of cultivation is thot we prepare our lands for cane both 

II, Tractor and Mole Board ploughs and we follow 3 years' rotation keeping 
our land green fallow for a year and manure our crop with 4()-50 Nitrogen 
and Phospheric Aeid, at the top of green fallow. 

Variety. 
Average yield Sucrose. per acre. 

Mda. Pel"\cent. 
(e) Co. 210 430 1 ·12 

Co. 213 - 450 11'17 
Co. 211 200 12-18 
Co. 281 300 12'28 
Co. 285 42(} 10'51 
Co. 291; 340 1H5 
Co. 301 r 501 11'29 
Co. 312 . .... 291 10'95 
Co. 313 376 11'89 
Co. 331 571 10-42 
P.O.J. 2878 421 ·14'23 

• P.O.J. 2883 353 14'31 



" ',12. (17.) The area set .. aside for experiment in cane is 30 acres. 
, (b) No area .is 8vt a~ide foOr, production of 'seed for sale or free distribu

tion to cultivatorR, but we' us~ cane for seed purposes 'aftet selection and 
tbe same we distribute to the cultivators ,as much as they i·equire. . 
, 13. We have tried the following varieties of cane, but no special experi-

ment is made as regards manuring: - ' 
Early Co. 299. ' 
Late Co. 331. 

In this respect the Agricultural Department of our province has assisted 
us satisfactorily. 

H. (a), The quantity of cane available has considerably increased since 
;1933. 

(b) The quality' of cane, however, shows no appreciable difference. 
15. The cane is liable to damage from frost, 'disease and' insect pest to a 

certain extent, the percentage of loss through the above causes varies 
according to the extent of attack and is generally found to be 20 per cent; 
to 30 per cent. 

16. The factory, for the coming season is not assured that there is a 
sufficient supply of cane. The principal varieties of cane are Co. 210 and 
213. The average Sucrose content for the last three seasons of the mixed 
cane is 11'24 per cent. The average yield of ryoti cane per acre may be 
put down as 225 maunds and cane grown by our sister company and other 
large growers 350 to 450 maunds. 

17. Since the introduction of the Government minimum cane rate the 
effect of competition' except in isolated cases has not beHn to raise the price 
of cane. The effect of competition has, however, a marked effect on factory 
supplies as in a competitio~ area the factory whiclt can place the ,largest 
daily challans at t.he disposal of the growers gets mbst of the cane. 

18. (a) Yes, as the area uiu'ler cane has increased yearby year since 
1933. The cultivation. however, has decreased for 1937-38 on account of low 
prices of cane sugar. 

,(b) Increased demand 'from factories operating in the area. 
19. The production in what we ~~nsider our, economic area would not 

ba\"'e been in excess of our requirements ,this year had we not been tied 
under contract to take a large quantity of Railway cane fronl .outside areas. 
The only means of restriction we consider possible and necessary, is the 
establishment of a system of zoning whereby .our economic area would more 
or less under our direction in the matter of the amount 'of cane which should 
be grown. Restriction, of gr.owing in areas distant from a 'mill, would follow 
in the ordinary course .of ,business. ' 

20. The cost .of cuitivat\on of an averag~ cultivator per 'acre is generally 
as follows:-

Prepa.ration .of land 
Cost .of ~eed. . 
Cost of Farm yard manure 
Planting 
Inter-culturing and ridging' 
Rent 
Harvesting 

'rotal 

Average outturn per acre i~ about '225 maunds. ' 

Rs. A. 
5 0 

'12 2 
10 0 
1 0 
o R 
5 0 
1 0 

3410 

21. The main dilfficulties .of cane-growers in cultivation of cane are as 
follows: - ' : 

(a) Owing to ordinary ploll!!hs and weak bullocks they cannot have 
deep pliJUghing needed for cane plantation. 
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(b) They cannot afford the-expenses for necessary manuring needed 

for cane. 
(~) There heing no irrigation facilities they have to depend on natural 

~L - . 

Difficulty in delivery .ia that. some cultivators are very far away either 
from factory or railway stati.>Ds. For that the tram line. is essential but 
at present the charges of these tramlines cannot be deducted from~ane 
price paid and therefore the development ia restricted. ' 

If the Government could take any measure and adopt ways to remove 
the reasons noted above, it will produce good results. -

22. (a) We agree. . . 
(b) We are certainly in favour of aUoting different areas to various 

Bugar factories for snpply of sugarcane but only by an adjustment of railway 
freigbt rate for a factory to take cane from an outside area. Tben only :the 
zoning of areas would follow in the ordinary course of business. We enclo~ 
copy of a note whicb we. put up to Tirhoot Advisory Committee. . 

23. If a zoning system was introduced the factory concerned could with 
confidence give assistance to. cultivators either in cash or in kind - as tbe 
factory would be quite certain of effecting recovery of advances in full 
and that the money has not been advaneed for the henefit of outside 
factories. 

24.. (a) No. 
(b) (i) Yes, if only in: order to' protect the investing public. 
(ii) Yes. 

1936-37. 

Mau,nds. 
1,951,621 
1,275,916 
i,249,370 

Per cent. of crop. 

25. (a) Gate 'cane 
(b) Rail cane 
(c) Tram borne cane 

Total 4,476,907 

43 
29 
28 

100 

The proportion baa varied during tbe last 4 years pending fuU develop
ments of our tramline system and our local carted cane supplies. 

26. Gate cana is transported by cart only and lor~ies are not used. The 
average weight of cane carried by an ordinary bullock cart is 18 maunds_ 
Rubber tyred carts double' that amount. 

27. Tbe. mileage of roads is adeciuate but the condil;ion of the main and 
feeder cart roads is definitely bad. 

28. Cane ia carted by road for distances up to 20 miles but the average 
may be taken at 8 miles. The time taken between cutting' and deliveQ' at 
the factory averages about 86 hours. No steps 'are taken to. protect cane 
from deterioration during transport. 

29. For many years the cosi of transport by bullock carts in Muzatfarpur, 
Champaran and Darbhanga districts has been accepted as 1 pie per'maund 
per mile. Mosto! th~ suppliers' employ their .own carts ,but .otbers have 
to hire them approximately at the aforesaid rate. This rate of course 
increases with an increased demand fcr carts' in any area .. 

30. No. 
31. This factory gives allotments of fixed amount per day for one week 

to its various suppliers the suppliers being licensed purchasing agents as the 
factory does not deal direct with the ryots.· The normal period· of detention 
at Motipur factory need never exceed from·.3 to 6 hours ... When giving 
allotments to our suppliers we stipulate: the time for delivery at the factory, 
usually half of the allotrnent arriveM at 6 A.M. in the morning instead of 
half allotment as ordered. then of course there is congestion and some of the 
ea.cts would probably be detained for about 10 hours but !his entirely due t~ 
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their OWJl f~u.lt or the. fa:ults of ~he control br licensed purchasers. i suggest 
that a condition of the hcense given to the IlCensed purchaser should be that 
he accepts full responsibility for tho control of the time of the arrival of the 
carts at the factory and the parking of them in accordance with instruc
tions from the factory management. 

32, Cane is transported by rail to Motipur factory from distances varying 
up to a maximum of 29 miles and the averl}-ge time taken between the 
cutting of- cane and delivery at the factory is approximately 2 days. The' 
arrangements for railway cane transport are satisfactory. 

33. Railway freights for cane are based on the carrying capacity of the 
wagon and flat rate is charged per 'Wagon up toa maximum distance of 
28 miles. There has been no material change in this Jlat rate for at least 
the last 10 years and we would certainly prefer a mauJldage rate per mile. 

34; The railway freight on limestone is high as the freight rate per 
maund in certail1.Sases is equal to a sum which is 6 or 7 times the tint cost 
of the limestone itself. Manure freight must be reduced. 

35. About 15 milel tramline serve the fact6ry. The" average rate per 
maund last cane season was approximately " pice and the charges. were 
borne t y the factory. In previous two years the quantities being ISmaIl our 
eost came to 1 to 8 pies. 

36. I consider that a tramway system is generally advantageous to • 
sugar factory and to sugarcane growers. The only difficulty in laying out a 
tramline is the trouble and delay experienced in securing -the necessary land. 

37. There is no reliable record. of the deterioration of cane by road and 
rail but of course the deterioration varies with the weather, the highest 
deteriOl"atiOll being during highest temperature and very little deterioration 
during the cool months .of the season. On an average at least i per cent. 
in recovery is lost. 

38. Last cane season about lth of our total cane was purchased direct 
from a grower. . 

39. Aa we do not deal with cUlti:vators direct we only make cash advances 
to our licensed purchaaers in accordance with such agreements as they may 
have entered into with us. We pay the licensed agents a commission which 
va.ries from 4 to 6 pies per maund. 

40. The cane purchased direct from the growers was purcha.sed from our 
Zamindari Co. and a few other estates for which we guarantee a minimum 
... te irrespective of what the Government rate .may be. 

41. No. In.our ricinity DO association is yet established. 
42. The cane is weighed on cart weighbridges at vari~U8 weighment 

eentnia and the licensed purchaser is paid for the total supplies once a week 
and under his agreement he must make prompt payments to the ryots as 
lIGon as he receives ille lb.OIley from us. 

43. The average pric~ at which we have purchased cane during the " 
years i. 4,a. 6-6, 6-ll and 4-.1, respectively. Prioes vary in accordance with 
Government minimum rate. 

44. The Government minimum price is based on the &elling prioe of 
sugar . 

• 5. Not to any appreciable extent at all in this distl'ict. 

46. Gur area ia ~t a. Gur or J agg617 making area. 
47. In isolated cases we have paid more than Government minimum. rate 

due to competitioll for .can.e but nothing of this sort happened last cane 
.aSOll. 

48. We do not consider the baaia on which minimum prioes a1'8 fixed ~ 
be altogether satisfactory. But it ia extremely di:8icult to suggest until 
ilirst the zoning system is est1l.blished. 

49 .. We do mot oonsida it feasible to introduce a. syste?U ,~f bonus pay. 
auta over aad a~ve minimum. rate. Cane supplies or&anlllatioD~ have not 
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yet dG.;eloped, to that e.tent which i. neoeaaary in order to handlG 8a\i~' 
flWtoril,y such a proposal. 

50. The durations of the crushing seasons ~for' the last ( years are give" 
below 1- " 

1933-34 23rd November, 1933 to 21st May, 193(. 
1934-35 29th November, 1934 to 28th March, 1935. 
1935-36 22nd November.l9S5 to 10th April, .1936. 
1936-37 20th November, 1936 to 22nd May, 1937 .. 

51. No late vatiety of cane should' be enOOllraged especially if it is a 
heavy yielder or unless the late varieties were placed in 'the hands' of large 
grower, who could control its cutting and supply. 

52. Ther& is tic) complaint nor have we any suggestions to offer. 

,Labour. 
53. All labour i~ a sugar factory i~' either skilled or semi-skilled unless 

unskilled eoolies whose only work is to fetch and carry." Our, figures for 
the crusbing Beason are approximately 80 'skilled and 670 semi-skiHed and 
450 unskilled. Off season figurel;i are approximately skilled 40 and un
skilled 90: 

54. We have impo.rted 3" uaits of skilled labour from Java in the shape 
of 3 Chinese pan boiler but 110 other skilled labour other than Indian is 
employed, in this factory. '" 

05. SinO(' 'actory started we ''have been able to do away with 3..or 4 
skilled people from Java. ' , 

6C\. Most of our labour is recruited from 8urrounding villages and we 
supply pucea quarters for our labour whose homes are 'l1ot in Motiput. 

Powe1'. 
5f.Nonnally we are 1101'1 able to meet all requlrementiJ 'Offuelf~m 

bagaese. We will, however, have to use coal aDd wood at the beginning 
of cane /j(laaons. The amounts spen~ on fuel du.ring the last ( years are lIB 
underl-

1933-34 
lW...ss 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Rs. 
No specific I'ellOl'd. 
24,559. 
11,210. 

, 15,811. yte bale surplus bagasse,. 

•• ,B'JI-p"'oducU. 
58. Molasses. 
59. ~tUI"Il and prices of'lIlolasses. 

Years. 

1933-34, 

19M-3S 
1935-86 
1936-37 

-. 

Outturn. Average, pnce. 

A,s. Po' 

83,604 2 6, 
59,863"2 0 
99,301 , 4, 

130,776 111 for one 
lakh maunds balance unsold 
(since sold a~ Ai. '1-8). 

60. The Bengal and North-Western Railway having no tank wagons and 
the freight' rates being"' very. hig~ there is no. market ~or molasses ~nd 
generally the Indian Molasses.Co. JS the onls buyer at a dUlIlgreeM>le prIce. 

61. If we canDot Bell we have ~ throw it away in a espee'i.ally arranged 
pond or lake. '.I:l1.ere ill De other way of using the <same. at present. 1I0wever, 
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, if the Government permit spirit or alcohol canbematiufactured establishing 
distilleries. Further tne same can be used as manure and cattle food but; 
~t requires further experiment. 

62. There is no outlet at present for bagasse. It is used as fuel. 
63. No. ., 

Years., 
Storage and' transportation of 

Opening stock. 
Bug,ar. 

Closing stock. 

64. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

65. For storage 
capacity:-

Mds.' 

/ 1,383 
14,738 

1,372 
the' factory h~ three 

Length. Width., 

• Godown No., 1-125'4" x 801. . 
" ,,2-125'-4" x 8IY' . 
" ,,3-207'-8" )t 8IY 

Mds. 
1,383 

14,738 
1,372 

291,319 on 29th May. 
godowns ha...ving the following 

Sq. Ft. 

10 (26'-8" 
10;026'-8" 
16,613'-4" 

. Approximate Capacity. 
Bags . 
16,000 
16,000 
26,000 

Total , 36,665'-20" 58,000 

Of these three, two were ready by the r.econd, season that is 1934-35 and 
thir~ne which can contain 26 thousand sl'gar bags was ready by 1935-36. 
All these three are pucea godown having peached floor. Over and above 
this, our sugar bagging, godown can contain 17,000 bags but it is available 
during off season only. ' 

66, 67 & 68. Sugar has suffered damage in the past in our godown during 
the monsoon due to leaky roof and dampness in the godown itself. Sugar 
damaged in this way has been reconditioned. It is better than small grain 
sugar which haenot been well dried and cured. The most important 
point, however, to consider in' the matter of sugar storage is that of a 
suitable godown and suitable storage methods. In the first place the roof 
should be of strong construction and water tight fIond the floor of the godown 
should also be damp proof. In our opinion there should be no air space 
at all allowed' between the floor of the godown and the sugar bags. ~he 
heaviest air in the godown laden with moisture, collects, at the lowest pomt 
and the moisture is absorbed by the sugar bagR. Further it is our opini.on 
that sugar godowns ~hould be ventilated but this is a Pllint on whl~h 
opinions differ. . ' . 

69. Some quantity is, damaged in transit during monsoon owing to defec
tive wagons and defective handling by railway in transhipment specially 
in rainy season. ' ' 

70. Yes, we experience great di!fficultie'S, in obtaiiling wagon during the 
season. , 

71. In our experience the greatest drawback in rail transport of sugar 
is tlie shortage of railway wagons. 

72. Our sugar has the Same prices at different centres as generally 
sugar is sold by us on f.o.r.: basis an~ if it is ~old at centre delivery, only 
freight is added to them. ,The different ruling prices during past years 
and the freight rates are as follows:"":' "' . . - ,.. . 

SelliM Rate,. 
Years. Lowest. Highest: 

RI!'. A. Rs. A. 

1933-34 . .~ . 8 0 to 9 4, 

1934-35 8 '0 
" 

9 3 
1935-S6 8'8 " 

9 4, 

1936-37 6 8 
" 

8 0 
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;Railway freight Tate. ~at different poris. 

Centre. 1933·34,. REIIABKlI. 

Calcutta As. 11-5 From 10th August, 1936, As .. 9-11, and 

Karachi 
Rayapuram (Madras) 
Coeonada 
Bombay 
Ernaculam 
Tuticorin 
Calicut 
TeUicbery 
Cannanore 
Mangalore 

Rs. 1-6-4 
Rs. 1-~11 
Rs. 1-4-11 
Rs. 1-4-5 

from 1st March, 1937, As. 10-10. 
From 10th January, 1935, Rs. 1-1-9. 
From 1st February, 1935, As. 15-11. 
From 1st February, 1935, As. 15-11. 
From 15th January, 1935, Rs. 1-1. 
Rs. 1-1-101 
Rs. 1-~1 I 
!:: !~~~ r From 15th August, 1936. 

Rs. 1-2-3 I 
Rs. 1-2-11 J 

Stfl«mer Freight from Paleza Ghat. 

To Flat load Lees than 
6,750 Mds. flat load. 

Karachi 

Rangoon 

Madras 

Bombay 

Coconada 

Kantapokar via T. T. shed 
Kantapokar 
Jagannath Ghat 

All coastal ports from Madras 
to Karachi both inclusive 

Tuticorin, Coehin, Calicut, 
Tellichery, Cannanore and 
Mangalore 

As. P. 

9 8 

: 

9 2 

9 8· 
9 8· 
9 8· 

t 
t 
t 

9 8 

t 

As. P. 

10 .. 
9 4, from 26th March, 1937, 

from.J.gt March, 1937, 
As. 10-9 and no Hat 
load. 

10 4 
10 4-
10 4 

6 o ~ For Calcutta As. 6-6 
7 o from 1st March, 
6 6 1937. 

10 4 up to 20th September. 
1936. 

10 4, from 1st October, 1936. 

To these steamer freights As. 3-1 railway freight from Motipur to Paleza 
,Ghat should be added in order to arrive at complete rate from Motipur to 
ports. 

Capital Actount and Overhead Charge3. 

73. Balance sheet enclosed. 
74. Please refer to enclosure marked ... 0 ". 
75. No reserve fund. ' 
76. No dividend. 
77. Working capital is borrowed from banks and private sources, and 

interest on the same varies from 3i to 6 per cent. .. 

• No special rate for Hat load from 1st October, 1936, As. 9-8 per p1aund 
DOW is current rate for these four ports. 

,f No special rate fQr Hilt load. 

n H 



78. Head office expenses a& per statement marked" II: ". No Managing 
Agents. Two per: cent. commission on sugar sales allowed to Managing 
Directors since. las~ year. . 

79. We. (/o~s~der I() pet cent. a fMr ret1lrn. 

Elficien,cy o~ Prod'llcjion.. 
80 .. Forms" will. be- filled up, ae required. 
81.. Ou,r work~ costs. hay'! beeu, l"educed. since 1933 by e]l:tendjng ~h.e plalil1l 

and altering and operating the plant and machinery to make it more efficient, 
Thig'ITIl~ had' the effect of increasing the capacity of the 'factory which has 
reduced the factory overltead expenditure . per maund of sugar by It 
considerable amount. In other woros, we ha-ve effected- no reduction of 
ovel'head eXI)end~tJtre bu,t by dou.bling the output of the. factory we have> 
&cttl'al~r halved the lactory, overhead charges on each .mau~d of suga.r made. 

82. There is still further scope for increasing the factory capacity and 
thereby affecting further economies i,n unit cos~. 

83. The pri»cipal 

m Calcutta, 
(2) Karachi, 
(3) Rangoon, 
(4} Mad!Pa&. 

Matr1r.llti'l/,(J. 

$ugall m:arketiDg centres are:-

(5) Bombay, 

(~) Coconada, and 

'7) Malabar ports. 

84. (A) & (13). Geiil.erally very little business is now left between manufac
turers and dealers.. 'l'he manufa.cturers are appointing their agents and sub
agents in differed portl! a)l,d towns. who are selling direct to the retailera 
therefore there is no such thing as a regular sugar mll.rket left practically 
in any city at all. 

85. The contract fo~m js not au,ital>le because there is no standarll 
quality. There are many suggestions but until numerous factories cannot 
ittandudi.a& quaijti,es and. the agency aystem mentioned in item 8& is not 
d,iscarded bf th.em. the oontract form will nQt be sucqessfuJ,. 

. 86. 'There is a. verf litWe or no dUference between wholesale and retail. 
prices, any whether 5,000 bags. Two years figures we are supplying here
with but other figures can be supplied by the Director, Imperial Institute
"f Slug" Technolo~. 

87. There is· actually no sugar market and tlwrefore fluctuations are, 
insignificant and since last three years the market is slowly going down. 

88. IJ;II every city the If\;orage arr&llgeme~t is. maqe by' thee deale'l's. in 
private godowns and·generally in July to September the inferior quality. of 
sugar becomes, stained: by its. OWA contents. . 

89. The inferior Indian sugar deteriorates more than Java sugar. O( 
course there is improvement and the several mills have started to manufac
ture Java quality. 

90. The best imported sugar is preferred by" some section of the popula
tion in the country but at present on account of high priee of imported sugar 
all consumption is fulfilled by .thee Indian. &ugar. 

91. Quality has considerably improved. So far .about 15 psr cent.' of 
the Indian sugar· is equal to Java standard. 

92. Mostly sugar stock is carried by the manufacturers.· The de&lers 
cannot carry it because· uo, facility is .. given by manuf3cturers. 

93. No. 

.. Not printed. 
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94. Oa,nnot; lie' sueceasful 1Ultil the productiOIl is IIOntroIIed allcihitll.eut 
license no, _ew fa;ctory ill allowed and ~iDg ~3'9tem is established' aMI all 
thie is done bY' ~giAlatio~. 

95. I am. ii, favolU of etandardisation of sllgaz but. thai> will taka a 
long time. Meanwilile efforts mJQl be. continued to make the 'lQntl'act on 
standard quality. 

96. No ~ontract has been made on standard 41uality. 
91. This can be done only bl,' the l~slation. . 
98. Unle,ss D'\anufacturers stop present system of appointing agen~s. and 

BUb-agents and their seHing direct to tetailers in differe~t, parts of India.., 
there is no chance for any successful termillal market, 

99. In 1935-36 the consumption wu 1,200,000 tons. This year (1936-37) 
expected 1,35~000 tons. The consumption clm bEl' i~ tOl i millions 
tons easily within 5 years, if exoise. duty .is reduQed til Re. l per cwt. and 
Bide cane quality can be improved. ' 

100. On acconnt of cheapness of sugaJ," tbis year people !!,re replacing g'U.t 
by sugar and if on this subject proper D,ttention is given, then within Ii. 
decade the gu'P consumptiOft might greatly. disappear, -

101. This can be done by· separate person!! and I know one factol,"y has 
already started in Si.nd who are mD,nufacturing biscuits anll drops and B.ome 
indigenous· indbstriee are going on 110 manufacture Jam, etc. 

102. This information can be accuratel;f !\uPI?Iied by the, l;>irector. 
Imperial Institute of Suga!; Technology. 

103. Yes, 011 account of large production in the worldJ (I.Il4, llea.v¥, stoCk8~ 
etc., but more accurate rel?b" you. wiU obijaj,n. from t.~ sllg1'-r technologist;. 

104. IDdiAD. liltgl!<l' is- llot. e!J:Po~ h., fQreigll, sugaF' iIi._ Il~Jtported.: by 
land and sea. . 

lOS. Ji) The sugal! Pl'iees have £alten dQwn anci whQl& burcle~ h.aa~een 
.uetaine<! b" the lIIanllfactu)18ra. 

(li) The, bUl'deu. ha, fanen. 011> Claltwato,rs. 
106. No arrangements. 
107. O)lly Indian Molasses 00. elqlort. I have Been same fie;ures. of 

export in Government publicatioI\JI. 

Claim to'R :Protection. 

108. The protection has been enjoyed, b" ~hs Inllusby Pl'Oped" up tit 
1934-35. liSa80n. bu.~ (1)' since tb.e prodp.l;tion in yea.: by yel»' becoQling 
alllwnnallY' high- IUld. (2) de{ecttve. sY$telXl of t\u) marketing sugar. b" facto~ 
",nd ine.xpefiel),oe ~ m{lrke1;ing sugar an4 (3). on accouD;I .. ofi di.dooation of 
previo1l5 ma.rketi)lg (llll),tres, the protectiQI» c.ould not.. be enjoyed" not. ~nkt 
that but. jpdlUlt~ itJleU' haa bepom~ ~n 'llch 110 ~ta.te thali ill might, blj, ,r~aJ;de4 
in futu.rEl. . . 

109. The Board is enquiring in alI" the aspects of the Ind~trY", m,.,. oan~ 
pr~, averagE\. 81U!J:OBt! in cane, manufactudng. cost, eto .. , awl a,ftl)r getting 
all tllese figures, you are only in better position to fix up' l,J.igb. OJ: low 
protection bnt if the lWIonufacturing side's association dUfer. only thait· 4,ssOt
ciation can give their definite opinion. In my opinion' looking to the 
histol,"y of the protection and import duties' for revenue purposes the 
Industl,"y haa ~ot the protection only to the extent of import duty since 1931 
and without considering the future of the industry the Government 
enhanced 25 per cent. more import duty in Septeinber, 1931, and on accoont 
of this more sugar factories were erected all over ·the country and its 
disastrous effect we feel to-day. 

I am sure that Government of India, would not allow imported sugar 
without any revenue duty when the Governments all over the world either 
enforce excise or import duty not less than lOs. or 128. per cwt. Jf you see 
the histol,"y of sugar revenue duty of th~ Government of India you will 

n2 
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find that Re. 4-8 per cwt.remained from 1924-30 and then Rs. -6 in March, 
1930, and Rs. 7-4 in' March, 1931, .and Rs. 9-1 in September, 1931. 

110. Further assistance for the development of the industty which is 
urgently necessary might be legislation for the zoning of cane areas if a 
flat rate per maund _ per mile for sugarcane cannot be introduced. The 
average freight cost per maund of sugarcane paid to the Railway Company 
is 6 pies and this means an extra cost on sugar made of annas G which the 
industry can ill afforq· to carry. Zoning of cane areas would eventually 
do away with Railway transport of cane altogether. 

111. The effect of import duty on molasses has been that it has stopped 
its import. It has not adversely affected. 

Enclosure A '[9uestion No. 22 (b)]. 

'The Committee might be asked to give an opInIOn as to whether or not 
it is desirable that Government should encourage zoning of cane areas. This 
in view of the probability or overproduction of sugar (and sugarcane). 

As things are at present the development of cane-growing (by an 
irresponsible population) is going on entirely un-controlled and there is a 
very real danger of overproduction. _ 

Factories and landlords (who are alone in a position to protect the 
present grower against overproduction) are in existing circumstances unable 
to exercise any control at all. There has been an extraordinary increase 
this season in certain cases in the amount -of gate cane milled by the 
factories concerned- and if this increases are repeated cane from certain 
areas (now railed to factories) may be left on the growers hands. 

The minimum cane -rate protects the grower against exploitation by a 
sugar factory. 

In view of the probability of cane growing being developed beyond the 
factories' capacity steps should, in my opinion, be taken to protect the 
peasant grower against something much worse than an inadequate price 
for this cane. 

The Railway Company by carrying cane at a flat rate of approximately 
half anna per maund irrespective of distance, up to a certain limit, has 
done much to develop the cultivation of cane up to its present position. 
Sugar factories have developed gate cane supply because half anna per 
maund on the cost of cane means annas 6 per maund on the cost of sugar 
produced, which extra cost as things are to-day might represent the difference 
between a profit and loss to a factory. 

In my opinion of the Railway Company's flat rate (which has been in 
~xistence for at least 10 years), has now served its purpose and it should be 
revised to meet the changed conditions now obtaining. This may not. appeal 
to factories which have riot developed their local suppfies nor will it app~al 
to rail cane Buppliers who do not recognise the danger of over-productl?n 
in their areas and their inability to control, it as factories' local supplIes 
go on increasing. . 

It is obviously desirable that machinery should be set in motio.n with 
the object of effecting adjustments in a cane supplies position whICh has 
been developed by a policy which has now outlived its usefulness. 



Enclosure C (Question No. 74). 

Statement 01 depreciation written off and allowed by Inc()me-taz Officer and difference. 

1933·34. 1934·35. 

Particulars. Percentage. 1935·36 
Allowed by Allowed by Claimed. Claimed. I. T. Difference. Claimed •. I. T. Difference. , 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P •. Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A. P. Rs, A. P. 

Machinery · · 61 1,22,044 5 7 1,15,414 0 0 .- .6,630 Ii 7 1,17,280 4 0 1,18,277 0 0 99612 0 1,32,535 12 .; 
excess. 

Building. 21 9,996 6 9 .9,996 .P. 0 0 6 9 9.820.14.- 9 10,070 0 0 '249 1 3 1,03,220 11 9 
excess. Excess. 

Tramway Line · 10 12,574 5 ·9 : 6,287 1 0 6,287 4 9 12,554 3 3 6,905 10 0 5,648 9 3 15,~69 I 7 
t shortage. 

Mill Siding · · 10 4,042 3 2 2,021 1 0 2,021 2 2 3,373 1 .6 1,888 9 3 1,484 8 3 4,181 8 8 

1;703 ·14 
shortage. 

Water service • 10 3,407 15 0 0 1,704 1 0 3,067 2 0 1,703 13 0 1,363 5 .0 3,748 12 0 
shortage. 

Eleotric Lighting and 71 4,506 3' 7 4,506 0-.0 o '3 7 4,180· 7 0 4,518 0 0 337 !1 0 ,"4,856 7 4 
Plants. excess. Excess. 

Tools and Plants · 20 22,240.14 0 4,586 1. 0 17,654 13 0 16,556· 9 6 5,001 2 0 11,555 7 6 .22,557 2 7 
shortage. 

2 lAboratory Apparatus 10 1.575 2 10 787 7 0 787 .. 11 Ip 1,417 9 6 787 8 9 630 0 9 1,732 12 
shortage. 

Furniture · 10. 811 4 8 405 8 0 40512 8 J,I85 10 3 633 5 0 552 5 3 1,362 7 .; 

MotorCa.r · 15 .. .. .. 52410 4, 0 
shortage. 

524 0 010 4 52410 4 . shortage • ----- ----- --------- -------
Total '. .. 1,81,198 13 4 1,45,707 0 0 35,491 13 4 1,69,960 .8 l' 1,50,309 0 0 1,583 6 3 1,96,889 6 4 

21,234 14 4. Excess. 
shortage.* 

• 
*Net dilference Re. 19,651·8·1 
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Enclosure D (Question No. 78). 
Head OJjice Expense. 

1934-35. 

:IDxcise l>u ty . 
Selling expenses . 
Directors' Remu.neratiOll 
Interest . . 
Miscellaneou.s charges 
Establishment 

:I:otaJ 

Ra. A. P. 

1,49,645 13 3 
11,662 5 3 
19,200 () 0 
21,534 5 4 
26,437159 
10,994 S '9 .-

2,39,475 0 4 

1935-36. 
Rs. A. P. 

2,52,819 1 11 
-7{},458 4 9 
28,800 0 0 
26,452 0 0 
18,127 II 6 
20,760 15 {) 

4,23,417 S t 

No separate 'Head OlRce C1uiing19aa.:a4 1Ieal!on. 

Per cwt • 
.ltll. .... .p. R1I. A. P. 

1935-36-
Java Whites 12 15 o to }Il 1 6 
British Refined 18 0 9 

" 
14 8 0 

Motipur AA & AAl 13 8 6 
" 

14 II. o to 
12 U 0 

Lohat, Sakti 12 14 0 
" 

14 1 0 
Marhowr.ah Champaran i3 2 i} 

" 
14 S 0 

1936-37-
Java '"Whites IS 4 0 

" 
12 15 6 

British Refined . . . 13 5 6 
" 

13 4 9 
British Refined {M8.I'ch, 1937) 13 7 9 

" 
1812 0 

Motiipur AAI 12 12 0 
" 

10 8 0 
Babhnan 13 2 0 T' U 14 0 
'Balrampur 13 1 0 

" 
1114 O· 

IChainparan 12 15 0 
" 

11 15 0 
Lohllt 12 6 6 

" 
U 1 0 

Hathwa 1214 0 
" 

1010 0 
Hargaon 12 0 0 II 11 1 0 

'The ab/J've quotations are far Karachi Market. For other Markets, you 
will .ear Trom -othe1' 1'-eQjl1e. 

Ch~aran Sugar Co., Ltd., Barrah Factory, ChUllparan. 

IlEPLIES TO TAlIlF. BOARD ,GENElUL QUESTIONN.lIlUI, 1937. 

Production a/Sugar. 
1. The factory first begllll to malllifactUl'e8ugar in the year 1907. The 

milling plant now consists of 17 rollers 56" l( 28R preceded by a set of cane 
cutting knives and the capacity is 900/1,000 tons per day. ' 

Season. Total maUllils, No.1 Sugar. No. 2 Sugar. No.3 Sugar. Sugar, 
. Mds. Mds . Mds. 

2. 1930·31 209,58!; 124,122 85,041 422 
1931-32 245,898 139,953 .105,743 202 
1932-33 280,452 188,500 91,922 30 
1933-34 130,736 95,358 35,378 
1934-35 206,892 205,621 1,159 112 
1935-36 264,419 262,785 1,54, 86. 



3. la) lfhe factory is advantageously mtuated as regards cane supplies, 
but not of the best quality cane as compared with the Bombay Presidency 
and th~ Deccan, bu~ with regard to Limestone 'the freight ·is very high 
amo~ntlDg to approximately seven times the value of .the stone. The same 
apphes to coal and other stores but to a lesser degree. 

(~) Rail, road and other communications are satisfactory. 
(c) Labour is aClequlrle. -
4. Dou.ble Carbo1llitation.--Advantages and .disadvantages of .the re~pective 

processes are as follows:-
Bu.lphitation.-Lower capital cost, lower operative cost, more careful 

·control required (leas .. foolproof ") lower grade o'flJugar ,produced which 
is more susceptible to damage in unfavourable climatic conditions lower 
yield varying from 2 per cent. with high purity juices to 4 pe~ cent. 
with low purity juices. ' 

Carbonitation.-Higher capital' cost, higher operative cost, easier con
trol (more" foolproof") superior sugar made, less ;liable to deteriora
tion in the monsoon. Higher yield, from 2 to 4 per cen.t. dependent 
on purity of juices. . 

The ·additional capi1lal 'Cost for a factory milling 25,000 maunds per 
day is about £3,500 e.r.w. The critical factor in deciding the process 
is cost of limestone as laid down at factory; Qperative costs are essen
tially those of stone and !loke as against lime and slllphur. 

Labour difference .is unsubstantial. . . 
5. After season 1922-23 it was evident that the cultivation' of cane was 

beginning to extend and schemes to_tend the ·capaoity <of -the factory 
were considered. .Opinion was divided between building at .the original 
lrite or at a site in the northern 'area. Eventually both these proposals were 
abandoned in favour of increasing the capacity of the original plant and 
thiawas done in the silent season of 1925, at a (lost df Rs. 3,81,140. 

Cane supplies steadily increased until in season 1931-32, 2,748,355 maunds 
were milled. 

Before this timll, howllver, it was Ilvident that thll cane avails-ble was fast 
out-growing the capacity of the factory and that with the stimulus afforded 
by the decilrion ·af Government to protect the sugar industry, much 1arger 
supplies would be available. 

,[n January of 1934 thegrllat 'Bihar'Earthqu~ke .ruined the factory at 
Barrah and this was rebuilt and re-modelled at a cost of :Rs. '3,39;250. 

Over and above this cost small yearly extensiQi!B from 1Q26-36 have 
amounted to Rs. 1,36,964 at 'this factory. . 

6. With conditions as they are at present, we do not con~mpla~ ex~n
sions, -but "hO'llld there be an improvement, we may CQllslder mstallmg 
further equipment. 

7. (a) The main factors which determine tbe size of theJa~Qry are the 
amounts of cane aVliilabl1! for milling and the transport faClhtles. 

(b) The capacity 'of the factory should not be less <tuan -400 tons per day. 
8. The most of the equipment of sugar factones ·can now 'be obtained 

in India but npn-ferrous metals end tubes, heavy ,shafts .for 1"0l1ers, etc., 
boilers a~d special pnmps and engines have to be. imparted. 

9. (1) Our Managing Agents have well qllalifilldTechnical staff ·and have 
had no need to call on the Imperial Institute of -Sugl'r Technology for 
assistance. . ' . 

(2) The cane rate is not received' early enough at the factory. The 
rate should reach the factory' 2 dliys ahead 'of enforcement date. 

:Raw Material. 

10. Yes, we undertake the cultivation of sugarcane on our OWlI 1ands. 
'The milkiat land i11 the possession '9fthe ·Champaran ·Bugar Co., 'Lttt , was 



originally acquired. from 50 to 100 years ago and some of the leasehold 
property is equally a80lCl. 

11. The information as asked for is given below:

(a) The total area held is 1,270 acres. 

12. 

(b) The average area under cane each year is 400 acres. 
(c) The varieties of cane grown are Co. 210, 213, 299, 331, 281 and 

313. 
(d) The system of cultivation is, cane, fallow, cane on irrigable lands 

and cane, fallow, grain crop. fallow, cane on unirrigable lands. 
Of the land nnder cane 150 acres are manured each year with 
farmyard'manure and the balance with an application of 
chemical. manure amounting to about 60 to 75 lbs. Phosphoric 
Acid and Nitrogen. 

(e) The yield per acre and sugar content are as below:-

Variety. Mds. per acre. Estimated Factory yield. 

Per cent. 
Co. 281 463 8·37 (in November). 
Co. 299 432 10·60 (in November). 
Co. 213 -606 9'61 (in February). 
Co. 210 512 9·61 (in February), 
Co. 331- 683 10'34 (in April). 

Area set aside for experiments: -

(a) 10 acres are under manurial experiments with particular regard 
to sucrose content. 

(b) Seed under no circumstances can be considered disease free as 
there are no natural or artificial barriers to separate seed 
plots from contamination. To grow a heavy sample of cane 
for seed purposes is not economical as a light and theref9re 
less expensive sample produces an equally good crop. . 

13. Experiments have been c.arried out with early and late ripening 
varieties.' A large scale mill test carried out on an early ripening variety 
gave very satisfactory results. As there was not very much of this cano 
available and a fair quantity was needed for seed regular mill tests were not 
carried out. Large scale mill tests were carried out at regular intervals on 
Co. 331 cane which is a late ripening variety. We give below the results 
obtained on different dates:-

Date. 

27th December, 1936 
24th January, .1937 
7th February. 1937 
21st February, 1937 
7th ~arch, 1937 
21st Afarch, 1937 
4th April; 1937 
26th April, 1937 
16th Afay, 1937 
23rd May, 1937 

• 

Factory yield. 

Per cent. 
6·6 
7'9 
8'05 
8'15 _ 
9·27 
9·43 
9'90 

10'00 
9'40 
9·14 

This is a heavy tonnage cane and would be very popular with the grower 
bnt as will be readily seen from the above results it would be too dangerous 
a cane to let' out to the CUltivators. as it wlJuld be impossible to control 
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and. if it was delivered to a factory in the earlier stages it would spell 
ruin . 

. The Agricultural Department inspect private enterprises and give everf 
aSsIstance when called upon. . 

14. Ca) There has heen a steady increase in the quantity of cane avail~ 
able since 1930 except for the year following the Earthquake. 

(b) The quality of the cane has been subject to seasonai variation vide 
reply to Question No. 80, Form III. " 

15. We very seldom have damage from frost but from disease .and insect 
pests the damage is very considerable. During the month of February thill 
season a detailed survey was carried olit to determine to what extent the 
cane was infested wHh disease and this worked out to 34'6 on the average 
cau'ling a Bugar loss of 4,740 maunds for the month or. Rs. 28,440 monthly. 

16. Yes, this factory is assured ofa. suJfficient "supply of cane subject of 
course to competition. The principal varieties crushed are Co. 210 and 
Co. 213. These two varieties have become so mixed in the ryoti fields that 
it is" not possible to separate them with accuracy. They give much about" 
the same sucrose return and yield per acre. Zeerat fields have heen shown 
under Question 11 (e). Over.a period of years ryoti yields show about 
200 maunds per acre. (Owing to the lack of zoning, in recent years it has 
become impossible to rely on the crop figures produced, as a ryot even if 
the whole of his cane be bonded to one mili invariably supplies to several 
mills). The sucrose content of ryoti cane is usually higher than the zeerat 
cane; the stunted crop has been proved to be richer in sucrose than the full 
grown healthy sample. For sugar content of cane refer to reply to 
question 80, Form III. . 

17. Very little, as competition prices are usually resorted to at the end 
of the season when the ryot's first consideration is to clear his fields. It is 
difficult to say to what extent, but it may be realised from the fact that 
the closing date of all· factories, irrespective of their capacities or 'what 
arrangements they have made during the off season for the supply of cane, 
all close down practically on the same date. We do not consider that the 
competitive rates which factories pay at the end of the Cane Season have 
any influence on the areas sown. It is only in the last three weeks of the 
Oane Season that this commences, so that comparatively speaking the extra 
rates have very little influence on the ryots due to the small number which 
receive them, these rates only rule for say 3 weeks out of a Cane Season 

. of 5 months. Moreover when they are paid all cane sowings are completed. 
18. (a) A steady increase with the exception of 1934-35 when th~re was 

a decrease. 
(b) The drop in supply during 1934-35 was due to the 1933-34 earthquake 

as at the time of planting for that year ryots were apprehensive of the 
factory again crushing. 

(1), (2), (3) & (4) The factors mentioned have little effect in cane areas 
delivering to this factory. The most discouraging factor we know is an 
unusually long season. 

19. Requirements is an elastic terin. Regulation rather than restriction 
is indicated. We hav~ been able, by. extending the duration of the. season 
and by additions to plant to take off practically all the cane whIch was 
offering in the areas serving our fa~~. W~ consider that contr?l of 
the area under cane in Northern IndIa IS desIrable, but coupled WIth a 
reduced production of sugar by white Bugal' factories, so that" the quantity 
of cane available for manufacture conforms to a reduced output from the 
factories, 80 as to bring consumption and production into line. 

While expressing this opinion we realise. the great diiflicul~y in .co
ordinating the area' to be put under cane WIth factory productIon owmg 
to the millions of independent growers involved and the variations in yield 
per acre as influenced by seasonal conditions and the uncertainty as to the 
ultimate utiIization-e.~., gur or white sugar or eaten in the raw state. 
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. '20. ~t may b.e' said tha~t1J.e only out of pocket expepse the average ryot 
Incurs 1n plantmg. cane 18 the rental on the land SI) planted and loss in 
.. evenue of the seed returned to 'the land. ·Probably. over 80 per cent, of 
cane growing ryots are not wage earners nor could they find a market for 
theiT labour. 

Return per acre see paragraph 16. 
21. 'One,anil. possibly the greatest, objection which the ryot has to the 

cultivation of cane is the duration of time which it takes between the date 
:when he ,has toresel'Ve land for 'the 'crop till he receives money for its 
!proceeds. 'This is ,not :less than eighteen months unless hehaa cultivated aD. 
early Il"ipening variety of cane. ''1:0 partly overcome this difficulty we make 
f& practice of advancing money 'to theryot. 

Then there are the 'difficulties of harvesting the crop~the diversiCHl of 
labour "from other agricultural pursuits and the loss of buUocks' ·time from 
farm 'Work 'involved in the t.ransport 'of cane. it is these difficulties which 
have '110 enoouraged the practice of ratooning cane which even from the point 
.,f view of perpetuating ·disease should be discouraged if not prohibited by 
Jaw. 

With a view to populadsing the cultivation of cane we have the following 
suggestions to make--

,(1) The supply of sound seed cane of approved varieties. It is 
notorious that if Illft to his oWn devices the ryot will plant 
from the ·worst portion of his ·crop. This is where the Agricul
tlual Depa.rtment can do most valuable work. 

(2) The encouragement to factories to acquire land for the establish
·ment of .seed farms, ·from whioh good seed cane could be distri
buted. Government could assist in the acquisition of land for 
this purpose ·by suitable legislation. 

'(3) Intensive education of the ryot in the best agricultural practice 
for the cultivation of cane, including the intelligent use Of 
suitable fertilizers. The system of education 'to 'be that best 
suited to 10calconditioDs. 

(4) An examination of the prospects from irrigation by tube weIls 
and canals might be valuable. 

(5) Every possible encouragement to be given to factories to lay down 
local tramways for the carriage of cane, so reducing the strain 
on the ryots resources in providing bullock transport. 

(6) Such terminal organisation at 'factories which will reduce as much 
as possible the time lost in keeping carts waiting to unload. We 
favour a 'System which ensures a cart being able to transfer its 
load as soon a~, possible after ·its arrival at the factory or other 

. delivery station. 
~7) ~rhe provisioD of good road communications and we should parti

cularly stress the maintenance .of good bullock cart tracks. 
(8) We would advocate that Government should prohibit the weigh

ment of ·c~during the b,OUI'S ·of darkness except at factory 
or ,tramway depots. It .i.sour belief that ,when lightingfacili
ties are very inadequate, .as they generaJly >Bre. the weighment 
of cane at ,railway .stations ·tends to lead ·to abuses, however 
aealous the ·inspecting ata/f ,may 'be. If thel'e were proper 
organisation there should be no hardship .in restricting weigh
ments to daylight hours. 

(9) To ensure better oontrol of oane deliveries at railway stations and 
faciories the system of issuing passes for carts which we employ 
should be made compulsory. This by reducing the time carts 
8re kept waiting would reduce transpo~t charges:where l'yots 
employ professional carters for the carriage of theIr cane and 
save sugar losses due to stale cane. We also suggest that carts 
should be licensed. 
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22. (a) There appears to be no Decesaity fortbls. 
(II) We have insistently advocated the introduction of Ii system ot 

.. zones," for sugar factories. If this had formed a part of the legislation 
which was introduoed at the time Government -decided to 'grant protection 
to the sugar industry many of the difficulties with which the manufacturing 
side of the industry is nnw confronted would never have arisen. We fear 
that in some areas it is now too late for any effective legislative action to 
be taken, but -there do exist areas where cond-itions make ,it possible for 
groups of factories to come to a mutual agreement for the equitable distribu
tion of local supplies of cane, and in this Government might be of assistance 
in an advisory cal>acity. " 

23. Our policy is, and has always been, to do -everything possible 'to 
develop local supplies of cane, by means of loans in c",sh at reaso:nable 
rates of interest tliesupply of sound seed, manures and the provision of 
I'll bber-tyred carta oli the hire-purchase sYlitem. It will be naturally realized, 
however., that if a factory's local supplies of cane ate liable to be taken 
by outside factories, there is obviously, less encouragement to the home 
factory to undertake aevelopment measures. -

24. (a), (b) (i) & (II) (ii) We are in favour of the regulation of sugar 
production by means of 'quotas, and also the licensing of new factories, 
including extensions til those at present in existence. 

Until there is a definite and material increase m domestic consumption, 
India's production of eugar may now be accepted as having ,reached satura
tion point, and to avoid the evils of over-production we consider that 
Government should at once take powers to limi"t- the quantity of sugar 
which may be manufactured under a system of quotas. This remedy will not, 
however, be of any avail unless, -linked 'thereto, the establishment of addi

,tional factories is prohibited and an:1extensions to the plant of existin~ 
factories,except for the purpose of increasing efficiency or improving the 
4luality --of the ppoduct. ' 

This question becomes highly complicated by the position of Indian 
States towards the erection of their own factories and 'the export of ,sugar 
thus made ,jnto -British India with possible -,oem-reciprocity, but even if a 
satisfactory solution to this di'fficul~ cannot in all cases 1>efound, our 
opinion remainll unaltered, that the regulation of sngar production in 
British India in the manner suggested -is essentia1 to the well-being of the 

• industry and to the many interests dependent upon it. 
In this connection, we would emphasize the necessity of ,a decision 

being reached, if possible, before .the .end of the current .veal' so. thatt~e 
cane planting programme during the ensuing' winter can be wor~ed, aut In 
relation ,to' the sugar requirements of the country for the Crushmg Season 
of 1938-39. 

25. Rail 
Tram 
:noad 

Per .cent. 

36 
22 
42 

The proportion of road cane has inoreased through propaganda iu order 
to decrease expensive rail borne (ane 

26. Gate cane ill entirely transported 'by country bullock carts-average 
weight tranHported 19 maunds per cart. 

We have no improved types of carta. 
27. Roads adequate and good. 
28. Carting limit 15 miles. Average time between cutting 'and weigh

ment is about 15 hours. ,No protection from deterio~ation during 'transport. 
29. Average carting rate 1-! pie per maund per mile. 
'70 -per cent. of the ~ane is carted by professional carters, at the same 

n.te. -
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30. No .tolls or dues levied at this factory; 
31. An' efficient cane cutting purjee system is worked; sufficient carts 

only of cane are arranged for "for the folJc.wing day's crush. 
Weighments take place regularly from sunrise to sunset when no carts 

remain un weighed. The total time of detention amounts to about three 
hours. This standard has existed for many years. _ 

32. The longest rail lead is 32 miles. Average time taken between cutting 
and delivery at mill of this cane is about 30 hours. 

Railway arrangements are satisfactory. 
33. There is a s('ale of charges for each type of wagon per mile with a 

minimum rate per type. of wagon and same is given herewith:-

Type of wagon. Rate Minimum rate 1'er 
per mile. type of wagon. 

As. P. Re. 
Open cane wagons 6, 8 and 10 ton~ 

14 ft. 2 6 5 
'Open cane wagons 10 ton~16 ft. and 

11 ton~15 ft. 4 3 7 
Cage trucks 10 tons 4 3 7 
Cage trucks 12 tons 4 9 8 
Covered wagons 3 6 6 

These rates have been in force for several years now and are higher' 
than they were eight years ago but the present flat rate basis is preferable 
to a maundage basis as cane being a bulky article does not fil! wagons to 
their axle carrying capacity, and to introduce a maundage rate, would, 
we feel, inevitably increase the freight costs as the Railway would calculate 
the contents of a wagon on the carrying capacity rather than its actual 
load which is. considerably less. 

34. Thi'i has been answered in question 3 (a). 
35. Six miles of tramway and the average cost is 6 pies per maund, 

borne by the Company; _ 
36. A cane 'tramway system makes cane growing economical in distant 

areas. 
Land is easily aequired; difficulties are met when water or swampy 

places have to be crossed. 
37. The loss through dryage and deterioratioh between cutting and mill

ing varies according to the variety of cane but the loss is definitely serious . 
in the months of Marc~ April and May. The results of numerous tests 
carried out dllring these months in season 1932-33, indicated that the loss 
in weight through dryage amounted to 2'5 per cent. after 24 hours, 5 per 
cent. after 48 hour1\ and 7 per eent. after 72 hours. Apart from the loss in 
weight, the purity of the juice in the cans deteriorated by one unit after 
24 hours, five units after 48 hours and nine units after 72 hours. A. detailed 
account of dryage and deterioration of cane varieties in Upper India is 
given in the 1933 issue of the International Sugar Journal. 

38. (a) Direct from cane-growers 75 per cent. 
(b) Through agents 25 per cent. 
We are definitel, opposed to the employment of ('ontractors unless they 

possess marked influence and have a financial stake in the area in which 
they operate. 

39. In. the past we have advanced cash, seed and manure on" cane bonds 
as well as supplied agricultural implements to large growers, but it~ is our 
intention to reduce to tJte very minimum all loans until our interests can be 
safeguarded against pirating mills. 

40. For cane purchased through Contractors (Guarantors) we have T:'aid a 
commission of l anna per maulld up to the present season, but thIS has 
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been reduced for coming seasons to 4-1- pies; We give- the Contractors 
advances for distribution to their ryots at the same rate as those paid- to our 
directly controlled ryots. ' 

41. Their assistance has not been required. 
42. Weighment is made in accordance with the Government Rules. 

Agents are paid weekly; own controlled suppliers to factory gate and tram 
-head are paid daily;' suppliers to. railway station are paid once or twice a 
week as demanded. 

43. 1920-31 to 1932-33 5-1- annas. 1933-34 5f annas up to earthquake 
which dropped to 4! annas after the earthquake. 1934-35 tQ date Govern
ment rate. 

44. Yes, in accordance with the Government formula._ 
45. Within 15 miles of· the- factory -the manufacture 9f gur has been' 

very small always. 
46. See number 45. 
47. We have paid excess under old contracts still in force. 
48. Under present conditions, the basis i!l not satisfactory and calcula

tions should be based more on the rates obtained for sugar by average fac
tories than on the special rates obtained by a few factories employing more 
expensive processes. We feel that the rates are based on a small propor~ 
tion of special sugars which, are being produced by certain factories. 

We would' also suggest that the 8 aunas margin which is at present used 
in arriving at a scale be reduced to enable the cane rate to be adjusted more 
frequel!tIy and equitably. 

We may have further suggestions to put forward at an e!J.rly date. 
49. We already pay a bonus on special canes. Except. for the illiteracy 

of the suppliers such a system would be feasible. Especially so when com
bined with zoning and with the suppliers looking to the mill for an equit
B·ble price fixation. A zoning system would be necessary as the mill would 
have to be' in close touch with the' growers and be able to fairly allocate the 
quantities of early, medium and late varieties. 

Without control the danger of planting an excessive quantity of a heavy 
yielding late variety, with ditfficulty distinguishable from an early va~iety, 
would operate against Bny scheme of this nature. 

50. The duration of the crop for the past seven seasons is given und!lr 
Question No. 80. The variations in the duration can be attributed to avaIl
able supplies of raw' material and the economical operating purity of the 
cane supplies. 

Until such time as early and late ripening varieties have been established, 
it is our opinion that the economic duration of a cane season can be given 
as from 1st December to 15th April. 

51. We pay a premium to encourage early ripening cane such as Co. 299. 
As agriculturists we would like the season to terminate by the middle of 
A pril in order' to safeguard the new crop from disease infection from the 
old crop. This would also allow for a thorough fallowing before the monsoon 
after which ploughing may be impossible for long periods .. From the 
millers point of view, working becomes difficult after the middle of April. 

52. We hav~ had considerable assistance froin the Iniperial Council of. 
Agricultural Research· and the Agricultural Departments· of our local 
Government. We feel, however,. that their efforts are not. sUJfficiently co
ordinated and that therefore they fail to give the help which we really need: 

It occurs to us that the staff of these' Departments should be. more 
mobile. The demonstrations and help which are required -by us should be 
available on the spot, and we would suggest that a motor van equipped with 
cinematograph and loudspeaker equipment would meet a long felt want. 

Propaganda could be carried on in this manner from village to village 
in the neighbourhood of established factories and the ryot could see 



demonstrations and }lear actual: explanations in his own language. of aU 
problems. ~ttached t.o. thllgrowing of hia ~op&. 

SecuonaJ. Labour-. Silen,t Secuon. 
53. I .. Skilled 209 Total 185 of which about. 75. per .cent. 

2. Unskilled 495 is skilled labour. 

54. We do not import skilled labour from abroad or £rom othel' parts of 
India. 

65, All our labour ill engaged locally. 
56. We have adequate well built quarters for our skilled staff'. The 

unskilled staff reside· in their own Tillages nearby. Free medical attention 
is provided "nd Wit haVQ OlU' own Dispenli8~. WI! contribute in weal 
Schools. . 

57. In the early part of the season when the fibre in cane la. low we 
generally use a. SJJla.ll quantity of extra. fuel namely. wood and coal but for 
the greater 'part of the season the bagasse meets the whole of our 
requirement!!!. 

The figu.res given below show the cost of ex1ra fUE!l from season 1930:31 
to date:-

Season years. Crushing. Silenb. 
Ril. Rs. 

1930-31 4,838 2.722 
1931-3J 3,133 3,18Q 

1932-33 2,011 4,286. 

1933.-8-1 1,599 7,360· 

1934-35 6,012 3.88~ 

1935-36 1(),170 6,533 

1936-37 Season Rot finiahed. 

We dCl not bale, surplus bagasse but allow the villagers in remeve thia 
free of cost for fuel purposes. 

58. MQlasses, bagasse and {lress mud. 

Season. 
Md. Molasses Average selling 

produced. pr.ioe. 

Its. A. P. 

59'. 1930-31 77,836 '210, 3 

1931..32 98,623 014, 0. 

1932-33 121,129. 0 4. 1·2 
1933-34 61,541 () 1 5'2 
1934-35 69,900 0 1 (} 

1935-36 101,466 o 4 3 
1936.-3.7 133,929 0 2 1 

The' general- fall' in price is due' to sU{lpl,. being mucl!. above the demand'. 
60. Our general market for molasses was Eastern Bengal an4l it was 

used in the manufacture of Indian tobacco. The usual form of transporta
tion waS the molasses filled:' in- empty kerosine oil tins ane! casks and 
despatched in Ql'dinary cl'Osed wagons on. the Railway. The pl'ie& of molassea 
has now fallen 80 low that it cannot support the price- of eQn~ainers an~ 
freight. 

The Indian 'Molasses Company. is now taking the o~tPll~ of many fa;ctMies 
and aa they have. th. mOlloPQ1ll the ute offer~d is ver;¥' sPlal1 and almost; 
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negligible. For transport' they .,upp~ tank wagoJlli. over the :Bengal and 
North-Western RailwaJ' system., We ,colIsi~r the Railway faqilities, arEl> 
inadequate. '" 

61. Surphts, wllllte molasses are de&troyed ~n a, Brooks. Molasses. Furnace 
0.1: utilisecl for steam genellation. For steam g,enera~ion: purposes, UloIaSsea. 
are not very satisfactorY, on. accou~t, of thE! lal1ge, iiI6pQsit .of, 3IIh. of. "" 
corrosive natura on. boile.. tubes, etc., 

It IS suggested that Ulolasses. may 'be utilised for t.he pl'oduction of: 
Power' A1cob~ Acetio, Acid" :&thel'" Chlo:r;oiorm" Glycerine, Ac:etolilS, CitriQ, 
Acid, Butanol. Carhon qfo~e. for dry ice and Yea.st. 

62. At present there is ne- outlet. for snrplua. baga.sse, smalL ,qul4Iri.ities. 
only being taken by the cane suppliers as fuel. 

Bagasse could be manufacturBll in1lo ,p~ or board but the initial eost 
of the manufacturing plant will be high. 

63. SU'iphitatfuB and weB weathered c8l'bonitation press' mud' can he 
utilised as a manlJre. 

Storage. . anI! tr.an3portatiqn. of 3'14gar: 

64. 01U' stocks of sugar. at. the &eginning -.rid< the end. of cr.tlshiug seasons 
as from 1,931-32 lU'e as folloW6:;-

SeallO~ yl:6l'111. 

IfJ3'1-M 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934.-35 
1935.a6 
1936-37 

Start 
stock mds. 

14,020 
20,710 
16,497 

36 
9,221 

21,a37 

Finishing 
stock md's. 

122,426' 
104,844 

52,388 
107,652 
149,5~ 

season not finished. 

65. We store our sugar ill gpdqwns. , The, flooriug ,i. some cases are 
brick-on-edge cement pointed above pitch, in other cases pitch over brick-on
edge, and' again a cement floor. (hoer the·flooring there is a 'further'flooring 
of bambolls 0, wooden scantlings qovllred \Vith gunny sa<:king' arld"tIle sugar 
is stacked o~ tbis. MeBSrs. Begg, Sutherland and Company are experi
menting with different kinds of stacking media and hope at the end of the 
current ~ar to have much usaJiul"data in. this. conllectioJl. 'th.e, c.a.pacity of 
our existing godowns is 75,400 bags with bags stacked 12 bags high and 
100,000 bags if stacked 16 bags Ij;ig,h •. 

We bave increased 01111 capaeity lately and wiU no doubt undertake 
furlhel' enensiolls in the BeU, future should iii. lie toDnd necessary. 

68'. The exten1l to which sugar may'deteriorate lschieliy depE!ndent. upon 
the period of storage and weather conditions. Apart from the_ period or 
storage and, weather conditions fa<:t()rji influencing the ;keeping qual~t:r of sugar 
are numerous but it may be stated that the constructIon and condItIOn of the 
godowns in which sugar is stored, t!llDllerature at which the sugar ~s bagged, 
packing, stacking and stacking, ~edi\lm .employed togethet WIt.\,- sugar 
quality aU playa part in the keepmg CJuahty of'sugar, 

67. Our damaged sugar is U8u~lly ~e.:conditioned at· the start of the next 
Beason. 

68. Ths harder and purer til.' grai:n th.e b~tter. will balthe Keeping 
quality. 

69. W~ call,llQ.t say to what extent sugar is' dam~ged' in transit but. reports 
to this effect are often received. This damage' is possibly due to rough 
handling" use o( d,irty and leaking wagons at tr,anshil?ment statiQlIs &lid 
want of ventilation arid' excessive heat in the wagons. 
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70. We experience c.onsiderable difficulty in getting an adEllJuate supply 

of wagons and there is much delay in the delivery of sugar in the markets 
we supply. -

71. We would' suggest the railway carry a much larger stock of wagons 
and have them so ventilated that a free passage of air is allowed to circulate 
without fear of rain water getting into the wagon. 

72. Our sugars are sold on an f.o.r. Factory basis, the price being one 
for impol·tant markets. We have no record of secondhand prices for our 
product at the ports and up-country, but give below the actual f.o.r. prices 
obtained during the past 7 years. We also give the freight from the factory 
to the ports and certain up-country markets:-

F.o.T. Pricts. 

Seasons. 1st Sugar. 2nd Sugar. Both Sugars. 

Rs ..... p. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1930-31 9 8 6'6 8 5 H 9 0 9·4 
1931-32 10 4 2 9 6 7·7 9 14 3·9 
1932:.:33 9 8 0-8 8 610'3 9 2 5·3 
1933-34 811 4'8 8 1 9'7 8 8 9·7 
1934-35 8 7 10'3 815 0 8 711 
1935-36 8 9 2'8 613 9 8 9 0·8 
1936-37 6 5 6·3 6 5 6'3 

Stations. Rail f~ight. Rail and Steamer freight. 

Re. A. P. As. P. 

Allahabad 0 9 0 

Cawnpore 011 0 

Lucknow City 014 4 

Calcutta 011 4 10 1 

Bombay 1 1 3 13 3 

Madrl!S 1 0 0 13 3 

Karachi 1 2 0 13 3 

73. We enclose copies of Balance SheetS. 
74. We give below amoulits of depreciation written off by the Company 

from 1930-31 also the statutory amount allowed under the Income-tax Act, 
1922. Depreciation is usually a round sum based, as nearly as .possible, on 
the statutory scale. 

Statutory. Written 011. 

Ra. Rs. 

1930-31 1,16,350 1,00,000 

1931-32 1,17,241 1,00,000 

1932-33 1,97,929 2,00,000 

1933-34 2,26,804 ,2,00,000" 

1934-35 2,33,004 2,33,000 

1935-36 2,35,093 2,35,000 

The figures given are for the Ghamparan Sugar Co., Ltd., of which this 
unit f(lrma a part. 
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15.··We g;ive below the amounts set aside for Reserve Fund:-

30th June, 1932 

" " 
J' 

1933 
1936 

Re. 
5,99,650 (Transferred frop:!, Debenture .Sink, 

ing Fund.) 
1,00,000 
2,10,000 (Premium on new issue of shares 
. transferred to ResOl'Ve ACCQunt . .) 

The above figures hure reference to the Champaran Oompany_ of which 
Jhis unit forms a part. ' 

76. We give below amounts distributed as dividends by the Conipany:-

Rate. Amount. 
Per cent. Ra. 

30th June, 1930 15 1,80,000 

" ... 1931 15 1,8O,000 

" .. 1932 15 1,80,000 

" " 
1933 25 3,00,000 

" .. 193£ 5 60,000 

" " 
1935 10 1,20,000 

" " 
1936 20 .2,40,000 

77. The Bank allows overdrafts under agreement for cash credit ,by 
which stocks, etc., are pledged. The rate at which the Company, of ~hich 
this unit forms a part, is able to borrow is Bank rate- with a minJmum of 
3 per cent. 

Head Office expenses and Managing Agents' commission amount to 
Rs. 1,58,515 for 1935-36 in respect of the Champaran Sugar Co., Ltd., of 
,which this unit forms a part. . 

Managing Agents' commission is calculated at 21 per cent. on the gross 
,proceeds of all sugar and other produce manufactured, refined or dealt in 
by the Company. 

79. Considering the hazardous nature of the en1;erpl-ise, the risks of 
drought, floods, pests, the machinations of bUyers, the Excise Duty, the 
costA of maintenance" the demands of taxation, a balance of 10 per' cent . 

. at credit of revenue, after allocations to depreciation and reserve accounts 
is not excessive. 

80. Forms- 1, 2 and 3 referred to are attached. As regards Forms 1. and 
2 the figures in respect of 1936-37 cannot be submitted as, our financial year 
is not yet closed. . 

81. Owing to the. complicated nature of the returns called for we are 
unable to submit the iDiormation in the allotted time, and we will do so as 
Boon as' the returns are completed. ' 

82. Every possible economy has been effected in the works and efficiency 
brought to a high standard, comparing fa~ourably with other sugar produc
ing countries, that there is very little margin for further reductions in the 
works and we must now look to a higher sucrose content and for further 

. reductions in cost of cane. 
83. Calcutta. 
84. We are unable to give particulars of the relations between. dealers 

and retailers, but so far as we l re concerned, we are put into touch wit.h 
our dealers by our brokers. Up to this year we had several brokers working 
on a commission basis from 8. to 12 annas per Rs. 100. These brokers 
would make us !lifers, which, if accepted, would be confirmed by contract 

,- Npt prin~ed. 

II J 



between oursel~ ~D'dthe' dealers,a'deposit \)'eing required, as EarneBt 
Money, which the dealers paid; interest was allowed on this deposit. 
During the current season, we have 'obtained Sole Distributors for the 
~ble 'Of ilidiB'-'-Meesrs. RalIi Br08,j Ltd. ,'While the,&ystem of their making 
us offers on behalf of ,dealers Btill continues to a lesser extent, the chief 
method of doing business is for us to :give them option for a fixed period 
~ ~antities 'of each ,grade of sugar which we 'wish to dispose 'of, fixing 
the minimuIn price' at which they can sen. 'In thiS calle gIso, the arrange
ment between them and ourselves is by agreement, the actual contract, 
_which :is Bupplementary I. to the .agreement being entered ,into ,primarily 
between them and their aealer's. - , 

: 85, The new Indian Sugar Mills' Association con1lrai:t 10iin is satisfactorY 
except as regards Clause '8. The 'respoiisibilityfor 'the 'condition 'ofllllgar 
Bold !,a.T. F,act()ry should be more clearly defined, as falIi~g upon the buyer. 
Unless the buyer takes delivery at factory it is impossible to prove in what 
condition the sugar was despa'tehE!d, 'and whether damage took plaee while in 
the hands of tlfe carrier. 

86. The figures with regard to this 9uestlon can be obtained from dealers, 
importers and brokers. We ourselves are 'unable to give 'accurate figures, 
especially as most of our business' in the pa"st has been done through dealers 
in the Cawilpore market, and on an f.o.r.' factory basis. ' 

87. Variations in this case will occur when eomplaring who\esale forward 
business' with ready petty sales, 'but for spot bu.sineS"s there is little fluctua
tion between wholesale and retail. pric~s, th!lugh the, difference between these 
actually varies according to quantity, up to 'approximately, 4 'annas per 
mauBd, 
: We have taken the retail prices as covering lots of 5 to 25 bags, which 
~ .. e not necessarily iJ!l l!hopkeepen' hands, there possihiy being a further 
difference in the actual shop price to the consumer. 

88. We have 'Very little ,information as 'to the st.<)l'age -arrangements made 
~y ,deaters, 'blit 'from our' experience we understand that they are dis
inclined to keep stocks, preferring to utilise factory storage space, even to 
>the extent of getting 3 or, 4 months in arrears in deliveries. We have already 
~ven you our experience with, regard to deterioration in storag~, against 
Question No. 66. We have no definite information with regard to eCinditiona 
'prevailing in dealers' godowna-. 
, 89. Uild~r similar storage conditions we are o'f the opinion 'th'at Java 
,sngarwill deteriorate to the same extent as a good quality Indian sugar. 

n -is ontyin very teeell.tyeo,rs, that the keeping quality of sugar.produced 
in India has become a Bubject for serious consideration, since large stocks of 
fIlugafo 'JJlust BOW 'be 'stored throughout. the ·monsoon period. Since it ha's 
'be~ riroogrlised that-there b.as be~n a vaJri; improvement ift the quality of 
sugar manufactured in' India, the keeping quality has .also undoubtedly 
.improved. , 
, ,90. Witll the 'ellceptiQn of. thfl demand for Ind~aD made sugar hy a 
limited number of orthodox Hindus on religious grounds, java or other 
,imported'sugar is- preferred, particularly by the middle and u'pper class 
,Indian consumers. The, reason for this is, we believe, the liniformity of 
grain and supel'ior, 'ConSistent colour (,If the imported sugar. 

91; The .'Verage "'IIl1lity:'&1 sugar tnamrlacturea in 'India is 'inferior to 
imported Java sugar but there arE' many factories in ilndia.prodilcing • final 
product equal if not superior to that of Java. , 

The 'aVerage Indi'ati liUgaris inferior tq- imported -.Java sugar in respect 
of purity, colour a.nd uniformity of C'I'ystal·size. ' , 

, 92. In our opin'ion the manufadurers carry 'the 'bulk of the stockS of 
Indian made sugar,' the only dealal'!l carrYing 'stocks 'to any large extent 
being those !It ports wll1ite -stOl'ilge facilities 'are offered by the Carrying 
Companies. Up-country dealers normalty :cany oID-y llu:fttcient-nacit 191: thb 
imme'1iiate need of local retailers. ' 



93. Yea. We consider this most desirable. 
'''. We favour a Central All-India Selling Organisation, prcwided llcense4 

control of production is also introduced. We consider, however. that » 
ahould be indepelldent of Govel'DlDent control. 

95. W. think that the present system of stsnda.rd.isation :is open to 
grave question. The value of a sugar does not depend on the size. of the 
crystal or on ita .pl!Mrance in bulk in a glBBBcontainer. FUrther, it ia 
impoaaible to ge$ two ob841rvers to agree as to the standard OD BUch .. crude 
eystem. 

We would favour standardisation on l'ational lines which would includ~ 
(1) The polarisation or sugar content •. 
(2) The colour determined in sOlDe formal way in .an apparatus sucb 

. as the Lovibond tmtometerand expressed in definite colour 
units. 

(3) The quantlty of suspended matter. 
(4) Possibly, but not neceaaarily, the quantity of .ashmight also be 

included. Ash is of importance 'to the Jlweetmeat maker buJ; he 
is not yet educated enough to appreciate its influence. 

(5) Uniformity of grain and absence of dust may :also be included. 
96. (a) We have done no b1l1!iness so far on the basis of sugar ·standards. 

'l'he reason we have not yet sold on this basis is that the_graduated seale 9f 
price difference has not yet been agreed upon and the Industry as a 'whole 
is not prepared to sell on the basis of the standards. It is alsofelt-that 
most factories are not yet in a position to turn out a unifo~ product 
capable of being graded under the standards. 

(b) Yes. These standards are being used extensively at all our factori.e.s 
for internal control. . 

97. As opposed to standardising sugars, Messrs. Begg, Sutherland & Co.'~ 
Group of Factories are to base their selling standard in respect of the next 
Beason, as folio" s : -

Factory Managers are to be asked to lay aside a certain number or 
bags of sugar now, of a sta.ndard which they expect to maintain during 
the Jlext 8E!ason. These bags are to be UJ!ed as samples next. sesson and 
the output based on these samples. Special care will be taken in ·storing 
these bags during the monsoon. . 

98. The possibilities of establishing a central marketing organisatioIl~ 
including a complete survey of markets, has beeR before the Indian Sugar 
Mills Association from time to time, but no progress has been made. We aro 
·in favour of an organization on the lines of the Cement Marketing Board 
being set up, provided its control is vested in an indapendentbody and it 
-embraces all producers, with Government prohibition of new factories and 
<extensions for purposes other than improvement of quality ande!lli.cieDcy. 

The establishment of a " futues " market by dealers Associations, on 'the 
linea of the East India Cotton :Association should· make for ,gtabilit" in. 
prices by providing security for -dealers i)perations, 81111 thereby imprwing 
the general trade in Bugar. , 

99. Over a period of seven years we 1believe the consumption of 6ugar, 
including Khandsari, and sugar refined from gur, 1lobe sbout 1,300,000 tons 
annually, but as a result of t~e lower prices 11011' ruling -this :figure ehould 
tie exceeded . 

. An increased advertising campaign by the Industry throUgh its .Ass?cia~ 
tions and possible .collaboration with the Tea Indu~t~ would,. we . beheve, 
lead to incre~sed consumption, the necessary fundJ! -beIDg prOVIded on the 
lin os of the Indian Tea CefS. 

100. We believe that factory sugar js. repl~cing gu'~ in the trade 41 
-increasing quantities, but we ·have .no .rehable .wformatwn 

101. We BCe no immediate prospects of the establishment Qf fruit canning 
i~ Xndi~ 

12 
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102,. '.J.'his information can b~ gi"en much b~tter by importers~u~h al 
fMessrs~ Ralli Brothers, Ltd., Calcutta, Bombay, Madras and Karachi, 
Messrs. A. H. ,Bhiwandiwalla, Bombay, Messrs. Parasram Paroomal & Co.! 
Oalcutta, and Messrs. Kian Cwan Co. (India), Ltd., Sasoon House, Calcutta. 
" 103.n 'may: be 'accepted that Java, the chief importing country, has not 
realized remunerative prices for her sugars in any year between 1930 ani!. 
1936 •. In support of this view there is the knowledge that Java's production 
has fallen from 3,250,000 tons in 1930 to 500,000 tons in 1986. 
. ~04. N~~e by sea so far ad' we know. A relatively small quantity finds 
Its way across the Northern Frontiers. We do not consider India. could 
profitably export sugar unless ,world plices advance very considerably and 
~hen only if Indian sugar received specially favourable treatment on entry 
into the United Kingdom. There ,is; of course, ,the very remote possibility 
of lndia being in Ii. position to sell -a portion o'f hel"' production for export 
at a loss, provided there was a compensating rise in internal prices. 

, 105. 'fhe, imposition of the fir9t levY of Excise had some effect in not 
-inducing unadvised expansion which would, however, have been better pre
vented by a system of licensing and zoning at the time 'protection was given, 
and i~ relation to a considered e~timate of the demand existing for sugar in 
India. 'Jhe latter imposition coincided with a period of abnormally low 
prices for sugar, which persists to-day. Owing tQ trade conditions the 
manufacturer except for a very brief period has not been able to pass on any 
Ilhare of the excise to' the consumer. We have never understood why ,the 
,«lane growing section of the industry has not been called on to bear some 
share of the excise. The industry could have accepted with comparative 
equanimity a levy on profits on~ a reasonable scale. ' ' 

, ,106. A certain quantity is absorbed in the manufacture of country tobacco. 
fWhere distilleries exist molasses form a base for the production of alcohol. 
Recently a ·molasses exporting corporation -was set up an organisation for 
,the collection and export of molasses and has made extensive purchases. No 
data is available with us regarding the extent of these transactions but they 
,must be of considerable magnitude. The prices realized do little more than 
cover, handling charges. The residUe> we destroy in specially designed' 
furnaces. -

107. This has partly been dealt with under the preceding question. We 
understand the destination of the molasses exported by ,the Corporation is 
:the United States and the United Kingdom and it is used ~or the produc
tion of industrial alcohol. The possibility of export is handICapped by the 
'inadequacy of transport facilities. _ -"0, 

108. We are not. altogether clear as to what is meant by"', effective ". 
If the development ,of an industry by an increase in production of 
1,000,000 tons is effective' the answer is .. yes". If ... effective" means 
the establishment of an ordered industry with security of capital combined 
wiih sound finance the answer is .. no ". 

The effect of the import t .. riff, created in 1932 has been to create;" 
,barrier against imports from abroad behiBd which the industry has developed 
at an extraordinary rate of progress-a very unhealthy rate as events have 

,.turned out. This expansion has taken place without any control either by 
Government or the industry itself. What appeared to be an attractive outlet 
for capital seeking employment has resulted in, the launching of numerous 
undertakings without any proper consideration being given to'local condi
tions. 'Supplies of suitable raw material-finanoial requirements -and in 
many 'instances without adequate, or even any" expert knowledge. The 
result has been that although India has been rendered self supporting as 
regards her sugar requirements, her r:.even~es have suffe:e~, severely frorp. 
an almost complete stoppage of imports, while the domestIc mdustry due to 
the reckless establishment of factories-ll'any of which are unsuitably 
situated, ,the need of replacing revenue hitherto realised from the im~ort 
tariff by the imposition of an excise duty-an utter absence of, any ,orgs.mza
~iop fOf the m!l!k!1tipg Qf it!! !luga! find!! jj;~elf tQ-day cQnfronted ,With, a 
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situation which, to Bay the least of it, can only be described· 8B extremelY. 
critical even in the case of the most efficient units of the industry. . 
• 109. The original object of protection aimed at the country producing 
Its total sugar requirements, and this object h8B already been attained. We 
therefore cOllBider that the extent of protection should be kept at such a 
level 88 to limit imports of foreign sugar. 

We are of opinion that the existing level of protective duty is such 
that the ryot obtaillB an equitable return for his enterprise, and that this 
will only continue provided the position is not aggravated by imports of 
Bugar from abroad. 

It does not follow that world conditions will remain unaltered between 
now and 1946, and we therefore recommend the present level of Rrotection 
being maintained, and further, that the Government should take powers 
to regulate it 88 and when necessary, to limit the entry of foreign sugar 
into the country. . 

110. (1) Improvement in Agriculture and communications and the 
application of research 80 8B to reduce the cost of cane and improve its 
Bugar content. 

(2) MeallB to control borer infestation and simultaneously. increase tbe 
sugar content of the cane. . . 

(3) The adoption of the IIDning system which will allow factories to help 
the small grower to make use .of . the results of research. 

(4) Means to ensure- the' manufacturer obtaining ·a fair share of the 
protection by correlation between the cost of cane !lnd effective selling price 
of sugar (after deduction of Excise) which will demand a centralized market
ing organisation with power to regulate sugar prices. 

111. So far as we are aware, no industry has been affected by the import 
duty on molasses. 

Champaran Sugar Co.. Ltd .. Chanpatia Factory, Champar .... 

REPLIES ~o TARIl'P BOARD GENERAL QIlI!STIONNAlllE, 1937· 

1. November 1932. 850 tons. 

~easona. Total maunda No.1 Sugar. No. 2 SlI Bugar. 
Mds. Mds. 

2. 1932-33 259,250 168,190 91,060 
1933-34 238,467 235,950 2,517 
1934-35 243,132 243,132 
1935-36 314,199 314,199 
1936-37 337,333 337,333 

3. (a) Yes. The factory is advantageously situated as regards cane 
supplies but not of the best quality cane 8B compared with. the Bombay 
Presidency and the Deccan; but with regard to Limestone the freight is 
very high amounting to' approximately seven times the value of the stone. 
The same applies to Coal and other stores hut to a lesser degree. 

(b) & (c) Yes. 
4. Double Sulphitation. 
8ulphitation.-Lower capital cost, - lower operative cost, more c~ref~l 

control required (less "foolproof ") lower grade of sugar produced whlc,?- 18 

more susceptible to damage in unfavourable climatic conditions, low,;r Yield 
varying from 2 per cent. with high purity juices to 4 per cent. With low 
purity juices. 

Carbonitation.-Higher capital cost, higher op.erative cost, . e:wier. of c;ontrol 
(more "f()Olp~oor ") !!uperior !lugar made, less hable to deterIOratIOn In the 
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monsoon. Higher yield, from 2' to 4 per cent. dependent on purity of 
juices. , 

The additional capital cost for a factory milling 25,000 maunds per day 
is about £3,500 e.r.w. The critical factor in deciding the process is cost of 
limestone as laid down at factory; operative costs are essentially thol*! of 
stone and coke as against lime and sulphur. Labour difference is 
unsubstantial. 

5. Principal alterations are:-

1933-34-
Filtration Plant 

1 Scum Tank (Oonical). 
1 Treble Ram Pump. 

Defecation Plant . 
3 Horizontal Centr. Pumps. 
1 Treble Ram Pump. 
1 Juice Liming Tank with Stirrer. 
1 Aspinal Pan. 
1 Air Compressor. 

Steam Plant 
1 B. & W. Water Tube Boiler (W. I. F. 

Type)~ 

1 Molasses Furnace (Brooks). 
Finishing Plant 

Vertical Sugar Drier. 
Milling Plant 

Cane Knife Motor. 
Rllversing Gear for Oorliss ERgine. 
1 Horizontal Pump. 

Cane~ Carrier Extension 
Storage Trucks 
Bagasse Removing lramway 
Evaporation Plant 

I,Horizontal Pump. 
Spray Pond Extension. 
Injection Water Pump. 
Vacuum Pan (Calandria). 

('\iripg Plant 
Iiiiildings ~ 

New DraiIi' to river. 
R&-llooring. 
Site drain. 

Electrio Plant 
1934-35-

Buildings-
Manager's bungalow (EarthqUake) .'
Indian Sbff Quarters 
Assistant's bungalow 
Perfect Party Wall and Inside drain 

in Sugar Godown 
Sugar Godown 

Carried over 

Rs; A. P. 

4,375 4 0 

12,767 12 9 

44,616 3 9 

7,98511 0 

7,960 2 10 

2,566 1 7 
6,735 4 0 
2,62511 0 

28,98613 1 

1),206 13 0 
22,834 .4 9 

14,836 3 8 

22,296 9 9 
2,645 8 9 

14,653 Ii 9 

3,440 8 0 
23,605 1 6 



1934-35-contd. 
Finishing Plant;-

Sugar OrosaOonveyor 
Sugar Jigger 

Curing Plantr-
2 Oentrifugals 
1 Botary Displacement Pump 

Steam Plant;-
Stop Valve 

~vaporation Plant;
Spray Pond Fencing 
3r4 ~u~!lr ~{e\ti~g J;!:quse. 
~jng ~i~er 
Syrup Tank 

1935-35-
,2 Seuenal Labour Q¥arters 
• 1\<Jditional Subsidfn fqr JU~lghu~ 

Prpeess 
4 Press Filters for Kieselghur ProCess : 

1986-S'J-
S\lgllr Godown 
I \liN' Heater 
" Solovane" Pump 
Weighbridge House 
Centrifuga.l " , 
Additional Railway Siding 
Sugar Grader . • . . • 
Wqo~ell !loofing in qld' gqd~'Yti. . 
:jlll-rQPfil)-g '1sJ; go40 WQ 'in C~Jlt~~plati~p-

9~4NP TQT"~ 

Rs. ,4. P, 

606 5 2 
!l56 \I a 

6,855 6 II 
1,044 6 i 

843 6 9 

35'1' '1 G 
'2,165 3 0 
1,7~9 14 !l 
l;li9 3 3 

713 6 9 

4,898 2) 1 
26;06910' 0 

81,13« ,0. 0 
5 l8B4J4; 3 

972 1 3 
2(}7 II ~ 

6,478'14 2 
2,443 9 " ~1732 JO 3 
~3~ 1Q 9 

'3;3ri,~55; & '9 
6. With conditions all thei lire ~t present, w~ 4p, ~oti' c~l!te~plate exten: 

lI!ons but ~hould there be an improvement we may' consider installing an 
additional 8-mill poller unill.' " , . ' . " 

7. (a) The main factors which determine the 'size' of the factoJ:Y 'are the 
amllllnts of (l&rul ava,ilablll for milling' and th,Ej trallSPI!l'l! f~ijiti\ls,' 

(b) The capacity .f the factory should not be less thaD ~ '~ns per day. 
8, MQ~t of the equ41Ipenlj' in SUgar factories \la~ no,," \Ie obtained' in 

lndi"" b~ non-ferrous m~tal~ alld tubesl h~Vy shafts for rC?ll~. etc~, ~()~l!lr~ 
and special pumps and engines have to be 'imported. . . ' , 

9. m Our Ma~aging. Agents hav!l .a well. qualified technic!1 staff !lnd 
l1ave had DO need to call on the Imperial I~ltllte' ~f Sugar Technology for 
assistaJtce. . ' ., .. 

. (2) Th~ cane rate ~s 110t received ~arly' enough ,t the falltory.Therate 
lihoul4 rll!',c~ t4e factorY 2 days ahead of ~nforcement d,~e. ' -", -. " 

10. "Ves, w~ ~nd.ertak~ ~J1ltivatioJl ~f BugarCal1ll, thllcroPIl pf Fhich afQ 
distrihut.e9- ttl ryqts fqr se!lCi pqrpose~. A plJ.rt ~f ~lJ,e land is pqrclJ,ase4 
outright and pa.rt is obtained on lease. We had no difficultiei\ in t!li¥ 
respect, . . 

11. (a) 'rota} !',rell ~eld ~37 acres iJlch~siveof F~.~tQ~ si~. 
(~) 49 A.~fe~. 
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(c) 00. 213, Co. 211'1, Co. 999, Co. 313 and Co. 331, tke latter variety 
have been discontinued 114 unsuitable this year. 

(d) The rotation Is as follows:-

October, 1935--Cereal crop sown-harves~d, May 1936. 
Fallow, May 1936-:-February, 19~7. 
February, 1937-<Jane crop sown. 
May, 193B-Cane harveJ;lt co~pleted. 
October, 193&-Cereal crop sown, 

and so on. 
The cultivation is carried, out, with bullock Iron turn Qver plough, 

Oultivator and Double Mould Board Ridging and Sowing Plough. 
Farm yard manuring at 400 to 600 maunds per acre for cane, and 1 maund 

Niciphos per acre for Cereal Crops. 
(e) The average yield 'per acre for different varieties of cane and their 

sucrose content for past two Cane Seasons have been as follows:-

SeallQllS. Variety. Yield. Sucrose content. 
lids. Per cent. 

1935-36 00.331 741 11'16 
Co. 299 432 l()O97 

1936-37 00.299 ~ 488 11'55 
Co. 331 ~ 605 1()O70 

Co. 313 491 11'85 

12. (a) 10 acres. 
(b) Complete area sown with cane, the seed being sold to ryots the rllte 

charged being the Government current rate. 
13. Annually Mill tests are held at the Factory on new varieties of cane 

when there is suiflicient area under that to give the required maundage. 
Agricultural Departments have offered considerable assistance in this respect 
through their two Government Farms at Byreah and Lals~riah, where they 
continuously experiment with new varieties of cane, the seed from which 
they also distribute to ryots either direct or through this Factory. 

14\ (a) There has been a steady increase in the quantity of cane avail
able Since 1930 except for the year following the Earthquake. 

(b) tbe quality of the cane has been subject to seasonal variation~idB 
reply to Question No. 8~Form III. 

" 

lIS. W every' seldom, have damage from frost, but from disease and insect 
pests the damage is ve~ considerable. ' During the month of February this 
season a detailed survey was carried out to determine to what extent the 
cane was, infested with disease and this worked out to 48'7 per cent. on the 
average' causing a sugar loss of 6,709 maunds for the month, or Rs. 40,254 
monthly. . 

16. The Factory will not be assured of sufficient supply of suitable cane 
until competition is eliminated. The principal varieties of cane crushed 
by this Factory are 00. 210 and, 213. The field yields of these varieties 
are from 150--500 maunds per acre. It is impossible to give a more concise 
figure as the yields are dependent on the degree to which each. field is 
attacked by Pests, cultivation given and the type of lands cultivated, all of 
which vary to a great extent. For sucrose contents see Question 8~ 
Form 'III. . 

17. The supply of cane to each individual Fa.ctory js greatIyinfluenced 
by the competition of Factories. It is difficult to say to what. extent, but 
it may be realized from the f!!-Of. that the ol!lSing date of ~ Factories, 
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iTrespective of their capacities or what-arrangements they have made during 
the off season for the supply of cane, all close down practically on the same 
date. We do not consider that the competitive rates which Factories pay 
at the end of the Cane Season have any influenCe on the areas sown. It 
is only in the latter three weeks of the Cane Season that this commences, 
so that comparatively speaking the extra rates have very little influence on 
the ryots due to the small number which receive them, these rates only 
'rule for say three weeks out of a Cane Season of five monthli. Moreover 
when they are paid all cane sowmgs are completed. 

18. (a) There has been a steady increase in cane cultivation for the past 
five years. 

(b) (1), (2), (3) & (4) The factors mentioned have little effect in cane areas 
delivering to this factory. The most discouraging factor we know. is an 
unusually long season. 

19. Requirements is an elastic term. Regulatio:q rather than restriction 
is indicated. We have been able, _by extending the duration of the season 
and by additions to plant to take off practically all the cane which was 
offering in the areas serving our factory. We consider that control of the 
area under cane in Northern India is desirable, bOut coupled with a reduced 
production of sugar by white sugar factorieS, so that the quantity of cane 
available for manufacture conforms to a reduced output from the factories, 
so as to bring consumption and production into line. 

While expressing this opinion we realize the great difficulty in co
ordinating the area to be put under cane with factory production owing to 
the millioIl!l of independent growers involved and the' variations in yield 
per acre as influenced by seasonal conditions and the uncertain~y as to the 
ultimate ntilization-e.g., gur or white sugar or eaten in the raw state. 

20. The average cost per acre of cultivation of an average cultiva~r is 
as follows:-

Rent 
Tamini--,()nce .' 
Ploughing-l0 times .-
Manure-Farm yard 
Seed 50 maunds per acre at..4 annas per maund 

pllU i anna per maund Cartage' 
Jhomi 

Total 

Rs. A. 

9 0 
4 0 

10 0 
30 0 

14 1 
51 

66 I" 

21. One, and possibly the greatest, objection which the ryot has to tlie 
cultivation o( cane is the duration of time which it takes between the date 
when he has to reserve land for the crop till he receives money for its 
proceeds. This is not less than eighteen monthli unless he has cultivated 
an early ripening variety of cane. To' partly overcome this difficulty we 
make a practice of advancing money to the ryot. 

Then there ara the diJffi.culties of harvesting the crop-the diversion of 
labour from other agricultural pursuits and the loss of bullocks' time from 
farm work involved in the transport of cane. It is. these difficulties which 
have so encouraged the practice of ratooning cane which even from the 
point of view of perpetuating disease should be discouraged if not prohibited 
by law. With a view to popularising the cultivation of cane we have the 
following suggestions to make-

(1) The supply of sound seed ~ane of approved . varieties: It is 
notorious that if left to his own _deViCes the ryot will plant 

• Does not include capital outlay and upkeep of bullocks and cultivation 
Implements. The manure is obtained from his own cattle and so may be 
deleted from the above. Again!lt this he Will get say 300 maunds per acre. 
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·from· the worst portion of hilt orop. This is where the Agricu);. 
tural Dl!p~rt)ne~t ca~ do most valuable work. 

(2) The encouragement to factories to acquire land ~or the establish
ment of seed farms, from which good seed calle could be distri~ 
buted. Government could assist in the acquisition of lIwd for 
this purpose by suitable legislation. ... 

(3) Intensive education of the ryo"\;. in the best agricultural practice 
. for the cultivation, of cane, including the intelligent use of 

suitable fertilizers. The· system of education to hI! that best 
suited to local conditions. . 

(4) AI!- examination of .the prospects from irrigation by tube wells and 
canals might be valuable.. . 

(5) Every possible encouragement to be given to factories to lay down 
local tl,"amways for the carri11ge of cane, so reducing the strain 
OB the ryots resources in providing bullock transport. 

(6) Such terminal organisation at faetories which '!I'ill reduce all much 
. as possible the time lost in keeping carts waiting to unload.. 

We f~vour II, system which ensures a cart being able to transfer 
its load as Boon as possible. after its arfiva~ at thll factory or 
.other delivery station. 

(7) The provision of good road communications and we should partir
cularlf stress the maiI!-.tenancEl of goocl bullock cart trl1,cks. 

(8) We would advoc.te that Government should prohibit the weigh
ment of cano during the hours of darkness !lxcept at factory 
or tramway depotl\. It is our belief that when lighting facili. 
tie$ I1,re v~ry inad~quate, as they generally are, the weighment Qf 
cane at r(l.ilway stations tends to lead to abu~es, however 
zealous the inspecting staff may be. If there were proper 
Qrganization there should be no hardShip in restricting weigh
ments to daylight. hours. 

(9) To ensure better :control of cane deliveries at railway, stations and 
factaries the system of issuing pailSes for carts which we employ 
should be. ma4e coropul~ory.. This by reducing the time carts 
are kept waiting would reduce transport charges where ryots 
emplily profession.\l carters for the carriage of their cane and 

. ~ave sugar losses due to ~tale cane. We also s\l.ggest that carts 
should be· licensed. 

22. (a) We consider that a' Factory has no right to he. erected .in an 
area where it would qompulSorily have to lease lands for the cultivatlOn of 
sugarcane. 

. (b) WI! hav.e insi~tent1y advoeated the introductioB of a. system of 
.. wnes" for sugar factories. If 1;his had formed a part of the legislation 
which was introduce~ a~. the time GoverI)Ulent qecided to grant protection 
to the Sugar Industry wany oj thl! drfficulties with which the manufacturing 
side of the industry is now confronted 'llVould pever hQove IIorisen. We fear 
that in some areas it is now 1;00 late fOJ" any effect~ve legisJlJ,tive 8etiol1 
to be taken, but there do exist areas where l;ondition8 m/ll!:e. it possible for 
groupf of factorie~ to come to a mutuill agreement for the equitable distri
llution of local supplies of cane, an<J in this GcQvernll!.ent might he of. assist
aI)ce in an advisory capacity ..• 

We aTe in favOlJr of allotting special areRfl to Factories for the supply 
()f suglj.rcane. The system of ~ones could easily be workeq lIy allotting to 
each Factory all villages within its economic area, and either one or two of 
,ts neighljollring ~tations. In the caS\! of those Faptories who cannot obtain 
lIuffici«:!I)t cane ·in their ·own· economic areas, they would hI! I1llotted extra. 
Railway Stations fOf the supply of cane. The areas amI stlltj()!l~ ~J!9t~~ 
would be proportionatB t.o the ~l,I.pacity of tpe ,actory. 

23, Our policy is, and blJ,s always been; to do everything possible to 
devell~p ~ocaJ supplies !Jf c.ane, 1>y UlI'IJlt;lS of loans in cRflh at reaaonable raws 
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of interest-the Bupply flf BOund Heed; manures and the provision of' rubber.. 
tyred carts o~ the hire-purchase syst:em. It will be naturally realized, 
how,:ver. that. if & facto~ s l'!'lal supphes of cane are liable to be taken by 
outside factories, there 18 obVIously less encouragement to the home factory 
to undertake development measures. . 

24. (a), (b) & (e) We are in favour of the regulatioll of Bugar production 
by means of quotas, and also the licensing of new factories, including ellten
.ions to those at present in existence. 
, ~ntil there !s a definite and material increase in domestic consumption, 
India'S production of sugar may now be accepted as having reached. satura
tion point, and to avoid the evils of over-production we consider that Govern
ment should at once take powers to limit the quantity o~ sugar which may be 
manufactured under a system of quotas., This remedy will not, however, be 
of any avail unless, linked thereto, the establishment of additional factories 
is prohibited and any extensions to the plant of existing factories, except 
for the purpose of increasing efficienoy or improving ,the quality Of the 
product. 

This question become8 highly complicated by the position o~ Indian State~ 
towards the erection of their own factories and the export of sugar thus 
made into British India with possible non-reciprocity, but even if a sati&
factory solution to this difficulty cannot in all cases be found, our opinion 
remaiP8unaltered, that the regulation of sugar production in British ~dia 
in the manner suggested is essential to the well-being of the Industry and 
to the many interests dependent upon it. 

In this connection, we would emphasize the necessity of a decision being 
. reached, if possible, before the end of the current year so that the cane 

planting programme during the ensuing winter can be worked out in rela
tion to the sugar requirements of the country for the Crushing Season of 
1938-89. 

25. (a) & (b) Ird Gate Oane' alld lrd Rail. We have no Trall).way. The 
proportion of cart cane ~a increased. In 1932-33 the cart cane was 
1,109,248 maundll 30 seers as compared with 1,701,079 inaunds 30 seen 
Rail Carie. 

26. The Gate Calle is entirely transported by carts, the average load of 
which is 23 maunds. We have endeavoured to improve the ,type of country 
cane carts by the introduction of rubber tyred carts, but these are expensive 
and the ryot is very reluctant to pay Rs. ~30 for a cart, even when it is 
given him as a form of advance. We consider, however, that several would 
purchase these carts next Cane Season if, the cane rate increased. We find 
that the rubber tyred carts in operation here cart an average ll)ad of 
50 maunds. .-

21. The mileage of roads here is adequate, but the condition of both the 
main and feeder roads is extremely bad. There seems to be no organisatiot:! 
for the upkeep of the feeder roads except what the ryots thell).selves do at 
their own expense. 

28. 10 Mile_24 hours. No protection can be made against deteriorati!>~ 
during this period. 

29. The average cost of transport of cane lIy cart per maund per. mile is 
1·4 pies. Those cane-~rowers in pOss8Ss!on of carts do their oWn. cane ca~t'
ing. The rates for hired carts are ~ pIes p~r mau~d up to ~ pules, 9ple~ 
np to 8 miles and 1 anna above 8 mlles and lDcreasmg accordmgly. 

30. The Municipal Tax is levied on all carts passin!l; througI!. the Bettiali 
Municipality to our loading station at Bettiah. 

31. An adequate staff is mai~tained for the distri~uti?Q. of. cane p~rjees. 
These purjees are distributed dally or weekIy at certain times UI- the· villages 
supplying cane. At the lame time arrar.gem~nts are I!'ade by t~e IItaft for: 
the Bupply of hired carts to those ryots not lD possessloll of their own. ,A: 
cane cart is seldom detained for more than 3 hours at the Factory, eaen 
village at the commencement of the Cane Season beil!'g allotted .. Bpecifi~d 
time for the arrival of its cane at the. Factory. Tiu. -IYstem has been III 
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10rce since the erection of the Factory. As the Gate Oane supplies increased 
,its, organisation expand!ld aocordingly. , ' , 

32. Up to the present Cane Season the furthest station from which c~ne 
has been transported by rail to this Factory is 3S miles. This was necessary 
to work off 5 years Cane Agreement, which expired this season. In coming 
,Cane Seasons the furthest station will be 10 miles. The average time taken 
.between cutting. of carted cane and delivery to the Factory is as per 
paragraph 28. In the case of Rail Cane this has increased considerably, and 
in many cases the cane does not reach the Factory for 44 hours after cutting, 
'after which a further period of 12 hours often elapses due to it having to 
,wait till other Rail Cane received previdusly is crushed off. Railway arrange
ments for the transp.ort of cane are on the whole satisfactory, but su:flicient 
time has not been allowed this Cane Season for loading the cane at stations. 
,Also loading facilities at stations are poor, in many cases the loading coolies 
hav'! to climb up steep embankments to which there is no ridge, to load the 
cane into wagons. :rhis makes loading difficult and makes it necessary to PllY 
a high lORding rate. The Railway have done practically nothing in the way 
of building loading ramps, which we consider they should erect at the loading 
btations where no Factory is in existence. There is no protection given by 
the Railway against tbeft of cane from wagons, many of the wagons are open 
and large quantities of callc are stolen annually from these wagons during 
shunting and whilst stationary at the Sidings. 

33. There is a Bcale of charges for each type of wagons per mile with a 
'miniulUm rate lIer type of w"il'n ,and same is given herewith~-

Type of Wagon. 

Open cnne wagons 6, 8 and 10 tons, 14 ft. . 
Open cane wagons 10 tons, 16 ft. and 

11 tons, 15 ft. 
Oage trucks 10 tons 
Cage trucks 12 tons 
Covered wagons 

Rate per 
Mile. 

As. P. 

2 6 

4 3 
4 S 
4 9 
3 6 

Minimum rate 
per type of 

wagon. 
Rs. 

5 

7 
7 
8 
6 

These rates have been in for~e .for several yea~ now and are higher 
than they were eight years ago but the present flail rate basis is preferable 
to a maundage basis as cane being a bulky a.rticledoes not fill wagons 
to their axle carrying capacity, and to introduce a maundage rate would, we 
feel inevitably increase the freight fosts as the Railway would calculate thll 
contents of a wagon on the carrying capacity rather than its actual load 
which is considerably less. ' 

34. See Question No-. S'(a). 
37. The loss through dryage and deterioration between cutting and mill

ing varies according to the variety of cane but. the loss is definitely serious 
in the months of March, April and May. The results of numerous tests 
carried out during these months in season 1932-33 indicated that the loss 
in weight through, dryage amounted to 2'5 per cent. after 24 hours, 5 per 
'cent. after ,48 hours and 7 percent. after 72 hours, Apart from ·the loss in 
weight" the purity of the juice in the cane deteriorated by one unit aft-er 
24 hours, five units after 48 hours and nine units after 72 hours. . A detailed 
accl)unt of dryage and deterioration of cane varieties· in Upper India. is 
given in the 1933 issue' of the International Sugar· Journal. 

. 38. 50 per cent. direct, 50 per cent. through Gu~rantors; 
39. 'Va give ad~ances in cash and seed a.nd loan of ploughs. We also 

givE' advice on all cultivation matters. 
40. For cane purchased through Contractors (Guarantors) we have paid a. 

commiss~n of 1 a11na per l;Ilaund. up t!,l the prese~t season" ~ut this has .been 
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. reduced . for Coming sensoris' to '4 .. ' ~ies. We give' the Contractors' advances 
for diHtribution to their .ryots at the same rate as those paid to our directlf 
controlled ryots.. . 

41. No. 

42. A~.8.dequate number of weighbridges are in use at all weighment 
centres, each of which staffed by one or two Clerks and Controlling Peon~. 
Payment'is made ,one week ;after· the delivery of the cane. ., ' 

43. The rates paid by us in Cane Seasons 1932-33 and 1933-34 have ·beeh. 
5 .. annas per maund, and in other seasons at tlie Government 'Cane 'Rate 
except in season 1934-35 and 1935-36 when the rate was' increased by' f anna 
per maund in the latter few weeks to meet the rates paid' byoompeting 
Factories. :' As. ,regards 'rates 'varying at different periods of tha' season. 
The rates vary according to those of' the sugar market, as the Government 
fix the cane rate on those. 

44., The. rate paid for sugarcane is based on. the formula laid down by the 
Government of Bihar. It" has, . ther~fore 'a definite relation ·to the price of 
Bugar. 

45. The .price of gur or khandsari sugar has not influenced the supplY of 
cane or' its price in this locality. . .. '. 

'46. 'Th~re ha~J been consIderable variations. We presume these variations 
are cau~ed' ~by the relationsuppJy bears to' demand. '. I 

47. In ~onnection with this see paragraph 43. , 
48. Under present conditions, the basis' is not satisfactory and calcula-

tion$ should' be' based more on the ratesobtairied for' Bugar by average 
,factories than: on the special rates obtained by a few factories employing 
more expensive processes.' We feel that· the . rates are based ·on a small pro
portion of special sugars which are being produced by certain ·factories. 

We would. also. suggest that ·the 8 annas margin which is at present 'used 
in arriving at a scale be reduCed to enable the cane rate to be adjusted' 'more 
frequently and equitably. We may have further suggestions to put forward 
at an 'early date. 

49. Except for the illiteracy of the suppliers 'such Ii system 'would . be 
feasible. Especially so when combiriedwith zoning aild with the .suppliers 
looking to the mill 'for an. equitable price fixation.. A !/loning systeJIl would 
be necessary as the mill would have to be in close touch with the growers 
and be able to ,.fairly 'allocate the.: quantities of early, 'medium 'and' late 
variE'ties. '. . , . "', 

'Witho~1i contr~l the danger of planting an excessive quantity ofa heavy 
yiEJdir.g late variety, with di'lliculty distinguishable from 'an early variety, 
would operate against :any. scheme of· 1ihis.nliture.' , .. : '. 

50. The duration of the crop for the past seven liea'sons 'is' !dven under 
Questioq No,. 80. :rhe variations in the duration' can:be· attributed ·"to . avail
able supplies' of' -raw material and the economical operating purity of the 
cane supplies: , 

UntlI such'tim'a as early, and, late, ripening. varieties have been estab
lished. it iii our opinion ,that ,the economic duratjon qf a cane season can be 
given as froPl, 1st Decem,ber ~ 15th Al?ril. , 

51. It iii· possible that by, the introduction of well established 'early and 
late varieties of cane to extend the crushing season. in North Bi,har and 
Eastern United Provinces from, say, ist November and 31st. May ()r a seven 
month operating J?eriod; • " . 

52. We consider the Imperial' Council of Agricultural Resea,rch should 
have made more headway in' stamping out· the 'pests and diseases in cane. 
The Agricultural and Co-operative Departments have made' a considerable 
effort this year to improve cultivation •. We. cQ'llyder they ~ho)lld 'concentrate 
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..,n the imprbvement of the type of cattle used by the ryot for eultivation 
purposes and continual supplies ,of fresh Beed cane. . 

Seasonal, Labour. Silent Sea'501/,. 
53. 1. Skilled 

2. Unskilled 
188 'fotal 157 of which about 75 per cent. 
359 is skilled labour. 

54. Only panmell are imported from other parte of India. Others are 
,local Bihar men. 

,55. NiL' 
56. Other than local men, quarters or rental houses are provided. with 

iree medical attendance. . 
57. Yes. Nothing bas bee)1 spent on additional fuel. We do not bale 

bagasse. • 
58. Molasses, Bagasse and Press Mud. 

59. 

BeasOil. 

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maunds Molasses 
Produoed. 

" 

. 1Iaunds., 
'.~ 

113,066 
90,788 
83,955 

107,343 
131,588 

Average Belling 
Price • 

As. P. 

60 
. Disposed 9f free. 

o 6 
3 0 
1 2 

r.J:he general fall ia price is due to supply being much above demand. 
tiO. Our contract il for eal-Tank delivery and we are unable to say how 

-tlr'Where the molasses is finally disposed of by the contractor. Sillce last 
year the India Molasses Co. are buying our molasses and they have made 
-their own arrangements for transport. 

61. Surplus \Vaste molasses are destroyed in a Brooks' MoLasses Furnace 
or utilized for stea.m generation. For steam genera.tion purposes, molasses 
are not very satisfactory on account of the large deposit 9f ash of a corrosive 
nature on boiler tubes, etc. ' 

It is suggested' that molasses may be utilized for the production of 
Power Alcohol, Acetio Acid, Ether, Chloroform, Glycerine, Acetone, Citrio 
Acid, Butanol, Carbon dioxide for dry .ice and Yeast. 

62. At present .there is DO outlet for surplus bagasse, small quantities 
only being taken by the cane suppliers as fuel. 

Bagasse could be manUfactured into ,paper or board .but the initial cost 
of the manufacturing plant 'will be high. 

63. Sulphitation and :well weathered il&l'bonitation press mud CIIJl be 
,utilised as a manure. 

64. Sugar Stock -at end ·of-

1932-33 
1933·34 . 
1934-35 
1935-36 
193a.:87 

Sugar Stock at beginning of-
1932-83 ' 

,1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
liI36-37 

.. 

Mds. Bra. Ch. 

164,132 85 8 
87,12835 4 

126,27911 0 
229,01533 0 
237,535 32 13 

15.959 18 0 
2037 0 
1538 4 

16,923 180 
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65. We stack flllgar on woodea scantliBg1l. 
In i932, we had storage capacity of 55,437 bags. Recently n have acidett 

two godownB with capacities of (i) 22,038 bags and (ii) 19,824 bags, making 
a total. of 91,299 bags. . 

66. The ektent to which sugar .II1l1y deteriorate is chiefly dependent upon 
the period of storage and weather conditions. Apart from the period of 
storage and tveather con?itio~B factors inlluen<!ing 'the li;eep~ng quality ~f 
sugar ant nUD\!lroUB but It may be lItated that ·the constructIon and condi
tion of the godowns in which sugat' is stored, temperature at which Ithe sugar 
is bagged, packing, stacking and .stacking med~um \lmployed~ther with 
sugar quality all playa part in the keeping quality of sugar. 

61. We usually recondition Gamaged sugar. 
68. The production of sugar of greater purity of bold and regu.lar 'CryStill 

free from dun lind broken ~rain,. Will·unduubtecJW ioiptlWe ;tlae. keeping 
quality. 

69. Damage is due to atmospheritj 'COnditions, transhipment at Ghats and 
due to Railway Bupplying coal d~tJ and leaking wagons for transportation. 

70. Great difficult., is experlenced.in obtaining wagons for transportation 
of Bugar. AB for example, 'we quote that coiltracts fat 58)>00 bags were 
cancelled in· March, 1934, and 21,000 bags in Febr:uary, 1937. A sufficient 
Dumber of suitable type wagoils should be provided for the reqllirement of 
Bugar tr&ffic. 

71. Water-tight wagons should be pr.ovided fttr Bug&r traillic. These' 
wagons may lie 111100 in grain fOr oeteals transportation, but. not fQr coal, oil 
or any othel' material which may thus spoil the floors of the 'wagons for 
Bugar transport. 

72. Our Bugars are sold on an f.o.r. factory basis, the price being one 
for"U _rlrets. We have no 'l'OOord of lrEfCOnd hand prices for Alilr ptoduct 
at the porta and up.country, but give below ·the actual f.o.r. 'Pl'ioes obtained 
allriBg the p68t Ii ·yelll'tl. We also give the freight.from the factory .~ the 
porta and. oertain up.country markets:-

~. 

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Allahabad 
C8wnpore 
Luckl!low City 
Calcutta 
Bombay 
Madras 
Karachi 

F.o.r~ Pricell. 

1st Sugar. 

Rs. A. P. 

8 7 ;'7 
8 111·g 
71510·8 
g 1 '()-2 
6 4 H 

2~dSugar. 

Rs. A.;P. 

71410'2 
7 8· 5'7 

... 
Bail freight. 

Rs.,.. P. 
o Ii 0 
01111 
104 
013 I, 

120 
110 
123 

't3. We eilclose copies of Balance Sheets. 

Both Sug&l'8. 

Rs. A ... , 

.g 4 ,(1·2 

.g 1 10'1 
·7 15 11>-3 
81 .0-2 

6' "'1. 

Bail.nd Steamsr .freight. 

As .... 

12 1 
1.5 8 
15 'l 
llJ <3 

14. This factory beloogs -to the Champuan Sugar Co .... Ltd., and dep~e
ciatiol!l bas beeu provided only _ as from. 1932-33 the .year in. which it com
menced opera.tioDB, a~ the ~tatutory lIdIIount allowed under :the Iucome-~lI: 
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Act, 1922. Depreciation is usually" round sum based, as nearly as' possible, 
«In the statutory scale. -

Year. 

i932-33 
1933-34 .• 
1934-35 
1935-36 

Statutory. 
Rs. 

1,97,929 
2,26,804 
2,33,004 
2,35,093 

Written off. 

Rs. 
2,00,000 
2,00,000, 
2,33,000' 
2,35,000 

The figures given are for the Champaran Sugar 00., Ltd., of which thiiil 
.unit forms II part. -

:/5. We give below the amounts set aside for Reserve Fund:--.-

301;h June, 1932 

.. .. 1933 

" " 
1934 

,I' " 
1935 

II .. 1936 

Ii 

Reserve. 
Rs. 

5,99,650 (Transferred from Debenture 
Sinking Fund.) 

1,00,000 

2,10,000 (Premium ·on 'new iSsues 'of 
shares transferred to Reserve 
Acoount.) , 

The above figures have referenoe to the Champaran Sugar C9., Ltd., 
,of which this unit forms a part. 

76. We give below amounts distributed as dividends by .he Company:-

Rate. Amount. 
Per cent. RII. 

30th June, 1932 15 1,80.000 .. " 
1933 25 3,00,000 

" " 
1934- 5 60,000 .. II 1935 10 1,20,000 .. .. 1936 20 ,2,40,000 

These figures refer ~ the Ohamparan Sugar Co., Ltd., of which thil! unit 
forms iii part. 

77. The Bank allows overdrafts under agreement for cash credit, by 
'which 'stocks, etc., are pledged. 1'he rate at which the Company, of which 
this unit forms a part, ill able to borrow is a minimum of 3 per cent. 

78. Head' Office expenses an4 Managing Agents' commission amount to 
Rs. 1,58,515 for 1935-36 in respect of the Champaran Sugar Co., Ltd., of 
which this unit forms a part.' . 

Managing Agents' commission is calculated at, 21 'per cent. on the gross 
proceeds of all sugar and other produce manufactured, relined or dealt in 
by the 'company. , . . 

79. Considering the hazardous nature of the enterprise, the riskS of 
drought, fleods, pests, the ~lIChi~tions of buyers, the Excise Duty, the 
costs of maintenanoe, the demands of taxation, 'a balance' of 10' per cent. 
at credit of revenue, after allocations to depreciation, and, reserve accounts, 
is not excessive. ' 

80.' Form~ 1, 2 and 3 referred to are att~ched. As regards' Forms 1 'and 2, 
the figures in respect of 1936-87 cann!>t be submitted as our financial year 
is not yet ClQsed. 
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81. Owing to the complicated nature of the returns called for we ar& 
unable to submit the information in the allotted time, and we will do so as 
lOOn as the returns are completed. 

82. Every possible economy has been effected in the works and efficiency, 
brought to a high standard, comparing favourably with other sugar produc
ing countries, that there is very little margin for further reductions in the 
works and we must now look to a higher sucrose content and for further 
reductions in cost of cane. -

83. Calcutta. 
84. We are -unable 'to give particulars of the relations between dealers 

and retailers, but so far as we are concerned, we are put into touch with 
our dealers by our brokers. Up to this year we had several brokers working 
on a commission basis from 8 to 12 annas per Rs. 100. These brokers would 
make us offers, which, if ,,"ccepted, would be confirmed by contract between 
ourselves and the dealers, a deposit being required as earnest money, which 
the dealers paid; interest was allowed on this deposit. During the current 
Beason, we have obtained Sole Distributors for the whole of India-Messrs; 
Ralli Brothers, Ltd. While the system of their making us -offers on behalf 
of dealers still continues to a lesser extent, the chief method of doing busi
ness is for us to give them option for a fixed period on quantities of each 
grade -of sugar which we wish to dispose of, fixing the minimum price at 
which they can sell. In this CRse also, the arrangement between them and 
ourselves is by agreement, the actual contract, which is supplementary to 
the sgreement being entered into primarily between t/lem and their dealers. 

85. The new Indian Sugar Mills' Association contract form is satisfactory 
exrept as regards Clause 8. The responsibility for the condition of sugar 
,old /.o.f". factory should be more clearly defined, as fsUing upon the buyer. 
Unless the buyer takes delivery at factory it is impossible to prove in what 
condition the sugar was despatched, and whether damage took :plooe whiie 
in the hands of the carrier. 

86. The figures with re~ard to this question can be obtained from dealers, 
importers and brokers. We ourselves are unable' to give accurate figures, 
especially as most of our business in the past has been done through dealers 
in the Cawnpore market, and, on an f.o.r. factory basis. - -

87. Variations in this case will occur when comparing wholesale forward 
business with ready petty sales, but for spot business there is little' liuctua; 
tion between wholesale and retail prices, though the difference between these 
actually varies according to quantity, up to approximately 4 annas per 
maund. -

We have taken the retail prices as covering lots of 5 to 25 bags, which are 
not necessarily in shopkeepers' hands, there possibly being a further differ
ence in the actual shop price to the consumer. 

88. We have very little information as to the storage arrangemertts made 
by dealers, but from our experience we understand that they are disinclined 
to keep stocks, preferring to utilise factory storage space, even to the 
extent of getting 3 or 4 months in arrears in deliveries. We have already 
~ven you our experience with regard to deterioration in storage against 
Question No. 66. We have no definite information with regard to conditions 
prevailing in dealers' god owns. 

89. Under similar storage conditions we are ,of the opinion that Java. 
sugar will deteriorate to the same extent as a good quality Indian sugar. 

It is only in very recent years that the keeping quality of sugar produced 
in India has become a subject for serious consideration, since large stocks of 

,sugar must now be stored throughout the monsoon period. Since. it has been 
recognised that there has been a vast improvement 'hi the qnahty. of sugar 
manufactured in India, the keeping quality has also undoubtedly Improved. 

90. With the exception of the demand for Indian made sugar _ by a 
limited number of orthodox -Hindus on religious grounds, Java, or othe~ 
- imported sugar is preferred, partieularJ.y by' :the middle a~d upper class 

n X 
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Indian· consumers. The ·reason for this is, we believe, iheunifonnity' of 
gr~in~ and Buperior, consistent colour of the imported sugar.· , 

91. The average, quality of sugar manufactured in India is inferior to 
imported J ava sug~r but there are many factories in India producing a 
finer prodUct equal if hot superior to that of Java. 
, The average Indian sugar is inferior to imported Java Bugarin reepect 

of purity, colour and uniformity of crystal .size. 
92. In our opinion the manufacturers carry the bulk of the stocks of 

Indy,n made sugar, the only dealers carrying stocks to any large extent 
being those at ports where storage facilities are offered by the Carrying 
Oompanies. Up-country dealers"normally rarry only su:fficient stock for thu 
immediate need of local retailerll. 

93. Yes. We consider this most desirable. 
94. We favour a Central All-India Selling Organi~ation, provided 

licensed control of production is also introduced. We consider, however. 
that it should be independent of Government contro1. 

95. We think that the present system of standardisation is open to grave 
qnestion. The "aIue of a sugar does not depend on the size of the crystal 
or on its appearance in bulk in a glass container. Further, it is impossible 
to get two observers to agree as to the standard on such a crude system. 
This reply i8 continued in the attached note. • 

We would favour standardisation on rational which would inclnd_ 
(1) The polarisation or sugar content. 
(2) The colour determined in some formal way in apparatus such as 

the Lovibond Tintometer and expressed in definite colour units. 
(3) The quantity of suspended matter. 
(4) Possibly, but not necessarily, the quantity might also be included. 

Ash is of importance to the sweetmeat maker but he is not yet 
educated enough to appreciate its influence. 

(5) Uniformity of grain and absence of dust may be included. 

, 96. (a) We have done no business so far on the basis of sugar standards. 
The' reason we have not yet sold on this basis is that the graduated scale of 
price difference has not yet been agreed upon and the Industry a8 a whole 
is not prepared to sell on the basis of the standards. It is also felt that most 
factories are not yet in a position to turn out a uniform product capable 
of being graded under the stanllards. 

(b) Yes. These standards are being used extensively at all our factories 
for internal control. 

97. As opposed to st!1ndardising sugars, Messrs. Begg Sutherland & Co. '15 
group of Factories are to base their selling standard in respect of the next 
Beason, as follows:-

Factory Managers are to be asked to lay aside a certain number of bags 
of Bugar now of a standard which they except to maintain during the nex .. 
eeason. These bags are to be used as samples next season and the output 
based on these samples. Special care will be taken in storing these bags 
during tbe monsoon. 

9B. The possibilities of establishing a central marketing 'organisation, 
including a complete survey of markets, has been before the Indian Sugar 
Mills Association from time to time, but no progress has been made. We are 
in favour of all. organisation on the lines of the Cement Marketing Board 
being set up, provided its control is vested in' an independent body and it 
embraces all producers, with Government prohibition of new factories and 
extensions for purposes other than improvement of quality and e'fficiency. 

'The establishment of a "futures ,j market by dealers' Associations, on 
the lines of the East India Cotton Association should make for stability, 
in prices by providing security for dealers operations, and t.hereby improving 
the general trade in sugar. 
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119. Over a period of eevln y •• r, we believe the coll8umptiOJloi eug.f. 
illCluding Khandsari, and lugar refined from aUf. to be .bout 1300 000 tOJlII 
anllually, but II a reBult of the low .. priO\ll 1:.10'11' rulillg lolli, ftgu:O ahQulcl 
be elUJ8eded. 

All iller_eel advertising e.mpII.ign by the Industry through it. A&loci •• 
tions alid pO&llble collaboration wit.h the ·Tea Industry, would, lVe believe; 
lead to increaeed eonsumption, the necet!llary fundi being provided 01\ the 
line. of the India. Tea Oes.. . . 

100. We believe that factory sugar is replacing gur in the trade 1n 
·increaaing quantities, but we have no reliable information. . .. 

101. Wit 888 Iloimlllediate pro~l'eck of the- est&b1i~hmellt pi ffl~it I:!l~ing 
in India. .. .: 

102. fhis lnforrnatioll oan be given mllcn better by tU;porters. ,"ch a" 
Me&ll'8. Ralli Brothers, Ltd.,. Oalcutta, Bombay,- Madrllos a. nd . Karachi, 
Me88r8. A. H. Bhiwandiwall., Bombay, Messrs •. -".raSralll ParQOlllal an~ 
Co., Caloutta, and MeBllrs. Jt.iaJ:!. Gwan 00. (India), Ltd., SassooD Bouse. 
Caleutta. . 

103. It may be accepted that Javllo, the' c;hief importing ooulltrYt has nQ~ 
realized· remunerative prices for her IIUj,tarS in ally year bet.ween ~930 an4 
1936. In support of thi" view therids the knowledge that Jav_'s production 
h .. fallen fro.m 3,250,000 tons in 1930 to 500)000 toPs in 1936. 
. 104. NOlle by sea eo fa". as we .kngw,A relatively ~man <Jua~tity ~i1d~ 
Its way across the Northern Frontiers. . 

W. do p.ot consi4er India eQuid profitablyell'port !lugar ulll8l!!i world prices 
advance very eOJlllicWrabl1 .ud tben only if lrilliall su&ar receivllld ~peciall;f 
favourable treat_nt on entry into tbtt Uilited Kill~40IP. Ther!! 1$, -Qf course 
the very remote p08sibilit, of Jndia being in' a j?ollij;ioR to IIIlI1 a portion 01 
her production for export at a lOBS, provided there was a compell~tine; ris.t 
in internal prices. . - . ' 

105. flu! impOlliilioll of the firllt levy 9fE)(ci~ had l!oI!le effllct in not; 
inducing unadvislld expansion which would, however, have been bettllf .Jlre:
vented· by a system of licellsing and zoning at. the time protection was 
given, and in relation to a considered estimate -of the d\lDljLnd existing for 
Bugar in India. The latter imposition coincided with .&. period of abnormall, 
low prices fop lIugar, which pepsists to.day. Owing to trade eonditlb1!.11 the 
.manufacturer except fop a 'Very brief period haa not been able to pails OIL an, 
IIhare of the excise to the OO/lIlIlmel'. W. hen Dever un4erl&tQOd why, the 
cane g.owing BootiOll of the industry hSII nQi; b~n !laUed on to bear BOI!le 
aha.e of the eKe!... The illdustry could hay. aCl!l!pt@4 wit!l- 4lQIflPp.ratjv" 
equanimity a levy on profits on ... eason.blll ~,le, 

106. A certaill quantity is ahsorbMi in tbll ma!lUfactvre of !loQntry tob~co. 
Where distilleries exist molasses form a base for the prod)Wtion of ;alcQhol. 
Recently a molasses exporting corporation has set up an organisation for the 
collection and expert of molaBBes ancl h •• P1ade -tll!;tll!1sive purchases. No data 
is available with us regarding the extent of these transactions but they must 
be of considerable magnjtudo. Thl! priQlI8r~lized do little more .than 
cover handling charges. The residue we destroy in 8J1egjalIY!l~I&ned 
furnaces. 

107. This has partly been dealt with under the precedingqllestion,.:W:e 
understand the destination of the- molassea exported by the Corpl'!'M1i!On IS 
the UnitecJ States and United R:ingdom an!! it i .. ·used for the productIon of 
industrial "Icohol. The pOSIIibility of· t\xpo!'l;· is handicapped by the 
inadequacy (If transport laeHiti.elt. ". 

1~. We are not altogether Illear as 1;0 what is meant' by "effective". 
if tlJe dlWelopment of alJ illdustry by an increase in production of ·1,000,000 
to us is effective the answer ill "yes". If II eifectiv&" means the establish
ment, of an ordered industry with security pi Cff.pital· combined with wund 
finaJ!.e8 the answer is .. no ". . . 

The effect of the import til riff, creatl!d in 1932 pas heen to Ilfellte a 
barr:ier IgaiJj.Sf, jlJlPorts from a.broad behind which the industry has developed 

lt2 
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a.t an extraordinary rate' of progress-a very ·unhealthy rate as events have 
turned out. This expansion has taken place without any control either by 
Government or the industry itself. What appeared to be an attractive outlet 
for capital seeking employment has resulted in the launching of numerous 
undertakings without any proper consideration being given to local condi
tions. Suppliers of suitable raw material-financial requirements' and in 
many instances without adequate, or even any,e:y>ert knowledge. The result 
has been that although India has been rendered self-supporting as regards 
her sugar requirements, .her revenues have suffered severely from an almost 
complete stoppage of imports, while the domestic industry due to the reck
less establishment of factories-many of which are unsuitably situated, the 
:need of replacing revenue hitherto realised from the import .of tariff by the 
imposition of an excise duty an utter absence of any organization for the 
marketing of its sugar finds itself to-day confronted with a situation which, 
to say the least of it, can only be described as extremely critical even in the 
case of the most efficient units of the industry. 
. 109. The original object of protection aimed at the country producing its 
total sugar requirements, and this object has already been attained. We 
therefore consider that the extent of protection should be kept at such a 
~evel as to limit imports of foreign sugar. 

We are of opinion that the existing level of protective duty is such that 
the ryot obtains an equitahle return for his enterprise, and that this will 
only continue provided the position is not aggravated by imports of sugar 
from. abroad. 

It does not follow that world conditions will remain unaltered between 
now and .1946, and we therefore recommend the present level of protection 

'being maintained, and further, that the Government should take powers to 
regulate it as and when necessary, to limit the entry of foreign sugar into 
the country. 

110. (1) Improvement in Agriculture and communications and the applica
tion of . research so as to reduce the cost of cane and improve its sugar 
Content. 

(2) Means to control' borer infestation and simultaneously increase the 
sugar content of the cane. 

(3) The adoption of the zoning system which will allow factories to help 
the small grower to make use of the results of research. . 

(4) Means to ensure the manufacturer obtaining a fair .share o~ the p.rotec
tion by correlation between the cost of cane and effectIve s~llmg prIce. of 
sugar (after deduction of Excise) which will demand a centralIzed marketmg 
organization with power to regulate sugar prices. 

111. So far as we are aware, no industry has been affected by the import 
duty on molasses. 

The Purla Sugar Factory, Champaran. 
REPLY TO QUESTIONNAIRB. 

1. 1906, 500 tons. 
2. Output of Factory for tlie last 7 years:-

Year. .1st Crystal. 2nd Crystal. 

1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1113.5-36 
1936-37 

Mds. 8ra. 
48,26.5 10 
6.5,89.5 0 
97,260 0 

114,180 0 
90,40720 
87,043 0 

131,194 32 
141,600 16 

Mds. 8rs. 
18,10310 
28,640 0 
34,327 20 
41,280 0 
33,659 30 
30,027 20 
43,420 0 
40,71720 

Total. 
Mds. 8ra. 

66,368 20 
94,535 0 

131,587 20 
155,460.0 
124.06710 
117.072 20 
174.614 32 
182,317 36 

. (up to April 30th); 
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3. The Factory is advantageously situated in respect of (a) cane and· 
labour supply (b) but unfavourably for If). 

4. Single Bulphitation. 
6. (a) cane knives value Re. 10,066-6-3. 
(b) Clandria Pan, Rs. 81,0664.6. 
6. Double Sulphitation~ 
7. Overhead charges decrease in proportion to the size of the mill, which 

depends on the amount of capital available and the cane available. 
(b) Minimum economic size is 500 tons. 
8. Almost all sugar machinery bas to be imported. 
9., (i) and (ii) Yes. . 
10. We cultivate sugarcane. Land purchased outright for the most part. 

No difficulty. 
11. (a) Total area held 2,800 acres. 
(b) One-third. 
(e) Co. 213, 210, 826; 299 & 313. Yield 300/400 maunds pel:' acre. 
(d) Cane, Fallow, Rabbi, Green manure. 
(e) 400 Maunds per acre. 
12, Ca) 6 acres for new varieties of cane. 
(b) We sell large .quantities of seed to cultivators when of approved. 

quality. 
13. I have experimented with Co. 299, 313 & 331, all cane has 

manuring with green manure and or cattle dung and superphosphates, 
nicifos, castor cake, etc. The agricultural department has helped with seed 
and' advice. 

14. (a) An enormous increase, owing to increased planting and the un-
attractive prices of gur. -

(b) Coimbatore canes have largely taken the place of ,the local indigenous 
Hemja. 

15. Damage from frost is negligible but that from disease and insect 
pest is very great. The percentage of the loss varies greatly !Jui; can never 
be less than 20 per cent. ' 

16. Ample supplies, as the area has been nursed for 30 years. 
Hemja. 

~l~ 1 Field yield between 200 and 650' maunds when per acre. 

In addition to these will be Nos. 299 and 313 when distributed next planting 
season. 

17. Our supply is ample and we pay the rate fixed by Government. 
Other Factories take off some cane from our area but conditions do not 
warrant any raising of price on our part in order to prevent this. 

18. (a) It has been large for many years as ours is not new mill but the 
area has still further increased in the last few years. 

(b) Erection of new mills caused the increase. The slump in sugar an(l 
cane prices is not causing the reduction. . 

(i) Excessive rain ,and floods are ;responsible for more damage than in 
drought. . 

(ii) The drop in sugar prices and consequently of cane has caused a re
duction in planting. 

(iii) Ryots much prefer to send cane to the mill rather than crush it in 
small bullock-mill. 

(iv) Sugar cane is the Ryot's last cash crop. A big rise in grain' crop 
would' cause further reduction in the area under cane if sugar prices do 
not improve. 
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19. It IN not II! I!X('.eSll of ttlquirementa if mills can be sure of a profit. 
Six months crushing 'has cleared olf aU. cane and this year Was a bumper 
crop, the yield being higher than the average, and the, a~ea piallted was 
the largest to da.te. 

20. The average yield may be' put at 270 mau,nda pe:\, acre. All elltimate 
of costs would be of little value as it would depend on what value is placed 
on the Ryot'~ own time. 

21. We have two tramlines and ample carts. 
22. (a) It ",hould not be necessary if sugar price are ~ood. 'l'he local 

Ryots like to grow cane. 
(b) Zones are desitable hut so far no arrangement has been arrived at 

between mills except the home convention whereby the milIa home station 
. fa ftee of the· wll'ighbridge of other mills. 

23. We havo always given large cane advance, which are at present 
Rs. 12 per hundred maunds. We have two tramlineli and are always an]tious 
to supply good seed at the mill price for cane. 

24. (!J) J do not ~hiJlk the surplus of sugar justifies thili ooul'se at p:\'eli6nt. 
A reduction of 10 per cent. on last years' cane would turn the surplus into 
a. shortage, and less cane has been 'planted this year and it is unlikely to 
be a. second bumper crop. 

(b) (i) Yes, Government, when fostering an industry should obviously 
,"I1aV& C()ntrolled ita growth. If most provinces make their own lSugar, Bihar 
and IJnited Provio.ces mills will have to close. (ii) This is less easy to 

.enSWlJf. A Mill with present small margin of profit can be hardly expected 

.n91i ~ clemand, the righl to inorense i~ crqsh and I!Q help !lu,t a meagre 
}lrofi •. 

25. (a) 75 per cent. 
(lJ) Nil. 
(c) 25 per cent. 
The propottioft remains approximately the same. 
~!J. All by carts. 00 maunds per cart. I use rubber carts for my own 

'IU·ft!. CAfte, but I doubt whether they would suit the Ryot who ha& no 
housing for it, and the tyres would be' very liable to damage, wilful and 
accidental. My carts carry fifty maunds cane. 

27. Adequate, Condition fair. 
28. Up to 8 miles. Usually cut the previous day. No protection from 

deteriora1;ion ~'" rout •. 
29. Half anna per maund, up to five miles. They employ their own 

~ .. Lire them. Rate. vary accot"ding to distance trom half te 1Ibree-fourt<h 
anna per maund. 

80. No.' 
31. Supply is organized by E1]ropeans, and no carts are kept u~weighed 

over night~ The exact quantity is sent so there is no detention except an 
hOllr 01' two. 

32 & 33. N~ rail -('ane. 
34. The ra.tes of Railway freight on lime stone and manure, etc., are 

very high. 
Si>. 1S mileil. Average cost varies aeeording to quantity of repairs to 

trucks but the uP keep is heavy and as the charge is borne by the mill. 
flot the grower who geta gate rate, we may. bo forced to olose them. W. 
han petitioned for the right to pay lower ratl! for trllm-borne cane bu~ 
without leliUlt. The Ryot/i would prefer to accept lower rate rather than 
cart to the mill. . 

36. It is no longer ~dvllntageo1ll! unlelili the -price of tram-borne cane 
is reduced. . 

37. No Rail Cano. 
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38. All cane ia purchased direct from growers. 
39. Cash advances of Rs. 12 per hundred maund8. May be re!iuced to 

Rs. 10 if cane prices remain low. 
40. No commission. All purchased direct. 
41. All purchased direct from growerl!,nl)B\!I frolll aSllQClatioDs. We 

prefeJ; to i~ur\!l clirect payment to Ryots. 
42. All accounts are paid by Europeans on demand, wh\!ln advances are 

covered. .. , 

43. We now pay Gpvernment rate. Previously rates were fb:ed, by th\!l 
mill and were higher ali were sugar pricl!8. 

44. Government scale in accordance with sugar price. 
45. Government scale in accordance with sugar l>rice, therefore un~ 

affected by price of gur. 
46. Large variatioDs. Supply and demand. 
47. We have not paid in excess 'of Government rates. 
48. The basil! has sometimes been fixed unfairly on quotations rather 

than on actual sales. The local Mills Association could give a full answer 
to this point as it has had frequent correspondence on the subject and it, 
rather than individual mills, can give a rep.!y. . 

49. The bonus system would be most ~ifficult to operate fOl' the different 
varieties are most difficult to distinguish and carts' could and would contain 
• ~l"t1U"e if IInpplill' eqhl PIJ bQnuq system. 

50. From 4 to 6 months. The peri04 bas iucfea&lld annually 811 new (IIilIs 
incrE.ased their. ga.te llane rather tha.n encrqacb. ~m !>ur arejl. fa,," rail cane, 
6 Dionths is the maximum season desirable. 

51. Six months is the maximum. 
52. Their assistance has been of' great use. The great need now is a 

cure for cane dil8ase. 
;';3. All labour is Indian except for 3 Europeans. 
64. J.ocal lqdian la.bour e~cept for 3 ~uropeans. 
55. See 53. 
56. Most of the men live in ne~by Vl1lage~ j !lthers ate' bQu~ in. I1rick 

houses at the mill. . . 
57. Three years before we ha.venever been able to meet whole of our 

requirements of fuel from the bagasse available in our factory. But for the 
last three years since we have beught Thompsons' Boiler wel'equil'e much 
leu fuel from outside than befOI'8. HlIating value of fibre vari¥. every 
year. (2) No. We give it away if any bagasse is left. 

58. Molaseea. 
59. Price depends on demand, which the lIupplll nllw. eltQetldi. 
60. There is now alniost no market for DIal_a. 
61. It has to be run into pits and its destructi~n ill' It dilliC1Ut problem. 

We should welcome any schern!! by whicb i~c~u.lil lie U~ili&lldf e~oqomt~ally, 
for conversion into petrol or otherwise. 

62. See above. 
63. No. 
M. Bee separa~ list. . 
65. GodOWDS "t mill ane! Rail head bave a ca51llocity of UO,OQOJP.u~dii. 

~e have incrllased by lIuilliiu" two nllW ~od9wn!\' 

66. Sugar mads hy the Bulphitatiolt procea&I is more liable than sugar 
made by carbonitation. The damage eeeu]'. almost'elltil'el, during till! !aj~,. 
and is about j per cent. . 

67. We sell it at reduced price. 

68.. W ~ k!lo_w of JI@ method. 



59. Saturating due to humidity. 
70. There is very, often delay in obtaining wagons for sugar. 
71. No. 
72. See separate lisil. 
'73. There are in England and not available. 
74. Depreciation is done as authorised by Income-tax Department. 
75 &; i6. See 73. 
77. The Oompany is privately, owned and financed. 
78. No Managing agents. 
7g. 10 per cent. 
80. F'lrms*' returned herew~th. 
81. The quality of sugar is improved. 
82. There seems very little scope for further reduction. 
83. C~wnpore and Calcutta. 
84. Our Bugar is ,sold through our Selling Agent Messrs. Bird & Co., 

who enters into contracts with the dealers !l;nd send despe.tching instructions 
and accordingly sugar is booked to the address of our agenl; who collect the 
:value and make over the Railway receipt to the dealers. 

&5. Yes. We have no suggestion to make. 
86. See Mills Association Records. 
87. The.difference is not very large and represents the retailers profit. 
88. Godowns. Loss by sweet during Rains'-
89. We are not in a position to say. Have no information about it. 
90. Preferred by a small minO'l'ity. 
91. No colour and keeping qualities. 
92. We have financed our Concern so far without giving a lien on sugar 

except for recent years we have never had a surplus of unsold sugar by ihe 
time new season starts. 

93. I leave this point to the Association who are in a better position to 
judge. 

94. Most desirable if it can be organised. 
95. I accept the proposed reply of the Association. 
'96. None. 
97. Not sufficient experience as yet. 
98. I do not favour the establishment of .. future" and .. terminal .. 

markets as yet. 
99. The Association has better access to, these figures than I have., 
100. I have no meant' of estimating. 
101. I have no information. 
102 to 104. See 99. 
105. It has reduced profits to vanishing' points. 
106. None. 
107. See 99. 
108 & 109. The Import duties have undoubtedly kept down the Import 

tlf Java sugar and if they are withdrawn or reduced the Indian sugar 
industry! will . be completely ruined. The Duties have, as was intended, 
made India self-supporting in sugar supply and I cannot see what complaint 
the Government can have that they have succeeded in their avowed inten
,tion., They cannot expect both to receive Import duties and exclude Java 
sugar. If, owing to the size of the duties, the Indian Industry had taken 
the opportunity of charging extortionate prices for sugar the position 

. • Hot p.rinted.. . 
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would demand enquiry but the price of sugar is so low that, it 'cannot well 
go lower without grave damage. Now that India is self supporting, the 
Import duty should be high enough to make import unprofitable. . The 
consumer would seem to be amply protected from ~ofiteering by the keen 
internal competition. Loss of Revenue there must be but this must have 
been foreseen when the policy of ml}king India self supporting was. 
initiated. The Industry gives employment to large numbers and provides 
the agriculturil;ts with his one cash crop. The cane crop has undoubtedly 
Baved theryot from bankruptcy in these years when the. price of grain has 
been so low. . ' . . . 

110. The careful li~nsing of new mills. The lack of this has brought 
the Industry into great danger already. The Industry itself should too 
arrange a selling Organisation. At pIesent mills are at the mercy of dealers 
even if surplus is small or nil, a,nd sugar is sold at low prices for no good 
reason. Both Mills and growers suffer loss that could be avoided. 

Ip. See 99. . . 

.Enclcisure No.1 (Question No. 64, ,.e Sugar Stocks.) 

Seasons. Begining of:Season. End of Season. 
Mds. Sre •. Mds: Sre. 

19»31 70,666 35 
1931-32 66,647 20 
1932-33 20,026 3 85,077 5 
193~ 110,417 20 
1934-35 6,493 24. 66,638 0 
1935-36 100,707 12 
1936-37 . 43,355 10 86,197 20, 

---
Enclosure No.2 (Question No. 59, ,.e Molasses). 

Outturn; Sales. 

Maunds .. Rs. -A. p" 

1930-31 49,500 70,856 9 6 
1931-32 66,500 41,62611 9 
1932-33 70,500 3,41214 3 
19~ 62,000 76 9 9 

1934-35 43,600 5,46211 0 
1935-36 24,500 2,614 14 9 
1936-37 (to April) 17,500 1,029 ° 0 

---
Enclosure No. 3 (Question No. 72, "6 average price of sale for sugar for, 

seven years). 

19»31 
1931:.32 
193~ 
19~ 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

:price per Md. 

Re. A_I'. 

880 
913 2 
812 0 
714 0 
8 1 2t 
711 
513 9 
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, The New.Swadeahi Sugar Milia. Ltd., Champatau, 

REPL~8 TO TARIFl' BOARD QUESTIONNAnu:. 

1. Our factory began the manufacture of sugar in, the ae6son 1932-33. 
lts present clLPacity is 500 ton~ ca.ne per day. 

2. The Output of our factory has been a.s followlI:-

Cry. No.1. Cry. No.1. Ory. No.2. Crushed No.2. Total. 
lIl<ill. Mds. Md!!. Mils; Mds. 

1932-33 84,547 25,803 43,927 18,173 172,450 
1933-84 145,542 2,335 83 147,960 
i934-35 133,740 24,371 11,813 168,924 
1935-36 228,430 1,670 10,310 240,410 
1936-37 262,520 5,316 17,122 

Special 
9,212 29.4,170 

3. Our f~tpry ~II at a disadva~tage in respect of (a) an~ (b). 
(a) Owing tq'low level of la.ncl and paddy crops, the available gate cane 

is insufli~~ent, anel freight on lime, Bulphur, coal and sugar, etc., ~ heavy. 
The qondition of roads and bridges is very bad and hence trallsport of 

gate can~ is very difficult and irrej1;ular, . 
(b) Peri~ allowed for loading and unloading 'of cane wagons require tl) 

be increased and timings should be altered to suit requirements. Shortage 
of wagon supply for sugar is Bo constant difficulty. 

4. Our process of manufacture is sulphitation .. 
5. The following amounts ha.ve been spent. by wa.y of extensiol1ll of build

ing Bond machinery:-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935,.36 

Rs. •. p. 

77,893 6 9 
1,16,605 10 0 

58,832 14 9 

6. Some small extensions have been made during 1936-37 lIQ.ct n9 further 
extensions are contemplated. . 

7. (a) The main determining factors are the quantity of suitable' ca.ne 
available. at gate and the period for which it is available. (b) under 
present condition_ IImall factories are mOre advant&geouijly sitqated, as they 
are in 1ft pOllition to obtain sufficiellt supply of fresh cane at gate, with 
consequep.t 1?eqe1i.t~ of Railway freight anll higner recove17. . 

8. Simple parts such lIB cast iron pipes and tanks, etc., comparatively 
easy to manufacture are obtainable in India. Sugar machinery being a 
IiP~ialised manqfact\lr~ ,.ll macpinel'J and ~mp(lrtalili parts hav~ W ~ 
imported. 

9. The lmp~ril!l Institute of Sugar Technology should have sufficient 
staff of Technical experts to be in a position to render sure and prompt 
IIBsistance. 

10. 'Ve undertake cultivation of sugarcane, but Qll a small scale. Some 
of the_land hall beel! pu~chased while !!Ome has been obtained, on lease. We 
are unallJe W I,Ibtain on reasonable terms land in the neighbeur400d of the 
factory. ........ . 

11. 'fotal area held Is about 600 acres; average' under ~ane each year 
being a.bout 200 acres since -last'2 years .. Varieties· of eane grOWll chietly 
Co. 213 and partly. 331,. 299. and. 313 .. Yield irregular with an average of 
about 300 lPl\~Jlds per acre. . 
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III " 13. The' Agricult.ural Department ia' etperili1enting'UPo~ about 4. 
acres set aside by us for the purpose. We have net aePlJrate are, rese"ed 
for ~d di.triblJtioll. 

We made an 8l[perimept with Belapur cane bqt ccmlcl pot achi~ve l!ati~ 
factory results on account of irrigation difficulty. 

14.. (a) The quality fIf cane availabl'; iJ!. the l~lib hD.ll inClrea~tJ in 
rt!C8nt years, but the gate cane is stiU irregulllr anel jnsufli.llient. Still 
.. bou. 30 per Cltlnt. ha4 ~ l)e imporW<l i!y fail. wit\!. CQnsequ\!lDt 1988 1111 
'.-eight aDd in recovel'J. -

(II) The quality hal improved gradually b1Jt not yet ~!ltisfacwJ,'!ly. 
15. About 5 to 10 per cent. one year ~he cane damaged by exce~ive rain 

a!lf1 fI(lOCis. 
16. The factory is not 88Sureti of a lIuflicient supply of ~itable canl!. 

Principal varieties of cane crushed in Ouf factory are Co. :lI3 &; 21(1. The 
field yield is "bou,t 8()Q maunds pel' ao.-e and the Imlr4~ge Il"CrOBe aboui; 12 
per cent. 

In the ablence of SOIling, if at. the end of any ~son supply 1'1:1nll !!hort 
eompetition atarts. Ita effects varies according to the circUll1st,anceIJ. Su@ 
competition is however very ~rmful. 

18. (a) Yea. 
(II) The variations are due to climatic conditiclDs, Price of cane an4 I'Fiae 

obtainable for alternate cash crop. 
19. The production of Bugar cane in 'our gate area falls short of' our 

requirement-s. As we require more cane at gate so question of any restrio-
tion does Pllt arise in our aFea. . 

20. The approximate cost per acre is estimated at Rs. 55 to as. 6(1 
including eartage, with an outturn of about 30(1 maunds per acre. 

21. AbaellC41 IIf good ,ollds iB a very great handicap. The road difficulty 
required to be promptly remedied by. tpe 10\l81 ;Bollord!!. 

22. (a) We are not in favour of CO!Dllul~ ~ui~tiQJl or leasing of 
land which shquld be 41ft 'to voluntary negotiatlo!l8. 

(II) With " view tq r(lmove uneconomic and p"rmful cO!Dlletoition for 
cane and to establish more intiIlIate and mutually b(lnefitial personal rela
tiolls between factory and the cultivators it is, c!esirl!.llie to introduce a. 
system \>f JQning, with .Jue regards to the requiremellts of individual 
factoriel each of which should thus be· enabled to get its full reguirements 
at gate. 

23. The J}evelopmenli and proper mainteI\"lloe of f~der· r9!!4§ ~I! a legiti
mate function of local Boards. As regards advances of cash or supply of 
_d anc! manure We do ac!vaI\~ every year about .. lakh of rupees, "nd if 
• lone eystelll i3 introduced we shI.U be ~/!.d til continlle aelvaI\ces lIPto 
thia e~t.ent. Jt i4 howev(lr (lIIBIlQtill-l thlt,t ~liI1 timely r~QV(lry of sqc!:t 
advances should be well.@Seured. 

~'- (;) Wit "'(1 iJJ f"vour pi fi#n~ • qqot@, lIut tlo I\Q1; CQ!l8ider its 
necessity to have arised as yet. • 

(b) The erection of all new fs,cWrie!; !'Bel IlJ(te!l8ionlt of (I:I;ist~ng factories 
should be made subject to J-icense. The Licensing shoulc! be made subject 
to License. The Licep.sing should be entrustecl nf;it to Provinoes but to a~ 
All-India body. - . 

25. The propoFtions sf gate and Fail olSne vary from YeaPto year. This 
7ear gate cane 66 per cent. and rail cane 34 per DeBt. 

Lasli yeu gate eane to pe!' cent. and p.;I c:alle 60 per 08llt; 
We have no tramway eommnnications in .OUF area. 
26. Our gate cane is entirely transpol'ted hy carts. 'l'he average weight 

fJf calle carrieti pef cart. ill about 16 to 17 maundtl. We use a few rnbber 
'ned c~ w1!ich gllofl'J' !Lbout 40 m"unds of Cane, but UDsatisfactory eoneli,. 
tion of roads is a great handicap. 
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. 27. The mileage of roads in our area is inadequate and the c()ndition of 
·main and feeder roads'is very bad. ',' 

28. Cane is brought by road from about 5 to 6 miles. The average. time 
taken between cutting and delivery at factory of gate cane is approximately 
18 to 20 hours. . 

No protection is provided against deterioration during road transport. 
29. ,The average cost of transport of cane by cart is about 6 to 7 pies 

'per' maund for a distance upto 6 miles. The cost does not vary' exactly 
in proportion to mileage. Some growers employ their own carts while some 
have to hire them.' The average cost of hiring is about 7l pies per maund. 

30, No. ' 
31. We have sufficient weighbridges which are in continuous use. The 

normal detention of a cart at our factory is about four hours. Number of 
weighbridges has been increased, space for parking of carts has been 
extended and proper tracks have been provided for speedy regulation of the 
carts. 

32. Our 'rail cane is normally transported from' a distance upto 30 miles. 
The average time taken between cutting of cane and delivery at factory 
is about 36 to 40 hours. The railway arI;angements for loading and trans
port of cane are not satisfactory. The time allowed for loading and unload
ing of wagons should be extended and the rules regarding demurrage should 
be relaxed in cases of crushing stoppages ,owing to breakdowns. 

33. Railway freight Qn c,ane-

Wagon Minimum 

Types of vehicles., mile rate rate per 
(Owners Risk). wagon (Owners 

Risk). 

Re. A. P. Re. A. P. 

1. Open cane wagons 6 & 8 tons 
14 feet, and open. wagon 10 
tons 14 feet 0 2 6 5 0 0 

• & S. a-.d good. w.gon foo~ f 0 3 6 6 0 0 
wheeled, 4 inches, and open 
wagon, 11 tons, 15 feet 7 
inches .-. . " 0 4 3 ., 0 0 

4. Oage trucks, 10 tons 0 4 3 7 0 0 
5. Oage trucks, 12 tons 0 4 9 8 0 0 

There has been no change in recent years. We consider that a maund
age rate per mile-so' devised however that the ra.te. applicable to the 
maximum zone distance does not exceed the present flat rate-would be 
more advantageous. 

34. The rates of freight on lime, sulphur, coal' and manure should be 
reasonably reduced. 

35. There is no tramwa.y line in our area. 
36. We consider a. tramway system to be generally advantageous. 

'!'here would he no special difficulties in laying out a tramway system. 

, 37. Delay in delivery results in much deterioration, the extent of which 
varies according to weather. 

38. The proportions vary from year to year. Presently b,owever /l-hout 
half is purchased from growers through Gumastas and the rest through 
tlontractol's. .A small quantity is purchased from ~rowers direct. 

39. The cultivators execute sattas for' the supply of cane. We give 
advances in cash or provide seed' and manure of about Rupees one lakh 
811 necessary acc()rding to circumstances. 
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40. We employ Guma&taaaf. :.: reinuneration of As. 'S per l00matinds 
while to contractors WIf" pay commission· varying from Re. 1 to Rs. 1-9 per 
100 maunds. 

41. No. 
42. We have 2 weighbridges for loaded carts and 2 for empty carts . for 

weighing 'gate cane. The 'ra~1 ;cane is weighed over' a separate 'Railway 
weighbridge. 'At each of the stations from which we draw rail cane,'one 
weighbridge is provided. 

The Dormal interval between delivel"]t of cane and paytJlen~ is 10 ,days.' 
For non-satta cane (the proportion of which is very small) payment is made 
at the time of delivery. of cane. . . 

43. i932.33 

1933·34 

1934·36 

1935-36 

1936·37 

Per maund. 
A.· 1'. A. P., 

" 5' 6 ' 'exoluding Railwa.y freight and oommission, 
5'Oto53' Ditto; 

5 0 nitta.: 
• 4: 9to5 0' 

, 4 9ta4 0 
Ditto: 
Ditto. 

At the end of the seasons 1933-34, 1934-35, and 1935-36 aIlDas2, to 
ann~ 4 mor~ per maund had to be paid on account of competition due to 
acafclty, .while at ,the' end: of 1936-37 the minimum rate was :reduced to 
annas 3 on ~ount of the cane available in the district being in excess. 

44. The price of cane is regulated by Government. 
In case of supplies being found insufficient at the' end of any season com

petitio~ starts and prices much higher than the then prevaiJing ~i):J.imum 
are paid. ' 
• 45.,Normally the price' of Gur or 'Khandsari sugar have 'no appreciable 
Influence on the supply and price of cane ,in our al'ea. : ", 

47. Owing to available supply being short at the end of seasons 1933-34, 
1934-35 and 1935-36 we had to pay about 2, annaa to.4 annas higher due to 
competition. " '.' 

48. We consider the present system of fixing minimum prices as unsatis:
factory. It creates a very uncertain and vicious side. We would suggest 
that the minimum (at or about 4 annas) be m~e applicable for the whole 
season. , 
, 49. The question of .. Bonus" payments for superior. early and late 
varieties should be left for settlement between the factories and growers, 
by mutual arrangements in each case. In their own interests the factorieS 
will be inclined to give such bonus. 'If however "Bonus" is fixed by legis
lation its proper· working' would be very difficult and a compulsory bonue 
may give scope for malpractices. 

60. The duration of the crushing season has been 'as' under 1-'-
1932-~11th November, 1932, to 2na June 1933.' 
1933-34-5th November, 1933, to 24th April; 1934. 
1934-35-24th November, 1934, to 2nd April, 1935. 
1935-36-19th November, 1935 to 14th April, 1936. 
1936-37-24th November. 1936, to 16th May, 1937. 

The duration of the season depends \lpon the cane ,supply. For' economi
cal working longer seasons are desira~le. Longer seasons would however 
result i~, increased production for whIch. an outlet by waf of export to 
foreign countries is necessary to be provided.' . 

51. Introduction of early and' late· varieties would no~ he necessary 
until consumption of sugar increases orexporl is . permitted. " r 
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5j. The agricultural Department .hould keep in each District lullicient 
number of tra.ined hands to try for aohi8vina lullioien. inorea.. in yield anc! 
improvement in the quality of cane. 

53. Factory labour' (skilled and unskilled) during crushing sealoG about 
'l00. 

M.Panmen were during one lIIlason imporltd from abroad. Skilled 
labour i. partly nlCl"Uited from other provinces .. and when lleceB8al7. 

55. In full. 
56. We 'provide free quarters, fresh tubewell "atel' and free medical aid 

II.Ild support educational inatitutions of th. town. ' 
57. The following amounts were spent forfuel:-

Re. 
1932-33 23,187 
1933-34 15,547 
1934-35 9,881 
1935-36 3,465 
1936-37 " 9,419 

58. Bagasse, molasses and preS!l cakes. 
59. The Outturn and' the price realised for molasses' for the five years 

Me IL8 under:-

Year. OuttlUD in ma1Uld .. Prioa teaIiBed. 
Re. 

1932-33 80,000 235 
1933-34 10,000 3,276 
1934-35 64,000 3,910 
1935-36 94,000 13,773 
1936-37 120,000 6,000 

. Outturn depends chiefly upon the quality of cane. The price dependa 
upon demand and Railway freight. 

60. We have practically no market for molasses. Recently our molasses 
have been purchased by the Indian Molassea Co., Ltd., who supply their 
own tank wagons. The Railwal' do not supply tank wagpns to factorie., 
The rate of freight from N arkatiaganj to Samariaghat whenl the India/) 
MolaSses Co.'11 depOt is situated is 1 anna 7 pie per maund. 

61. If the Indian Molasses 00., Ltd., do not buy the. molassesthei,r 
,Iisposal wOllle! be dillicult, problem. 

The Indian Sugar Mills Aisociation hal reptlatedly dealt with thia matter 
and we consider that the remtKlial JDllaSllr" ~ould pot be delayed al17 
further. 

62. We do not have any, surplus bagaaee. 
63. Increased use IIhould be made of filter cakes for manuring purposes. 
64. The stock figures at the beginning and at the enil of each crushing 

season are- as under:-

Beginlling. I:n4. 
Mdl. Mda. 

1932-33 Nil 87,OM 
1933-34 T,911 17,100 
1934-35 17 99,810 
1935-36 196 131.196 
1936-37 £ 3,995 96'~ 
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65. Our atorag& capacity has been _ recently _ increased, the present 
eapacity being about 60,000 bags. 

66. About 5 per cent. of the Sugar deteriorates or Buffers damage in 
.torage, mostly due to atmospheric influence, heavy rains and floods. 

67. Such sugar as requires reconditioning is reconditioned in the follow-
ing sea&on while the rest is sold. outright -at some lower -price. -

69. Clomplaints areeometimes rooeived ·of damage to Rugal' ill rail transit. 
This may be due _to improper arrangements at transhipment stations. 

70. ·We do not get sufficient. wagons fpr sugar transport a.nd are pm to 
heavy loBS owing to delay in dEllivery of sugar to the markets. ShoJ:tage 
of wagon supply is a standing difficulty which requires to be removed as 
early &II possible. 

71. The free period allowed at destination stations for taking delivery 
requires to be lengthened and the- scale of demurrage charges requires to be 
Batiafactorily reduced.· - .-

72. Year. Cry.No.l. 
. , . . 'Crushed 

Cry. No. I.A. Cry. No.2. Nil. 2. 

R •• A. RI. A. RB. Ba. A. 

1932-33 10 o to 9 8 to Oto 9 o tp 
814 8 14 8 7 0 

1933-34. 0 4 to 9 Oto 
7 14 '112 

1934-85 912 to 9 8to 
'1 14 7 12 

1935-36 8 8to 8 8 to 
'1 0 6 14 

1936-37 '1 o to 
5 12 

The freight rates are .. under:-

Caloutta 
Bombay 
Madras 
Oochin 
Tuticorin 
Mangalore 
Calicut 
Asansol side 
Tatanagar side 

73. Oopies of 4 balance sheets are enclosed herewith. 

4ctual 
price 

realised. 

B •• A. 

8 9 

8 4 

S 3 

8 1 

Re. A • .,. 

013 9 
123 
1 1 3 
1 S "II 
1 3 5 
109 
181 
o 13 1 
1115 

.. 
3 

~ 

9 

9 

'14. The ampunt pf depreciation written off is as under:-

Amount 
-Amounts 

allowed by provided Income-tall 
by us. Daparttnont. 

Re. Rs. 

1932-33 75,000 44,408 

1933-34 .' 80,000 75,567 

1934-.'15 87,000 82,721 

193&-36 90,000 Not yet decided. 
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75. The amounts set· aside for Reserve (against. Debentures) are as 
under:-

·Yeu. . Amount. 

1932-33 
,1933-34. 
1934-35 
1935-36 

76. Amounts distributed as dividends:

Yea.r. 

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
'1935-36 

• 

.it-

Re. 
60,000 
60,000 
10,000 
75,000 

Amount. 

Rs. 
58,000 
43,500 
43,500 
50,750 

77. At· an aver\lge rate of .interest .about 5 per. cent. Working capital 
is lent by the Managing Agents. A cash credit account against stocks is 
arranged with the Bank. ' . 

78. Head Office expenses about Re. 6,000 per annum. 
The Managing Agents were paid following amounts as commission:-

:Year. Amount. 

Re. 
1932-33 . 40,771 
.1933-34 58,229 
1934-35 35,417 
1935-36 ,., 59,635 

The, Managing Agents receive 2 per cent. on Sales and 5 per cent. on 
profits upto Rupees one lakh and 10 per cent. on profits in excess of Rupees 
one lakh. 

79. 10 per cent. on the total, gross block amount. 
SO. Forms· enclosed. ' 
83. Our principal marketing centres are Eastern and Southern India, 

and partly Bombay. In· respect of Suga;r Marketing our factory is very 
d~dvantageously situated. . . 

84. The Sugar IS sold through commission agents to dealets. 
85. We consider the 'latest contract fOrIn reCe~tly adopted by the Indian 

Sugar Mills Association'to be a suitable one. . 
89, 90 & 91. The be.~t quaJity Indian Sugar is as good as the ,imported 

sugar in keeping and other qualities. 
Java sugar is preferred in hotels and' restaurants' run in 'the European 

style for their customers. Europeans and Europeanised Indians. But even 
here high· grade Indian sugars are replacing Java Sugar. 

93. No. ' 
1M, &; 95:Ye~. 
96. (a) iy'il. " "' 
(b) Yes, for classification of output. 
97. A material reduction iOn the' price of·the standards is essentiaJ. 

, • Not printed. 
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98 ... Futures" or "Terminal" markets if established at" Oalcutta. 
Bombay and Oawnpore are likely to prove very, advantageous to the iJlterests 
of all concerned. ' 

99. About 1,100,000 tons. Continuance of cheap price accompanied. by 
good propaganda should not fail to achieve in course of time a. substantial 
increase in consumption. More uses of sugar should be found by encourag-
ing subsidiary Indust.ries. such as sweets, syrups, ete. ' 

100. Unable to estimate the eJ;tent. While for certain !Iweets Gur is 
.till preferred, the SUbstitution of sugar for Gur has gone far m the 
8weetmeat trqde. . ' 

103. Java Sugar was landed at unremunerative pricejl during 1934. The
following c.i.f. quotations speak for themselves. 

Price in Indian 
currency; per Md. 

19:u.-.August 21st to 26th September • 
September 27th to 6th October 
October 7th to 10th 

'. 
Re. A. 1'. 

a 0 41 
213 41 
212 1 
213 4! 
211 6 
299 
2.9 3 

October 11th to 27th 
October 29th . 
November 13th 
November 14th 

104. Facilities should be given for export of Indian Sugar to the Unitec;l~ 
Kingdom by admitting it at certified colonial rates. ' 

]05. The excise duties, have placed a. premature, burden on the suga~ 
Industry, a~ well as the consumers, while the growers have suffered on 
account of consequent reduction in cane prices. , 

lOS'. The measure of protection has been justified as will be found fr~m 
the increase in the number of new factories, reduction in the quantity' of 
sugar imported, increaRe in the Indian production of sugar and consequent 
decline in the price of sugar,' benefiting the consumers. Growers of can~ 
and labour (skilled and unskilled) have also benefited. ' 

109. The present extent of protection requires to be continued throughc)Ut.. 
the remaining period. ' . 

110. Permission for and encouragement to the exports of Indian sugar. 
Development and maintenance of good roads. Utilisation of molasselr~ 
Establishment of an organization for increasing yield and quality of cane. 

111. No Indian Industry has suffered as molasses are available at nomi
nal prices in India. 

Harlnagar Sugar Mills. Ltd .• Champaran. 

ANSWERS 'TO THill QUESTIONNAIRE 01' THE TARI1'F BOAim. 

Production 0/ Suga'l'-IntroductoT'/T. 
1. The factory began its first working season in 1933-34. Its, present 

capacity is 1,000 tons per day of 22 hours. 
2. The output of our Factory has been as follows:-

Mds. Srs. 
1933-34 116,522 20 1 ' ' 
1934-35 212,432 O. Only one class of sugar 
193~ 297,522 0 J has been produced~ 
1936-37. 368,OS9 0 , 

3. (a) So far as cane sup~ly is concerned, the situation of th~ factory iii 
neither advantageous nor ~lsadvantageous. The ~ane ilupply 19 annuaIJ;y 

D 
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increasing. '. Buli there ill likely a. danger of set back, if the' price of other 
staple crops (rice)' rises' high. The- other danget of set hack in the supply 
of cane is feared because of low price of cane due to low price of sugar and ,ISo, from' the- stocla borer insect disease which requires· to be controlled 
immediately., 

So- fat" as Buppl10f taw !Daterials (limeslone, etc.) i$ concerned, our 
faotory is de~idedl,. situated at the disadvantage being farthest from all 
ports and markets; OUl" factory is equally at the disad'Vantage frlmll the 
point· of vieW" of Sugar Consuming Centres T it being situated farthest from 
all important _markets. 

(b) Regarding. Facility of Rail, etc. We have go1!- the railway facility 
at the site of our Factory, but the roads are very bad being ill-maintained 
by Ii)isi!riot BOlliI'd. Other communications are not bad. 

(e)' The'f~ is 110' specia.l complaint regarding adequate supply of labour 
from neaT localities. We get enough labour. 

4. Dbubre Sulphitation is the process' practised in out factory. The SuI
phitatioll is' the ch~aper process of manafactn·ring white sugar, while Car
ljonitation process though costs more gives much superior /lugar in colour 
as well .as in keeping quality in comparison to the former process and slightly 
higher reco\Tery. In our opinion the best process is the prOcess of making 
raw sugar in the first instance and refining it afterwards by vegetable 
carbons which would yillid sugar best. in IlOlour and keeping quality, but 
this is' costliest of all processes. 

5. In 1934-35 we spent Rs. 2,06,648-9-3 on addition of Mill and Engine, 
Generator, Heater, Sulphitor, Pumps" Evaporator, Centrifugalsl Crystalli-
ISers, eto. .. _. . 
.. In 1935-36 we spent Rs. 1,19,803-4-0 on one :Mill, Dorr Clarifier, Vacuum 
Pim, Orystallisers and Oentrifugals, etc. 
_. In 1937 Re. 3,50,000 to. bespellt on extension of Dorr Clarifier, New 
~utbo Genera.tor, New set of Evaporators, Boilers and VaouUIIi Pan, 
Crystallioors, Oentrifugals, Condensers, Water Pumps, etc. 

With the above addition of :Machin~ries and some other changes in the 
mill the crushing capaoity of the Factory will come up to 1,250 tons per day. 

7. (a-i) ("..ana supply of early and late variety to have crushing at least 
5' to 6 months in a year. 

(a,..ii) Overhead charges, interest on capital, expenditure and deprecia: 
Ron which. all make up the cost .,f manufacture, would be well distributed 
over the whole output if the crushing season is reasonably long enough. 

(b) In our opinion, the smallest unit for producing white or raw sugar 
under the present conditions should not be less than 1,000 tons per day, 
in order to have overhead, charges reduced to a reasonable figure. 

S. ;With the exception "of strttcturaI work Buch 8.S' staging, eto., steel 
tanka and some other minor things, we are yet entirely dependent for most 
of the factory equipment on foreign countries. It is I;lOwever, a matter of 
satisfaotion that Indian firms are making best endeavours to supply the 
needs as far as possible ·of the sugar mills·. 

9. (i) There is no. question of satisfaction of the assistance from tha 
jll1'periiaJ: Institute of Sugar Technology as we ha.rdly re<'eive or ex
perience any such thing which we may call assistance from the InstitutioIi 
"ave and except the' supply of figures. 

(ii) The above remarks apply equally to the Industries Department of 
the local Government. 

Oui.l su.ggastionv ' is that the Government should depute very e~pable 
techJ!l.'ologists with; very. vast experience of practical work for going round 
groups of Factories sitllated in several districts and after collecting working 
data of factories suggest to them the ways and means of overcoming their 
tespective difficulties if ~n:v, and assist· them as far as possible' to get the 
best results- ia wdrkiiig, 'efficiency ~nd re~Qvery. 
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10. Yes; not directly, but through private concern of tbe Managing 
Agents. 

Part of the holding is outright purchase and part of it is on Usufructory 
mortgage. '. ' 

Though much land is lying fallow" but it is not easily available for culti-: 
vation of cane as the owners refuse to part with their holdings as they 
cannot make up tbeir mind lin reasonable value and ask exhorbitant price 
thinking that they can get any price from the Mill' which they' demand, 
Ramnagar Raj has got big areas of paTti lands but inspite of b,eing 
approached several times they have not yet settled any land." . 
. Position of our mills in respect of 'supply of cane is very precarious, i.e." 
if the price of paddy goes ~p at any time, there is every likelihood of the 
cultivators reverting to tho cultivation of paddy crops. In order to ~fe
guard against Huch, emergencies as above, in our opinion, the mills to be 
partly self-sufficient must have at least as much land of their own as w~ld 
be sufficient to supply them at least half the requirements of their cane for 
a season; and so much paTti land is lying that th~ mill can get sufficienll 
land without affecting anybody's interest provided the Landlords are rea
sonably-minded. 

Our sugg8l'tion is that the best way the Government can assist the Mill
owners to safeguard their position in respect of supply of cane is by pas"iJ}~ 
necessary legislation which would enable the Mills to acquire sufficient lands 
in one consolidated piece which is absolutely necessary for lKlientifi!) and.' 
mechanical cultivation on a large scale for economic results. '. 

11. (a) 1,200 acres. ' 
(b) 1935-36 crops 230 acres land under cane. 

1936-37 crops 450 acres land under cane. 
(e) Varieties grown are mostly Co. 213 the following other varities are 

also being tried: 299, 313, 331, 210, 
(d) System 01 Cultivation :-Partly by, Tractors and partly by bullocks. 

But the cultivation by tractors appears to be rather costly on small scale 
and scattered aceas of land. We harvest two crops from plant cane. And 
after green manuring it, plant cane in tbe following season. We do not 
leave land fallow. Apart from green manuring the land, farm yard manure' 
as fac as it is available is applied at 200 to 300 Maunds per acre. But 
farm yard manure is available only for a small area. For the rest major 
portion mixture of Castor cake, Sulphate of Ammonia, Double Super Phos
phate are applied 80 as to give 40 lbs. of nitrogen and 50 lba. of P,O, per 
acre. Half 18 applied at, the time of planting and half at the timfl of 
~rthing. . 

(e) Average 213 va.riety about 500 maunds per acre. 
Sucrose content average 11'6. 
Cost of cultivation per acre 112-5-4. 
12. (a) No big special area is yet set aside for experimental purpooes1 But small experiment plots are laid every year in representative areas. 
(b) Seeds are distributed and sold to cultivators. 
13. As mentioned above, WE! &FE! trying early and late varieties, ie., 

Co. 299 313 for' early and 331 for late harvest with results we prefer 313 
to 299 'for early variety and as regards the results for 331 we have not 
been able to del'ide its superiority over 213 cane. 

W. have bePn trying different mixtures and kinds of manures but so 
far we have not heen able to find out most suitable manure for maximum 
results. 

Although 'we have been receiving now and then assistance from the Agri
cultural Department whil'h is no doubt helpful to us in a way, yet WI' tllink 
that there is Pluch greater scope for the agricu~tJl~al pepartment .1'£ th~ 

L2 



Government to assist us .and the cultivators pa.rticularly in many and various 
ways, and we desire that the attention of the Government should be parti
cularly drawn to this fact, as the future of the Sugar Industry is mainly 
dependant on what the Government can do to reduce the cost of production 
of cane per acre and improvement of the quality. 
. 14. (a) The cultivation of eane has been keeping fairly steady pace with 
the growth of Mills in the district which .in our opinion has been due 
mostly to 10\\' and unremunerative price of the paddy crops. Now that 
the price of sugar has cOlliliderably declined, the cane growers are not 
getting in our opinion sufficiently attractive prices for their product and, 
therefore, in order to make them keep sustained interest in the cultivation 
of cane, it is absolutely necessary for the Government and the public to 
make vigorous endeavours to assist the growers in getting considerably 
greater tonnage of cane with better sucrose content from the same area 
of land with improved cultivation. We think that the need for rationalisa
tion of industry has now come and unless the whole house is put in order, 
'there is danger of ruining the industry which is yet in its infancy. 

(b) We do not think that the quality of cane has improved in any way 
80 far as sucrose content is concerned. On the contrary we notice that 
diseases have been on an increase for some time past which must be con
trolled and subdued if the crops have to be saved from further deterioration. 

15. So far as our area is concerned, we have not had any attack of frost 
on any extensive scale and therefore we cannot give any accurate estimate 
of the damage that may be done by such attacks. As mentioned elsewhere, 
diseases such as borer etc., have been doing in our opinion considerable 
damage to both tonnage from an acre and to the sucrose content, va;rying 
between 20 to 30 per cent. according to the nature and severity of the 
diseases. 

16. With the exception of the current season, supplies of canes to our 
factory have been irregular and scanty and insufficient to .enable the factory 
to crush for a reasonable length of time. Also the average sucrose content 
as recovered has not been sufficiently satisfactory. 
, Principal varieties crushed in the past ha:ve been consisting mostly of 

Co. 213, 210, very little of 299 and 331. 
Although we have not in our possession any reliable and' accurate figures 

of yield of cane per acre to the cultivators, but to give a rough idea, the 
average yield to the cultivator per acre varies between 200 to 300 maunds 
of cane per acre which in our opinion leaves much to be desired. Sucrose 
content is about 11i per cent. average. • 

17. With the exception of this season, generally towards the end of 
the season the supplies of the canes begin to fall short giving rise to un
healthy competition between the mill-owners to the extent that at times 
the prices paid have been almost p.neconomic. 

18. (a) Since we started our factory the area under cultivation of cane 
from which we ordinarily obtained our supply has been increasing every 
year. The causes for increase of area under cane cultivation has be~n as 
follows:-

(i) Price of other staple crops, i.e., paddy has gone down consi
derably low. 

(ii) The ,other alternative crop has been the only cane crop which 
has brought cash money to the cultivators. .• 

(b) (i) The climatic c')nditions and excess and deficient rain fall will not 
affect or vary the cane cultivation in the sense that if there is excess or 
sC'anty rninfall in any particular year it will not discourage the cultivator 
from continuing the cane cultivation though it affects the product jon. 

(ii) The prices obtainable for sugar will' affect cane cultlva,tlon as' it has 
done during the year 1937. Due to fall in price of sugar the price of 
cane had gone down and consequently it discouraged the cultivators from 
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cane cultivation and there is only about 40 per cent. new plantation as 
compared with the last year crop and at places even less though there will 
be ratoon crop which will hardly meet the demand of the Mill for 1937-38. ", 

(iii) Similarly th~ price of Gur Jaggery has gone down an affected the 
cane cultivation. 

(iv) The cultivators are getting less profit from other crops when com
pared with cane otherwise they will not cultivate cane. 

19. Yes, it was in .bit excess of the requirements, but there seems to be 
no necessity of any restriction to be imposed. Due to fall in price of sugar, 
there has been less cultivation, this year. But for future some organised 
cultivation is necessary so that it may neither be in excess nor there be 
any shortage. There has been .enough of extensive cultivation and in our 
opinion it is now time that the cultivators should be trained in the method 
of intensive cultivation' bringing forth maximum quantity of cane from the 
minimum area of land with higher. sucrose contents. 

20. The Cost of Cultivation of, one acre of sugarcane by an average 
cultivator in Champaran District (Bihar) is near about the following 
ligures:-

Murahan Crop (New Plantation)

Cultivation 

Plantation costs 

Seed at 35 maunds per acre at annas 4 a. maund· 

Manure 

Interculturing 

Rent ,. 
~tting and Striping at Ii pice per maund on 250 

maunds 

Watching 

Cost of 1 Maund=2 annaS 1 pie. 

Hatoon C'f'OP-

Re. A. 

10 0 

2 0 
812 

3 0 

6 0 

3 0 

1 0 
2 0 

4112 

Interculturing " 0 
llanure 3 0 

Rent 3 0 

Cutting and Striping at Ii pice per maund on 
200 maunds 4 11 

Digging out roots to clear the field 3 8 

Watching 

Cost of 1 Maund = 1 aI).na 9 pies. 

18 8 
'I O. 

19 S 
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21.'l'herilaiit 'difficulties of the cane growers in the proper cultivation 
Of canearEi as f9ll()\fs:-

. Ji) General poverty of the cultiva:to~M:ilI8 reluctant to advance 
sufficient money "to cultivators 'for want ~f secilrityas cUltivators 

. take away cane to others. 
(ii)" Wai;lt of training and liimely :gu:idance :ror 'improved methods of 

cultivation. 
(iii) Timely iri:igation when there is dearthhfraih. 

T:'le main difficulties of cane growers in delivery of caJieto 'the factory 
areas follows:- . 

(i) Transport difficulties. 
(ii) 'No, proper roads and whatever there are in I'xistence'they are 

badly ma.intained. 
(iii) No bridges and culvert for rivers and nalas. 

22. (a) The position specially of our mills in respect of fun supply !Jf 
cane by the cultivators is at Present very precarious, i.e., if at -any time 
the price of other crop such as paddy rises there is substantial danger of 
the cultivators at once reverting to paddy crops from cane cultivation and, 
therefore, in our opinion, to safeguard against. such emergencies, as above, 
which are not very unlikely to occur, the mills should be enabled to become 
'partly self-sufficiimt by their own cultivation of . cane on their own land. 
Acquisition 'of large pieces of land say 2 to 3 thousand acres is at present 
absolutely impossible without the intervention of the Local-Govemment. 

(b), Aithough we are entirely in favour 'of Zoning system for supplies of 
cane to 'the' Mills, in· absence of, any other organised method, 'yet it is our 
confirmed belief ,that necessity of acquisition of land by the mills stated 
in the above paragraph still remains. 

No factories shoula be' allowed to purchaSe cline within a radius of 10 
miles of another' factory and in case two factories fall within the 10 miles 
radius, the 'zoning should be divided in equal proportion and the other 
factories should not be allowed to load to the next station, to the factory 
station. ' . , . " 

23. Even at present many mills are quite prepared to finance the culti
vators and do advanoe against the future crops, but if their money is 
adequately secured which would be the case if the Zoning System is in 
existence, 'the mills would still more freely finance the cultivators in 
advance against their future crops. 

We shall-give cash, supply seeds and manure to the extent of ,50 per cent. 
of the value of the crop. The development of feeder roads ' shbuldbe :under
taken by the Local Boards. 

24. (a) We feel that '~time has now come for some sort of restriction on 
production of sugar in excess of the normal' requirements of 'the 'country, 
if the Inuustry, is to be saved from the evils usually attendant on the excess 
production. In our, opinion there are several ways for practising this 
restrictiotL of which f,he ~ollowing few l!Iugg~stionB would, we -trust, prove 
~seful : -:. . ,_ 

(if T~ allot quota for individual mills in accordance with their 
- 'respective crushing capacities, to be determined by the size 
, :-and the number of Rollers. But no consideration be given 

\vhere the number of rollers are more than se~nteen. 
'I \' ' " " .-

(ii) To restrict 'the 1ength of' the' season by number bf days beyond 
'which the mills should not be allowed to crush. 

(b) We are also in favour of licensing ·a!ld restricting erection of new 
factorie.~ until such time that the consumptIOn has overtaken .. the produo
ti'/H. In our opinion, the restriction on extensions of existing ~actoriell 
which are done with a' view' to"getting ec~nomic' results wO!1ld handlcap' the 
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Mill)! to Ibring dawn the .COI\t ,of' 'qIanufaclure to a minimum level. ·We areJ 
theJ:efW"e, nat .against such extensions as mentioned above ·except doublil!cg 
of miU trains av-d )v.creasing pf the numilllr of .millsbeyond Jive. 

We believe that to meet the situation as it has arisen at present, it is 
necessaa-y in order to achieve rationalisation of the Industry w ;restrict .the 
production of sugar in excess of the normal requirements ,as ,well ,as .to 
restrict erection of new factories. ' 

Gate Cane. Rail.Cane. 1lram-bol7.ne •. 

25. 19~ 564,648 plus 857,197 NiJ 

193445 '706,466 
" 

1,514,959 ., 
1935-86 1,319,389 1,790,264 .. , 

1936-37 2;596,777 
.~" 

1,439,451 ", 
Yes, there ·was.3 variation from year _to Yllar due to .:the following rea8On,:-

Our .Mill .hlLS ~been -encouraging the ,cultivator.s ,to increase ·.the cane 
cultivation in the neighbourhood of the ,mill, 'by 'making ,cash 
advances to the extent of Re. Ii lakhs without ·interest. Loans 
are also advanced to the cultivators ,ip. ,the ltime ,(If their need 
.at 3 nominal rate .of interest. 

26. Entirely by bullock carts. The average weight of cane Carried per 
cart is 17 maunds. 

Part of the cane from the Farms owned by the Managing Agents ill 
transported by pneumatic-tyred carts which are two doOOn in number. ':The 
additional maundage carried by the tyred carts is about 17 maunds. .Due 
to heavy load these carts get sunk in sandy and· ~uddy roads and. are 
diflicult to be driven at steepy places. These carts are not at all suitable 
to the ;village :roads and the initial cost is very high, and they cannot be 
used in rains. ' 

27. The miieage of roads in our vicinity is not adequate. The condi
tion of main and feeder roads is deplorable. The roads are under the control 
of the District Board and they are ill-maintained and it becomes difficult; 
for the loaded carts to pass safely on them. Some ~times they are waahed 
away by ovel'How of water and no immediate repair :is made. 

28. The average distance from which canes are brou~t to our factory 
varies from 10 to 12 .miles .radius for cart cane. :rime taken .hetween 
~utting canes and delivery at factory -usually is 'not less than 30 .hOUIS. As 
at present the cane remain exposed to sun with maximum deterioration 
that is possible. 

·29. Average ,cost .of ·transportation ,by .carl :is ·about, >2 ,pi4lS per maund 
per mile. .Bome ,eane growers have their ,(lWn .QII,J;ts Qlld ·/IOme ,have .to IDJ;'IJ 
them at.the above 'rates .. 

BO. No tolls or taxes are levied on carts 'supplying canes to our factorY. 
at the gate. .But at our oub stations when they have to. pass ·througli 
Municipal towns, they are to pay .Municipal 'dues: . . 

31. For' the ~ontinuous and uniform supply of gate-cane we' . .s.end ,~guIaJ; 
".permits" to the odYtivators. - The per~od pf detention .of ca.rts .at our 
factory is ·five to six' hours. 'In'the first year we used to give'" permits ". 
for one week together with the results that .the cultivators used·to COI;IUt 

irrespective of days .in . an irregUlar 'way and there used to'be·3. gt'eat -Tush 
at .the .gate,and the carts remained standing for mUf.lh lon,ger .periods. :Now 
we send .permits ,for each d~ _,wjth· dates and time .mentioJJ.ed :JJ~on: .tbe 
Pl!rmit!. 'fhi§ h~ !:e~ltec1 ir\<:~~re reg~~J.: ~r!:i val of .tll,e '."i!:lit~ •• /lut -At-ill 
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t},ey are' not in the h~bit of punctua.lity. If they are asked to start in the 
morning, they start in the evening and vice versa. By and by they are' 
getting organised and more they are organised, less they will have to be 
detained at the gate. 

32. Maximum 35 mils. But when there is shortage of cane we take 
cane from a longer distance also. 

The average time taken between cutting of cane and delivery at factory· 
is 50 to 60 hours. Railway arrangements for transport of cane is not satis
faotory:. Following are the difficulties:-

(1). Mostly covered wagons are supplied which are difficult to be 
loaded and unloaded. 

(2) ;Wagons are placed at late hours and taken away early thus 
.. getting very little' time for loading .. 

(3) J'ilferage of cane out of wagons has some times occured ill transit, 
while returning from the out stations to the factory. 

33. Railway freight 011 sugar cane traffic is calculated on each descrip
tion- of wagon on distance basis, but with certain minimum ~f freight for 
each description of wagon irre~ective of distance. The minimum needs 
some reduction or there should be no minimum charge and charge should 
be made on mileage basis. 

.claM. 
Scale of Charges Minimum Scale of Charges MiRimum per mile_ per mile. Class. - per mile per mile. maximum. maximum. 

1 ·38 4B 

·"1 2 .~ 5 ·77 

2A ·46 ·100 6 ·83 

2B ·50 6A ·89 
·166 

. 20 ·M 7 ·96 t 
3 .~} 8 

I·M J 
... ·62 9 1·25 

4A ·67 10 1·87 

M. The rate should b~ reduced, the freight of limestone and, manures,. 
coal, etc., is very high. 

35. Nil. 
36. Yes, it is an advantageous system. The main difficulties are for 

acquiring land for the same. The other difficulty is that at present the 
factory gets cane at its gate from 10 to 12 miles and has to pay mlDlmum 
prioe including oartage,' but under the existing cane rules if the factory 
takes cane at .the field of the cultivators in its tram car, it shall not be 
given any deduction for tramway freight which the mills will have to bear 
additional burden. The cane rules should be so revised as to provide for 
such deductions. 

37. We get a.bout '3 to ·5 less recovery by rail cane when compared wi~h 
gate cane. 

38. (a) All gate cane from ·growers, (b) and all rail cane from .contractors. 

39. We give advances of' cash, seeds and' manures to. the growers an.E
bond their canes direct at the gate and at. the outstations through the 
purchasing agents.· 
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40. We pay commIssIon to the contractors varying from one Rupee to 
Ra, 1-9 per hundred maunds of cane. 

41. Nil. 

42. We have weighbridges at our gate and outstations also. Payments 
are made for contracted cane within 7 days to every cultivator. For un
contracted cane payment is made at the time of delivery of cane. 

43. The prices go high, when there ~ a shortage of cane towards ',the 
end of the season. ' 

Average. 

Rs. A. P. 

1933-34 0 5 2'63 

1934-35 0 5 2'61 

19~6 0 5 3'14 

1936-37 0 4 1 

44. Now it bears relation to the price of sugar since enactment of Sugar 
Oane Act. Before that, the prices used to depend upon the supply and 
demand. Wherever there are more mills the-price'used to rise at the latter 
part of the season when there was shortage of. cane. 

45. In our a.rea the price of cane is not influenced by price of Jaggery 
or Khandsari sugar; because J aggery and Khandsari sugar is very little 
manufactured in our area. 

46. Our area is not a market for Jaggery. 
47. Generally the minimum prices are paid which are fixed by the Gov

ernment under Sugar Cane Act, but as stated above when there has been 
shortage of cane in the latter part of the season, very high. price even to 
the extent of being uneconomical has been paid because of the unhealthy 
competition. 

48. The basis for fixing the minimum price of cane is right. But the 
minimum price for cane below which. it should not go even if the price of 
sugar goes down should be fixed. The reason is that if the price for cane 
goes down due to fall in price of sugar because of unhealthy competition to 
Buch an extent that it becomes unremunerative to the cultivators, the 
cultivator will be discouraged f..:om cane cultivation and it will materially 
affect them. The minimum price for caA.e in our opinion should be at leasb 
annas 4 below which it should not go, till such time as present protection 
is allowed to continue or the Government through its agricultural depart;. 
ment has trained the cultivators to produce' cane at a cheaper rate as in 
foreign countries. . 

49. It is a good system but it. is difficult io work out, 
50. (a) 1933-34--4 months 17 days. i.e., froJD 10th December, 1933 to 21th 

April 1934. 
1934-35-4 months, i.e., 3rd December 1934 to 2n.d April 1935. 
1935-36-4 months 22 days, i.e., from. 23rd NQvember 1935 to 

15th April 1936. 
193~7~ months, i.e., from 28th November 1936 ~ 27th May1937. 

(b) The reasons for variations for the first three years is cane shortage. 
(c) We do not consider the period sufficiently long for economical working. 
51. In our area, till now, the early and late variety of cane have not 

been successful to an extent as to give a scope for extending the crushing 
season. 
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52. ,[n IInllWElr to, this question the remarks contained in par!41jraph IX 
.,pply equally to the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and the 
Agricultural and Oo-operative Department of Bihar Government. 

Labour. 

(In season.) Skilled. -Unskilled. 

'53- 'Factory '(Eng.) 166 60 
Workshop • 20 15 

, Electric 6 4 
Manufacturing 19 310 
Manufacturing staff 25 
!Engineering 7 
Donga (cane carrier) 150 

243 539 

(In Off Season.) 

Factory (Eng.) 64 7 
Workshop 20 10 
Electric (3) 3 2 
Engineering 7 
Manufacturing 3 

97 19 

54. We have ,one Engineer and one Chemist imported from abroad. 
55. We have not imported 'any skilled Jabour from abroad. 

, 56. iWe have got well ventilated tiled houses for ihe sufficient accommo
dation of the labour. We think oun are the best housing arrangements in 
Champaran District. These 'quarters have playing grounds ·for the labour. 
'Y/e give 'free medical aid to the labourers. 

Power. 

57. Sometimes we are able io meet the whole of,our requirements from 
,the bagasse in our faotory. But it generaJly ,depends' upon the fibre con
ients ,of .the oane. We,use coal and fire-.wood, the amounts .spent thereOli 
are as, under:-

Coal. Fuel. 

Weight. Cost. Weigllt. Cost. 

Tons en. Rs. A.. P. Mds. flrs. Rs. A.. 

,1933-34 '1;21613 20,825 11 :6 105,26425 '23,492 0 
1934-35 675' 6 9,263 13 6 25,720 :26 4,823 2 
1935-36, ,402 0 4,7719 '0 '25,34920 4,412 13 
1936-37 186 '0 '2,21812 9·, 10;08725 1,802 12 

"SVe have begun balling ,the surPIus bagasse 'from this yeal'~ 

By-products. 

5~. Molasses and Bagass~. Filter mud and waste wate,t:. 

P. 

0 
6 
6 
3 



aI. Price of molasses :'-
Outtum. 
Mds. Sra. 

1933-34 57,000 . 0 
1934-35 83,692 '0 
1935-36 107,919 20 
1936-37 150,000 0 

Prices vary upon demand and supply. 

Price. 
Its. A. P. 

386 5 9"1 
1,480 1 0 ~for the 

16,000 0 0 j whole. 

Ni' so far 

00. 'Bengal 'and Assam are 'the markets 'for onrm01asses. We lin the 
tins or drums with molasses and send them by rail. 

Railway 'facilities are IrM>St unsatisfactory so far as the 'transport of 
'molasses is concerned. The 'freight 'rates are nlUch prohibitory; no tank 
'Wagons are provided. 

'Rates:-
BharatKhali (Bengal) Re. 0-7-9 per ·maund. 
'Dibrugarh (Assam) Rs. l-a..s per maund. 

61. We have ito other alternative ,but to allow the molasses remain :and 
·tot. Our suggestion ,for 'utilisation of -molasses ,is ~~ 

(1) 3 or " central distilleries for the whole of India lit 'central places 
for making 'motor !spirit !bestarted. 

"(2) In other sugar growing countries their'tespective 'Government 
aSsist the Industry by allowing -them to turn the molasses, 
which is otherwise waste product, into motor spirit by granting 

'them legislation under 'which all the petrol imported 'and 'con
'sumed in the !country 'is 'compulsorily 'to be mixed with 25 
per cent. of 'motor spirit made 'in the ·country. Our suggestion 
·is :that 'if :sUbstantial assistance is ,given 'to the existing in
dustry, a80rt 'of similar legislation may also be passed by 
Government of 'India. ' 

(3) 'In 'other countri~ moll!-sses are also used 118 cattle food. We 
suggest 'that the. Government· of India should lDake experiments 

'On this. 
62. At present, there has been hardly any use been made of bagllSSB ~her 

:than'forpurposes of fuel in the boilers. 'However, w~ think that it is 
'possible for 'those 'mills thaI; are situated 'near' the coal mines to sell or 
usefully utilize their bagasse for manufacture of paper, ceilin" boards, ere., 

'providedpaper:makingfrom 1!agasse is fonnd ~ 'be profitable. Research 
. and experiments are necessary en these' points. 

63. Filter mud or waste water of the factory can be very usefully 'Utilized 
by way of manure and irrigation, if 5ufficient'co-operation forthcoming froUl 
landholders adjoining the mills. The' Government Agricultural ,Dl!part~n:!i 
should make experiments on this. 

StiYrlifleandTtaMpO'ttation 61 8ugaT. 

Stocks at the beginning. Stocks at the <end. 
64. Season. 

Bags. Msunds. Bags. Msunds. 

1933-34 Nil 4,802 12,005 
19M-35 262 655 45,362 1'13,405 
1935-36 40 J.0085,204 ,213;010 
l00s.::J7 6,720 16,800 85,204230,547 

65. Sugar bags are carried to ,the godo'\flls by hand trolJ8YI!and stacked 
in the godowns in layer$ of l!O bags.. . 

The 'preSelit capacity of sug~r godoWDs is. ~bout :90;000 ,bags. The 
a:t.orage ,capacity w~!I i!!c!eased thilil ye!-1' IIy addition of, oM:more god9WJ! 
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52. ,[n answer Ii;(), this question the remarks contained in paragraph IX 
apply equally to the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and the' 
Agricultural and Oo-operative Department of Bihar Government. 

Labour. 

(In season.~ Skilled. ,Unskilled. 

'53- 'Factory '{Eng.} 166 60 
Workshop • 20 15 

. ' Electric 6 4 
Manufacturing 19 310 

, Manufacturing staff 25 
Engineering 7 
Donga (cane carrier) 150 

243 539 

(In Off .Season.) 

Factory (Eng.) 64 7 
Workshop 20 10 
Electric (3) 3 2 
Engineering 7 
Manufacturing 3 

97 19 

,54. We have one Engineer .and one Chemist imported from abroad. 
55. We have not imported 'any skilled labour from abroad. 
56. iWehave got well ventilated tiled houses ,for the sufficient accommo

dation of the labour. We think ours are the best housing arrangements in 
Champaran District. These 'quarters have playing grounds '·for the labour. 
We give ,free medical aid 'to the labourers. 

Power. 

57. Sometimes weare ,able -to meet the whole of our requirements from 
~he bagasse in ,our faotary. But itgeneraJly .depends' upon the fibre COIl,

~ts ·of ,the oane. Wti,.use coal and fire-wood,the amounts .spent thereon 
are as under:-

Coal. Fuel. 

Weight. Cost. Weignt. 'Cost. 

Tons Cwts. Rs. A. P. Mds. -Bra. Ra. A. P • 

,1933-34 . 1;2H:i 13 20,825 11 :6 105,26425 '23,492 0 0 
1984-35 675' 6 ' 9,263 13 (I 25,720:26 4,823 2 6 
1935-36 402 0 4,771 9 '0 25,34920 4,41213 6 
1936-37 186 '0 '2,21812 ,9 .. 10;08725 1,802 12 3 

, . 
yVe have begun balling .the surPlus bagasse''£rom this yeat'~ 

By-products. 

5~. Molasses ~nd Bagass~. Filter mud and waste wate~. 



liII. Price of molasses :'~ 

Outtum. 
Mds. Sra. 

1933-34 57,000 '0 
1934-35 83,692 '0 
1935-36 107,919 20 
1900.:a7 150,000 0 

Prices ~aryupon demand and supply. 

Price. 
Re. A. P. 

386 5 91 
1,480 1 0 >for the 

l(i),OOO 0 0 j ",hole. 

Nil ~ far 

60. 'Bengal and Assam are 'the markets 'for our m01asses. We fill the 
tins or drums with molasses and send them by rail. 

Railway 'facilities are IIMIst uilsatilifactory so far as the 'transport of 
'molasses iaconcerned.The 'freight 'rates are much prohibitory; no tank 
-wagons are provided. 

'Rates:-
BharatKJui.li (Bengal) Re • .0-7-9 per ,maund. 
-Dibrugarh (Assam) Ra. l-il-3 per maund. 

61. We have no other alternative ,but to allow :themolassesremlrin :and 
"l'Ot. Our suggestion ,for 'utilisation ,of 'molasses ·is c~ 

(1) 3 or " central distilleries for the whole of India at 'central places 
for making motor 'spirit l1iestarted. 

'(2) In other 'sugar growing countries their 'l'espective 'Governmen't 
assist the Industry by allowing 'them to tum the molassell, 
which is otherwise waste product, into motor spirit by granting 
them legislation 'under 'which all the petrol imported 'and 'con

'Bumed in the 'coulitry 'is 'compulsorily 'to be mixed with 25 
per cent. of 'motor spirit made 'in the 'country. OUl" suggestion 
is :that 'if 'substantial assistance is given 'to the existing in
dustry, a sort of similar legislation 1Day also be passed by 
Government of 'India. ' 

(3) 'In other countrieS moI~sses are also used lis cattle f'lod. We 
suggest 'that the Government' of Inaia should make experiments 

'on this. 
62. At present, thera has been hardly any use been made of bag~ 'lther 

;than 'for purposes of fuel in the boilers. 'However, w{t think that it is 
. possible for 'those 'mills that are situated 'near' the coal mines to sell or 
usefully utilize their bagasse for manufacture of paper, ceilin" boaros, ere., 

'provided paper:making from bagasse is found to 'be pr'lfitable. Research 
and experiments' are necessary en' these' points. 

63. Filter mud or waste water of the factory can be very usefully 'utilized 
by way of manure and irrigation, if sufficient' co-operation forthcoming from 
landholders adjoining the mills. The' Government Agricultural ,Depart~n:!i 
should make experiments on this. 

Sterrageand ''TfaMpOftation 01 Sugar. 
Stocks at the beginning. Stocks at the <end. 

64. Season. 
Bags. Maunds. Bags. Maunds. 

1933-34 NiZ 4,802 12,005 

1934-35 262 655 45,362 l'l3,405 

1935-36 40 100 85,204 ,213;010 

193&:37 6,720 le,BOO ' 85,204 230,547 

65. Sugar bags ~re carried to ,the gOdOWn8 by hand trolleys ,and stacked 
in the godowns in layers of ~ bag/!. , 

The ~preseiit capacity of sugar godoWDS is about --90;000 ,bags. The 
Ijiorage ·caplicuy wa!l ~eased thi!! ye~r lIy addition of, one :thOU godgwl! 
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of 15,000 bags capacity. Another set of godowns is under construction to 
aocommodate 30,000 bags from 1937-38 season. 

66. Deterioration.-There was not much appreciable damage or deteriora.
tion to sugar in, storage in the past except in one season when most of the 
damage was due to the heavy stacking of bags 'amounting to 25 to 30 bags 

'above each I other and almosL touching the roof, thus getting most of the 
'heat of iron roof over them. 

In our opinion sugar is' also subiect 0 heavy deterioration from bad 
clarification of the iuices and to a certain extent due to the extensive 
humidity, of the atmosphere in the monsoon, if the godowns are not Well-
built. ' 

67. At times it is sold outright and at times reconditioned. 
68. Under the present process of sulphitati~ practised in almost all the 

factories in India~ there does not seem to be any very great scope for 
improving keeping quality of sugar which is possible only by adoption of 
more costlier and complicated method of carbonitation or refining. 

69. The sugar gets wet and damaged due to unsatisfactory arrangement 
of wagons of Railway and improper handling at transhipment stations. 
;The transhipping railways ue using ordina,ry wagons in rainy season instead 
of water-tight wagonlt and are not using tarpaulins to cover the goods. At 
,the transhipment stations the goods are much exposed to the reans as they 
ue not transhipping from one wagon to the other under sheltered places 
and sometimes the transhipping railways are using coal and lime wagons 
instead of clean ones. At least 10 per cent. damage occurs because of rail
'way mismanagement. ' 

70. We never get required number of wagons in time. There is general 
shortage of wagons and in addition to that factories remain at the mercy 
of. the railway authorities down from station master to the Agent. If the 
station master, District Traffic Superintendent or any connected officer in 
the office of, the District Traffic Superintendent wants to give preference 
in supply of wagOOIs to any factory over others he ('.an do so without any 
result of the complaiut made by the factory to the Traffic Manager or the 
Agent. Instances on the point are nUmerous. Owing to shortage of wagons 
regular supply to ma<rket was never po~ible and complaints and claims of 
merchants are required to be faced frequently. 

71. As regards improvement of rail transport of sugar in the existing 
type of wagons, roofing of wagons is suggested to be cemented to stop 

'leakages and moisture. 
72. The average prices at which we sold sugars of our factory are as 

'under. We sell only on f.o.r. factory basis. 
For the season-

1933-34-Rs. 8-5-() per maund. 
1934-35--Rs. 8:2-0' per ~aund. 
1935-36-Rs. 8-0-7 per maund. 

For the season 1936-37, we think the average will not be over Rs. 6 
per maund. 

The freight rates are as under:-

Calcutta 
Bombay 
Karachi . 
Ahmedabad 
Cocanada 
Madras . 
Narainganj 
Gauhati • 

Per Md. 
(Owner's Risk). 

Re. A. P. 
,014 1 

}1 2 6 
h 1 6 
,1

015 
5 

o UIO 
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Capital Account and 01:erhea4 Charge,. 
73. Copies of Balance Sheet are attached herewith.' 

, 74. The statelllent Of Depreciation provided by us and that allowed by 
the Income-tax Department are as under:-

Year ended-
30th September 1934 
30th September 1935 
30th September 1936 

P 'ded Allowed by 
IOVl !ncom&-tax Differenoe. 
by us. Department. 

Rs. 

60,000 
95,000 

1,05,000 

Rs. Rs. 

87,769 27,769 (Plu..) 
93,288 1,712 (miftUB) 

Assessment pending. 

76. The amounts set aside by us for Reserve Fund' are as under:-

Year ended-
30th September 1935 
30th September 1936 

Total 

Rs. 

50,000 
75,000 

1,25,000 

76. The actual amounts distributing as Dividends' on our Capital which 
is only in Ordinary Shares, are as under:-

Year ended-
30th September 1934 
30th September' 1935 
30th September 1936 

Rs. 

65,000 
60,000 
60,000 

77. The Managing Agents are financing the working Capital at5 per cent. 
78. The Head Office Expenses and the Managing Agents' CommisSion 

are as under:-

Head Office Managing Agent's 
Expenses. Commission. 

:.;ta. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

For the year ended-

30th September 1934 9,943 8 6 (Foregone, no:t 
charged.) 

30th September 1935 11,132 2 0 26,241 13 0 
30th September 1936 16,483 3 9 30,337 13 6 

The Agents' Commission is determined at the rate of 10 per cent. on all· 
profits of the Company after making all proper and necessary allowances and 
deductions from revenue for working expenses including Excise duty~ 
chargeable against profits, but before making deductions from profits for 
Income-tax, Super-tax or Excess profit tax or any other assessments or taxes 
payable to <rl>vernment or for Depreciation of the minimum of Rs. 12,000 
per year, whichever is larger. .., •• 

79. Considering the present cheap money conditions a Dividend of seven 
and a half per cent. is a fair return on the Ca,pitalj otherwise it should 
not be less than ten per ce"pt. . 
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El!iciimcy of Productioni. 
8O.;Forms· completed are annexed heretA 
81. In order to bring down the working cost and overhead charges the 

initial plant of 600 tons was extended to 800 tons iB the, season 1934-35. and 
a further extension of 200 tons of crushing capacity was added in the 
season 1936-37. 

'82. The works cost ,ma.y be reduced if we get cheap materials such as 
Sulphur, Lime; Gunny bags and Stores and intelligent labour. Recovery 
can be improved if we get cane containing more sucrose, fresh and unstale, 
within 24 hours of cutting. 

Marke.ting. 
83; The principal sugar marketing centres in which w~ deal are:-

Bombay. Oalcutta. 
Oawnpore. Karachi. 
Cocanada. Bezwada. 
Madras. Ahmedabad. 
Narainganj. Gauhati. 

84. We generally appoint Agents in the. principal centres such as Bombay, 
Oawnpore, Karachi, Calcutta and Madras, who take offers from the whole
sale dealers and ,commission Agents of the retailers and send the same to us. 

85. The Indian· Sugar Mills Association's Contract Form No.1 adopted. 
in January last with the mutual consent of the representatives of Indian 
Sugar Mills and the representatives of all Indian sugar merchants, we 
think is suitable. It is too early to make any suggestions &.t present, as it 
is not given a full trial. ' 

86. We have not maintained such records. 
87. We do- not think so. 
BS. The deaJers are storing the sugar in ordinary shops if the quantity 

is small. When bigger stocks 'are ·concerned, they are stored in hired 
godowns. The suga.r generally deteriorates if the stock is exposed to wea
ther. Where the .stocks are stored ,in first-class air conditioned godowns, 
the sugar generally does not deteriorate. 

89. Yes. Some mills in India are producing sugar just like Java quality 
under double curing pl'ocess, and this sugar does not deteriorate. 

90. No. Nat particularly. 
91. In our' opinion some of the Indian Mills are producing sugar equal 

to the ordinary quality of Java. The speciaJ Java qualities and other 
imported sugar, except African and Russian, being refined, are superior to 
the Indis.n sugar. ,.) 

92. Where there are equa.Jly distributed monthly forward Bales by the 
mills, the burden of stock is divided between manufacturers and dealers; 
otherwise the burden genernlly falls on the manufacturers. Stocks are 
generally financed by the Managing Agents or by the Banks under cash 
credit system on hypothecation of stooks. 

93. We think' so. 
94. Yes. 
95. Yes. "'There ha.ve been various suggestions regarding all Indian 

Central Organisation and Standardisation of Indian Sugar and we just put 
one mOl'e suggestion, 

There are at pr~'lent, no doubt, complaints about the uniform standard 
of Indian sugal'. We also think that now it is time that the consuming 
publio of India might require good and uniform standard of Indian sugar, 
In our' opinion the following scheme which is also existent in .other sugar 
producing countries should go. a long way to bring about standardisation 

• Nat printed. 
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of Indian sugar' and the elimination of mutuar unhealthy C!ompetition amOng 
the mil~wners. ' 

We. suggel;t that Olntral RefinerY sbould be started in different centres 
to whIch all mills round-about shOllld ooutribute ·their production of raw 
sugar for refining. The mills should be interested in the capitalisation of 
the relinery JWO rnta to the capacity of their respective mills. Under this 
scheme mills joining the refinery sIo underta.ke not. to sell any of their pro
duction to the markets except the refinery. 

96. (a) No, we have not done actual business on the basis of thes& 
Standards. . 

(b; Yes, to 80me extent. 
97. We think the- standard prescribed by 'the Director, Imperial Insti

tute of Sugar Technology are too theoretical. If they are adopted on the 
ba~is of Dutch Standards they will be more useful.' . 

98. The establishment of futures' or terminal market will greatly tend 
to the improvement of sugar marketing. . 

99. Over eleven lakhs tons. The possibility of increasing the consump-. 
tion lies in making the article stilI cheaper . which can be only done by 
reducing the excise duty and railway freight. to long distant places in India. 

100. We do not think that the factory sugar is replacing Gur to any 
extent, as Gur is cheaper than the factory sugar. If our suggestion con
tained in the latter part of Answer No. 99 is accepted and given effect to, 
lVe think factory Bugar will replace Gur on an extensive scale. 

101. If sufficient protection against foreign dumping and importation is 
granted by the Government of India for a number of years, there iii no 
reason why subsidiary industries such "as manufacture of sweets, syrups, 
fruit preservation and" canning should not come into existance and develop
on substantial line as the sugar industry itself. 

102. These figures shall be submitted by our Association. 
103. Yes. Number of times throughout the protection period foreign 

8Ugar has been landed in India at unremunerative prices. Sugar was also 
imported through Indian Maritime States Ports and sold in British India 
at much lower prices than imported sugar of similar quality sold in BODlbay, 
Calcutta, Madras, Karachi," etc. 

104. There has been export of Indian Sugar to Burma by sea.. Such 
exports are also feasible to United Kingdom under colonial preference and 
assistance by the Government of India by securing cheap railway and stea
mer freights. 

105. The imposition of Excise Duty on sugar in 1934 which mostly fell 
on cOnsumers and addition made in 1937 which wholly fell on the shoulders 
of cultivators, has in our opinion, been the main cause for retarding total 
consumption of the country. 

106. Nobody iii prepared to purchase molasses. 
107. There is one Indian Molasses Compsny which is exporting molasses 

barring .that there is no other channel of export. 

';/aim JOT ProtectilJ1l,. 
108. It has been effective to its msximum extent, so much so that ,the 

whole of fOJ'eign sligar has been replaced by Indian made sugar. ." 
109. We think that it is necessary to continue the existing rate of duty 

on imported sugar for protecting the Indian Sugar Industry which is still, 
in infancy from its agricultural side. 

110. The internal efficiency of the mechanical and chemical sides of the 
factories has been reached by mO§t of the factories to the extent of 80 to. 
95 per cent. And, therefore, there is not much scope for bringing an, 
redu(,j;ion in the cost of production, . 

The obly remedy now open to b1"ing in substantial reduction in the cost 
!»f production of sugar is the !;heap supply ~f cano. 'I.'he price paid to the 
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cultivators' for cane ,is, just'sufficient to meet'the cost of production of cane. 
,And unless, therefot;e,' the cultivator is assisted by t¥e Agricultural 
Research.· to improve his method of cultivation resulting in considerable 
increase'in the yield of cane, it is· not possible to get cheap supply of cane: 
for the mills, • . , . 

Our suggestion is that the Government of every Province sh'o~ld ·start· 
an Experimental Research ·Station on a ,wide' scale with the assistance' of 
expert chemists. Such stations are to be divided into two groups, J)ne· 
dealing with the chemical side and the other dealing with the Agricultural 
side of the Industry and thus bring home to the cultivators the knowledge 
of the scientific method of agriculture and thus increase his profits combined 
with reduction in cost of production of cane. 

Apart from this, as we have mentioned elsewhere in answer to several 
questions, the .utilization of molasses and bagasse wherever possible with 
the assistance of the Government is also equally essential for '1lssisting the 
mill-owners to keep the cost of production of sugar to a. minimum level. 

111. The effect of import duty on foreign molasses has been useful' to a 
certa·in extent to the Mills in disposing of a little of their molasses. It 
has not adversely a.ffected any industry in India. 

The Gay. Sagar Mills. Ltd .• Gay •• 
RUL'J TO TARIFl' BOARD QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1. January; 1934. Present capacity is 550 tons. 

-- OS. I. IA. lB. CR. TOTAL. 

J4da. sr .•. J4dB. If. 00. J4ds. If. 00, J4da. If: 00. J4ds. If. ch. J4ds. If. 00. 

1933·M .. 21,046 0 0 18,010 0 0 16,385 0 0 4,47720 0 59,91720 0 

1934·35 13,47220 0 64,135 0 0 27,14720 0 .. 8,070 0 0 113,095 0 0 

1935·36 2,53810 0 122,098 10 0 39,794 0 0 .. 7,130 0 0 171,66020 () 

1938·87 10,827 0 0 166,020 30 12 63,667 20 0 .. 1,632 20 0 241,047 20 12 

Remelt. .. , 0 5,777 20 0 .. 8220 0 13,725 , 0 

rOTA]; 27,107 so 
I 7,866 

o S8Q,164 4 12 J&4,S96 20 0 16,385 0 0 21,292 20 0 599,S~5 34 III 

3. (a.) There is no special advantage when compared .to .Sltu~tlOn of 
other factories but .this is a good area under sugarcane cultIvatlOn In South 
.Bihar. 
~ (b) & (c) Nothing special. 

4. Double sulphitation. 
(1) Carbonitation process yields better product than Bulphitation ones. 

but the cost of manufacture usually rises high~r than the other one of 
the same efficiency and the same cnpacity. , 

(2) For a carbonitation factory raw materials such as limestone etc. 
has'tp be obtained in bulk and therllfore only special neighboul'ho~ds of 
liuch material are wl·ll suited whereas 'fol' sulphitaticn factory no such 
thing .is required. ,,' 

5. The' plant has been extended in . 3 . instalments sili~ it started. The 
following al'e' the details of extension: - . 

1934-0riginal Capacity 250 tons: Expense Rs: 6,98,000 
1934-Boilors increased from 2 to 3. 

8ettling tanks increased. 
Pans increased from 2 to 3. 

Capacity 400 tons. Expl'nse Rs. 1,6;),000 
Jr Carried over 
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. Brought forward' 
1935-BoiIl!rs increa.sed from 3 tp 4. 

Rollers increased from 11 to U .. 
. A separate engine fixed up. 
Sulphitati~l1 tanks increaHed froD;! 2 ~o S. 
Jui~ Heaters increase~ from 2 to 3. 
EliminaterH increased from 2 to 3. 
Settling tanks increased. 
Pan supply tank increased. 
Crysta1Jisers increll/ied. 
Centrifugals increased. 

Capacity 600 tons. Expense Rs. 86,200 
1936-Separate engine for the 'cane cs-rrier fixed up • 

.Another cane cutter engine set up so as to ' 
prepare the cane twice. 

Filter Press increased. 
Centrifugals increased. 
Dryers increased. 

Capacity 650 tons. Expense Rs. 35,500 

Re. 9,87,700 

6. We contemplate this year setting up new machinery 80. as.to conver~ 
all the second sugars. into first. 

(a) At present they might .be the foIlowing :-, 
1. Adequate cane supply. 
2. Adequate market for distribution of sUgilr. 
3. Overhead expenditure and manufacture cost. 

(b) 800 tons approximately. 
8. Minor things of sugar factory equipment areuptil now obtainable 

in India. Almost all the equipments that are in the market are imported. 
9. (1) The Industries Department has not dorie anything tangible for the 

IIllgarindustry. We &Uggest that sugar being the most important industrY' 
of Bihar, the Industries Department ought to keep a separate unit. working 
under it for the development of sugu industriea. ilL coIlaboration with the. 
factories and their representatives. 

Raw Material,. 
10. We do not undertake cultivation of sugarcane. 
11 & 12. Does not arise. 
13. We have not tried any experiment ourselves. The Agricultural' 

Department in these parts have not played any important role. in the 
development of cane cultivation. This is due partly to the lack of interest. 
of the Department and partly due'to the apathy of the cultivators. • 

14. (a) The cultivation since thfi starting of our mills in 1934 has beeq 
increased about 6 times. ' . 

(b) There is no marked improvement in quality. The originaJ varieties: 
had \leen replaced by Co. 213 even before our mills started. 

15. (i) Frost, disease, inlJeCt pests &Jld draught ean each sause eonsider·· 
able 1088. 

(ii) The loss per cent. in yield may go up to roughly 60 :p!1r cent. when:· 
even one of the ca\¥188 is present. .l.. 

(iii) In our locality irrigation is' the main di.fficulty and: canes Buffa: 
1D0stly from draught. 

II 
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16. Yes, Co. 213. Fiela yield is approximately 400 maunds per acre· 
and sucrose c.ontent 12: 

17. Compe~ition used to raise price by an anna per maund in previous 
years, but this year mutual agreements between factories have eliminated 
the difficulty. 

18. (a) The area has inoreased by 2 to 5 times accordi~g to registers .f 
the 100lllity from the factory. '. •. _ 

(b) Due to the starting of the sugar factory which yields ready money 
to the cultivators. 

(b) (i) Defect in rainfall as well .as its ,excesa spoil ·the cane crop as 
well as paddy which is the other crop, so in that respect it does not make 
any differenoe. 

(ii) Higher prices of j;ugar and the consequent rise in the prices of cane 
Jlllcourage the caltivation. . 

Aiii) Gur was the keen competitor' of sugar till last year, but ill 1936-37 
the very low price of gur eliminated it from the competition. 

(iv) Prices obtainable from the alternative paddy is about 10 times lower 
than Cane, therefore the factor is immaterial. '. 

19. The productj,pn is not much in excess in our close neighbourhood and 
the production has already decreased for the next season. This excess h:nt 
!!-18O rejiulted from the stoppage of gur making th~ year which used to 
consume about 40 per cent. of the cane in previous year. Norestrictio~, 
therefol'e ·are ·furthllr necessary in this area. 

20. Details a~ not yet available but approximately it come about As. 2 
per maund. 

21. TIIB main difficulty of the cultivator is the want of adequate irriga
tion during the dry season. 

The di!fliculty in delivery to the factory. is due to the congestion arising 
from their anxiety to. sell cane to the factory as quickly as possible. 
This can very much be helped if the minimum price of cane 
fixed by the Government is such that it is lower towards thtl middle of the 
season and higher towards the beginning and .the end. Such a basis ",hich 
also take into account the ruling price of sugarcane be prepared without 
dilfliculty. 

22. (a) Compulsory jicquisition or leasing of the land are still impracti
cable and. would arouse unfriendly suspicions amongst the cultivators. The 
Government can set an example by leasing Khasmahal lands where available 
to factories for long. terms. This would be emulated by Zamindars and 
cultivators. 

(b) A system of ._cc rooms" can be easily arranged for by the Divisional 
Advisory Committee"where the representatives of all the mills in the area 
may be specially invited. " . 

23. Its details can' be worked 'out by the Divisional Advisory Body. 
24. (a), (b) ,(i) & (ii) Yes. 

25. (a) 33 per cent. 5 
-(b) 66 per cent. . Approximately. 
(~) N!ln8 
Th8proportion of.gate cane to rail cane lias speedily increased since 

the starting .of· the factory, due to the encouragement given by us. 
26. Entirely transported by carts. Average weight is 20 maunds. It 

is no good improving the carts until roads are improved and they are 
tll\·kucha ')J'oads 'in a very bad state. With the improvement of roads the 

,Average ,,:eighi; loaded in the cart can be increased to 30 to 40mau~d8 
lind ·t\1.6 ImprOV~1netl:~ of tlIe carts can be attended to afterwards whICk 
may increase t11e load of 50 maunds o~ over. 

, . '27. l'he. ,milellgll of ·ro.ads is elltil'ely inadequate. The main .road~· ~re 
kucha and b&rely passable by cartB. Feeder. rO!l:d!! ar~. ~1D~t !lOn-e!I~lllg 
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and only tract cut through bare fields 'serVe the purpose. Much of the 
canes whi.m could have otherwise been ntilised for _the. factory are made 
into gur and much of the land as on this score are made to yield much 
less cane crop. . 

28. On an average 3 miles. About t!4hours. No special care is taken 
to protect the canes during transport. 

29. 1 pie. They ~mploy their own carts, as well as hire them. 2 pice. 
30. Choudhriana toll is levied which has absolutely no fixed basis, and 

varies from nothing to 1 anna per cart. 
31. Purjees are issued to the cultivators according to the area under 

their cultivation which are served before the season starts. Detention·is 
on average about 4 hOUl·S. 

32. From 5 miles to 40 miles. The average time taken between cutting 
of cane and delivery to the factory is 50 hours. Railway arrangements for 
tbe transport of cane are not satisfactory so far, though they have improved 
npon their previous arrangement this year. 

aa. Tbe Railways have flat wagon rates. The minimum freight is Re. 10 
for the maximum distanCe of 35 miles. The rates increases a.fterwards. 
Tbe freight has been increased during the recent years. We prefer flat 
rate to maundage rate. 

34. We are not interested in limestones as for manures. The existing 
rates are not too high, but before trying to redu~ the rates the cultivators 
have to be taught to use manures in sufficient quantity. The question o~ 
transport of manures only rises consequently. 

35. No. 
36. Tramway system is impracticable in our area due to the very smaD land 

holdings scattered in patches in all directions unapproachable even by roads. 
37, In our locality rail canes are much inferior to gate carres when they 

arrive in the factory specially during, the hotter' parts of the season. The 
difference in the yield of sugar per cent. cane goes even to 2 per cont. 
in May and in the hest cold part of thll season even it &oes to ahout 7J 
per cent. 

38. (a) 33 per cent. 
(b) 66 per cent. 
39. To the gate cane 'suppliers we sometimes give advance in cash. 
40. The contractora make purchase directly from the cultivators and 

paid by ua commission of 1 pice per maund of cane excluding the dryage, 
loawng and the railway keight which are also paid by UB. 

41. No. 
42. Loaded and empty carts are reweighed on weighbridges. Cultivators 

are free to take payment since they present the cane receipt to the counter. 
43. The following are the prices (excluding other charges) at cane 

purchased during last four years of our work and the prices do vary at 
different period.. of the season which are based on the price of sugar and 
fixed by ther Government under Sugarcane Rules from time to time, during 
the period from latter part of 1935-36 season up-to-date. In previous years 
the prioes ,varies less at the earlier and more at the latter part of ths 
crushing season. 

List of prices- Per md. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

As,' P.-
5 g' 

0'6 -
': [) 3' 

4 3' 
44. Yes, minimum price of cane -.is fixed by, the GoVernment of the basis 

of the price 9f sugar. 

M2 



45. Khandsari' sugar has big importance in !lur locality. The price of 
gur has however been' potent factor influencing the price of cane during 
last year. 

47. Not this year. 
48. It is not satisfactory in so far as it does not encourage early and 

late supply of cane to the factory by making a difference in the price paid. 
49. The' payment of bonus is not easy under the present circumstances. 
50. The duration of our last 4 crushing seasons are follows:-

1983-31, (January, 1981" to 80th April, 1931,).-As this was the very first 
year the plant was not complete before January, 1934, the crushing 
began 80 late as January. 

1981,-85 (3rd 1)ecember, 1981" to 27th April, 1985).-The crop was not 
mature before December. 

1985-86 (1st November, 1985, to 9th April, 1936).-Although cane was 
not properly ripe, the crushing was started a month ago, as an 
experiment for the yield of sugar. 

1986-87 (1st December, 1986, to 19th May, 1997).-As large stock of 
sugar remained unsold in most of the factories, it was decided by 
the factory owners to start crushing from December in order to 
control overproduction. 

51. The season can be extended from 5 months as at present to 7 months 
if early and l,ate crop cane is cultivated. 

52. The Agricultural and Ol-operative Department are not giving help 
but they may be of much practical help if the units working in rural areas 
collaborate with the factories who have better idea of the circumstances 
under which they have to work. 

53. We employ both skilled and unskilled labours in our factory during 
,the crushing andlor silent season as the necessity arises. 

54. We do not import labour from out of India, but suitable portion 
of labour is got from the North Bihar or East United Provinces where the 
sugar industry originated mainly. 

55. It does not arise. 
56. All the labour reside in quarters specially built by the factory and 

we have adequate arrangements of their lighting, sanitation, water supply, 
amusements and are going to open a school for their children. 

Power. 

57. During the nohnal period of working bagasse suffices. During other 
times coal and to some extent firewood are used. 

Coal and firewood expenses-
1933-34-Rs. 17,637-This includes gllr season when much larger quan-

. tities of coal are lls('d. ' 
1934-35-Rs. 6,804-0nly cane season. 
1935-36-Rs. 25,6B9-Includes gur season 
1936-37-Rs. 8,047-(Till April) cane only. 

, ; 
58. Molasses and press mud. 
59. The following are the outturn and price of molasses for the respec-

tive years noted, against 1!he,m;-
1933-34-31,126 maunds at As. 9-3 per ,maund. 
1934-35-42,075 maunds at As. 7-1 permaund. 
1935-36-109,502 maunds at As. 7-3 per '~aund. 
1936-37-83,027 maundi at As. 4 per maund (till April, 1937). 



60. The market for the consQmption of our molasses is as follows:
Calcutta. and di.tillerieB.-The transportation of our molasses from mills 

is arranged by railways in ordinary covered vans loaded with tins .and 
drums and in tank wagons. 

Aa regards the supply or'wagons it is not adequate, the details of which 
have been stated in our reply to Question 70. The special reduced freight for 
a consignment of 270 maunds and over of molasses is as follows:-

Station. 

Howrah 

61. We always sell molasses. 

Per JIl&nnd. 
Re. A. P. 

o , 7 . For ·smaller quantities the 
freights are charged at a 
muoh higher rates •. 

62. Does not arise. Our bagasse is fully consumed as fuel. 
63. We have not contemplated yet to utilise any other by-product. 
64. Statement showing the figures of our stock as required under this 

question is given below: - . 

Stock at the Stock at close 
beginning of season. of season. 

Mds. Mds. 
1933·34, Nil ',990 
1934·35 Nil 28,712 
1935·36 Nil 59,196 

{22,972 Gur l, 1936·37 123,274 on 18th May 
1,400 Cane 1937. 

65. We store our sugar output in pucca. brickbuilt corrugated-roofed 
godowns the capacity of which is 50,000 bags iu two godowns at. 25,000 bags 
each. During the last off Beason we increased one or these godowns to 
about 50 per cent. of its capacity. 

66. Sugars of inferior quality suffer more during storage •. 
67. It is reconditioned. 
68. It "equires research. 
69. Due to the railway having supplied leaky wagons from time to 

time specially during the rains, our sugar sustained damage to some pro
portion. 

70. Difficulties are experienced for transportation of our sugar· and 
molasses due to the following irregularities. observed:-

(a) Non-supply of adequate number of wagons from time to time 
against our indents which is said to be owing to scarcity of 
wagons as the railway state. 

(b) Supply of wagons containing the stain of kerosine oil, coal tar 
and other such materials and sometimes emanating strong 
offensive smell of hide and bones, etc., rendering them unfit 
for loading a commodity like sugar. 

(c) Wagons are sometimes found leaky and consequently they are to 
be rejected specially during the rains. 

(d) Molasses tank wagons are sometimes placed in mills' siding iu 
a defective condition and need repairs by railwlloYs before loading, 
thus entailing delay in despatches. 

Due to the above reasons the deliveries of our sugar· and molasses in 
the market are necessarily delayed which is detrimental to the interest of 
the 8ugar industry specially when the market is unsteady. 

71. (a) Railway's attention should be drawn to the fact that the wagons 
must be thoroughly examined before placement in the mill siding to give 
a remedy' to the defllcts already ~entioned in answers to the Question 70. 
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(b)-'I'he:malc6 'of the wagons should be improved so as to doorways and 
,,0111, may. be wa,ter-tight. 

79. Selling- rates of sugar-

Ports. Ut> country. 
Average per md. 

Rs. & Re. ,.. P. 

1933-34 NiZ 811 6 
1934-35 NiZ 8 7 0 
1935-36 NiZ 8 6 3 

. 1936-37 ., 6 7. 611 0 
Freii!;ht rates:~ 

. Bihar-
(Mal;1bhum), Local at As. 5-9 per maund. 
(Singhbhum) Tatanagar at. As. 9-7 per maund. 

Vrissa.-Puri and Outtack at Rs. 1-2-9 per ~und. 
BengaZ . .,...,-Calcutta: at As. 7~1l per maund. 
South. India at As; 15 per- maund. 
Burma at .Ail. 11-11 per maund. 

73. Capias of the Balance Sheet. enclosed herewith. 

'14. 

llaohi,nery • 
Buildings 
\V elghbridges 
Furniture 
Rly. Siding. 
Tube Well 
Motor Car • 

1233-34. 1934-35. 

Per 
cent. Ra. &. P. Per 

cent. 

5 32,112 0 
21 8,178 8 

10 1,313 1 
10 542 5 
21 665 2 

10 399 11 
20 1,415 10 

- 44,626 6 6 

0 61 
4 21 
6 61 
0 5 
a 61 
0 61 
5 15 

1935-36. 

Rs. &. P.. 

54,197 12 6 
10,693 14 0 
1,138 2 6 

479 10 3 
1,662 13 6 

277 3 0 
509 4 6 

68,958 12 3 

75. Reserves-. 

1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 

Rs. 

1936-37. 

Not yet calculated. 
Our financial year 
closes in September 
every year. 

1936-37. 

Rs. 

15,000 40,000 Not yet kept. Our 
financial year _ closes 
in September every 
year. 

76. 1933.34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936~37. 

Per Rs. &. P. 
Per Ra. eent •. cent. 

Ordinary Nil 8 '59,4211 8 6 8 64,992 Not yet declared. 
Preferenc\, Nil 7 805 0 0' 7 805 Accounts will be 

----- closed in Septem-
60,233 8 6 65,797 ber 1937. 

77. Overdraft from our Bankers at 7 per cent, during 1933-34 and 
1934-35. By cash credit system with Imperin.l Bank of India on varying 
rates at 41 per cent. to 41 p.e!: <lI1nt. 9-uri!lg 111~6 ~d 1!}36-37~ 
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78, Head Office' e;xpen.o;ea are follows:-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935~16 

1936-37 till April 
Managing Agents' commission during 1933-34-Nil. 
Agency abolished. 

79. 7 per cent. 

Rs. 
2,17,172 
2',31,468 
2,76,030 
2,05,926 

Since then ManagiDg 

80. ForDlll* enclosed duly filled in (Forms I, II and III). 
82. There is practically no BCQ,pe now. 
83. lfarketinl1.-Bihar, Orissa, ~engal, South India and Burma. 
25. Nothing fixed. 
86. Yes, Indian sugar deteriorates more rapidly than Java one, 
98. Yes, but by foreigners. 
91. Average Indian sugar is still inferior tQ Java sugar specially. in 

respect to its colour. 
92. Stock about 50 per cent. carried by miUII. By merchants nil. 
93 & 94,. 1'es. " 

'95. 'Yes; on the face of colour and size of crystals as at present con-
oomplated by Sugar Sbndard Bureau 

96. (a) No business has been done. 
(b) Yes, only for grading purpose in the factory. 
97. The standards will be of use only when a Central Selling Organisa

tion is set up. 
98. No. 
99. The presed consumption whatever it be can be increased by a 

propaganda work on the same basis as the tea producers are carryin/l: 
out at present. 

100. The process of replacement is steadily going. Figures are not 
available. 

Hn. It can be started at an experimental basis in North Bihar which 
is both the fruit producing and sugar producing area. 

103. No. 
104. No export is possible to United Kingdom, Persia and many other 

countries, if the duty is levied on Indian sugar. ' 
105. The excise duty of 1934' did riot, SO much harm to the industry, 

but the duty of 1936 has proved disastrous. 
106. Molasses are mostly purchased by distilleries and tobacco factories. 
107; There is not ~\iuch export. " 

\ Claim lor protection. 
108. The entire sugar industry depends for its existence on the protec

:tion granted even now. If protection be removed the industry would collapse 
almost instantly. 

109. The protection, ought to be continued as at present till' the remain
ingperiod. 

110. Fixation of quota of production, li(lensing of extensions and prG
hibition of new factories, lowering of cane cost by improve!! CUltivation 
and varieties of proper canes, utilislltion of molasses as power alcohol 
,and its compulsory mixing with petrol, better selling organisation akin 
to Indian Cement Marketing Board, reduced duty, increasing' consump
tion by 8uitable propaganda similar to tea prop~ganda and improvements 

• Not prillt!ld. 
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'~f feeller roads, quicker tranRport of sugarcane, lowor railway freight, of 
,s.ugar and its, quick transport. 

The South Bihar Sugar Mi1Is. Ltd.. Patna. 
1. In tbe year 1933-i4. Its original capacity was 850 

,subsequently increased and now it is 1,200 tons. 

'2. 1934-35. 1935-36. 
'10:ds. Mds. 

241,688-36 343,487-4 

1936-37. 
Mds. 

428,718 
229 

tons, but was 

(from cane). 
(from gur). 

3. (a) Our mill is one amongst those situated nearest to Calcutta and, 
therefore, Sauth India marke1ls are alsll served with facility. 

(b) Nothing sp~cial. 

. (c) There is nothing particular, about labour supply. We are a' bit 
dISadvantageously situated than the North Bihar Factories. 

4. Double 8ulphitatiQn. 
, 5. A new set of Quadruple (17,000 sq. Heating surface), two Calandria. 
Pans (one, from Java), a few filter Presses from Java, Shredder, a few 
more Centrifugal Machines, Vacuum EngIne, Pumps Sulphur Furnaces, 
Juice Heaters, Boilers, Spray Tanks, etc., have been installed. Amount 
spent is Rs. 4 lakhs approximately. 

6. None at present. 
7 .. (a) The most important factor is the availability of canes at the gate. 
(b) Six hundred tons. 
8. We understand, Factories with 300 tons capacity have been nianu

Jactured and erected by one of the Firms in India, but it has not yet been 
possible to erect Pans and Quadruples as also Caswteel of bigger dimension 
for the factories. ' 

9. (i) Practically no technical assistance in its true sense is available 
from the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. They ought to from 
time to time, supply the factories with' ideal datlls obtainable under Indian 
conditions in their own factory at Cawnpore-which they never do. 

(ii) The Industries Department, save and except forwarding applica
tions from the unemployed are, practically, of no helP. The advises they 
tender, from time to time, to the Government for the control of sugarcane 
prices, are detrimental to the interest of the factories as wen as the Culti
vators. The Industries Departments specially of United Provinces, and 
Bihar should h8\'e a Sugar Technologist to look after the interest of this 
Industry. " ., 

10. Yes, on a very Small scale. We obtained our land by purchase. We 
'Could get only the worst land in the locality and that also on payment of 
abnormal price. 

11. (a) &; (b) Nit 
..(e) 213 and 231." . 
(d) The lands have been under cultivation oilly last, year. There is 

:nothing special about the method of cultivation. 
12. (a) As the area of cane under cultivation is only about 10 to 15 

acres and that also purchased only last year, nothing special could be done 
-Qn these scores. ' 

13. None. 
14. (a) The quantity of cane available has considerably increased during 

the last three years, but this year, due to low prices of cane (as reduced 
by Government), the cultivation has declined nIl round. 

(b) The cane mostl,Y, cultivated is 213, which is deteriorating' in the 
quality gradually. 
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15. In our area there is no damage from frost, but diseases and insect 
llests are· enormous. The average loss owing to theso causes can be esti
mated at 20 per cent. 

16. Not exactly. Even during tbe last season lIVe ran short of cane 
during tbe month of April. The principal variety of cane crushed is Co. 213. 
The average yield is about 350 to 400 maunds per lWre. The average sucrose 
content is 11'75. 

17. There is prlUltically no competition between the factories for the 
purchase of cane. 

18. (a) Yes, since the last year. 
(b) (i) Rainfall since the last season is helping the cultivation. 
(ii) Low prices have certainly adversely affected the cultivation, and the 

cultivation this season has diminished by about 25 per cent .. 
(iii) As above. 
(iv) Prices obtainable for paddy and Tabby crops in certain localities, 

are much higher than what the cultivators ·ob~ain for cane at the rate of 
As. 3 or As. 3-6 per maund delivered at factory. 

19. Yes, the total production has bee~ the highest in the year 1936-37 
in the whole of Bihar, but it is not in excess of the requirements in the 
South Bihar. 

21. The main difficulties are the low prices of cane and, at timos the 
failure in supply of water by the Canal Department. So far as the delivery 
of cane is concerned, the poor cultivators who have not their own bullock 
carts have to pay he~vy charges for delivering their canes to the factories 
and also, at times, the factory roads get damaged and impassable for the 
carts passing over them. Government should provide facilities to the 
factories who intend to construct Tramway lines for feeciing the factories 
and they should at least devote a portion of the excise duty towards the 
improvement of these factory roads which are maintained by the local 
bodies. The local bodies, as is everywhere the case, are very poorly financed 

. and are not in a position to maintain the roads in proper cQndition. 
22. (a) Certainly the compulsory leasing. of land is not practicable under 

conditions existing in the pl'Ovince, but we do not find any difficulty in 
the compulsory acquisition of land for ~ugKrcane cultivation .. We kio 
strongly feel that every factory must have at least 2 to 3 hundreds acres 
of land for experimenting on early and late varieties '0£ cane and for 
growing seeds for distributio.n to the cultivators. 

(b) Zoning system as the yield of cane and its cultivation are factors 
that cannot be determined before the f.actory actually commences crushing. 
It is very difficult to predetermine the zone.9 for each factory and if no 
laxity is afforded for re-adjustments wherever any shortage arises, any 
rigid zoning will instead of helping will place the factory in awkward 
position. • 

23. Under the present circumstances, it is very difficult to vouchsafe 
the actual assistance which a factory rendered to the cultivators as 
they are themselves running at a loss Ilnd cannot afford to spend on thQ 

.development of feeder roads and to give advanees to the cultivators. 
24. (a) Yes, this would certainly be a check to the overproduction· of 

sugar. 
(b) (i) Yell. _ 
(ii) Yes. All these measures are certainly tending towards the control 

of produrtiQn of sugar and in view of the present situation no· new. sugar 
factory should be allowed to be erected and the existing factories shoul9i 
in like manner be not allowed to effect any extensions. 

25. (a) 49'7 per cent. 
(b) SO'3 per cent. 
(c) Yes, the preportion has varied, ·from year to· year, t~ a slight 

extent due to the increase iu cultivation in the Joc~1 areaa. 
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.2fi.. The gaM ca~e9. are entirely. transported by carts. The averagfJ 
weIght of canes carrIed on each cart IS ahout 21 maunds. The substitution 
of rubber tyred carts will, undoubtedly, reduce the cost of transport but 
it doos' not· appea.r' to, be possible for the cultivators or private agencies to 
purcbase these expensive carts. 

27. No, not exa'CtIy. The feeder roads 81'e' in a very bad state and at 
times, the mill has to repair them at their own oost. ' 

28'. The maximum di~tance from' which the e8nes 8re brought by road 
is about 12 mile.s and the average time consumed is about 12 hours. In 
the time so consumed, there is no appreciable deterioration in the quality 
of cane, but incases, where canes are harvested and retained overnight 
~' the, fields, certainly they deteriorate. 

29. Average coSt of transport is about 9 pies per maund by cart. 
About 50 per cent. of the cane-growers employ their own carts and the 
restl\ay cartage at the above rate. 

30. No. 
31. 'We have s'tX welghbridges for the weighment of cane carts and 

this number is quite adequate to cope with the passing of carts without 
any detention. The normal period of detention may be taken as two to 
three hours in the factory area including' the weighbridges and the cane 
carrier. 

32. Even from distances of 200 miles and over. The average distance 
comes to ahout' 30 miles and the average time taken about 48 l~ol1rs. 

3.2. Yes, railway arrangement can be termed satisfactory, though, in 
cases, when the railway employees are not well ti{llled by the contractors, 
they do, try to harass them. 

33. No, maundage rate per mile give rise to many difficulties as the 
weight of cane, when loaded and unloaded, differ to some extent due to 
dry age as also wastage. 

34. The freight rate on manure, speC'ially, filter muds should be reduced 
appreciably 80 that the cultivators on outside stations should be benefited 
by the free supply of this stuff. 

'35. Nil. 
36. Yes, Tramway system must be advantageous to a very gre!lt extent 

but, certainly, there would be difficuJties in acquisition of land for th'e 
pupose of laying out tramway lines. ' 

87. The extent of depreciation may' be estimated at 10 to 15 per cent. 
for transport by rail. 

38. (a) The gate canes are purchased direct from the cane-growers' and 
the rest through contracto,rs. from outside. 

39. We do not contemplate any arrangement with the cubivators but 
we do advance cash to some who apply for saine and we also supply 
manure on a liberal scale to practically all the cultivators applying for 
the same, the prices whereof are' recovered at the time of their actually 
supplying the canes. ." 

40. We appoint contractors for out-station canes and pay them com-
mission of Re. 1-9 per 100 maunda and dryage of average 3 per cent. 

41. No. 
42. Yes, payments, are made at the time of delivery of canes. 

44. The prices paid to the cultivators are now controlled by the Govern
ment ra.tes and they certainly are related to the prices of sugar. 

45. In our area," specially, the supply of cane is very much dependant 
on the price of gur, owing to Bihta and other markej;.q bein~' very big 
centres for the supply of gur to other Provinces. 

46. Yes; there has been considerable variation ~hich is attributable to 
~ess demand for gu~ frem othe!: ~r!lm !ltheJ: cOIl~umlng ce!!tres. 
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47. Yes, we have paid prices in excess «If. those fixed by Government 
specially, during last crushing season. It was. mainly due t9 the abnormally, 
low prices fixed by the Government.. 

48. No, the basis, in our opinion, 18 not quite satisfactory there ought 
to be a minimum beiow which the prices should, under no circumstances be 
allowed to fall., Regardlea& of any. reduction in the pk-ices of. sugar we 
propose. this minimum to be As. 4-6. per maund,. this, in ow: .opinion, 
would go a grcai.,deal in 'stabilising the sugar market also. 

49. Yes. the· introduction of a system. ot bonus would certainly ,tend to 
the impro;ement of the varieties' of cane· and also earlie.r ~n~ late varieti!ls 
and it can be easily introduced if the factories employ reliable hands In 

the, Cane Department. 
50. The cause of variation of the duration of the crushing season haa 

been the quantity of cane available for crushing. Yes, now the period is 
sufficiently· 1000g for economical working. 

51. By the introduction of early variety of cane, the reCovery will be. 
improved-as, during the latter part of .Novembllr and the first. fortnight 
of December, the cane Cl'ushed are of very low sucrose contents. But in 
this connection we may suggest that this early vllriety of cane should not 
be taken advantage of-for the extension of the crushing period in view 
of there being apprehension of overI~roduction of sugar in consequence 
thereof. 

53. During the crushing season about 175 skilled and over 1,000 unskilled 
labours are employed and in the silent season about 20 former and 50 latter 
labours are retained. 

54. Therl1 is no foreigner employed in our mills and the number of 
employees belonging 1;(>, provinces other .than Bihar is also very limited. 

55. Since the very beginning we have no foretgn-employed. 
56. We have in. our factory compound well-lighted quarters even' for 

the factory coolies snd electric lights and 'waterhydrants are provided in 
almost all the quarters; besides, there is a well managed and liberally 
equipped Club and Library, Children's Park, Foot Ball ground, Reguln:r 
Tennia Court and vBrieties of Indoor games, such as Snake and Ladder, 
Chess, Playing Cards, Draughts" Ping-pong, etc., etc., for. the amusement 
of the employees. . 

57. Y 68, we have to supplement our requirements of fuel. with coal; 
8pecially during the first week of the start of the factory ,and towards the 
jllOliing of the faptory. 

68. Molasses. 
59. T~e outturn of molasses from the beginning of the factory up tilI 

;now vanes ftom 4 peJ: cent.· (on cane) to, 3'3 per cent. It depends: on the 
quality of the cane and also. on the clarification of juice and 
process of boiling. The price of the molasses varies according to 
demand. In the beginning the price was. rather high but it hall 
;now-Hays dropped to 3 annas or even less per maund. 

60. Sold through Agents and partiy loc~llytoo. 
61-64. No answer necessary. 
65. There is no appreciable depreciation in the quaIlty of Bugar stored, 

hut. oertainly due, to DUlisture iew bags got. damped.. Generally, s~gar8 
bagged hot deteriorate .in colour during the rainy season. 

67. The .damaged sugars_ &1'e l'econditioned. 

68. The keeping quality of sugar can be much' improved if it i@ 
~horoughly cooled before bagging. 

69. No case of any damage in trallBij; has b6Eln de,tected. 

70-72. No answer necessary. 

J3-78. AlIBwer~ can bl! found. i!I t~!! .ijalallce Sheet attached hereto. 
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. 79. 121 per cent. to 15 per cent. we consider would be a fair return 
for the capital i~J!vested towards the imlustry. 

80. Separate forms· '(answers supplied in there). 
81. The capacity bas been increased from 850 tons to 1 200 tons per 

day by installing efficient machineries (Maxwell Shredder)-b~tter arrange
ment of feeding e'fficient pumps and engines, etc., installing another set 
of quadruples, juice heaters, filter presses, etc. [vide answer to Question 
No., 5 (iv)]--;)trictest economy is being practised in everything. 

82. The cost of producing sugar depends directly on the recovery of 
sugar from cane, and as tbis factor varies in different veal'S due to the 
variation in the sucrose contents of cane, it is evident th~t with the canes 
with higher SIH'rOiE' content, the manufacturing cOEt might decrease. As 
regards afliciency of the manufacturing side, we believe, we have attained 
a standard which is very difficult to exceed under Indian conditions. 

83. Patna, Calcutta, Madras, Bang&.lore and Mangalore are our Depots 
and main centres. 

84-86. Nil. 
. 87. The difference between tbe two prices are not very wide, still 
efforts have to be made to minimise the difference. 

88-90. Java sugar ilt preferred to Indian sugar mostly in the Port towns, 
and more so by the European Hotels and Confectioners. 

91. On an aVerage Indian sugars are certainly inferior to Java sugar 
}Jut there are a few factories who are manufacturing as good sugar as is 
imported from Java. Average Indian sugar has small grains and less 
brilliant colour as compared with Java. 

92. (a) It is only since two years that we hear of sugars stocked by 
manufacturers. Last year, factories iu North Bihar and Gorakhpur areas 
had very sad experience due to heavy rains and about 40 to 50 per cent. 
of sugar stock.ed got damaged during the rains and hence, this year, 
naturally, they are making <:fforts to clear off their stOck before the rains 
set in. 

(b) Previously dealers did stock sugar to their full capacity as they 
gained considerably due to the differenee in prices obtained. at the close 
of the season' and during the rains and after, but last year had very sad 
experience due to the gradual decline in sugllr prices and this, year, 
practically, no dealer has got any appreeiable stock in hand. 

93 & 94. Yes. 
9S. Yes, as regards the present basis of standardization, there is nothing 

to be complained about. . 
96. (a) & (b) Nothing. " 

, 97. With the setting up' of the All-India Central Selling Organisation, 
the u.~efulness of these standards will automatically increase. 

98. NiZ. 
99. The normal consumpt.ion of sugar in India is about 12 lakhs of tons. 

The current year is regarded as the year when tll'e price of sugar is at lts 
lowest, and liS sllch, (;ur forecast is that there would be maximum con
Bumption during the year. 
. 100. Yes the gur is' being replaced by sugar to a very small extent in 

the villages: specially in the localities and villages adjacent to sugar factory., 
101. Some factories have already taken to these manufacturers and if 

special facilities are provid~d by the Government, there would be a glut 
iiI the market for these arbcles also. 

102 & 100. 1'; iZ. 
104. Sugar can be 'exported by. land from Tnd~a to Afg~an~stan, Nepal 

lind Bhutan, provided the All-India. Central SellIng Orgamsaholl, as con-

• Not printed, 
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tcmplated, materialises and under its supervision the sugar factories lying 
on the borders of aforesaid countries export their product and are allowed 
remission of the excise auty on such exported sugar. 

105. These exciee duties have not affected the sugar industry in any 
appreciable manner, rather, on the other hand, it has discouraged the 
erection of more factories in the provinces 01' United Provinces and Bihar. 

106. Bome of the factories sell a small' percentage of ·their produce locally 
as aLso a certain percentage is taken away by· the distilleries and consuming 
centres like Assam and other places, since the last two years, the Indian 
Molasses Company of Calcutta have heen purchasing molasses at a very 
cheap rate from certain factories who were not able to dispose of their 
produce otherwise. 

lOS. To a great extent, in. fact, it has made sugar industry as one 9f 
the biggest industries of India and thereby it has saved crores of rupees 
of the Indians, helped the Indians in taking interest in indUlitries---.rolved 
the unemployment question to a great extent. 

109. The import of foreign sugars into India should be completely pro
hibited and in the event of it being not· possible at least the import duty 
at the existing basis should be permanently imposed. 

110. The following thing/! may be suggested for the improvement and 
del"elopment of the industry:-

(a) Formation ofa Central Board to organise selling of sugar to 
avoid unfair internal competition. 

(b) Preference given to Indian skilled labours to that of the imported 
labour and thereby encoUrage the Indians to take more interest 
towards the economic improvement of the industry. -

(c) Experimental factories to be installed in every province to deal 
with different diJIicult problems arising in factories and techni
cians of different factories should be encouraged t.e carry_ on 
research work and give trial to their inventions in these experi
mental factories. 

(d) Factory owners should be requested to have their own plantation 
and Local Government may kindly' he requested 1;0 help the 
factory owners wherever necessary in acquiring lands for cane 
cultivation. 

(e) Extensive research should be carried by the Agricultural Depart
ment to produce varieties of calles most suitable to the condi
tions of the locality. 

(J) Propaganda should he made to increase the consumption of sugar 
in India. People should he tempted to eat more sugar in 
different forms, COnfectionery, jelly, jams, preserved fruits, 
etc. 

(g) The Direcrtor of the Imperiai Institute of Sugar Technology and 
other responsible qualified people of the Industries and Agri
culture Departments should he requested to visit each factory 
at least once during each season or more, if possible to. see 
the working of the factories and give new and helpful sugges
tions and adviee wherever necessary. 

(h) The factory owners should encourage their employees to carryon 
independent. work to improve the pr~ni system and the Local 
Government too should grant sOI!le kind of romuneration to 
people carrying, on snbstantial work in this line. . 

The DumraoD Raj Sugar Factory, Shahabad. 
REPLIES TO GENERAL QUI!STIONNAmB. 

1 This factory started crushing in the y!lar 1933-34. Its full capacity 
ie 300 tans of cane crushing per day. 
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2. The output ,of ~iB factory l;unniIig is as follows:'

Year. Tobl. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1931H17 

,. ~, 

MclB. Srs. 

91,795 20 
100,174 16 

3. (a) This factory is allvantageously situated in respect of cane supply, 
if no sister factories pour for their cane supplies intd this area. 

(b) The~ 'is a bcility of rail by the Arrah alid Sasaram Light Railway 
yet ,the 'charges of this railway is veIj-high. Tllis factory has great difficulty 
in, cane tra.ffio transhipment at Artak and Sasaram. There is no adequate 
number of wagons in this railway_ 

(c) Labour supply i& tolerably fair. 
4. This factory adopts sulphitation process and notcarbonitation process 

the recovery and crystal of carbonitation are better than what they are in 
,the suJphitation 'process, but the cost of production is bit higher than that 
of the latter. _ 

6. Settling tanks and six rollers witli Gne 'engine in the' milling' plants 
have been added i~ the year 1934-35 and 1936-37 respectively costing about 
a lakh of rupees. 

6. This factory is contemplating the extension of one boiler, one pan, 
one juice ,hoater and some pumps so that the crushing capacity may be 
increased to 600 tons of cane peI: day. 

7 : (a) Proporti~nate pJa.cements of all machineries and proportionate 
crushing determines the size of an economic plant. 

(b) Only 400 toils plant 'Can anyhow Hourian in 'the present day. , 
8. Much of the repairing materials required for store is available in 

:India and major machinery plants are taken from outside India. 
'9_(i) Yes. 
(ii) Nil. 

Raw materials. 

10. This factory undertakes a small acreage of sugarcane cultivation 
under direct management_ Thill factory tries to pm'chase lands from neigh
bouring tenants with utmost difficulties. They demand more prices for the 
same. It would be, a cliffil::p.lt task to acquire lands for this factory under 
Land Acquisition Act.' . 

11. (a) 100 'acres of land held for cane cultivation. 
(b) 50 acres of land each year. 
(c) 213, 290. 
{d) Improved system of cultivation in regard to fallows and manuring. 
(e). Average yield per acre is 400 maunds and their sucrose content is 

12 to 13. 
12_ (a)1 Experinient in cane cultivation 2 acres. 
(b) Nit 
13. The Agricultural Department of this province is giving us late and 

early variety of cane and assisting us in the methoa of manuring, etc. 
14. (u) 'fhe cane plantation has increased. 
(b) The quality is improved. 
15. The damage caused by frost, insect rest, ~tc., is very little in this 

"ar~a say roughly about 15 per cent. 
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16. The principal varieties crushed' in this facloriare 213, 290' .and 
Co. 288.' 

17. Sometimes the prices of cane is increased by 20 to 25 pe~ eeJit. by: 
cempetition with the other factories. 

18. Nil. No. 
19. In this area the cane ClIltivation was 110 bit higer in the ,~ason 

1936-37, but it; could fairly cope with the demand of thia,.fa?tory. 
It was neither more nor less. But because of the abnormal low prlCe of 
Bugar, the ~ilway freight being high, and the excise duty .enhanced, .. the 
factory was Dot in a position to draw cane from outsIde raIlway atatlOns. 
I do not think that any ,reatriction is necessary on such an acreag,e of 
cultivation except the railway authority should reduce the cane freIght, 
and the Government should reduce the excess duty. 

20. The eost of cultivation by a cultivator as pOl' aelle and its outturn"":' 

1. Cost of seed, 28 maunds 
2. Cost of labour, etc. 
3. Water charges . 
4. Maintenance of buUocks .-
5. Rent 

Outturn 300 maunds at the rate of annas fOUf=Rs. 75. 
LeBs cartage Rs. 18-12: Re. 56-4 only. 
Hence the nett profit is nearly Rs. 14 pl>r acre. 

Rs. 

7. 
10 
10 
10 
5 

4,2' 

21. Fairly good seed should be supplied to cultivators by the 'Industry 
Department. Canal water charges should be lessened and there should be less 
baras~ment by the canal authorities in regal'd to bribe, etc. Thecat'ts 
should be allowed to go on the pucca toad of District Board. There shou,ld 
'be zone system for the supply of cane to the neighbouring sister factories .. 

22. (a) I agree with the previous Tariff Board's conclusion in regard to 
the acquisition of land. It will increase the poverty of India all the lnore. 

(b) 'I'he number and name of village together with the acreage of land 
under cultivation should be the basic principle for zone system of cane 
Bupply. 

23. If a fair zone system is estaDlished, this factory may advance cash 
money to the cultivatol's at the rate of Rs, 10, per acre and, may also 
arrange to supply some manure and seed \.0 some extent, a.nd Borne free 
molasses for public roads. 

24. This factory is in favour of sub-clauses (a) and (b) because it will check 
overproduction of sugar in the market and will also effect the sugar pric~ 
to some extent. 

25. Proportion of cane supply-

(1) Gate ca.ne-OO per cent. J for the year 193s.:a~. 
(2) Railway can&-40 per cent. 
(3) Tramway-Nil. 

The above fluctuated in the previous years as the gau, supply was lesS 
due to jaggery making and low acreage of cultivation •. 

26. The gate cane of this factory is entirely transported by carts ane1 
2 per eent. by railway lorries. . The average weight of cane' carried' per 
cart. i.17 to 18 maunds. The prices of rubber-tyred earls Iiliould be lessened 
to substitute the country carts. The factory has employed 12 rubber
tyred carts. The average weight of ca~~ cal'ried by ~uch car~ is QQ maunds. 
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"27. The mileage of roadiri the vicinity of this factory is quite adequate.. 

28. Within the radii, of 10 miles the cane from roaa is arrived at the' 
.lm:al gate. Nearly 8 )lours are taken between cutting the cane and delivery 
at the fac1:.ory gate. 

29. ·The aVllrage cost of transport of cane pef maund per mile is 3 pies. 
Nearly 8~ Jler cent. carts men employ their own carts and only 20 per cent. 
employ lured carts and they have to pay the above cartage per mile. 

30. Not in this area up till now. 
31. For .. ~niform supply of cane purji system is introduced at the local 

gate. The normal period of detention of carts at the factory gate is 5 tc 6 
hours. Nice parking system of carts has Iteen introduced. 

32. Nearly 50 miles distance the cane is transported by railways. From 
East Indian Railway where transhillment takes the average time taken. 
between cutting of cane and delivery at factory gate is generally 84 hours. 
But in Arrah and Saaaram Light Railway it is only 20 hours. 

33. The railway freight is calculated on flat rate. I prefer the maundage 
rate per' mile.' There has been 'no change in the freight' of Artah and 
Sasaram Light' Railway 'in the reCent 'years. ' 

34. The railway freight is comparatively higher and the railway autho-· 
rities' have little consideration for deplorable condition of the industry in 
regard to· the freight. 

35. Nil. No tramway. 
36. The District Board in this District has some objection in st1l,1't

ing tramway line. 
37. The purity of road eane is always higher than that of railway cane 

by at least 5 to 6 units. . 
38. (a) 60 per cent. direct purchase. 
(b) 40 per cent. through contractors. 
39. Nil.. . 
40. This factory a.llows 31 pies per maund of cane suppl;' to' th~"c~ntractor ••• ' 

as 'commission over and 2 per cent. to 5 per cent. dryage imd 6. 'ann_ 
per cent. cane as loading charges plus free delivery of weighbridge from 
the factory. 

41. Nil. 
42. This factory has daily payment system. 
43. In season 1936-37 the price fixed by the Local Government were 

between ann as 4-9 to annas 3-6 in this factory and there has been no 
price competition this year' by the neighbouring factories. But previous to 
this season the prices by' 'the Government Slid the factories were decided 
higher and the competition prices by the' factories were also very high. 

44. The prices of cane have some relation to the prices of sugar in this 
province and thus Local Government fixes the prices of the cane, 

45, This year· the jaggery making has not affected the prices of cane, 
but in the previous year when the price of jaggery was higher, it has affected 
20 per cent. in the supply of cane at the factory gate. 

46. This year the prices of jaggery was very low because the factories 
were reluctant i.n the purchase of the same. Moreover the price of sugar' 
was abnormal so it has affected the cane as well as jaggery prices. 

47. It all depends on the supply of cane. If the cane supply is sulfficient,. 
the factory owner will not· increase the price of cane fixed by the Lo('~1 
Government and if it is less, they can increase the same to meet their 
demand. 
, 48. The basis of minimum price of cllne fixed. by the Local Government 
iq not satisfactory when the price of suga·r is 80 low. The price ought to 
be lower than the minimum one. 

49. Nil. 
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50. In the year 1935-96 the duration or crusning was 135 'days, while 
that in the year 1936-37 it was 133 days. 

51. The Government of India should allow high percentage of expendi- . 
ture out of sugar excise income for the mass education of cane cultivation 
in India. Thus the activities of Industry Departmenf should be extended 
for mass education. Then the people will adopt new iml1roved system of 
cane cultivation of early and" late varieties. " , 

52. This factory is sstisfied with the assistance' given by both the 
Departments. Tbe factories or thl! people of India are 110t satisfied with 
these types of small helps, but are crazing after more help and assistance. 
Under the circnmstances the Government of India should help,,~ese two 
departments, with more monetary side in the annual budgets, and thus 
better heads are added up in these Departments. 

Labour. 
53. In the crushflig season skilled and unskilled labour is employed in 

the factory but in "the silent season only skilled labour is employed. 
54. Only 7 per cent. of the labour is imported from outside neighbouring 

diHtricts, and 93 per cent. of labour is recruited from local area. 
55. No skilled labour in this factory is imported from abroad, because 

here is cent. (ler cent. in Indian labour. Only one !Chief Engineer is a 
foreiguet' . 

56. Mostly pucca quarters are allotted to the factory labour and some 
semi-pucca quarters. Free water and medical aid are given to them. 

-Power. 
57. This facto.,. cannot meet the whole of its requirements ~f fuel froin 

the bagasse available in this factory. ThlJ money spent 9n fuel is i!:iven 
below~-

11n 1936-36 

1936-37 

58. Only molasses. 

Outtu,,", 01 mO!lJ8se8. 

159. In 1935-36: Mds. 40,000 (approx.) 

1936-37: Mds. 48,000 (approx.) 

Rs. 

8,616 

19,926 

Money received on 
sale portion only. . 

Rs. A. P. 

3,52015 3 

1,363 6 0 till 6th 
June, 1937. 

The causes of variation are due to high crushing. and jamming, in, the 
boiling house. 

60. The market for molasses of this factory is simply local. There is na 
eatisfactory arrangement of transport by Arrah-Sasaram Light Railway;.to 
send its molasses to big markets such as Calcutta, etc. The railway freight 
on molasses are comparatively vet'y high. Hence much of the molasses are 
wasted in this factory only 28 per cent. of total production of molasses 
is consumed by the local area and the rest is thrown. away as wastage. 

61. The surplus molasses ue drained in the rainy season. 

62. Nt!: 

63. Molasses can 'be' used a~ !Io manure, \lut jt l'equi:red great labour~' 

II N 



-Storage and Ti'(lnsportattoll. olSugar. 
64. Stock pOIlition-

1935-36 

1936-37 

Beginning of the At the eilli of 
seaaoB, thesea&on, 

Mds. lIds. Brs. 
268 41,930 0 

28,555 48,729 12 

65. Thu. 'factory has I; pucca sugar gooown ~hich cat'i at ooe tilne (iolntam 
'500,000 inaunds 'Of sugar. This factory is in eontemplatioa Of extending tire 
present sugar godown. 

66. Only in the rainy season the sugar in the godown is slightly moisted 
and quality affected a bit. 

'6'1. !l'he damaged sugar is sold on 'lesser price. 
68. By d'ouble cliring the 2nd sugal" in the centrifligais and 3rd sugar 

being used 1P.S seed into the pan. and thus tnakiilg one lIuanty nf saga!". 
69., The iugar iii transit is damaged mainly in "amy 'season :and further 

if thl! bags 'are not of good quality. 
70& 71. :No. 
72. Nil. 

'Capital licc'ouh.t 'Jinil 'o'ver"helUlc'hCl'T'gel. 

74. Our rate of depreciation is the 'same as allowed by the Income-tax 
Department. 

'15 & 76. Nil. The factory 'being a. sole proprietary -o;e. 
'17. The working capital is advanced. by the Dumraon Raj Treasury. 
78 & 79. Nil. 

Efficie'ney of prOducrion. 

80. A separate' form* has been fully filled up. 
81. (i) One engine' with six rollers has been added -w milling lliant to 

lessen the losses in bagasse in 1936-37. 
(ii) Centrifugal settling tJl,nks 'have added 10 avoid jamming of process 

~ugar in the year 1935-36. 
(iii) Nil. 
(iv) lIi.gh salaried staffs have been removed to lessen the cost of produc-

tion in the twoseasons,,1935-36 and 1936-37. ' 

82. 1Jy Bading ''onepian and one boiler. the 'cr'ushing will lie ':higher land 
tbe fuel consumption will be, less,ened. 

Marketing. 

S3. The principal rl"arkets 'for 'sugar for this factory are Caicut~ Ma.dra 
and, local markets. " 
, 84. (a) 'lrheprinCipal dealers get some commission on suga.r sa.les by the 
manufacturers, and, 

(b) The dealers 'keepaometiLrgin of'llro'fits 'While selling 'tile liugai' 'With 
'the retailers. ' ' 

85. 'The present sugar contract To'rm is' suitable to some ell:tent, yet the' 
sugar dealers are 'l1~vertr&e ,fpotn· botb~'r'ti.tiol!l. 'when the "market iB c'tomrds 
low. 
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J!€). 1935-:16 
1936-37 

87. No. 
88 & 89. Not definite. 

l63 

8Uf1/Jr rate~. 

Out Bide. 

B.s... it~. A • 

. 94 to 'Il~ P'lr :md. 
1 12 to S 13 per md. 

Lollal. 

Jls~ A. RB.,.. . 
II io.~ 'I J.S pe~ ~jl. 
'I IS to 6 4. per mil. 

90. Java sugar is mostly consumed by the foreigners in India; and by 
the Anglo-Indiall /lnd Christian. .,' -

~. Of cour;.e on: the' ~hole Java sugar quality is better than many 
Indian sugars, yet .8DD1e factoriell in India prodllll6 .better quality of sugar 
than ,the Java ones. The reason are this that this .industry has newly 
sprang up in India, BOit will take time for produeiilg better' liugat: r 

92. (a) ,Generally this factory at .he i\lld pJ tpa eeason holds only lrd of 
lugar Btock into its gtldoWD. 

,(b) 'r4 of tI!e s~k a,re so!d off ill th, r~n~..c ,~fl80n. Th~ ;carrying of 
stocks is filUlnced by the Rlii treasuty. 

113 !' !l4. N,o. 
,(15. Yes. 
,~6. (a) Not substantial. 
~b) No. ,. 
lI7. Nil 
lI8. Not definite. 
99. The present Indian productiojn of sugar can be consumed in Indi .. 

if foreign sugar is totall,Y Btop},ed. 
1<»-102. Nil. " 
'103. Not definite. 
104. Indian' Bugar can only be llxpor.ted if the cost, of production is 

lessened. 
105. (i) The BUg81' excise duty of 1934 jJ..!l9 _~kea!ly checked the margin 

of profit and the Bugar iadllstry in I"dia ",as ~ot.in a prOSper{!UB fondition. 
(ii) But the addition made in 1937 hal. marvelously ruined the industry. 

Practically there is' no margin of "rofill iif'£hislD.au&try in the present 
Btatus of' affairs. 

106. For this factory the mola8Bes are consumed locally. 
107. Not definite. ..,' .,.,. 

108-110. The development of the sugar industry in this country has 
been phenomenal, and the Government of India' deserv« to'be 'congratulated 
.for having decided to promote the Industry' by giving' !t suita11le' ~cal 
assistanee. The' establishment of this industry has douJ>tIess 'been' bf 'gre~t 
and direct assistance to the cultivators of cane . who 'are greatly benefited 
'by the' higher return from this crop and cwho'<"have also 'considerlibly 
extended thllir (:ultivation under the impetus of such return. "Th~ iiIiie 
has now come' when" the 'Government'should implemeht ,'their-'polHiy of 
protection which has beeD completely vindicated by' the ' industry:whi~ 
has made the country practically self~c:ient in. the matter of h~ require
ments of sugar within a short period; by' further constrUctive' measures 6f 
assistance like provision of 'researoh werk 'in accOrdance with' the' recum-, 
mendations of the Tariff Boa.rd, partioularly with a view to effect improve
ment in ,the qualitiea of cane, .and ,.the utilisation of the by-products of 
iudustry. :I ,hope however, that the ,various l'ronncial Governments' w.iJ1 
urge upon .ihe Government ·of .Iadia the' necessity of. continuance of pro
tection on iu( adequate scale, in ,considerat.ionof .the beneficial .effects of 
protection on a large number of cultiv4tors, and the country as.a whole an.d 
1 t~t ~a~ ~ Governl!l,8Dtpf !J}di~ ,..i,ll.,,~,~utJ!J.e~.pl~~eto Jlro~~~ 

N2 



the i~dustry. adequately,. for .8, period of. 15 years, as the industry has 
come mto eXIstence relymg on such defiwte assurance. The, sincerity of 
the Government's. desire for helping the industrial development of the 
,country' ~s on the test and I hope they will inspire confidence in the minds 

, of the public .about their' b0'7!4. /ides by taking vigorous and whlile-hearted 
,:measures for the ,establishment on sound lines of this second largest industry 
of the country, which satisfy fully the three conditions laid down by the 
Fiscal Commission for the grllnt of protectioJ:1.. 

:IDe Rohtas Industries, Ltd., Shahabad. 

REPLY TO GENEItAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

i. $tarted,lntbe year 1933~4---Capacity 1,800 tons of oane per day. 

Mda. Sra. Cbs. Mds. Sra. Cbs. 
2. 1933-34- 1935-36-

R. S. 109,798 1 0 R. S. 247,919 6 0 
X. S. 1,51926 0 No.1 47,007 7 2 
No.1 40,744 14 8 Pisa 1 18,630 2 1 
Pisa 31,41637 8 Pisa 1 13,149 0 0 
Ungrade 5,88330 0 No.2 18,70524 0 

Total 189,36229 0 
Total 345,47039 2 

.,< 1936-37-
R. S. 184,95228 0 

1934-35-
R. S. 192,88512 0 
No.1 74,652 12 0 
Pisa 47,59328 0 

Special 136,341 36 0 
!No.1 86,6533,2 0 
No.IA 88,48932 0 
Pearl 14,550 12 0 
iR. S. A. 4,706 4 0 

Totali. 315,13112 0 
No. II 16,29420 0 

Total 531,989 4 0 

3. (a), (b) & (c) Yes. l: 

4. Double carbonitation. 
In the sulphitation process, the plant is less expensive and the' ~'rocess 

cheaper to work. on the other hand the ca,rbonitation process yields a bit 
higher recovery and the sugR-r produced is of superior appearance and of 
better keeping quality. The principal itcms whil-h raise the cost of carbonita
tion process are lime-stone and ooke and filter cloth. 'rhe determining 
factors will therefore be the distance of the factory from quarries' and the 
coal field. . 

5. Since starting the pla,nt in 1933-34 (when its capacity 1,000 tons) its 
capacity was increased to 1,500 tons in the year 1935-36 and finally to 
1,800 tons in the year 1936-37. -Charges in the layout of the ~actory were 
also made to suit convenience where required. 

Amount spent may be seen from the Bala-nce 'Sheet attached. 
6. None very important except a few minor charges. 
7. (a) The overhead cha,rges of a factory depreases relatively per unit 

increases of crushing capacity. The larger ·the factory the less .are the 
proportionate c1targes on skilled directing staff, depreciatiort. and certain 

. factory operation. The size will ultimately be determined by the capital 
. ava.ilable, the a,va,il-ability of raw ma,teria,l at a. rensonable price in the 
neighbourhood and the facility of aocese ()f mo.rket. 
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(b) The determining factors are' the quality of cane and the duration 
of the working season. Generally speaking for Northern India, the min~~m 
economic size is 400 to 500 tons crushing capacity. 

8. Simple parts such as cast iron tanks and pipes and other plants 
comparatively easy to manufacture are obtainable in India.. Generally 
speaking, Sugar lIlachinery is a specialised Dlallufacture ,aJld have to be' 
imported (I.S.M.). 

9. We are not aware of having been given any practical assistanoe either 
(i) the Imperial Institnte of Sugar Technology or (ii) the Industries Depart-
ment of yonr local Government. . 

10. Yes, we do nndertake cultivation. The land tha·t we could Qbiain 
from the big Zamindars was only of their self cultivation. We have been 
nnsuccessful to acquire land for cultivation even at the price more than
a times than at what we purchase' from the Zaminda:ra. Their ground was 
that the land was only the source of their income. 

11.' (a) Total area hOlld is about 1,000 acres. 
(b) As this is the first year of our cultivation we have put in about 

250 acres under ca·ne. 
(e) Co. 213 and Co. 331. 
(d) System of cultivation is the preparation of land with the mechanical 

power, planting and all operations after that with the ma·nual labour. 
Oane ratoon fallow Green manured is the rotation we ha:ve taken in view. 
:We are supplying S. Amonia at 4 maunds per acre. 

(e) As this is the first year of the plantation no answer to this question. 
can be given. 

(I) No cost per acre can' be given at this stage. 
12. (a) We have not kept any a:rea for experiments this year: 
(b) Nothing has been done for the production of seed for sale to the 

tenants being the first year of plantation. 
1:,. No experiments have been: tried. Agricultural d"pal'tment 'has donal 

l.rBC'tically very little for us in this direction. 
14. The quantity of cane availa·ble has been steadily increasing' in local' 

arca, since the start of our. factory. No appreciable variation was noted 
in the quality of canEt except that caused by weather sometimes. 

15. Unknown; cannot give a.ny figure. 
16. As stated in answer of question No. i4 the area under cane has 

been steadily increasing but we are not yet assured, of full ,supply. The 
Qualit.y generaly available here is Co. 213. The field yield varies froin 200 
to 600 maunds per ane according to soil and irrigation. facilities., The 
sucrose contents in average is. . • . .: . 

17. There is very little competition where our factory ill situated.' Dur
ing the first two three years there wae competition and the prices wentupto; 
As. 7 per maund. During last crushing season there has been practically. 
no competition due to increased crop; In any case, it has not effected the, 
price of cane, but in case there be less crop than that required by the, 
factories there is likelihood of competition. 

18. No. 
19. In our area no restriction is necessary as the cane in our Ilrea is 

not in excess of our requirements.' 
20. We regret, this information is not available with uS. 
21. The main difficulties are very small holding, lack' of manuring and, 

irrigation facilities, absence of good roads, pressure for payment of Govern-' 
ment dues and also Sahukars debts, etc. 

22. Yes. But due consideration will have to be kept of providing suit., 
able "ones to factories with greater capaC'ity. ·It will be rather difficult 
to arrange it in practice especially in areas where ,u, number of factories 
are situated closely and every on!! is to depend on dU!3 supports for its 
OIIne slIpply. " " 
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23. Does not Brise: 'We agree witli the Association. 
24. (~) We eOnsidei' that a:t present there is no need for fixing B quota,' 

but realise th&t the need may arise in the near future. 
(b) The JiLsi Tariff Board rejected a proposal for licensing on the 

grounds Jilainly (1) that enlightened self-interest would ill'llVent capitaliS1iS' 
from starting new factories where old ones already existed and where there 
was no room for expansion and (2) that the only safeguard· for ma.intenance 
of fair prices for canl! was competition between factories. The expectation 
underlying the first ground has not .been realised Bnd the Second ground 
has been .. emoved by Act XV of 1934. We consider that all new factories 
and extensions of existing factories should be subject to license. The 
licensing should 1!e entrusted not to Provinces but to an all-India body' 
including Indian Native State. 

1933-34. 1934-311. 1935-36. 1936-37. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
25. Gate cane .. 27·8 25'8 21-7 

Broad Gauge Rail 
cane 58·6 48'8 47·6 

Narrow Gauge Rail 
cane 13'6 18'9 13·9 

Canal cane &5 16·8 

26. Our .gate cane is entirely transported by carts. 
used. The average weight of cane carried per cart is:-

Season. Mds. Srs. Season. 
1933-3~ 16 2 1935-36 
1934-35 17 19 1936-37 

Per cent. 

23'6 

53'8 

12·6 
I(}O 

No lorries are 

Mds. Sra. 

181<1 
1720 

We understand that at several places trial 'was given on Dunlop Tyre 
Carts. There cal"ti\ carried double the weight of ordinary carts but being 
too expensive we do not hold that these carts can b!l introduced at such 

. a large scale . 
. 2.7. All. road!' in our vicinity are Kutcha Bnd in very bad state of· 

repairs. 
28. Cane is brought by road from 1 to 14 miles dista·nC9s. :Average. 

time between cutting and delivery is above 48 hours .. 
< 29. The average cost of ·cane transport is one pie per maund per mile. 
Over 50 l>er cent. employ their own carts and the rest hire carts. 

SO. No 'tolls art! leried within or near the factory area. 
31. Local &rea is 'divided into 7' blocks. Cane is obtained from eacli 

block is drawn. til 'Proportion to the estimated crop therein. We have 
appointed 0118 jamadu for each block who issues Purjies for the requisite 
number of ea:rtll 1I.lldensnres that the said number actually reaches the 
factory tlvery day. The average period of detention during rush hours 
under borm1l.1 collditiool1 is 6 to 10 hours. The rush hours during the winter 
months is between 10 A.M. to 6 p ••• and in slimmer months between 6 P.lI. 
to 8 A.M. 

3a. The distance varil!s from 8 miles to 102 miles. Average time between 
cutting of cane and delivery at factory is .bout 48 to 7a hours. RailwIP._Y· 
arrangement for -trMlSport of cane are as far as they go but there IS 
room for improvement. It is being brought to the Railway Authorities 
nutics e"ery now and then. 

33. ltai1w&y freights are calculated on mileage per wagon for a minimum: 
distance of 311 miles. Their have been changes. . The freight is Rs. 10 
per 35 miles. Maundage rate per mile 'is not preferred. 

34. Yes. The rates for liinestone and manure ought to be reduced con .. 
siClerll-bly. 

35. We have no tramway. 



· 311. Nqt lIq.vin~ l1a,l\ all:f ~ql\l eXPIl~iel!oe WI! <lI!-lll!ot I!II-Y ~Il;vthin", 
defipi~ly. bu~ '11'8 fl*ll ~h.~ 81 j;ramwat line proper1r maiIl~ained shoulil 
assillj; ~h8 qJ1ltiv~tq1"ll aq4 resjllj; .n qu~c:4 trallspo!"t of c~n~ til the f&.<:tIlry. 

37. We have lost by over 1 unit in the sucrose content and OV!'r 5 
ulljts i~ th~ Puritl fi~ure, op. can,,! ~oiIjg by rail, whe~ com?a~ed ~ot~at 
~oln~ In carts. 

as. froport4o~ of cane pqrch8.lled-

(~) Dir~ frPIll ~~e-g~o""era 
(b) Through contractors 

1933·34. 1934·35. 1335·~6. 1~~n~. 

15'!i 21'7 ;10'1 
100 ~·5 18·& Ila'S 

311. 44v,njlejl ill l)as/1 are given to the local cultiva1;Qrs w/1o a~k fPJ 
advance. Advance fOF preparing 'll'ells for irrigatioj:\ are also ~ivelj. wpen 
Imt/J.9rif,ieIJ I'rll ",pproacl)'!<l. Aqvanc:8f il.rf! also given 'll'hel! cultivators n~d 
~ney for PjlfjJl~ t.x~, rell;S, ~w. ,. 

40. Cane is purchased through contractors QD cOJUmissioll bl!-sis allq also 
by self purchue. Men are arranged on commission basis at Rs. 1-9 per 100 
maund. and not on & monthly wary. 

41. No Buell 88sociation exist. in the territory from which we draw our 
cane 8JlPpl~,. 

42. One .IlI1rt.-wllighbridge W #iJ;!ld at .q .«luwtation or centre where 
the supl/ly is unde~ eight wagl/IIS per d.y and two where IIlQrl' th~~ 8 
wagons. JJ1..8ide our .factory fQr 'local carts we 'have fixed four five tons 
weighbridges, weighing carts with bullocks 'yoked, without detaching, which 
uves a lot of time and trouble. Payments llre being, mads w8llJdy. 

43. Tbe prices we have paid are &8 follows:-

~e&llOn-

1933-34-From As. 5 to As. 6-6 1}Jlr JIlIl~wJ. 
1934-8&-From As. 4-9 til As. 7-3 per maund. 
19~"a~FF.9ro 4,41 • .P i9 4-8, {H1 Pllr m.~~!!d. 
1936jl7"...F,~ H, ~ f;o j§. H Jlllr ~\l~p.4· 

~N<;I;a ~h9'11'1'~.h,a~ th~ pri(!11Il dIJ v~r1 a:t cJiff~rep.t ,J?et19dF 0' t~e liel1lj.0n, 
44. During the first 2 or 3'years prices of jlJ1.g,s,- ,cap.e ha;ve been r.e~ul~ted 

by the amount or sugar cane in~elJ!.,n4 .arid did ',not fia.v~"!:,py d,rect 
relation with the prices of ~ugar. puring the last tW9years J!owever, 
the Government have centroHeof the supply and rates hSIVe been fixed in 
direct r~lation to the prices of Buga:r prevailing according to the .rWI!I ,I!t!der 
the IndIan Sugarcane Act, 1934, 

45. The prices and supply 9f ,C/ln.e h,ve been p./feCtedconsi.derably by 
the ~emand f~r jaggery duri;l'f!; ,the peri9d be(~re t),ul Gflve'n11i,~~~ star~ed 
fixatIon of prICes. Even dunng 193~6 the pnces of gur 'bemg attractIve 
the quantity of cane available' for the' 8ugai factories· waS reiUced'by about 
33 per cent. During 1936-37 however the prices of gur having gone down, 
almost all the crop was available for the sugar factory. " 

4.6. tres. The area from, whiCh we dra.w ow' sugar cane nsed ta supply 
the "j!CJ"irllmenta. of .gtlr rejiJl.ery ~f011l oUf ~a~ry W!'-B p~t up. ,Tile prices 
of gur for refimng purpO!U¥l .1/01'/1 b~d 011- t.hfl ,prices of sugar IDllde from 
gur.Owing to the sugar prices . having' gdne very' low during the 
la.t ~.e., #0 11,8.' nqt bll~ PJ'ofita.bl.e Jpr gw 1e¢il\llrieIJ ,~ pW'chll-!18 W at 
ihe ral.e .tba.~ ,tbe)' we ,wIl/oaliy ~n. T,here Willi 110 ,lLtt.rllctiOR tperefor~ 
lor ~ .I:~!tivIj.WJ'S W WlCJergo the ,naJ'qship lor 1;urJl~ ,ugarca~e i1,l~ 
'!nto jaggery and they ~ fil'ppl~e~ ~h!liF lI,ug¥!i~ ,tp jllp W,tpr,19r pr,1/o~-
1,J;lg, 

':7. OQ. tl1\8 PCC .. s~ ,clurjng 19,3Q~w,e p"i4- I!' ~her rat.e ~1J. <\l!orlia~", fJl 
3 pIes pllr .ma~nd to t.he'J,qcal JIlI<!R aWl ag{lilj. 111- J.9:J6,~7 P'W~g' ,..,pril }Vft 
paid 6 pies per maund than t~!l ~~is~i1:'1F fJ9yermn{lp.~ rj1~~ t~ .9~r,l~cllr Jlrea 
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cane cultivators, 86 we had previously informed them that those who wait 
patiently to supply canes during the month of April would receive our 
rate for a certain period no matter what the Government rate would be. -

48. Not satisfactory. 
49. In view of the very small holdings and the general poverty of an 

average cultivator, we do not think payment of bonus will help either the 
cultivator or the factory. i[f however, better quality of cane in large 
quantities can be hOlled for, a scheme for paying bonus for . superior cane 
may prove useful. 

50. Except during the season 1936-37 the period of crushing· during the 
previous years has not been long enough. 

51. The crushing season can be extended by at least a month by the 
introduction of early and late varieties of cane. The factory could start 
at least a fortnight earlier and close a fortnight later. 

52. We ha,ve not had any practical assistance from either the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research 01' the Agriculture and Co-operative Depart
ments of the Bihar Government. 

na. 1934 
1935 
1936 
i937 

In Season Time. 
Daily. 

Skilled Unskilled . 
Labour. Labour. 

151 
136 
149 
186 

733 
536 
635 
819 

In Off·Season. 
Daily. 

Skilled Unskilled 
Labour. Labour. 

51 
o· 89 
\ 63 
176 

200 
212 
168 
276 

54. No skilled labour has been imported from abroad, but a large number 
of skilled labour is imported from othe.r parts of the country mainly from 
Upited Provinces and the Punjab. 

55. Does not arise. 
56. Nice pUCC81 quarters are made for them with necessary arrangements 

of tap water. A sanitary inspector -has· been engaged to supervise the 
sanitation. There is ample space to provide for out-door recreation. 

57. We ha.ve had to supplement it by coal. The figures for the amount 
spent on fuel are as follows:-

From 1934 to 1937 Rs. 1,40,411-9-1. 
58. Bagasse, filter-press clllke and final molasses. 

59. Price-
1933-34-A8. 2 to As. 9 per maund. 
1934-35-As. 3 to As. 12 per maund. 
1935-36-As. 10 to As. 2-9 per maund. 
1936-37-,-As. 5 to As. 2-3 per maund. 

Outturn-
Year. 
1933~34 
1934-35 

1Ila.unds. 
[03,853 
151,753 

Year. 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maunds. 
155,752 

60. The main market for our molasses is Calcutta and most of the 
Bupplies are made by tanks. Railway facilities are not adequate and there
fore we have. to transport molasses by tins and drums also. The average 
freight· vary a.nd is approxima·tely As. 4-6 per maund. 

61. .We sell our molasses. We suggest, license may be gra,nted for manu
facture of power Alcohol and some steps may be taken by the Government 
to enforce compUlsory u~e of Alcohol mixing the same with petrol, 
. 62. We have 110 Qutlet ~or !!urplus bagasse.· 
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63. No. 

Mill started. Beginning of End of the 

64. 1933-34 

1934-31> 

1935-36 I"' 6th December 
1935. 

the Season. 

Mds. Srs. 

3,212 18 

Season. 

Mds. Srs. Ch. 

345,607 8 0 

1936-37 7th December 32,923 9 322,692 20 14 
1936. 

65. We have three godowns to store sugar with a capacity of accommoda
tion 120,000 bags. During recent two years, we have not built any godown 
nor do we contemplate. 

66. A small quantity gets damaged in the godown on account of moisture 
during the monsoon but this quantity is negligible compared to the total 
stock in the godown. 

67. Major part of the damaged sugar is sold after being reconditioned. 
A very little quantity has been sold outright, also. 

68. We are not aware of. 
.69. Generally the sugar booked to distant parts is damaged due to 

mOIsture there. 

70. Only occasionally. 
71. Yes, the wagon should be water-tight and air-tight as well so that 

the sugar therein may not absorb moisture. 
72. The average freight rate is As. 12 per maund approximately. 
73. The copies of our balance sheets a·re being sent herewith. 
74. Same as allowed by Income-tax Authorities. 
75-76. Please see Balance Sheet. 
77. Arranged by Managing Agents. 
78. 'rhe Managing Agents' Commission IS 1 per cent. on sales and 10 

}1er cent. on profits. 
79. We think 10 per cent. on block account. 
80. Form* duly filled in is enclosed herewith. 
83. South India, whole Bengal Nagpur Railway, Calootta. and Burma. 
84. The agents are appointed to canvas and to secure order jor our 

llroducts on a commission basis. 
(b) We are not aware of. I 

86. We regret, we cannot give any figure. 
87. In ,case the market being on upward trend the difference between 

wholesale and retail prices may be wide but generally it is very low. 
88. We are not aware of. I 
89 &. 91. It will be convenient to deal with these two questions together. 

['he best quality of Indian Sugar is as good as the best imported foreign 
sugar in keeping and other qualities. 

90. Java sugar is preferred in hotels and restaurants run in the European 
Style for their customers, Europellins and Europeanised Indians. But even 
here high grade Indian Sugars are replacing Java Sugar. To a very small 
extent, in the prepara·tion of some special Indian sweets where customers like 
a bright, white colour, Java sugar is used. 

93. We consider that a ma·rketing survey would be of advantage as it is 
an essential preliminary to the operations of the central marketing organi
l'lation. 

* Not printed. 
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94. We are in fa.vour of establishing a Oentral Sales organisatlon to be 

controlled by the Industr'y itself. iDetailed proposals are under the consi
deratioll of Ii special sub-committee of thll AssOllia~ion. 

95. We are in favour of standardisation ali it is an essential preliminary 
to ·the operations of a Central Sales Organiza:tion. Experience was not 
available when standards were tentatively suggested ap.d factories were »0' 
able to adopt them. They had therefore to do business on the QI!-sis of 
samples of individua.l factories. 

96. (a) & (b) Actual business on the basis of the Director's Standards 
has been done only by a very few factories. Several factories have however 
utilised the standards for grading their own sugar, and others have with 
their help classified their daily output. 

It is stated by several faotories that while they 1lSe the standards for 
gra.ding, their sugar, they are unable to do actual business OD. 1;hem as 
buyers, merchants and dealers do not possess a set ,of t4em. 

97. A materia.l reduction in the prices of the standarcfs may tend tq 
popularise them. ' 

98. We ronsider th~t the time is nllt yet ripe for the establishment of 
Ii "Future" of "Termina.l" market. Futures markets are difficult tQ 
control. No amount of rules will secure it as the working will depllnd on 
the men *nd not on the rules. -

99. This may be estimated as a million and one hundred tp,pltSa.ncl ton!!. 
Considering that the consumption of white sugar is only 7, Ib8,. per )lead 

&,II against lOQ lbs, in Western Europe, the United States and Australia, 
and that there has been a large increase in world consumption in recent 
years, there do seem to be possibility of increasing the consumption. The 
present tow prices are another factor in faveur of an extensioD.. 

100. It is not possible to say to what extent factory sugar is replacing 
Gur as judging from statistics both industries are expanding. In the 
sweetmeat trade however it is a matter of commoD. knowllildge, thllt While 
for certain sweets gur is still preferr!ld, the substitution of Bugar for gur 
bNl gone fa,r. It ill iJnpossible to make an estirn(lte 01' thll llxtent of tJJ.is 
Bubstitution. 

101. We have no useful iDi01'm!J.ti~Q. pp. t~is /lubjllCt. 
103. In 1934 Java landed. hel' sugar in Inciia at unremunera.tive prjqes. 

The fact; will. be olear from the fplll)wing sta.te~nt ~f price~ ez-dut., of 
J,ava .ugar .c .•• f. ClIolcl1tt •. 

Prioein 
Date. Indian currency 

per 144, 

Its. "'.J'. 
1933: 

Janufl·ry .to Mamh .3,];2 ~1. 

April 312 51 
Ma,Y 3 lO :1 
.Tune '313 ft 

.1uly .3~ Q 

August q.nd, Sepj;lUUber 311 6 

OcWber ~ 10 ~l 
November 3 9 11 
December 3 4- 1 



January 
J'ebrU1u-y 

19M: 

Maroh and April 1 to 24 
April· 25 to May 3 
Mayftol0. 
May 11 to 28 
May 29 'to June 21 
.tuly 9 to 16 
July 11 ~ SO 
.tuly 31 to August 9 
August 10 to 20 
August 2i to September 26 
September 27 to October 6 
October 7 to 10 
October 11 to 27 
October 29 
November 13 
No~ember 14 
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Price in 

Indian Currenoy 
per Md. 

Re. A.. 1'. 

318 
361 
3 5 1 
3 3 It 
3 1 9 
3 1 31 
~ 15 41 

.2 15 101 
3 0 91 
3 0 4 
3 1 31 
3 0 4 
213 41 
2 12 1 
213 41 
211 6 
2 9 9 
2 9 3 

The last Tariff Board oonsidered 1Ihat under Dorma:l conditions the price 
of Java sugar landed in Oa;lcutta .. ould be Rs. 4 a. maund e:r:-duty, but in 
circulDlltanC8S of exceptional Competition or for special reason, Java manu
facturel'll might go down to as low as Rs. 3-4 per maund .. At the time: 
Java was suffering from large acoumulated stocks cf unsold Bugar. 

The facts were brought at thil ttme 1;0 the notice of the Government of 
India by a Deputation from the Indian Sugar Mitis Association which met 
the Hon'ble Members concerned on 24th November. 

Ezpori 0/ Sugar (in tons). 

By sea. By land. 

104. 1930-31 493 40,126 

1931-32 226- 28,885 

1932-33 431 .27,729 

1933-34 425 33,110 

1934-35 363 34,034 

1935-36 389 25,836 

1936-37 (for ten months up to January, 
23,381 1937) 521 

Ia IIUT opinion Iacilities should be offered for exports of Indian Bugar 
to the United Kingdom by admitting it at eertificated colonial rates (Is. 
5·3d.). Exports will become possible when Indian price plu.s freight plU8 
this preferencial rate is equal to or lower than the price of aon-Indian -eugar 
landed in England after paying tbe Iregular customs duty. India at the 
moment does. not make Bugar of 96 Ipolarisation as there is no internal 
demand !Dr jt, Indian Bugar is about ~9 polarisation. 
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Exports of molasses from Indict. 
i 

-- 11930.31. 1931·32. 1932-33'1~~ 1935-36. 1936-37. 

Tons. Tons . . Tons. Tons .. Tons. Tons: . Tons. 
Ad~n and DependeJ1.- 13 12 11 l~ .. ., 

Cles. 
Ceylon . 390 658 707 , 89(1 890 925 925 
United Kingdom ; .. .. 7 179 153 .. 13,622 
Union of South 13 12 9 14 .. 9,500 

Afrioa. 
Zanzibar & Pemba . 14 15 17 17 .. ' .. .. 
Other British Pos- 13 21 13 19 .. .. .. 

sessions. 
Other Countries .. .. .. .. no 101 140 

--- - --------- ---
Tote.! 433 718 764 1,041 1,153 145 24,187 

; 

111. The following sta1;ement shows molasses prQduced in India and 
mola-sses imported into India in the last six years:-. 

193()...31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Indian Imports into 
Production. India. 

Tons. 
269,000 

. 365;809 
461,658 
430,000 
406,000 
494,000 

Tons. 
102,204 
40,191 
31,991 

2,401 
415 

, Nil. 

. It is the increase of Indian production that affected imports of molasses 
and· not the duty. No Indian Industry has suffer!ld as molasses are avail
able at nominal prices in India itself. 

Sitalpore Sugar Works. Ltd .• Saran. 

1. 1933-34. 
600 tons. 

2. 1933-34~ 
Crystal I 
Crystal II 
Crushed II 
Crystal IA 
Oryst"l IB 

Total 

1931-35-
Crystal I 
Crystal l[ 
Crushed II 

Total 

REPLIES TO 

Production 
1934-35. 

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

of Sugar-Introductory. 

1935-36. 1936-37. 
600 tons. 800 tons. 800 tons. 

l\oIa·unds. 
46,207 

3,565 
16,117 
7,367 
3,970 

77,227 

74,122 
9,790 

11,6,279 

130,191 

1935-36-
o.ystal I 
Crystal II 
Crushed II 

. TQtal 

HI36-37-
Crystal I 
Crystal II 
Crushed II 
Process 

Total 

1937-38. 
1,800 tolis. 

(Expected). 

Maunds. 
123,686 
38,051 
52,769 

.214,507 

211,110 
21,560 
8,975 

312 

'. 241,958 
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3. (a) Gate cane supply is very poor-the lands around being low and 
unsuitable far the ,cultivation of cane ; no lime-srone' nearby. 

(b) All sorts of communication facility exist. 
(e) Yea, plenty of local unskiJ1e~ labour-but skilled iabour' comes' from 

outside. ' 
, 4: Double sUlphitation-though less oostly the percentage recovery ,is 

'lower and quality inferior Compared to carbonitation. At present there 
seems to be no special, ILdvaptage of carbonitation prOcess. ' , ' 

5. After, putting up' of original, factory in 1933-34, before 1931Hi6, one 
, vacuum pan, 10 centrifugal machines, 4 filter presses, 'one sugar 'dry!!r, 
'one liming sulphuring vessel and 6 settling tanks have been put up. . 

,6. One complete 1,OOO-ton plant has been purchased' from Jaova and is 
just now, under erection,. , ', 

7. (a) Overhead Oharges per' maund of sugar is reduced in ,& fa.ctory'of 
bigger capacity than in a smaller one. No other special advantages can 

'be cited. At present it seems 800 to .1,000 'tons is the'minimum quantity 
a factory should crush to' compete effectively.' . 

(b) 500 tons is the minimum quantity, 
I:l. ,They ,cannot be, obtained' ready for supply. 
9. (a) Not very much excepting repair works. 
(b) Practically no suggestion. 

Raw Materials. 
'10. No, we dD not undertake sugarcane, cultivation. We try to get land 

on lease and, also efforts ,were ,mad!! to purchase big plots of lands at 
stretch but local people were not prepared to sell 9r ,give the land on 
lease. " 

11. (a) Total area about 3,500 acres. 
(b) About 1,100 acres. 
(e) Co. 213, ~10" 313, 331 and 2~9. 
(d) Cultivation in our local area is done on ,simple basis in rotation, 

,mostly, cow pung mixed ,with ashes and cane-leaves are used. Only since 
last ;vear we l1're introducing nicifos 22/18 of the Imperial Ohemical Indus-
tries.' , 

(e) Average ;vield per acre varies little., We get average about i50 
maunds per acre; only, CG.. ,331 variety' gives, an average of about 400 
ma'unds. Tbe sucrose in cane vary according to type of cane' matured in 
,different months. ' 

12. (a) Sorry 'we have no land for experimental purposes. 
(b) We get seeds from the Government Farms and distribute 'the same 

locally. ", l 
13. We have started giving early and iate varieties'since last' yea... and 

our experience is not so .olid 'as to give you consolidatory opinion in the 
matter. The Agricultural Department has employed' an overseer who lias 
very big area to· look after. He generally supervises and advises the 
growers to plant the. cane according to different methods. , ' 

14. (a) Area at certain railway stations is enormously increased. 
(b) The quality of cane has improved. ' 
15. Our'local ca.ne mostly is damaged byinsoot pests and' heavy Hoods. 

We hardly get 50 per cent. of the canes planted.' There is loss' of 1 td' 2 
per cent. due to this. . ' , • 

16. No, we have no sufficient supply at the gate. We ,crush mostly Co. 213 
and 210. The sucrose in cane is about 10 per cent. in these, Clanos and 
the yield is about 350 maunds per acre. '" " 

17. Since last year there is no compeiition of rat~ 'with oth~~' fa~tories 
due to increased 1>lantation but number offactoriils" used to'work at each 
neighbouring s1Jation a year back when the prices: Used, to go very, high. '. 
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18. (a) Yell. 
(b) Due to recurring ftoods in our looal area. which is on low level, calle 

crop is damaged to great extent sometimes unfavourable clin:tate and in
.euHicient; ,r~~nfa.ll funDer hal'llling the cultiv8l~io~ "I,ld thul!I' the supply. 
Gur is not manufactured in our area. 

19. There was no exe.ass ,cane iQ. our areq.. At certain railway stl/otions 
from where ~e w:ere drawing a.anes ~here were exoess ~nes and ,r~riction 
at such statIon IS necess,N'Y. 

20. l'leas~J'efer to our reply un<ler it~ ~o, 1~. 
~1.The mai.e. difficulties experienced by the cultivators i,s the area which 

i& always underth", danger of ftoods. They Ilre insisting upon ;to have', a 
~ ill ,tJ1,e . Hardia C/l.QIUIf' tQ which .Government is paying little at:tention, 
due to the heavy cost of the canal. Besides, the ;District .Board road\l are 
'Yery JJadly kept up which goes to }Jamper easy delivery of cane to the f~ry. 

22. ,(a) WI! ~ave Jlardly:to ,comlllent at .thl! present juncture. 
{b) We ,h!J.V6 D.QObjEl()tiQR i. ,.notting area to uiiferent factories pro

vided the loca.l area is imprQv~ enormo1).sly.Zoning system ,could be 
worked only if the nearer 81rea is liO developed :89 ~s to get a.t least ~O per 
cent. of the total supply is receive4 b;1 ·cary;s. 

23. Weare already giving Cane seeds and manure every year worth 
about B.s. 25,000 in our' area and we .shall be too glad to give necessary, 
assistance to increase acreage under cane.' ' 

24. (a) Yes, certainly if w~ :want:~ ,e1tist at all. 
(11) Yell, licenses should be made compulsory for new factori~; ,so far 

the extensions are .concerned enquiries be made from different factories 
whether they have purchased machinery for extension and if so they should 
'be allowed to de so. ' , 

25. (a) 33 per cent. gate cme. 
(b) 67 per cent. rail cane. 
'c) Nil. 
There js no change during the last 3 years. We a.re p~aotic,ally ,.getting 

'tlJe above percentage of cane. 
26. All lOC/l.lcane come by cart which contains usually 20 maunds. In 

rubber-tyred cart 1).suaUy 40 maunds of cane can be loaded. Local people 
.Utre not prepared tp purclJase ,thljse rubber-tyred car~. " . 

27. ,Very bad .condition .of road. " 
28. Abo1).t 10 ,to 12 miles: It .ta,ke.s a.bout· 6 hours. 
29. The r~te 'ofcartage is3 pies per mile but it v:aries ~g ,to 

mileage. Most,J,y.growe~s pring ,their ,C8l!1eS ()~ .their own carts . 
. 30. Nil. 

" 31. In view of the 'gate cane position we t8lke specified number ;Of 
wagon from ,the very 'beginniJIg of .the ,season S8 that the ga.te cane is 
distribu1led from. beginning to ,end equally. No cart is detained ,her~ JI1<lre 
.than 4 .hours as ,we .have definite system of .chalans for each ,day. 

32. (a) The longest ,distance Qf .r8lilway ,I!tation thatINe -drew 'Cane~is 
year was 90 miles. 

(b),B days. 
(c) Yes. 

,83. ,-The ra,ilway.has ~ir 9Wn ,system of Marglng .the freights J&ooording 
to the ~pe ,o()f "wagon, .tlj.ey ,sl1pply .fQr tlpad~ng ~ane ,a.nu the mileage. 

34. We have little to comment on this matter. 
<35. 'No, we have ,no tramwa.y -linl!S. 
56. Yes. ' 

.'37. 'J;he ~a.iD "dilJi()v.l~i!l8 ,ill ,acqui"in~ ,of ,l~~"s. 
87. The nwredeterioration takes place in the raii. transportation; dryage 

cQmes Itq, .aboui! 8, t~ , per, Cl!n1!. . . , , . 
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38. Our gate cane is taken -direetlr from cane growers and rail cane 

OOIJlell through purchasing agent. 
39. Yes, we give advances in form of cane seeds and manure. 

. 40. We appoint liuell8ed tml"Chasillg agents through whom the cane is 
purchased at Railway Stations to whom we pay at Rs. 3-4 per 100 
maunels. 

41. 'tes, through co-operative union on -the I!II.me· terms. 
42. 'tes, we make payment immediately after delivery Df lCaile within 

24 hOUri!. 
43. Weare working sinlle 193J-34 and prices are. governed aceording to 

the fixation of minimum prices of Government. 
44. The Government takes this into ccmsidetatilili' while ~:riagth!l price. 
45. So fat we l'I."te concerned 'thisdoel nat 'COIleern 'us. 
46. Nil. 
4.7. We have paill 6 pies .. cartage for the local cane :to enable the 

growers to give reasonable oartage to the carters tot ttaversing Joqg 
distances. 

48. While fixing the minimum prices of cane the Excise Duty should 
be taken into consideration. {l'he present formula is not ·'Ivof'katm. any inore 
88 the Excise Duty beil\g a permanent charge should alter the basis of· 
present calculation. Moreover there tlho1lld ~ nil -ditference in pri08 in 
Bihar and United and Provinces cane. 

49. This may "be encouraged but it will be at the sacrifice of exhaustive 
organisations bearing high cost. 

00. (a) .t93a-34-from 30th ,JB.uary, 1933 to .22nd May, "1934. 
1934-35-from 15th November, 1934 to 30th March, 1935. 
1935.36-from 20th November, 1935 to· 7th .April, -19.36. 
1936-37-from 3rd December, '1936 to 30th April, 1937. 

1ft the lI8COIla and .thiril ._ODS iIle :factory had to stop for want of cane. 
In the first and fourth seasonS 'the sucrose. of cane lIad gone .dOwtn heavily. 
{b) Nit. . 
51. Yea, lleason could be extended thus provided other factors work 

economically. . 
52. The 88sistancellhollld be on 'more oi9Ia\orSte basis. Agricmlturat De

partment should take up intense :propaganda in .the v.i<Qit~ 1)£ 'llPgar 
.factoriea far plantation· of lvuieties~f 0II.Jle&. 

Labour. 
63. Both sinlled and tlnBkille& labaur ,are both ,fl'OlD Bihal'.alld Ulilited 

I'roviBces. :In iohe -ri-seaaon onJ,y Jitters ..are kept for ,overhauling, 
54. None DSually-only last season 3 Javanese pan-boilers we.re Unpprled. 
55. Does not arise. 
56. Quarters have been made and provided lree--eleetrie light· tr_ 

tubewells made for water supply-free medical aid given. 

Powef'. 

57. No, 'DeTer .. Both wood and coal used 86 ext:f!' fuel •. 
Expsnditure-

1933-34-Rs. 26,612-9-9. 
1934-35-lt.a. '22,575-13. 
·l~. 110,604. 
1936-3'1'-Rs, 35,875-0-6. 
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BY-P'T'oduct8. 
58. Molasses and Pr~ss Mud. 

Molasses outturn. Molasses price obtained. 

Maunds. As. P. 

59. 1933-34. 37,000 1 0 
1934-35 78,000 2 6 
1935-36 94,800 3 6 
1936-37 113,400 1 71 

Overproduction is· lowering the price every year. 
60. Mostly Bengal... We usually s!)ll our ,whole output to some customer. 

He boils the molasses in open pans and converts it into chita and puts in 
. cannisters a·nd despatch same by steamer, rail and boat to different parts 
of Bengal. There are some local sales as well, Facilities of transportation 
f 

. ,",' air. 
61. Production of power alcohol. 
62 & 63. None. 

Storage and Transportation 0/' Sugar. 

Stock in bags in beginning Stook in bags at the 

64. 1933-34 

1934-35 

1935-36 

1936-37 

of season. end of season. 

None 

. 1,328 
15th November, 1934. 

Nil. 
20th November, 1934. 

14,706 
3rd December, 1936. 

9,713 
23rd May, 1934. 

14,639 
4th April, 1935. 

42,667 
11th April, 1936. 

46,943 
7th May, 1937. 

65. Ordinary godown, (pucca wllllls and Hoor with tin roofing). 
Yes, we have increased.· Present capacity=60,OOO bags. ' 
66. To avery great extent. By moisture partly due to heavy rains, 

nearness of a river, due to wasps getting in by' millions. We cannot say 
to what extent due to quality. 

67. Sometimes sold as it is sometimes reconditioned. 
68. Not known. '" i 
69. In steamers to a certain extent; due to ,abfiorption of moisture" 
70. No trouble of wagons in running season but! mostly in the off-season. 
71: None. 
72. Average pric!! obtained-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Rs. A. P. 

863 
823 
800 

• 66 9 
(up to 31st, May, 1937) .. 

Capital Ac.count and Overhead Charges. 

73. Balance Sh~t~ f9JC 1933-34, 1934-35, 1935-36 sent herewith. 1936-37, 
not yet ready. 



74. 1933-34-Ra. 26,1~. 

19~Rs. 50, 17()'&'2. 

19~6-Rs. 72,131-10-3. 
1936-37-Not yet ready. 
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We do not follow the rates 9f depreciation allowed by' Income-tax Depart
ment. 

Our rates are as follows:-

Building 
Machinery 

l!'urniture and Fixture 

Electric fittings 

Laboratory apparatus 

75. Amount set aside for Reserve Funds-

1933-34 

1934-35 

1935-36 

1936-37 

Per cent. 
in a year. 

21 
5 

10 

10 

10 

RB. 
5,000 

10,000 

85,000 

Not ready. 

76. Issued only ordinary shares, dividend distributed as follows:-

1933-34 at 6 per cent.-Rs. 27,790-7-3. 
1934-35-Nil. 
1935-36 at 8 per cent.-Rs. 66,500. 

77. By. hypothecation of sugar stock and other loan borrowing interest 
rate-6 per cent. 

78. Management and other overhead charges:-

1933-34-Rs. 64,883-1-7. 
1934-35-Ra. 91,937-4-1. 

1935-36-Ra. 1,10,804-15-3. 

Managing Directors' remuneration determined at Ra. 12,000 per year or' 
7 per oent. on the profit of the Company whichever is higher after allow
ing depreciation and income-tax. 

79. 10 per cent., dividend is a fair, return on capital. 
82. Working cost can yet be reduced to a further extent by having' 

non-stop crushing with extra set of quad and some other small equipments. 
If every factory can get cent. per cent. local cane and need not bring 
rail-borne cane not only the production cost. will be less but better recovery 
:will be guaranteed due to the freshness of the oane. 

83. (1) Calcutta. 
(2) <lawnpore. 

S4. (a) Through the sQle Belling Agent. 

(b) Not known. 

·u o 



85. Yes. No suggestion. 
86. The retail price is higher by As. 2 per ~aun\l than the wholesale 

rate. 
87. No. 
ils. Not known to us. Usually, ill deteriQrates only to a small extent 

during the rainy seS60n; but last year due to abnormal rains and floods 
in th~9 jlrea liugar de~riorated to A very large extent. 

89. Yes; No, so far as our sugar is concerned. 
90. Indian sugar generally. By the majority- oj the public becaulle it is 

cheaper and ~asily avlltilable. 
91. No, ~n crystal unifor!Bity and lustre and whiteness. But we have 

soon some Indian sugar which is as good as the Java sugar. 
92. (a.) 50 per cent. by manufacturers. 
(b) 20 per CeIl'. by d~ltler~. . 
Cash "r~dit through Bank. Interest charged abou~ 5-6 per cent. 
93 & 94; Yes~ . 
95. Yes. Same as the standards established by the Indian Sugar Standard 

Bureau, Ojl.wnp9re. 
96. (a) Practically none. 
(b) No, so far as we are concerned. 

97. No. 

98. None. 
100. To a appreciable extent due to the low price of sUgar prevailing 

just now. 

lQ~. We do. not know:. 

102. We d~ not possess ~h«lse datas at our disposal. 
103. Yes, certainly from Java-for wiping out their surplus stock. 
104. We do not know. If favourable freight rates are obtained a certain 

amount of export out of India would greatly minimise the internal over
production. 

105. A gz:eat bU,rden on the i,nfa.nt in,dustry, before it 1!.a4 i(i~e to stand 
erect. ' . 

106. Usually sell through brokers to contractors ,!ither whole production 
or part thereof. -

107. We understand the Indian MolassE!!i Company export to Great 
Britain. We have seen reports in the InteJ'l).a.tionllol Sugsr Journal that 
Great Brita·in is now importing from Java' alone about 2-a lakh tons of 
molasses. We see no reason why Great BRita.4!. should not be induced to 
purchase at least 2-3 lakh tons of molasses from India whose sugar content 
ill much. hi.gher than thait o~ Java. molasses and will therefore yield. higher 
Reroontage ~Jcohol. .. Q:'hijo is a. 'l(lIry impol1tanll factor which should be pressed: 
hard in the Indo-British Trade Agreement, .... 

108. Not to a very' g~ea:li .elltent. becaus$; the internal excise dlltJl' has to 
a certa.in ~xten~ mini~.iseQ the eif,ect- of the. protection., lIut the industry 
has grown enormously within :th,e short periO<l Q,f thre~ rears after Unpositi,on, .. 

109. At leas~ the. pr~n~ proteotion duty· should be maintained' if it 
cannot be increas~. Of the . .protective d.u.ty·. Otherwise it would. never 
have heen possible for t~. Wiul\try, 1i9. groN up. like this. 

110. Fixation of minimum selling price of sugs-r and. quota. gf' produc
tion both fixed up and maintained by the Government legislati,pu. and. taking 
effet'tive steps for the export of sugar out of India to favourable foreiJlD 
mal·kete. 

111. Good. No-none 10 far as we know. 
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Cawnpor. Sugar Works, Ltd., Marhowrab Factory, Sar .... 

RBPLIU TO T~ BOdD GBlIBBAL QUB8TIONNAIBlI, 1937. 

Production 01 SugOil'. 
1. The factory commenced manufactul'8 of Bugar in 1904. 
Capacity 950 tons cane per day. 

Beason. Total Maund4 No.1 No.; 
Sugar. Sugar. Sugar. 

2. 19~1 170,409 79,452 90,951 
1931-32 263,114 129,823 133,891 
1932-33 356,233 260,708 95,525 
1933-34 322,058 297,940 24,118 
1934-35 254,185 253,710 415· 
1935-36 292,798 ·291,863 930 
1936-37 357,053 356,650 403 

3. (a) The factory is advantageously situated as regards cane supplies, 
but not of the best quality cane as compared with the Bombll-Y Presidency 
and the Deccan, but with regard to Limestone the height is very high 
amounting to approximately seven times the vahle' of the stone. !lhe same 
applies to coal and other stores but to a lesser degree. 

(b) Rail, road and other communications 8," aatiafactor1. 
(c) Labour is adequate. 
4. Double Sulphitation: SUlphitation..-Lower capital cost, lOwer· opl!ra.

tive cost, more careful control required (less "foolproof "), lower grade of 
sugar produced which is more susceptible to damage in unfavourable climatic; 
eonditions, lower yield varying. from 2 per cent. with high purity juiCl!f! ~-' 
4 per cent. with low purity juices. . . 

Carbonitation..-Higher capital cost, higher operative cost, easier control' 
(more "foolproof "), superior sugar made, less liable to deterioration in 
the monsoon. Higher yield, from 2 per cent. to 4 per cent. dep~ndent on 
purity of juices. . 

The additional capital cost for a factory milling 25,000 maunds per day 
is about £3,500 e.r.W. The critical factor in deciding the process ill cost 
of limestone as laid down at factory; operative costs are essentially those 
of atone and coke as against lime and sulphur. 

Labour difference is unsubstantial~ 
5. See attached Statement No.2. 
6. With conditions as· they are at present we do I10t contemplate exten

sions, but should there be an imp~vement we may consider installing 
further equipment. . I 

7. (a) 'fhe main factors which determine the size of the factort are' the 
amounts of cane available for milling and the transport facilities. . 

(b) The capacity of the factory should not be leslH.han 400 tonI! per day. 
8. The most of the equipment in sugar factories can now be obtained. 

in India, but .non-ferrous metals and· tubes, heavy ahafis for rollen, etc. 
hailers and special pumps and engines have to be imported·. . 

9. (i) Have not seen much of their work yet except tabulated data 
which they have received from tile various sugar factories. 

(ii) The cane rate is not received early enough at the factory. The 
rate should reach the factory 2. days ahead of eJlfo~ement date. 

Raw Materials. 
roo Yes. to a limited extent. The Company holds ita lands by virtue 

of Yokurry and 'fhiks l~ases jJbtained mgstly during the Indigo pBl'io~. 

02 
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No special difficulties were encountered provided alwa:ys that the Company 
were prepared to pay the high prices demanded. It is observed that when
ever the Compjl.ny· wishes to obtain lands, very high rates for same are 
demanded and that whenever we wish to sell or sub-let land Qnly low. 
rates of sah~mi II:nd rent. are obtained. 

11. (a) 1,276·32 acr!!s (including Buildings). 
~b) 258· 75 acres. 
(c) Co. 213, 313, 299, 281, 331, 419. Small areas of M. 16 and POJ. 2878. 
(d) The Rotation 'has been Cane-Fallow-Cane. Ratoons have been 

ploughed up by tractor; then one ploughing by bullocks is given. Then a 
Sona·i green manure crop is planted, 1 maund of seed per acre. This. is 
·then ploughed in by tractor when ready, and the henga put over with 
bullocks. Later five ploughings with bullocks are usually given each plough
ing being followed by the henga. The standard amount of manure given 
at time of planting is 400 Ibs. castor meal and 110 ·lbs. nicifos per acre, 
but in addition, farm yard manure' at the rate. of 4.00 maunds per bigha 
(J acre) has been given during the past tw~ years. 

(II) CO. 213, 407 maunds. 
Co. 214, 290 maunds. 
Co. 299, 464 maunds. 
Co. 281, 542 maunds. 
Co, 331, 598 maunds. 
Co. M. 16, 498. 
POJ. 2878, 496 mllunds. 

12. (a) 2·72 acres. 
(b) 190·33 acres. 
i3. The Company's three·Estates with a tota,} acreage as shown previously 

have always been regarded as Experimental Seed Farms, complementary 
to those run by the Department of Agriculture. Early and late varieties 
I\uch as Co. 29.9 and 331 are grown experimentally and mill triaJs have 
been made from time to time, of each variety. Thus information as to the 
suitability or otherwise of a cane for distribution to the public is obtained. 

The Agricultural Department is' of assistance when seed. canes are 
required. . 
. 14. (a) The following figures show the tota,} purchase weight for the 

past seven seasons. The high figure for season 1932-33 is due to the fact 
that some 15 lakhs of Co. 205 were crushed. This variety is not now 
accepted. 

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 

Ma.unds Srs. 

1,750,207 20 
2,970,247 20 
3,956,333 20 
3,219,900 30 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maunds Brs. 

2,681,234 10 
2,949,596 20 
3,724,235 10 

(b) The quality of ·the cane has been subject to seasonal variation, vide 
reply to Question No. 80, Form III. 

15. We very seldom have damage from frost but from disease and insect 
P0l1lll the damage is very considerable. During the month of February this 
season a detailed survey was carried out to determine to what extent the 
cane was infested with disease and this worked out to 40 per cent. on the 
avera·ge causing a sugar loss of 8,401 mjl.unds for the month or Rs. 50,406 
monthly. 

16. Provided excessive pirating of cane by concerns operating weigh
bridges at Mashrak, Khairah and Paterhi stations does not take place, an 
adequate supply is fairly well assured of. The principal varieties. milled 
ILre Co, 213, Co. 210. Yields vary over the h~rge area from whICh we 
dr~w cane. 
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16. Average figures are:-

Co. 213, 250-400 maunds per .higha. 
Co. 210, 200-300 maunds per bigha. 

For Bugar content of cane refer °to r~ply to Question 80, Form III. 
17. 'fhe supply of cane. would be influenced to the extent of perhaps 

5 lakhs maunds in the event of a general shortage of cane, and the absence 
of any working agreement or Zoning arrangement with the Sitalpore Com
pany.The extent to which the price would 'be influenced would depend on 
the price which the two concerns could in competition with one another 
afford to pay. 

18. There has heen ., steady increase during the past seven years, due 
largely to our efforts to assist growers with cash, seed and manurial advo,nces, 
etc., etc. 

(i) Failure or large defect in rainfall would seriously deplete a year's 
crop. 

(ii) The price obtainable for sugar is the basis on which the Government 
minimum price for cane is fixed, and a high price for cane naturally 
tends to encourage cultivation. 

(iii) & (iv) No effect. 
19. There is no excess here and no restrictions are at present necessary, 

or desirable. 
110. The following are average figures:-

Rs. P. 
Re. A. Manure 20 0 

Seed 40 maunds at 4 Pllllnting costs 3 0 
annas 10 0 Weeding, etc. 3 0 

Rent of land 6 8 
Total 52 8 

Cultivation 10 0 
It must be borne in mind that of the above only the item of the renli 

is an actual cash expenditure to a cane grower. His seed he either gets 
from his own standing crop or from the Company. The manure is from 
his own cattle and most of the planting, cultivating, etc. is done by memrerli 
of his own family. There &re many cultivators who grow cime at less than 
Rs. 30 per acre which with a yield of 300 maunds only per acre and cane 
at ouly 4 annas per maund, gives a profit of Rs. 45 per acre. 

21. One, and possibly the greatest, objection which the ryot has to the 
cultivation of cane is the dur&tion of time which ·ittake~ between the 
date when he has to reserve land for the crop' till. he receives money for 
its proceeds: This is not less than eighteen months unless he has cultivated 
an early ripening va.riety of cane. To partly overcome this difficulty, 
we make a practice of advancing money to the ryot. 

Then there are the difficulties of harvesting the crop-the diversion of 
labour from other agricultural pursuits and the loss or bullocks! time 
from farm work involved in the transport _of cane. It is these difficulties 
which have so encouraged the practice of ratooning cane which even from 
the point of view of perpetuating disease should be discouraged if not 
prohibited by law. 

With a view to popularising the cultivllltion of cane we have the follow-
ing suggestions to make-- • 

(1) The snpply of sound. seed cane of· approved varieties. It is 
notorious that if left to his own devioes the ryot will plant 
from the worst portion of his crop. This is where the Agttt. 
cultural Department can do most valuable work. 

(2) The encouragement to factories ·to acquire land for the establish
ment of seed farms, from which good seed cane could be 
distributed. Government ('ould assist in the acquisition of land 
for this purpose by ~uitable legislation. 
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(3) Intensive education of the ryot in the best agricultural practice 
for the oultivation of cane, including the intelligent use of 
suitable fertilizers. The system of education to be that best 
suited to local conditions. 

(4) 4n examination of the prospects from irrigation by tube wells and 
canals might be valuable. 

(5) Every possible encouragement to be given to factories to lay 
down lQcal tramways for the cauiage of cane, 80 reducing 
the snail) on the ryots resources in providing bullock transport. 

(6) Snch terminal orga·nisation at factories which will reduce as 
much as possible the time lost in keeping carts waiting to 
unload. _We favour a system which ensures a cart being able 
to transfer its load as soon as possible after its arrival at 
the factory or other delivery st8ltion. 

(7) The provisioll of good road communications and we should parti
cularly stress the maintenance of good bullock cart tracks. 

(8) We would advocate that Government should prohibit the weigh
ment of cane during the hours of darkness except at factory 
or tramway depots. It is our belief that when lighting faci
lities are very inadequate, 38 they generally are, the weigh
ment of cane at railway stations tends to lead to abuses, 
however Be!llous the inspecting staff may be. If there were 
proper organiz8ltion there should be no hardship in restrioting 
weighments to daylight hours. 

(9) To ensure better dontrol of cane deliveries at railway stations 
and factories. the system of issuing passes for carts which we 
elllploy should be made compulsory. This by reducing the time 
carts are kept waiting would reduce transport charges where 
ryots employ professional carters for the ca-rriage of their 
cane and save sugar losses due to stale cane. We also suggest 
that carts should be licensed. 

22. (a) We consider the compulsory acquisition of an adequate area 
impossible. 

(b) We are in fa,vour of Zones. The system wQuld depend on local 
~nditions. 

We have insistently advocated the introduction of a system of II Bones .. 
for Sllgar factories. If this had formed a part of the legislation which 
was introduced at the time Government decided to grant protection to the 
I!ugar industry m&ny. of the difficulties with whioh the manufactu.!'ing side 
of the industry is now confronted would never havlil a-risen. We fear that 
in some areas' it is now too late for any effective legislative action to be 
taken, but there do exist areas where conditions make it possible for groupe 
pf factories to come to a mutual agreement for the equitable distributioIl 
of local supplies of cane, and in this Government might be 9f assistance 
in an advisory capacity. . 

23. Our pelicy is, and has always been, to do everything possible to 
~evelop local suppli~ of cq,ne, by means of loans in cash at reasonable 
ra,tes of interest-the supply of sound seed, manures and the provision of 
rubber-tyred carts on the hire-purchase system. It will be naturally realised 
however; that if a factory's local supplies of cane are liable to be taken 
by outside factories, there is obviously less encouragement to the home 
factory to undertake development measures. 

24. (a),' (b), (i) & (ii) Wo 'lre in favour of tlllil regulation of sugar produc
tion by means of quotas, and also the licensing pf new factori.3S, including ex
tensions to those at present in ~xistence. 

Until there is a definite and material inorease in domestic consumption, 
India's production of sugar may now be accepted as having reached sa·tura
tion point, and to avoid the evils of overproduction we consider that 
Government should at once take powers to limit the quantity of sugar 
which may be manufactured under a system of quotas. This remedy will 
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not, however, be nt' .ny avail uniess, linked thereto, the establishment of 
additional factories is prohibited and any extensions to the plant of exist
ing factories, except for the purpose Of incteaaing efficiency or improving 
the quality of the produat. 

This question becomes highly complicated by the position of Indian 
States towards the erection of their own factories and the export of sugar 
thus maILJ into British India with possible non-reciprocity, but even if a 
satisfactory solution to this difficulty cannot in all cases be found, our 
opinion remains unaltered, that the regUlation of sugar production in 
Britillh India in the manner suggested is eSRential to the well-being of the 
ladustry and to the many interests dependent upon it. . 

In this connection we would emphasise the necessity of a deoision heing 
reached, if possible, before the end of the current year so that the cane 
planting programme during the ensuing winter can be worked out iIi. 
relation to the sligar requirements of the oountr'y for the Crushing Season 
oi 1938-39. 

Gate Cane. Rail Cane. TramCsne. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

25. (a), (b) & (c) 1930-31 58·66 20'is 21-16 

1931-32 42'22 9·48 48'30 

1932-33 36'!j2 10·91 52'11 

1933-34 41'95 Nit 58'05 

iL934-35 19·74 Nil 80·26 

1935-36 17'82 4'91i 77·19 

1936-37 19'84 3·91 76'25 

The high percentage of gate cane in Seasons 1930-31 to 1933"84 is due .ill! 
tlte fact that the tramway extension to Ramkola was not theu working. 
Rail ~ane is not taken unless there are indications that supplies in our 
own areas are 1_ than average. 

. 26. Can~ froni the areas iii the iDimediate vicinity ~f the inill whilst 
shown as .. Gate Oane" actually comes into tlie inill on the tramway. Ii 
is loaded on ramps outside the mill yard and tberl j>ullediJi by engine. 
This arrangement results in no cuts goillg direot to the ea-rrier. and also 
lIrevents detention of carts at the factory. The average nett weight of canl! 
per cart is 27 maunda. 

Carts with rubber tyres carrying loads up to 80 malinda are an undoubted 
asset, but the price puts them beyond the reach. of the ordina:ry supplie~ 
or professional olLrter. 

27. Th~ .mileage is adequ.ate, but the condition of the cart links along 
which cane carts have to pass, is disgraceful. 

28. Cline, is brought from distances up fo 12 'miles from the several 
tramway termini. The bulk of the cane comes from under 10 DiileS frotil. 
these places of weighment-=-cane is in the mill within 24 hours of being 
cut. There iii DO protection for the cane in transit Oll bullock cart, but 
loss by" dryage in the hot part of the ~rushiog seasoll is discounted by 
minimising the time whicH it takes to 'reacll the carrier; viz., by transporO 
on the Company's tramway. . . , 

29. It is di1licult to state a figure. The cost varies according to the 
distance travelled, and whet;her the supply of carts is in excess or not of 
the demand for same. Growers always use their own carts! if they have 
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them, otherwise they employ hired carta at varying rates. The 8Iverage 
is about 9 pies per maund. 

N.B.-The Company allows cartage to suppliers at the following rates:
Up to 6 miles-Nil. 

Between 6 and 9 miles-3 pies. 

Over 9 mile&-6 pies per maund from any tramway station. 

30. No. 

31. As stated a·bove, all cane (with the exception of the small amount 
taken on the Bengal and North-Western Railway) comes into the mill yard 
on . the. Company's tramway from the 5 weighment and payment centres 
which it serves. fl'he average cart is certainly not detained more than three 
hours at any place of weighment. 

32. Usually not more than 10 miles, the average time between cutting 
and delivery of rail cane is probably 36 hours. 

33. There is a scale of charges for each type of wagon per mile with a 
minimum rate per typ~ of wagon and same is given herewith:-

Rate per Minimllm rate 
Type of Wagon. per type of mile. Wagon. 

As. P. Rs. 
Open cane wagons, 6, 8 and 10 tons 14 ft. 2 6 5 
Open cane wagons 10 tons 16 ft. and 11 

tons 15 ft. 4, B 7 
Cage trucks 10 tons 4 3 7 
Cage trucks 12 tons 4 9 8 
Covered wagons 3 6 6 

These rates have been in force for several years now and are higher 
than they were eight years ago but the present flat r8lte basis is prefer
able to a maundage basis as cane being a bulky article does not fill wal/:0ns 
to their axle carrying capacity, and to introduce 81 maundage rate would, 
we feel, inevitably increase the freight costs as the Railway would calculate 
the contents of a wagon on the c!Lrrying capaoity rathel' than its actual 
load which is considerably l~ss. 

34. See Question 3 (a). 

35. The total mileage is 37. The cost of transport is 6 pies per maund, 
borne by the Company. . 

36. Most certainly. The principal dificulty is in the Acquisition of the 
necessary land by mea·ns of the Land Acquisition Act. This takes time, 
and the Authorities will not hurry over it. Unless al'f'angement~ are made 
by negotiation with the yarious land owners, (Compensation for standing 
crops being paid there and then) oonsiderable delay will result, before the 
line can be worked. 

37. The loss through" dryh.ge and deteriora.tion between cutting and 
milling varies according to the variety of cane but the loss is definitely 
serious in the months of March, April and May. The results of numerous 
tests carried out during these months in Season 1932-33, indicated that 
the loss in weight through dryage amounted to 2·5 per cent. after 24 hours, 
5 per cent. after 48 hours and 7 per cent. after 72 hours. Apart from the 
10.."6 in weight, the purity of the juice_ in the cane de~riorated by one 
unit after 24 hours, five units after 48 hours and nine units after 72 hours. 
A detailed account of dryage and deterioration of cane varietieS in Upper 
India is given in the 1933 i.s:!ue of the Inter~llti2n~1 Sl1ga! Joyrnal. 
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38. The following figures show the -actual weight of canE! a,nd the per:
centage of the total crop purchased direct from growers:-

Actual Percentage. weight. 

(a) Direct from cane growers-
Mds. Sra. 

1930-31 1,397,006 20 19'82 
1931-32 2,688,102 30 90'52 
1932-33 3,524,511 20 89'09 
1933-34 3,219,900 30 100·00 
1934-35 2,681,234 10 100·00 
1935-36 2,104,398 0 95'01 
1936-37 3,518,688 0 96'09 

(b) Through Contractors-

1930-31 isa.201 0 20'18 
1931-32 281,54430 9'48 
1932-33 431,822 0 1(}91 
1\')33-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 245,198 20 4-99 
1936-37 145,54710 3'91 

The policy of the Company is as far as possible to deal direct with the 
individual grower and not with Purchasing Agents. 

We are definitely opposed to the employment of Contractors unless they 
possess market influence and have a financial stake in the are~ jn whioh 
they operate. 

39. Growers are encouraged to Bond cane with the Olmpany. "Advances 
in cash, seed and manure are made and the following are the figures for 
the period under "review:-

Total advances from 1990-31 to 1996-97-

1. Cash advances 
2. Cane seed advances 
3. Manurial advances 

Total 

Re . .t.. P. 

5,09,804 15 9 
61,366 1 9 

1,11,168 12 3 

6,82,939 13 9 

40. In the event of " Purchasing Agent being" employed, "as for ~ane 
taken by rail, he reoeives commission at the rate of 3 pies per maund, 
but he does not make weighment 01 Irr payment lor the cane which is 
done by Staff supplied by the Company for the purpose. 

41. No. 
,42. Cane weighments and the payments for cane purehased are made at" 

each of the Company's five tramway 'termini. Gross a.nd tare weights are 
never made on the same weighbridge. The carts pass over one of the 
gross weigh bridges where the gross weight is taken and noted on the 
pucea receipt and in addition, a special gross weighment reoeipt showing 
the gross weight onl1 is handed to the supplier or his representative. 
After unloading on to the trollies, the cart passes to a tare bridge is 
tared and tbe pucca receipt oompJeted a,nd handed (in duplicate) to 'the
supplier, a triplicate or Record ropy is r~ta,ined by the Company. Payments 
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for cane purchased ~re made daily at all fiV"e centres so that a Bupplier 
can if he wishes, obtain his money immediately he gets his receipt. When 
taking payment, he hands in his receipt in duplicate and the money is 
then paid, and one copy of the receipt, "the supplier's Rcoord copy" is 
handed to him for hill own record. 

43. 1930-31--As. 5-9 per maund. 
1931-32-As. 5-9 per maund. 
1932·33-As. 4-6, As. 5 and As. 6 ver maund. 
i1.933-34-As. 5, As. 6 and As, 7 ver maund. 
1934-35-As. 5, As. 5-6, As. 6, As. 6-3 and As. 6-9 per maund. 
1935-36-As. 5-6, As. 5-3 and .As. 5 per maund. 
1936-37-As. 4-9, As. 4-6, As. 4-3, As. 4, As. 3-9, As. 3-3 &'lid As. 3 

per maund. 

44. The price paid is that fixed by Government. under the Sugar Cane 
Rules and is variable directly as the market price of sugar rises or falls. 

45. The price of Gur has no influence II-B so little is made here. 
46. See Question No. 45. 
47. We pay a premium of 6 pies on Co. 299 on account of its high 

sugar content and in order to encourage the growing of this variety. 
48. Under present conditions, the .basis ill not satisfactory and calcula

tions should be based more on the rates obtained for sugar by average 
factories tlian on the special rates obtained by a few factories employing 
more expensive processes. We feel that the rates are ·based on a small 
proportion of special sugars which are being pr-oduced by certain factories. 

We would also suggest that the 8 annas margin whioh is at present 
used in arriving at a scale be reduced to enable the cane rate to be 
adjusted more frequently and equitably. 

We may have further suggestions to mll-ke. at an early date. 
49. There should be no difficulty wha·tever, but the option of paying 

premiuJnll should be left entirely to the discretion of the mills. We should 
not favour a compulsory rate in excess of the Government minimum rate, 
for a given· variety. 

50. The duration of the crop for the past seven seasons is given under 
Question No. BO. The variations in the duration can be attributed to 
available .jJupplies of raw material and the economical operating purity of 
the cane supplies. 

Until such time as ear1y and late ripening varieties have been estah
lished, it is our opinion that the economic duration of a cane _se~son can 

• be given· as from 1st December to 15th· April. 
51. We are in favour of encouraging the growing of early ripening 

varieties. In the event of a sufficient quantity of a cane like Co. 299 
being available, it should be possible to start crushing operations on 
November 1st. 

The difficulty with late ripening varIeties is that unless they are very 
easily distinguisha·ble from the ordinary mid-season ('anes, there is always 
the danger of unripe cane being taken, resulting in serious loss to the 
mill. 

Late ripeners would also have to be crushed in the hot time of the 
year (April Ilnd May) when such questions as dryage in transit, resulting 
in loss in purity of the juice, must be considered. 

52. We have ..had oonsiderable assistance· from the Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research and the Agricultural Departments of our Local Gov
ernment. We feel, however, that their efforts are not sufficiently co
ordinated and that therefore they fail to give the help. which we really need. 

It occurs to ns that the staff of these Departments should be more 
mobIre. The demonstrations and help which are required by us should 
be available on the spot, and we would suggest that a motor va·n equipped 
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with cinematograph lind iou.d-speaket equipment wouid meet a long 'felt 
tvant. 

Propaganda could be carried on in this manner from village to village 
in the neighbourhood of established factories and the ryot could see demon
strations and hear actual explanations in his own language of all problems 
attached to the growing of his crops. 

Labour. 

Seasonal Labour. 
53. 1. Skilled 221 

2. Unskilled 584 

Silent Season. 
Total 181 of which about 15 per 

cent. is skilled labour. 

54. No skilled labour is imported from outside the Province of Bihar 
with tbe exception of four Electrioians employed on our staff who . are 
hom Bengal. 

55. All our skilled labour is Indian. 
56. All labour is comfortably housed in pucca. masonry quarters married 

and single with necessary conveniences. A play ground is provided for 
footba:!l, hockey and sports; there is also an Indian Institute consisting of 
Reading Room, etc. }'ree medical attention is provided and 'we have our 
own Dispensary. We contribute to local Schools. 

Power. 

51. Fuel as bagasse depends on the fibre content of the cane being crushed. 
This varies from seaRon to season, but when crushing cane of 11 per cent. 
fibre or over no additional fuel is required at this factory. Boiler ca·pacity 
is another factor in the fuel problem, and this must be balanced with the 
steam requirements for the factory otherwise coal hall to be resorted to 
to keep up steam. 

Cost of Fuel-

Coal Wood. Total. 
RB. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. 

1930-31 10,595 2 ,3 113 9 6 10,168 11 9 
1931~2 4,31814 0 131 8 0 4,516 6 0 
1932-33 31,919 4 0 383 0 9 32,362 4 9 
1933...'34 3,021. 1 6 133 7 3 3,160 '8 9 
1934-35 15,131 3 6 542 11 9 16,213 15 3 
19:t5~ 13,164 12 0 322 14 0 13,481 10 0 
19~7 5,918 8 0 365 10 "0 6,284 2 0 

Our surplus bagasse is baled. 
58. Molasses, Bagasse and Presa Mud. 

Season. Maunds Average 
Molasses Sold. Selling price. 

Rs. A. P. 

59. 1930...'31 64,298 1 3 5·8 
1931...'32 116.4:l4 012 9 
1932...'33 152,981 0 1 2-7 
193~ 98,360 0 2 0 
1934...'35 75,862 0 2 0 
1935...'36 83,735 0 1 9 
1936-31 101,241 0 3 0 
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The general fall'in price is due to supply being much above demand. 
60. We consider railway facilities inadequate, All our molasses is used 

hy our Distillery in the making of Country and Methylated Spirits. 
61. Surplus waste molasses are destroyed in a Brooks Molasses Furnace 

or utilised for steam generation. For steam generation purposes, molasses 
are not very satisfactory on account of the large deposit of ash of a cor
rosive nature on boilor tubes, etc. 

It is suggested that molasses may be utilised for the production of 
Power Alcohol, Acetic Acid, Ether, Chloroform, Glycerine, Acetone, Citrio 
Acid, Butanol, Carbon Dioxide for dry ice and Yeast. 

62. At present there, is no outlet for surplus bagasse, small quantities 
only being taken by the cane suppliers as fuel. 

Bagasse could be manufactured into paper or board but the initial cost 
of the ma·nufacturing plant will be high. 

63. Sulphitation and well weathered carbonitation press mud can be 
utilised as a manure. 

Transportation and Storage 0/ Sugar. 

64. 193()..31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1!134-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Beginning of 
Season. 

Mds. 8rs. Ch. 

7,961 30 0 
8,12220 0' 

14,170 0 0 
47,87220 0 

96720 0 
1,050 5 0 
7,159 31 9 

Close of 
Season. 

Mds. Sl'S. Ch. 

86,575 0 0 
139,500 30 0 
154,210 0 0 

60,455 O. 0 
113,883 0 0 
125,847 35 15 
255,682 0 0 

65, We have six PUCCR masonry godowns for storage of our !lugar, the 
capacities of which are given below:-

Godown No. Capacity. Godown No. Capacity. 
Bags. Bags. 

1 18,540 5 19,623 

2 18,540 6 29,667 

3 " 8,864 Total Bags 104,102 
4 8,868 

Our storage capacity was increased in 1933-34 by one additional godown 
capacity, 29,667 bags. 

66. The extent to which sugar may d€'teriorate is chiefly dependent upon 
the period of storage and weather oonditions. Apart from the period of 
storage and weather conditions factors influencing the keeping qua.Jity of 
sugar are numerous but it may be stated tha~ the construction and condi
tion of the godowns in which sugar is stored, temperature at which the 
lIugar is bagged, packing, stacking and stacking medium employed tnJ?;ether 
with sugar quality aU playa part in the keeping quality' of Bugat. 

67. Damaged sugar is usually reprocessed. 
68. The production of !lugar of greater purity of bold and regular 

('rystal fr{Oe from dust and broken gra.in, will undoubtedly improve the 
keeping quality. . 

69, Leaky wagons are the cause' of damage to' sugar in transit to some 
extent probably also damage is sustained during the monsoon at tranship
ment stations. 
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70. Difficulty is only experienced in obtaining wagons whell Mokamih
ghat is congested, and during the monsoon when lines are breached. Res. 
tric:tions on booking are frequently applied by the Railwlty throughout the 
year on all goods to all stations excepting 11m Mokameh. 

71. Water-tight wagons should be provided for. sugar traffio. These 
wagons may be used in grain or cereals transportation but not for coal, oil 
or any other material which may thus spoil the Boors of the, wagons for 
Bugar transport. 

72. Our sugars are sold on a f.o.r. factory basis; the' price being one 
for important markets. We have no record of second-hane/. prices for our 
product at the ports and upoountry, but give below the actual f.o.r. prices 
obtained during the past 7 years. We also give the freight from. the 
factory to the ports and certain upcountry markets:-

F.o.r: Prices. i, 

Season. I. Sugar. n. Sugar. Both Sugars. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

i930-31 9 7 9'9 8 4 7·5 813' 5·1 
1931-32 10 9 0·1 9 5 2 91410'4 
1932-33 9 6 4·8 8 411'4 9 2 0'9 
1933-34 8 15 4'4 8 3 10-9 8'13 11'6 
1934-35 8 8 1'3 811 2'4 8 8 1·5 
1935-36 8 10 3·9 'i 6 0 810 3'1 
1936-37 6 \I 0'7 6 9 0-7, 

Freights. 

Station. 
Railway Rail & Steamer 
Freight. Freight. 

Rs. A. P. As. P, 

Allahabad • 0 7 10 
Cawnpore 011 2 
Lucknow Oity 011 5 
Calcutta 010 9 9 6 
Bombay 1 0 6 12 8 

Madras 015 6 12 8 

Karachi 1 1 6 12 8 

73. We enclose COpies of the Balance Sheets. 
74. We give below amounts of depreciation written off by the Company. 

from 1930 also the statutory amount allowed under the Income-tax Act, 
1922. Depreciation is usually a ronnd sum based, as nelllriy as possible, 
on the statutory Bcale. ' 

Written off. Statutory. 

Rs. Rs. 
1930 2,49,444 

1931 2,00,000 2,52,784 
1932 3,25,000 2,74,216 
1933 3,25,000 2,83,938 
1934 3,8\),000 2,97,598 
1935 3,00,000 2,60,275 
1936 ,; 8,00,000 2,82,610 
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Of the amount provided in 1936 Rs. 2,00,000 was transferred from 
Reserve Account. 

The figures given' are for Oawnpore Sugar Works, Ltd., of which this 
unit forms a part. ' ' 

75; We give below the amounts set aside for Reserve Fund:-

30th JUn&-' 

.1931 
1932-
1933 

Rs • 
1,38,087 
1,00,000 

48,640 

The above figures have reference to Cawnpore Sugar Works, Ltd., of 
which this unit forms a part. 

76. We give below details shawing amounts distributed as dividends by. 
~he Company:-

Rate; Amoun1l. 

Per cent. Rs. 
30th Jun_ 

1930 P. 8 80,000 
O. f7l 1,12,500 

1931 P. 8 80,000 
O. 20 3,00,000 

1932 P. 8 80,000 
O. 35 0,25,000 

1'933 P. S 80,000 
O. 30 4,50,000 

1934 .. P. 8 80,000 
O. 30 4,50,000 

1936 P. 8 80,000 
O. 25 3,75,000 

1936 P. 8 80,000 
O . 10 1,50,000 

P = Preference. • 0= Ordinary. 

76. These figures refer to O!I.wnpore Sugar Works, Ltd., of which this 
unit forms a part. 

77. The Bank allows: overdrafts under agreement for cash credit, by 
whioh stocks, etc., are pledged. ,The ,rate at which, the Oompany, of which 
this unit formll a part, iii! able to borrow ill, bank rate subject to a Plaximum 
of 8 per cent. and a minimum of 3 per cent. 

78. Head Office expenses a.nd Managing- Agents' commission amount to 
RB-. 44,423 fol' the year 1936. Managing Agents' commission is calculated 

. at 7i per cent. oil. the net profits before providing deprljPiation and income
~ax. 

79. Oonsidering the hazardous nature of the enterprise the risks of 
drought, floods, pests, the machinations of buyers, the Excise Duty, the 
costs of maintainanoe, ,the, dema.nds of taxation, a balance of 10 per cent. 
at credit of revenue, after allocations to depreciation and reserve accounts, 
is not excessive. 

80. Forms· 1, 2 a.nd a. referred to, are .attached. As -regards' Forms 1 
and 2, the figures in respect of 1936-37 cannot be submitted as our financial 
year is not yet closed. 

81. Owing, to the complicated nature of the returns called· for we are 
unable to submit the information in tli!l allotted time, and we will do so 
as soon as the- returns are oomple1led. 

* Not print~d. 
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82. Every possible economy h&ll been effected ill. the works .nd efficiency 
brought io a high stltJldard, complllring favourably with 'other sugar pro;. 
ducing countries, that tas", ill very little margin for further reductions ia 
the worb and we must now look to III higher sucrose. content and for 
further reductions in cost o~ cane. 

83. Calcutta. 
84. We are 1I.D8ble to give particulars of the r~lll,tions betw6ea dealers 

and retailers, but eo far a8 we are concerned, we are put into touch with 
our de .. lers by QUit broken. Up to thiJ! yef.r we had ssveral brokers working 
all. a commission basis from 8 to 12 annaa per Rs. 100. These brokers. waule! 
make us offers, which, if accepted, would be confirmed by contract between 
ourselves and the dealers, a deposit being required as Earnest Money, 
which the deals" paid; interest waa allowed on this deposit. iJ)uring the 
current _SOli, we. have obtained Sole Distributors for the whole of India 
-Messrs. RalIi Bros., Ltd. While. tha system of their making liS offera 011 

behalf of dealefB still Jlontinues to a lesser extent, the chief method of 
doing business is for us to give them option for a fixed period on qU3lntities 
(If each grade of sugar which we wish to dispose of, fixing tlie !Dinimum 
price at which. they oan sell. In thi" case also; the arrangement between 
them 'and ourselves is by agreement,the actual contract, which is supple
mentary to thll agreement being entored into primarily between them Itnd 
their dealers. 

85. The new Indian Sugar Mills Assoaiation contract form is satisfactorJ 
except as regards clause 8. The responsibility for the condition of su!!:ar 
.old I.o.r. lacto1"1J should bll more elearly defined, as falling upon ·the 
,",uyer. Unless the buyer tltkes delivery at faotory it is impossible to prove 
in what condition the sugai" was despatched, and whether damage took place 
while in the hands of the carrier. 

86. The figures with regard to this question. can· be obtained from dealers, 
importers and brokers. We ourselves are unable to give accurate. figureg; 
especially as . most of our business ill ihe past has been done through 
dealers in the Cawnpore market, and on an f.o.r. factory basis. 

87. Va.riations in this oase wiU oeCUF when comparing wholesale forw·ard 
business with ready petty sales, but for spot business there is littl& fiuetu .. 
tion between wholesale and retail prices, though the difference between thae 
actually varies according to q,uantity, up ~o approximately 4 annas per 
maund. . 

We have taken the retail pricell as covering lots of I; to..25 bags,. whicH 
are not necessarily in shopkeepers. hands, ther" possibly being a furtlie. 
difference in the actual shop price to the consumer. . 

8B. We have very little information as. to storage arrangements made 
by dealers, but from our experience we understand that they are disin~ 
elined to keep stocks, preferring to utilise fsotory storage space, even to 
the extent of getting a or 4 months in arrears in deliveries. We have 
already given you our experience with· regard to d~terioration in stOrage 
against Question No. 66. We have no definite i!lfof!Dllltion with regard 
to conditions prevailing in dealers' godoWDs. .. 

89. Under similar storage conditions' we are of the opinion that Java 
lugar will deteriorate to the same extent as 'a good q,ual~ty Indian sugar. 

. It is only in very recent. ye8!rs that. the keeping quality of sugar pro:. 
duced in India has become a subject for serious considera.tion, sinclI large 
stocks of sugar must now be stored throughout the monsoon period. Since 
it bas been recognised that there has been a vast improvement· in the 
quality of sugar mMlufaotured in India, the keeping ,\uality has al9 
undoubtedly improved. 

90. With the exception of the dem8llld for .Indian-made sugar by a 
limited· numbel' of ortbodox Hindus on religious grounds, Java, or other 
imported sugar is preferred, particularly by the middle and : upper class 
IndiRa oonSUm6f"s. The· reason for this is, we believe; the uniformity of 
grain and superior, c9nsistent,colour of the impertedfsutal'i . 
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91. The average quality of sugar manufactured in India is inferior tcr 
imported Jmva sugar hut there rore many factories in India producing 
a final product equal if not superior to that of Java. 

The average Indian sugar is inferior to imported Java sugar in respect 
of purity, colour and uniformity of crystal size. 

92. In our opinion the manufacturers carry the bulk of the stocks 
of Indian-made sugar, the only dealers carrying stocks to any large extent 
being those at ports where storage facilities are offered by the Carrying 
Companies. Upcountry dealers normally carry only sufficient stock for the 
immediate need of local retailers. 

93. Yes, we consider this most desirable. 
94. We favour a Central All-India Selling Orl!;anisllltion, provided licensed 

control of production is also introduced. We oonsider however that it 
should be independent of Government control. 

95. The standardisation of sugar produced in India pre~ents so many 
dif!iculties that we are not in favour of adopting such a system, e.g., 
classifica:tion of sugar quality will be dependent upon visual exanimation 
by produces, brokers and buyers and the various visual examinations will 
undoubtedly lead to many controversies which will necessitate the appoint
ment of official referees, etc. Further, it is known that sugar, especially 
sulphitation, deteriorates in colour during storage and this deterioration 
will present a difficulty if a standa·rdisation system is adopted. 

96. (a) We have done no business so far on the basis of sugar standards. 
The reason we have not yet sold on this basis is that the graduated scale 
of price 'difference has not yet been agreed upon and the Industry as a 
whole is not prepared to sell on the basis of the standards. It is also 
felt that most factories are not yet in a position to turn out !Io uniform 
product capable of being graded under the standards. 

(b) Yes. :These standards are being used extensively at all our factories 
for internal control. . 

97. As opposed to standardising sugars, Messrs. Begg Sutherland & 
Co.'s Group of Factories are to base their selling standard in respect of 
the next season, as follwos:-

Factory Managers are to 'be asked to lay aside a certain number of 
bags of sugar now- of a standard which they expect to maintain during the 
next season. These bags are to be used as samples next season and the output 
based on these samples. Special care will be taken in storing these bags 
during the monsoon. 

98. The possibilities .. of establishing a central marketing organisation; 
including a complete survey of markets, has been before the Indian Sugar 
Mills Association from time to time, but no progress has been made. We 
are In favour of an organisation on the lines of the Cement Ma·rketing 
Board being set up, provided its control is vested in an independent body 
and it embraces all producers, with Government prohibition of new factories 
and extensions for purposes other than improvement of quality and efficiency: 

The establishment of .. "Futures'" market by dealers Associations 
on the lines of the East India Cotton Association should make for stability 
in prices by providing security for dealers operations, and thereby improving 
the general trade in sugar. 

99. Over a period of seven years we believe the consumption of sugar; 
including Khandsa·ri, and sugar refined from gur, to be about 1,300,000 
tons annually, but as a result of the lower' prices now ruling this figure 
should ,be exceeded. 

An increased advertising campaign by the Industry through its Asso
ciations and possible collaboration with th~ Tea Industry would, we believe, 
lead to increased consumption, the ~ecessary fuJ,lds being prov.ided on the 
lines of the Indian Tello Peas .. 
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100. We. believe that factory sugar is replacing gur in the trade ia 
'increasing quantities, but we have no reliable information. 

101. We see no immediate prospects of the establishment of fruit cannil'lg 
in India. 

102. This information can be given much better. by importers such as 
Messrs. RaIli Brothers, Ltd., Calcutta, Bombay, Madras a:nd Karachi, 
Messrs. A. H. Bhiwandiwalla, Bombay, Messrs. Parasram Paroomal and 
Co., Oalcutta, a:nd Messrs. Kian Gwan Co. (India), Ltd., Sassoon House, 
Calcutta. 

103. It may be accepted that Java, the. "hief importing country, has 
not realised remunerative prices for her sugars in any year between 1931.) 
and 1936. In ItUpport of this view there is the knowledge that Java:'s 
produqtion has fallen from 3,250,000 tons in 1930 to 500,000 tons in 1936. 

104. None by sea so far as we· know. A relatively small quantity finds 
its way across the Northern frontiers. 

We do not co,\sider India could profitably export sugar unless world 
'prices advance very considera·bly and then. only if Indian sugar received 
specially favourable treatment on entry into the United Kingdom. There 
is, of course, the very remote possibility of India being in a position to 
sell a portion of her production for export at a loss, provided ·there was a 
compensating rise in internal prices. 

105 .. The imposition of the first levy of Excise had some effect in not 
. inducing unadvised expansion whioh would, however, ha,ve been better 
Jlrevented by a system of licensing and zoning at the time protection was 

. given, and in relation' to a considered estimate of the demand existing for 
sugar in India. The latter imposition coincided with a period of abnormally 
low prices' for sugar, which' persists to-day. Owing to trade condition,!, the 
manufa:cturet, except for a very brief period, has not been able to pass 
on any share of the excise to the consumer . We have never understood 
why the cane growing section of the industry has not been C'alled on to 
beat some share of the excise. The industry could have accepted with 
comparative equanimity a levy on. profits on. a reasonable scale. 

106. A certain quantity is ab~orbed in the manufacture of country 
tobacco. Where distilleries exist molasses fonn a base for the production 
of alcohol. Recently a molasses exporting corporation has set up an organi
sation for. the collection a·nd export of" molasses and has made extensive 
purchases. No data is available with us regarding the extent· of these 
transac<tions but they must' be of considerable magnitude. The prices real
ised do little more than cover handling charges. The residue we destroy 
in specially designed furnaces. 

107. This has pa·rtly been dealt with under the prE'ceding question. We 
understand the destination of the .molllsses exported by the Corporation is 
the United States and the United Kingdom .and it is used for the pro
duction of industrial alcohol. The possibility of export is handicapped by 
the inadequacy .of transport facilities. 

lOB. 'We are not altogether olea·r as to. what is meant by "effective". 
If the development of an industry by an- increase in production of 1,000,000 
tons is effective, the answer is .. yes". If "effective" means the estab
lishment of an ordered industry with security of capital combined with 
Bound finance the answer is "no". . 

The effect of the import tariff, created in 1932, has been to create a 
bnrrier against imports from abroad behind which the industry has deve
loped at an extraordinary rate of progress-'-a very unhealthy rate as events 
IJave turned out. This expansion has taken 'place without any control 
eitlll'r by Government or the industry itself. What appeared to be a:n 
attro('tive outlet for' oapital seeking employment has resulted in the 'launch
ing of numE'rous undertakings without any proper consideration being given 
to 10cRI conditions. Supplies of suit.able raw material-financial requirements 
and in many instane('s without adequate, or even any, expert knowledge. 
The result has heen that although India has been rendered self-supporting 

U p 
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as rega·rds her sugar requirements, her revenues have suffered severely from 
an almost complete stoppage of imports, while the domestic industry due 
to the reckless Ilstablishment of factories-many of which are unsuitably 
situated, the need of replacing revenue hitherto realised from the import 
tariff by the imposition of an excise duty-an utter absence of any organisa-
tion for the marketing of its sugar finds itself today confronted with a 
situation which, to say the least of it, can only be described as extremely 
critical even in the case of the most efficient units of the industry. 

109. The original object of protection aimed at the country producing its 
total sugar requirements, and this object has already been attained. We 
therefore consider that the extent of protection should be kept at such 
a level as to limit imports of foreign sugar. 

We are of opinion that the existing level of protective duty is such that 
the ryot obtains a·n equitable return for his enterprise, and that this will 
only I(ontinue provided the position is not aggr;!.vated by imports 9f sugar 
from abroad. -

It does not follow that world conditions will remain unaltered between 
now and 1946, and we therefore recommend the present level of protection 

. being maintained, and further,. that the Government should take powers 
to regulate it as and when necessary, to limit the entry of foreign sugar 
into the country. 

110. (1) Improvement in Agriculture and Oommunications and the appli
cation of research 80 as to reduce the cost of cane and improve its sugar 
content. 

(2) Means to control borer infestation and simultaneously increase the 
sugar content of the oane. 

(3) The adoption of the zoning system which will allow factories to 
help the small grower to make use of t)J.e results of rese;!.rch. 

(4) Means to ensure the manufacturer obtaining a fair share of the 
proteciion by correYation between the cost of cane and effective seIling 
price of sugar (after deduction of Excise) which will demand a centralised 
m8lrketil;lg org;!.nisation with power to regUlate sugar prices. 
. 111. So far as we are aware, no Industry has been affected by the 
import duty on lQolasses. 

STATEMENT No.2. 

Question No.5. 

MARHOWRAH FACTORY. 

Statement skowing Cost ";;, Alte1"a.tions and Additions. 

Electrical Railway 
Year. Machinery. Plant. Buildings .. & Total. 

Tramway. 

Rs. Re. Re. Ra. Ra. 

1930-31 17,057 17,057 
1931-32 40,59(} .;. 10,423 8,469 59,482 
1932-33 93,'772 3,927 1,76,861 2,74,560 
1933-34 1,02,806 28,633 34,717 3,531 1,69,687 
1934-35 3,376. 15,958 2,925 1,~0,927 1,33,186 
1935-36 14,204. 14,204 
1936.37 3,465 460 3,925 

Grand Total 6,'12,101 
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The IDdustrial COrpbritioD, Ltd.; Saran. 

(1) Lette:;' dated fTle !7til. June, 1991 •. 
It was not our intention to reply to your questionnaire. We are memb!!rs. 

of the Sugar Mills Associa~ion of Calcutta anI!. the. assoc\a~ion w:m',.no 
doubt, deal with the matter in fUll. But there are certain·matters on which 
we wish to draw the attention of your Board D,Ild we givll below replies to 
some ~f your questions: . ' 

Production 01 Sugar. 

1. 1923. The crushing capacity then was 400 tons. At present it is, 
1,000 tons. 

3. (a), (b) & (c) Yes, but we suffered a 1I;0od deai duEl to the failure of 
the Bengal and North Western Railway, ~o provide, what we consider 
to be, the minimum, reasonable facilities ~hich ,i, public utility (,,ompaD,1. 
is expected to do. 

4. Double carbonitation. We prefer this to any other prQcess. 
7. (a) From time to time it has become necessary to increase the produc.: 

tion of sugar to maintain a fair level of profit, as profit has been recently, 
down since two or three years due to incr!jase in competition. , This 
is a healthy sign of progresS. But the going down of profits due to increase 
in revenue oharges on account of excise duty made it n~ to enlarge 
our plant. 

9. (i) & (ii) Yes. But we wish that their intervention had been more 
fruitful with the :Railway Company to, provide more facilities and the 
Government of India in respect of excise duty and the recent increase in 
its incidence. 

RaID Materiais. 

10. No. We do not gr!lW any sugarcane, bu~ assis~ to the eitU\n£ \tetiax( 
by supplying seeds, etc., to oultivators. 

16. There was shortage previously but since two (!r threil years ~here 
would have bee. plenty of cane provided the Railway discharged, its 
obligations. Our profit would have been: mOl"e by a few .Iakhs if the polic:! 
of the Railway Company ill respect of wagoD; supply had been differenll 
from what it was. 

22. (b1 No. We shongly favour a Joint Purchasiilg Board for gate 
as wen as rail cane. Such an orgimisation ltOliid purchase cane bc/th at 
the factory and at railway stations and scientifically and eCOllomically 
distribute to the nearest factories. This fiill a.lsO remove suspicion in the 
minds of the growers that they are not always paid for full weight by some! 
factories. The factories wbich pay for full weight will have no room fo't 
Ruspicion that some of the competing factories unfairly pay less. W~ 
understand that several factories have put their cart weighing machines 
near the carrier. We have, no' doubt that, though not· intended, it gives 
room for this suspicion as ehecking by Government Inspectors become more 
difficult when cane 'iii weighed' ana. immedia'tely emptied in the caorrier 
than what would be the case it cartli weighed at II distance an'd weights 
(!ould be .erified by' the' Government Inspectors before it is emptied in 
the carrier. We had submitted a scheme many tears ago to the theri 
·Association which had ita Headquarters then a1l GorakhpUl"t a copy of which 
will be forwarded to you. 

24. (a) & (b) No. Oonsumerli of 81ign IlAd' to pay more bllllltnS0 of prot_ 
tion. When there was internal competition and th~ benefi. woulq have g<IJIQ' 

p2 
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:to them by reduced" prices. of sugar, Gov!lrnment imposed excise duty. If 
there are proper facilities by the railway and 'the"' Government do not 
meddle by imposition of duties, which become a revenue charge, the indu~try 
can be relied upon' to adjust itself in such a way as not tg require such 
meaSures. 

;" 36., In so- far aa our, factory is, concerned, no. 

'. i'oweT. 

57. We have to .se coal as bagasse is not sufficient. Our factory is 
running on dO(lble cllrbo,nita:tion process. 

58. None. 
63. Spirit or alcohol to be mixed with petrol for motor vehicles. 

StoTage an4 tmnspoTtation 01 8ugaT. 
70. The arrangement for supply of wagons for transportation of sugar 

is very unsatisfactory. Very often we had to rely on wagons coming to 
factories with limestone, coal, etc., to take sugar to up-country centres, 
from the factory. We have lost thousands due to shortage of wagons to 
carry sugar. Probably, the railway have a system of rationing wagons. 
But it seems that this system is far from satisfactory. We request the 
Board to ascertain from the Railway Company what system they follow 
in rationing wagons when there is shortage in carrying sugar from factories, 
to carry cane to the factories and for transportam.on of important stores 
such as limestone, coal, etc. 

71. Type of 'wagons would be an important factor, but then we suffer 
from want of adequate facilities. There are more important things to be 
done than to improve the type of wagons. The Bengal and North Western 
Railway seem to be working on a system which, does not inspire reasonable 
hope of improvement unless the Railway Company is taken over by the 
State. Efforts in the past to acquire the line were not successful. The 
Company has been paying a dividend of about 15 per cent. since many 
years. While embarking on capital expenses such as purchase of wagons. 
extension of cane loading platforms, running the trains faster it seems 
to be the policy of the Company to undertake such expenditure provided 
t.here is no diminution in its present earnings. Representa1rions and pressure 
from the Railway Board, we fear, will be of no avail. The Railway Company 
has been working on this policy since years and efforts to .change its policy 
are not likely to be successful. While on this subject it may be mentioned 
ithat. subject to its anxiety to ,maintain its earnings the Railway Company 
does everything in its power to give such facilities as it can. But even 
then, though we may feel grateful for its courtesy and desire to assist, 
it cannot possibly do so unless the Company puts in more money to, 
supply the reasonable needs of the industry and of the general public. 
Even then the dividend that the Company would be able to pay would be 
very substantial. 

Capital account and o'lJeThead chaT(Jes. ,. 
77. We have Borne capital 'debt and this amount'ilf the capital debt, 

'lnd working capital are secured by borrowing from the Managing Agents, 
Bnd from Banks on the' guarantee of the Managing Agents. The rate of, 
interest varies from 3 to 4 per cent. as the Bank rate is 3 per -cent. 

7B. The Managing Agents. do not get any minimum commission but 
-12 per cent. on profits before providing for depreciation. 

79. 8 per cent. on gross boOK value of block without providing f9r 
ilellreciation (deprecia.tiCln included) 
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Marhting. 

99. A Marketing Company on the lines of the Cement Marketing Board 
be formed. But we do not expect that any such marketing arrangelllent 
will succeed or such a combine is possible. 

105. (i) The imposition was unsound and had a bad effect on.the industry. 
It also adversely affected the interests of growers, which Government claim' 
to improve. 

(ii) Disastrous both for. the industry llnd the country. It is difficult 
to understand why Government imposed excise duty to make up loss of 
revenue due to imports going down due to protection. In England, Motor 
Car, Chemicals, Dyes and various other industries were and are he!!-vily pro
tected. As a result it stimulated the industries in England, but the revenue 
of the Government from import duty must have gone down. We are not 
aware of any excise duty put on motor cars, etc., on a plea similar to the 
one on which imposition of excise duty on sugar is justified by the Govern
meut of India. Government should largely depeud on the general improve.., 
ment in the economic condition of the country for more revenue. We 
would go so far as to suggest that, if it is necessary, it would he better to. 
levy income-tax than super-tax on a higher scale on protected industries 
than on others. But such, higher tax should apply to profit in excess 
of reasonable profit. This would certainly be better as it would be a 
charge on profit then excise duty which becomes a charge on revenue. 
Our accounts for the year are not ready, but we expect that the excise 
duty will amount to 3 to 4 lakhs, while the profit, before providing for 
depreciation, will be about one-third or half the depreciation amolUlt. 
It will not be sufficient even to provide for depreciation. 

Claim lor protection-. 

109. Yes, at the present rate. 
110. Greater railway facilities, legislation and use of alcohol or spirit 

to be mixed with petrol in a certain proportion: 
Ueplies to 2, 5-6, 16-19, 21, 25-26, 28-34, 37-44, 47-51, 56, 59-61, 64-69, 

72-76, 78 will follow. We shall also forward to you in due course detail~ 
statements and copies of correspondence with' Bengal and North Western 
Railway, the Director of Industries and Imperial Institute Qf Sugar Tech
nology to support our statements regarding inadequate facilities "f tlie 
railway and the extent to which' crushing was low due to wagons for 
cane not being supplied in 1934-35 and 1935...36. The railway asked for 
equal number of wagons to be taken right through the season for cane. 
This is very unsound as in that case we would have been forced not to 
take 8(lme of the cart cane. But such cane will have to go by rail to 
other factories. This would no doubt increase the earnings Qf the Ccmp.mv, 
but discourage growing cane in areas in which factories are situated. 
Moreover cart cane is always more fresh than rail cane and outtU:"Jl in 
sugar would also be le.<.q. A statement will also be sent for wagons asked 
for sugar and the number supplied by the railway showing short supply. 

£' We have to apologise for sending the reply a~te~ the 25th and ~n .noti 
b .. ing able to submit a full statement, etc. ThIS 18 due to the prlllcIple 
of the firm, lIr. Ambalal Sarabhai being on a holiday, as not like to 
d .. lay the statement any longer. He is sending this in advance before his 
return to Ahmedabsd. It is therefore not possible to consult the Board 
of our Directors. He has no doubt that the Bosrd will approve of it, 
But ,..e have to request you to take this as the official representation of 
the CompanYr but which contains views Qf the undersigned, being the 
Managing Agents of the Com~any. We are forwarding a copy of • this 
statement to the Agent, Bengal and North Western Railway at Gorakhp'.Jr. 
We are aorry we .are unable to forward 6 copies as desired, but these will 
be sent to you early by the Ahmedabad offiCI!. 
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(2) Letter dated the 9th J'Iilll, 19/17,. from the Industrial Corporation, Ltil • . 

, With reference, to our letter dated the 27th June, 1937, which i$ acknow
legde,d by YOllr ~o. 410, dated Oota,camund, the 2nd July, 1937, we beg t., 
forward' herewith with five copies of Zone Scheme. . 

We have also requested the manager of Qur factory to send direct to 
you replies til items of questiOlmaire as referred to in ~ur l!ltter of the 27th 
ultimo. 

SCHEME CIA ". 

The Sugar Producers Association shall constitute a Cane Control Board, 
headquarters during cane season and a few days before and ~ft'tr at 
Gorakhpur. .It shall be in chargll of a permanent and paid Secretary. 
Salary Rs. 750-50-1,000. He sl1all work under the orders of a Committee 
composed of a representative of each factory the cane supply of which is 
Dot exclusive from certain areas and which does not draw cane from an 
area from which any other factory draws it. (It is assumed for the purpose 
of this scheme that !lvery factory joins the A,ssociation). 

The Committee shall appoint an Executive COInmittee consisting of fo~ 
membel'fo to control the organisation and to take emergent decisions. 

A.s far as possible, aU d~isions regarding alterations in cane rates and 
any principlo laid down by the Committee shall be considered by the 
CP.lrllni.ttee. But in case of emergency it shall be open to the Executive 
Committee to take qecisions. in anticipation (If the sanction of the Committee. 
But such decisions shall be' subject to confirmation or otherwise by the 
Committee. ' 

Functions 01 the Board. 

(1) To control rates of cane. 
(2) To make payments for cane purchased by each factory. 
(3) To see that the regulations laid down by the Board are strictly 

adhered to by each member. 
(4)' To fix subject to the consent of the members concerned the area 

from which the factQry will draw supplies, 

Organisation3. 

Each factory will keJp a representative at Gorakhpur during the season. 
There will be a daily meeting which the representative of each factory will 
attend. Daily reports received from the outstations will be reviewed ~t 
daily meetings of the representatives. The Secretary shall be the Ohairman 
of the Committee. 

This Committee shall be only. advisory and the Secretary shall be at. 
liberty to take such decisions as he thinks necessary after hearing the 
:views of the representatives of the factories. C 

There shall be & Tepresenta.,tive of the Board at flach station where any 
factory on the Board makes purchases. The Board shall also have a repra
ISsntative in ea.ch' factory. The Board shall also employ a cashier at eacIi 
station. At small station. the"cashier and the representative may be one 
and the same person. All psyments for cane at stations or at the factories 
sball be made by the cashier of the B.oard on authority being given to 
him by the representative of each factory to make payment. The cashier 
shall not be responsible for any payment t.hat hll shall make according to 
the instructions hE! may receive to make payment from the representative 
of the factory. 
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Covenant. 

There shall he '" legal agreement laying down the obligations of each 
member, which shall bind the member for a period of cane season. It shall 
lay down the obligatiQns of th!! member W accept the regulatians of the 
Board. • 

I ndemn.ity, 

Each member shall undertake to pay :to ihe Association if called upon 
to do 80 at the entire discretion of the Assooiation an amount equal 
to annas two pel' maund of oane crushed by the' factory or assumed 
to have been crashed by the factory from the time of the breach of any 
regulation of the Board upto the completion of the season. ' ' 

Each camplaillt against &; member noti admitted by a· member shall be 
referred by the Committee to a Board of inquiry oonsisting of, the three. 
persons out of the following panel: - ' 

(To be named.) 

Each member sha.ll on signing of the agreement deposit as eam~ 180ney 
with the Board Rs. 500 for every 100,006 maunds of cane llh!\t it IlxPects to . 
crush during the camillI!: season. It" shall alSo pay to the. AsSociation an: 
amount equal to the price of cane it wishes to get during one week. A 
second payment shall, be made thrO!' days aftet the first paymellt: and theD. 
at the interval o' each week. ' 

It shall 'lie open 'to the Association to stop purchases for a member 
wihout. any liability if. the memb8l' d_ not pay' the amount called upon 
to do 80 within II urtain time by the Board. 

If any factory does Bot; joill or breaks away from the Board. the- Board
shall arrange to purchase cane lit the factory station at such rate as ,will 
make the working of the factory unprofitable. Each member will send a 
requisition of the first week's requirements for cane a week in advance 
of the opening of the season by the factory. Each member in: case he 
does not get sufficient cane from' the stations allocated to him by the 
Board have a right to draw from other stations, payment, of course; being 
made by the Association. If any factory, gets less than its pro rata due 
during a week, that factory shall be compensated for it, if it so desires, 
by a payment at the rate of "X" annas per maund for every maund of 
cane supplied short to it or if it so desires by additional cane to that 
extent during the following week. (" X" equal to amount by which the 
profit fell short due to short supply). 

SCHEME" B ". 

The particulars similar as Scheme " A .. but with this exception that the 
Board shall make purchases at each station. 

(3) Letter No. 158/899, dated the 28th. July, 199'1', from the Indu.!trial Cor-
poration., Ltd.. ' 

We beg to refer to you our representatiQn dated, Madras, th~ 27th 
ultimo, in which we gave replies to some of your questionS. 

We had stated that replies to some of your other questions, numbers of 
which were given in our representation, would follow. We have now pleasure 
in sending replies to these questions and enclQ8e herewith fiv!!' spare copie§, 
making in aD six as desired by you. 
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Enclosure. 
THE BIHAR SUGAR WORKS, PACHRUKHI. 

TARIFF BOARD ENQUIRY: REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE, 

2. As per statement given below:-

Sugar Manufactured (in Maunds, seers omitted). 

Ca.ne seasons. 

Qualities. 
1930-31. 1931·32. 1932·33. 1933-34. 1934.35. 1935-36. 

--- --- ------ ---
Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. Mdil. Mds. 

Crystal No. I 15,987 110,085 128.655 115,182 127,737 185,545 

Crystal No. n 3,100 45,990 15,972 5,015 627 .. 
Crushed No. I · 6,202 3,412 .2,385 3,397 1,535 1,600 

Crushed No. n · 77,490 37,730 65,705 105,297. 91,797 123,952 

Crystal No. I-A · .. 4,875 6,352 2,700 .. .. 
Crystal No. I .. .. .. .. .. .. 

ama.ll. 
--- - - --- ---

Total 162,779 202,102 219,069 231,501 221,696 311,097 

5. Two sets of cane cutting knife with 'Engines, etc., complete. 
Two mills of Three-Rollers each. 
Two Horizontal Mill Engines. 
One Twin Engine for cane carrier. 
One Lime Kiln. 
Four vertical juice Heaters. 
One Carbonitation Tank. 
Five Filter Presses. 
Thin juice Sulphitation Plant: 
One dry Air Pump. . 
Condeni¥!r Plant (in 'replacement), 
One set of Quadruple Effect Evaporators. 
Two Magma Mix~s. 
One vacuum pan. 
One Crystalliser. 
Thirteen Oentrifugals. 
One Sugar Dryer with Sieve. 
One Sugar Crusher. 
Spray Oooling Plant. 
Pumps, etc. 
One Electrolyser. 
One Boiler. 
One Water Softening Plant. 
One Generlltor for Electric Light •. 
Lathe drills, etc. 
Total c9s~ Rs. 6,75,000. 

1936-37. 

-
Mds. 

257,57' 

47,680 

562 

66,53.7 

.. 
3,907 

-376,240 



6. One Vacuum Pan. 
Seven Centrifugals. 
One Bdiler. 
Two Generating Plants (A.C.) 
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16. The principal v!lrieties of cane crushed in our factory are Co. 213, 
Co. 210 and Reora. 

17. During the first part of the season cane is obtainable at Govern
ment minimum price as there is no shortage of it. Shortage, however, 
occurs generally during latter part of season and prices rise owing to 
competition between factories. 

18. (a) Yes. 
(b) (i) Excess or defect in rainfall usually leads to shortage and hence 

increase in price of cane towards the latter part of the season due to 
competition. 

(ii) Government minimum price is based on price of sugar. 
(iii) From 1930 to 1934 the price of cane was to some extent influenced 

by price of gur I jaggery which was reflected in the availability of cane. 
(iv) The price of alternative cash crop had been low and so plantation 

of cane which maintained a steady level of prices went up making more 
cane available to factories. -

19. The cane in our area was not in excess of our requirements. We 
do not consider any restriction necessary. 

21. Want of proper cane seeds. lack of good roads for bringing the 
cane to the factory. 

The Government Agricultural Department should pay greater attention 
in respect of supply of seeds in the areas from which the factories get 
their supply of cane. Government of India should allocate a certain pro
portion of Excise Duty for the development and proper maintenance of 
roads. • 

25. The following is the proportion of gate cane and rail C!lne for the 
last three seasons for our factory. We have no tram borne cane. 

Seasons. Gate Cane. Rail Cane. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

1934-35 38'7 61'3 
1935-36 39·6 . 60·4 
1936-37 57'5 42·5 

Gate cane has increased due to encouragement given to growers by our 
factory. Such railway cane as was required to supplement our gate cane 
haa varied according to supply of wagons by railway which has been usually 
inadequate. 

26. Our gate cane is entirely transported by carts. Except that in one 
year for part of a season it was transported by motor lorry. The average 
weight carried by a cart is about 17 maunds. Rubber tyred cs,rts will certain
ly be a great improvement but the price is prohibitive for most of the cane 
growers. 

28. Cane is brought by road from within a radius of 10 to 12 miles. 
The average time taken between cutting of cane and delivery -at factory is 
from 6 to 36 hours. Cane is not protected by growers from deterioration 
during transport. 

29. The rate of cartage is approximately Ii pies per m!lund Pllr mile. 
The cane growers mostly hire carts to bring their cane. 

30. No. Not in our case. 
31. We have a number 9.f people who go round the country and arrange 

supply. 
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The normal period of deteIttion qf a eart at our factory is lietween 2 
p.nd 24 hours. 

For speedy release of carts we have adopted the following: ...... 

(i) Lengthening of the carrier._ 
(ii) hcreasing the number of weighbridgeIJ inside th!l f!!£tory. 

(iii) Opening of more gates. 
(iv) Employment of more men to unload cane and giving preference 

to carts over wagons. 

32. Cane is transported by rail on an average distance of 40 miles. 
48 to 60 hours. 

No. 

33. On mileage basis subject to a minimum accOTding to tyPe of 
wagons. 

Some changes have taken place. 

We prefer Hat rate. 

34. In our case limestone freight is out of all proportions too high being 
about 500 per cent. on the price of limestone. 

37. D.eterioration by road about 71 per cent. and by rail about 10 per 
cent. to 15 per cent.' 

38. (a) About 57 per cent. J F 1936-37 
(b) About 43 per cent. or season . 

39. We do not enter into any arrangement with cultivators except some-
times providing seeds. . 

40. We appoint licensed Purchasing Agents for Railway Cane on com
mission from Us. 1-2 to 1-8 per 100 maunds of cane besides giving them iii 
staff allowance of Rs. 25 per mensem. 

With regard to gate cane, growers tender the cane to our factory. 
41. A part of cane supply is obtained from Cane Growers' Co-operative 

Societies on the same commission and staff allowance as given to our Pur-
~hasing Agents. -

42. Cane is weighed on oarl; weighllridges by-Weighment Clerks. 

Payment is made for gate cane during day at -any time after weigh
ment on presentation. of the vouchers. At railway stations payment is 
made withill the period fixed by the Bihar, and' United Provinces Govern
ments. 

43. Average cost o£ cane landed at. factory for the last s!!ven years: ...... 

SlI8IIon. Rate. SessQn. Rate. 
As. E. As. 1'. " 

1930-31 7 0'9 1934-35 -6H6 
1931-32 6 8'48 
1932-33 6 6'05 1935-36 . 511·37 

1933-34 6 0'64 1936-37 4 9·35 

Prices usually rise at a latter part of the season depending upon the crop 
position. 

44. We aTe purchasing according to minimum prices fixed by Govern
ment from time to time. These prices bear relation to the prices of sugar. 

47. We have occasionally paid prices, in excess of minimum price in 
latter part of,the season due to competition of factorill!! the ex£ess being 
about ~O per cent. of minimum pri!)8. 



(8. The basis on which the minimum priee is based has on the wholE! 
worked satisfactorily. 

49. SYIiten. Qf bonua will n~t successfully work in practice. 

60. Duration, of thll ~ne lll"Wlhing season for each of the last seven years : 

Season. No, of days. Season. No. of days. 

1930-31 • 161 1934-35 140 
1931-32 " 

, 163 
1935-36 150 

1932-33 • 165 
1933-34 178 1936-37 163 

We c01j.sidllred 180 days as thE! min,imul\l per:iod (or El()onow.ic working. 

51. There are peat possibilitjes. 
66. We are employing mostly local labour; so. we have not to provide 

housing for all but. still free quar;ters are provided as, necessary with water 
and sanitary arrangements. 

We provide medie~l aid. 

We keep a full. time, quali.fied qoc;tol1 Ilon4 l'u~ a. dispensary.. We have 
recently opened a,lying.-ill, Hospita,~. But. it, is 1J.Ot working fully., as the 
necessary staff for the hospital was not available. But, a few: beds, a~e 
kept for the purpOS&. We alsQ give a certa.i!'- educational facilities by 
paying fees and cost o~ books t() employees f?:etting less than a certain salary. 

In special cases. asaistancll is, given to widows and childrel!- of deceasecl 
employees. Financial assistance is given in hard cases of continuing illness, 
There is a Club and Gymkhana to which the Company contriJlUtes-. It is 
proposed to extend welfare activities. 

59. The following are the fig~lIs of the outturn and pricel! of molasses fos: 
the, laa!; 7 years: -. ' 

Price per Md. 

Beason. Mds. Rs. A. P. 

1930-31 69,436 2 5 7'5 

1931-32 80,l?01 o 15 8'87 

1932-33 91,430 0 4 0 

1933-34 93,602 0 0 5 

1934-35 78,116 0 2 4 

1935-36 104,688 0 4 1 

1936-37 117,990 0 1 6 

The variation in quantity is mainly due to difference in crushing and 
variation in price is due ,to production being in excess of consumption from 
year to year. 

60. Local and Bengal. 

Carts and Railway Waterways. 

No. 

We sell our goods fa~toI'y delivery. 

61. We sell all our molasses. 
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, 64. Stock of Sugar at the beginning and at the end of each season from 
1930-31_ 

Stock of sugar Stock of sugar . 
Seasons. at-the begin- at the end of ning of the the season. season. 

Mds. Mds. 
1930-31 • • • 10,055 101,357 
1931-82 · . .. " 73,910 
1932-33 • 217 109,687 
1933-34 • .. 13,287 43,475 
1934-35 137 78,075 
1935-36 47 163,485 
1936-37 47,527 97,010 

65. We have two large godowns and two small godowns with total capa- -
city to store 60,000 bags of sugar Qf 21 maunds each. 

Weare erecting a new godown of improved type to hold about 30,000 
bags. 

66. Our sugar does not deteriorate much in storage. The better the 
quality and the more it is free from adhering molasses, the better the 
Bugar keeps. Monsoon and damp floor also affect sugar. 

67. Only in one season we met with slight difficulty and we re-condi
tioned the sugaT. This was largely due to the demand for crushed sugar 
No. II being poor as compared with that of Crystal No. I; 

68. The keeping quality of sugar is susceptible Qf improvement by double 
curing and removing the adhering molasses and storing it in better class 
of godowns. 

1l9. Much of the damage is due to leaking wagons and neg!igenceol!-
part of railways during transhipment. ." , 

72. The following are the average' net ·t>rices 'at which sug'ar was' sold 
during the last seven years. All our sugar was sold' f.o.r. Pacll1'ukhi 
basis. 

.• . SeasQn . 

. 1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

• 

Rs. A. P • 

813 11'2 
10 2 1 
8 14 n'5 
7 13 11·9 
7 r 4 3'3-
7 8 9·3* 
5 3 7'2* 

Freight rates from Pachrukhi to principal ports per maund are as 
follows: ....., 

Rs. A. P. ' 

Kantapokar (Calcutta) ° 10 5 

Bombay (Wadibundar) . 1 0 3 

lladras . 015 9 

Karachi 

Cochin 

Rs. A. P. 

113 

. 1 2 1 

73. A copy of each of the Balance Sheets of the Industrial Corporation, 
Ltd., for the years 1930-31, 1931-32, 1932-33, 1933-34, 1934-35, 1!135-36, 
are forwarded herewith. A CQPY of the Balance Sheet for the year ending 
30th April, 1937, will be forwarded hereafter as it is not yet passed 
by the Directors and Shareholders. ' 

* Nett after deducting excise duty. 
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74 .. We have given below 1,he amounts written Qff for d~preciation if! 
~he accounts of the following years: 

Year. 

1929-30 
1930-31 

1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-~ 

1936-87 

Depreciation. 

Rs. A. P. 

1;,7S,08S 8 0 

1,33,560 0 0 

3,08,645 8 0 
1,00,000 0 0 

4,08,645 8 0 

4,72,491 8 8 
2,38,957 3 >i 
1,47,822 4 0 
1,55,474 8 0 
1,73,506 15 0 

Provided from Capital reduction 
amount. 

The net profit subject to depreciation is 
Rs. 99,152-3-7. The Directors will decide as to 
what amount to carry to Depreciation .Fund when 
they consider the . accounts next month. It may 

, be noted that the amount of depreciation for the 
,year 1936-37 comes t" about Rs~ 1,76,000. 

Our rates of dep,repiat1on. lire Illmo~~ 'the ,same, as', thos~" aljowed by the 
lncame-tax Department' except in Furniture and FixWres on which we 
calculate depreciation at 10 per cent. whill) Income-tax D~partment allows 
same. at 5 per cent. ~ .', , 

,75. Ni!. ' 
" 76.' Actual amou-nts< of divide!ldsdistribtited on 'the share' capital of the 

Company outQf. the profits of' the following years: ~ 

Years. 

1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 

Dividend 
Distributed. 

Rs. 

62,500 
1,00,000 

Years; 

1933-34, 
1934-35 
1935-36' 
1936-37 

Dividend 
Distributed. 

R •• 
1,00,000 

1,00,000 

78. With regard to Head office expenses, no fixed allowance is made to 
the Managing Agents, but the Company bears actual out of pocket expenses. 
These includes salary of the manager at Pachrukhi and other salaries of 
the !!<talf employed in Bombay and Ahmedabad. The amount of Head office 
expences for the year ended 30th April, 1937, comes. to about Rs. 75,000 
of which Rs. 23,557 is foli. insurance including Earthquake and lts. 28,371 is 
for interest. 

The Managing Agents' commission is calculated in terms of the agree
ment between the Company and the Agents at 12i per cent. (and not at 
12 per cent. as mentioned in our representation dated Madras 27th June, 
1937, in reply to Question No. 78) of the net' profit of the Company, before 
providing for depreciation: The Managing . Agents' commission on the 
profits for the year ended 30th April, 1937, amounts ~ Rs. 14,164-9-8. 

• SUbject to Boards' sanction. 



(4) Lettsr No. 1.68/ SlID, datefi the BOt16 11d1i. 1.987. Iroflt. the Indualrlal 
Corporatwn, Ltd. 

In the last paragraph of our represl!ntatioti., dated Madras; the 27th 
ultimo, we had stated that the Railway (Bengal and North Western Railway) 
asked for equal number of wagons to De taken right through the season 
for cane. We beg to enclose herewith:-

(l,) Copy of tha Traffic Manager's Letter No. RCO/SO/36/1, dated 
the 11th/12th August, 1936. 

(2) Copy of our letter No.- CD/4542 ill the 15th August, 1936, in 
reply thereto. 

(3) Copy of Traffic Manager's letter ~o'. RCO/30/36/2 of the 20th 
August, 1936. 

(4) Copy of our letter No. CD/4692, aated the 24th August, 1936. 

We also stated in our representation ef the 27th ultimo that we would 
forward to you copies of correspondence regarding inadequate facilities 
of the Railway in addition to the shortage of wagollj previously except 
during the season 1936-37, which is just closed for cane. There was shortage 
of space for loading platforms. The railway administration were prepared 
to pay half the cost of extending sorlie bf the platform!!. We believe that 
it is not open to a railway administtation to ask for any contribution in 
capital· expenditure merely· on the ground. that exigencies of traffic required 
extension of facilities, IIi support gf this statement we beg to !!nclose 
herewith:- . 

(a) Copy of D.O. letter No. 10633-41 of the 10th July, 1936, addressed 
by Sara!L Distrid Office, Chapr., to Qur manager and copies* 
of confidential letter No. 560, dated the 29th September, 
1936, No. 20/593, dated the 7th October, 1936, and No. 643, 
dated, the 13th October, 1936, addressed by our Mr. Ambalal 
Sarabhai to Mr. B. M. Birla. 

(b) Copy of letter from the indian Sugar Mills Association No, 2007, 
dated tbe 17th October, 1936, together with. copy of Mr. 
Sarabhai's letter No. 19/688, dated the 20th October, 1936, 
in reply to it. In respect of our eomplaint of inadequate 
supply of wagons fol' cane ill 1934-35 llind in 1935-36 we enelose 
herewith the following statements and copies of letters:-

(i) Copy of letter No., 2084, dated the 23rd October, 1936, from 
.Indian Sugar Mills Association, to the Secretary, Railway 
Board, New Delhi. 

(2} Copy of . letter No'. 2080, from thi! Indian Sugar Mine Association 
dated. the 23rd Oetcber, 1936, to the Traffic' Manager. " 

(3y Copy of, letter No;- 35t, dated the 2nd November, 1936, from the 
Traffic Mana-get. to the! Indian! Sugar- Mills Association. 

(4) CoDV of Mr. Ambalal Sarabhai's letter No .. 21/663, dsted the 
13th October, 1936, u,ddI'essed to Mr~ N. C. Mehta, I.e.S., 
Chairman, Imperial Council of Agricultural Research,. Goverll" 
Inent of India,. New"Delhi. 

The followin\t statements wilD show th~ extent to 1vhiCh wagoris fctt Cane 
were supplied short in: 1934-35 and 1935-36 seasllll "Ild the hoors of crushing 
lost:-

en Statement showin~ wagons received duri:ng tlKf cane seasoil 1935-36 
and stoppage due to short supply of wagOn". 

(2) ComparatiVe statement showing cane shortage per w~k fat 1933-34, 
1934-35 and 1935-36. 

(3) Statement showing Wagolili indented and received during the 
carte season 1934-35. 

* Not printed.. 
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Enclosure No.1. 

THE BENGAL AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY 00., LTD. 

No. R.C.O. 30/36/1. Traffic Manager's Office, 

Gorakhpur, 11th/12th Aug, 1936. 

The Manager, 
The Bihar Sugar 'Mills, 

Pachrukhi. 

iW,eighbridge8. 
Dear, Bir. 

Please lebd me a &tiltement showing the names of stations at which 
you wish to put down weighbridges for the next cane season 1936-37. 

Kindly let me know also the number of wagons you propose to IQad 
daily at each station and frgm what date you propose to take rail eane. 
It is particularly requested t~t you will regulate your gate cane supply 
80 that you can take a regular and equal supply of rail cane throughout 
the season. If indents are Buddenly enhanced during'the latter part of 
the season it is unlikely that the Bupply of wagonB Can. be enhanced as 
the demand for wagons for geneRI traffic will also be very great during 
that period. 

Enclosure No.2. 

OD/4532. 

The Traffic Manager, 
Bengal and North Western Railway, 

Gorakhpur. 

IW eighbMdgea. 
Deal" Sir. 

15th Aug, 1936. 

We are in receipt of your leiter No. R.C.O. 8(}/36/1 of llthtl2tft instant. 
As desired by you, we are enclosing herewith a provisional list giving the 
names of stations for weighbridges for the next season. We tnjght add 
this list is liable to alteration later _ according to circumstances. 

With regard to the number of wagons, we beg to give below an idea 
of our estimated requirement for the next Beason. This will of course lie 
liable to change according to circumstances. 

November} 
. December 

80 wagons per daY. 
January 
February 

March "' 
April J 100 to 125 wagons per day. 
May 

We regret we are unable to give you any idea. of 1ihe number of wagons 
we propose to load at each station daily as we are unable to form an, 
idea of the crop a& dilferent stationa l1li alBo due to other reasons. 
. We propose to take rail cane fr_om the beginning of the Beason. It Ur, 
however, .ot possible to take the same numher of wagons throughout the 
season dua to practical difficulties which we believe apply to almost; ~ 
the factoriea. 
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Enclosure No.3. 

THE BENGAL AND NORTH :WES~ERN RAILWAI \]U.,. LTV. 

No. R.C.O. 30/36/2. 

'rrhe Manager, 

Traffic .Manager's Office, 
Gorakhpur, 20th' Aug, 1936. 

The Bihar Sugar Works, 

Pachrukhi. 

Weigh bridges, Season 1936-37. 
Dear Sir, 

In acknowldeging the receipt of your letter No. CD /4532 of 15th August, 
,1936, I beg to state.that .the increase in indents from 80 to 125 is what we 
/Wish to a.void. ' 

·Would it nQt be possible ~o take, say, 60 daily throughout the season. 
It should of course be remembered that ,supplies are dependent on the 

'demand .from factories, and the siding accommodation available. 

Enclosure No.4. 

No. CD/46/92. 

l'he Traffic Manager, 

24th August, 1936. 

Bengal and North Western Railway Co., Ltd., 

Gorakhpur. 

Dear Sir, 
Weigh bridges, Season 1936-37. 

. We are in receipt of your letter No. R.O.O. 30/36/2 of 20th instant, 
contents of which are noted. It is not possible for us to manage with 
only 60 wagons per day during the. next. season neither it is practical 
to indent the same number of wagons throughout the season. It should 
not, however, be conceived that we are in any way averse to co-operate 
with the railway in solving the wagon problem. Far from it, we have 
always tried tQ 00 so to the furthest extent possible in the past and will 
.do so in the future. We are obliged' provisionally to give you our require
ment of wagons as per our letter No. CD/4532 of 15th August, 1936, due to 
circumstances attending,our gate cane supplies and any variation.in,this will 
affect our crushing as it' did during the last season to our great loss. 

We should like to 'mention here one or two points to show why WI!' 
are not able to do with the number of wagons proposed by you and secondly 
why we are not able to indent the same number of wagons througho1l.t the 
season. 

Our crushing capacity is large, nearly 1,000 tons per day <and due to 
certain additions we are making, it is expected to increase next season. 
On the other hand our gate cane supply, which is not very large as 
compared to some other factories, is shared by three other factories 
in the vicinity which are quite close by. Due to these facts we have 
to rely largely on railway cane. 

You might as well say that we should distribute the availn.ble gate cane 
supply over the whole period of the season and take equal number of wagons. 
']'his is not feasible' as ,due to the nature of the soil in the surrounding 
area the cane get!! 'dried up very .quickly from March. The growers, 
t.herefore, in spite of our best efforts dump the cane at the factory. 
Most of the people ~lso cut the cane ill the earlier months due to pecuniary 
difficulties. Besides, our local area is sh/lred by other' three factories 
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aRd also one station which is operated :by many other factories. It iii. 
not, therefore, possible for ns to reserve cane for use during the lattet: 
part of the season aad, we tl'1lst you will kindly take into consideration 
our view p<!ints whi~e considering our letter. 

Enclosure No.5. 

Yours' faithfully, 

1i:Qr The Bihar Sugar Works; 

.(Sd.) P.V. Mehd, 
Asstt: Mwnager •. 

t, 

SARAN DISTRICT OFFICE, CHAPRA.· 

D.O. No. 10633-41. 10th July, l;93tf. 

Dear Sir, 

It was suggested at a meeting of tlie District Sugar Advisory Committee 
that facility for loading platform at Bhatapokhar and Jalalpur was inade.
quate. A reference was made to the railway authorities on the subject. The 
Railway Administrator is prepared to pay half of the 'cost and the remaining 
half is payable by the Mills interested. Would 'you please let me know if 
you are prepared to contribute your share. .' 

To 
The Manager, 

P!J.Chrukhi Sugar Mill. 

Enclosure No.6. 

INDIAN SUGAR MILLS ASSOCIATION •. 

2037. 
Ambalal Sarbhai, Esqr., 

C/O The" Industrial Corporation, Ltd., 

Dear Sir, 

P. O. Box. No. 28, 

Alunedabad. 

Calcutta, 

17th October, 1936. 

Mr. B. M. Birla has referred your letter Na. 560, dated the 29th Sep
tember, 1936, and a subsequent one dated the 7th October, 1936, to me for 
taking up the matters raised thereiit with the railways. The matters raised 
by you were informally discussed as desired, in ,the last Committee. meeting 
and I am taking adequate steps in connection with these mattll.l"B as PeT:' 
talk at the Oommittee meeting. I shall write to you. in detaifs in this COD

nection shortly. 

Enclosure No.7. 

19/688. 20th October, 1936., 

Dear Mr. Dhadha, 
I am much obliged to you for your confidential letter No. 2037 of tlie

. 17th instant. I wrote to Mr. Birla to request him to, move your Associa
_ tion to object to the ,demand of the RailwllY Com'p!l,JlY for ~ual num1!er of 

n Q 
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.~agons to be taken right through the BeaSon al)..d of (l()lltribv,tion towa.rda 
~Xp&liWles pf extending loading platforms, etc. I trus,t on both the matters 
you will D;I,Ove t49 au.thor~tie!! IjQO~ 110 that t~re may: b~ SOmB red;ress du;ring 
the coming season. 

:I'o 
S. R; Dhadha, Esqr., 

Yours sincerely, 
(Sd.) Ambala Sarabhai. 

Indian Sugar Mills Association, 
ClI.lj1utta. 

Enclosure No.8. 

~. 

Tb.e Secretary, 

Railway Boarct, 
New -Delhi. 

DeQ'f Sir, 

(Copy.) 

Indi,m Sugar Mill~ Association. 

135, Canning Street, Calcutta, 

23rcl Octolle:.:. 1936. 

.1 11m diTected by the Committee Qf the Indian Sugar Mills AssociatioB 
to invite your urgent attention to the great difficulty exp&iell.ced by the 
sugar factories in the matter of adequate w!1gon' supply for sugarcane 
traffic during the season. I have writteD to the Bengal a:u.d North Western 
Railway also in this connection and I am also enclosing a copy of the 
same for your information. I _d hardly .point out that the question 
is of vital importance to thE!' 'industry and in view of the cane crushing 
season fact approaching the Committee Trust that you will kindly look 
into the matter immediately,'and impress upon the Bengal and North 
i\Vestern Railway the necessity of making adequate arrangements for wagon 
supply so that sugar factories may not have to suffer during the (l()ming 
"eason. 

Enclosure. 

Enclosure No.9. 

2080. 

rhelraffic Manager, 

(Copy.) 

Yours faithfully, 
Offg. ilecretary. 

Indian Sugar Hills Associafion, 

135, Canning Street, Calcutta, 
23rd October, 19~6 .. 

. "iJengal and North Western Railway, 

Gorakhpur. 

Dear Sir, 
I am directed by the Committee of the Indian Sugar -Mills AssociatioB 

"to In-yoitd your attention to the question of supply of wagons to the factories 
for sugarcane traffic. As you are aware the next cane crushing ~ason is 
approaching and several members of this Association -must have already 

,approached you with- iJlqe~ts ~or wagons for .looding cane. ra ~his cOtllne(~ 
_ tion, the COlJlIllittee ,lIlay' pomt out that m the past there have been 
: COJlUp.u.o~~ c~mpl!!~n~_ ~~$.l)li':lg_ ~ort_agEll! ~. the _ ~upply 9f ,w~ons dur~ 
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the &eason for sugar cane traffic. As is well-knQwn sugar factories have to 
depend on rail cane to a very great exten!! throughout the season and 
more so towards the end when factories h!l-ve to get cane for their daily 
crush from long distances. The Committee have brQug!J.t this matter tq 
your notice previously alSo and they take this opportunity .of reiterating 
the n.ecessity of placing adequate number of wagons at th~ disposal of 
factorIes throughout the cane crushing season. The Committee understand 
that the railways insist on the factories intending for Iii fixed number of 
wagons per day throughout the season. While the Committee appreciate 
th .. difficulty of the railway in supplying increasing number of wagons as the 
season advances, they hope that the railway will also realise the f!l-Ct that 
towards the end of the season factories have to depend more on raU 
cane and hence require a larger supply of wagons ~t that time. 

The question of shortage in the supply of wagons is still more important. 
The Committee understand that factories are not given even that number 
of wagons daily which they indented for at the beginning of the season 
and factories who place their requirements before the beginning of the 
season are told to manage with a small number of wagons on the ground that 
the sugarcane traffic is a seasonal one. Still it is but reasonable that as 
public carriers, the Railway Company ought to have sufficient rolling stock 
to meet the industrial and trade requirement whether they be seasonal or 
otherwise. The Committee strongly feel that in view of the large number 
of sugar factories situated on your railway, you should make arrangements 
for a larger supply of wagons to factories. The importance of this question 
to the industry cannot be exaggerated and the Committee hope that the 
Railways would co-operate with the industry and make available to factories 
adequate number of wagons both for sugarcane and sugar traffic. 

An early reply will oblige. 
Yours faithfully, 

Olfg. Secretary. 

Enclosure No. 10. 

CtJPlI 0/ lettpr No. R.C.O. 957/.'6, dated the 2nd NO"emheT, 1996, /Tom the 
Traffic .Manager's Office, the Bengal and Nortk WesteT1/. Railway Co., 
Ltd., to the SecTeta,,-y, IndUm Sugar Mills Association. 

I have to acknowledge rereipt of your letter No. 2080 of 23rd October 
and would remark that the matter of an adequate supply of wagons for 
carriage of cane receive constant attention. 

In rerent yt'ars this Railway has increased its stock for carriage of 
cane by 600 wagons and a further order for four hundred special cane 
trucks has been placed and it is hoped to have them working before the 
ensuing CBne seasoB. is over. 

It is of course, to the interest of the factories and the railway tha.t an 
adequate supply of cane should be maintained and if, by a little co-operlt
tion, between factory and railway, this end can be achieved with a co~
vntion of t.he URe of stock i1; is, I think, necessary that such l:o-operatuJD 
should exist. Many factories, still insist on using up thei!' cart cane before 
taking their rail cane supplies and it is iB. this ~espect 1;hat co-operation 
will con"E'rve stock and assure more regular supphes. , 

Ii; should not I think, be difficult for all factories to space Qllt their 
~uJlplies of gate ~nd rail cane so that an even supply is maintained through
('tlt the BPasan and this would mean that ridiculous indents. for beyond 
the capaci~ of a station to deal with, let alone the question of supply 
of st .... k, would be necessary. 

With rt'I~"rd to Tour general statt'ment that. comnlail'lts werEl frequent 
I would remark that in an organisation of this sille some mistake..q d() 
occur and possibly these may have l!!d to ~ cert!\in amount of hardship 

Q2 
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but it is a well-known fact that most factories manufactured a considerable 
percentage of sugar in excess of their recognised output and I would 
also point qut that the railway on its part transported some 53,000 more 
wagon loads of cane that was done in the prevj.ous year and these two 
facts in themselves would tend to show that the needs of the industry 
are not being ignored. 

Enclosure No. 11. 

(Copy.) 

21/663. 13th October, 1936. 
1\1y Dear, Mehta, 

,1 understand that you are the Officiating Chairman of the Imperial 
Councll of Agricultural Research, Government of India, !lnd hence 1 Wrlte 
this letter to you. But, I doubt if your department lias any connection 
with the subject matter of this letter. If it has no connection, piease take 
110 notice of this letter. 

A friend told me to-day that your department would be interested in 
what .I write below, and as nothing can be lost by my writting to you 
1 do so. But, as suggested above, if you cannot do anythmg in the matter, 
please take no notice onhiii letter. 

You are probably aware .that cane sugar factories get their supplicli 
of cane in bullock carts and in railway wagons. At my factory in l'!lchrukhi, 
we get major portion of our requirements in carts during th!l first tew 
'months of the 5eason. The number of carts go down gradually and then 
we have :to depend more on cane coming in wagons. As ,the se!lson advances 
this process continues and from about the middle of January we have got 
tq get large quantities of cane in wagons, and from the middle of February 
practically the entire requirements of cane have to be brought in W;J.gons. 
'But, I do not think that we are an exception. Most of the factories are 
~lso similarly placed. This is as it should be. 

The area under cane cultivation has been steadily going up and the 
supply we get in carts from adjacent areas have been going up steadily 
year after year. l.'he cane which comes in carts is usually more fresh 
than the cane coming in wagons. It costs less even to encourage cultivation 
of cane in adjacent areas ... It has been our policy to pay a little more 
per maund for cane which cqmes in carts than at the railway stations, 
where it is purchased by our contractors for loading ia wagons. The 
railway company evidently do not like this. We have to depend on the 
railway company for'the transport qf cane coming in wagons. Some years 
ago where there were not so many sugar factories in the area served by 
tho Bengal and North Western Railway it was possible for the railway 
company to give a certain number of wagons to each factory to be used 
for transport of cane as and when required. As the demands for wagons 
went up due to new factories being put up the railway company found 
that they did not get the maximum earning out of the wagons, this was 
correct and to get the maximum work from the wagons, the Railway 
Oompany decided to supply wagons at the railway stations, and railway 
company created a special·' department to deal with the requisitions for 
'wagons received from factol'ies. I send herewith cqpies of the following 
letters:-

(1) Letter No. R.C.O. 30/36/1 of the 11th/12th August received by 
us from the Bengal and North Western Railway Traffic M!J.nager's 
Office, Gorakhpur. 

(2) Our letter No. CD /4532, dated the 15th August, 1936, to' the 
Traffic Manager, Bengal and North Western Railway, Gorakhpur. 

(3) Letter No. RC.O. 30/36/2, dated the 20th August, 1936, from the 
Traffic Manag!'r. Bengal and North Western Railw!ty, Gorakhpur, 
to the Bihar' Sugar Works, Pacllrukhi. 
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(4) Letter No. CD/4692, dated the 24th August, 1936,- from the Bihar 
Sugar Works, Pachrukhi, to the Traffic Manager, Bengal and 
North Western . Railway Co., Ltd., Gorakhpur. 

In the first letter they particularly require us to Tegulate our gate cane 
Bupply so as to be able to take a regular and equal supply of rail cane 
throughout. It is difficult to regulate supply of local cane. The growers 
~re anxious to get the value of the cane as early as possible: This is as 
It should be and the policy therefore allowed by most factories is tQ take 
as much cart cane as they can get and to get the balance in wagons 
~rom longer distances .. This particular railway cQmpany cannot say that 
It cannot afford to invest more fund in wagons to meet the legitimate 
requirements of factories. It pays a very big dividend. They are public 
carriers and owe a certain responsibility to the aTeas served by it to' do 
everything in their power to assist trade, commerce, industry, agriculture, 
and other interests. We discussed this matter with the railway very 
often, but we are unable to convince the railway that their. attitude is wrong; 
The wagon supply is inadequate and the accompanying statement marked 
" A" will show to what extent our crushing was reduced during _ the 
previous seasons due to shortage of wagons 'for carrying .cane to our factQry. 
The matter has been before the Indian Sugar Mills Association, but I 
do not know. that the efforts of the Association have been successful. I 
'venture to say that the railway company take a very short view which is 
not even in its own interest. If the industry 'does well it is bound to 
reflect on the prosperity of the province and the railway cQmpany will 
benefit most by such prosperity. So even in their own interests and in 
order that the railway company may give the minimum service that one 
can expect from it, if you can, please move the -Railway Board and the 
Government of India to look into them and to see this the factories do 
not experience any difficulty in getting cane to, maintain their crushing at 
their full capacity; At a eertain time' in the year the- cane is likely'tB 
get too ripe to give good results. If there is quick transport, losses due 
to such cane being left over with the growers will be. considerably diminished, 
Hnd this will benefit the growers. Your department takes a: keen interest 
in the sugar industry due to its close connection with Agriculture and 
[ think that. it is a legitimate part of· the department to assist in this 
matter. ... -

I enclose herewith a copy of D.O. letter No. 10633-41 of the 10th July 
addl'essed from the Saran District· Office, Chapra. . Is the railway company 
not bound to increase facilities for loading, etc. as may be requiTed for 
legitimate increase in traffic? It is open to the railway company to ask 
for a contribution from .those who may be interested- -in loading froin 
('ertain stations in the cost of expenditure of platforms and other facilities. 
It seems to me that it not open to the railway not to do so and 
the railway company should bear the entire cost. Though I have not 
referred to the Act I am inclined to think that asking for a part of the 
cost to be paid by' the factories is irregular on the Part of the railway 
eompany. That some factories have agreed to pay it is no justification 
for a wrong demand by the railway company and if asking for such cont~i
bution is irregular, it 'does not become regular, because some factones 
pay it. I trust you will forgive the trouble I am giving you. 

With kind regards. 

N. C. Mehta, Esq. I.C.S., 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sd.) Amllalal Sarabbai. 

Chairman, .Imperial Council of Agricultural Researcli, 
GO\'ernment of India, N~w Delhi. 

Enclosure. 
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Enclosure No. 12. ' . 

Statement showing wagons received during the cane season. 1995-36 and 
'stoppage due to short. supply 01 wagons. 

Wa.gons Dura.tion* 
Wa.gODS Dura.tion* 

Da.te. of Da.te. of received. stoppa.ge. received. stoppa.ge. 

Hrs. M. ilia. M. 
19th Ms.r., 1936 · '3 6 15 6th Apr., 1936 · 76 3 45 

20th .. 1936 · 63 S 55 7th 
" 1936 · 79 3 45 

21st ,. 1936 · 58 4 40 8th .. 1936 · 75 3 45 

22nd •• 1936 · 67 .. 9th .. 1936 · 63 6 30 

23rd .. 1936 44· 9 10 lOth .. 1936 · 68 6 35 

24th, .. 1936 56 4 45 llth .. 1936 • 51 10 0 

25th 
" 1936 79 0 30 12th ,. 1936 • 76 5 25 

26th .. 1936 44 9 0 13th .. 1936 · 61 8 58 

27th t, 1936 50 6 10 14th .. 1936 · 59 8 50 

28th 
" 1936 · 74 1 40 15th .. 1936 · 78 6 I) 

29th 
" 1936 · 60 4 45 16th .. 1936 00' 9 .45 

30th 1936 " 54 7 40 17th 1936 06 8 00 " · " 
31st .. 1936 65 3 35 18th 

" 1936 58 7 55 

1st Apr., 1936 58 6 0 19th 
" 1936 66 9 10 

2nd. 
" 1936 · .54 8 15 20th 

" 1936 92 3 45 

• f' 

3rd I, 1936 63 6 15 21st 
" 1936 '12 8 0 

. 4th Of 1936 76 0 10 22nd .. 1936 • 68 8 15 

5th 
" 1936 · 52 9 15 

• This is without allowing stoppage of an hour or ~ during I! dal qf 
every alternate uay for cl~!1iDg !l-nd di~infection. 
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Enclosuro No. 13. 

. 
Weekending 

- " "". 

1933·34. 1934·35. 1935·36, 
1933-34. -1934-3&. 1936·36. -

, " 
... - ~ --

Hrs.M. Hrs. M. lIre. M. 

19th Jan., 1934 · 19th Jan., 1935 17th Jan., 1936 2847 .. .. 
26th 1934 · 25th .. 1935 14th .. 1936 .. I> 25 -

2nd !'eb., 1934 · 1st Feh., 1935 31st .. 1936 24 5 1230 .. 
9th .. 1934 · 8th .. 1935 7th Feb., 1936 230 "17 10 .. 

16th Mar •• 1934 · 15th 
" 

1935 14th Mar., 1936 .. 16 45 615 

23rd Feb., 1934 22nd .. 1935 21St Feb •• 1936 .. "m. 30 4 I> 

2nd Mar., 1934 1st Mar., 1935 28th .. 1936 420 31i 20 III .0 

9th .. 1934 · 8th .. 1935 6th Mar., 1936 3 0 39 10 .. 
16th .. 1934 · 15th .. 1935 13th 

" 
1936 3 "20 "III 55 .. 

23rd .. 1934 · 22nd 
" 

1935 20th .. 1936 2 55 1~ 44 2130 

30th .. 1934 · 29th .. 1935 27th " 
1936 27 "45 5 0 3030 

6th Apr .. 1934 · 5th Apr., 1935 3rd Apr., 1936 53 8 .. 3740 

13th .. 1934 · lO"th " 
1935 10th '! 11136 47 to 430 "3435 

20th 
" 

1934 · .. 17th 
" 

1936 30 Ii - '"' .s538 

. 
27th " 

1934 .. 24th " 1936 435 .. 5320 

4th May, 1934 .. 25th " 
1936 34 15 -. 17 55 

11th .. 1931 .. .. .. .. .. 
18th .. 1931 .. .. '1 0 .. .. -

--"- -'-'0--,.. ~ 

Grand total * , 273 25 ~21 55; 273 33 

..slit.' , 

* This is" without allowing'a stoppage of an hour or so during • d.ayr G!, every 
alternate day for cleaning and disinfection. 
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'Enclosure No. 14. 

Statement _ 0/ wagon" indented and received during the cane $ea30n 1934-35. 

Date. Wagons Wagons Date. Wagons Wagons 
indented. received. indented. received. 

November, 1934. December,1934-co71td. 
18th Novr., 1934 • 49 .. 
19th .. 1934. · 60 75 29th .. 1934 • · 37 37 
20th- .. 1934. · 70 64 30th .. 1934 • 37 37 
21st 

" 
1934. 70 61 31st .. 1934 • 37 36 

--- -
22nd .. 1934. 60 62 Total from 1st De· 
23rd .. 1934 • · 9 55 cember, 1934, to 
24th .. 1934. 50 30 31st December, 
25th .. 1934. S2 52 1934 · 1,162 1,148 --- -26th .. 1934 • · SO 48 January, 1935. 
27th .. 1934 • SO S2 
28th .. 1934. · 48 48 lat Jan., 1935 37 38 
29th .. 1934. · 40 45 _ 2nd .. 1935 · 37 38 

3rd .. 1935 · 37 33 
30th .. 1934. · 33 38 4th .. 1935 · 45 44 --- ---

641 630 5th .. 1935 · · 49 47 

- --- 6th .. 1935 53 _ 42 
December, 1934. 7th 1935 53 63 , .. · 8th .. 1935 51 45 

1st Dec., 1934 · · 39 33 
2nd .. 1934 · · 44 38 9th .. 1935 · 48 49 
3rd .. 1934 · · 44 43 10th .. 1935 '. 33 32 
4th .. 1934 · · 45 - SI 11th .. 1935 · · 38 47 

12th H 1935 · · 40 41 
11th- .. 1934 · · 51 45 
6th .. 1934 · · 27 S2 13th .. 1935 · · 42 34 
7t.h ,; 1934 · · 15 .. 14th .. 1935 · · 40 31 
8th .. 1934 · · 42 36 15th .. 1935 · · 44 52 

16th .. 1935 · · 40 41 
9th .. 1934 · · 32 32 

10th .. 1934 · 37 35 17th .. 1935 · · 35 33 
11th .. 1934 · · 39 35 18th .. - 1935 · 31 37 
12th .. 1934 · 37 37 19th .. 1935 41 28 

20th .. 1935 38 SO 
13~h .. 1934 · · 37 36 -, 

14th .. 1934 · · 36 30 21st .. 1935 · 38 38 
15th .. 1934 • · 35 36 22nd .. 1935 46 45 
16th .. 1934 · 37 33 23rd .. 11135 · · sO 42 

24th .. 1935 · SO 36 
17th .. 1934 · 39 39 
18th .. 1934 · 39 -38 25th .. 1935 · · 48 60 -

19th .. 1934 • · 45 42 26th .. 1935 47 48 
20th- .. 1934 · · 39 '42 27th 

"" 
11135 · 43 40 

28th .. 1935 · 43 33 
21st .. 1934 · 34 35 
22nd .. 1934 · · 36 29 29th .. 1935 · 47 40 
23rd .. 1934 · · 37 42 30th .. 1935 • 49 S3 
24th .. 1934 · · 37 SO 31st .. i935 · 56 S2 --- ---
25th .. 1934 • · 37 30 Total from lat 
26th .. 1934 • · 37 44 Jan., 1935, to 
27th .. 1934 · · 37 29 31st Jan., 
28th .. - 1934 · · 37 37 1935 · · 1,349 10312 

-
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pate. Wagon 8 Wagons Date. Wa/lons Wagons 
indented. received. indented . received. 

---
February, 1935. March, 1935-<:0",11. 

1st Feb., 1935 • 47 48 5th .. ' 1935 90 36 
2nd .. 1935 • · 53 42 6th .. ]935 90 42 
3rd .. 1935 • 57 42 7th .. 1935 90 4.l 
4th .. 1935 • 57 46 8th .. 1935 93 52 

5th .. 1935 • 69 48 9th .. 1935 93 43 
6th .. 1935 • 73 23 10th .. 1935 93 46 
7th .. 1935 • '14 '15 11th .. 1935 93 61 
8th .. 1935 • 76 4.l 12th .. 1235 93 311 

9th .. 1935 '16· 54 13th .. 1935 93 45 
10th .. 1935 76 51 14th .. 1935 93 63 
11th .. 1935 76 58 15th .. 1935 89 • 43 
12th .. 1935 77 58 ----Total from 1st 
13th .. 1935 • '16 40 Mar., 1935, to 
14th .. 1935 • 80 50 15th Mar., 1935 1,376 699 --- -- --- 16th Mar., 1935 93 53 

Total froin 1st 17th .. 1935 • 93 U 
Feb., 1935, to 18th .. 1935 81 47 
l4.th Feb .. 1935 967 676 19th .. 1935 . 52 . U 

--- - 20th 1935 
. 19 .. .. 

15th Feb., 1935 • 80 38 21st .. 1935 .. " 
16th .. 1935 • · '18 39 22nd .. 1935 88 .. 
17th .. 1935 • · 40 30 23rd .. 1935 93 46 
18th .. 1935 • 81 35 

24th .. 1935 93 46 
19th .. 1935 • '15 35 25th .. 1935 94 63 
20th .. 1935 • 74 32 26th .. 1935 94 74 
21st .. 1935 • 88 57 27th .. 1935 93 50 
22nd .. 1935 • 90 4.0 

28th .. 1935 . 94 81 
23rd .. 1935 • 90 51 29th .. 1935 94 40 
24th .. 1935 • 91 45 30th .. 1935 94 50 
25th .. 1935. 91 50 31st .. 1935 93 66 
26th .. 1935. 90 45 --- -Total from 16th 
27th .. 1935 • 91 49 Mar., 1935, to 
28th .. 1935 • 92 25 31st Mar., 1935. 1,249 '123 

----- April, 1935. 
Total from 15th 
. Feb., 1935, to 1st Apr., 1935 93 51 

28th Feb., 2nd .. 1935 '15 92 
1935 1,151 571 3rd .. 1935 '10 56 - --- 4th .. 1935 '10 41f 

5th .. 1935 69 '10 
March. 1935. 6th .. 1935 55 55 

7th 
" 

1935 .. .. 
1st Mar., 1935 92 '14 --- ---
2nd .. 1935 92 4. Total from 1st 
3rd .. 1935 91 30 Apr., 1935, to 

4th .. 1935 91 40. 7th April, 1935 • 432 383 
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'Indian Sugar Works, District Saran. 
__ 1. Orushing operation started for the first time in January, 1934 (Season 
1933-34), Rated capacity of the factory is 400 tons cane per day. 

-2. Statement, showing the production of different years, is appended, 
Gidll enclosure No.1. 

3. (4) With 1'egard to can!! quality and supply (local) the factory is very 
badly situated---firstly, because the area from which the gate canes are 
mostly received is an annually inli.ndated one and therefore cannot give 
good quality cane. Tliat also campells the growers to take to inferior variety 
stubborn cane. Secondly, we have got two factories on our- left and right 
closely situated and they also draw canes from our area in addition to 
their own, resultiugin our starvation. At the time of erecting the factory 
th6 impression was that different local areas will be properly developed by 
au1Jloritiesconcerned but that has not been. Henc:e our perishing difficulty. 

As to other taw materials like lime or stone, etc., and important markets, 
their centres are faraway from us but we stand in the same position as 
other neighbouring factories do. 

(b.) Rail_ facilities we have got, as our factory is situated at the important 
junction station, Suan (Bengal ~nd North Western Railway), and we have 
got our own railway siding running inside the factory. But regarding the 
road communications, although in the mains that is alright (we have got 

-a metalled District Board Road running on one side and a Kucha Local 
Board on another), the communication in general. in the locality is very 
poor. Feeder roads are few and in very rotten condition. The carts are 
not allowed to pass on the Pucca (metalled roaa). q'hey have- got to ply 
always on the Kuchas and the traffic is immensely heavy, in consequence 
either with a slight trickling rain or in the draught, the cart roads become 
absolutely impassable, either due to mud or dust. In the villages they often 
make tracks by passing through fields, as they have not got necessary Imd 
sufficient feeder roads. That brings an unbearable hatdship not only on 
the carters but more so on the dumb quadrupeds. The matter as a general 
problem needs serious attention. 

S. (c) Sufficient labour is available in the neighbourhood, although higher 
class skilled labour we have often to indent from distant plaoes. 

4. Our procesS of manufacture is Double Sulphitation. 
Oarbonitation process is a lengthier one and involves higher cost, both 

in capital and in rUBning, but that gives better clarification of juice and 
therefore superior sugar, fetching better prices. The process also. gives 
eomparatively a slightly higher recovery due to better clarification and 
easier workability of the juices-. The most important point for the Carboni
tation process is the cheap availahility of good quality lime-stons and hard· 
coke, which. it has to US& in huge quantities. 

5; .Although on principle our -plant remains the same yet to bring it to 
efficienoyand to balanced capacity a lot of minor intemal changes have 
been made from year to year at a cost of Us. 23,788 (round figure) and many 
more are in contemplation. 

6. The curious fact about Indian Sugar Factories is that.. t11ey try to 
crush more and -mor'" and my own calculation is that toost of 1!he Indian 
Sugar Factories, as' far as their crushing plant is concerned, can and do 
crush at the rate of 40 to 45 maun<!.s per ton rated crushing -capacity if the 
inside factory is properly balanced. Our factory is not yet sell bala.nced 
fo'l' that purpooe and.we' bve_got. all the things in contemplation to do as 
time and oircumstances .permit.to save our own neck from the further future 
onslaught. ._-

7. (a) The main factors, determining the size of an economic plantiQ. 
the sugar Industry, are:-

(1) ThE! duration of the season. 
(2) The quality. cane and the availahle sugar per cent~ cane. 



(3) The relativ& price of· the raw· material (cane) the various ·storee 
required (lime or stone) sulphur, filter cloth, gunn~es and 
lubricants, etc., and the price of resulting sugar, molasses and 
other By-products and their easy disposal. 

(4) Efficient working which also inoludes acclimatisation, satisfaction, 
ptU'IIlanancy and stability of the working staff. 

(5) Profitable utilisation of By-products. 
(6) The critical highest capacity that can be achieved by a mlRlmum 

but efficient staff (Technical, Mechanical and Administrative). _ 

'I. (b) Under the present circumstances, my opinion is that to operate 
economically If. factory should crush an average of minimum 19 to 20 
thousand maunds per day or 125,000· maund8' in the week with a nett 
woI'king of at leut 150 days in the season with, an, extraction of 9'5 per cent. 
lIugar on cane, provided the s88s0n's productioll can be disposed off·, within 
the years. 

I prefer to give figures here in maunds rather than in tons to avoid the 
ambiguity exph.,ined above in question No; 6. : 

8. So far as, I know essential parts of sugar. factory equipment are not 
yet manufactued in India, although plenty of them are.,·m many case&, 
stocked here. 

9. (i) Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology or for the matter of that 
its Director is getting all possible informations from the factories. But 
within my knowledge it has not rendered sufficient timely constructive 
assistance to the factories collectively or individually. Publication of its 
accumu)ated knowledge may be of academic value or of value for the days 
to come; but speedier and timely publication of things together with practi
cal constructive lIuggestions in individual cases or personal guidance on, the 
spot, where necessary speedy response to individual enquiries, as. are done 
in Java, would be more calculative at this critical state of the Industry. 

(ii) Similarly about the Industry Department of the Local GoverIlment. 
Under their guidance & better control of the cane cultivation of variety, 
quality and acreage as also their easy and convenient disposal with better 
provisions for' transport could be achieved. But unfortunately nothing 
particular of effective value has been known in this locality. Speaking from 
personal experience and endeavours, I have been moving in different things 
the various departments ooncerned. Although things might be developing 
in their own way behind the screen, I have. received no sympathetic or 
encouraging response. :Putting on a. comparative basis, I find my, neighbour
ing Districts of Gorakhpur 1D United Provinces faring much better on. ,. 
forward march than we ha.ve been doing in Sa.ran. 

Comparative figure 0/ recovery in United Provinces and Bihar in seas'on 
1935-36. 

Province. 

United Provinces 
Bihar 

No. of 
factories 
working. 

67 
35 

Recovery. 
sugar 

per cen~, 
cane. 

9'60 
8'93 

Comparatille figure. 0/ recovery in Samn and Gorakhpur Districts during 
season 1935-36 and 1996-37. 

Saran 
Gorakhpur 

1935-36. 
9·226 
9'555 

1936-37. 
9-40 
9'94 

10. We are in the vicinity of. a Sub-Divisional town. Transfer of land ia 
too dear here to suit ~ur purpose of 'Cultivation. Holdings being very small! 
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the lease is also not practicable, as we cannot combine lands to make 
Bufficiel!tly big plots. People are not easily amenable, either for sale or to 
{ease out. 

We have, however, got a few small plots of our own which we have just 
started using as demonstration plots for the varieties, manures, etc., to 
work according to recommendations of the Agricultural Department. The 
object is also to propagate seeds, if successful. 

Weare also trying to induce unaccommodative cultivators to grow better 
variety seeds through us. The idea is slowly gaining grounds. 

11, 12 & 13. Do not arise in our case. 
14. (a) The cane cultivation got a great impetus and the acreage 

increased enormously due to the erection of more factories and consumption. 
of more canes. Cane is the only cash crop that brings in sufficiently imme
{lists money. Like the growth of the factories, the acreage has also grown 
from year to year and has overdone. We have yet to obtain a good quality 
cane from outside (rail-borne), both for quantity and more for quality. 

Regarding our comparative supply at gate, vide enclosure No.3. 

14. (b) Quality cane~-The old indigenous varieties like Rewra, Bhuaria, 
etc., are practically finished and replaced by 00. varieties. In some insus
picious moment some body introduced probably with a good motive Co. 210 
as a good early variety. Now that has been the only variety in our locality 
all over the season, hanging as a curse on us. It might remain yet a, good 
thing for particular areas elsewhere, but with us ill: this locality
degenerated, diseased, fibrous and inundated, it has become a most deplora.ble 
thing, goading us obstinately towards ruin, particularly due to the 
apathetic construction a}!d application of the Cane Rules. 

15. Frosts are occasional visitors here but not 80 very destructive. 
Diseases and insect pests are quite predominant. Can not give a definite 
estimate of loss through these causes at this stage, but might try to gather 
some idea for future reference. 

16. Our proportion of available cane (but not good cane and only un
willingly suitable) is increasing from year to year, but we are not assured 
of a full and satisfactory supply from the beginning to the end of the 
season. 

I 

Co. 210 is ,the cane that we have got unwillingly to crush about 95 
per cent. or more. The sucrose content of this, as we receive them for our 
purpose, is varying between 10 and IH with a fibre content between 18 
and 22. 

17. In previous years, specially during the latter part of the sear,ons 
when the available cane becomes comparatively, less, the carters used to run 
the purchasers (factories direct or through purchasing agents) into competi
tion to give higher prioos. As the factories did not like to have short runs 
80 long as they worked, some of them went to purchase as open bidders, 
dragging others also into the noose. Under such circumstances, the cane 
price went up sometimes to 8 to 10 aunas per maund. That spirit seems 
now to be vanishing and so far aI! information goes, this season there was 
nothing of the sort. 

18. (a) Vide answer to 14 (a). So far as ,acreage is concerned the only 
variation has been on the increasing way. 

(b) (i) (ii) (iii) & (iv) The causes mentioned have got a great' effective 
value in the real cultivation of canes, but so far they have not been, because 

,the attractive easy disposal of cane at a sufficiently remunerative cash price 
and the repulsive difficult disposal, of. o~her ,alter,native c~ps (that also at a 
very low price) have goaded the cultIvators more and more to take to cane 
(vide Agricultural Department's forecast as a supplement to our observation). 
Up till now no other alternative crop had an equal' or nearing value to cane 
or any easy cash return in this l!>C&lity. 
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19. Although this year the crop has been the' highest, it has Bot been 
enQugh for our area, there being 3 factories side by side to 'draw canes 
almost from the same uea.. We, three neighbouring factories, had even 
this year to draw about 33 lakh maunds of cane (ra.il-borne) from outside, 
partly due to quantity and partly to quality. So to have sufficient gate 
supply we require yet extension of cultivation rather than restriction in 
our area. 

But, as I have detailed elsewhere, if we can open up the interior of the 
country by better road connections and cheaper and easier transport facili
ties, we may probably do without further extension of cane areas and yet 
with greater advantage to the growers of the interior country. 

21. In our area 'the cane cultivation has not been put on a systematic 
organised scientific footing as in many other neighbouring places. We have 
been doing our might, but some authoritative prefisure (moral as well- as 
physical) can have better effects. I am afraid, in our area the cultivators 
have not got the same educative and constructive assistance from the Agri
cultural Department to give effective results in our neighbouring districts 
in United Provinoes. I give below a few comparative figures which will be 
very eloquent: - -

Saran District. Gorakhpur District. 

1935·36. 1936·37. 1935·36. 1936·31. 

,No. of factories in the 
account 9 9 20 20 

Local cane crushed 14,366,754 19,549,000 44,964,957 48,045,000 

Railway cane crushed 9,107,210 5,845,000 6,686,821 3,778,000 

'Total 'Cane crushed 23,473,964 25,394,000 51,651,778 51,823,000 

Per cent. of local cane 
total 61-20 77'00 87'05 92·90 

Sugar recovery per cent. 
cane 9'226 9'40 9'555 9,94 

Individual factories in the Saran District like ours have fared ver! 
badly all along, mostly due to the cane. As already mentioned, our area IS 

annually inundated and hence the growers cannot so easily control their 
canes. (There are better areas also which can bE! more profitably developed.) 

Regarding the difficulty about delivery of canes to the factories, as I 
have already explained, the road conditions are very bad and therefore the 
carters cannot easily carry canes to the factories. (In this part of the 
country, the carters are not permitted to ply on the metalled portion of 
the roads.) 

Further, the cane carters passing through Municipal areas or so called 
Municipal areas have got to pay an exorbitant Municipal tax (per season 
Rs. 4-2 per carl). This tax at present we are bearing ourselves for the 
convenience of the carters. But this is too heavy and unwelcome a burden 
which we cannot afford to bear and therefore must be abolished (compare 
the parallel case in United Provinces where the carter have not to pay 
Octroi Duty on cane, because that is a substance leading to the production 
of an excisable Bubstanoe, namely sugar). I am glad to note that the District 
Executive Officers here are taking a favourable view (vide enclosur4} Nos. 7', 
8 and 9). But unless some statutory provision is made, I am afraid, the 
cartman or for the matter of that we for ourselves cannot escape the 
hal'rassment of the .. Municipal dogs". 

Incidentally it may be noted that although our factory is situa,ted more 
than' a mile away from the real Municipality limits, our factory area has 
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been' ~nnexed to the Municipality only for the purpose of laxation. As will 
be eVIdent from the ,annexure above, last season we have paid more than 
B.s. 4,~O as cart tax and we .pay annually Rs. 750 as holding tax in return 
t? wh~ch we 'getabs.ol.utely no municip.alprivilege--light, scavengers sanita.
tIon, or even a mUnIcIpal road conneotlOn or passage leading to the factory. 
Ii therefore, pray and press that such undesirable and unjustifiable taxation 
be stopped. 

"Reverting to the question of easy delivery of cane to the factories it is 
absolutely necessary that road connections be increased and conditions 
improved. ' 

The question of finance may come in. Government are realising a very 
huge am,ount from factories as Excise Duty. They should spare some· 
amount for the purpose. That amount supplemented by a ha.ndsome con
tribution from the Central Road Oommittee or the Publio Road Cess Fund 
should be able to meet the emergencies. -

Apart from that, if the carters and the growers are assured of an easy com
'lnunicationand quicl,er transport facilities, no wonder, they will be prepared 
to contribute something nominal per cart as a help to the road improvement. 
A simple a.rithmetical calculation will show what a huge amount these com
bined sources can bring in and if we can spend these moneys in actual cons
t.ruotive work instead of in overhead executive and administrative charges, I 
am sure, all the difficulties can be removed very soon and brighter times ('an 
shine. The last Indian Tarjff Board on the Sugar Industry consider the cane 
cultivation as of the highest national importance. It is really so, if we ('an 
'only see the easy and profitable disposal of the produce and we should not 
neglect it by any means. The cane cultivators are our backbone just as 

,we, the millers, are also their backbones. 

22. (a) The position does not seem to have changed much sin('e the last 
Tariff Board rapor,ted., But I am not so very pessimistic about it. If the 
un,derlying principle be accepted and slow working methods adopted, it 
may not be impossible some day to bring round the land-1!oldern tQ come to 
a long-term lease with the factories on reasonable' terms or' basis so that 
cane may be cultivated in their fields once in three years, leaving the other 
'tWill y'ears with the cultivators to grow other things under the direction of 
the fac'oory owners ()r, the AgJ,'~cultural Department suitable rotation crops 
just as they do in Java. This will certainly bring better return and pros
perity to the cultivators to which they !!:re not so very indifferent. 

(b) The zoning system or the area. distribution for the factories is on 
principle a good idea. But the practical difficulty at present is that all 
areas are dist.ributed just now, some factories will be at a. great disadvan
tage with respect to others, so that there is likely to be II. volley of opposi
tion to the scheme at this _stage; but if we accept the ide~ to be brought 
into force sometime later on and work on with that idea in mind in the 
meantime to remove the a.ppertaining obstacles, there is every reason to 
think that ultimately this will bring to a more constructive and practical 
situation. 

There are other difficulties also. One of them being the freak of nature, 
cauliling destruction of cane in parti('ular area and particular year; but 
"ne) risk no gain" is the motto that one has got to work with and some 
amount of risks everybody, shall have to run. But by statutory measures 
it has got to be .assured that canes of a particular factory area must not 
go to any other factory. 

23. Cash advau('es may, not. be an ahsolute necessity more than it is at 
present. Supply of seed and helping with manures we are prepared to do 
under the proviso as mentioned at the close of the last paragraph. Re~ 
garding feeder roads, I have already given my views under 3 (a) and 21. 
This 'being a very costly problem we cannot give any definite assurance but 
~rtaiuly ~ocasional little help that others can give we can also give. 
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24. (Oi) The fixlltion of quota for sugar manufacture by factories involves 
10 ma·ny consid&ations. Some factories have alread;r made their capacity 
Bufficienbl.y big to require no further extension, while others have not yet 
cOJOO to their economic limit. In my opinion it is, therefore, necessary 
that the extension of the bigger factories should be stopped while the smaller 
factories should be allowed a certain amount of time in which to' bring 
themselves to the economic limit or to have further extensiOlis but not more 
than a standard to be fixed. At the expiry of' this time I will. highlX 
adv~cate the proposed quota sys~m based, on the individual the then,prQ
portlOnate capacity. 

(b) We ha.vJl certainly eome to a point when no further new factq,riell 
should be built in India and the produce of even the existing factories. is 
becoming a menace nnless we can find out proper outlets for the disposal of 
our excess production and if we caJ,l dispose off more sugar, tl1ere is no 
harm in mal>ing new factories which must be under a proper licence to be 
given after satisfying that all necessary materials like cane, stores, etc., 
the labour lind otlier things will be available, and produces disposaq off 
without doing harm to others. This I advocate only because while some 
localities are overcrowded with sugar factories others are starvi.ng, so that 
while in one area there may be high competition for cane in other a,reas 
cultivators are not benefited for want of economic disposal of their crops. 

In this connection I would like to pu\ in a suggestion, which I hope,.wiU 
not be brushed aside as very far-fetched. 

If cane goes through record one win find that in certain a.reas, like Savan
Gorakhpur Loop Line of the Dengal and North Western Railway, or the 
Ghaziahad-Shaharanpur Line of the North-Western Railway, the factories 
are very very congested; some stations containing even 2 factories. My 
suggestion is that for the 'benefit of the Sugar IndustpY, among~ the ct\lti-

• vators, the Government should establish Ii. fund out of which factories shoulli 
be helped to remove themselves from the congested area tQ plaoes where the 
factories are very sparing and yet the cane cultivation is sufficient and can 
be sufficient. Such things would not nave been necessary if the last Tl!oJ:iff 
Board were prepared to take a far-sighted establishing view. '. J 

24. (b) (ii) Regardin~ the extension of factories I have already expressed 
my views above. 

25. Regarding cane supply from year to year, 1Iide enclosure No.3. 
26. Up till now, our gate canes are transported entirely by ordinary 

bullock carts. Lorries cannot ply for the road difficulties as well as for the 
gag of the District and Local Boards for the use of their roads. Ordinary 
country carts carry an average of about 16 maunds cane per cart---loads 
varying between 8 to 25 maunds according to the condition of the bullocks 
and the distance of -the place from, or the condition of the roads through 
which they have got to ply. . 

For the reasons explained before, the rubber tyred carts cannot work 
unless sufficient improved roadways a.re made. . 

We have not employed particularly any rubber tyred carts but; We knoW' 
from other plaCes that conditions being favourable, euch carts can easily 
carry 60 to TO maunds per trip. 

27. A.lready explained, 1Iide Nos. 3 (b) and 21. 
28. Taking into consideration all the tortuous ways that the carts have 

got to pasa through, we reoeiv() canes at. times from a di8~nce of a,bout gO 
miles (these distances may be appreciably reduced by makmg suitable road 
ways) and the carts can travel an average of 2 miles per hour. Between the 
time of cutting canes and starting for factory, distant canes take 8 to 10 
houn and near& canes les.q. In the factory cart-stands also they take 8 to 
24 houn (in our particular case they use to take 8 to 12 hours). So that the 
carts will take to deliver their canes into the factory cane carrier from the 
time of cutting 10 to 30 hourlia!(Cording to the distance frolJl which they, 
COIllII_ 
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Ordinarily during the road transport up till now the canes have been 
coming absolutely unprotected except for the slight guard against staling 011 
the way. But they can be well partly protected against deterioration by 
properly covering and sprinkling water occasionally to keep them cool. 

29. Cane growers (only thoSe who can afford to keep sufficiently strong 
bullocks and necessary carts) are also carters. After finishing their own 
comes or in ~etween their own canes, they cart canes of their neighbours as. 
well. There are also professional but seasonal carters (plenty of them) whose 
only business is to cart canes from the villages to the factories or the pur
chasing centres, the carting charges being minimum 6 pies per maund a.nd a 
maximum of As. 2-6 according to the distance, and for intervening distances 
cartages are ordinarily proportionate. But this year it is reported that 
carting charges were exorbitantly high even for short distances. . 

If the road conditions are improved and if a statutory provision is made 
for the cartage according to the mile maundage, it is po&sible, the cultiva
tors may be better benefited. Or, as I have suggested on va.rious 0cca

sions if the miIlers are pennitted to purchase cane from the interior of the 
country at a reduced rate according to the distance, it is possible many 
factories may be induced to make their own transport arrangements or even 
make tramways so that the growers may get a better nett value for their 
produce, being saved from the clutch of the unscrupulous carters (compare 
United Provinces provisions). 

30. Ordinarily no tolls or other dues are known to be levied on cane 
carrying carts; but the carts passing through the Municipal areas or so 
called Municipal areas, as in our case, (our factory being annexed to the 
Siwan Municipality without affording us any municipal privileges as
detailed before) are charged by the Municipality to a tax of Rs. 4-2 each, 
for a season. As I have explained before, we have been compelled to pay, 
on behalf of the carters, more than Rs. 4,000 (over and above the holding
tax of Rs. 750) to alienate the difficulties of the ca.rters and the growers. 

· It is too heavy a burden to bear and I have already put in my appeal for 
the redress, vide No. 21. 

31. We have got canvassers who go round the villages to procure canes 
'to come to our gate. These canvassers are paid on the basis of the quantities 
that come through cash. Each one of them has got an area detailed to' 
him and he cannot go beyond that limit. 

According to our daily cane needs we distribute indent slips to the 
different areas through these canvassers and the carts come. As we issue 
just sufficient slips daily, canes continue to come according to our require
ments ,and they srevery easily 3.nd quickly emptied and carters released 
(utmost 8' to 12 hours as detailed before) unless of course detained by 

· unforeseen breakdowns or accidents. 

· This is the ultimate process that we have come to by gradual develop
ment and we have found that working quite satisfactorily this season. 

32. As at present we have got to get a lot of our railway canes from the 
'neighbouring province of United \Provinces on account of quality-the 
longest distance being 118 miles. 

The railway ('.anes take 3 to 4 days minimum from the time of cutting 
to the -time of delivering into the cane carrier. It is hardly possible to 

i reduce this time and of all even this will be a very strong argument against 
the 'orushing of rail-borne canes. As to the Railway arrangements of 
transport, although much has been done to improve condition, yet it is 
highly wanting in many respects. Sometimes the empties will not be 
received as indented or the wagon types as desired or sometimes the loaded 
wagons will be lying at the junctions, thus frustrating all our calculations 
of uniform working. During the latter part of the season when supply at 
gate naturally becomes less, we require more supplies from the Railways but 
we do not get sufficient empties. The Railway company have got their own 
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reasoriable grounds' for this but then they eam sufficiently' wen from thEY' 
factories to keep an extra rolling-stock to meet the emergencies. 

33. The Railway freight on cane m-ansport is based on the type ot wagoni 
supplied, carrying eapaeity of the wagons and fiat for II particular distance. 
A general list of schedule may be obtained from tke Railway. No appre
ciable change in the railwa, freight is known in recent years except what: 
was adopted as an emergency temporary measure in the laUer part (If April',. 
1937. 

I am not in favour of 8. mile m8.und'age rate due to the varioUl, compli
cations it will introduce. But I would suggest a reduction in the existing 
rate and on that proportional basis ,to reduce the first flat distance so that 
even in case of rail-boMle cane being used, people will be induced to develop' 
canes round the nearest Railway stations, so that they can get them at II 

comparatively lower cost if not exactly at the. gate cost. 

34. As the factories pay annually a huge amount in freight of various. 
atoras, sugar and molasses, etc., transport, apart from the freight of cane
transport they naturally should expect a ca.operative and sympathetic treat
ment from the Railways lUI wen, to develop the Industry in better ways so 
that a reduction in the transport charges of the major stores like lime, 
limestone, sulphur, gunnies, etc., as also the manurial substance. At 
present as they are, freights are really exorbitant and need revision. 

36. Tramway 'systems involve 8. heavy capital outlay and difficulty about 
the acquirement of land, the danger being insecurity of the cane from the, 
localities to be served by the tram-lines. In such cases, the outlay failing 
to be rflmunerative will be ruinous so that the first question to be solved 
before laying the tram-lines will be the' security of service. 

38. All our gate canes we purchase direct from growers and the rail-borne 
canes through the purchasing agents. For proportion, vide enclosure No.3. 

39. Up till now, we have not got any direct arrangement with the 
cultivators themselves for the supply of cane except the assistance that we 
give by procuring better variety seeds for them, loans of agricultural imple
ments, the manurial substances and technical assistance and instructions, 
through the Agricultural Department. Further touch with the cultivator,;, 
is through our canvassers who are influential pe9ple in the villages and are 
also money-lenders and their interest in us is that they get certain commie
aion on the basis of the quantity canes received through them, as explained, 
in detail before. The necessary cash advances are made by these canvassers 
on the understanding that the canes will be to their disposal so that these 
canes, in a sense, become bonded canes. 

40. On canes that we purchase direct at the gate, we pay a total of 
Re. 1 per 100 maunds to our canvassers and at the Railway stations we 
pay about Rs. 3 to our" Purchasing Agents, including their ~tablishment. 
commission, loading charges, driage, ete. 

We know these are very heavy expenses' but we cannot help till we are 
absolutely assured of a. secured cane from the particular locality undi.,.. 
turbed by other competitors or transgressors. 

42. We have got our weighment clerks at our weighbridge. The loaded 
carts are weighed Dnd the slip (of which the carbon copy is kept in the 
book), containing the name, village, etc., of the carters and growers as also 
the gross weight of cane and carts, is given to the cartman. When the 
cane is emptied in the cane carrier the cartman gets his slip signed by the 
Carrier Supervisor. He then offers his cart together witli the certified 
gross slip to toe' empty cart weighbridge wliere the clerk prepares a separate 
slip in triplioate (Tare slip) containing names, etc., of both carters and 
growe1"B, gross tare and nett weights of cane, rate per maund and the nett 
price of cane. This slip, after being properly checked and entered in II> 

book, is given to the carter in duplicate who can take the payment at any 
j;!me between 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day from a clerk, whQ is partieularl'y 
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set apart for this. purpose. When a man does ta.ke the payment imme
diately, he comes at any of his subsequent convenient moment and takes 
the payment. 
. 43. Fc;>r the comparative cane prices, vide statement No.3. Except for 

the season 1936-37, cane. prices have always, more or less, gone up during. 
the latter part of the seasons due to cane shortage and internal competition 
between the factol'ies. . 

44. Now-a-days, Government fix the minimum price for cane according 
to a schedule prepared Olathe basis of the recommendation of the last Tariff 
Board Report. . 

As. at present, the application of this schedule and the fixation of cane 
rates is being done absolutely on a wrong way to the disadvantage of the 
factory owners, inasmuch as for the sugar prices only the highest rates 
are taken and that also including the excise duty that the factories have 
got to pay. 'l'he scheduled relative cane rate and sugar price was fixed by 
the Tariff Board at a time when they had taken the price of molasses at 
Re. 1 per maund· (against the current price of practically zero or the nega
tive value), which converted into price of sugar comes to 5 to 6 annas per 
maund. 

Further the scheduled minimum price we have got to pay for any ('ane 
that is brought to the weighbridge, irrespective of kind or quality. This 
is certainly unfair. 

46. Prices in Gur I J aggery have come down enormously: It is reported 
that Gur can be had in the neighbourhood at Rs. 1-4 to 1-8 per maund. 

Here also the question of demand and supply comes. Previously a huge 
quantity of Gur or Jaggery used to be consumed in the Refineries and 
Khandsaris, which they are not consuming now to the same extent. 

47. Vide previous answers. 
48. In fixing the minimum price of cane Local Government take highest 

·prices of sugar from 12 factories or less. That seems to be unfair. All sorts 
of factories and all grades of sugar ought to be represented in their basis, 
so that if they want to take 12 factories they can distribute them suitably 
.all over the Province and take 12 such factories which may represent all 
grades of sugar and various kinds of pro~sses. Then, instead of taking 
the prices as reported in Journals, they can take the exact average prices 
of these factories from the Director, Imperial Institute of Sugar Techno
logy, when all factories are bound to submit fortnightly reports. 

Further, to CODle to the basic price of sugar, the amount to he paid to 
ihe .. Government as excise duty as akio the equivalent price of molasbee 
lIhould be deducted from the average price of sugar. 

49. The bonus system does not seem to be appealing under the present 
conditions of ;the low suga.r market. On the other ·hand a depreciated rate 
for bad quality or poorer variety cane (to be certified by the Government. 
Executives for a tract or a. variety in a. particular year or part of the year) 
will be more effective to extirpate poorer things in no timl). Higher price& 
.anybody is entitled to pay at any time for which no legislation need be 
necessary. 

50. For duration of season, vide statement No. 1. All along a.vailability 
of cane has so far been the determining factor or the duration of season. 
As I have explained above, a. run of less than 150 days, on conditions noted 
therein, cannot be remunerative. 

51. Chanoes of extending the season by introducing, early and late 
varieties are quite fair; but· unless suitable and remunerative outlets for 
·the sugar, molasses, etc., produced be found out, extensions of seasons will 
be absolutely ruinous. 

53. We employ all, Indian labour mostly local, both skilled and unskilled; 
bot.h for the crushing and /Silent season. 



M. Higher class skilled labour we have got- at. times to import from 
other parts of India but none from abroad. 

55. Does not arise. 

57. We consume only bagasse as fuel for our factory except for a littl~ 
quantity of wood and coal that we use before the start of the season as 
trial and at the start as also in the off season for workshop,etc. For ,the, 
amounts spent on fuel, figures are appended (vide Statement No. 10). ' , 

We do not bale our bagasse but when possible we sell them 'loose or 
distribute them free (due to highly fibrous canes our surplus bagasse is so 
much that it is unmanageable and sometimes a menace to the run of the 
season). 

58. The By-products of the Industry are molasses Press cakes and 
bagasse. 

~ 59. For the molaases outturn and prices, vide ,Enclosure No, 2. 

60. Our molasses generally go to the villages in' bullock carts (small.. 
quantities) and to and towards Bengal side in Railway wagons. So far we 
have nothing to complain about the Railway facilities, but there will be 
many as soon as the question of tank transport is increased. We have no', 
tank transport at present. The main compla.int. about the transport is the 
heavy freight----sometimes 7 to 10 As. per maund as also t.he price of con
tainers (6 to 8 annas per maund). 

61. Our molasses goes particularly for curing tobacco, but that is no 
adequate outlet. On the results of the experiment of the Allahabad Univer-' 
sity, Agricultural Department'should come to popularise the utilisation, of 
molasses as manure; Distillation products of molasses and t.heir utilisation~ 
as a commercial commodity, direct or in the form of power alcohol or as a 
helpmate to other Industries, preparation of various chemicals like acetates, 
and potash, etc'

4 
mi3;ture of 'molasses and' bagasse as fodder, utilisation of: 

molasses in roan constructions and masonry purposes and similar various 
other sources, which have got to combine together, with adequate protec

,tiOD, patronage and backing of the State for the sufficient and proper 
disposal of all molasses. One source alone cannot possibly consume thif 
whole output. They have, therefore, got to be distributed. 

62. As noted before, we have got no other utilisation of surplus bagasse, 
except free (or against nominal prices distribution to local people for theil'" 
domestic pupposes). . , 

If the molasses-bagasse composition be successful and if that can be' 
populariscd, I think an enormous quantity of both molasses and bagasse: 
may be disposed of that way. 

Some experiments are going on about. the manufacture of paper from, 
bagasse. Up till now there does not seem to have much soope in t.hat; but 
the manufaoture of card board or cellotax seems to have a very bright and' 
profitable future, celIot&x being used ill, partitioning or walling up co~ 
partments, etc, 

Some people are baling' bagasse and putting them aside for' sale 01' for, 
use in off time. If, instead of that, bagasse could be pressed into small 
brick forms, it would be easier to put. them aside in systematic way, both., 
for handling and for use in silent season for either private use, using in the 
locomotives, etc., or in, the factory workshop ,boilers in place of coal a.nd 
firewood that they use. 

63. Press cake, specially from the Sulphit&tiort factories, has iii very 
great manurial value and that is the best way for its disposal, .A. cane has 
recently been reported to me by the Government local. Agricultural Depart
ment people that in a particular instance with press mud manuring they, 
got a crop of over 1,500 maunds per acre (Co. 313) in a cultivator's field. 

~. fjde §t~te!Jl,eIlt Nq. 4 att,l!.ched .. 

11.2 
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I 65. Our storage capacity of sugar is about 35,000 bags or about 88,000 
maunds. Last i~crease of the godown was in the season 1935-36 and it 
looks likely that we may have to increase it further. 

, Our system of storage is to stack the bags to a depth of 18 to 20 with 
a sufficient head space at the top and an air space at the bottom, which 
is obta.ined by laying wooden. sleepers on which the ba.gs are stacked. The 
Boor is sometimes sprinkled with s!l>lld or d\lst lime as an absorbent. 

66. iVide, E~cl!l,ul"9 No.6 attached. 

Ca,usu 0/ deferioratio",. 

, Wltite sugar in the pure form does not deteriorate. The impurities, which 
are in and 8.l'ound the crystals, cause deterioration Df the sugar in moist, 
surroundings. 

, The impurities inside the crystal may be avoided by proper contrel in 
the different st-ages of manufacture. 

, However, it has been stated, that there always remain impurities in a 
film of syrup or molasses around the crystal of white sugar. This is mainly 
due to insufficient separation of molasses from the crystals in the centri
fugals. The proper separation ill sall more difficult when the grain is
irregular. 

Causes: Only cause is the absorption of moisture by this film of syrup 
or molasses, which is hygroscopic in nature. 

Agents are bacteria, commonly Yeasts and Fungi. The!'6 agents invert 
the sugar. Other bacteria decomposes the sugar (Thermophilic). 

Water al&ne cannot invert the sugar at temperature which prevail in 
the sugar warehouse. Neither can Fungi nor Yeast attack dry sugar.. But, 
when both causes co-operate, i.e., when Yeast and Fungi contaminate moist 
sugar, inversion proceeds smoothly. The newly formed invert sugar attracts 

'more moisture with the result that a syrupy solution of inverted sugar 
oozes from baskets IIolld bags. 

With this knowledge of molasses film, it is obvious, the lees the adhering 
molasses and lower the hygroscopicity, the better the keeping quality of 
t~e products. 

Sugar whtch has been dried artificially and also sugar which is stored 
~uring a period with a low relative humidity in air, will absorb moistllre 
upto a certain equilibrium, the optimus humidity. The different countries', 
experiments to find _his optimus have been done and figures ha.ve been 
compiled on the polarization in relation to the maximum moisture per
centage of sugar, 'ro ohtain tllis in one formula a safety factor was found .. 
"'hi b ' db' h h moisture . I h 3 
!.L II may e expresse y statmg t at w en l()l}-po). 18 ess t an ,0' 0 
the sugar will not deteriorate. 

As to the remedy the most important thing to. ohserve is to see that' 
sugar does not ahsorh moisture and therefore more attention should be paid 
to the sugar godowns which should be oonstructed with the following points 
in view:-

(1) It, should be in a· place where the level of the ground water is 
rather high. 

(2) Buildings' should be water tigh~; 

(3) To avoid that any ground wat~r should suck through the founda
tion of the walls, a damp proof layer must be, made on the 
godown floor before the walls are p~ilj; highe~. 

(4) ~hll J:oQ~ §hol!l~ :bE! ~tertightl_ 



(5) Doors should be' as few as possible. Windows are of no practical 
use. 

(6) Railway slips are to be put first a~ certain distances at the top of 
these bamboo wicker and hessian cloth. 

Existing godowns may be made suitable by some changes

(1) Dump .proofing the basement. 

(2) Side walls are to be painted i" thick withcoloster paint to mak& 
an impermeable layer' up to the height of 7 feet. 

To be too elaborate there may be heating installations ilj sugar 
godowns. . 

During the transport to wagons the bags should not get a least wei;. 

It. is generally in the Railway transport that sugar gets damped 
direct or through absorption. 

The Railway wagons are a sort of small sugar godowns, so that the Rail
way wagons should be made water proof and damp. proof and. particular 
attention should be paid to see that sugar may not attract moisturfj there, 
far less to get actually moist in the transit or at the destination. More 
often the trouble comes at the time of or immediately after unloadi'hg from 
.railway wagons at destination, as it has often been seen that perf!lctly good. 
sugar loaded has brought in complaint after delivery. . 

67. We were confronted with the problem of disposal of damaged sugar 
in quantity, only last year and we preferred to Sell them off as they were. 

6S-71. Vide No. Ji6. 

72. Vide Enclosure No.5. 

73. Vide Enclosure No. 11. 

74. Vide Enclosure No. 12. 

77. Our working capital is provided by a Bank against stock of suga~ 
on SO per cent. basis, the rate of interest being 6i per cent. 

SO. The necessary figures are given in the forms· supplied by you 
attached herewith. 

S2. With proper quality cane, recovery of sugar is sure to go up to 9·5 
and higher. In this connection the responsibility of the Government as well 
as their Agricultural Department is very heavy to supplement our own. 
individual efforts. 

83. In' general, our sugars are sold through Cawnpore and Calcutta. 
But the sugar goes up to Karachi and Bombay on the one side and Chitta
gong and Assam on the other. That means practically all over India. 

84. So far as we are concerned, we have got 0111" own Sole Selling against, 
who generally procure offers from big merchants and place before us. We 
then give them the options to accept or refuse according to the individual 
merits of the cases. These merchants then sell to retailers. 

85. The present sugar contract forms, as proposed by the conjoint effort 
of the Indian Sugar Mills Association and the Suger Merchants Association 
and is now being used as the Association form, is, in my opinion, quite 
suitable and sufficient to meet all requirements. 

92. The manufacturers carry stocks of sugar from half to one-fourth of 
their producl1, the remaining unconsumed portion being carried by the 
dealers. . 

• Not printed. 
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So far as our, stock in the factory is concerned, it is financed by a bank 
on 80 per cent. basis, the stoclts lying in the bank's custody. 

109. Our' production of sugar in India is apparently more than what we 
can consume. We have got to find out outlets for our product. If, instead 
of that, extra quantities come from outside to heap on the existing stocks, 
then there is very little scope of our factories working. It is, therefore, 
necessary that while we try here to make our sugar such that it can sell in 
various markets at par with the imported sugar, we shall have to stop all 
imporl' from outside by legitimate means. The present protection wall ha.<;. 
therefore, to be increased rather than decreased to suit the occasion. 

In the meantime; internal conditions have got to be carved in such a way 
that all our internal disablements and difficulties be so removed that at the 
expiry of the protection period, we may stand for an open market. 

Amongst the internal disablements and difficulties we have got to consider 
very seriously the points raised in-

(1)'1 (a), especially 7 (a) (4). 

(2) The heavy internal freight rate. 

(3) The keeping quality of sugar. 

(4) The holding power of the manufacturers. 

(5) The lowering the cost price of sugar, specially the fundemantal 
raw material (cane). 

(6) Increasing the internal consumption of sugar, molasses, etc., by 
various means i and 

(7) Economic disposal of the surplus production ..... 



Enclo!u~e NC? 1. , 

Statement of augaT ITom yeaT to 1AeaT and dUTation 01 season. 

Season. Crystal, Crystal lB. Orystal II. Crushed. Total. Duration of season. Total No. 
of da,,,, 

i ; i i i 

-

Mds. Suo Mds. Sra. Mds. Srs. ,Mds. Srs. Mds. Srs. From To 

1933·34 44,652 20 3,610 0 30,615 0 432 20,' 79,310 0 6th, Jan.~ 1934 nih Apr.,- , . ' 

96 
1934 • 

. ' ,- . 
1934',35 • 66,612 20 .. 8,762 20 27,135 0 102,510 0 16t,h Novr., 20th Mar., 125 

1934. 1935. 
" . 

1935·36 • 137,075 ,8 5,612 20 722 20 ~l,t77 29 175,187 28 8th Novr .. , 15th Apr., J60, 
1935 • 1936. 

-- .. ---- - . . 

1936-37 179,278' 24 .. .. 1,972, 20 18i,251 4 1st Dec., 1936 3rd May, 1937 153 
- .' 

" 

\ 



Enclosure No. 12. 
Statement 01 outtuffl 01 molasses with p"'ice~ and qUantity 01 wastaglJ. 

Season. Total production. Quantity Bold. Amount. Quantity destroyed. 

• 
Mda. Srs. Mda. Sra. Rs. A. P. Mds. Sra. 

1933·34 • · · • · · · · • 29.350 0 13,077 27_ 389 2 6 16,272 13 

1934.35 • · • · · · · · · 44,369 6 44,369 6 2,678_11 0 .. 
1935036 • · · · · · · • · 72,900 0 58,015 32 10,074 H 3 14,884 8 

1936-37 • · · · · · · · · 72,628 14· .. .. .. 
• The total production has been sold but not removed completely yet,. 

Enclosure No.3. 
Statement of 8ugarcane cru&hed and QJfI)erag8 price per maund. 

Season. Rail Oane. Total. 
Cost including Average price Gate cane. (Jommiaaion, Railway 
freight, etc. per maund. 

lIda. Sr •• Mda. Sra. Mds. Sra. Rs. A. P. As. P. 

1933.34 . • · · · 368,044 10 473,393 30 841,438 0 307,910 7 3 li 10'25 

1934·35 • · • · · 589,336 25 663,329 10 1,252,665 35 479,901 15 0 6 1'55 

11l35·31l 1,097,278 10 
' , 

917,383 0 ~,O14,661 10 731,5'18 1 9 5 9'22 . · · · · 
1936·37 • · · · · 1,483,348 20 567,773 10 2,051,121 30 596,409 13 9 4 7-99 
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Enclosure No. ,. 
·Statement 01 sugar ,tock at the beginning and utt7l.e end of the crushing 

.eason. -
Seasons. At the beginning of At the end of the 

the season. crushing season. 

Bags. Mds. Bags. Mds. 

1933·34 · .. .. 2,265 5,662 

1934·35 • · .. .. 26,743 66,857 

1935·36 . · .. .. 47,616 119,440 

1936·37 • · 21,898 64,820 30,996 81,300 

Enclosllnt NQ. 5. 
Statement regarding .e/ling rates of sugar. 

Season. Rate per maund. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 (Up to May 1937) 

Enclosnre No.6 • 

" u 

Rs. A. P. 

714 0 
819 
610 4 
626 

Srs. 

20 

20 

0 

24 

.statement 0/ BugaJ' deteriorated, damaged and found shortage in weight in 
,torage. 

Shortage in Shortage in 
weight in weight of Total Season. rebagging sugar destruction. Sugar deteriorated. 
damaged destroyed 

sugar. by Haddas. 

-----
Mds. Mda. Sra. Mds. Sra. Bags. Mds. Sra. 

1933·34 · · · .. 80 0 80 0 .. .. 
·1934·35 · · · .. 77 20 77 20 .. .. 
1935·36 · 268 47 20 205 20 5,095 12,737 20 . 
1936·37 · · · .. .. .. .. .. 
Enclosure No.7. 

Copy Of the resolution paS3ed in the Saran J)istrict Sugarcane Advisory 
. Committee held on 918t March 1997. 

1. Considered the question of recommending to the authorities to exempt 
:bullocks carts carrying sugarcane through municipal limits from payment 
(If cart tax to the Municipalitiea, . 
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Resolved that the enquiry be made to ascertain whether the Municipal 
,tax ill being' paid by the carters, or the' mills or is being passed on to the 
growers, may also, be ascertained whether the canes are carried by pro
fessional cartmen or by growers in their own carts. 

Considered the complaint that some mills are not accepting canes of 
210 variety of which a ver,! large amount still remains with the contractors 
unsold. 
. Resolved' that the mills concerned be requested to help the contractors 
by accepting their canes as this variety is being accepted by the other mills 
in other millji in other dist;ricts. 

Enclosure N~. 8. 
2007{37. 

The Secretary, 

Sugarcane Advisory Committee, Ohapra. 

Dear 'Sir, 

14th April, 1937. 

Reference your No. 4802-11, dated the 12th April, 1937 enclosing & copy 
of resolution passed in the District Sugarcane Advisory Committee held on 
31st March 1937. 

In previous years we did not take much notice of how the ca.ne carters 
were being handled by the Municipal people. In consequence the supply of 
canes at our gate -was much less-the carters diverting their way to other 
places whete there was ,no such interference. 

WheD we felt the pinch very seriously and were constantly receiving com
plaints from the carters about their handling by the Municipal people, we 
had no other alternative but to take the responsibility upon ourselves and 
pay for the passage of carts, as will be evident from the attached copies of 
correspondence and money receipts, for a smooth running. For the year 

. 1935-36 we had to pay Rs. 3,69~12 and for the year 193~7 up till now we 
have paid Rs. 4,153-11 as will be evident from the copies of receipts attached, 
none of which :was evell COlltemplatedor can possibly be, to pass on to the 
growers or the carters by us. 

From the position and location that we \lCCUpy, we are sure, you will ' 
realise what a heavy burden-::rather an oppression this is being on us. 

Regarding the nature of c.artmen, we have just gone through our records 
for the last 4/5 days and we find· that 92 per cent. of the entries are carters 
and growers the same. It is possible, as is suggested by many. that th.e 
carters by mutual agreement with the r,e.al growers, but it is also true that· 
most of the ca.rters are really growers themselves and in between times or 
when they finish their own cane, they carry cane of their neighbours at a 
rental and they may be called professional only in this restricted sense. 

The best available information that we bave been able to gather is that 
most. !>f these grower-cartmep ply only during the. cane season. and for cane. 

There are' other really professional cartmen, who ply throughout the year 
from SeasOD to season for various things as demanded· by ·the occasions. 
Their carts a~ properly and separately registered with the Municipalities 
and the registration tokens are fixed to on such carts. But the proportions 
»f auch carta as coming to our factory may hardly be about 4 to I) per cent. 
their regular source of income being much better in other ways. 

We hope your Committee will be in a position to devise some immediate 
relief for us and thus save us for the heavy losses and iI,lConveniences. 

As to the resolution 2, regarding cane variety Co. 210 we have even 
!reluctantly to note that under existing circumsttwces we are cOmpelled to 
receive IUld are receiving at our gate canes variety Co. 210 about 95 
per cent. of the supply. In consequence our extraction of sugar is ~mpara. 
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tively lower and there is such a heavy accumulation of bagasse that we do 
not know. how to dispose of tbem even after free distribution to the neigh
bouring people. This accumulation of bagasse is almost being a menace to 
our further progress of the season. . 

Enclosure No.9. 

COPll of Resolution No . .& from the Proceedings of the 9th Meeting of the 
Divisional Sugarcane, Advisory Committee held on the 1I,th April 1937. 
Taken up by permission. 
4. We .consider Collector Baran's letter No. 4727, dated the 10th April, 

1937, regarding refusal of miIls to accept cane of Co. 210 variety. 
Resolved that the committee see no justification for discriminating 

against Co. 210 cane as ihis is universally accepted by mills in the other 
districts of the Division, they also consider it undesirable that a separate 
price should be fixed for this variety in view of the reduction made by Gov
ernment in the general minimulI} p~ice. 

COPII of resolution passed by the Saran- District Cane Advisory Committes 
in its meeting held on 90th,. April 1937. . 

Considered the representation made by the Indian Bugar Works, Siwan, 
against the realisation of Munioipal tax from the carters who bring canes 
to the fBl'tory within the Municipal area.. Resolved that the realisation 
of Rs. 4,135 as cart tax from the factory is a hardship and tha.t the question 
be referred to the Divisional .Committee for redress of the grievlj.nce if 
possible. 

Enclosure No. 10. 

Season. 

19~ 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Statement showing the amounts spent on fuel. 

Sua Musa Sugar Works, Ltd., Saran. 

Amount 
spent on 

fuel. 

Rs. 
800 
700 
650 
700 

bSWDS TO, THB GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE ISSUED BY THB TARIFF ,BOARD. 

1. Our factory bega.n manufacturing of sugar in the year 1932 with a 
capacity of 450 tons per day and now increased to about 700 tons per day 
of 22 hours leaving 2 hours for usual daily cleaning. 

2. The output during each of the previous years is detailed below:-

1932·33. 1933·34. 1934·35. 1935·36- 1936.37. 
Mds. Mds. Brs. Mds. Sra. Mds. Mds. Bra. 

1st 70,745 34,840 0 73,672 5 116,895 238,182 5 
2nd 64,755 33,942 5 53,012 5 89,934 Nil. 

--,-

135,500 68,782 5 126,685 0 206,829 238,132 5 ---,- --~ 
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3. (a) Regarding Cane supply, we should think we are fairly well situated, 
-provided supplies are assured as we have had this season, i.e., 1936-37; 
whereas during previous years we had to depend on about 30 per cent. out
station cane. 

As regards Limestone, etc., we also consider we are fairly well situated. 
Regarding markets for sugar we are very badly and hopelessly handi

capped, for we have no near market for our sugar. The factories situated 
'nearer Bengal and in Bengal take cane of the Calcutta and the internal 
markets of Hengal; United Provinces and Punjab Factories for up-country 
Markets, Bombay Factories for Bombay and Madras Factories for Madras. 
1.'herefore our position comes to this and we have to pay the same cane 
'price as others, who are' favourably situated in regard to good cane grow
ing tract an!;! near as well as advantageous market with less freight to pay 
:On their sugar and consequently obtaining higher price for their sugar. In 
view of these facilities, the factories situated near a certain market are 
able to sell far cheaper than we and still make a profit and we have to 
-compete with them, which invariably since 1933 had always landed us in 
losses. For 1933-34 season we have lost Rs. 46,650-2-9, for 1934-35 our loss 
is Rs. 4,208-14-9 and for 1935-36 our loss is Rs. 7,075-11-6 (last figure not yet 
audited). The only solution is a marketing Board scheme and an even 
distribution of the finished product and facility for the utilisation of by
products. 

(b) Wagon supplies for importing Cane and loading sU2;ar are most 
unsatisfactory and we can prove innumerable instances where wagons were 
.supplied after a delay ranging from a fortnight to a month, causing serious 
,handicap to the industry and the obligations attached to it. 

We have a most inconve.nient telegrapli communication. Owing to the 
absence of the Government Telegraph OfIice, we receive our telegrams as late 
as 36 hours, hampering our business. We want quick telegraphic and trunk 
telephonic connections at concessional rates and less initial expenses. 

(c) Labour supply is adequate. 
(d) The process of manufacture in our factory is double sulphit,ation. In 

a Carbo'D.itation Plant a better class of sugar is produced, but as a huge 
quantity of limestone is required the expenses incurred are not sufficiently 
compensated by the price of sugar. Moreover extra labour is required for 
lime kiln, presses, etc. At the present market rate the differences in the 
price of sugar produced by both process is negligible. 

5. Since the erection of our Factory we, had, to replace the Raw Juice 
Pump, Injection Water Pum!.>, two Mill Rollers and have extended since 
1933 Cane Carrier, I'Boiler B. & W., 1 Sulphur Furnace, a Concenco screen 
for filtering raw juice, Cush cush elevator, 1 Air compressor, 1 sulphur Tank, 
2 First Settling Tanks, 5 Second Settling Tanks, increase of Tubes in Juice 
Heaters, 2 Syrup Tanks, 2 Molasses Tanks, 1 Calendria Pan, 2 Crystallisers. 
1 Magma Mixer and Pump, 1 small Dryer and 2 Filter Presses, all new 
machineries, costing approximately Rs. 2,17,220. 

6. We do not intend to extend any further for the present. 
7. (a) The main factor!! which determine the size of an economic Plant 

al'e:-
(a) Site location regarding ample supplies of raw product at Gate. 
(b) Sufficient Capital. 
(c) Easy and Cheap rail and steamer services. 
(cl) Marketing facilities, and 
(e) Labour supplies. 

(b) In our' opinion, we consider a Plant capable of crushing 800 tons per 
day can be operated economically under present day conditions., , 

8. Only very little equipment is now available in India and we have to 
depend on almost for everything upon foreign supplies excepting the 
materials for day to day repairs and sundry store materials. -



9. To Bomo extent we are satisfied with the assistance given by the' 
ImpE.rial Institute of Sugar Technology, but we need and expect greater 
assistance from this body in the way of utilising the by-products, advice on" 
economical production of sugar and on so many other subjects connected 
with the Sugar Industry. . 

(ii) The Industries Department in addition to the assistance already 
rendered by them, can further increase their utility by helping us to obtain' 
a few acres of land to enable us to start a model farm for the sake of 
experimenting new varieties of cane, teaching the grow~s scientific methodlt 
of cultivation· and distributing seeds from such a farm to the neighbouring 
villagers. Unless such an experimental system. is found out, we do not see 
any scope of bettering the lot of growers in influencing the plantation for 
increased tonnage and higher sucrase contents. 

11. Because we are not in direct touch with the cultivation of cane, owing 
to reasons explained in paragraph 10, we are not in a position to answer 
this question with any precision. -

12. (a) Same answer as paragraph 11. 
(b) We have been distributing some seeds during the past two years 

through the help of the Government Agricultural Farm, Sepaya, but not 
in a satisfactory degree. . 

13. We have .not been able to try any experiments owing to aforesaid 
reasons. 

14. (a) Tho quantity of ('ane has inrreased in our alea by 100 per cent. 
and we expect an average supply of approximately 18 to 20 laklis of maunds; 
if ZONING is introduced. . 

(b) The quality of cane is also improving. During 1934-35 the red-rot 
disease was appearing in an epidemic form and on analysis of some carts 
at different times we found Juice Purity below 70, sucrose per cent. cane 
was 5·8, while the glucose ratio was 18'5. This cane was Co. 213, whereas the 
best cane gave a Purity of 83, Sucrose' per cent. Cane 12'9 and Glucose ratio 
2·9. This disease was only starting and we approached the Government at that 
time in this respect and no steps were taken and still the c1isease continue 
to some extent. 

16. Yes, we crush generally Co. 213, 210 Reora, Co. 285 and Co. 331, the 
former three varieties being the. bulk of our supplies. 

17. During the season just ended there was no competition evident at 
all in cane supplies or price, but during previous' years and particularlY, 
during 1934-35, the competition was very keen, when shortage of cane was 
apparent and commencing from the month of March the price began to 
rise up and went as much as ten annas a maund at the close of the season 
in our area. . 

18. (c) The area under cane cultivation in our locality is Bubject to 
considerable variations due to: -

(i) Climatic conditions and slight early rainfall. 
(ii) Higher prices obtained for sugarcane during previous years ill 

comparison to the close of the campaign, and 
(iv) Prices obtained for oth~~ crops not being so much appealing and 

Cane Crop fetching ready cash, especially at fe&twal and 
marriage seasons. 

111. The cane cultivation in our area during 1936-31 is not in excess of out 
requirements as we do not favour any restri<;tions ~t :!;J1is !Stage. In. th.is 
connection we would welcome furtlter increase In cultIvation In areas wIthm 
a radius of 15 miles surrounding a Factory and ?ecrease in areas situated 
far distant to a sugar factory. 1:his would result In lesset transport charges 
and availability of fresh cane. 

21. We do not see any difficulties to cane-growers in their old ways of 
c~ltivl!tiQ~ ~~ c!!~e a!!d i~~ delivery: t~. ~he Factory ex~ept W !!t!e!!$ o.n the 

!I-



up-keep of roads and construction of new roads for cheap and quick trans
port to the Factory and t,he District Boards should get themselves inte.rested 
in this direction. 

22. 'Acquisition or leasing of land for cultivation by Factories is an 
impossibility owing to the villagers' fond attachment to their holdings' 
handed to them by their forefathers. Themfore_it is not at all possible to 
acquire ,an accumulated, plot of land near any Factory. 

(b) We are in favour of ZONING and without Zoning no improvement of 
the raw product either economically or of better varieties is possible. 

23. 1£ Zoning is introduced we shall be prepared to give all supports to 
the growers, because we can be sure of getting the cane for which we shall 
be labouring hard and spending much funds. , . 

24. (a) We are not in favour of fixing a quota at present, as any quota 
fixation will immediately push up the cost of production. Further we feel 
Indian sugar has not exceeded consumption, but we do not favour at all 
any further increased production than 1936-37 campaig~ by way of new 
Factories cropping up or extensions to existing Plants. 

(b) No more new Factories of extension to existing Factories shall be 
allowed, as any further extension or new erections will seriously affect the 
market owing to overproduction, unless export markets outside India is 
found out. The Government must immediately introduce legislation stopping 
further additions or fresh erections. 

25. ,The proportion of our Gate and Rail cane during previous years is 
as follows:-

Gate Cane 
Rail Cane 

1932-33. 1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
50 
50 

56 
44 

80 
20 

79 
21 

100 

and the proportion has always varied, i.e., on the increase on account of 
reasons given is paragraph 18 . 

. 26. Our Gate Cane is entirely transported by carts, the average weight 
being 16 to 17 maunds nett. We used to receive ,one or two carts of 
Rubber 'Tyred, which use to average 35 to 40 maunds nett. We tried to 
i,mpress on some of the wealthy growers to use Rubber Tyred Carts, but they 
loath to adopt themselves to the changing conditions. We do not keep any 
~arts of our own. 

27 .. The roads in our locality is insufficient and their condition is far 
from satisfactory. 

28. It takes about 18 to 24 hours for the cane to be brought to Olll' 

Factory since cutting from the Fields, depending of course upon the distance 
and no proper protection is adopted from dryage in transport. 

29. Some cane-growerll employ their own carts and some hire them and 
the average hiring per trip varies according to distance ranging from As. 14 
to Rs. 1-4. 

30. No tolls are levied in our locality. 
31. We issue' poorjies for our daily requirements a few days ahead for 
the particular day intimating the number of Carts to be sent to us by a 
particular grower to enable us to get a uniform supply. Generally there is 
a detention of 8 to III hours at our Factory. We have opened two more 

'Gates for carts coming from a distance to enable their early release. 
32. During previous years we used to draw cane from a distance of 40 

to 50 miles and cane coming from such distance by means of rail usually 
took 3 dnys from the time of cutting to arrive at our Factory, but this year 
owing to our development of local cane, we did not take in rail cane. 

34. We' have' special rate for Limestone, but we require equally special 
~ates fpr Gunny Bags, Sulphuz: ~nd. MauUl'es, ' ) 
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35. We have no tramway,. 
36. Tramway system is always advantageous; as fresh cane can be 

obtained, but the difficulties are obtaiqing land for layout and capital, which 
will Dot bo forthcoming owing to the present uneconomic position of the 
Industry. 

37: Det6rioration of cane 'by road will be about 1 per cent. and by rail not 
less than 3, per ,cent, 

38. During previous years we used to purchase abo~t 75 per cent. from 
Cane-growers And the balance 25 per cent. from Contractors. This year we , 
had purchased a hundred l?er cent. from the Cane-growers. 

39. The euitivators enter into a sort of arrangement with us to supply 
a certain quantity of cane and we agree to take over their supplies. In 
some cases we had provided seeds. ' 

40. Since we purchase cane 'from the g;rowers, this question does not 
arise. 

41. No. We had no connection with the CaDI! Growing or Supply 
Associations . 

• 42. As soon as a Cart enters our Gate, the Cane is inspected by an 
inspector pnd weighed in a 3-ton Cart. Weigh-bridge by the Weighment 
Clerks, a receipt showing growers' Dame and his parentage is given with 
the GroBs Weight. Then the Cart is unloaded in the Cane Carrier, after 
which the cart passes through the tare Gate, where he gets his nett weight and 
also payme,nt for his Oane either immediately or within a week. 

43. We give' below the average price at which we had purchased cane 
during previous years:-

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 

As. P. 

5 3 
5 9 
6D 1 

1935-36 

1936-37 

As. P. 

5 9 

4 8 

The above average price includes transport charges al~o. The price generallY 
varies at the end of a closing Campaign. 

44. The price of cane is fixed by the Government every fortnight and 
is supposed to be in relation to the quotatiolls of sugar prevailing dvring 
the preceding, fortnight ending on the last day of the' 15th day, of each 
month, but the price fixed has been very seldom, in the, correct, way. - , 

45. No such influence exists in our locality. 

46. Same answer as' 45. 
47. Many a time we have paid excess rata over and above the minimum 

price fixed by the Government to attract supplies from a distance of over 
ten miles and due to competition from neighbouring Factories. 

48. We ccnsider the minimum price fixed most unsatisfactory and unfair 
to the manufacturers. We suggest the following slight modifications in the 
Rules or procedure. The Government shall invite from not leaf than 12 
different Factories situated in, the extremity of North Bihar their 
actual a1)erage ,eUillg prieil (for ready sales of different grades) during' the 
preceding fortnight ending on the last day and 15th day of each month and 
the basic minimum price should be fixed in relation to the calculated average 
price of the Raid 12 fac.1;ories less any duty or cess that may be imposed 
by the Central Government fro~ time to time. 

49. We consider an increased rate of payment for the different varieties 
of early and late maturing cane at the time of delivery being an inducement 
for plantjng· and delivering Buoll canes !it the soheduled periQd w!>uld he 
fellBible. 
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50. The duration of crushing season si~ce we !Started our Factory iii as' 
follows:-

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 

Days. 

163 
88 

119 

1935-36 

1936-37 

Days. 

161 

159 

J;he reasons for variations being the same as explained in paragraph 25-. 
51. The possibilities. are great for extending the season with early and 

late varieties of cane, at least the Factories can run nearly al< months, but 
the important question is finding a market for the increli\sed slIgat. which 
at present has neared consumption, if· not actually overproduction. 

52. We have 'already dealt with this in paragraph 9. 

Labour. 

53. We employ 547 skilled and 50 unskilled labour per day in the seasolll 
and 88 and 20 in the off season. . 

54. We used tQ get only the Heads of Departments, i.e.; the Chief 
Engineer and Chief Chemist from abroad and excepting :these two peopl~ 
we always employ Indian labour.' ,. -. -

. 55. Even in the above two posts, we had ~eplaced th; Europmin "Chief 
Chemist with an Indian during last year. . .~. '> •. 
. 56. We have built 12 Blocks of different type of well ventilat8d'";nd 
(lecent quarters, with plenty of water supply arrangements from Tube WelL 
We also supply to all the staff free Electric {)urrent and sufficient fuel for' 
their consumption. 'Ve have also a disperu;ary and all sporting amenities 
for the staff. 

By-products. 

58. We produce Molasses and Filter Mud and whateverBa~aS8e ~. get •. 
is consumed by our Boilers. 

59. We give below the outturn of Molass~~ sinotl,·we ·started~ crushing:;.i.·~ 

1932-33 
~933-34 
1934-35 

• .,r '. • . 

Maunds .• \ 

64,000 1935-36 
25,000 
58,000 1936-37 

The reasons for the variations being increased crushing. 

Maunds. 

93,000 

95,050 

60. Previously we used to sell our Molasses to local dealers who used to 
make Chitta (boiling Molasses thereby increasing its thickness) and sell thelll 
in Bengal and Assam markets, but at no time they were. able tp clear our 
.Molasses stocks, till the advent of the Indian Molasses Company, Since the 
past two years, we have been selling a greater bulk of our productions to 
this firm and we consider the Railway facilities given to the Indian 
Molasses Company are fairly adequate. " 

61. The 'price paid by the Indian Molasses' Co., i.e., 1 anna per maund 
just covers 14ardly the labour and other handling expenses we have to incur 
in loading one wagon, but we have to sell them irrespective of the! price in 
ordor to get rid of the Molasses, th", outlet for which has become a problem 
to us. The Molasses can be used as fertilisew and Road surfacer, but 

. further research work in this direction and extensive use for above pur
poses will have a very salutory effect. It would be of considerable help 
if the Government l'I1abled and assisted the Industry in utilising it for 
manufacturing Power Alcohol for use 8S Motor Fuel, 8S is being done in 
:various sugaJ: prQducing countries.. We. under§tand :the Government is 
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already feeling the pressure of this argument and we are very eagerly 'await
ing BOme de:velopments in this direction. 

62. We have no Surplus Bagasse. 
~. -Stoch of Sugar is detailed below:-

1932-33 
1933-34 

1.934-35 .' • 
19~6 
193!h'l7' • 

Beginning of 
Crushing season. 

Mds. 

3,500 

38,852 

End of Crushing 
season. 

Mde.. 

7,705 

68,310 
148,146 

• .78,769 

. 65. The cal!acity of our Godowns is about, 60,000 bags or 162,000 maunds. 
We have increased the capacity in recent years and we are further building 
two more god(¥Vns of about 15,000 bags ca.pacity each. 

66. The botto:n layer and in some. cases even to three to four layers of 
bags get'moist owing to lona: storage and the deterioration is due mainly to 
climatic conditions and as the sugar gets moist the colou~ of the sugar also
geb slightly dull. 

67. We sell such damaged sugar outright. 
68. Question illegible. 
ll9. Specially ,in the 'rainy season and during the period just after the 

rainy seasoll the sugar gets generally'badly moist in transit and we have 
l'OOn personally a consignment of ilUgar loaded in good condition at the 
Factory siding arriving in Bombay with more than 50 per cent. badly moist 
and during the rainy season is stillmore badly affected. This is due to 
chiefly faulty and leaky wagons supplied by the Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway and transhipment at Naini. We have also examined many wagons 
supplied by the Railway that arrive in Bombay with large leakages and all 
the -tillie, during transit the sugar bags were getting wet by rain water. 

; Unle88 the Gre!lt Indian Peninsula Railway supplies better wagons, there is 
no eoIutiou' Jpr tfiis ·pl'olilem. ' 

70. We also get much'difficulties in wagons for sugar loading and parti
cularly to Ghat Stations. 'Sometimell partial restriction' to a particular 
~a~ket followed by total restriction are the, features of the day, resulting 
In mnumerable troubles between the purchasers and sellers for delay in the 
fulfilment of contract terms. 

71. All the Railways, particularly 'the Great Indian Peninsula Rail~ay 
t.bouljI be approached to provide and tranship sugar in only perfect wagonS' 
free from leakage and utmost preclI,ution and supervision by a covenanted 
staff o! the Ratlway is ,necessary, at the transhipping centres, specially in 

• the ramy season. 

72. We give below the average price 'permaund of sugar realised by us 
,.ince we 'tarted,~-

Rs. A. P. 
1932-33 seasou 

" 
8 6 10 per maund. 

1933-34 
" 8 1 0 

,1934-35 
" 7 15 6 .. 

1935-36 ,.' 6 9 3 
" 

'Since we I).ave plenty of unsold stocks with us for the' current season, we 
could not give the final average price, but we have so far sold at an average 
r~te of Rs .. 5-12~ per maund during the current season. Regarding varia
ttons of prIces between Port and Up-country markets we have very little'" 
of the latter and therefore have givell ab9ve the ~ve;age price only. 'l:he 

n s' 



freight .rates to the markets 'iVe supply are ranging from Rs. 1-0-9 to 
Rs. 1-5-6 per maund and they are maiply Malabar Coastal ports Bombay and 
Guzerat markets. • , 

Oapital Acco'l.l.-nt. 
Rs. A. p. 

73. Land 22,017 2 6 
Buildings 2,09,193 1 3 
Plant and Machinery 7,87,285 13 0 

• •• 1,20,145 9 2 Other Assets 

74. We allow the same rate in respect' of depreCiation as allowed by the 
Incot,ne-tax Department and the following are the' amounts depreciated by 
us Since 'we started:-

i932-33 
1933-34 

its; A. P. 

,60,179 () 0 
• 47,26S 7 S 

i934-35 
1935-36 

Rs. A. P. 

69,234 3 6 
66,218 0 0 

75. We have not set aside any amount for Reserve Fund. 
76. Only during 1932-33 season, i.fl., before Excise Duty was imposed we 

ha.1 distributed Rs. 63,437-8 in the shape of dividends. 
77. We borrow our working Capital from the Imperial Bank of India 

against our sugar stock. 
78. Our Bead Office expenses amount to Its. 5,000 per annum. 
79. We considet a minimum of 12 per cent. on Capital a fair rate of 

return, the reasons being that when the Factories started at the boom 
period, money was obtained 81& a higher rate of interest than is available 
hOw and the industry being quite young and in view of the anticipated risks 
of breakdown, heavy overhauling with CQstly yearly replacements such as 
substitntion of New Rollera or REHlhelling" Rollera, faulty Pumps, etc., etc., 
it would be a sound policy to build up a Reserve Fund and after deducting 
all these items, hardly 6 pel1 cent. will be available for dividend out of tho 
said 12 per cent. 

SG. Forms enclOi!ed.· 
81. Since the year 1934 we have' managed to run the factory very' 

economically in all directions. Our establishment remains the same. 
Whereas our recovery percentage at the beginning was only 8'2 per cent., 
we have now closed 1936-37 season with 9 per cent. We have considerably 
r.cluced fuel charges, stores, repairs and renewals, etc., 'Vide the statement 
enclosed. 

82. We do not consider any further economy possible in overhead 
chargs8, but the only improvement possible is in the direction of Raw-products 
side and Sale Policy. ' 

83. Our principal sugat, marketing centres are Cawnpote, Bombay and 
Madras and Calcutta' to some extent. : 

84. We have only contacts with dealers, who contracts with us through 
our Selling Agents for quantities above 100 bags for ready or forward posi
tions, at .ruling market prices according to ou'r Contract fo~m, which is 
usually signed by the sellers as well as purchasers. 

85. Yes. We consider the present contract form quite suitable, which was 
made as a basis far sale after prolonged discussions between Millowners' 
rl'presentatives and dealers. 

87. The difference "between wholesale and retail price fluctuate to a little 
extent depending upon the stock position of the importing market. ' 
.. 

, Not prin.ted. 



88. The dealers have very iittle of storage godown of their own ana they 
generally-keep sugar at some ~ime at rented godowll$ of the Railway, such: 
8S Khantapokher sheds of the East Indian Railway or Bonded Warehouse' 
of Bombay and the sugar generally deteriorates more than the, deteriorate 
at Manufaclurers' godowus, especial,ly in the r!,-iny tleaBOD. 

89 &: 91. The best quality India.n BUgal' is as golld BS the best imported-
foreigll sugar in .keeping anei other qualities. . 

90. Java sugar i. generally prefened in Ilotels and·Restaurants of High 
Class Indians and Europeans, but even here the high grade ~ndian sugars 
are replacing the Java sugar: To a very small extent in the preparation of 
some special Indian /lweets and in the preparation of a sugar ~alled BurrO' 
Sugar in Bombay, which is used for cakes, where bright 'White oolour is 
required, Java or British refined sl1gar is used. 

92. We generally keep the stocks up to the oommencement of, the follbw
illg season or ill acme cases even after eommencement of the subsequent orop; 
depending of course on the sale and despatches made. The dealers, .of cj)urse 
do Ilot carry stocks for 8 long period, they right .through purch,ase !lnd ,ell. 

The stocke ",re financed by the BaRks a.fter d.educting RI;. 1.a for ExC\ise, 
Duty per maund and 25 per cen,t. for market Huetuation~ on the prevelant 
market price, i.e., Market price less duty and leBa 2S per cent. and the 
Banks usually charge interest ranging frem 4 to 5 per cent. ~er anl\,um. 
on the daily ·balances. . 

93. Yes. We consider that marketing survey .of the Sugar ~dustryiif 
mOBt important and essential, as any sci.entific selling and ,,distributioJl: of 
lugar is dependent upon such survey. ' 

94. We are in favour of establishing a Oen,tral Sales Org~niza,tion to be 
eontl'OlIed by the Jndustry itself and details forestablishiu,g suph an ass0-
ciation is already under the consideration of our Association. 

95. We are in favour of standardisation of eugar anli en the basis of the 
standard already made by the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology with 
further improvements. Tbe present standards set up by ithiJI body ~r.e /lit 

numerous that it causes much oonfusion between the SeUers and Purchasers. 
and the fewer the standards, j;hegreater will be .the facility ~n trading. 

96. (a) We have not done any busiDesS 'on tlie basis ,of the Sugar 
Standards, as the purchasers are not conversant with such ·standards. 

(b) We have of course used the standards for comparing"olll' IJUgar and 
fixing our own standards . 
• ' 97. If the manufacturers as well as dealers get thern,selves £u~ly Jlcquain'te4 

with the standards, it will greatly help the Industry in not o¢y ea$~er selling' 
pol,icy, but also in setlJing d.isputes at destinations. . . 

98. It would be -a good propasition to establish a Terminal -market, but. 
the time is 1I0t yet ripe far the establishment .of a "Futures" or a 
.. Terminal" market. Furthermore future markets are di!fficult .to control 
and no amollnt of rules will secure it as the workipg ;will dePl!Dd on the men. 
and not Oft the rules. -

99. We estimate the . normal consumption of sugar il!l India round Jlbout 
1,100,000 to 1,200,000 tons and considering the increase in· consumption in; 
other coulltries in ·recent yeMs and the lower price ruling for IndiaD 
sugar, we anticipate further increase in consumption. 

100. It is nat possible to lIB»' to what e:!dient Factory sugal' is .replacing 
gur, as judging from statistics both Industries are expanding. In the, 
sweetmeat trade. however it iss. matter .of commo. knowledge that while 
for certain sweets gur is' still preferx;ed, the IJUbstitution of sugar for ,gUI' 
has gone far. 

101-103. We '.have .no \189ful informat.ion to give. 
104. The only export that has been mads so far, althou~h of a very 

negligable nature Je to 'Rangoon only and 'DC')' export of IndIan sugar has 
.been made to any other country. Export of Ind-ian lIugar is .possible to the.' 

$2 
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Uni~ed Kingdom if the Governme.nt could. assist the Industry by obtaining 
~p~lalIy reduc~ Ste~mer and Ra~lway frel~hts and securing a lower prefer
,entlal duty as IS leVied on " certified colomal sugar" and this will greatly 
:facilitate the Indian manufacturers to produce sugar at a low cost. 

105. (i) The imposition of Excise Duty in 1934 put an end to some extent 
towards startin~ of ~e~ Factories owing to less margin of Profit and (ii) 
1Ihe subsequent Imposition of further duty caused extraordinary loss to the, 
Growers and Manufacturers alike and it will be no wonder if many of the 
Factories close down or change hands. In this respect it should not be taken 
for. gra~ted ~hat even ~f some Factories owing to their favourable Geogra
phICal situatIOn regarding raw-product and market. are able to exist under 
present condition, that alI factories wilI cOille over the present situation 
successfulIy. • 

106. No arrangements exist for marketing Molasses except to sell the 
same to the Indian Molasses Co., at just a. price to cover loading expenses, 
'i.e., 1 anna per maund or below. 

107. We understand the Molasses purchased by the Indian Molasses Co., 
are exported to America and it is also possible that exporting to other 
countries such as United Kingdom can be developed. 

lOB. The protectfon given has enabled this Industry to advance un
expectedly within a couple of years and India is now self-supporting as 
far as sugar is concerned. Further this new Industry has assisted in the 
prevention of the drain of about 20 crores of Rupees from India to foreign 
()ountries, has been responsible for developing subsidiary industries like the 
manufacture of gur, has ameliorated the condition of the Cultivators by 
enabling to obtain a larger and cash return than from any other alterna
tive crops and at the same time helping the cultivators to obtain higher 
prices for such other alternative crops, such as wheat, etc., owing to their 
restricted cultivation in. view of cane cultivation being more prominent. 
This industry has provided employment to about a lakh of trained labour 
and a further 50 to 60 unskilled labour during the period of heavy depression. 

109. We consider the protection should be continued at lease up to 31st 
March, 1946, and even after this period we are not sure whether the 
industry can stand on its own legs unless important steps are not taken for 
finding out on the raw-products and by-products side. Looking to the 
present conditions and the parity of Indian sugar selling price, with that 
of Java sugar selling price, which is as much as Rs. 5-8 per cwt., in the 
ports, the question of protection occnpies a second place only, the pr. 
dominant fact being the Excise Duty and particularly the additiona' excise 
duty of 11 annas should be summarily repealed. In view of the possible 
restricted cultivation of cane, following in its wake with higher prices for 
the raw products, naturally bearing the same relation on sugar .prices, it is 
possible any reduction in the Import Duty on Javas may seriously affect 
the Indian Industry and therefore we favour the retention of the present 
!lcale of Douty, i.e., as. 9-4 per cwt. till 1946, after which period the q~estion 
shall be reviewed according to the circumstance that shalI be prevailmg at 
that time' so that at no time there shall be any dumping of foreign sugar, 
as had h~ppened in the year 1934, when Jsva c.i.f. price ex-Duty at P~rts 
was ruling as low as Rs. 2-9 per maund and caused a havoc to the Indian 
Sugar Industry: 

110. We have dealt at great length at the foregoing paragraphs what 
other assistance we consider necessary for the development of the Industry 
hv our answers to the various questions and again give below a summary of 
"am_ 

(l) Export of sugar to United Kingdom. 
(2) Utilisation o'f Molasses as land fertilizer, Power Alcohol and for 

its compulsory admixture with Petrol. 
,(3) Cheaper Railway and S~eamer freight on ~ugar despatches to 

. , di~tant market~. 
~ .. 
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(4) Research work on the raw-producM 'side enabling the cuHivatol'lf 
to grow early and late ripening varieties of cane and by em
ploying modern methods of cultivation for ensuring maximum 
yield and of higher sucrose contents. 

(5) Formation of a Central Marketing organisation and controlling of 
selling price of sugar. 

(6) Facility for sll-flicient wagon supplies at short notice for sugar 
loading as well as cane loading. 

(7) ,Facilities for Telegraphic and telephonic communications.-, 
(8) Facilities for acquiring land near a factory for experimental and! 

demonstration purposes to cane-growers and propaganda by 
means of lantern lectures and Cinema slides for lIICientific culti
vation and thus lower the cost of cane. 

ll!. The import of Molasses into India has practically stopped in recent 
years owing to the increased production of same in India and it· is not the 
import duty that has brought about this situation of lessening imports and as 
far as our information goes no industry has suffenidon account of the stoppage 
of import of molasses, as Indian molasses are available, as detailed in a 
previous paragraph, at very nominal prices, as low as fI, pies to 1 anna 
per maund. 

The,Vishnu Sugar Mills, Ltd., Saro.. 

REPLIES TO QUESTIONNAIRE. 

Prolluction of SugaT-IntroductOTlI. 

1. The factory commenced .manufacture of sugar in the season 1932-33-
It was started with a capacity of 450 tons a day hut subse<1Uently some· 
extensions and improvements have been made and the capacity has now been 
raised to 650 tons a day. '. 

2. The output since the start is as below:-

Season. 1st Sugar. 2nd Sugu. MolasslB. 
Mds. Mds. Mds. 

1932-33 
1933-34 99,757 57,135 57,000 
1934-35 .83,744 48,994 58,500 
1935-36 140,059 77,850 81,300 
1936-37 147,744 90,674 83,647 

3. We do not consider that our factory is advantageously situated on 
the following grounds:-

(a) (i) In respect of cane supply,-Almost all the fertile lands in our 
locality lie in Diara where the cane thrives spontaneously without much labour 
and consequently'major portions of cane is grown in Diara side .. But the 
cane itself is not good. It contains a very low purity and is always subject 
to so many diseases and damages due to occasional floods and heavy rain. 
The cane grown on high lands contain higher percentage of sucrose and' also 
resists disease but unfortunately very little, which is practically negligible, 
is grown on such land in our area due to the lack of irrigation arrangements. 
Thus we do not get good cane for the price what others pay f9r. a com
paratively better cane. 

(ii) We have to take all of our raw materials from outside, viz., Calcutta, 
Bombay, etc., etc. -

(iii) Important mar~ets,-All of our important sugar markets (Oalcutta, 
Bombay and Cawnp~re) are at a considerable di!ltance from Qur mil.ls tQ which 
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-the railway freight is Tery. high. The question of railway f~eight should 
:be taken into consideration. 

(b) We have'some facilities by rail and by roads as w~ll but these are 
not adequate. Bullock carts are out allowed on metalled roads which is ,. 
drawback. We have no other source of communications. 

(c) We have nothing to complain about the labour supply. 
, 4. OftI' process of manufacture is by sillphitRtion. The carbonitation pro

cess is more positive in its action, yields a higher recovery and the sugar 
produced is of a better keeping quality but it is more expen~ive than 
$ulphitation process due to the facts that quarries and coal-fields are 
-situated at a considerable distance to the opposite side of the Ganges on 
broad gauge which invariably involves in loss in transhipment and higl 
railway freight. . 
, 5. Oertain extensions and improvements have been made in almost all 
the plants and machineries except crusher at a cost of about Rs. 3 lakhs. 

6. No further extension or replacement are at present being contem
plated due to the condition of sugar market being so very disappointing. 

(a) The overhead charges of a factory decrease per unit increase of 
crushing. capacity. The larger the factory, the less are the proportionate 
charges on skilled directing staff, depreciation and certain factory operations. 
The size will ultimately l1e determined by the Capital available, the avail
ability of raw materials and the market facility. 

7. (b) In our opinion the minimum economic size of a sugar factory ie 
500 tons crushing lCapacity. 

8. No sugar factory equipment, except simple parts such as iron tanks 
and pipes, are available in India. 

9. Some assistance is received by us from either the Imperial Institute 
of Sugar Technology or from the Industries Department of the Bihar 

• Government. 
lO. We do not cultivate sugarcane. 
11 & 12. Does not arise. 
13. 'We bave not ourselves' madEl any experiment on early and late 

varieties of cane or manuring, The growers are, howevE'r, trying these 
varieties since 1935-36. These v~ieties are received from ('rllvernment 
Agricultural Department and have so far been successful. The Government 
Agricultural Department is giving eome assistance in the shape of instru(l
tions and directions to the cultivators. 

14. The quantity ot available cane, since the star~ of our factory, is 
always increasing as will appear from the crushing fi!:?;ures. But there has 
not beell, any. marked. i,mprovement in the quality. The improved varieties 
that are being cultivated since the last. year are noli yet available for 
crushing. .. 
, 15.' About 2& per cent. of Diara and low land canes are subject to 
diseases and insect pests. These canes are generally not affected by frost. 

16. As the cultivation of cane entirely depends on the choice of the 
cultivators we, in no waYI can be assured of su'llicient supply of suitable 
cane, The Principal varieti.es of cane crushed in our factory is Co. 213, 
210 and Reona. The field yield of each of these varieties is about 400 
maunds per acre. 

, 17 . .About 23 per tent. of cane, at gate and at outstations, and its pr!oos 
are Bubjoot to 'COmpetition with the heighbonring factories when the cultlva
,ilion of cline ~rop is shor1Hn1d at the latter 1Iart of the season when the cane. 
shortage beginq. , 

18. There has not bE'en any considerable variation in the area from which 
We obtain our supplY' Of cane. . . , 

(b) Does not arise. ',C' 

(i) Climatic ('onditions are generally normal. 
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.' (ii) Prica of eugar varies aCcording to the demand arid supply. GellernU1. 
the price ranges from Rs. 5-8 to Rs. 6-8 per maund. 

(iii) We have no information as to the price of gur. 
(iv) We cannot give any definite information about the price obtainable 

for alternative cash crop. 
19. Although the production of sugarcane is highest during the season 

1936-37, still it is not in excess of our requirements and consequently not 
any restriction at present appears necessary. 

20. The detailed cost of cultivating suglloreane in one allrE! of land, is, 
&8 far as available, given below:-

Field rent for one acre 
Cost of ploughing 
LaboUR 
Cost of seed 
Cost of manure 
Irrigation 
Interculturing ~ 

Cutting cost 

The olltturn is about 400 JIlaunds per acre. 

Total 

Rs. A. 

1 8 
9 0 
4 8 

14. 0 
10 8 
'I 8 
4 8 
7 8 

65 6 

. 21. Only the cane-growers on high land experienc,e considerablediJfficulties 
of irrigation duriug the dry part of the season and when tbere is scarcity of 
rain fall. They have no diJfficulty in del~vering the cane to the factory. 

22. (a) In our op,inion the acquisition of ll!-nd, for iactory . purpose should 
be left to voluntary negotiations. . 

(b) We are in favour of special areas being allotted to different factories 
for their cane supply and highly approve the idea of "Zoning" system in 
the manner set forth by the Indian Sugar Mills Association. , 

23. We are already giving cash advl!-Ilce for thll purpose of cane cultiva
tion to the growers and we are also supplying them with better varieties 
of seeds and manures as well as any other help thl!-t they reasonably demand 
but we are unable to make any contrihution for the development of feeder 
roads which is the legitimate function of Local Board. We would propo~e 
that the summary process be provided for the recovery of the advances III 
which ease the system of giving cash advance for the purpose of cuitivati!>111 
will be extended considerably. 

24. (a) No we are not in favour of fixing a quota for sugar manufactures 
by factories. . . 

(b) We are in favonr of neW' factories .and e:l[tep,sionsof exj~ting f_ctories 
being licensed. . . 

The reasons are best explained by the Indian Sugar Mil.ls Association. 
25. We give below the supply of cane at gate and. by rail since 1932-33:-

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

l'herll is.. no tram in our area. 

Gate Cane. 

Haunds. 
473,000 

1,280,760 
1,165,197 
1,742,368 

,2,475,869 

Rail.cane .• 
Maunds. 
228,532 
511,513 
421,153 
648,345 . 

78,20~ 
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TEe challge8 are due to the' area of the fields under cane cultivation which 
18 always going up except in the seaBon 1934.-!15. . 

26. Our gate cane is transported by carts ... nly. 1:he average weight of 
cane. carried by cart is about 16 maunds. Rubber tyred carts may be 
substituted to some extent but since the roads' are 'Very bad and mostly 
Kacha the rubber tyred will not be suitable everywhere. These afe good for 
metalled roads only. We have not employed any improved type of carts. 
The rubber tyred carts are used by the Agricultural Department and from 
the information we have gathered that these carts can safely be loaded 
with about 50 maunds to be drawn by one pair of bullocks with lesser strain 
than a country cart with a load of 16 maunds. • 

27. The mileage of roads, in our vicinity is adequate but the condition 
of roads, main and feeder, is very deplorable. A light shower of rain 
makes it knee-deep muddy which puts too much strain on the bullock. As 
a matter of fact the roads stand in immediate need of general improvements. 

28. The cane is generally brought in, our mill from a distance of about 
10 miles. by road and the average time taken between cutting cane and 
delivery at factory is about 18 hours. There is no other deterioration other 
than by dryage which is something about 2 per cent. 

29. The average cost of transport of cane by cart per maund is as 
follows:-

Up to 4, miles at As. 9 per maund. 
Above 4, n;tiles .and· up to 6 miles at. As. 1 per maund. 
Above 6 miles and up to 8 miles at As. 1-3 per maund. 
Above 8 miles and up to 12 miles at As. 1-6 per maund. 

Some have got tbeir own carts while other have to depend on hired carts 
and the average cost of hiring is from As. 12 to Rs. 1-8. 

30. No tolls or any other dues are levied. 
31. We have organised ticket system in our area which we issue to the 

growers according to cane requirements. This facilitates in continuous and 
uniform supply of gate canes and the carts are unloaded within six or 
seven hours of their arrival at gate. 

32. The average distance from which the cane is, brought by rail is 35 
miles and about two days time is taken between cutting of cane and delivery 
at factory. The railway arrangements are not satisfactory so far the speedy 
transportation of cane is concerned. 

33. At present the railway freight for cane is calculated on mileage basis 
according to the capacity of the truck. This system is satisfactory but the 
freight is very -high. Since the present system is satisfactory there does not 
appesr any necessity of substituting any other system neither we are in· 
favour of this. 

84. The railway freight for raw materials and manure is also a bit high. 

35. There is no tramway system in our area. 
36. No, we do not consicler that tramway .system will be advantageous 

. in our area. 
37; The deterioration ·of cane after it hlls been loaded;in railway trucks 

and wagons till its' arrival in the factory is about 3 per cent. and loss by 
dry age in cane brought by road is 2 per cent. 

38. Three-fourth of our total cane is taken at gate direct from the growers 
through canvassors and the rail1:ane, which is about i of our total supply is 
taken through purchasing agents at different stations. It was only in the last 
Beason that almost all the cane was taken at gate. 

39. We do n~t e~ter into any agreement with the growers for the supply 
of cane. Yes, we do give cash advances to the growers and provide seed and 
;manures also to them and give !Jther as~istance that . they reasonably may 
'demand. 
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40. We engage Canvassers for the gate cane to whom we pay a ccimmis
aion at the rate of As. 6 to 12 per hundred maunds of cane. We engage 
purchasing agents or contractors for the cane taken by rail. To these we 
give commission at the rate of Rs. 2 per hundred maunds of cane plus the 
cost of cane supplied by them. 

41. No cane supply is obtained from cane growing or cane supplying 
BSIlocia tiona. . 

42. Our arrangement for weighment is that the carts loaded with cane is 
weighed at the gross weighbridge and the carts are tared after the cane has 
been unloaded in the cane carrier. Similarly the wagons of cane, 1;"eceived 
by rail, ia first weighed with the cane in it and then after the cane has been 
removed from the wagons. 

The price of the cane taken at gate is· paid immediately on demand. Thl' 
price of the rail cane is paid any moment, the purchasing agent or the 
contractor demands. 

43. The prices of sugarcane ~incethe s;tart of our mill are noted below:
SeaBOn-

1932-33- f for ?>. 2~3, ~1O and Reorha at As. 5 to 5-3 per maund. 
for mferlor cane at .As. 3. per. maund. 

193:}.34--for good cane at As. 4-9 to 6-6 per maund. 
1934-3Q--for good cane .at As. 5 to 7-6 per maund. 
1935-36-for good cane at As. 5 to B per maund. 
1936-37-for good cane at As. 4-9 to 3 per maund. 

Prices higher than that fixed by the Government was paid at the ~ter part 
of the seasons when the cane was influenced by the competition of the 
neighbouring factories, and also when the cane shortage had begun. 

44. The prices of the sugarcane is fixed by the Government and varies 
according to the price of, sugar which is determined by the Government. 

45. When the gur market is high the grower beyond B miles of our mills 
prefer to make gur while the growers in the vicinity of the mill prefer to 
deliver their cane to the factory. 

46. No gur is at present manufactured in our area and BO we cannot 
give the information required under this question. 

47. Yes, we have paid higher prices than is fixed by the Government due 
to the competition of the neighbouring factories and during the cane shortage 
period at the latter part of the season. 

48. We agree with the answers complied by the· Indian Sugar Mills 
Assoeiation in his circular No. 67 of 1937. 

49. We prefer the system of Bonus payments and it will be of great 
advantage to the factory as weH as the growers. The former will get better 
cane and the latter more money for the same quantity of ca~e. 

SO. The duration of crushing season. is given below:_ 
1932-33-4 months 5 daye. 
1933-34-5 months 10 days. 
1934-3~ months 2 days. 
1935-36-5 months 7 days. 
1936-37-5 months 11 days. 

The period is not slllfficient for economic crushing. 
51. Availability of early and late varieties of cane wiJI, no doubt, extend 

the period of crushing season to some extent provided they are obtainable 
in sufficient quantity for our daily requirements. 

52. The Agricultural Department of Bihar Government is introducing 
early and late varieties as weH as the improved varieties of cane and has 
also deputed persons to give instructions and directions for cultivating 
these varieties but the staff is inadequate. The Agricultural Depal'tment of 
Bihar Government is supplying seeds also. . 
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53. Labour statistics is noted below:-

During 
season. Off_son. 

Skilled-
Chillf Engineor 
Assistants to Chief Engineer 
Chief Chemist 
Assistant to Chief Chemist 
Pan Man 

Unskilled
Fitters 
Fitters' helpers 
Khalasis 
Centrifugal men 
'I'ripple lIlen 
Press men 
Setting tank 
Liming house 
Other class . 

1 
3 
1 
4 
5 

29 
20 

100 
90 
6 

39 
39 
18 

351 

1 
1 
1 

16 
20 
45 

32 

• 54. No skilled labour is imported from abroad. Only the Chief Engineer 
l~ a Europeall. 

55. None. 
56. Quarters are provided for the employees of the mill. 
57. Bagasse produced is not sufficient to meet the requirements of fuel 

and about 40 per cent. of our fuel consumption is supplemented by fire
wood and coal. The amount spent for .these is Doted below:-

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 

Re. 
11;929 
22,073 
18,043 

1935-36 

1936-37 

We have no surplus bagasse and hence we do Dot bale. 
58. No, any by-products is produced in our factory. • 
59. The outturn and prices of molasses is given below:-

Outtum. . Price. Outtum. 
Maunds. Rs. Maunds. 

1932-33 
1933-34 57,000 1,484 1935-36 81,300 

1934-35 53,500 3,205 1936-37 83,6~1 

Re. 

13,251 

21,596 

Prio". 

Rs. 

." 9,500 
,5,200 

60. Molasses are used by the tobacco manufacturers"mostly in Bengal 
and Punjab. Our principal market for molasses is Bengal. We have been 
delivering the molasses at the factory and the buyers had to make arrange
ments for its transportation to different places by rail. Sillce the last two 
years a company bas been established under the name of Indian Molasses 
Company, which exports molasses to foreign countries: This company pro
vides us with rail tank wagons which is being filled at our cost. We 
cannot give any idea about the adequacy of the railway facility in this 
matter. The railway freight to Calcutta is As. 5-2 per maund. 

61. We sell our molasses to the huyers who make their own arrange
ments f01" the transportation to different mal'kets_ . The molasses that remai~ 
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unsold and the molaases that buyen fail to remove are thrown away at the 
approach of the new season 80 that the tank may be empty for the storage 
vf new molassea. The mola88es can be best utilised in making power alcohol 
and it is proposed that Government should take the matter into consideration. 
and allow the factories to convert their molasses into power alcohol or 
in any another way suitable to them. 

62. We have no surplus bagasse. 
63. None. 
6'. The figures are given below:-

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

In the beginning of 
the ~eason. 

Maunds. 

75,000 

At the close of the 
S08S0B. 

Maunds. 

14,900 
66,000 

140,500 
137,900 

6S. Sugar are filled in bags and are stored in Pucca godown. which holds 
about 50,000 bags. We have not made any extension in our /todown neither 
"·e contemplate any extension. 

66. 15 to 20 per cent. of our sugar deteriorates in storage due to moisture. 
The climate as well as the soil of the place is very damp. Deterioration 
begins when the sugar remains unsold for a longer period. 

67. We always try to sell our damaged sugar in the market with some: 
loss. Sometimes when we do not find buyers for these sugar we have no 
other alternative than to recondition it. In the process of reconditioning our 
loss is about 10 per cent. , 

68. Considering the depression in sugar market and the enhanced excise 
duty on sugar we do not think that any improvement, if any improvement 
could be made, will be advantageous or beneficial. 

69. About 1 per \lent. of sugar is damaged and destroyed in transit duEl' 
to the careless handling of the railway transhipment, and moisture. 

70. Yes, we have always been experiencing considerable di'ffipulties in 
obtaining adequate wagons' for sugar transport which has often put us to 
heavy losses due to our sugar not being despatched so as to reach our madtets 
when there was heavy demand for the same. 

71. We have nothing to suggest about the type of sugar wagons but WB 
can only propose that railway should have su,fficient number of wagons and 
they should supply us according to our demand without any delay. Spare 
wagons should always be kept at factory stations for emergency. 

72. We die! not sell 'any sugar at ports except 2,700 maands in the season 
1936-37 only. ' 

73. The freight rate for Calcutta (Kantapokhar) is As: 12-3, for Bombay 
Rs. 1-0-2 and for Cawnpore As. 10-2 all per maund. 

83. The principal marketing centre where we deal is Calcutta 
(Kantapokhar), Bombay and Cawnpore. 

8t. We have aJ!;ents at different places who effect ihe sale of our sugar 
to the dealers. The agents receive commission from us. We have no 
partiCUlar arrangement with the dealers. 

The augar contract fonn complied by the Indian Sugar Mills Association 
is quite suitable and we have nothing further to suggest. 

88. We have no knowledge of the storage arrangement of sugar by dealers, 
Ileither of the extent of the sugar deterioration. 

89 & 9l. The best Indian quality is as good as Java or foreign sugar 
in keeping and other qualities. 'l:he inferior, qUl\lity sugar used to deteriorate 
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more rapidly. We have been making constant improvement'in the inferior' 
quality sugar and the rapidity of deterioration has much decreased. But 
the fall of the sugar market and enhancement ,of the recent excise duty 
has hazarded the industry considerably. ' 
. The Indian sugars are sweeter than any other foreign sugar but the 

colour of the other than best quality sugar is not as white as foreign sugar 
and the keeping quality of such sugar is also not as good as foreig,n sugar. 

93. This depends on the condition of the sugar market. When the dealers 
speculate that the sugar market has a tendency of going upward they hasten 
to take delivery of the sugar, which they have purchased at a lower rate, 
from the factory and keep their own stocks. But if the market is either 
dull or quite they leave their stock with the manufacturers. Sometimes 
manufacturers also prefer to keep their 9wn stock of sugar, in expectation 
of a better market, to avoid loss. 

The carrying of stock is generally financed by the banks private sour~s 
are not' available or are inadequate. 

96. (a) None. 
(b) No. 
105. It is needless to say that the duty levied on sugar in 1934 was a 

premature one and had a very bad effect on the industry which, s~nce then, 
was being run at a very nominal profit due mainly to sugar price being a bit 
favourable. We had no other alternative than to bear the duty patiently 
since no one listened to our protests and grievances. The further enhance
ment in 1937, inspite of the fact that industry is a very young one and that 
the sugar price has considerably gone down, has made the condition still 
worse and discouraging and has left no margin of any profit to the manufac
turers who are running the mill simply because they have advanced capital 
in it. This has inevitably, affected the cane price which has disheartened the 
cane-growers who have reduced the cultivation of cane to a great extent and 
the ultimate result it is that we shall not be able to get su-fficient cane to run 
the mill successfully and profitably. This we are afraid, may not reduce 
the period of crushing season also. 

ShreeLakshmi Narayan Sugar Works, Ltd., Bhagalpur. 

REPLIES.TO GENERAL QUEilTIONNAIRB. 

Produc,ti01b 01 8uga,r. 

1. This factory has coine into opl'ration since 1934 from the month of 
February with a capacity of 50 tons Daily Crushing Plant. 

2. The output of this factory from 1934 to 1937 is as:-

1933·34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-3T. 
Mds. Mds. Mds. Srs. Mds. Sm. 

Crystal 2,980 4,195 2,070 0 13,280 0 
Crushed 3,38720 4,70720 

Total 2,980 4,195 5,45720 17,987 20 

3. This factory is advantageously situated in respect of:
(a) Cane supply. 

(up to 
5th 

June, 
1937.) 

(b) Not advantageously situated owing to station ooing 5 miles off 
from the factory, but thl're is District Board Road running bY' 
the side of the Factory to Station. 

(c) Labours are very cheap and adequate. 
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.t. The Factory is working by the Vacuum ; Pan process 'with single 
Sulphitation process---{Jlarifieation but not advantageous. 0' 0 

6. This factory for the last three years though capacity was 50 tons 
eould scarcely crush 25 to 35 tons; there being defects in Boiling hou~e. 
This. year after thorough adjustment it has crushed 50 tons cane dally 
(Season 1936-37). 

6. It is contemplated to extend this factory to 350 to 400 tons daily 
crushing capacity in future. 

Raw Materials. 

10. We do not undertake cultivation of sugarcane ourselves, nor we pur
chase land outright or obtain ,on lease, as there is no practice of leasing 
land here. 

11. (a) & (b) Nil. 
(c) Nil. (No. 210, 107 and 105 varieties.) 
(d) Nil. 
(e) Nil. (Sucrose contents :-No. 21OC-15. No. 107-13'5 and No. 105-= 

120 5.) 
(f) Nil. 
12. Nil. 
13. No experiments in connection with early' and, late varieties of cane 

have been made, because Agricultural Department is not prevailing in this 
10cali\y to instruct about it or to undertake this work. 

14. (~) Before 5 years there was very little quantity of sugarcane as 
there were no factories In this locality to take more cane than that 'was 
only sufficient for the country hand mills., But since the time of 'advent 
of factories, the area is increasing far and wide and there becomes cane 
more than sulflicient. ' 

(b) The quality of sugarcane in this locality is No. l05C, 107C and 
210C. 

16. There is no trouble of any kind of disease we have experienced up till 
now, 

16. Our Factory is getting sUfficient quantity of good and suitable varie~ 
ties of cane from local area. The principal varieties of cane in this locality 
are No. 105, 107 and 2100 and the Sucrose contents:-15OC-12'5, 1070--; 
13'6, average 2100--15. • 

17. There is no competition in purchasing cane nor in paying the price 
of cane which has been fixed by the local Government. 

18. (a) Yes. It requires variation. 
(b) It requires variation for early and late varieties of Cane--, 

(i) Olimatic condition is favourable. 
(ii) It t:equires marketable fixed rate of all sugar. 
(iii) & (iv) Nil. 

19. Yes. But we had no excess sugarcane in our jurisdiction and 
requires no restriction, but we want more cultivation than that of the year 
under report. 

20. The aversge yield of sugarcane per acre in this locality is 400 maunds 
and the cost of cultivation per acre is Rs. 20. 

21. The difficulties in cultivating cane to cane-growers are :-Want of 
irrigation work, fitness of soil. They have had to depend entirely upon 
heavenly rain for CUltivating cane as there being no channel or canal of any 
kind for taking cane into the factory they have to bear trouble in footpath 
~~ . ' , 

22. (a) It is most difficult to' obtaille land on lea~e in, this J()cality. 

(b) No. 0 Zones system can work ,,:ell. 
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23. We require II Ilone" system and if it will be in force we shall try our 
best to render aid to the cane-growers. 

25. (a) We get 100 per cent. cane at the gate by carts. 
(b) & (c) N#-. 
No variation. 
26. We get all canes transported by certs. 
The average weight per cart is 10 to 12 maunds. 
Rubber tyred carts are very nece~sary but it require Feeder roads in good 

condition. No other type" of carts are employed but bullock one. 
27. The mileage of roads is not adequate. The conditions of feeder 

roads and main roads are worst. There are several ditches, breaches and 
uncongenial bamboo bridges. 

28. The sugarcane in this factory is delivered from 7 to 8 miles. it takes 
24 to 36 hours time to deliver in the .factory. No protection is necessary as 
no cane is deteriorated during the time of cutting and delivery t~ factory. 

29. The fixed price is only the cost of transport of cane by carts per 
maund per mile. 

Cane-growers employ their own carts in carrying cane to the factory; 
and who have no carts they carry their cane on hired carts for which they 
have to pay three pies per mile. . 

30. No tolls or other dues levied on carts. 
31. For the continuous and uniform supply of cane, the cane-growers give 

assurance in writing and we distribute Poorjis according to area of cane to 
the cane-growers weekly. 

The normal period of detention in weighing and delivering cane into the 
cane yard is 10 minutes per cart. 

For prompt delivery of cane and speedy relea.se of carts we employ suffi
cient staffs and parking of carts. 

a2.:a7. The system of rail or trams is not in vogue. 
38. The cane in this factory is directly purchased from the cane-growers 

and not through Contractors or Agents. 
39. The cane-growers give assuranCe in writing for supply their cane into 

the factory. We do notl pay advances or provide with seed or manure. 
40. We get cane direct from the cane-growers hence no commission is 

necessary. .. 
41. We are supplied cane partly from cane-growers and partly from 

Sugarcane Co-operative Societies, Ltd. 
42. We have established cartweighhridgell for weighing cane. The pay

ment is made weekly. 
43. We have purchased cane in the following manners during years under 

report:-" 
In 1933-34-As. 4 per maund, 1934-35-As. 5 per maund, 1935-36-

As. 5 and 5-6 per maund, 1936-37-As. 4-9, 4.3, 4, 3-9 and 3 per 
maund. 

Yes. Ii tends to vary at different periods of the season. The price 
is fixed by the loeal Government according to their enquiry report. 

47. We always pay price of sugarcane according to the notificatiOll issued 
by the local Government, Ministry of Education, Patna., fi;!!:ing prices fort
nightly. We do not pay any excess of the minimum rate. 

48. Yes, it is satisfactory ill one respect but considering the price of 
sugar at present moment it is not satisfactory. Hence it requires fixation 
of marketable sugar rate of all factories. 

50. Duration of periods of sugarcane crushing in:-

Da!:. "I 1933-3£ OQ 193~6 

1934-35 122 1936-37., 

Days. 
122 
179 



Variations rely all cane supply and in first year owing to heavy earth
quake. 

51. The possibilities of extending sugarcane crushing entirely depend 
upon early and late varieties of cane. 

52. No. 
53. We employ skilled and unskilled labour both in crushing and sHem 

seasons. 
54. We employ all skilled labour of the province and not from any part . 

of India. 
55. We do' Bot replace skilled labour imported froln abroad. 
56. Labourers in this factory are provided with well furnished quarte~s, 

well, light, fuel, etc., etc., for their welfare. . 

Power. 
51. No. We have not been able to meet the whole requirements of fuel 

from bagasse but we have also been using steam for the purpose. The amount 
spent on fuel for the last 4 years are:-

1933-34 
1934-35- . '. 

Rs, 
. 3,282 
4,829 

1935-36 
1936-31 

We do not bale as we ·have no surplus bagasse. 
58. The by-products of this factory are:

Molasses, Bagasses and Preas cake. 

Years. Quantity. Prices. 

Rs . 
5,381 
4,179 

Mds. Sra. Rs. A. P. 
69. 1933-34' 2,206 0 833 10 I) 

1934-35 2,983 ° 2,276 8 0 
1935-36 • 2,721 20 856 8 0 
1936-81 • • • 7,050'0 ,1,225 0 O· 

60. Molasses of this factory are s~d to local merehants. 
We do Bot transport it, 
There is no Railway. 
61. It call be used if Iliroumstancee permit for distilla.tian 'work. 
62 & 63, Nq.· 

Years. Mds. Brs. 
M. 1933-34 ,'. 2,980 0 

1934-35 4,195 0 
19:i5-86 5,45120 
1936-31 11,98120 

6!'i. We stack our sugar in row of 8 bags or more on BambOli trellie fitted 
o~ Cemented brick walls 3 foot high spreading over with straws. The capa~ 
CIty of our godown is 5,000 bags. 

We are contemplating to increase the capacity of godoWD if the factor), 
will be erlended. 

66. No deterioration of sugar in gpdowD of any kind: 
67. If any quantity by chance Buffer. damage, we keep in nock ilnd 

refine in the next season. 
tl8 & 69. Nil. 
10. We seldom experienoe drlBculty in obtaining wagons for transport~ r 

tion of sugar whioh causea delay in delivering sugar to the buyers. It, is 
suggested that sllch arrangement with Railway Company should be made 
needful wagons may always be supplied at any time these wagoll!! are required 

'by the FactOO' owners. 
11. No. 
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. 72. ~il. We sell our sugar in the Calcutta market, at the rate a"~iIabIe' 
at the time of contract or firm offer. ' 

80. Form~* are· bein~ sent duly filled in as desired. 

Marketing . 

• 83. We deal with the merchants of Nirmali Bahptiahi Nepal Tarai. 
Supaul, Bhagalpur, Saharsa and Calcutta.' , 

84. We sell sugar partly ourselves and partly through the Selling Agents 
who sell it in the open market with retailers. ' 

92. Throughout the year. 
93. Yes. 
94. Yes, very heartily. 
95. We are in favour of stand'ardisation of sugar . 
.As may be settled and arranged' by the Tariff Board. . 

105. 'l'he effect of Excise Duty on sugar has' discouraged the Factory owner 
to increase the capacity of Factory. And Excise Duty at enhanced rate has 
caused to stoppage early of many factories as they are getting heavY loss. 

t 

North Bengal Sugar Mills Co.; Ltd.. Rajshaht 

(Indian Sugar Mills Associatw>n, Circular ..No. 62 df 1937.) 

REPLIES TO THB QUESTIONNAIRB OJ' INDIAN TARn'J' BOARD. 

1. Introducto'I"IJ.-We commenced crushing of cane from December, 26, 
1933. Our present daily crushing capacity is 1,000 tons', of ~ane., . 

2. Our. output for the seasons of ,our working has been' as ,under:-

Season. Output. \ Remarks. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

, 
Maunds . 

. 97,500 ' Inclusive of Gur-sugar 4,627 maunds_ 
135,508 
311,193 Inclusive of Gur-sugar 32,330 maunds. 

. 220,693 

3. We do not ~onsidE\J' that we are situated at an advantage in respect 
• of the various points enquired. 

(a) Cans 3l£ppll{ and other f'aw materials.-We pad to develop our cane' 
supply area at considerable expense and dilfficulty almost from the very 
start and as soon as it was developed to °a stage to meet our requirements 
competitors have encroached upon. Thus we do not feel that we are well 
secured in respect of our 'cane requirement. . Any abnormal circumstance 
coming in or vagaries of nature may' endanger' our supply of cane. 

The lime is all imported from other provinces and it lasts for a very 
short time in good condition due to the humid climate of the, place. 

(b) There is nothing to complain about' the railway facilities excepting 
the fact that the freight for sugarcane is comparatively higher on the 
Eastern Bengal Railway. For the transport of manufactures, also, better' 
facilities are afforded by other railways than the Eastern Bengal Railway. 

With regard to road and other communications, we are located in a 
mo9t backward situation. 

(c) Labour supply is not at all adequate liut there is actually lack of 
labour and the bulk is imported' from outside. 

4. The process of our manufacture is Double Sulphitation. 
5. Originally our plant was designed for a capacity of 500 tons daily 

crushing. . It has been, since, extended to the present capacity of 1,000 tons.' 
----~------~--~--------~----~--+~-----• Not printed. 
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The 'plant wall first designed for separate liming and sulphitatioll. and for 
. Bingle curing treatment. It has since, however, been changed to sl~ultan&' 
oull timing and Bulphitation and double curing process. 

The figures of amoun~ spent on additions and alterations. are given 
beloW':-

Original cost 
Additions and Alterations (up to l!.lst 

August, '1Ii36) 

Total cost 

Rs. A. P. 

14,88,131 8 11" 

1,23,385 12 11 

22,11,517 5 10 

6. We have a number of improvements in view, but the situation of the 
Sugar Industry has become s~depressing, that its very existence is at stake 

. and the crisis is ovel'llhadowing everything. 
1'. So far as we can see there are two main considerations which deter. 

mine the economic size of a plant. 
(i) Extractton, of the juice by the mills or the milling eJ1iciency.

Larger the mills, i.e., the larger the size bf the rollers be~tet 
·the extraction. Mill of below 24" x 48" rollers will not yteld 

good extraction to our opinion. In fact 30" x 60" and over would 
be more desirable. 

(ii) The manufacturing charges per maund 01 Sugar.-8maller the 
unit, higher must be the charges. Tbe inci4ence of overhead 
charges beiJJ!;'comparatively less on larger' plants. In all modern 

:-{" iPdulltr1es, mass production is the key to lower cost. 

( .1i1.~e!"oftlie above the smallest economic unit should not be less than a 
plant m 500 tons daily crushing and preferably a 1,000 tons. 

8. Sugar factory equipment is available in India to a very small extent. 
Machinery is practically all imported from outside and so are the good 
Dlany of spare. and accessories. The prices charged for spares by importers 
are exorhitant. It is high time that more up-to-date engineering workshops 
are established in India. to deal in such lines. The Government should devise 
means to encourage such activities. 

9. There has been practically no technical assistance.available from the 
Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology of India or the Department . of· 
Industries of the local Government. So far as the former is concerned its' 
functions are limited to tho;! collection and dissemination of informations 
regarding the working of the factories, which also become old and stale by 
the time the same reach the factories. More recently introduction of sugar 
standards has been a step in the right direction. Beyond these, however no 
other direct, help is available to the factories. What would benefit' the 
Industry is the technical guidance on difficult questions on the lines of 
the Java Proof Statio1/,. There, it is the voluntary arrangement of the 
member fa('tories.· Here, a similar organisation can be created by the 
Government and the nucleus is already present in the Institute of Sugar 
Technology. But i,£ needs to be considerably strengthened before it can be 
made of any real use to the factories. 

It must havtl first class experts of every branch among its personnet to 
be able to offer advice on intricate technical questions. With regard to the 
assistanre given by the Department of Industries of the local Government, 
its activities are mainly directed towards the fostering up of small Indus
tries in this Province and perhaps it has no policy beyond that. 

Raw MQ.terial. 

10. We have started cane cultivation for the last two years. Recently 
our Agricullural activities, however, have been trl!nsferred under a separate 
concern called Gopalpur AI/:ricultural Farm, ,Limited, which works as a sister 

D T 
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eoncern under the same management: We have obtained land on occupancy 
leases a~1i have sublet the same to the said sister concern for ..Jlultivation. 

The greatest d~fficulty in the acquisition of land in this province lies·· in 
consolidating the holdings. They are too small and scattered to make them 
fit for improved modern cultivation . 

. It requires long and persistent efforts to induce the holder to part with 
his land although it may lie fallow from year to year without yielding him 
anytliing. .. . 

11. The following are the figures of area held by our sister 'Concern for 
cultivation:- .. 

(a) Total area held~2,OOO acres approximately. 
(b) Area IInder cane in 1936-37-500 acres approximately. 

Area under cane in 1937-38--1,200 acres approximately. 
NOTE.-All the area acquired is jungle and.~unreclaimed as also scattered. 

Consolidation and reclamation takes a good deal of time and money. 
(c) The principal variety grown is 213. But experiments are being made 

with several other varieties. 
(d) The system of cultivation followed has been both furrow planting and 

trench planting. One ratoon is generally taken here, and after every two 
crops the land is left fallow. Rotations have not been tried ye... Chemical 
manures are used. 

(e) The only variety harvested so far on field scale has been Co. 213 and 
the yield has ranged between 300 to 450 maunds per acre. The sucrose 
content on average has been nearly 11 to 12 per cent. It is difficult to give 
any reliable figures of cane cultivation cost done by our sister concern as it 
has all been in an experimental stage uptil now. :. 

. 12. Practically the whole cultivation done by our sister conoern .is more 01' 
less of a nature of experiment. 

No seeds of improved varieties have, however, yet been distributed to 
cultivators as the experiments are still not complete. 

13. Certain e-xperiments wel"e undertaken under directions 'of the Depart
ment of Agriculture at Gopalpur farm regarding manuring, etc.; but due to 
abnormal floods last year, the fields were washed away and no result could 
be seen. The Agricultural Department have approached to repeat the 
experiments again hut the same could not be arranged this year for want of 
euitable area. Beyond this, there has been no other efforts in this direction. 
Some seeds of an early ripening variety have been obtained from the depart
ment this year, which is under experiment. The activities of the Department 
of Agriculture are rather slow and limited and it will not be for many 
years that anything substantial can be expected in the actual field. Sugar
cane is treated as a minor ·crop in Bengal and as such it receives only a 
tsecondary attention ab-the handA of the Agricnltural Department. 

14. Of our 4 years of existence, the first two years were years of inadequacy 
in the matter of ean'l, supply. In. the 3rd year, -i.e., 1935-36 tho supply was 
sulfficient for our needs. In the 4th year,i.e.; the last season of 1936-37 
there has been again shortage· of cane. There has been practically no 
improvement in the quality of cane grown by the <;ultivators. 

15. The;:e '.has been never any trouble due to frost in Bengal during the 
period of our experience. The, damage, however, from the insect pests is 
considerable .. It is specially the borers who have found their way almost 
in every field .. It is difficult, however, to give an estimate of the perrentage 
of loss on this account. 

16. If factories from outside. district do ·not encroach upon the cane in 
this distriet sufficient supply should be available for the needs of our factory. 
The reducti~n in cane rate as a consequence of fall in sugar pl"ices is also 

likely to affect the cane oultivation aud the effect of the two cQDl.bined may 
l'esult in the j.nauequacy of supply. _ 
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The only variety planted by cultintore here is Co. 213. The yield for the 
new plantation is 300 to 450 maunds, and for ratoons 150 to 300.m.aunds 
per acre. lhe sucrose content ranges hetween 9 to 12 per cent. accordIng to 
the period of maturity. 

17. It has been replied under question No. 16. 
18. Partly the question is replied under question No. 14. There have been 

variations in cultivation accountable practically to all the causes enumerated 
in the questionnaire. _ . 

19. The production of sugarcane in 1936-37 has not been in excess in this 
area, but to the contrary there has been a shortage. 

20. The cost of cultivation t~ the average cultivator hy country method ia 
aa under:-

6 Ploughings and plankings per higha at As. 8 per 
operation . . 

15 Maunds se~ds at As. 4 per maund .. 
Planting charges . 
Weeding and earthings 
Harvesting, stripping and bundling 150 maunds 

(average field) at Rs. 3 per hundred maunds 
Cartage at 9 pie$ per maund 
Rent 

Total cost 

Per higha. 
RS.A. 

3 0 
3 12 
2 0 
4. 0 

4. 8 
6 12 
1 0 

25. 0 

Ratoon. Cost per higha. 

Rs. A. 

Earthing and weeding 4 0 
Harvesting 100 maunds ~t Rs. 3 per hundred 

maunds 3 ,0 
Transport 4 11 
Rent 1 0 

Total '. 1211, 

(1 Acre=3 Bighas.) 

NOTB.-The ahove are not the at'tual out pocket .expenses incurred by 
the cultivator as the labour is practically contributed hy him. .The figures 
are based on the basis of hired labour and ploughs and carts, etc. 

21. The principal difficulty which the cultivators, in this district have to 
fa('e in cane growing lies in its transport to the factory. There is practically 
an absence of good roads in the area with the result that tlie cultivators 
have to struggle hard for the transport. It takes a good deal of their time, 
deteriorates the cane in quality and enhances the cost of transport, lowers 
the net value of cane realised by the cultivators and lowers the recovery of 
sugar to the factory and enhanoes its ultimate cost of production. A suitable 
chain of feeder roads is the solution, which will help the cultivators consider
ably .. The cane season in Bengal is romparatively short. Another solution, 
which will help the cultivator, is therefore, the introduction of·early and late 
ripening varieties. 

22. (a) Unless the Government is prepared to help the Industrysubstan
tially and by practical means, the Sugar Industry in,India is bound' to doom. 
The only one way by which the sugar indt·stry can stand on its own is by 
having ch9ap and rich sugarcane which ts impossible in any other way save 
and except. by scientific cultivation.· Scientific cultivation in its turn is 
impossible unless the holdings are su.fliciently laJ:ge and compact. It is again 
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next to impossible 'for the factories to obtain extensive and compact areas 
fOr cane cultivation except through the help of the Land Acquisition Act. 
·It may be undesirable to dispossess the ryot. of their land where it is the 
source of br~ad aDd butter to them. But in areas specially like ours where 
the pressure on the land is not enough and where there are vast 
tracts lying 8S jungles, unreclaimed and undeveloped, we at least· 
do not see how i'G will affect the ryots' interest if the lands are leased to 
the factories. The only thing necessary for the Government should be to see 
that the distribu."'n of land is arranged in such a way that the ryots may 
have sufficient for their own needs while the surplus may be usefully available 
to the factories. They should be, of course, reasonably compensated for their 
.lands. 

(b) In addition to the acquisition of land for own plantation by factories, 
fixation of zones will certainly regulate the working of factories more smooth
ly. This is only possible, however, where the minimum price of cane is also 
~xed: ~dinarily we do not see the need either of price fixation or of zone 
fixatIon In Bengal and we should prefer the relations to be regulated by the 
law of demand .andsupply. 'Ve have no objection, however, if a law is 
enacted with a yiew that' should unhealthy competition and conditions may 
develop the provisiops of the same may be applied to that area at the request 
of the agrieved parties. The administration of the act should be entrusted 
to a body consisting of the various ;nterests concerned. 

23. Even without the introduction of the zone system, we have advanced 
suifficiently large sums in various years as will be clear from the following 
figures without charging flny interest to the cultivators and we should be 
quite prepared to play our part honourably in future if further suitable 
conditions are created. 

Year. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
]IIU5-36 

Total 

Amount of Dadan 
Distributed. 

Rs. A. P. 

97,45410 6 
2,14,835 10 3 
1,00,951 8 6 

4,13,241 13 3 

With regard to the development of feeder Toads we have approached the 
various departments of the Local Government, but unfortunately without 
any response. If any principle of sharing the cost on feeder roads is recom
-mended by the Tariff Board, we shall be wiIling to give our support to the 
'same, if the same is based on grounds of equity and fairness. 

24. For an healthy development of the Indian Sugar Industry, the control 
'of the output appears to be a necessary step, hut this is likely to remain 
impossible until and unless the Indian States are hrought into its fold. Any 
'!!Cherne adopted, therefore, should be adopted on and a!l all-India .ba.:'is. ~en 
'alone it can be successful and can be worth attemptIng. If thls is possl,hle 
'then prohably all the steps will he needed, i.e., fixation of quotas, licensmg 
of new factories and extensions. 

25. 'There is n~ tram <;ane for our .factory as ~e have no tram line. 
(a) & (b) The percentages of gate cane and rail cane are given below for 

val'ious seasons: - . 
Gate cane. Rail cane. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

1933-34 ,.' 16'5 83·5 
1934-35 19'7 80'3 
1935-86 27'79 72'21 
1936-37 4H1 52-89 
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26. All our cane is transported by buffalo carte. The plying of lorrie; 
is out of question. There are no suitable roads excepting a 3 mile piece. 
'fhe kuchcha roads are kuchcha in every sense. If the lorries dare to pass 
on them the bridges are declared unsafe. There is no question, therefore, of 
the plying of lorries. The average weight of cane carried by a,. buffalo cart 
is about 15 maunds. 

We have introduced about a fifty. rubber tyred carts in our local area. 
Such carts take about double the load of an ordinary cart. On metalled 
roads the rubber tyred carts can take still greater loads but this is out of 
question here, there being no metalled roads. 

27. The mileage of roads in our vicinity as already stated is utterly 
inadequate. It is almost a problem for the cultivators to transport their. 
cane to the factory. With a little lain the roads are simply swamps. They 
receive practically very little attention at the hands of the District Board. 
Scarcity of funds is said to be the chief difficulty and even if the funds are 
available, unless they are earmarked. for the development of roads w~thin 
the sugar factory areas, there are more important needs according to the 
District Board Officers which need satisfying first and the sugarcane areas 
perhaps can never expect any substantial relief in this connection within tho 
near future. 

S proposal was made by us to the Provincial Government for allowing the 
Bugar excise subsidy granted by the Indian Government for the benefit of the 
cane areas, to be utilised in the development of feeder roads. But unfor
tunately no use of it seems to have been made uptil now to the best of our 
knowledge. It was pointed out to us that the grant was made under certain 
conditions and it is rather unfortunate that the conditions have been applied 
uniformly irrespective of the needs and circumstances of the provinces. 

28. The cane transported by roads is from an area within 7 to 8 miles 
radius of the factory. The time between harvesting and delivery at factory 
is 24 to 48 hours. There are no means to save the cane froni deteriorations 
while in transit on the roads. 

29. The transport charge. on sugarcane in our area is from 6 pies per 
maund to 1 anna per maund depending upon the distance. Per mile per 
maund average would be 2 to 3 pies. 

The cultivators generally use their own carts but they hire also ·when they 
have not got their own. The average cost of hire is about Re. 1 per day 
per bullock cart, and in the existing state of road only one to two trips are 
possible daily depending upon the distances. 

30. Except within the Municipal areas of Rajshahi and Natore there arE! 
no tolls levied within our cane supplying area. 

31. Practically all our cane supply is contracted in advance. 
We place our orders daily 2 days in advance on th,e pro rata basis of 

contracts and the supply is received against the orders. The carts are 
released within three hours of their appearing at the gates. Our weigh" 
bridges are kept open from early morning till late in the night and no earts 
are left to be weighed and released on the following day unless they appear 
at the gate late after midnight which is nry rare. Our payment is' made 
promptly against delivery. So far as we see the arrangements are most satis
factory and there is hardly any need for further improvement. 

32. 'fhe bulk of our rail cane supply is from stations within 40 miles of our 
factory. Some cane is, however, received up to 70 miles distance .. The 
time taken in the delivery of rail cane from the time of harvesting is from 
48 hours to 12 hours. The arrangement for the transport of cane provided 
by the railway is quite satisfactory excepting that the wagons are not specially 
made for cane and the loading and unloading are diJfficult and costly.. . 

33. The freight is charged on sugarcane on the Eastern Bengal Railway 
on a flat rate basis at As. 5 per mile for wagons below 200 sq. ft. area ana 
As. 5-6 per mile for wagons with area over 200 sq. ft. There have been 
many changes in the freight from the very beginning of our factory. At 
fil]t the !Iuga~c~e wa~ charged at C/'O Schedule, i.e., 3 pie per mau~d 
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per mile, the marked tonnage of a wagon taken as the chargeable load. 
Later the chargeable load was fixed as 1 sq. ft. equal to 1 maund, the 
CIC Schedule remaining. Very recently the fiat rate as stated above has 
been introduced. Both' the first and present systems have been found 
Unsatisfactory. The chargeable load in the fint caFe was fixed arbitrarily 
irrespective of the wagon space. The present one is also unreasonable for 
the fact that all wagons are charged a.s of minimum 200 sq. ft. area while 
the wagons actually range from 179 sq. ft. area and upwards, the bulk being 
qf smaller capacities. An equitable and just basis .. was the second 'system 
as stated above, i.e., the charge at C/O Schedule based on 1 sq. ft. area a8 
equal to 1 maund. It must be noted here that while in theory the rate is 
fixed at the flat rate basis at As. 5 and 5-6 per mile at present, the incidence 
of thl! charge is comparatively very heavy as will be clear from the following 
ftgures:-

Eastern Bengal East Indian 
lfiIeage. Railway Railway Diflerence. Remarks. 

Rates. Rates: 
Re. A. Re. Ra A. 

10 14 8 10 4 8 Eastern Bengal Railway 
15 14 8 10 4 8 rates have been cal-
20 n 8 10 4 8 culated on 4-wheeled 
25 14 8 10 4 8 wagon the marked floor. 
30 14 13 10 4 13 area of 200 sq. ft. at 
35 -16 9 10 6 9 As. 5-6 per wagon per 
40 18 4 12 6 4 mile up to 70 miles and. 
45 20 0 13 7 0 at As. ~5 abov6" 70 miles 
50 21 12 14 7 12 to a minimum of Rs. 10 
55 23 7 15 8 7 per 4-wheeled wagon. 
60 25 2 16 9 2 The rates include a 
65 26 14 17 9 14 siding charge of Rs. 4-8 
70 28 9 18 10 8 per wagon of 23 tons 
75 30 0 19 11 0 capacity (As. 4-1'38 
80 31 12 20 11 12 per maund). 
85 33 2 21 12 2 
90 3411 23 1111 
95 36 4 24 12 4 

100· 3713 25 1213 

It must be noted that the minimum charge has been fixed at Rs. 10 
-exclusive of the siding charge. 

Fonnerly the same was Rs. 7. The siding charge is levied at 1·38 pies 
per maund of the marked tonnage capacity. This has meant near about 
Rs. 4-8 per wagon of 23 tons marked capacity or about 14 miles charge. 
Thus the minimum charge together with the siding charge has amounted to 
a minimum distance charge of nearly 46 miles and if the cane is brought. 
from across the Ganges from the south side a further charge of 18 miles has 
to 'be paid as pontage for the Hardinge Bridge. This is irrespective of the 
actual distances from where the cano is brought. This compare very un
favourabl~ with the East Indian Railway. Protests were made b:v us in all 
these respects. Very recently we have been offered the siding charge at the 
flat rate of Rs. 2 per wagon. The same is charged' for one mile distance on 
the East Indian Railway which amounts to As,; 5 and is added to the 
mileage. The difference in freight is defended by the Eastern Bengal Railway 
on the Ground that their working costs are higher. 

With regard to the pontage charge it has to be borne in mind that its 
incidence is far higher on a commodity like sugarcane which has to be trans
ported over short distance only in comparison to other eommoditiee which 
are comparatively of much higher value and have to find their way over long 
distances. 

34. Reduc-tion in r~tes 9f limestone and manures ~re lioth likely to help 
Bugar industry. 
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35. We have no tramway system at present. We have. therefore, no 
information to offer in this connection. 

36. In the abllence of adequate roads and on account of higher railway 
freight a tramway Iystem will be certainly helpful to the industry. 

We are in fact ourselv:es contemplating laying out a few miles of tramway 
line to facilitate transport of sugarcane from areas which are approachable 
with difficulty now. The chief difficulty in laying out the tramway which 
we anticipate, lies in the acquisition of the land. Such projects are not 
possible by private negotiations and unless the Government deal in the 
matter sympathetically' and .in a helpful manner, it may take a number.of 
years the projects' to materialise. The sugar industry unfortunately has nC! 
time to wait aa it must make itself able to stand 011 its own legs, otherwise, 
there is the danger already looming of its being washed away. 

37. It is very difficult to give ,an accurate estimate of loss by,deteriora
tion but if a guess is made the loss may be anywhere between '5 to 1 per 
cent. in the recovery of sugar owing to the delay which is caused in delivery 
due to unsatisfactory arrangements compared to the modern and up-to-date 
methods of transport followed in,Java and' other advance countries. • 

38. We have no contractors in the sense contractors are employed in 
the United Provinces and Bihar but we have brokers through whom advances 
are made to cultivators and contracts entered for the supply of cane. The 
contract. are, however, direct between ourselves and cultivators. Tho order 
Is placed with the cultivators and payment is made' di'rect to them. Thus 
the cent. per cent. of our cane supply is received directly and nothing througb 
Clontraotora and agents. 

39. JIVe make cash advances to cultivators while we enter into contraclts 
with them for the supply of their cane. We do not supply any seeds as 
they have sulfficient of Co. 213 ~eed available. Other improved varieties have 
not yet been introduced here. We also made an experiment by giving 
advances to the cultivators in the form of chemical manure; The cultivators 
were reluctant at first but some of them agIeed at our pursuasion. We were 
advised, however, by the Department of Agriculture of the local Govern
ment not to distribute chemical manure as its usefulness was very much 
doubtful in the absence of proper sQil surrey. We therefore, discontinued 
the experiment. 

010. We have paid our brokers the commission from at 1 pie per maund t" 
6 pies per maund over and above the prices paid to cultivators varying from 
year to year and according to the circumstances. 

41. All our supply· is direct from the growers. Proposal was,made ~y ~hlJ 
Magistrate of our district to purchase cane through Co-operatlve SOCletles. 
The cultivators, however, were unwilling to.deal through them as they .w~rlJ 
afraid of all sorts of dflicial pressure. BesIdes we learnt that the soc~et~elJ 
claimed some money from the cultivators and the move made by the SOCIetIeS' 
waB to -realise their past dues from the cultivator!l- through the fam:ory ·rathel" 
than to help them in the marketing of their cane. ,Thus the ,<ultivators not 
liking the idea of dealing through societies. we had to drop the same. 

42. It i. already replied under question No. 31. 
43. The details of price paid by us in various seasons and at various 

periods are given below:-

1933-34 
1934~'J5 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Gate Delivery, 
November April 

to March. end 
February. Onwards. 

As. p. As. p. As. p. 
40 50 50 
46 50 56 
46 50 56 
464649* 

Delivery at Rail-head_ 
November April 

to March. and 
February. Onward. 

As. As. P. As. P. 
4 5 0 5 0 
4 4 6 5 0 
4 4 6 5 0 
4 4'0 43* 

,·3 pieo more for May delivery. 
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44. ~here has been ~- direct relation be~een the price of suga-r and the 
price of sugarcane but indirectly the price of sugar has been a guiding factor
for the price of sugarcane. 

45. The price of sugarcane has a much closer aJffinity with the price of 
gur. - The cultivators here have two options to deal with their cane, either 
to sell it to the factories or to manufacture gur. In Bihar gur manufacture 
is given up to a large extent by the growers but here practically every 
cultivator manufactures gur to a certain extent. He keeps a very close eye 
on the rate of gur and as long as he realises a fair price for the sugarcane 
by its sale to the factories he prefers to sell it as such but the moment he 
finds any margin in gur manufacturing he takes to the manufacture of gur. 
Bullock driven crusher~ are taken on hire in every village in combination 
of certain parties and arE) used by the cultivators alternatively according 
to the need. 

There is not much of Khandsari industry in this locality nor has it any 
influence on cane price here. 

46. The price of gur has varied from year to year. As gur is exported to 
East Bengal and Assam from these districts, the price of gur prevailing in 
Bihar has a nefinite influence on the price of gur here as the markets which 
import gur from this place are also in touch and import gur from Bihar. 
The price paid by the exporters therefore, regUlates the price of gur in the 
district. There is no import of gur from Bihar in this district. 

47. The -Sugarcane Act has not been applied yet in Bengal. Therefore 
the question does not arise. 

48. A move was made by the Government to consider the feasibility of 
the application of the Act in Bengal. But the same was not thought desir~ 
able and was dropped. The conditions here materially differ from tho,se- in 
the United Provinces and Bihar. The industry has just made a start. The 
relations between the factory and growers are well maintained under the law 
of supply and demand the cultivators get similar price as in the United 
Provinces and Bihar and unless the zone system is introduced there is no 
need of any price fixation. 

- 49. The system would be worth trying pr~.,.ided cane of better merit 
and of early and late ripening types are introduced. It all depends upon 
the sucrose· it can deliver to the factory. The factories, however, should 
welcome such a system of bonus on. merit. 

50. The figures of the dwation of the crushing seasons are given below:-

Season com· Season closed Workina days 
Year. menced date. date. inclusi ve of Remarks. 

stoppages. 

1933·34, 26th Decem- 30th April 125 Working in April was 
ber 1933. 1934. done with Pumea 

distriot Cane, local 
cane being exhausted 

15th Novem- 8th April 1935 
by endof ~arch. 

1934-35 - 145 
ber-1934. 

1935-36 . 15th Novem- 24th May 192" The season was prolong-
ber 1935. 1936. ed to meet contract 

obligations in cane, 
which could not be 
consumed within nor-
mal period owing to 

lith Decem •. 
machinery troubles. 

1936-37 28th April 145 
ber 1936. 1937. 
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The seasons have been comparatively much shorter here except hi 1935-35 
which has been an abnormal case; more due to the lIlachinery not working 
IImooth and we having had coatracted obligations to meet. Generally the 
seasons have, however, been shorter. lhe reasons b~ing-

(i) Insufficiency of cane supply. 
(ii) Lack of improved varieties. 

(iii) Climatic conditions affecting the purity of juice. 

The first two are already explained. With regard to the 3rd point, con
cerning the purity, it may be pointed out here that the winter is of very 
short duration here, influencing both at the start and the end, the maturity 
of the cane. The cane is not sufficiently ripe here till the end of December, 
while the purity begins to fall steadily after the middle of March. This has' 
the effect of making the season shorter a~ it is not economical to crush cane 
in the earlier and later periods to the same extent as in other provinces. The 
following figures of juice analysis should reveal the position in this respect:-

Period. 1934-35.. 1935-36. 1936-37. 
15th to 30th November 75'57 
1st to 15th December 75'86 75'57 79'22 

77-78 
16th to 31st December • 

1st to 15th January 
16th to' 31st January 

1st to 15th February 
16th to 28th February 
,1st to 15th March 
'15th to 31st March 
1st to 15th April . 
16th to 30th April 
1st to 15th ?lay 
16th to 31st May 

Average 

77·96 

81-43 
80·96 

81·93 
81'96 
81-47 
72'19 
70-19 

79·08 

76'60 
77'01 
76'70 
78'39 
79-43 
79'72 
79'72 
78'58 
77·74 
73·36 
75'21 
75'43 
74'71 

77'48 

81-06 

82'92 
84'04 

83·25. 
84'46 
83'03 
79'18 

76'63 

81'67 

The following figures will show the relation between the purity and 
recovery. Higher the purity of the raw juice, higher is, the rec9very in that 
year. 

Purity of Raw Juice 
Recovery per hundred 

Cane 

1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 
80'49, ,79'08 77'48 81-67 

8'79 8'39 8'23 8·94 

• The shorter season, 'of course, means higher overhead charges and 
consequent higher cost of production. 

51. This is more for the experts of the Agricultural Department to 
opine rather than for us. We are experimenting with lI. number of varieties 
but cannot say definitely as yet about their merits. ' 

52. The activities of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research have 
no doubt been helpful to the industry but only the. fringe of the problem has 
been toached as yet. More intensive efforts are needed to make the sugar 
industry' a success in India. The proposal of constituting a sugarcane com
mittee like ,the cotton committee is the step in the right direction and the 
industry must have due representatio~ on it to milke i~ useful. 'l'here must 
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he provincial and district organisations created under the committee til 
develop particular areas and to solve part{cular problems. 

With regard to the activities of tbe Agricultural Depa"rtment the ques
tion has already been explained under question No. 13. As regards the eo. 
operative Department there is no activity of any nature so far as the sugar
cane is concerned and it -is very much doubtful whether the intervention of 
Co-operative Department, where the sa~e is not needed, will be of any help 
to the industry or the growers. 

Labour. 
53. (a) The number of skilled and unskilled labour employed duriBg the 

crushing season is as under:-

Skilled Labour-
Employed in the Engineering Section 
Employed in Manufacturing Section . 

Unskilled Labour-

300 
300 

600 

Employed in miscellaneous dutiel 300 

Total 900 

(b) The number of skilled and unskilled labour during the slack season 
amounts approximately to 150 -and 100 respectively. 

54. The bulk of the labour we employ has got to be imported from other 
Indian provinces, there being inadequacy of local labour specially skilled 
labour. Only a few panmen we have imported from Java almost every year 
excepting one season. 

55. The only non-Indian labour we employ are the senior panmen. We 
tried to replace them by Indian panmen but still there is an insufficiency of 
really good Indian panmen. Besides, we had in all the- seasons, except once, 
Dutch Chief Chemists and they prefer to work with Javanese panmen. 
Only one season we had all Indian panmen but unfortunately they were 
not a very good success. 

56. We have pucca built houses for our entire factory labour and they are 
well accommodated. Water pipes and tube wells have been provided in the 
labour lines. We also maintain a dispensary for the free treatment of our 
labour and people of neighbouring villages. Provision shops within tiMI mill'. 
area, have also been provided for the convenience 9f the labour. 

Power. 
57. Unfortunately we had to use coal every year, 80 far, of which the 

figures are given below:-

_Perioda. Maunds. Amount. 
Re. A. P. 

1933-34 76,588 0 22,861 :I 9 
1934-35 97,361 0 33,42( 11 1 
1935-36 84,648 0 30,035 0 0 
1936-37 95,34( 20 34,28011 3 

'rotal ~ 353,94120 1,20,60110 1 
~ _ l 
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The heavy coaleonsumption is responsible to a certain extent due to the 
'Ilnsatisfactory type of Bagasse Furnaces provided by an English firm of Boiler 
:Makers. We are replacing the same by more improved Java Type Furnaces, 
which to the best of our information, have proved successful in other Indian 
Fsctories. 

By-prod1Uf,. 
58. Our only by-product is molasses. 
59. The figures of the outturn 9f molasses are shown hereunder:-

1933-34 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Quantity. 

50,000 

75,000 
198,000 

92,832 

Approximate 
average 

price. 
As. P. 

6 9 

6 /; 
5 6 
4 0 

Remarks. 

The production is oniy 
estimated as there was 
no proper weighing 
arraniement at the 
time and this includes 
Gur Molasses. 

Includes Gur Molasses. 

60. Principal mat'ket for our molAsses is Khulna where it is transported 
in tank wsgons. Molasses is used in Bengal to a certain extent with tobacco, 
after the eame·is concentrated. In Khulna there are small factories which 
do the concentration through hoiling it. We do· the boiling to a certain 
extent ourselves also and sell it as boiled molasses. The boiled molasses is 
exported to various stationa on Eastern Bengal Railway packed in tins. 
The container is, however, as much costly as the price of material itself. The 
tank wagons pl"ovided by the railway are suitable only for transport of 
unboiled molallSes.. The number of wagons supplied for this traJfli.c on our 
line is quite insu"/licient for the needs of the trade. The freight charged by 
the Eastern Bengal Railway for Khulna is As. 4-6 per maund which is also 
the freight for sugar although the differenoe in the price of two commodities 
is near about 20 fold. This definitely discourages molasses transport. .The 
freight for molasses on Eastern Bengal Railway is comparatively :\lIuch higher 
than other railways. 

61. Fortunately we have realised some price for our molasses but the same 
has come down now to about As. 4 per \Baund which is the freight difference 
between Bihar factories and ourselves for our consuming markets and this 
much is the only value which we can hope to. realise. We do not see any 
other successful IlII8 of molasses yet although a number of suggestiona are 
forthcoming. 

62. We are not aware of any successful and economic use of bagasse 
made so far. Its export is difficult on account of its bulk and the heavy 
freight one has to undergo. . 

63. We have none to suggest. 

Storage and (l'ransportation. 0/ Sugar. 

64. The figures of stock at opening and closing of seasons are given 
below:-

Seasoa.. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Opening 
Balance. 

Maunds. 

52,363 

Closing 
Balance. 

"Maunds. 
7,172 

63,952 
138,768 
127,614 
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" 65. Our present storage capacity is for 30,000 bags. . We are adding 
another godown which will take in further 50,000 bags. 

66. In the rainy season sugar gets some damp effect deteriorating the 
quality to a certain extent. Godowns have all been made all pucca but the 
atmospheric effect is still there. 

The better grades of sugar are liable to comparatively less deterioration 
than inferior ones. 

67. Damaged sugar has generally to be remelted. It is di!fficult to sell it, 
otherwise. 

68. It is difficult to express any definite opinion in the absence of any 
reliable data in this respect. 

69. Sugar gets damaged in transit only during rainy season. If the 
railway take the proper care to set apart watertight wagons for sugar trans
port and take proper care during transhipment the risk will be considerably 
minimised. Some of our sugar finds its way to river bank stations in Bengal. 
This sugar has to undergo transhipment therefore, at Saraghat steamer 
station. There is no satisfactory arrangement for the transhipment at the 
ghat. Sometimes damage takes place during transhipment at the ghat. This 
can be avoided if proper facilities are provided by the railway and steamer 
companies concerned. 

70. Many times we do not get proper type of empties for the transporta
tion of sugar and deliveries have of course to suffer on that account. Such 
instances have often been brought to the notice of the railway authorities, 

71. The railway should undertake to mark the wagons, as .. watertigh~ .. 
after thoroughly testing them and only such wagons should be supplied for 
sugar transport. Of course; the number should be sufficient for the needs 
of the sugar tralffic. 

72. We do not have any record of rates maintained at port and up
country centres but statement of rates maintained for our factory delivery 
is attached (Annexure A). A list of the freight from our place to importad 
Bengal and Assam markets is also attached herewith (Annexure B). 

Capital Accownt and Overhead Charges. 

73. Balance Sheets for years 1933-34 and onwards are attached herewith 
74. The particulars of depreciation written off are as follows:

Rs. A. P. 

1933-34 
,1934-35 
1935-36 

75.023 9 0 
1,17,800 4 9 
1,38,2iO 7 6 

The rates for the major Accounts of Machinery Plant and Buildings are 
as allowed by the Income-tax Department but' for minor Accounts such as 
Tools, Tackles, Instrument, Furniture, 'Veighbridges and Sl'ales, etc., these 
are between 5 to 15 per ('ent. But the total difference for the last three 
years combined, in the amount of depreciation, as calculated at statutory 
rates and as actually allowed amoun" to Rs. 25,956-0-6. 

75. We have not been able to create any reserve uptil now. 
76. The figures for Dividends paid nre noted hereunder:-

Ye&!'. 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 

Ordinary shares. 

Rs. 50,000 @ 5 % 

Total to 31st August, 
1936' Rs:, 50,00~ pl~ 

. Preference sharel!. 
No shares existed. 

Do. 
Rs. 19,180-5-3 @ 6 " 

Ri;. 19,180-5-3 

, ,=Rs. 69,180-5-3 
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77. Our entire capital is provided by our Managing Agents. 

78. The figures of the commission paid to the Managing Agents are noted 
hereunder: - . 

1933-34 

1934-35 

1935-36 

. Rs. A. P. 

18,67310 0 

28,968 14 9 

42,449 1 6 

The commlSSlOn is based at.l per cent. on sale of manufactures and 10 
per ·cent. on profit. 

With regard to Head Office expenses no separate accounts have been kept. 

79. Ten per cent. we consider as a fair return. 

EJficiency oj Production. 

80. The forms· are attached duly filled in as required. 

81. We have been struggling from our very start, i.e., from 1933 to 
bring down the working cost to the minimum possible and with this view 
we have doubled the capacity of our plant and also have added machineries 
at considerable cost to improve the efficiency and have brought down the 
.taff strength to the minimum. 

Yet the cost oj sugar production is comparatively higher at our place the 
'eason. being;-

(i) The recovery of sugar in Bengal is less by one per cent. if not 
more on ·an average on cane, which is nearly 11 per cent. on 
sugar. This is due to the comparatively low sucrose content in 
the Bengal cane as has been actually found under factory work
ing conditions. The absence of sufficient gate cane, as also the 
difficulties in transport for lack of suitable roads are also respon
.ible to a certain extent for the low recovery. It has also been 
observed that the ratio of invert sugar is comparatively higher 
in Bengal than any other provinces. 

Year. 

1935-36 

1936-37 

Minimum. 

0-81 

0·78 

Maximum. 

1·8 

1'31 

Average f~r 
the season. 

1·08 

(ii) The cost of sugarcane is comparatively higher here, chiefly due 
, to the insufficiency of gate cane. The bulk of the supply has to 

he imported from long distances by rail, enhancing the cost of 
the cane by nearly 25 per cent. over and above the price paid 
to tbe cultivators. The secondly charges comprise of the 
expenses incurred on the running of purchasing centres at rail 
beads, loading of cane into railway wagons, commission to the 
brokers, interest free advance to cultivators to secure supplies, 
risk on advances, railway freight and the like. All these 
charges are comparatively heavier here on account of the cane 
cultivation being scattered and not so developed as in the United 
Provinces and Bihar. 

• Not printed. 
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(iii) The higher cost of labour at our place compared to the United 
Provinces and Bihar. The following" figures will illustrate the 
difference: -

Our average 
Rates as prevailing in certain United Pro· 

vinces and Biha.r factories. -- wages per 
head. 

No.1. No.2. No.3-

• 
Rs. A. P. Re.A. p. Rs.A.p. Re. A. P. 

Engineering labour 20 0 0 11 120 14 30 11 100 

Manufacturing .. 16 0 0 11 40 12 60 9 60 

Unskilled .. . 11 0 0 7 00 8 00 7 00 

Average of above 15 10 6 9153 11 83 9 53 
~ --y_-J 

Average 10 43 
. 

The bulk of our labour we have to import from Gorakhpur 
and Chapra districts. There is practically an absence of labour
ing class here. The population consists mainly of the cultiva
tors and ihe " Bhadra Lok " both of whom have an aversion to 
factory life. The people recruited from other districts, have 
to be paid nearly 50 per cent. higher wages than the rate at 
which they work in their own districts. Besides the higher 
wages, the cost of recruitment, their travelling expenses and 
other facilities necessary to them while away from their homes, 
also add to the labour charges. Even after incurring all the 
expenses, it is almost a problem to get the proper quality of 
men year after year. The absence of local labour also leads to 
neglect in the proper discharge of duty on the part of labour 
as we havE' no other 'alternative but to carry on somehow with 
the imported labour as replacement in time of need is almost an 
impossibility. No sugar factory can afford to retain all its 
men throughout the year, and there is always an uncertainty 
about getting the very experienced labour, once thE'Y leave for 
their homes at the close of the season: In the United Provinces 
and Bihar, the conditions- are quite different. Factories are 
located in the areas from which labour is obtained. People caD 
afford to engage themselves at· lower wages in the factories 
situated nearby to their homes, as side by side, with their 
work in the factory, they can look after their homes and other 
interests as well,' which are cbiefly agricultural. The same, is, 
however, lI;ot possible, in case of imported labour. Naturally 
the' best, type of people are not available for work in distant 
provinces, even more so in this part of Bengal, where .the 
climate is not very congenial to the people of the Untted 
Provinces and Bihar, with the result that the elfficiency of the 
work also suffers to a certain extent, ultimately affecting the 

'work cost. 
(iv) The 'duration of crushing season is shorter in Bengal compared 

to other Provinces which is due to the following facts:
(1) Insu:ffi.ciency of cane supply. 
(2) Lack of improved varieties of sugarcane. 
(3) Climatio c~nditio:'lS infiuellcing th~ purity of Juice. 
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62. So far a8 we 888 .the possibility towards . the reductien of' manufac-
turing charges lies in the following:-

(1) Rich varieties of cane at cheaper cost. 
(2) Longer working season. 
(3) Improvement in transport facilities. 

Marketing. 
83. The' Pl;incipal markets for the sale of our sugar are the stations 

Bituated on the Calcutta-Siligul;l, Poradah-Goalundo, Ranaghat-Bongaon, 
Santahar-Kaunia and Sara-Serajganj sections of the Eastern Bengal Rail" 
way. Our Bugar is also being marketed to a small extent in East Bengal 
and Aasam, though we have to face a serious competition with Bihar factories 
there, who can always under-sell us on account of their low cost of produc
tion compared to us. The markets of North Bengal beyond Parbatipur and 
Assam, are practically denied to us, principally due to unfavourable steamer 
and railway freights, as also the under-selling by Bihar factories, though 
geographically we are the nearest largest Sugar Factory situated to ~ese 
markets. 

84. We sell our sugar mostiy to dealers whom we pay discount at about 
1 per cent. on sale price and the dealers iii their turn sell it to the retailel·s. 
We have our connections with the dealers in the mufassil towns. 

85. In our opinion some chllnges would be desirable in the present 
Sugar Contract Form. 

Under the existing contract the system of tender and payment is based 
strictly on delivery on due date and payment has to be made against 
delivery of the goods whereas in case of Gunny business the common and 
prevalent practice is that if a buyer fails to take delivery 'of the goods the 
seller tenders Delivery Order against which the buyer pays the value of the 
goods while the goods are allowed to remain stocked 'in the sellers' own 
godowns. It will thus be evident that in domg so the buyers, specially 
in these days of depression, are greatly facilitated. 

In this cas~ it is ~ot incumbent on the bu!ers to take the actual delivery 
of the goods Immediately on due date provided the buyer can satisfy the 
seller by paying the value of the goods against Delivery Order to the' seller'. 

Under such circumstances the Delivery Order can easily change any 
number of hands. This facilitates the financing of the business in times of 
dull business activity, when the actual consumers are few, the buyer of the 
goods can manage to finance tbe purchase either. by selling the Delivery 
Order to somebody or by hypothecating the same with some Banker but if 
the actual delivery of the goods has to be taken by the buyer immediately 
within due time against cash payment then 'similar facility is not possiflle. 
Very often it is seen that weak buyers in slack business activity are forced 
to sell their goods at dam cheap prices in order to be able to meet their 
ohligations to the manufacturer but in case the' above. referred system as 
prevailing in the Gunny business is introduced in sugar as well this may 
create certain facilities of trade and may help the maintenance of sugar 
prices at economic levels. Due consideration, however, shall have to be 
given to the loss by deterioration which may occur to the sugar in storage 
during rainy season unlike gunny. It may be possible, however, to devise 
suitable arrangement by which both difficulties can be met satisfactorily. 
In our opinion this suggestion, if introduced, is likely to help both the 
trade and industry. 

El6. The question is already replied under question No. 72. 

81. So far as we are aware the wholesale and retail prices generally follow 
each other. 

88. The dealers have small godowns at their places which cannot be said 
however, of improved types. They are 'good enough to hold stock for short 
periods and then deterioration sets in. Dealers generally do not keep large 
stocks. 
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89. Better grade of sugar of course !astsbetter .. There has been marked 
improvement undoubtedly in the quality of Indian sugar. 

90. Better grade white sugar is preferred by Bengali sweet 'manuf'acturere 
but there is no particular fancy for Java. Indian sugar is fast replacing 
Java 'now. High class refined sugar is consumed by European residents and 
restaurants, etc., generally. 

91. The quality of Indian sugar is almost coming to the level of Java. 
sugar. It is not, however, yet exactly at par with Java. excepting a few 
cases. The difference is more in the size of grain and its uniformity. 

92. The position is changing from season to season. 'rhe mills are carry
ing now larget· stocks than before. The dealers do not hold much stock with 
them. Since the depression they prefer to trade from ha.nd to mouth rather 
than hold large stocks. 

So far as the financing is concerned, various arrangements are in force 
depending upon the resources and circumstances of parties. The mills do 
allow certain period of credits to their dealers. 

93. A marketing survey of sugar is an indispensable need. Sugar is 
one of the big trades of the country. It is not yet properly organised and 
a survey of the conditions prevailing in the different provinces and 
standardisation of method will help the trade and industry considerably. 

94. We are definitely in favour of central sales organisation. This is 
possible, however, only if controlled by special legislation, its success depends 
upon cent per cent. (J(H)peration of the factories including those of the 
Indian States. . 

95. Standardisation of quality of course will facilitate the trade. There 
should be, however, 3 or 4 grades based on colour and grain on which the 
qualities should be standardised. 

96. (0) So far as we are aware there has been no business transacted up~il 
now on the basis of sugar standards prescribed lIy the Director of Imperial 
Institute of Sugar Technology of India, Cawnpore. Unless a uniform co~
tract is introduced individual parties are reluctant to depart from their 
existing practice. 

(b) We have used the standards for grading purposes. They have been 
helpful. 

97. We have no particular suggestion to offer. 
98. A futures market will undoubtedly develop sugar trade but there is 

the danger also of the speculative element getting in. It is generally seen 
that the Indian speculator having small holding power is usually bearish. 
While the future's market may t'reate some more holders, there is the danger 
that sentimental bears, may depress the market further which is already 
under crisis. In our opinion therefore, preliminary requisite of the estab
lishment of any futures market is, the opening of the possibilities of the 
export of Indian sugar outside. Until the export is possible it will be 
dangerous to establish any futures market as in the absent'e of export in the 
present state of industry, bearish sentintents will have the upper hand. 

Calcutta will be the most suitable centre for a futures market if one i. 
established. 

99. We leave this to be answerpd by the economists. 
100. It is very difficult to give an estimate of !Ingar replacing gur. Gur 

taste will pr.efer gur only but it is believed that at the present rates of 
sugar its consumption may be comparatively higher. . . 

101. There is possibility of the development of these lines such as syrup, 
sweets, etc., but technical advice and trained labour is practically not avail
able and there are initial difficulties lying in the development of .these lines.. 

102 & 103. We are not in touch with the import of sugar and these are 
for the importers to reply. -

104. (a) So far as we are award there has been no export of Indian sugar 
outside. It is unfortunate that the I.c<!ian Government have agreed to 
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pJ,p.ce restriction 011 the import of Indian sugar ill tlie United Kingdom. 
This is of course, a step-motherly treatment which no other Government feel-
ing for its people will ever do. . 

(b) POBBibilities of expo,t should lie explored by the Government parti
eularly by adopting the following measures:-

(1) Preferential treatment to Indian sugar in Uni~d Kingdom ~ 
ColoniaJ. II1lgar. 

(2) Refund 01 the excise duty and a ~uitallle subsidy for exported 
IndiaD sugar. 

105. The effect of the' sugar, excise duty has been most. harmful on tha 
indU8try. It has erippled the industry at its very birth. Factories lik~ 
ourselves had hardly anytime to establish on soulld footing and we have been 
dealt with a death knell at the very start. 

We had to _te conditions for the IIUCC8BB of the industJ:y from th~ 
very beginning in a province like Bengal where there was no such industry 
before. In doing 80 we had to undergo a lot of hardships and expense with 
the result that when we were a little estalllished we found ourselves placed 
under a heavy load. The result is quite obvious, A comparison of our 
contributions as excise duty and the divide~ we have paid to our share
holders sho,uld give the idea: .... 

Our olIiciaI Year. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-M 
1936-87 (till May) 

Total 

Amounts of dnt,.. 

Rs. A. P. 

12,333 9 7 
1,06,824 13 9-
2,16,273 6 3 
2,63,993 1 0 

5,99,424 14 7 

Amount of Dividend 
paid to share-holde1'll 

so far. 
Rs. A. P. 

·60,000 0 0. 
19,180 5 3 
Accounts nQt madE> 

up. TIIere is, how
ever, little or· no> 
hope' of declaring, 
dividend. 

69,180 .5 3 

It appears as if the industry J:as been created simply for the coUectioD 
f)f excise duty and the investors maqe the serious blunder in believing the
protec~ion policy of the Government. The advantages which the sugar indus
try has collferred upon the people of the locality being outside the provine& 
of the questionnaire need hardly be mentioned hel'e. 'l'he reeent enhance
ment has made matters worse. 

106. Already replied under question No. 60. 
107. We are not fully informed in tbe matter. 

Claim lor ProtectiOfil. 
108. The rapid growth of the industry is the clearest proof of the

advantages of protection. The duty has effectively restricted import in 
which there is no doubt. 

109. No ehange should be made in l.:&e rate of duty in the remaining 
protection period. the period of protection should be extend~ ~o su~b 
time 81 the industry can stand DB itl own legs and should not be IllDlted tIll 
1946 ouly. 

110. We reoommend the following steps which are likely to be helpfu! 
for the improvement of the lugar industry:-

(1) Abolition of the excise duty in entirety, and if that is not possible. 
reductigD iD :the ~atl! by ~t least; Re. 1 pel" mannd. 

U ~ 
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,'(2) Reljkicti~n 011 further e~pP;nsipn' of' the in~Uetry. till . the present 
factOMe, ~re able to elltablish. themselves on a finn footing. 
Periodic 'enquiry tg be made by',the Government, and if the 
Factories start pljofiteering beyond' a reasonable limit at the cost 
of the consumer, restriction, to be, relaxed under such llircum" 

. stance$ .~ tha~ ~nhealthy ~rofiteering may not, deveIQ~. 
(3) Opening of export markets by 'suitable trade: agreements with 

foreign consuming CQuntries speciaIIyUnit~ Kingdo~. 
(4) Establishing sugar prices by creating common sil-Ies' organisation 

undllf charter of sileciaI Legislation so that' it may be effective 
like Java. ," . ..; , 

(.5) 9reaiingfacilities for tinanc;,ing ~fB~ks, of weak factories so that 
, due to the bad action of BOrne weak parties by underselling their 

product,S, the" future of the industry as a whole m';1y :not be 
Jeopardlsed. . _ ' 

(6) Regulation of cane cultivation in the yarious parts of the. country 
in accordance with,' the neoos of the industry. : 

(7) Creatin:g ' a Sugarcane Com~ittee for developing sugarCane cuitiva
tioq in ita, v .. r~ou& l!ra~ch.~ with aulflicient funds and powers _ to 
take effective steps. _ • 

(~) Creating, meal).S for the developmen~ of feeder roads in Sugar 
. ,Factory' IIreas. .' _ . . 

(9) Development of marketing fac'ilities by market surveys, equitable 
railway rates, etc. 

(10) Suitable legislation for creat~ng co~4itions for the d~velopment of 
alcohol industry. 

(11) Developing the present Technological 'Institute· of Cawnpore into 
, a -weIl-eq,uipped organisation: so that it .may, be lIobie to render 

similar services to the jndustry 'as is available,fro~ ~4V4 PROOP 
Station to the Java Sugar Industry. ' . 

111. N:ot Jnf~nned in the matter. 



ANNE.."{URE A. 

Compa,rative Statement ,howing, Sugar prices from Jan1J.O,11I. 1984., to March, 1937 . . 
1934. 1995. '1936:' ,. 1937. , 

·,Months. 
Stan.:', 

I 1. I, 3 I Ii 2 3 1 • Ii 2 3 Brown. da"d.' 
" - --- ---------------------------
! 

Re. Ao. Rs. .... Rs ..... i Re ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... Rs ..... ~ ...... Rs ..... 

Ja!\,uI~ry " 9 4 9- 0 alO 8 0- 8 10> ' 8 1 , '.8 0 -8,,2 8-1Q, 8. Q , .8 8 ~ 8.0 ,7 0 6 4. , 
February' · 814 tHO 8 6 

( 
'11 14' 8 14.' 

. 81'2 8 8 8' 4' If 8' &' 6 '8 0 , 8 3' 6 13- ~ 4-

Malcla , 9 2- IUS 8 10 8 6 812 8 10 8 8 8 6 8 8 8 4 8 3 8 2 'Z 2 6 (t; 

April 
, . , 9, Ir 9t.4 9 0 ~ 812 8 13 8 10 8 9 8 7 8 7 8 0 8 3 8 0 6 13 .. 

Ma.y', '. · 910 9. 6 9, 2 / 
I 8 14 9 7 9 4 9 2 9 0 8 8 8 2 8 0 714 6lli .. 

JUDe. . 9'10 9' '6 9 2 t 814 9 Ii 9 4 '9' 4' . 9' l' 8 4 8 '1 '7 D.I,' 7'14 6 '" .. 
J~l:t 9.10 9 6: 9, 2 f 8 13. III 6 9 I' 9 2 9 0 8 2 7 15 7I!3 7 8 .. .. f 

I • AUgJlSt', • · 910 9 6. 9 2 ,. 81"- 9' 6, " ~ 2 810, 8: .9- 7;12'·: 'HI t 7 4 7 3 

" 
.. .. 

SeptambeJI ! ~ 
f : - 9·10;, 9 6. 9 2 8 14'· 9> 3: 9. :1 81-0 8' 0:: 7:141 : 1m; 7 1 611 .. 

~ 
.. , , -I .. . • OctQbeJll, " 9:101. 9 6, 9 2 8 14. 10~ Il· 9 14 910 .. , 9,ll. \ 7 13 7 10 610 6 8 .. .. 

i ~ : , 
NDvembe~ ~ 9 1 8 14 ·8 10 8 7' 9 8 9 14: 91'0 ; 9 4 7 8 7 3 6 9 6 7 .. .. 
December' 81J: 9 81 ,8 0 8 3 9 4 9 4 9 2 8 13 7 8 7 2 6 8 6 0 .. .. 
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aNNEXURE B. 

(Question 72.) 

List 0/ the Freight 0/ the Importan-t Market,. 

1. Khulna 
2. Goalundo 
3. Kustia 
4. Ishurdi (Pabna) 
5. Natore 
6. Santahar 
7. Hili 

"8. SiIiguri 
9. Bogra 

10. Rajshahi 
11. Nimasarai 

"12. Ooach Behat: ~ 
13 •. Dhubri 
14. Gauhati 
15. N awagong 

"16. Tezpur 
"17. Dibrugarh 
"18. Tinsukia 
"19. Sylhet 
~20. Mymensingli 

21; Mirkadim 
22. Bhairab 
23. Chandpur 
24. Charmuguria. 
25. Barisal and Jhalakati 

"26. Chittagong 

Fgeight by Rail. 

As.p. 
4 6 
3 1 
2 2 
1 0 
1 2 
2 2 
9 3 
6 7 
3 1 
1 6 
3 5 
711 
411 
7 1 
8 7, 

15 1 
14 6 
11 2 
:4 8 

6 7 
8 10 

910 

Freight byeteamer.t 
(Over 300 Mds.) 

,AI.P. 

.... 

12 0 
13 6 

10 3 

5 6 
7 6 
7 6 
7 6 
7 6 
9 3 

The De.habandhu Sugar MilIa, Ltd., Dacca. 

(1) ANSWERS TO TRIll GENERAL QmSTIONNAIBJI. 

1. From the :lirst week of February, 1934. 
200-250 t?ns, :capacity. 

1935-36 
1936-37 

No, 1 sugar. No. 11 sugar. No.2 sugar. 
mds. 

21,9921 
22,345 

mds. 
2,7771 
4,015 

mds. 
17,6171 
19,505 

3. (a) An abundant supply of canes can be had within a. radius of 10 
mil!)s oj the f~tory. N() .other f~cility for limestone, etc. The factory i • 

.. Due to unfavourable freight and lower selling rates of Bihar factories 
(lur sugar :linds little room in these'markets. , 

t Steamer rate~ lt1!!o ~clude railway freight !!,lId transhipment charges 
llpto Saraghat., 
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ftry near to the oollSuming markets, fl.g., Kamalaghat, Cliandpur and 
Bhairabbazar. These are the three big ports of much considerable .import-: 
anee in East Bengal and are navigable by river all throughout the year. 

(b) In this respect, the factory is the worst sufferer. There is practically 
bo communication by any cartabl" roads or railway system. Ca,nes from, 
the fields are first brought to the different purchasing centres of the factory; 
sometimes by carts and also by the coolies on their heads. They are thell 
transhipped into the country boats which convey them to the fact()ryghat 
from where they are unloaded and delivered at the Clane Carrier. 

This difficulty of communication and absence of feeder roads in the cane 
IIOnes stands on the way of prolonging the season beyond the 31st of March 
although suflicient canes remain at the fields at the great distress of the 
cultivators. This transport difficulty will be brought home by the fact that 
the total price paid for canes by the factory this year was As. 4-6 a maund, 
out of which about As. 2 was spent for transport charges although the 
maximum distance of the fields from the fa.ctory wa" ebout 10 miles. 

Throughout East Bengal, these transport difficulties are most serious and 
are the main factors for which starting of sugar mills of higher capacity is 
an imp06Sibility until the local Government make suitable arrangements for 
proper conveyance. There are two mills in this District and both of them 
have been suffering very heavily only for bad communications fOI: carrying 
canes. The mill authorities cannot afford to pay more than As. 4 to 4-6 a. 
maund &8 the price of canes out of which the oultivators are getting about 
As. 2-6 a maund only. As a result, the acreage under cane is being res
tr\cted gradually. The said transport difficulties in the area of the two 
Bugar mills in this District can be reduced very considerably by ma.king 
S-4 cartable roads in that area, at a cost of about Rs. 30,000 at the ma.ximum. 
,We have sent repeated representations to the Provincial Director of Agricul
ture, the Director of Industries and other proper authorities concerned but 
with no effect. The local Government spend lote of money for jute restrio
tion propaganda and advise the cultivators to grow canes as a substitute 
for jute but they are quite indifferent to in creating proper facilities for, 
them to transport their canes to the factories. 

The necessary funds for making these cartable roads in tpe cane zonea 
can be obtained from the following sources:-

(i) The Provincial Road Fund. 
(ii) The subsidy received from the Government of India out 9f the 

proceed. of the Sugar Excise Duty. 
(iii) The proceeds of the Motor Vehicles Act. 
(iv) The grant from the Rural RecOnstruction Fund. 

This industry in this part of Bengal will be placed on a permanent 
footing if the Tariff Board kindly draw the pointed attention of the Bengal 
Government to these most vital problems of transport of canes. 

(c) Due to the paucity of sugar factorjes in Bengal, the supply of trained 
labour is not adequate. They are to be imported from the United Pro
vinces and Bihar sides at a oonsiderable travelling expenses and on com
paratively higher wages. Consequently, due to this item, the overhead 
charges of the factory increase slightly. . 

But a good number of apprentices BTe being recruited every season for 
proper training. There is no want for ordinary labour hands at high rateB. 

,. Double sulphitation process. 

.. (i) The percentage of recovery of sugar is higher in carbonitation process 
than in the Bulphitation due to thorough clarification obtained by the former. 

(ii) Gummy and other oolloidal matters are easily removed by; the Cal"
Itonitation process. 

(iii) Sugar produced by 1the carbonitatioB prOC9¥ is JBuoh superior in 
quality to that produced by the other pr!IC8Y. 
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(iv) The crist of ~odllctioti. (If, sugar is highEll"iu earbonitati()n ~han tha~ 
in ",he sulphitatiun process, bu1; t.at ill amply ~()unterbalanced by higher· 
price secured by carhonitation !iugar. 

. (v) Our. experience is that during the season just ended, the price 
difference lletween, the two qualities o~ sugar was lletween As. 8 t() 10 a 
ma~nd. 

~ .. ~~we th~ e1;~c~i()II, of \>Ut; plan,~ i,n 1934" the, foVowing extensions and. 
addItions h~vt been, I,lla~e: -. .. 

(i) Qn:e .Ii'\lt~J,' :rreSs C9S~ing ab()1).tlt,s. 4;,000. iJ;I, all, 
(i,i) .1\ nuw..bet Q.( Juiljle, SettJ,ing TWa. folOliti~ approximately :as. 4,000. 

\0. ~. 1j,000 in ~L 
(iii) A new Sulphul' Furnace costing about Rs. 500, 
(iv) A new 3,!700 sq. ft. Multit.ubular B()iler c;osting ab()1l,t ~s. 20,000 

(R;u'p~s twent.y th()usand) in a.\1.· . 

(I. An addit~o,n Q~ a, ~Q~r:t~ mill an,a, a. few, Centrifugllols. 
7. (a}, ~~ ad~ua~ IIU.PPly ()f raw ma.terials is the qa,rd,inaJ, factor in. 

de,eqnining the si~. of Iil~ economiq sugl!tJ; plant. MQreQl(eJ;', the capwit,Y.. 
:(or .. t~ Qap~tl\l C?utLJ.y Bcl1d. speqially the IItdvantages fOl: disposing of tJlI~ 
A.nish~ P~O~1¥lt!> !!ot. fa,i~ ~elling prices ar% aJso, the factors to be considElrcll. 

(v) ln ()1n' opinion and in normal conditions depending on local condi
tions, 25()..3(X). tons will- be 'an eoononiic unit' in BengaL The increased over
head ~ha~ges wiH. be comp~nsl!-ted l1y the a.dvantage obtained by the BenItal 
.factorIes l~ questIOn of rreight on sugM". • 

8. Ind~a made a, ulOdest start in this direction with the fabrication of 
~anks. 'et~~,: at the, ~men~ .of WI;iting .. A,lmost all sugar wa<;hip:erieti c~p. be 
.:p~~ a~e ~~lll~ I])..~de In ~ndfa. sa.ve. /!,Ud, except the follpwing:-. 

(i) lJoilers. 
(ii) Larger sizes of machine cut g~aring. 
(iii) Special steels. 
(iv).,~~lger sizes of ~n~ines. 

'Messrs. Stewart & ~loyd~,. Calcutta, the pi.p$ and tube manu.illoCturerll, 
are laying down a tube and pipe fa~tory this year in colllj.borlltti~n with 
'T~t~ and there is. every reason to believe that manllfacturers of the mate-
.rluls;enuilierated above,' w'ill also foll()w suit,. . '. . ' 

9. (i) To be very frank. '!oDd. so fat; this mill is concerned no real, techno
logical assistanc'l wl!S o~~ained frOJIl the Institute save and except the 
supplying of consolidated monthly statement!> of Oentral Sugar Factories 
coo,taining the. manufacturing, data. of different ~ills. ;We do not know if 
JJ.n:f, va1wl.ble Research work.,:...eith.er on the chemicaJ. or .on the Engineering 
sides-has been done hy the. Institute. At least we have not been supplied 
'With thQ dQtails of theSE!. works. In ou,r opinion, thE! Institute wo.rks ma.inly 
)IJI, a Statistic~ Office o1!hel' tha.n t,ha.1{ of a.. Resel!rc4, Institute. . . ,_ 

We beg· t() put the following suggestions for this Institute:-
(a) It should function chiefly as a body to render technological 

assistance to the Oentral Factories just on the lines of Research 
Station Association' at Java. 

(b) For the said purpose, it should maintain a Consulting Staff com
posed of good and experienced experta in the different aspects 
of this Industry. 

(c) The Central Factor"ies are to be divid.e(t into several groups and 
each member of the Consulting Staff is to Qe entrusted with a 
group and his duty will be to render all possible a.'5sistance in 
respect of technological matters of the factories of his gronp. 
He shol1lq PII-Y. OCCQ;liW)qJ" vil>ita to t.he flK'torillB of his group. 
and supervise t!l.e. en.~il;~. Illinllf·;).ct~l)m.g,. l'(oJ:~. ,T~ lUi}! 



authorities, . under st·atuto'ry. obligations, will be' asked, to place 
all the records and data at the disposal of the Group Advisers. 

~4) Under the· penalty of legal·steps, all factories should be asked to 
!lend their manufacturing data, fortnightly, to the Institute. 
Under the present Sugar ProductioD Rules, the factories d~ not 

. usually submit their Returns. 
(e) The Offi('eR of the Advisers of the Consulting Staff of the Institute 

may be located at euitable places of each cane-growing Provinces 
e~ that t,h~ group factories can make easy communications with 
these offices. 

(j) Th& results of the Research work a~ the Institute should be. pub
li8hed fortnightly in the Journal and a copy of this should be 
!lent free to each Qf the Central factories. 

(g) The technological staff or the Research workep8· ef the Institute 
should be drawn, as far as possible, from the- Central Factories 
so .that the. persons in touch .with the real problems 9f the 
JIlanufacturing works are a.ppointed. 

(ii) The local Industries Department, since the inception oil this mills, 
has not maintained any contact with it. We have never been asked by thel;)l 
to send any data or figure regarding any aspect of our mill, Qr of this 
industry. They seem to be quite indifferent in collecting the details 
regarding the development of such .an important industry in this ;Province. 

Our suggestions for improvement are as follows!-
(a) The Department must maintain· close connectio!i with Mtry mill 

pf this Province. . 
(b) Tltey should ask the factorieS tel submit to them tM details of 

the manufacturing process in the form of monthly Retur~ so 
that the Department may be in. direct touch with the factories. 

(c) A few technological experts, well acquainted with thll local difli.. 
culties regarding the manufacturing of white sug,ar from the 
lJengal canes, should be appointed by this Department. When
,"ver .any factory will· feel any difficulty regal ding any technolo. 
gical matter, it should make immediate reference to .the Ind11&
tries Department SQ that the proper assistanoe might be given 
by these .experts. ; 

The function of the experts, maintained by the Imperial 
Institute should be to· give assistance to factories regarding 
intricate problema of manufacture and to spread amongst them 
the !'Mults of the higher Research Works ca;rrie"d out at. the 
InStitute-while the duty of the experts maintained by the local 
Indulltries Department should be to render assistance regarding; 
the difficulty arising out of the process of making wbite suga,r 
from the Bengal. canes. . 

(d) For the Baid purposll, all equipments for chel11ical works are to 
be "ranged at the wboratories of tbis Department so that 
proper works on the juices of Bengal canes can be carried out. 

(e) The Department shQuld alSQ rollect the statistics regarding con
sumption of sugar in every District of the Province and place 
theu- informations at the disposal of the factories. 

RaUl Materials. 
10. No. 
The difficulties for purchasing lands fm cane cultivation in this.lpart of 

Bengal are '89 follows: .... 
(i) High cost for iand. 
. Tlie price far 0.4 .a¢re of land, suitable for cultivation, is about 

Rs. 1,200.·' , .. . . .. 
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(ii) It is not possible to obtain 200-300 acres of land at a &tretc1i. 
Moreover, the cultivators are. extremely reluctant to part with 
their lands for good because these lands happen to be the only 
means for their livelihood. 

In respect of taking lease of lands, this is more feasible here and the 
IUltivators will be quite content if they get a. fair amount as their leasing 
~arges per acre of land per annum. There might be some practical diffi
culties in arranging these leases on the part of the factory authorities but 
Jthese difficulties might be overcome if the Collector of the District gives his 
full oo-operation with the mill authorities. 

11. (a) About 5,000 acres but .. II the canes of this area cannot be oon
'8umed by the factories due to the transport difficulties .. nd half of the 
-canes, grown in this area, is converted into gur. 

(b) About 10,()()()..12,OOO acres per annum. 
(c) Co. 213, 00. 214 and yellow tanna. 
(d) The system of cultivation followed is crude due to the conservative 

ideas and colossal ignorance regarding the use of manures, etc. The 
~tooning is extensively practised in this area with the result that the 
.quality of canes becomes inferior. 

(e) For Co. Cane9-
, 750 maunds per acre on an average. 

13-14 per cent. sucrose on cane. 
For Tanna varieties-

U. No. 

600 maunds per acre on an average. 
10-12 per cent. sucrose on cane. 

13. So far this mill is concerned we have received no practical assistance 
trom the Department of Agriculture of the Province. They have not 
'thought it desirable, since the inception of this mill, to know our views 
'regarding the position of cultivation of canes surrounding our factory. 
They have never asked us for supplying them with the necessary inform~ 
tiona regarding the increase of the acreage of cane under improved vlll'ieties 
"Surrounding the factory. In fact, no appreciable increase in cane acreage 
of the Co. canes has been effected near our factory. About 80 per cent. 
of the canes crushed by us is of Tanna varieties, which are much inferior 
ill quality to th0!!8 of the 00. canes.. We have not heard that any serious 
attempt has been made by this Department to educate the cultivators, 
lIurrounding our factory, with regard to the use of manures, etc. 

In our opinion, the Department can render much vaJuable assistance to 
'the cane cultivators with the co-operation of the mill authorities in the 
following ways:-

(i) The. Cane Superintendent of the Department should pay occa.
sional visits to the factories during the season time, so that he 
can personally see the different va.rieties of canes consumed by 
the factories. 

(ii) The distribution of seedling of the Co. canes amongst the culti. 
'va tors can be made very effectively through the different pur
chasing centres opened by the mills in the entire cane zone. 

(iii) A good Dumber of pamphlets, giving full instructions rega.rding 
the lise of manures, etc., can be freely distributed amongst the 
cultivators through the purchasing centres of the mills. 

(iv) To stimulate the cultivation of Co. canes surrounding the 
factories, the Depa.rtment should advise the factory owners to 
pay a bit more for the price of the Co. canM than that of the 
other inferior varieties. We are of opinion that th.e mill-owner& 
~ow.d ~ ~ pleased ~ JlCC8pl! this proposal, ," '-
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(Y> Fun instructions regarding the merits and demerits of ta.tooniug 
should be freely, distributed amongst the cultivators. 

(vi) The Department should ask the factories to submit to them 
regularly the results of the analyses of the juice, syrup, eto., 
of the different qualities of canes consumed by them so that 
the Department might be fully aoquainted with the details of 
each varieties of canes. 

(vii) The Cane Superintendent should arrange occasional meetings 
amongst the cane-growers in the vicinity of the factories where 
he should explain to them the up-to-date methods of cane culti
vation. He will get fulle¢ co-operation in this respect from 
the different factories. 

(viii) If necessary, one or two additional officers, having wide experience 
in cane cul~ivation, should be appointed by the Department to 
look after tlie cane cultivation surrounding the factories. 

We are constrained to remark here the very little assistance ha.s been 
rendered at least to us by the Department of Agriculture in the respects as 
stated above. -

14. (a) The cane acreag'il has undoubtedly increased but the earlier 
stoppage of the factories, in this season, for the additional excise, will have 
BOme repercussions in the cultivation of canes for the next season. 

(b) In this part of Bengal there baa been very little progress in the 
quality of canes. 

15. The cane crop is not damaged by frost in this part of Bengal. The 
diseases tell upon the qualities and the quantities occasionally but we are 
unable to supply the Board with the details. This can be had from the 
Agriculture Department. 

16. Provided, good arrangements for transport of canes are made, the 
factory is assured of its full cane supply. But 80 per: cent. of the canes 
crushed is Tanna and the balance is Co. canes. 

Tanna.---,'ield 600 maunds per acre and sucrose content is 10-12 per cent. 
Co. canes yield 750-800 maunds per acre, sucrose content is 13-14 per cent. 
17. There is only one factory, some 8 to 10 miles off from ours and it 

is true that keen competition sometimes takes place I:egarding the price 
of canes. 

18. (a) & (b) The area under cane varies according 'to the price which 
the cultivators obtain either from gur or by selling the canes to the factories. 

(i) The vowth of canes and consequently the yield is seriously affected 
by draught or by eXcessive -rainfall. 

The system of irrigation is not practised at all in this part of BenKal 
even at times of accute draught. The Agriculture Department may issue 
suitable instructions to the cultivators regarding irrigation-the OO8t for 
which is negligibly small due to the prej6nce of a number of "bills" and 
Ie khals " in the cane zones. 

-(ii) It is quite natural that the higher the prices of sugar obtained by 
the factories, the more they can afford to pay for the price of canes. 

In 1935-36 season, the average price for canes paid by this factory was 
As. 6 a maund and sugar wa.s sold at about Rs. 9 a maund but during this 
season the average price paid to the cultivators was about As. 4-6 (four 
anna.s and six pies) -a maund, because the selling price -of sugar was neat: 
about Rs. 7 a maund. 

(iii) It is a fact that the cultivators are· tempted to increase their cane 
acreage if they get good prices for their·gur. 

(iv) The only alternative crop in this patt of Bengal is jute. It is alslJ 
a cash crop and if its price goes to about Rs. 8 a maund, we are afraid 
the cultivation of canes in this part will be seriously limited. The Govern
ment propaganda for jute restriction will be of I!!) avail if ~he price of iut~ 
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goes high and if the facto:rie& fail- i0 'Pa~ highel' piiaes consIstent with the 
increase in the price. of jute. 

19. No. 
This contingency, in our opinion, has not yet arisen in this part. 
20. The detailed answer has been given under (/) in question No. 11. 
2LThe most serious difficulties in this respect is want Qf cartable roads 

from the fields to the factories. The details of this problem. and our sugges
tion have been amply discussed in answering (b) under questiQn No: 3: 

2~. (a) We do not, supp()rt the idea. fQr compuis()ry a.cquisition of land 
for cane cultiva.tiot;l, as ,this step will compell the cultiva.wI'5 w part with 
their ancestor's land-their only means of livelihood-for all time to come. 
But we believe that the leases of la.nd can be secured by factories through 
the intervention of the Collector of the District and iJ the. factories agree 
to pay suitable leasing charges, the Collector should have full authority in 
securing the leases for the factories. 

(b) In case, the,compu,lsory leasing is not approved. of by the Board, we 
strongly supp()rt the "zoning" system for the f()l1owing reasons: ~ 

(i) It willsav6 the factories fr~m unhealthy and uneconomic com
petirtion :regarding the prices of canes, specially at the fag end 
oti the season whell the percentage recovery decreases. 

(ii) This system will help the cultintoI'5 of the different zones to 
understand to what extent they will increase OT decrease the 
cane acreage. This will; therefore eliminate the chances of 
overproducti()D. of sugar canes at the great distress of the culti
vators .. 

(iii) The facwries will be abSQlutely assured of. their cane supplies and 
their expenses f()r organising different cane purchasing centres 
will be limited to. the particular zone. 

(iv) The previous Tariff Board fully a.dmitted the advantages that 
would result to the factories if the system of zoning coupled 
with leasing be adopted but they opposed any legislati()n to that 
effect. ;We are of definite opinion that these systems cannot be 
worked' out if there be no statutory sanction behind them. 

(v) The previous Tarifl' Board opposed the idea on the ground tllat 
oompetition between the factories is the only definite safeguard 
whIch the cultivator possesses for the maintenanee of cane rates 
but this objectioll does not now hold good in view of the fixation 
of ,cane priees. 

(vi) The zoning sy.stem can well be worked out if the fact()ry is not 
permitted: by law to bring its supply bey()nd its zone provided 
suffieient caFe a·nd attention be given by the proper authoritielJ 
in fixing the zone for each factory. In this respect, the capacity 
of th~ pla.nt should be the maill consideration· in limiting the 
a·rea. 

(vii) The zoning aystem will ('ertainly exdte a competitive idea. 
amongst the dilrerent factories for' improving the cane cUltiva,. 
tion in their respective jurisdiction in respect of quality, 
quantity and yield per acre. This will oertainly bring great 
relief to the cultivators. 

23. As sta.ted in the previous paragraph, the factorieS' will certainly try 
their level best to improve the cultivation in their respective zones by way 
of advancing money to th&. cultivator$, the supplying of fertilizers, etc. 

Time has not yet come to think ot this .. Boning n system to apply in 
this pari; of Bengal '&It the 11umber of faollories here is mO!ilt inadequate. 
. 24. (a) We Itre' of definite opinion that the restriction of production of 
suga.t' On' quota system' is the only means' by which this indi1~ry' can be 
&aved from further d~1ine'. ' 
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Tn., prevkull Tariff lloard ~d. theu recommendations for Protection 

OlJ the foBowing ass,1Jmptioll:-

(i) CooIt of production of sugar is Rs. 7-8-5 taking the price of canes 
and molsssee at As. 8 and Rs. 1-8 respectively. The charges of 
depreciation and inter;eot were excluded out of .t~ ah9ve (X)Sting. 
The talk of any excise was out of imagination (page 65). 

(ii) Tbe be.sic fair 'selling priQII for the period' of protection was taken 
to. be Rs. &..13-1 a maund (page 78). 

(iii) The abol'6 cost of 5Ugal" at Rs. 7-.8-5 a maund wasestima,ted to 
come down to Rs. 6-0-9 a maund after the period of protection 
t;aking into. coo.sideration prices iOl' CaDe and' molasses at As. 6 
and Be. 1 respectively (page 72). .. 

But. nO\1[. the present selling price of sugar is a\lO.ul; Ba. () a maun~ an<l 
the J;ll.Qlassee are ~ be \1[l¥lted for Ilothing. Moreover" the manufactu.rer haa.. 
t() pay as. 1·8 a mau,nd as the excise, duty. Therefore, out of this. meagre 
balance of Rs.' 4r& a. ma1UJ.d.. he b.as to pay the priQII. for the CIUl,eS, othel; 
manufacturing el!;penses, interest and depreciation, etc. According to the 
calculation -"f the previous Tariff Board, the manufacturer is uow losing 
R~. 3.0-5. III maund (B.s. 7-8-5 minus Rs. 4-8) provided the cultivator ha.s been 
paid at As. 8 a maund fot their canes. But this is an impossibility and the; 
only conclusion remains that the manufacturer has ta manage his' affairs 
IIOmehow by reducing the price of canes to a very great extent at the cost of 
miUions of BgFiculturists. This conilingeIWY has completely frustrated: the 
fm.clamental idea which· actuated th.e previous 'Farifli Board to give relief 110 
the cultivators by the policy of Protection. 

In our opinion.. the present depressiol1 haa beel1 brought about for the 
following two rellSOns:-

(i) Overpvoduction. 9f sugar; 

(ii) Want of good marketing organisa.tion (we shall deal with this 
llroblem under questioQ. 94). 

Figures of production and consumption DOW av:ailable, show that. by thE! 
end of the current season (193(H17), India is expected to produce about a. 
lakh of tons beyond her r.equirements: This question of overproduction 
may be easily ta.ekled: by the Government either through exporting arrange
ment6 of the Indian· Sugar under the Preferential Certified Colonial Act or 
by limiting the. production of ea<'h factory. -The idea of export has been: 
decided agaiast India. by the laso International Suga.r Conference held· in 
London 

The Government should therefore fall upon the scheme of restriction 
which, if adopted, will at once raise the level of the prices of Indian sugar. 
This restriction can be conorolled on the lines of thE! Tea COntrol Board. 

In giving effect to any scheme of restriction, it should remember that thE! 
present overproduction is due to the overdevelopment of this Industry in 
the United Provincea. and Biha~ while other suitable Provinces, like Bengal, 
Bombay and Madras have now to pay the penalty for those two sister 
Provinces. We are therefore of definite opinion that under the scheme of 
restriction, the factories in those. three Provinces should be given the mal!;i
mum quota and the scope of' expansion there should receive the 'most 
sympathetic considerabiol1. of the. Q)ntrol Board. . 

(b) (i) & (ii) If the quota system is a.dopted the system of licensing, new 
factories is the logical conclusion.' . 

The promoters of a new factory' should, first of all, apply to the 'Control 
Board for a proper license and this application should be judged on its 
.~rite with" specil\l referllnce to. th8 qllesti!>l1. of all-India production, which 
is expected to be effected by the establishment of. new ~ctories., 
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Any scheme of extension of the existing factories shoula be proceeded 
with by obtaining the previous approval of the Control Board. 

25. (a) 80 per cent. conveyed to the factory by country boats as noted 
below:. 

(b) 20 per cent. rail cane. 
(c) Nil. 
We have stated previously that the arrangements for cane transport are 

worst in this part of Bengal and there are practically no cartable roads 
through which the canes can be conveyed to the factories at comparatively 
cheap transport charges. 

In this area, the canes from the fields are brought to the main District 
Board roads either on carts or on human heads and then transhipped to the 
factories by country boats. The distance between the terminating point of 
the District Board road and this factory is about a mile only but our 
repeated representations to the proper quarters to continue this District 
Board road up to the factory have gone in 'va.in, although we are quite 
willing to bear a substantial portion of the expenses incurred. 

26. The average weight of canes carried by a cart in this area is 10 
maunds only and we believe that the introduction of pneumatic carts will 
certainly increase the carrying capacity of the cart. The attention of the 
Collector of the District should be focussed upon this important problem. 

27. It is absolutely insufficient. 
There is only one District Board road in the entire cane area of this 

factory and to our disappointment as well as to the cultivators, there are 
no feeder roads from the fields up to this main District Board road. If our 
season is to be prolonged and if the transport charges for canes are to be 
reduced, the first step to be taken is to construct a number of such feeder 
roads. The Collector of the District, if he is so persuaded, can acquire 
lands immediately under the Land Acquisition Act for this purpose. The 
necessary funds for this purpose caD be met from the' sources as stated in 
(b) from ques~ion 3 or from the funds of Jute Restriction Scheme of the 
local Govllrnment. In the year 1935-36, a sum of Rs. 15,500 was sanctioned 
by the local. Government out of the Jute Restriction Fund for the improve
ment of the cultivation of cane and we understand that this whole amount 
has been spent for the distribution. of cane cuttings. 

In our opinion, this whole amount was to be utilised for making these 
feeder roads so that the cultivators could deliver the canes to the factories 
at cheap transport rates. 

28. The canes are brought to the factories from an average distance of 
10 miles and the average time spent between cutting and arrival at the 
factory is about 36 hours. 

Nothing. 
29. As stated in the previous answer, our canes, are conveyed to the 

District Board road by carts and from there they are transhipped to the 
factories. Therefore the range of cartable road is from the fields up to the 
end of this District Board road. The transport cost by eart per Maund per 
mile along this District Board road is about three-fourth pice. iWe have to '. 
pay additional charges for boating. 

The cane growers. do not employ their own carts nor those are hired by 
them. The carts are invariably hired by the contractor. 

30. In some places, the local zamindars occasionally insist for imposing 
these charges. 

31. The answer to this question has been stated in the previous ones. 
32. The maximum distance is 56 miles. 
The average time taken is about 40 hours. 

The Railway a.rrangements are most unsatisfactory as Boted below in tha 
~n~wer ~ t~e next questio~. - -, . - -
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33. There is no fixed basis on which freights are assessed. 
So far we are concerned, we are connected with .Assam Bengal Railway 

and Eastern Bengal and Assam Benga.l Railwa.ys combined. The following 
table will furnish an idea about the freights which we are nGW paying for our 
rail canes. For 80 detailed study of this problem here, the comparative rates 
of East Indian Railway and Bengal and North-Western Railway are also 
tabulated. 

System. Nature Capacity. Distance. Rate per Wagon. of wagon. 

Wheeler ?Ids. Miles. Rs. A. P. 
Assam Bengal Rail- , 160 65 ,.12 8 o in 1935. 

way. 10 0 o in 1936. 
814 6 in 1937. 

Ea8tern Bengal 4 160 117 27 0 0 
Railway. 

Eastern Bengal , 160 54! 17 8 0 
Railway and 
Assam Bengal 
Railway Com-
bined. 

East Indian Rail· , 400 Betweell 11 0 0 
way. 3Q..--iiO 

Bengal and North , 270 65--60 9 0 0 
Western Railway. 

The above table will show that the freights paid by us are too exorbitant 
in comparison with those of the East; Indian Railway and Bengal & NGrth
Western Railway. It is more so in the case of Eastern Bengal Railway which 
administration seems to be too much indifferent for the interest of the cane 
growers. In fact, there are huge cane zones in different parts of the Eastern 
Bengal Railway in their Dacca District but we cannot bring canes from 
those places in view of this huge rate of freights. 

The local Department of Agriculture should veri strongly urge the Assam 
Bengal Railway and Eastern Bengal Railway authorities to reduce their 
freights to the level of the East Indian Railway and Bengal & North-Western 
Railway. Cane acreage of those places on the Eastern Bengal Railway is 
gradually decreasing owing to the stiff attitude Qf the Eastern Bengal and 
Assam Bengal Railways authorities. 

iWe would prefer a flat rate for our rail canes. 
34. No., 
As all of our other raw materials are brought through Steamer CompanieS. 
35 & 36. We are not interested. 
37. It is extremely difficult to give an accurate estimate of the degree of 

deterioration but we are of opinion that the fall of purity is more marked 
in the road canes than those of the rail canes. 

38. Our entire supply of canes is managed through Contractors. 
39. The answer does not arise in view of our answer to the previous 

question. 
But our experience shows that it is not safe in this area to give any 

advance of money, etc., to the cultivators for in most of such cases it 
becomes diffioult to realise the money and litigations crop up. If the P:esi
dents of Union Boards in the different cane zones take active interests in 
t.he supply of canes to the factories and give sufficient support to the factory 
authorities, we. are quite willing to !dvance money tQ the ~ultivators both 
to our mutual lllterestl!. " '-
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40. As ·stated above, our canes are purchased through Contractors whom 
we pay usually commission at one pice a maund. 

41. There is no such Association in this part of Bengal. 
42. Our 'payment is made after the canes have been delivered at the 

resl?ective weigh-bridges. This payment is made by our own Officers 
stationed at those weigh-bridges to the Contractors at the contracted rates 
and it is his duty to see that the contractors, on their part make the 
payment to .the cultivatorl>, for. their cane:o minus their com~iSsiol1 and 
cartage. 

·43. The rat~ which were paid to the Contracton were as follows:
For 1935-36 season As. 6 a. maund. 
For 1936-37 season As. 4-6 It maund . 

. Out of tills about As. ·.2-6 a maund· ~'re spent for transport charges plus 
one pice a maund for commission t.o the Contractors. 

,"rhe cane prices in this .locality vary to a very great extent at different 
periods of the season according to the prices of ij, gur" obtained by the 
eultivators. 

44. Yes: 
During this season, we have to decrease the price of canes gradunlly 

according to the gradual fall in the prices of sugar. The cultivator!! of this 
locality have been very hardly hit for low prices of cahes but for acute 
depression in sugar . market, we were forCed to reduce the prices of canes. 

In this part of Bengal, .the price of canes is gellerally fixed according to 
the "gur" market. ' .. , 

45. Generally speaking, the cultivators ate tempted to increase their 
'acreage if they obtain fILir· prioe for "gur" in the previous season. Due 
to this increase in acreage, the factories secure good 811ppli~ of Cilnss from 
the cultivators. They prllfer to &ell their eOO&8 fOl' cash money than tc) 
COIlVert it into gur. . 

46. Yes, the gI1r pt;i(ll!8 do 'Vary to a 'Very great extent following the we1l
known prillciple of demand and supply. 

47. The Sugarcnna Act XV of 1934 has not ret been applied in Behgal. 
In view of the paucity ofnumb~r of sugar mills in this Province, we da 

not think it desirable that time has COllie for the applicaticlilof this Act here. 
48. Although we are Dot intel'ested in this question but we suggest that 

the minimum l'rices of cu.nes should not be fL~ed on the sliding scale ot the 
prices of sug;ar obtained; as is now the system, but should. be adjusted on 
the quality of canes supplied by the cllltiva,tors. i.e., on the p~rcentag? 
recovery. 

49. Yes, this ill a very good lIuggestion as this will 'induce the cultivators
to grow good quality, early and late varieties of canes. 

'50. 

1935-36. 

lOOt days. 

19$-37. 

lOS day8. 

Our season can be easily prolonged up to 130 days ill th& normal: coUrse. 
The above. -shorll durntiOna have been due to ul1expoeted machinery trOUbles 
and we COIl Rider the se\lSOD. .of 100-110 days as, quite economic. 

51. We take our start of crushing from the very ea.rly part of Oetober 
by utilising early va.rieties of Co. canes which are growl!., in t~ill part of 
Bengal. even in 6 ft. depth of water. We are to stop our crushing by the 
end of March partly due to transport diffi<:ulties of ~QS f{)t want of feeder 
roada and partly due to the ·a.bnorma! fall. lJI. the pUrity of canes. 

We are therefor., of Opiniom thai! the introduction d late val'ietie& of 
" .. nts is ablJol~tely. 6llsential in our area. if the season is to be prolonged 
provided goo.d transport faci1itie~ are to be !)reat;e.d .. 
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, 52 .. SQ far we are «lIlOOl'ned, we have not received u.ny practieal ilB&ist&nC9 
from the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. I1i ill most regrettabllt 
that not a single representative from the Sugar Mill-owners of Bengai hrut 
been taken in t~ sa.idCouncil. • 

, With regal'd to the Agriculture Departmellt, we have already stated our 
view. above and we Me oonstrMaed to remark that so far the two sugar 
Plilla of ElUtt BellgQ,). &l'e concerned, they have maintained an indifferent 
",ttitude toward. the vmoull problems l!egarding the cultivation 9f improved 
varieties of eamJlI and its t.raDSport to the factories. 

About'the Co-operative pepartment,' we are not aware of any of thei~ 
activities'ill connection 'with the cultiva.tioJ:!. of caneS· in our area.. ,Thi~ 
Department can, render immense good to the cultivatorS by advising them 
to form Oane-growers Association, etc. They can also advance' 'money to 
them through. the factories for the ,purchase' of 'oanecuttin~ of improved 
varieties, manures 'and other materill.le necessary to raise the standard of 
eultivatioJ:!.. The factories oan easily undertake to realise these adVall.llllS 
.rom the oultivators \lut of the prices of canes to be paid to'them. 

Labour. 

53. During the crushing season, skilled labour, brought from thi( United 
Provinces and Bihar sides, 'are employed in the Manufacturing Department 
while the skilled labour In .the Enginee .. lngJ.)epartm.4lnt are all local trained 
men. All unskilled labour are local lleople. . , . 
, During the. of{-seaso-ll, only a. few fitters and eo gang,.I)f ,:jllia.I~~ of 
Engineering Department, all local people, are retained. . , 

M. As stated allove 'almost all: skilled, 'la80W>-, of the ,Manufa.ct.uring 
Department are broUght from the United Pl'ovincesand"Bihar' sideS', Ne 
labour i, brought by us from outside India.. 

55. For the last two seasons, we are trying to replace the skilled. labour 
'of the Manufacturing Department by local youn~ men.. ' 

56. Our la,bour are given good: quarters with free ligh:h, oil and' fuel. 

Good recrea.tion in the form of "Jatra" performance, ·etc., is 'arranged 
on the '!OO&liion of the Hindu and Muhammedan, festiv.als. 

Power. 

57. No. 
It is supplemented by the use of gazarifuef wtt'h a little quantity of 

'!lOa}; The igurea fol' the __ 19ao;3Q' aJid'.1~36-37 are given below,:'""-

1935-36. 

ns. 
13,580 

58. (a) Begga-.
(b) Molasses. 

59. QUllD-tity 
rriCe 

" 

By-procucb 

,Mds. 
Ra. 

',. 
1935-36. 

, 21,309 
.7,324-15-6 . 

1936·37. 

'!ls. 
, 8,302 

1936-37. 

, 28,n~ 
9,663-4-6 

~ .' . ," 

The price of molasses in Bengal varies according to ,the <lhief, rates at 
"hie!!.. tb,is prod)!ct £!Il be ~po[ted g'?!!:.1ohE! f¥toJ'~e~ 9tN~~e~·I1India.. 
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80. We sell our molasses on a contract basis for three years a.t a. price. 
of As. 5-6 a. maund f.o.b. mill delivery-the containers being supplied by 
the dealer. The mola.sses are transhipped from the factory to the Port by 
country boats, the freight charges being about Anna 1 a maund. 

61. Of the various means so far suggested for the utilisation of molasses, 
we are of opinion that its utilisation for production of Power Alcohol to be 
used as a m'!tor fuel will be the most profitable one. But, we entertain 
great doubts whether this Alcohol Industry will be a paying one for the 
Bengal Faotories in view of the fact that molasses can be sold here at As. 5 
to 6 a maund. We solicit the valuable opinion of the Board in this direc
tion. The idea of manufacturing Acetic Acid on commercial scale is .. 
problem which should receive the Government's attention. 

62. No. 
We understand that the baggasse can be used as a raw material for 

manufacturing brown paper and card board but we don't know the relative 
COllts of this manufacture and we have not received any information so far 
from Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. We further understand 
that by the grants of the said Oouncil, Research Works on this subject are 
being carried out at the ~'ores\ Research Institute, Debra. Dun but we are 
not aware of \his results, if any. 

63. NQ. 

Storage and Tratl,8port of SugOlr. 

. 64. Since the beginning of our mills, all our sugars are disposed of with 
the closing down of the factory and so we do not carryover any stock for 
the next season. ' 

65. The capacity of our godown is to a.ocommodate over 3,000 maunds of 
sugar at a time. With the present arrangements with our Sole Agents, 
·we have not increased our storage capacity as yet but hope to do so in 
near future. 

66. It is our experienoe that during storage, the colour of our sugar 
deteriorates and we attribute this cause to the following reasons:-

(a) Our Godown is not yet damp-proof as it ought to be. The early 
setting of the monsoon from the middle of March is regacded 
to play some part in the act of deterioration. 

(b) The defects in clarification are also the causes for deterioration. 

67. The damaged sugar is reconditioned in the next season. 

68. We do not follow exactly. 
·69. No appreciable damage is believed to occcur during the transit of 

Bugar from our factory to the diff.erent ports. 

70. No. 
71. The tytles of wagons supplied to us are all closed but it would have 

been better if their capacities would be a bit more incre&88d (present 
capacity of each wagon is now 10 tons). . 

72. As all of our sugar is consumed at the ports near-by, we do not send 
our sugars to ~he up-country markets. -

The average prices of our sugar obtained from the last tw~ seasons are 
given below:-

1935-36. 1936-37. 

Quantity Mds. 42,710 47,015 

Value Its. 8,85,356 3,23,962-1-3 

GrOsS sale proceeds 
per l!1aund Its. 9 7 (l'-bout) 
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Capital Account and Overhead Chargn. 
73. The particulars for the year 1935-36 ending 30th June, 1936, IRe" 

given below:-

(ii) Lands 
(iii) Buildings (after making an allow

anoe of Rs. 4,490 as depreciation) . 
(iv) ~achinerie8 (after making allowance 

of a sum of Rs. 20,774-12-4 as 
depreciation) . 

(v) Other asseta (after making an a1l0w
anoe of Rs. 1,446-3-6 as deprecia.
tion) 

Total 

RB. A. P. 

8,25110 3 

72,559 0 0' 

3,11,609 0 0 

18,845 5 0 

4,11,264 15 3 

74. The depreciation for the said period has been deducted by 
Re. 26,411-14-4. The rate of depreciation is calculated according to th. 
Incom&-tax Act. 

75 & 16. Nothing as yet. 
77. Sometimes the working capital is being advanced by our Sole Agents 

free of any interest and sometimes it is being borrowed from the Bank' 
against an interest of 8-9 per cent. per annum. 

78. The Head Office expenses is about Rs. 9,500 per annum and the 
lIanaglng Agenta' Commission is 7i per cent. upon the net profit of the 
Company. The Commission to the Sole Agents is given at Ii per cent. on 
the faCe value of the prices of sugar. 

79. After making allowances tor reserve, all charges for depreciation. 
etc., and the present Bank rates, we consider that a dividend of 6 per cent. 
is a fair retarn on Capital. 

Efficieftcy of Production.. 
BO. The forms- are attached herewith. 
81. (i) By extending the Filter press Station and by putting more tanks, 

the production has been increased with the consequent lowering of the 
overhead charges . 

. Jii) By the installation 9£ a· new Boiler during this soason, the fuel 
cor-sumption has been mucl reduced as will be evident from the figures 
given in our answers to question 57. 

82. Save and except the reduction in cane prices, there is much room 
in our f3(,-tory for reducing the establishment charges which are bound to 
be a bit high during th~ early period of every mill. 

The peroentage recovery can be improved by obtaining fresh and 
healthier canes from improved varieties through good transport arrang&
ments. There is also scope for increasing the efficiel!.cy on the manufactur
ing sides. 

Marketing. 
83. The principal ports a~ Bhairab, l\firkadim and Chandpur. 
84. (a) Our Sole Agents take delivery of our sugar as dealers paying ul? 

Oftr prices on ten days' sigh~ at the market rates. . 
(b) The dealers dispose of sugar in small Iota to the retailers som .... 

times against cash payment Bnd sometimes on credit Bt a margiu of about 
As. 4 a maund of the rate at which the dealers take delivery of sugar from 
the mills. 

85. We are not interested. 

- Not printed. 

n x 
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86. The wholesale and retail approximate. pricl; of sugar for the last two 
S(!a8ons are, given below:-

Wholesale 
ltet~l 

1935-36. 1936-37. 
Per maund. 

Rill. R&. 
9 ·7 

10 8 
87. The prices fluctuate following the laws of demand and supply. 
88. The dealers generally stock their sugar in their so-called go-downs 

having O. L roof and this storage arrangements ate certainly unsatisfactory 
for which the quality of sugar deteriorates to a very great extent if stocked 
for a long time. 

89 & 91. The average quality of indian Sugar deteriorates more rapidly 
than that of the Java variety but the best quality of Indian sugar can stand 
equal to Java in aU respects. . 

90. Most of the Europeans, Anglo-Indians and aristocratic Indians 
prilfei- lava sugar to Indian for good crystals and bright colour. 

We dO not know whether the Military Department uses Indian or Java 
sugars. 

92. (a) It primarily depends on the market conditions and on the finan
cial capacity. In our opinion stocks are not held by the manufacturers for 
-:more than 3-4 months but in most. of the cases they dispose of their sugar 
to their respective selling agents. 

(b) The determining factor in this case is the market. Financial 
capacity and storing arrangements also count. Sometimes the dealers cflitry . 
over their liltock fur about six months. 

In most of the cases, the stocks are finanood through hypothecatioil 
arrangements with Banks at 6-8 .per celli;. interest per anaum according to 
the local conditions. 

93. We strongly support that an immediate marketing survey shellid be 
made for the benefit of this Industry. 

94. An All-India Selling Organisatjon is absolutely essential for good 
marketing arrangements of sugar and it is one of the means by which this 
Iudustry can be stabilized. 

We are aware of the move which the IndiaB Sug8.l' Mills Association has 
taken in this direction but we strongly urge that the interests of the 
ludustry would be better served by a Statutory Body thaa that by a private 
organisation. 

95. The standardisation of sugar is an essential corollary for the function.. 
ins; of ·an All-India M81'keting Organisation. 

Polarisation of finished sugar might forI)! 'the 'best basis for standardisa-
tion. 

96. (a) &(b} We have nbt followed this sys~m as yet. 
97 & 98. We clinnot give any useful suggestion. 
99. We would put down the fignre of 'consumption in india. at l,175,ooq 

tons. 
In view of very low per captia consumpt.ion in India and. extremely low 

prices of sugar now prevailing, we ·are of definite, opinion that there are 
great possibilities of irtCTeasing consumption in Indi~. 

100. In sweet-meat trade,· gur bas. heen largely replaced by factory made 
sugar specially in. Bengal but it is not possible to give an accurate estimate 
'regarding this matter. 

101. The ~ta.iting of these 8ubsidia.ry industries depend on the following 
factors:-

(a) Market for finished goods. 
(b) Cost of pr()duction. 
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(c) The finan~ial abilities of the factori~ concenied. 

103. Yes, as will b~ ev:ident fr0'1l the foUowi~g fi~ures:...., 

Year. 

193:' 
1934 

C.i.f. pnce iJl 
CeJcutta ex·duty:. 

Rs. A. P. 

31~ 9 
215 8 

Although the last. Tariff Board' estimated that Java sugar GGuld never 
be landed in Calcutta. a.t less thall. Re. 4 a ma.und 8z-duty. 

104. Yes, M will be evident from the following taJ:.le:-

193()..31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
19~ 
1935-36 
1936-37 

E:iJp6rt 01 Bugatr (i1/, 101/,s). 

By Bea. 

493 
226 
431 
425 
363 
389 
521 

Byland, 

40,126 
28,885 
27,729 
33,110 
34,0;34 
25,836 
231181 (for 10 mon~hs up 

to January, 
1937.) , 

We are of definite opinion that Indian export of sugar is quite possibl$ 
if preferential treatment is given to it under the Oertifie~' Cplon,iaI Rl!-~ 
Although the International Sugar Conference in London has depnveq India. 
of her expo~ti!lg rig~ts, save p,Qd ~xcep~ ~ ~urma, We loo~ fonyard' j;Q' the 
Board for giVing their best attentIOn to this aspect. 

106. As stated previously, molasses of our factory aJ;'s sold without any; 
treatment at As. ~ to 6 a maund f,o.b. mill delivery as these mol3sse~ 
~ftder heating-is extensively used here as a. curing' m.a~ri!LJ ~D. ¥>b3.C.c9 
In ustry. 

101. The following chari; will spe~ for itSelf:-,.. 

Export 01 molassu Irom, 1;ndia. 
: . 

· Lt" ' ..;; . ... 'u)' r-i' 
O? ... ... ... ... '? C? -- ~ 

,.:. ~ ,.; ..;. 10 ... ... ... ... . <0 ... co 
CI> CI> CI> ' CI> en CI> ... ... ... ... .... ... ... 

-,-- -.--. - "... -.. -, .-.. -.- -.-.-.. -. --
Aden and Depen. 13 13 11 13 .. .. .. 

denoies. 
United :Kingdom . .. .. 7 179 153 .. 13,62~ 

Ceylon . 390 658 707 890 890 925 923 

Union of South ~3 12 9 14 .. 9,500 
Africa. I 

'Zanzibar &s Pemba •. 14 16 , i7 17 .. .. .. 
.other Briti@. Po,· J3 2l )3- 19 .. .. .. 

sessions. 
Other Countries .. . . .. .. no 101 140 

--.-. .. . 76~ , , Total , 443 718 1,141 1,153 1,'16 ' 24,196 
I 

x2 
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We are of opinion that there will be no need for the export of molasses 
if the Government of India take suitable steps for allowing it to be utilised 
for producing Power Alcohol to be used as a motor fuel. 

105. (i) & (ii). 

The cumulativ;e effects of normal and additional Excise Duty have been 
that the Industry has been severely hit due to these impositions of taxes 
on production. Specially, the enhancement of the Excise from Re. 1-5 to 
Ra. 2 per cwt. from February last in the teeth of all opposition is the last 
straw on the camel's. back. 'rhe cultivators have been very seriously hit 
for this additional excise as will be evident from the serious agrarian 
troubles wliich were manifest in the United Provinces anel Bihar since this 
enhancement. The local Governments .f those places were forced to reduce 
,the minimum prices of canes to a very great extent so much so that the 
cultivators got a very poor return for their crop. 

It is a known fact of this Industry that the percentage recovery is 
generaHy low during the early and late part, of the season for immaturity 
and dryage of cane respectively. It is therefore, quite natural that the 
mill-owners will be extremely reluctant to continue. crushing in those periods 
of the season by paying excise at the rate of Re. 1-8 a maund when the 
selling price of sugar is about Rs. 6 a maund. The effect will be that the 
crushing season will be shortened both at the distress of the Industry as 
well as of the cultivators. During the'season just ended, the position would 
have been very grave in the United 'ProvlnCes and Bihar, had not the mill
owners. been generous enough to respond to the appeals of the Government 
as well as of the Congress to continue the -crushing even by incurring loss. 

It is stated that the fundamental principle behind this grant of proteo
.tion is to give relief to the cultivators but this hope has been frustrated by 
'the imposition of this Excise Duty. Moreover, the profits of the Industry 
have drindled to nothing and if this duty is not removed, many factories 

'will be compelled to stop their operations for good. We, therefore, strongly 
urge the Board to recommend to the Government of India for the immediate 
removal of the excise. 

We are perfectly aware that the motive of the Government in imposing 
this duty is to counter-balance the loss of revenue due to the fall of import 
duty on sugar. But all the same time, we also believe that this fall in 
revenue has been amply balanced by income derived from the difPerent 

• sources, e.g., increased traffic movement on cane and sugar, income-ta.x from 
the Industry, import duty on sugar machineries, etc., which' are the results 
for the expansion of tliis Industry. Moreover, the faU of import duty is 
the natural consequence of the policy of protection of that particular com
modity. The duty has very adversely affected Bengal where the Industry 
has grown very lately and so the factories did not get any time to build 
reserves to fight with the forces of present depression. 

108. We are of opinion that the protective duty OIl sugar and sugarcandy 
has been fully enjoyed by the Industry otherwise this tremendous progress 
within the course of last five years wauld have been an impossibility~ The 
expans.ion of the sugar Industry has fully vindicated the principle that 
under adequate protection development of an industry on large scale is 

·quite feo..ible. 

109. We are of definite opinion that the present protective duty at the 
rate of Rs.· 7-4 per cwt. is to be continued for the remaining protective 
period, i.~.,' from the 1st April, 1938, to 31st of March, ~946, for the 
following reasons:-

(1) As the price of' Indian Sugar is not now determined by the price 
of imported sugar, there is no harm if this rate of duty is 
maintained. 

(2) This protective arrangement will nojj induce a.ny other foreign 
4ilxporting c()uIltry ill t)lrIl it§ at.te!lti()n tQ thE! I!Wi!l.ll :g1arkets, 
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(3) As India haa been deprived of her exporting right, save and: 
except to Burma, it is essential that her market must be pre
served for her own sugar under this Tariff protection. 

(4) It has been stated in answ~r to question No. 103 that Java has 
been able to land her sugar in Calcutta at Rs. 2-15 a·'1.Ilaund 
ez-duty while the present rate of p'rotective duty was recom
mended by the previous Tariff Boaed on the assumption that 
Java could not deliver her sugar in Calcutta at less than Rs. 4 
a maund ez-duty. Therefore, if the present rate of duty is 

'further lowered, Indian market might be invaded by the Java. 
sugar with fatal conse<tuences to this Industry here. 

110. We have stated previously that the present depreii!Sion has been 
brought about by the following factors:-

(1) Imposition of heavy excise. 
(2) Overproduction. 
(3) Want of good marketing Organisation. 

Our suggestions are now that besides the protective duty, 
the following measures are absolutely essential:

(a) Abolition of the excise. 
(b) Restriction of production on the quota system. 
:We are of opinion that India has DOW produced more sugar 

than her requirements as will be evident from the following 
figures where the estimate for consumption has been ta)!:en to 
be the mf)8t m/l.ximum:-

Estimated carryover from the season 193&-36 . 
Estimated productioQ, of factory sugar during 

the i!eason 1936-37 
Gur refi~ed in 1936-37 . 
Khandsari sugar from cane and palmyra in. 

1936-37 

PI'US Import of foreign sugar including Java, 
W. S. R. and j;Oft sugar . 

Grand Total 
Le.ss consumption during the year 

Estimated carry over for !!Bason 1937-38 

Tons. 
50,000 

1,100,iOO 
15,000 

85,000 

1,250,000 

20,000 

1,270,000 
1,175,000 

95,000 

It is for this reason of overproduction that the present price 
of Indian sugar has touched tho level of the cost of production 
by cut-throat internal competition. The quotation for Java, 
sugar is Rs. 10 to Rs. 10-2 a maund, while Indian sugar is 
selling at less than Rs. 6 a maund. We therefore contend .that 
had the proportion between demand and supply been properly 
maintained, its price would have gone even up to Rs. 9 a 
maund, thus making an allowance of Re. 1 for superior quality 
of' Java sugar. The Indll3try cannot be stabili.sed until the 
production is immediately restricted. 

We know that some of the big mills of India may not i'II,vour 
this idea of quota system but we consider that for the majority 
of the middle-sized mills, this system is absolutely essential if 
pQssible frolIl; the next crop season. > 



We therefot'e trt.roJigly advocate the immediaw creation of 1.1 
Oentral Gmtrol Board mOl"e or less un the lines of the Board 
created under the Union of South AfrilJa. Sugar Act, 1936. 

A good selling organi~tion is il.bl!olutely esseilti .. l, ror this 
Industry. We know that a move for forming a Sugar Syndicate 
has been taken in this direction under the e.uspices of the 
Indian Sugar Mills Associa.tion, Caleutta. But we entertain 
great doubts as to its ultimate success, for, such an organisa
tion cannot deliver goods under priVs.te ml!l.uagement. 

We, therefore, desire that 6 $wtutory Body should Ite 
, appointed to cOntro~ this selling 'orga.nisatioi'l. 

(4) The question of granting subsidy, which was rejected by the 
prevIous Tariff Board, should receive the most oarefulattentioB 
of the present Tal'iff Board. This subsidy should be granted to 
those mills wh~ch promise to undertake the cuftivation of canes 
for factory consumption. This subsidy might be directly given 
by' the respective Provincial Gov&nments or may be arranged 
through Provincial Oo-operative Oredit Societies. 

(5) The ,_necessary licenses to be immediately granted for producing 
Power Alcohol from molasses to be used as a motor fuel. 

The Provincial Agriculture Departments should take more 
'acllve interest 'in the operation of the sugar mills in their 
'respective, jurisdictions to raise the standard 'of cultivation of 
cane which is the only means by Which the Industry can be 
placed on permanent footing. Up-to-date scientific methods and 
mapuring must be applied to 'get good 'quality and quantity of 
canes. 

(6) The Imperial Resea,rch Institute should S¥Pply the factories with 
practical suggestions as to increase the efficiency of the manu
facturing works. 

I'LL No .. 
It is absolutely nothing. 
No, as Indik molasses is now being sold at no'minai prices. 

(2) Lettsr No. 42/SG7'., dated the 16th June, i937, from the Deshabandhu 
'Sugar Mills, Ltd" Dacca. 

Regarding QuESTION 24 (a). 

I'll enclosing herewith a copy of the letter circulated by us to sugar mills 
all civet India" we beg to inform, you that this cirdUlation 'Was undertaken 
by us as 110 sequel to the Resolution passed by the Committee of the Indian 
Sugar Mills Association regarding the quota system. We would bot circulate 
this .etter of oW's had th\3 Committee of the Association been liatisfied merely 
with thA3 pa.~sago of the R.asolution. But they have circulate4 it amongst 
the sugar mills ill India and we think that this step Il)ight.' prejudice their 
judgment ~n sending you their opinioR regarding the quotll' syStem. , 

We are of definite opinion, tha' unless the production of. the Indian sugar 
is restricted immediat€ly" the ma.jority of thll Indian mills will suffer very 
lieavily. The Committee Df the AssOciation now consists of the persons who 
are the ownors or the'representa.tives of big mills which, are bound to 
urvive the forces of any .depression at the cost 9f the middle.sized mills. 

:We are further of opinion that the Committee of the Said, Association 
shoUld have ~onsulted the mills all over Iudi", befpre coming to any decision 
regarding the quota system. We, therefore, strongly qrge upon you not 
to take this decision of the Committee repre$.entillg the oonsidered opinion 
of Indian sugar mills. 



Enclosure. 

Ta::m ])~S:aAJ3ANPH.lJ SUGA~ ;M~, ;ItT!)" .PAClPA, 

All Sugar f!loCiories; 

Begardiuq TARIFP BOARDS' 9UJ!STIPNNURII No. 24. (a). 
Dear Sirs, 

We presume that you have alre_~~ ~ived a copy of the questionnaire 
from the said Board and your answers are now under preparation. .,4. ~.ar,e.
ful perusal through the questionnaire must have revealed the fact to you 
that there are cerlain questions which have been put from the generp.l.
aspects of this Industry and the answers to which shouldl t.~l'~for~1 receive 
our closest attention. 

One such question is 24 (a) which J:.elates to _the restriction of product,;,on 
on ·the quota systelJl. This· question is· a: V9r); important one as itS -'solution 
will afiect the present and future g.rowtlllJf ,this Industry. 

A recent Circular from the Indian Sugar Mills Association-No. 67 of 
1937-has supplied you with the provisional ~swers to he given regardin~ 
some of the generaJ questions. W,it,h reg¥c:t to the quo~a ,system, yre-Dllte 
t,hat the Committee of ~he said Associa,tion "consider~ that at p~esenj; tlle,re 
is no need SOl' fixing a quot:!. ,but l"e>alises tha~ ~heJl.eed Play a,rise in the 
near future". This Resolution 4; rather unconvinci~,g i;nsslj1,y.Ch ,lI,S it 
admits the usefulness of the quota system lIut de.fer~i~ iIl~oductio~ :to ~av
uncertainty of near future. Moreover) we con~ng ~t ~e ~l,lPt¥y ,r# 'Pr.9-
visional answers j;o most of th.e .impl)r:tan,t gener~ 9uest~ol),S ~y .~e 'sai,4jl'. 
Association is an attempt, oni~ 'p,a,r~ ~ PrejuQlq8' ~he Aecjs~Qn~ of- tb.e 
Indian Factories to -those qu~tions. ThiS attem;pt 1.10 ll-n ind,irect way of 
asking the factories to agree with the Committee of the Assoc1ation regardc 
iug 8D:1tle· fundamental points. . . - c. 

Y QU ,arefu_rlher ,awa_re tl).at 1t is an ,admi~4jl f-~ that o~erp.rQduoti,Q~ 
is qne of the' ,main C!"\lSfil' of the 'pr:esent dep,r,ess,i.on. ~,~lI pl'9hle,~ CI'oJ;l pe 
solved eit\ler through gooil ll~porting ,~rllngements _Qr .b1 ;r~r~ctioJ;l ,o,f. 
inteI1lal production. 'J'b,e last IJ;ltern~tionaIS\lg8.l' ,Conterence ~nJ4ondoll 
bas definitely decided ..\I,gainst lndia iJ;l mljotter ,9£ e:s:port ,to ,co,untr~es gtb,er 
than Burma. This ~been dOJ;le With :the f,u,!l ,l1-Pp,t:Q:vaJ ,~f _tAll QQver~~eJ;l,t_ 
of India and we consider that there is le~t .c.ha.nce qf ,t.~a.t d.~,isjon ,~.ei'i1g 
revoked in fa:vour of India. Therefore, tJ!e only o~er alter.native to cJ;wck' 
ovet"pToduction is the restriction. ," - ,. 

We furt,her contend thllot ,the· decision Of· t,b,e ,ASI!QCi~tion .not ,to $.1;lpport 
the ,quota system wi,ll help II. few "ig mills to S\1rviv,e ./Lt. the C9!'t pf. '11;h~ 
majority of l!1iddle.Blzed lactories.The~l>.ig fIlCtorIe,'!---:by vir:f,u~ of 'j;J;W).r 
less ove_rhead· charges) WIll ,always ,surVIve the forces ,ofdeP178SS\on. ~1;lt, 
in .our hUInble opinion, the restrictio~ of pr~uct.ion is _the fn~, m~an~ ,Ily 
whlCb J;he'Jresent depressed market WIll be raIsed up ;md .th~ WJ.ll.$~v\ltlie 
majority Indian Facto&ies. We are ,of IIpinicm that the Comw,ittlle .of the 
ASilociation, as it is now constituted, ha.s Ilrr~ved at ,the ab\lveli~,i&ion, 
regarding the quota system not. ~n the interest of, the genf;lral run ,of sugar 
factories b\1t.tO safeguard the interests ofa fe,!!, big ,mills. 'The Association 
would have done well if the decision regarding the quota sys~m would have' 
been left to -a general meeting ,of the tnem\lers of the Association. The 
Oommittee should Dot havll alme to ,any decillioD \Inti! ,the Tetdict of the: 
genenlltneeting was kno'!l'D to them. -.. . . 

~nder the circumstances, We request you tQ think 'I'_ery seri9.u~lyt:egat:d.
ing your commitments to be made about the quota system. We ~urlhlJr' 
request you to remember ~hat ,un,less j;he productioll is cpntroDed 'by a' 
Statutory Body, .the pr~sent slump In depression c~nn9t be removed and the, 
mal:ket canOGt go up. ' 
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(3) Letter No. 176/Imp., dated the 20th August, 1997, from the Deshabandh~ 
Sugar Mills, Ltd., Dacca. 

Please find enclosed herewith a copy of the Rejoinder given for publica
tion in the press, to the Memorandum submitted by the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, befere your Board. A copy of this 
Rejoinder has alllo been sent to the Secretary of the said Chamber. 

It is to be noted here that as far as we gather, the a.uthorities of the 
existing factories in Bengal were not consuhfi'd by the said Chamber before 
their Memorandum was drawn up. 

Enclosure. 

To 
The Editor, 

MEMORANDUM OJ' BENGAL NATIONAL OHAMBER TO SUGAR TARIFF ENQUIH. 

A Beioir,der. 

Sir, 

The people, interllSted in Sugar Industry in Bengal, will read with con
siderable surprise the views expressed by the Bengal National Chamber of 
Commerce through a Memorandum submitted to the said Board, pUblished 
in your Dik edition of 20th instant. Before going into the details, one 
is apt to put the question whether the sugar mills of the province were 
consulted before this Memorandum was drawn up. Because, the owners of 
the factories are the competent persons who can express authoritative 
opinion regarding the problems now facing this industry. 

The committee of the Ohamber are of opinion that time is not opportune 
for introducing the quota and licensing systems because these measures will 
adversely affect the Industry in Bengal. The position of this Industry, 
should not be now judged by isolating any parlicular Province but the 
interests of the Indian Industry, as a ~hole, should be kept in view. Any 
opposition to the above measure betrays the colossal ignorance of the present 
statistical figures of production and consllmption of sugar in India. It is 
now an admitted fact that by the crop season 1936-37, India has produced 
more sugar than her requirements and this question of overproduction is 
a serious problem of this Industry. 

The prices of sugar have gone down to an unprecendented level so much. 
so that the whole Industry is now on the margin of collapse. Two reasons 
have been ascribed to this depression. One is overproduction and the other 
is the tendency of the mill-owners to dispose their sugar-an article of food 
consumable all throughout the year-within a course of six -months. The 
all-India Sugar Syndicate, very recently formed, is expected to check the 
effects of the latter but it cannot do anything against the ever growing 
menace of overproduction. It can be solved either through internal restric
tion or by export quotas. The second alternative has been denied to India 
by the last International Sugar Conference in London. . 

That the supply over demand will be ~vident from the fact that in spite 
of the best efforts of the India Sugar Syndicate the price of Indian Sugar 
is now barely Rs. 7 a maund while the quotation for Java Bugar is over 
Rs. 10 a. maund. Had the ~aJance between production and consumption 
been maintained, the p~ice of Indian Sugar should have shot to over Rs. 9 
a maund. It is more than a fact that there has been overproduotion and 
the present remedy is internal restriction and the system of licensing is the 
na,tural corollary. 

It is appreciated that the adoption of the said measures will retard the 
further growth of this Industry in uqdeve!oped Provinces like Bengal, 
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Bombay, ete., but the wide\' in~rests of the Industry demand that internal 
restriction should follow immediately. It is more. prudent to protect the 
existing factories than to think of the new ones. 

The memorandum is also silent on the question of abolition of Excise 
duty, the utilization of by-products and other serious problems. It has 
given no concrete suggestions as to the measures to improve the present 
quality of cane nor it has attempted to devise ways and means to help the 
factoriea to acquire lands for their own cultivation. Opinion has not been 
expressed regarding the basis on which the payment for the price of cane~ 
is to be made to the cultivators. It can be regarded with fairness that the 
:Memorandum has failed very miserably to place the problema of this Industry 
in Bengal before the Tariff Board. It is also mysterious that the authori
ties of the Chamber failed to take into their confidence the authorities of 
the existing factories before preparing their Memorandum. 

Shikarpur Sugar 'Mills, jalpaiguri. 

Letter No. (Nil), dated the 90th July, 199'/. 
I have the honour to send heTewith the answers in six copiE!s of the 

General Questionnaire issued by You. 

ANswl!lBs. 

1. In 1935. Capacity 150 tens • 
.2 •. In 1935-6,154 maunds 10 seers. 

1936-9,429 maunda 23 seers. 
1937-9,638 maunds 5 seers. 

a. (a) Yes. 
(b) & (c) No. 
4. Single Sulphitation process. 
6. 2 Centrifugals, 1 Calendria Pan, 2 Rollers. 
9. (i) Yes. 
(ii) Yes. Nil. 
10. Yes. Yes. Nit 
11. (a) 684 acres. 
(b) 560 acres. 
(c) Co. 243, Co. 213. 
(d) Tractor cultivation. Plots are left abandoned 'after every three 

,years, i.e., second ratoon Cane. Green manure and organic manure are 
mostly applied. 

(e) 300 maunds per acre. Sucrose oQntent 18 per ceRt. in juil;e. 
12. (a) 6 acres. 
(b) Nil. 
13. Nit 
14. (a) & (b) Nil. 
15. About 5 per cent. af total cane supplying in each year. 
il6. (a) Yes. Co .. 243, Co. 213, White tana. 

1936-127,766 maunds 10 seers sucrose content about 18 per cent. 
in juice. 

1937-152,328 mll,uIlds 24 seers sucrose content about 18 per cent. 
I In jUIC~.' , 

17. Nil. 
18. (a) No: 
(b) Nil. 



(i) -Climatic conditionll are generally suitable 
general there. is always an excess of rainfall. 

for call. . growing. In 

(iv) Nil. . 
19. No. 

20. Cost of-
Rs. per acre. 

Tilling 10 
Harrowing 2 
Trellching G 
Lining 1 
Loosening earth in the Trenches before Planting. 3 
Planting 3 
Covering earth 5 
Weeding 6 
Light hoeing . ' . 6 
Earthin~ ~ 6 

A5 

21. Nit 
22. (a) & (b) Nil. 
25. Gate cane cent. per cent. 
26. Mostly carts. Sometimes lorries ,s.r.e .. ls~ used. AbollJ; 2G maunds. 

Carters are generally very poor, they cannot afford to pay fQr rubber 
tyred carts. We have' not employed !iny improved type of carts. 

27. No. All are cutcha roads not suitable for heavily loaded carts. 
2B. 2 to 3 miles. Generally 6 hours. Nil. 
29. About nine pies. Mostly own carts, sometimes they hire also. About 

nine pies. . I 

30. No. 
31. We entirely depend on carters, who generally work upto OlU" require

ments. Carts are not detained. Sometimes few men .Ue el),g~ed to unload 
the carts. 

3B. (a) & (b) About 241 per cent. of the total cane we purchase· from the 
cane growers. 

39. We pay the f.ull price. after delivery .at the gate. We pro~d~. seed 
only. 

"41. No. 
42. Weighment .is done on the weigh,bridge. No. .Pa~ent is ~enerally 

made on week-end. Not more than one week. 
43. In 1935-Five annas per maund at the gate. 

1936-Five annas per maund at the gate. 
1937-Four annas per maund at the gate. 

50. 1935-7th February, 1934 to 1st week of May, 1935. 
1936-15th December, 1935 to 5th May, 1936. 
1937-December, 1936 to 4th May, 1937. 

53. Skilled labour is engaged during crushing sell8On. No l!lbour is 
required.in the factory ill, the .silentseasQn. 

54. About 50 per cent. of the skilled labour is imported Ifrom' Bihar and 
the United Provinces. 

'56. We provide suitable thatched quarters and free fuel, light and medical 
aid. \ 
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67. The whole of fuel requirements cannot be met \Vith bagasse alone. 
About 10 per cent. coal on cane is necessary' j;Q supplement t.Iw. bagasse fuel. 

58. Molasses. 
69. Season 1935-36 about 6,500 maunds. Season 1936-37. 7,000 maUllds, 

price about 3 annas per maund. 
60. Locally sold. 
61. Experimenting as fertilisel" on a small plot of land. 
62. No surplus. 
63. No. 
66. Very little deterioratioa.. 
67. Damaged Bugar remelted ,in the ned seasou. 
70. OccasiOllall1. > 
83. Jalpaiguri !and Darjeeling districts. 
84. Through agelda. 
88. Not suitable. There shouid be .. marketing board' formed' by the 

Sogar MilIa. That _ill fetich a fair price for the 'sugar. ' 
87. Fluctuate widely. Market is controlled by the seIl'ing agents; the 

sugar producers' are disorganised and each is individually and' unduly keen 
in disposing of its own sugar as quickly &s possible the result being that 
they are at the mercy of the selling .agents and brokers as they dictate 
their terms to the producers. 

93 & 94. Yes. 
95. Yes. Suggestions from the pirector, Imperial ,Institute of Sugar 

Technology should be followed. 
97. Grading of individual pTodlilcts should be left in 'the hands of a 

marketing board. 
105. The excise duty has affected the industry very .Ladl,; particularly 

the enhanced duty of 1937. The sugar market or the consumer has nat 
at all felt the enhanced excise duty. The only sufferer is the producer. 
Existing fluctuating market tUI8 not shown any improvement 'in proporti9IL 
to the enhanced duty. 

106. Locally sold. 

The Ramnag&et Cane and Sag ... Co., Ltd. 

Letter, dated Calcutta, th.e !lst June. 1997. 

Wit'll reference to your letter No. 173 1>f the 12th, ultimo addressed to 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, we beg to enclose herewith a reply to 
some of the questions in the General Questionnaire prepared by ,your Board 
in connection with their enquiry into the question of the extent of protection 
required by the Indian Sugar Industry during tbe period from 31st March, 
1938, to 31st March, 1946 with 6 spare copies. This reply has been 'written 
by 'our General Manager Imd the answers which he 'has given have our 
approval. 

Enclosure. 
REPLY TO SUGA:a TA~ BOARD 'QUI!STlONNAIlIlI. 

1. In the year 1932 the factory began making "KhandsaTi lIugar. 
2, The factory was established ,for 'guT 'manufacture !lnd such gur :as 

remained unsol«;l was made into Khandsari Bugar. The Quttilrn of sugar 
for the different years is as follows:-

1932-M--755 maunds. 
1933-34--918 maunds. 



1934-35--527 JIlaunds. 
1935-36--116 m~unds . 

. 1936-37-Nil. 
3. (a) Yes. Yes. 
(b) Fair. 
(c) Yes. 
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5. A 500 ton double sulphitation sugar factory is now being constructed. 
9. (ii) Yes. 
10. We expect to grow a large proportion of our own sugat·cane. Our 

land has been in Qur Khas possession since the indigo Ja~s. 
11. (a) & (b) The total area of sugarcane land held by the factory is 

3,400 acres of which our aim is to have two-thuds under sugarcane and 
~ne-third fallow. 

(c) 00. 213, Co. 243, Co. 270 and Co. 214 main crops. 
(d) Trenches: 4 ft. to 31 ft. apart x 1 ft. to Ii ft. deep x 1 ft. wide. 

FD-llows: 6 mQnths to 18 months according to quality of soil. Green manure: 
Sunn Hemp. and Fertilizers: Ii maund per acre Nicifos at planting 
time· and 3 maunds 'per acere Sulp. Ammonia beginning of the rains. 

(e) 600 maunds to 750 maunds per acre. 

13. Experiments are being carried out in:
Co. 381 early. 
Co. 331 late. 

By heavy manuring we find we can retard most varieties of canes. 

The Bengal Agricultural Department has been of great assisoo.nce to 
us. 

15. So far borer has been our only serious trouble and that again not 
eV'ery year. 

19. The production of sugarcane in this area (Murshidabad and Nadia) 
is not in excess of requirements. 

20. Average cost of cultivation per acre by an average cultivator:-

Rs. Rs. 

Ploughing 6 Digging and Weeding 24 
Manure 9 

Planting 12 
60 

Seed 9 

Average outtUl'n per acre 300 to 400 maunds. 

21. Cane growers have no particular difficulties in the cultivation of 
cane but the transport of cane to the· factory is sometimes difficult and 
often the long wait at the factory before the cane is weighed is a serious 
drawback. 

22. (a) Same opiniQn as thE) fcrmer Tariff Board. 

(b) .I would not interfere with the present system and I do not think a 
" zone" system would be popular wit~ growers. 

24. (a) & (b) I would not interfere with the present system. 

27. The mileage of roads in this vicinity is quite inadequate and what 
there is of it allkutcha and very bad. 

29. Cost of transport of cane by cart has so far not exceeded 3 pies 
per mile. Growers who have C!uts employ their oWIl carts, otherwise they 
hire carts. 
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39. We give cash advances as well as manure Jl.nd seed :to those who 
want it. 

46. The price of gur fluctuated as follows:-

Per maund. .Par maund. 

Rs. A. Rs,. A. 

1929-30 6 9 1933-34 315 
1930-31 5 8 1934-35 3 12 
1931-32 4 2 1935-36 3 3 
1932-33 4 0 1936-37 214 

In sympathy with the sugar market. 
49. .. Superior" cane would be difficult to define. A higher price should 

be paid for both early varieties, which are usually light yielders, and late 
varieties which need longer cultivation and are li~ble to damage by animals, 
etc. 

51. It is possible to extend the season by the cultivation of early !llld 
late varieties of cane, by irrigation and by manuring. 

52. I am satisfied with the help given by the Department of Agriculture, 
Bengal .. 

The Jagotjit Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., Kapurthala State. 

1. Started December, 1933. Its present full capacity is over 700 tons 
per day. 

2. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

3. (a), (b) & (e) Yes. 

No.1. 

Mds. 

8,7971 
~4,3421 
46,380 

105,8121 

No. IB. 

Mds. 

10,170 
2571 

29,360 
70,6871 

No.2. 

Mds. 

16,890 
6,405 

29,765 
3,1071 

No.3. 

Mds. 

1,675 

3,660 

4. Double carbonitation. This process produces whe best quality or direct 
consumption white sugar over other processes. Availability of cheap lime

.stone is an essential factor for this process. If combined with bone chaik 
or activated carbon process, this will produce' a quality 01 sugar as whIte 
as from foreign refineries. It is however costly. Sulphitation process IS 

slightly cheaper but the quality of sugar is always slightly inferior to 
carbonitation. Combined with activated carbon process this can produce 
equally good sugar. It is costly. If activated carbon and good quality 
Kiesulghur could be manufactured in India at a cheaper rate. it would be 
the ideal process. \ 

5. Factory was completed in Deoember 1933. Two filter presses and two 
carbonitation tanks were added and a new sugar godown has been' built 
besides general and thorough overhauling WIlS done' in 1936. ' 

Approximate cost of all is Re. 14,349-10-11. 
6. Contemplated replacements and' additions will cost us about Rs. 50,000. 
7. (a) & (b) Question not understood. 
8. All repairs" renewals and small parts of machinery are now available 

in India. The boilers, big engiJles, vacuum pans, etc. have to be purchased 
hom outside India. 

9. (i) No technical' assistance has' eve~ been received by us so far from 
the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology nor we do know waat kind 
of ~s~i!;t!l~Ce the I~stitul;~ c!,-n J:~!ldll!:. - . - -
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(ii) No techDical ,assistance has. lIeea given 1Iy the Industries Del)artment 
fu~ '" 

Raw Mat~rial8~ 

.10. "No, 
11. Nil. 
12. Nothing. 
13. Nothing. A.gricultural Department Kapurthala State is doing some 

work in this directlon. 'I'b..ey are experimenting on various varieties of 
"~ane for its local "l!odoptability. They have been of ' great help to the factory 

in man" wa,ya. • 
14. There is some increase in quantity but little or no, bettel1llen1i of 

quality. 
, 15. If the proper variety is ehosen for the proper place. the erien1j 
of loss ill quantity and quality may not exceed 50 per cent. in any case . 
.An unsuitable variety may be effected even upto 100 per cent. in quailty 
and about 70 to 80 per cent. in quantity. In the year 1934-35 sugarcane 
fly affected thp crop tel mare" than 90 per cent. and hardly gave us 8 
recovery of 2 per cent. under normal circumstances the percentage of loss 
~ue to above reasons is about. 10 per cent. in quantity and about 20 per 
cent. in quality. 

16. Yes, supply is sufficient. 

V&rietiea. ~ons p", ~ose 
acre. content. 

Co. 285 15 to 18 10'5 
Co. 223 18 to 22 11'0 
Co. 213 18 to 22 10·0 
Co.. 205 14 to 16 10'3 

17 .. ID. 1935.36 the Botari Sugar Factory was in competitio1l OD ou~tation 
supply consequently we had to pay one pice per maund 1Il0re than our 
fixed rates. ' But now due to close of that factory there 'was no competition 
in this Yeal:. ' , 

18. (a) Yes. 
(b) Increase of acreage under cane is due to better returns than other 

crops. The demand has also increased dult to the ell>isf;ence awl help reu
dered by the mills. The effect is:-

(i) Yield per acre will be affected detrimentally. 
(ii) The price. of cane is directly affected by the price ef sugar. , 
(iii) The price of cane varies according to the price of sugar, gur 

and jaggery. ' 
(iv) In the last few years prices of all Qther crop.s have always beeQ. 

lower thap the price of cane. 
19. No,in our" locality it is not in excess. On the PQntr~ 'WlI can 

crush more if good quality cane is availa\lle. 
20. The cost of cultivating Dne ~QI'e of lIugarC8Jle yielding lI<botU (00 

maunds is under:-

Seed • 
Manure 
Wa.tering A 

Outage 
Tillage and HQeing 

;as .•. 
17 S 
1 8 

20 0 
25 0 
100 

80 0 
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Outturn about 460 maunds at As. 4 a maund-Rs. 100. 
21. The", are be dillicuhies of cane growers IB the I/ultivati()]i except 

UBalJ'taintl of rain &ad cane dille_. 
Of _tie IIOme dilic!lllt, ill bel.ag eXpetklnced by awtivatot f()if, allsenctf 

of f"-eder roads. We suggest that more feeder r<!ads be introduc!\d in the 
vicini ty. ' 

22. (a) impracticable. 
(b) It is practicable. This can be done by alloting distriats; 011 villages" 

aggregating certain acreage to the factoriel!! ~ <h'a", 1lheir suppl~s, from. 
23. In our case it is not. neeelliiary. 
24. (a) Yes, in' proportion to the 'capacity a~ revealed in ~:l7. 
(b) (i) No. 
(ii) Extensions 

25. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
J.936..a7 

may only be allowed 

Gate 811pply. 
Mils: ,$n. 

3.04,511 20 
328,99429 
546,971 32 

1,150,341 38 

after l'l'qp~ consid,&atiQ!l' 

,~ail Supp\$'. 
Mds. Sra. 

256,76220 
274,169 29 
840,49732 
996,432 ~3 

TlIPIl iluppl,. 

26. Trallsported by carts only. Abollt 30 maunds. ,It is not 'practicable 
to imprgve the type of carts as the people are poor and 'Cannot pay the 
expe1)8es of new rubber tyre carts. ' 

1!7. Mileage of main roads is fairly a.dequate, but 'the Ilondition of feeder 
.. oads is not very 8a tisfactory.' , 

28. About 20 miles. The bulk however comes from within the f'adiuS' of 
10 miles. Average time taken is about 36 hours. Tbe eane is protected for 
about 48 h<!urs. It begins t<! deteriorate very rapjgl;v aftn 7~ bil'llr!l. 

29. Average cost of transport at 2 pies per maund per 'mile. More than 
80 per cent. of growers use thei.. PWJl, cart!!. .!\:verage cost of l1il'i~' per 
cart ill about RB. 2. - ' -

30. No. 
31. No ,special arrangements ha'Ve been mad" but cultivatorll do supply 

u. ahout 300 tQ 400 earts daileY from Pecembel' to the end of February: 
Normal period of detention of a cart is about 6 hours. W. ar~ int~ 

ducing the Parchi system for the ,l'eql1~ite number of carts hence tbere 
will be vert little 4eteJl:tIon. 

32. FI'OIJl a distllolllle of p to, 60 miles., AbQut 7~ ~s. It: t.&bs .f1put 
36 to 48 hours for cm.ting and loading the cane in wagpns. It mll8t reach 
the factory within 12 hours after loading. It can' then be crushed within 
the said period of 72 hours. The railway arrangemea-ts' Ileeil impr-_ement. 
Sometimes wagons are delayed at starting station and ;,unciion _ To'Ute. 
III that ease the factory has to incul' ,huge 1088 due tora,pid :clet.e*ration 
of CB)l.e after 72 hov.rs of i.ts being cut. 

33. The railway freight is lJaaed 011 ilat 1'a.:Iie .per 4 wheeled irul:ka 
for B certain distance. We prefer aat rate and not the maundage rate. 

M. Yes, in our case the North Western Railway has -a step-motherly 
treatment f(,J' the supply of limestone. They.are 'Charging 'OS As, .3-10 "ies 
per maund ftom Dandot whereas they are charging other factories situated' 
at a much 'great"r distance from the same station of D!\ndotat As. 1-10 
per mauad. 

35. No tram,way. 
36. It dqes '!lot :arise. ' 
37. By raa it 'is 'Ofi;ell 50 per aent. oIlr more, ' 
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88. (a) & (b) About 50 per cent. by agents and 50 ~er cent. from 
growers. 

39. In certain cases advances were given to growers for cane s~. 
40. Gate canes are purchased direct from growers. Outstation canes

are purchased through agents who are paid 6 pIes p~ maund as co=ission. 
41. No. 
42. The carts are weighed by weighbridge day and night. Payments are

made daily from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m . 
• 43. Rates-

1933-34-As. 4-6, As. 5-6, As. 4, As. 4-9. 
1934-35-As. 5-6, As. 5, As. 4-6 and As. 4, As. 3, As. 4, As. 4. 
1935-36-As. 6-6; As. 5. 
1936-37-As. 4-6, As. 4, As. 3-6, As. 4-6, As. 3-9. 

44. TQ certain extent it is so. 
45. Due to the fluctuations in the gur/jaggery market there is no 

definite effect but the supply and price of cane is influenced. The less 
the price of gur less the price o~ cane. 

46. Yes, there have been consideT~ble variations, Over and under produc
tion are its causes. 

47. Altb,Ough the rules fixing .ihe rates do not apply -in the State, yet 
we have paid 6 pies per maund more than the rates fixed in th~ United 
Pl'ovinces and Bihar. This was due to the higher price .of gur/iaggery. 

48. Present system of fixing price of cane is unsuitable. ClLne prices 
once fixed should be maintained throughoUt season. Cane price in its 
turn should be fixed .according to cost of cultivation. 

49. It is ideal but impracticable. 
60. 1933-34-70 days. 

1934-35-'-79 days. 
1935-36-114 days. 
1936-37-142 days. 

For the last two Seasons it was economical. 
51. Yes, in our case the season can be extended by the introduction of 

early and late varieties and proper irrigation upto about 6 months. 
62. We have received no assistance whatsoever from Imperial Council of 

Agricultural Research. The Agriculture Department Kapurthala State is 
:alway~ helpful. 

53. Crushing season 
Slack season 

54. About 10 per cent. 
55. Cent per cent. 

Skilled. 
200 
50 

Unskilled. 
600 
100 

56.We have got sufficient quarters of our own for 75 per cent. of the 
skilled labour. Others live in the city. We supply them light, fuel, water 
,.nd furniture, etc. free.. Other. labour is local .. 

Power • 
. 57. Practically yes. We do ngt bale bagasse as 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1036-37 

there is no surplus. 
Rs. A. P. 

18,327 7 0 
21,6231 6 

. 8,02310 9 
10,66614 6 
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By-products. , 
68. Molasses, bagasse and quicklime. 

p9. 1933-34 
.1934-35 

1935-36 
1936-37 

Mds. 

27,420 
25,500 
27,600 
60,324 

Rs. A. P. 

2,865 1 3 
9,308 6 6 

28,948 1 6 
17,457 5 9 

Causes of variation are due to the quantity of crushing every season. 
60. Market for molasses is Punjab and adjoining hill districts. We 

generally give a contract for the whole lot and the contractor sells it at 
bis own market rates. It is transported by bullock carls and rail in tank 
wagons or tins. Railway facilities are not .very satisfactory. The present 
freight rates require modification and concession. 

Phagwara to Amritsar-ks. 1-3 per mensem. 
Phagwara to Rawalpindi-As. 3-3 per menaem. 
Phagwara to Palmpur-As. 4-10 per menselIi. 
Phagwara to Montgomery-As. 2-6 per mensem. 
Phagwara to Pathankot-As. 1-10 per mepsem. 

61.' (1) Does not arise. 
(2) Suggestion. To convert into power alcohol. 
62. There ia no outlet for our bagasse which is consumed. Card boards 

and brown paper can be made from bagasse. 
63. The factory waste water and press mud can' very advantageously be 

used as manure. 

64. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1915-,{6 
1936-37 

8torags and transportation 01 sugar_ 

At beginning. 

Mds. Sra. 

210 0 

157 20 

At end. 

Mds Sra. 

4,822 0 
19,97220 
.9,222 0 
70,210 0 

65. We have got 3 sugar godowns of our own. They can accommodatj! 
about 3,500 bags. The third godown was added in 1936. 

66. No deterioration of sugar occurs in our godown if properly kept. 
In low grade sugar due-to rainy season there might be 1 per cent. less. 

67. Damaged sugar is reconditioned. 
68. It does nQt arise in our case. 
69. Practically no damage in transit. 
70. Generally no difficulty in obtaining wagons. 
71. We generally take good wagons, however, railway should provide 

water tight wagons. 
72. (i) Nil. 
(ii) 1933-34-from Re. 10 to Re. 7-10. 

1934-35--from Re. 9-12 tQ Rs. 8-12. 
1935-36-from Re. 10-5 to Re. 8-4. 
1936-31~from Re. 8-8 to Rs. 6-12. 

Freight rates lIbout 42 pies Pllr maund per mile in Punjab. 

n ~ 
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3S. (a) & (b) About 50 per cent. by agents and 50 per cent. from 
grow~rs. 

'39. In certain ·cases advances were given to growers for cane se!ld. 
40. Gate canes are purchased direct from growers. Outstation canes· 

are purchased -through agents who are paid 6 p'ies p~ maund as commission. 
41. No. • 
42. The carts are weighed by weighbridge day and night. Payments are

made daily frolR 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
• 43. Rates-

1933-34-As. 4-6, As. 5-6, As. 4, As. 4-9. 
1934-35-As. 5-6, As. 5, As. 4-6 and As. 4, As. 3, As. 4, As. 4. 
1935-36-As. 5-6, As. 5. 
1936-37-As. 4-6, As. 4, As. 3-6, As. 4-6, As. 3-9. 

44. Tq certain extent it is so. 
45. Due to the fluctuations in the gur/jaggery market there is na 

definite effect but the supply and price of cane is influenced. The less 
the price of gur less the price of cane. 

46. Yes, there have been considerable variations, Over and under produc
tion are its causes. 

47. Altll.Ough the rules fixing ;the rates do not apply -in the State, yet 
we have .paid 6 pies per maund more than the rates fixed in thll. United 
Provinces and Bihar. This was due to the higher price .of gurfjaggery. 

48. Present system of fixing price of cane is unsuitable. Cane prices 
once fixed should be maintained throughodt season. Cane price in its 
turn should be fixed according to cost of cultivation. 

49. It is ideal but impracticable. 
50. 1933-34-70 days. 

1934-35-79 days. 
1935-36-114 days. 
1936-37-142 days. 

For the last two seasons it was economical. 
51. Yes, in our case the season can be extended by the introduction of 

early and late varieties allJi proper irrigation upto about 6 months. 
52. We have received no assistance whatsoever from Imperial Council of 

Agricultural Research. The Agriculture Department Kapurthala State is 
:alwaYI? helpful. 

53. Crushing season 
Slack season 

54. About 10 per cent. 
55. Cent per oent. 

Laborwr. 
Skilled. 

200 
50 

Unskilled. 
600 
100 

56. We have got sufficient quarters of oilr own for 75 per cent. of the 
skilled labour. "Others live in the city. We supply :them light, fuel, water 
lind furniture; etc. free.. OthElr. labour is local. 

Power. 

,57. Practically Ye.<J. We do D.9t bale bagasse as there is _ no surplus. 
Rs. A. P. 

1933-34 18,327 7 0 
1934-35 21,623 1 6 
1935-36 8,02310 9 
1936-37 • 0 "0 -. 10,666 14 6 
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By-products •. , 
58. Molasses, baga88e and quicklime. 

Mds. 

~9. 1933-34 27,420 
.1934-35 25,500 

1935-36 27,600 
1936-37 60,324 

Re. A. P. 

2,865 1 3 
9,308 6 6 

28,948 1 6 
17,457 5 9 

Causee of variation are due to the quantity of crushing every season. 
60. Market for molasses is Punjab and adjoining hill districts. We 

generally give a contract for the whole lot and the contractor sells it at 
his own market rates. It is transported by bullock carls and rail in tank 
wagons or tins. Railway facilities are not .very satisfactory. The present 
freight rates require modification and· concession. 

Phagwara to Amritsar-As. 1-3 per mensem. 
Phagwara to Rawalpindi-As. 3-3 per mensem. 
Phagwara to Palmpur-As. 4-10 per menseui. 
Phagwara to Montgomery-As. 2-6 per mensem. 
Phagwara to Pathankot-As. 1-10 per mep.sem. 

61." (1) Does not arise. 
(2) Suggestion. To convert into power alcohol. 
62. There is no outlet for our bagasse which is consumed. Card boards 

and brown paper can be made from baga88e. 
63. The factory waste water and press mud can' very advantageously be 

used as manure. 

64. 1933-34 
1934-35 
)915-~ 

1936-31 

Storage and transportation. 0/ sugar. 

At beginning. 

Mds. 8ra. 

210 ·0 

151 20 

At end. 

Mds 8ra. 

4,822 0 
19,97220 

9,222 0 
10,210 0 

65. We have got 3 sugar godowns of our own. They can accommodai:!! 
about 3,500 bags. The third godown was added in 1936. 

66. No deterioration of sugar occurs in our godown if properly kept. 
In low grade sugar due--to rainy season there might be 1 per cElnt. less. 

61. Damaged sugar is reconditioned. 
68. It does nQt arise in our case. 
69. Practically no damage in transit. 
10. Generally no difficulty in obtaining wagons. 
11. We generally take good wagons, however, railway should provide 

water tight wagons. 
72. (i) Nil. 
(ii) 1933-34-from Ita. 10 to Ita. 1-10. 

1934-35--from Ita. 9-12 to Rs. 8-12. 
1935-36-from Ita. lo.s to Ita. 8-4. 
1936-31~from Ita. 8-8 to Rs. S-12. 

Freight rates !lbout 42 piee PElr maund per mile in Punjab. 

n ~ 
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CapitaZ Account and Overhead Charge,. 

73. Copies of the balance sheets are !!nclosed hereto. 
74. Depreciation is shown in the balance sheets. 
The rates are the same 8S allowed by the Income-tax Department. 
75. Reserve fund has been shown in the balance sheet. 
76. Ours is only of ordinary shares concern. Last two balance sheets 

shows the amount of dividends distributed:_ 
1935-36-Rs. 60,500. 
1936-37-Rs. 1,11,176-10. 

77. Working capital is borrowed agllinst sugar stock and by fixed deposits, 
bank rate is 4 per cent. besides godown keeper's and bank darwan's salaries, 
and interest on fixed deposits varies from 4 per cent. to 6 per cent. 

78. Annual expenses of Head Office Rs. 6,000. 
Managing' Agent's commission at 5 per cent. on net profit. 
79. 10 per cent. 

80. Vide Statement attached (Forms· I, II, lIn. 
81. Due to more crushing and better efficiency we have been able to 

reduce our cost of production and overhead charges. 
82. No further reduction of works costs is possible. 
For climatic condition here 'we have reached the maximum point of 

recovery. 
83. The principal marketing centres are Amritsar and Jullundur. 
84. We sell our sugar to dealers through our sole agent wh() is paid 

commission at the rate ith per cent. on the sale price. 
The dealers sell to the retailers at their own arrangements . 

. 85. The present form of contract so far looks suitable. 
86. No information available. 
87. Does not fluctuate widely. 
88. Generally the storage arrangement of dealers is very bad. We cannot 

estimate the deterioration. 
89. Of Indian sugar there are so many varieties and grades, the highE'r 

grades are as good as any foreign stuff and do not deteriorate, but th,e 
lower grades do. There has been considearble improvement in the keeping 
quality of Indian sugar. 

90. Generally no. 
Cube sugar' and very high class 'Java or 'refinery sugar is preferred 

in limited quantities by Europeans generally, and sparingly by high class 
Indian &ristocrats. 

91. Some of the higher grades are as good. The' other grades are 
inferior in colour, grain and keeping quality. 

92. (~) & <lJ) 80 to 90 per l'ent. of the stock lies with the m&nufacturers 
and the remainder with dealers. Bankers and money lenders finance them 
against sugar security. 

93. Yes. 
94. Yes. 
95. Yes. The Indian sugar standards as classified hy the Imperial 

Council of Agricultural Research will do. 
96. (a) & (b) Unless there is uniformity of stsndard in all the mills 

'. nothing can he said. . . 
, 97. Unless there is uniformity of standard in all the mills nothing can 
be said. 

~ Not printed. 
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98. No. 
99. 10 lakhs tons is the normal consumption for India. The consumption 

of sugar can only increase if there is general economic b~ttei'ment of masses. 
It is a sort of luxury for the poor. 

100. It is difficult to say the extent of replacement but it is certain that. 
Bugar is replacing gur in all trades especially the sweetmeat. 

101. Fruit preservation and canning can be done in places that abound 
in fruit and there should be a market outside India where such preserved 
fruit can be exported. 

102. No knowledge. 
103. We do not know. 
104. Sugar is exported to Afghanistan-Kabul. There should be no excise 

duty on this export. 
105. The efficiency of the working of the factories has been increased. 
(ii) (0) The price of cane has gone down. 
Ih) Some factories will show very little profit. Quite a number are 

working at a loss, on the whole it is ruinous to sugar industry • 
. It should be stopped Qtherwise the industry will be ruined. 
106. W. have given it on contract for the whole season. 
107. There is practically no chance of molasses export. 

Claim for protectiOf/.. 

108. By protection India has become self-sufficient. 
As regards consumption of sugar over and above she has developed a 

great industry beginning from .32 to ISO. 
109. Protection should remain at it is. India does not need to impQ1't 

any sugar. A certain class of people do use !l very superior quality of 
lugar.-

It is to cater for such special taste that .India is importing sugar still 
at a comparatively higher price. If the duty be reduced such imported 
lugar will be sold at a cheaper rate and there is every possibility of the 
number of consumer for such sogar increasing. 

Reason8 are B8 onder:-
(i) Number of factories to be limited preferably according to the 

province. 
(ii) The extension and production of sugar be 1imited so that the 

production should be equal to consumption. 
(iii) Agricultural Research should continue. 
(iv) Market for' utilization of by-products should be helped through. 

This duty has not brought any change, Indian molasses is already in 
excess. 

The CujranwaJa Sugar Mills, Co. Ltd., Cujranwala. 

Letter No. 208187, dated the 27t1l. Jtdy, 1987. 

We are sending to-day per registered postal parcel six copies of the 
IInswers to Board's questionnaires. Other data sheets appertaining to this 
~Il be despatched in a day or two. We regret the delay caused, in com
pliance to your instructions. 

1; The factory began operations in the year 1933-34. According to the 
manufaeturers specifications the mills are designed to crush 300 toIlS of cane 
in • day of 22 houn. 

• Such mell can easily pay for high class sugar. 
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Seasons. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 
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(Bags of 21 maunds.) 

1st Crystal. 1st Crushed. I.-A. Orushed No.2. 

15,218 
38,003 

1,406 
328 

5,135 3,599 
597 

3. (a) The factory as experienced has now confirmed the view, is not 
advantageously situated in respect to cane supply. When this concern was 
started, the idea of the promoters was that being a ready "cash crop", 
there would be sufficient inducement for the"cultivators to take to cane 
growing, but as the later events have prQved, inadequate supply of canal 
water for irrigation and partly the competition due to wheat, paddy, 
oil seed, etc., which find ready export market, and are grown with such 
less labour and risks, have proved deterrent in both extensive and 
intensive cultivation of cane. 

In a sulphitation plant, the cost Qf limestone, lime, or other raw mate
rials which are used for the manufacture make up a small and insignificant 
part of total cost of manufacture. It forms a minor part of our require
ments. 

Our factory commands a unique position in respect to market being 
situated in the heart or it. The Punjab is one of the biggest customers 
.of ,Indian sugar, having better purchasing power than many provinces. 
Comparing the production figures we at once come to the conclusion that 
it produces only a fraction .of its total huge consumption, and the balance 
has to be made good by importing sugar from the United Provinces mills 
which have exploited this lLdvantage to the fullest extent, with their high 
recoveries and superior crops. This enables them to under-sell us in 
the home market. As there are no mills situated further north. and the 
nearest one more than one hundred miles away, there is an ideal market 
.at the disposal of the firm. Besides Gujranwala itself is a very important 
market for sugar, and thousands of bags are imported anIlually from the 
United Provinces mills. 

(b) Due to its location on the Grand Trunk Road, and the main line 
.of the North Western Railway, there are adequate facilities for bringing 
in of raw material and transport of sugar, both by rQad and rail. However 
difficulty does exist for bringing cane from the surrounding villages, 
as there are no pucca roads, and often-times the ca'rt tracks become impassible 
in bad and inclement weather causing undue loss in time, and prohibitive 
f'artagf' which the factory is obliged to 'pay (reserving a certain minimum 
for the cultivators) with a view to encourage them. 

tr,) Non-technical labour demanding little skill or experience is abundantly 
available in the locality, except that the wage rates are about 40 per cent. 
higher than in the United Provinces. Skilled labour especially that required 
for the manufacturing department, has to be imported from the United 
ProvInces although during the last two years, we are able to repla('e 
them by local recruitment to a very great extent, except that which 
requires specialised knowledge, and seasoned manufacturing skill. For some 
time to ,come the imported element will be an indispensable necessity. 

4. We are working on the "Double Sulphitation System". Without 
enteriug into a detailed controversy of a very technical nature to prove the 
advantages of one system over the other, it has been observed that there 
is a marked rise in the purity of juices treated by the carbonitation sy~t.em. 
This rise in the purity is real, being reflected in the in('reased yield of 
sugar. ,It has been further observed that sugar made by the carbonitation 
process is of more uniform quality than by the exclusively sulphitation 
process. At the snme time it is true that the carbonitation plant requiTl's 
Illora investment initially Rl!Id increased cost of manufacturing, but the 

. ~~ "{ 
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increased yield justifies the increased. cost of the. two pro~esse8. the carbonita.-. 
tion system requires a. higher degree of technical skill. The distance of tbEl 
carbonitation factory from quarries and coal fields is also determining factor. 

Sulphitation is usually the cheaper process, and has hen~ -been adopted 
on a. very wide scale in India. Besides it is easier in operation, with 
low manufacturing cost, and comparatively low investment for plant and 
machinery. Sugar manufactured by the carbonitation system is, how!lvar, 
of a better keeping quality. 

5. No change has been made in the original layout of the machinery 
over that designed by the manufacturers. Some extensions in the plant 
have since been JIlade in the form of spary cooler and tanks, etc., the total 
.mount spent over the extensions being about R8. 5,000. 

6. In order to improve our sugar rather than extend the crushing 
. capacity of the mills, further addition Qf a boiler, evaporator and ita 
necessary accessories is contemplated. This. proposed equipment will cost 
UB about 1 lakh of rupees and can be undertaken only if the conditions 
for the further wor·king of the factory are satisfactory, and the company 
can look forward to invest this amount with possibility of 89me return. 

7. On a broader consideration, the availability in abundance quality, 
and cheapness of the raw material, the duration of season, favourable 
climatic conditions, and a ready market for the disposal of the product, 
decide the economic unit of a. plant. 

(II> We consider 500 tons as the smallest unit of production which can 
be operated economically, with a high degree of efficiency on the technical 
aide, as overh!lad and other charges tend to diminish in direct proportion 
to the increase per unit of production, and the extraction also increaseli 
proportionately, if the parts are well designed, and made to proportion. 

S. Except for some cast iron tanks, small pumps,. pipes and other items 
which do not require high degree of manufacturing skill, all the machinery 
and equipment of specialised manufacture has to be imported from abroad. 
There is unlimited scope for any industrialist in this direction, and a 
start has already been made by a European concern in Bihar, although 
it is at present engaged in catering only to primary necessities. Foreign 
skilled craftsman ma, have to be employed in the beginning and the 
requisite mlU,hinery Imported for this end. 

9. The technical assistance given by the Imperial Institute of Sug'l~ 
Technology is practically 80 meagre as to be non-existent. As constituted 
at pTesent, it is doing more the work of a figlire-collecting body, gathering 
statistics and datas, but to be truly useful to the industry the scope of 
its activities must be widened, and should include staff competent. enough 
and readily available, to remedy specific complaints and deficiencies ot! 
the working when referred to them. Bulletins on special subjects of interest. 
like those issued by the Lousiana University Agricultural School (Sugar 
Section) may be issued with great advantage to the technical servicee of 
the industry. Publication of a monthly journal, embodying all the aspects 
of the industry, including a research papers, experiments, and suggestions 
would be a step in the right ·direction with particular reference tQ the 
Indian conditions, and problems. Fortnightly forecasts of stocks and 
production will serve a very useful purpose if issued through this body. 

Indu.trie3.-This department is entrusted with the duties '··of factory 
inspection and in this connection there is an occasional visit by their 
Inspectors. Otherwise besides being aware of their existence we have no 
further point of contact with them. 

10. Our factory owns no fanns and does not undertake cultivation ot 
sugarcane either on lease or otherwise. 

11. Does not arise. 
12. No. 
IS .. The factory did not undertake directly· any experiment in early 

qr l"te varietiea Qf calle, or. ruaDure, this being difficult for having no 
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fiolds of its own; But to encourage the cultivators ammoniulll Bulphate 
was distribute.d to them through contractors' with '" view to secure better 
growth. The results however justified the expectations Il,nd :6.nance permit-' 
ting, if this is undertaken on a large scale, it will prove remunerative 
both to the factory and ,the cultivators. Considering the progrl!SS made 
in this direction one is forced to the conclusion that they appear to have 
done very little. Their knowledge in ,this case is not corelllted to the 
needs of a heavy industry like ours, and their mel!.sures if any are merely 
experimental and confined to their farllls, or on "', very limited scale outside 
~ . 

All the cane types are intermedi~e in the locality, and neither early nor 
late varieties of cane were being sown here. However, this year Co. 313 as, 
an early ripening variety. and Co. 331 as a late variety have beQn introduced. 
We.have to wait for the coming season to express any definite viewli about,. 
this cane. 

14. (a) Owing to the circumstances referred to in answer No.3, the 
local area under cultivation of cane has decreased during the year under 
consideration. But there appears to have been an extension on the out-. 
stations from where we draw our supplies by rail. We arrive at this 
conclusion by taking i,nto account the figures for the gate and rail cano 
this year, and actual survey of the area. 

(b) The indigenous varieties have, been replaced by the Coimbatore 
varieties, and exist in the proportions given below as intimated to us 
by the Agricultural Department: ~ 

Co. 223 
00.285 
Co. ~90 

Per cent. 

44 
42 
14 

15. Our local cane is occasionally liable to damage from frost and by 
, insects such as Pyrilla' and Borers. Damage due to frost is generally heavy 

reducing the Sucrose in cane to a very great extent. Borer affects generally 
growth and restricts and retards the development .,f cane plants. Pyrilla 
is as bad as frost. Failure of rains is the main cause of the deficient 
yield, to which must be added the unsuitable climatic conditions tending 
to extremes of cold and heat, and excessive salts in the soil. Percentage 
of loss by the various causes cannot be ascertained separately, but all 
these causes operate simultaneously" ' 

16. Our factory is not assured, -of a. sufficient local supply which has 
to be supplemented by wagon cane from the adjoining districts. The: 
principal varieties of cane crushed in our factory are, Co. 223, Co. 285, 
Co. 290, and the traces of other, varieties. The field yield' is not ascer
tained separately but taking an average the total sucrose content does 
not exceed 10'25, which is much less than in the United Provinces. As 
there are no factories in the area, the question of competition, either 
in cane supply or its prices does not arise at all. ., 

18. (a) There has been a marked tendency towards progressive increase 
in the area under cultivation, except during the year under consideration, 
although the rate of growth was not commensurate with the factory require-' 
ments. Bue this may not be the case in the future as after the imposition 
of the excise duty our position has become much too precarious to maintain' 
Ijo standard rate for sugarcane. Unless the cultivator can be assured of 
a certain minimum return, which will compensate for his labour, and be 
actually paid better over other crops, there is every likelihood of the 
cultivation being further reduced, this inspite of our best efforts to pay 
the maximum price possible under the circumstances. But tIle rapid fall 
in the prices of sligar, and the imposition of excessive dut:",. which is 
felt all the more severely in onr case, due to low sugar yield,. and the 
ShOTt crilshingseason, and high manufactUiring' costs,' make olir p~oblems 
very acute. As ~ matter of fact w!! are left with no P!9lit '"at all to 
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run the factory with any hope of Tetrieving our losses, much less' to 
launch into any scheme for increasing the ",rea under cultivation, by .. 
distribution Qf seeds, advance payments, or Qther propaganda:....,.. 

Area 'Under su.qarcane in G'llljranwala diatrict. 

1931-32. 1932-33. 1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-87. 
KanaIs. Kanals. KanaIs. KanaIs. KanaIs. KanaIs. 
21,806 25,430 27,519 28,010 27,058 

18. (b) (i) Deficiency of rainfall effect the cultivation adversely, and 
discourages extensive cultivation methods, as wells are the only ·means of 
irrigation in tbe neighbourhood. It is not out of place to mention here 
that our efforts to pursuade the irrigation department, to supply canal, 
water one month earlier and continue it. one month later' th&l!l. . their 
present practice, bas not borne any fruits. This should hav'! enabled .the, 
cultivators to sow earlier. 

Due to location of our factory in the northern parts of the Punjab, 
often-times frost during winters a serious factor to be reckoned with, as 
it damages the standing crop, and renders it unfit for crushing purposes. 
The yield of sugar out of such cane is considerably reduced. 

(ii) Due to presence of other' cash crops, we have to pay a higher cane: 
price than is the case in the United Provinces whereas due to internal· 
competition of the factories and with the handicaps already referred. to, 
the market rate of sugar' has to be considerably reduced. This affects us' 
both ways, reDecting mostly on the raw material on the one hand, and, 
the low prices of sugar on the other. United .Provinces mills with theirc 
natural advantages of cheap raw nw.terial, good cane and high recoveries,· 
are free from the difliculties experienced by us. 

(iii) The price of gur has never been attractive during the past few years 
as to induce the cane growers to take up to cultivation of cane exclusively" 
for this purpoil8; . . 

(iv) The normal prices of the two alternative crops wheat and paddy' 
having gone high, during the preceding and the present 'year the i 

cane crop has Buffered proportionately, as the low price obtained for'slIgar 
is prohibitive in increasing the rate beyond a cert!lin limit which, is 
already too high on comparison. 

The factory would welcome any increase to the local area under sugarCane.: 
Even with increased cultivation, as compared to the previous' years, 'the' 
factory had to import by rail 55 per cent. of the total' cane crushed during 
this season. There is' ample scope for further cu\tivatioD. 

20. We have no information available. ' 
21. As has been pointed out before two, main handicaps have been' 

imposed on our cane growers. ' 
(a) ,Want of supply of canal water in time for ihe maximum advantage .. 

to be obtained by it, during the last two week of March when, 
sowing is undertaken. 

(b) .In delivering the cane from the fields to the factory, the maiD. 
difficulty, experienced by the cultivators is want of suitable 
roads from their :fields. 

Considering the importance of this crop, from the cultivators point or ' 
view, the District Board should, pay special attention to the feeder roads 
in the area and a part of their revenue should be earmarked for the 
maintenance, repairs, and extension of these roads in the cane area. During 
the season the canal authorities should allow the carts to pass over the 
banks of their distributaries, so as to avoid circuitous and difficult journey 
for the carts going to the factory. The effects of such a step would be 
very beneficial and encouraging.. " 

22. (a) We have nothing useful to, say in this matter. 
(b) This ,question does, not arise ,in our case. 
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23. The question' of cane, which has assumed great importance in other 
areas does not arise here at all 

The Punjab cultivator is very reluctant to repay voluntarily !;ash 
advanced to him, and therefore it would be ap. hazardous undertaking for 
any limited concern to lend any cash unless a summary process was 
provided far its recovery. 

The possibility of distributing free manure is out of question, but the 
factory can make it possible for cultivators to obtain supplies of manure 
from certain firms in this line at its own credit, and realise the amount 
from the price of cane during the seasons. 

The factory is prepared to clHlperate to a limited extent in th~ supply 
oJ free seed or its distribution as a nominal price. 

:Within the means possible fOl" us, it -is beyond Qur competency to finance 
maintenance of feeder roads, inspite of our wishes to do so. It is prQperly 
a function of the District Board. 

24. (a) We are certainly in favour of fixing quotas far the sugar manu
factured by the factories. This will prevent overproduction, which has 
been detrimental to the manufacturers and has brought prices as low as 
to be unremunerative in many cases. In fixing quotas a number of facts 
have to be borne in mind so that there is equity in treatment far ever 
existing factory, keeping in view its resources of raw material, recovery, 
the duratiQn of its season and the accessibility to the consuming markets. 
'The guiding principle should be prevention of overproduction, with its 
necessary sequence of cut-throat competition. Unless the price level by 
restored to something of its previous level, the prospects appear tQ be 
gloomy for the industry as a whole, and in the event of a natural calamity 
like failures of rains of other extraneous causes, like breakdown of machinery 
many manufacturers will find it difficult even to keep their heads above 
water. 

(b) All the new factories should be licensed, and the Lai&&ez-faire 
permitted SQ far should be brought within strict control. As a matter 
-of fact with the home production, already in excess of the demands, there 
is no reason why in the interest of one of the biggest national industry, 

-there should be any further addition of factories. The argument to equalise 
regional disparity also does not arise as consumers in all parts of India 
'are obtaining their Bugar at much.Jess price than anticipated by the 
previous Tariff Board and all the cane bearing are as have been fully 

oexploited and resources systematically tapped. 

(ii) All further extensions in the factories must be licensed. In any 
·case extension which aims at increased crushing in cane should not be 
-allowed unless it follows as a natural sequence in removing the practical 
difficulties of operation, by removing obvious defects, and thus increasing 
the efficiency of production. This should not prevent the mills, badly 
'equipped, or not properly balanced in its component parts to make exten
sions to make their plants mure effective as a unit. Our ide .. is co-enensive 
'With efficiency, but not with increased production in any case, unless it 
follow as a re'311lt of removing same of the glaring inconsistencies in the 
design, and specification of the plant. All, extensions with a view to 
better the quality of Bugar must be encouraged, and guided if possible. 
This licensing should be entrusted to an All-India body created specially 
for this purposes. 

Season. Gate Cane. Rail Cane. 

Per oent. Percent. 
25. 1938-34 

1934-35 
1935-36 50 50 
1936-37 45 55 
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The little variations in the figures for the Illst two seasons are not 
attributable to any definite reason, except thllt the increased crushing of 
the mills made it necessary to import mQre cane from the outstations all 

the local supply was inadequate for our requirements. 
26. Our gate cane is mostly transported by carts, and to some extent 

by donkeys and camels. The average weight of cane per cart is approxi
mately 40 maunds. The substitution of country carts by the rubber tyred' 
one is certainly desirable, but will depend Qn the condition of the roads 
and the purchasing power of the cultivators. ClHlperative 8Qcieties call 
render great help in this direction. 

27. Except the trunk road which passes close to the factory the feeder' 
roads are in a deplorable condition, besides being inadequate in mileage. 
This places us in difficulty tQ tap the supply from the interior without, 
serious los8 of time or prohibitive cartage which has to be Pllidas the 
only other alternative. 

28. The longest distauce from which cart cane comes to our factory is 
20 miles. The average time taken in cutting cane and its crushing in the 
mills is 24 hours. There is no arrangement whatsoever for protection of 
cane from deterioration during transport by road. 

29. The average cost of transport of cane by cart per maund per mile 
il 1'5 pies. Most of the cane growers use their own carts but whenever 
it become necessary to hire a cart, the average cost of hiring is the same 
as above. The company pays additional cartage to the hired carts on 
behalf of the cane growers, if they have to pay more than one !,-nna 
per maund, from the fields,to the factory. 

30. -., PASS FEE" is levied by the Gujranwala Municipality on carts 
which pass through its jurisdiction; at two !,-nnas per trip per owner. 
As for instan~ if four carts belonging to the same owner pass the octroi 
post at one time, only two annas are charged. Whereas, if they pass 
at different times or belong to different owners, each Qne is chllrged for 
separately. 

31. In order to avoid breakdown in the normal arrangements, and ensure 
regular feeding of the mills, the company employs under its patronage 
80me carts from the neighbouring districts to ply for hire on thll.ir own 
account. In its turn the company provides them 'with shelter and other 
amenities. 

Generally there is no detention, but d,uring a few weeks of December 
or January, when the season is at its height, the maximum period of 
detension does not exceed 2/3 hours sometimes. 

32. One hundred and thirty miles is the maximum limit on the rail 
from where we draw our supplies. 'fhe average :time of transit lost season 
was 4/5 days. 

On the whole the arrangements provided by the railway are .. , not un
satisfactory, except that there is room for considerable improvement in the 
type of carriages, which should be like ('ages as employed on the Bengal. 
and North-Western Railway for cane traffic. Secondly the time of transit 
if expedited by attaching cane wagoos to fast running trains will mean 
a decided advantage to the factory and to the railway ultimately. 

As permissible under the present rules the unloading time allowed by 
the railway is only nine hours, which is hardly sufficient. Its result often 
times in stacking the cane on the ground and lLllowing it to deteriorate. 

33. The railway freights are calculated on the basis of distance of supply 
from the factory. There has been a slight reduction in the railway freights' 
during the recent years. Flat rate seems to be more desirable for certain 
seasons. At present our railway freight rates are fixed higher than those 
in the United Provinces. 

34. To pO(Jularise manure and make it cheaply available tQ tbe cultivatQl"1 
J'eilllction in freights is, certainly ~siJ'able, .. - , . . , 
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35. The tramway system can prove very advantageQus if extended in 
the areas not served by the railways or on the farms if the company is 
lucky enough to .possess one and this. too, if therfil is sufficient quantity Qf 
cane available to justi£y the expenses. But special difficulties may' arise 
when traversing railway lines or trunk roads. Whether there are diffi
culties or special advantages . arising out of the tramway system will depend 
on the particular conditions of the factories concerned in respect to i~s 
cane area, crushing capacity, the cane and facility in acquil;ition of land, and. 
the intervening road or. rail communications. 

37. In our case due to delays in transit of the rail borne cane deterioration 
caused is reflected in about 2 per cent. loss in the yield of sugar. 

38. All the gate cane 45 per cent. is purchased direct from the cane 
growers, whereas the rail cane 55 per cent. obtained through the agency 
of the contractors, 

39. There is no arrangement with the cane growers except assurance that 
his cane would be accepted. On a limited scale the company has supplied 
seed either free or at a nominal price, or in exchange for the equivalent 
weight of cane. As has been pointed out before manure is supplied to the 
cultivators through company's agents. During the seasQn some carts are. 
supplied to the cultivators who do not own any cart, or are not in a 
position to invest money at all. 

40. We pay only a nominal commission on a part of our gate cane 
by way of propaganda and encouragement. Thi$ has generally been paid 
to the representatives of the cultivators themselves. .1n the !lase of r",il 
cane the factory contracted to get supplies f.o.r. factory. 

41. No. 
42. We use cart and wagon weigh-bridges for weighment of cane. In 

the 'case of cart cane, payment is made at the time of delivery, whereas 
if!. the ease of wagon cane, payment is generally made weekly on receipt 
aod verification of the contractors' bill. 

Cane purchase gate. 

43. 1933-34 6 7-12 

1934-35 5 6'4 

1935-36 6 8'4 

1936-37 ~ 5 2'87 

44. Unlike the system in the United Provinces, where the Government, 
for the past four years has determined the rate of sugarcane to be paid 
in accordance with the prevailing average price level of sugar our factory 
does not or more appropriately cannot base the purchase price of cane to the 
rate of sugar. The only principle followed by us is that we PI\Y the 
maximum rate possible under the circumstances. . 

45. The price of gur has a marked influence on the supply of cane 
or its rate specially in the case of the petty holdings. But during the 
last two years the rate of gur has hardly influenced the supply or the 
rate of sugarcane. 

46. Sugar during the year under consideration having become abnormally 
cheap, the demand for gur bas been considerably reduced. This bas 
undoubtedly caused variation in the price of gur, which is now selling 
much cheaper than some years before. 

47. This act has not bllllD enforced in the Punjab, but for it its own 
reasons the price that we have been paying to the cultivators has alwavs 
been a8 a rule in excess of the prevailing prices in most of the mills 
in . the United Provinces. 

48. This question does not arise here. 



(9. We agree in principle on paying ",BONUS" under all the hQads 
mentioned, in the questionnaire but the question whether it will be practi
cable in our area and whether cultivators will regsrd it seriously, is 
very doubtful. Besides super-imposed over these the question .of financil1.1 
competency to pay it at all, under all the attendant difficulties with which 
we are handicapped and which . have, beell referred to before. Tber~ b .. ing 
no sufficient supply of cane the prospects for the early ripening cane 
are not altogether unattractive. Our season' ends practically by the end 
of February, and if it can be prolonged till the end of March by introduction 
of proper varieties of cane, it would be decidedly advantageous. 

50. 1933-34-Experimental crushing. 
1934-35-15th Novembe'r to 1st February. 
1935-36-17th November to 15th March. 
1936-37-16th November to 28th March. 

Our wo'rking period is too short for' economical working, it does not 
extend beyond the end of February : or the first week of March, beginning 
from the third week of November. The reasons for variation being' want 
ot sufficient, continuous supply of cane. 

51. The crushing season can tQ a certain Eixtent be certainly extended 
by tntroduction 'of early and late varieties of cane, provided there are 
adequate facilities for irrigation. There is undoubtedly great scope for the 
further extension of cultivation .of local cl1ne, as the present supply is 
hardly sufficiilnt for our purpose. 

52. We hardly feel the existence of Co-operative or AgricultureDep~rt-· 
ments although we are engaged in an industry which for all practical 
purposes is primarily agricultural. The presence of the mill in this loca
lity has been of immense good to the cultivators in ,more than one' way" 
but if we may be permitted to remark, they have hardly studied our 
problems, much less found any solution for it. The cane crop has meant 
ready money for the cultivation to enable hini. to pay the land revenue 
and other dues. The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research enlightens 
UB from time to time by sending statistics for comparative purposes. We 
wish that their activities should be further extended in the study and 
solution of problems allied to this, industry. 

53. During season 

Off season . 

Skilled 
below. 

)95 

10 

Unskilled 
below. 

288 

25 

54. There is no recruitment of our skilled labour fr(lm abroad. Approxi
mately one-third of our skilled labour, on the manufacturing side only ia: 
brought over from the United Provinces. 

55. This question does not arise here at, all. 

56. The factory has built its own quarte.rs, and has rented, some ill 
the vicinity of the factory for the housing of labour,while people from 
the neighbouring villages live in their own houses, returning there after, 
the duty hours. ' 

The factory maintains a free dispensary, and supplies free fuel, light, 
and water to most of its employees. 

57. We have not been able so far to meet the whole 'of our requirements 
of fuel from the available bagasse inspite of the fact that during the 
last season we have been .crushing to the extent of 25 to 50 per cent., 
more than the rated capaCity. We had ,to supplement the factory bagasse 
by steam coa.I, which is much tQO oostlier here, to the extent of 35 000 
maunds during the season. ' , 
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Amount spent on Iu.d. 
Rs. 4. 

1935:34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-87 

21,134 10 
20,130 12 

58. Molasses is the only by-product of the factory. 

Year. Molasses 
production. 

Mds. 
59. 1933-34 2,928 

1934-35 10,211 
1935-86 30,190 
1936-37 39,130 

Average 
price. 

As. 

5 

Due to overproduction of molasses, its price has been falling rapidly 
from year to year. 

60. Our main market for molasses is Jammu and Kashmir State, Rawal· 
pindi, and to some extent locally. For the outstations we generally transport 
by the special tank wagon provided by the railway, or empty drums of 
kerosine oil tins provided by the purchaser while local supply is transported 
in casks. : 

The number of tank wagons is not sufficient to meet the requirements 
of the factories, and often-times we have to wait for more than 3 weeks 
after indenting for it. 

"The railway freights to our" markets are:
Rawalpindi-One anna ten pies per maund of molasses. 
Jammu-One anna three pies per maund of molasses. 

61. The major portion of our molasses remains unsold, and has got 
to be stored by making special storage tanks at _ great cost. The best 
economical use of the molasses will be found in starting central distilleries, 
in which the contributing mills would be partners on a profit sharing 
basis. This can only be possible if it is mad,! compulsory by law, that 
all the" motor fuel consumed in India should contain a certain fixed per
centage of power alcohol so manufactured, on a fixed standard specification. 
Such mixture has been experimented upon a very wide scale, and the reports 
are very favourable for the adoption in the internal combustion engine. 

Besides providing a very useful and commercial outlet for the molasses, 
which is tending to be the biggest problem, it will give rise to new industry 
with great possibilities. Liquid fuel has acquired great importance in these 
days of competition when every country is looking forward "economic 
self-sufficiency", in as many items of its needs as can be obtained within 
its own frontiers. This will provide the industry with an additional source 
of income, and help it to attain the limits of efficiency, which can be only 
possible if the things that are going to waste, are made into things that 
can pay after the rationalization programme as it is now understood in 
the advanced industrial countries. . 

Under pressure from the established oil interest so far the attitude of 
the Government has not been very sympathetio towards this proposal, which 
come up far consideration almost with the rise of industry with the increase 
in the motor transport during these years as indicated bv its import 
figures one can safely predict very bright future for the industry, which 
JJ).ust be first developed under Government patrona!!e. 

62. This question "does not arise in our case. 
63. No. 



64. End of 1933-34. 
Beginning of 1934-35 
End of 1934-35 
Beginning of 1935-36 
End of 1935-36 
Beginning of 1936-37 
End of 1936-37 
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Stock 0/ sugar. 

Mds. Srs. Chh. 

8,130 0 0 

18,461300 
,6,43727 0 

45,976 7 4 

65. Our sugar is stored. in the godowns of the company. Their tot!LI 
storage capacity is about 15 thousands bags. An additional godown had 
to be constructed this year as due to the sluggishness of the market the 
sales were not rapid enough to ID!lke room fQr new production. 

66. Under ordinary circumstances the deterioration of sugar in storage 
is insignificant, and has never presented itself as a problem except in 
case of low grade sugars which has a tendency to cake, and be slightly 
tarnished after being subjected to very sharp drop in the temperature 
as during and after rains. The crushed sugar is most susceptib"Ie to this 
and besides caking, Bome deterioration in colour is !Llso noticed. The 
keeping quality of sugars is based on the following:~ 

(1) Be manufactured under sanitary cQnditions. 
(2) Boiled from a well clarified juice. 
(3) Have a moisture content in relation to polaris!!otlon to conform 

with certain factors of safety. 
(4) Tho condition of warehousing. 

To sum up, unless for extraneous ·reasons like damage by leaking roofs, 
and damp godowns, only the inferior grades of sugar have been noticed to 
undergo slight but perceptible changes in the colour. 

67. 'l'he damaged sugar is sold outright, unless it is rendered so baJ 
as re<'onditioning is the only alternative. But .our experience ·has not been 
so unhappy in this respect. 

68. This question has. been answered to a great extent !LS part of 
Question No. 66, as both these questions are almqst allied. 

69. We have no complaint to make on this score, but sugar in transit 
is likely to be damaged by the leaking railway wagons or its floor being 
too dirty by sQmething or other whic:h leaves its effect on the sugar 
bags. 

70. There has been no difficulty in obtaining Tailway wagons for despatch
ing sugar, or its delivery time. 

71. The present arrangements of the railway are quite satisfactory. 
72. We have never supplied sugar to any of the ports. The 'major 

portion of our products has been selling towards Rawalpindi side. The 
railway freight of the centres which consume our sugar is mentioned 
below:-

Gl1jjar Khan 
Gujrat 
Jhelum • 
Lalamusa 
Rawalpindi 
Peshawar Cantonment • 

Permaund. 
Re. A. P. 

042 
1 9 0 
o 211 
022 
053 
o 9 1 
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73. 

-- 1933·34. 1934·35. 1935·36. 1936·37. . 
" 

Rs. A.. fl, Rs. A.. fl.- Rs. A.. fl. Rs. A.. P. 

Land ,,' . 4,973 15 /I 5,007 '15 6 9,518 3 6 5,018 3 I> 

Building. . 1,3,4,887 15 ;J 1,65,750 3 1 1,77,544 14 9 1,95,809 6 2 

Plant and MachinGry 6,04,593'14 2 6,14,976 '12 5 6,19,812 10 6 6.30,819 14 2 

Tube weD and 
ing, etc. 

pump. 8,493 16 0 8,536 0 7 8,558 7 6 8,660 12 0 

Other Assets . 33,866 211 60,65411 II 73,285 12 7 70.792 9 4. 

75. We were never in a position financially to set apart any amount 
for reserve fund. 

76. The company so far has not been able to declare any dividend. 
77. The working capital is provided by loans and deposits generally 

at the rate of interests varying from 6 to 1i per cent. 
78. (a) Managing Agent's commission Rs. 500 per month. It is also 

provided that they are entitled to 5 per cent. on the net amount of 
profits available for distributions as dividend. 

(b) Head Office's establishment is Rs. 2,100 annualIy. 
79. We consider -at least 10 per cent. on the original block w be a fair 

return tct. provide for at least 6 per cent. as dividend to the sharl'holdl'rs, 
to build a revenue fund, and to provide for any future contingency like 
breakdown of machinery, etc. 

SO. The forms· are attached herewith. 
81. We have been able to reduce the manufacturing expenses from 

Rs. 4·12.91 first seaspn to Rs. 3·9-6l this year due to efficiency of production. 
Except installation of a few tanKs, and a spray system no other extension 
bas been made. 

82. There is room for improvement in the recovery rate, provided suffi
cient gate cane of good quality is available. There is little likelihood 
of reduction of cost in any other direction as all the possible economies 
have been effected, and anything below it will impair efficiency. 

Marketing. 
83. Besides Gujranwala proper, our principal sugar mark.eting centres 

are Gujrat, Rawalpindi, Lalamusa, and other stations on this line. 
84. Our sligar is marketed through ollr sole selling agents or their sub-

agents. A part of the sale is effectl'd directly by the company as well. 
85. The sugar contract form being very comprehensive in the details, 

leaving nothing to be desired. 
. 86.,'We are unable to give information on the 'point. 

87. The difference between wholesale and retail prices does not fluctuate 
very widely, rather the consumer invariably derives the benefit of any fall 
in sugar rates. He is generally assured of his proportionate benefit. 

88. 'The most of the dealers have their godowns for day to day trans
actions and that, contracted on a forward basis .remains with, th'e mills 
till the stipulated. time of delivery. 

• Not print~d. 
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89. The keeping quality of Iildian sugar has decidedly improved during 
the past' few years, but now far that stands in comparison to Java we 
lire not prepared to state, except' in the case of best quality Indian suga~ 
whioh of equally good keeping quality. 

90. In the Punjab, as elsewhere the determining factor, to decide in 
favour of Indian sugar in preference. tQ the importecl one, is a question 
of ita price, except with that class of people who for reasons of their 
national sentiment, or preference for V!!ry high grade sugar, consume 
foreign sugars only. It is consumed mostly in hotels and restaurallts by 
Europeans and Europeanised Indians. But even here high grade lnd>an 
sugars are replacing Java sugar. . 

91. Some mills ILre producing sugar which compares very well with JavlL. 
The Java sugar is whiter and of more a regular and uniform grain. Java 
manufacturers have the additional good point of being able to maintain 
their standard. Indian sugar on the other hand, tends to vary in quality 
even from the factory in respect to its colour and.grain. 

92. Generally the fact~ries are anxiouij to dispose off their entire produc
tion during the season, and are not at all inclined to carry forward their 

, stock. But in fact they are unable to sell more than 50 per cent. on the 
average by the end of the season, and the balance, out of sheer necessity, 
ha, to be carried forward. 

As regards the dealers, they invariably enter into forward sales contracts 
with the manufacturers, and to meet their immediate requirements get 

,from the market as well, by repurchase from anyone of the party holding 
the goods. During the recent years there has been some such a wide 
fluctuation, and unprecedented fan in the sugar prices that there is no 
incentive on the part of the dealers tQ' stock sugar for future transactions, 

'or to enter into long term 'contracts. They are generally confining them
selves to .. Spot Purchase" in absence of any speCUlative tendency in the 
market, and as has been observed, they have been systematically avoiding 
.. Futures" as far as possible. It is difficult to give any idea gf the 
stock carried by the dealers. ' 

The carrying on the stock is generally financed by hypothecating the 
finished sugar with the banks on the "Cash Credit" system, with a 
margin of 25 per cent. on the market rate as the ;maximum borrowing 
limit.' 

93. Marketing survey of sugar industry would be advantageous, as that 
would being about the exact natqre and scope for consumption of sugar 
in any particular area. On the basis of this survey further steps can 
be taken in controlling future trading on the basis of fixed standards, and 
encoumge and develop sense of co-operate responsibility, for improvin"g 
marketing methods. This will greatly facilitate the work of the cenilral sugar 
marketing board, which is very likely to take shape, jUdging from the 
trend of events in the sugar recently. 

94. An all-India sugar selJing organisation in which 'all the central 
factories join, will remove a long felt need, as it would be instrumental 
in checking the fan of prices, besides introducing uniformity in the lIusiness 
method. Only such aQ. organisation, with the sanction and support of tbe 
majority of mills behind it, can avoid reckless competition among the 
manufacturers for some very selected markets, and to Ii certain extent 

, connter-effect the evil effects of very heavy excise duty, which has proved 
ruinous to many of the weak manufacturers, and prevented many mills 

, from having any benefit of the protective tariff. 
By a co-ordinated system, more economical methods of marketing are 

pos.ible, and will avoid going in for distant markets, which often prove 
unremunerative. This is only possible if an An~lndia Sugar Marketing 
Board is brought into being with sufficient resources to make ,itself the 
dominant selling OTganisation, able to guide, production and control the 

.' internal prices. This will help to fix standards as well, when ~he market 
is fully survey~ with a view to fuller .exploitatiQn. ' 
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95. Standardization of Indian sugar is a pressing necessity, as that 
would help the trading community to base its transaction, on standards 
that are not variable, this avoiding an element of risk, and likelihood of 
disputes arising in redeeming the obligations. 

Standardization would certainly involve a change in tlie manufacturing 
. programme of many of the mills, and to some extent changes in their 
equipment as well. -But considering the other advantages the Qbjective is 
worth-while striving for .standardization would be a pre-requisite to the 
formAtion of the All-India Sugar Marketing Board, to enable it to recon
cile the claims of various mills in fixation of prices, and in settling disputes 
between the manufacturers and the traders. The basis of standardization 
adopted by the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology is recommended. 

96. No business at our end was transacted on the basis of these standards. 
(b) No. 
97. Firstly the .. Standards" as available from the Imperial .Institute 

must be made cheaper. At present the price charged for them is prohibi
tive. This will in the first instance popularise its use. Questions of the 
sugar market, should include the ranking of the particular sugar, in respect 
of the prescribed standards, and the mills should be required to affix the. 
standard mark on the sugar bags produced by them. Efforts should be 
made to simplify the significance of these standards, so that it is readily 
understood by the business community in general. . 

98. No. 
99. There are millions of Indians for whom sugar is yet a very rare 

delicacy, in contrast with overproduction which faces us on the one 
hand. The potential demand is there, but unfortunately due to forre 
of economic circumstances, it is non-effective being unsupported by pur
chasing power. This is a question with wide implications, but nevertheless, 
not wholly out of place when discussing the ways and means of popularising 

. the use of sugar. The normal consumption in India may be estimated at 
million and one bundred thousand tons. 

100. We are not furnished with exact information on this point, but 
gur is to the best of our knowledge being replaced by sugar, which is 
selling much cheaper now. It is difficult to estimate the extent of 
substitution. 

101-104. We are not in a position to state anything definitely. 
105. The imposition of the excise duty in 1934, curbed the reckless growth 

of mills, in many cases poorly equipped and financed. So far its effect 
was beneficial, but many of the mills had hardly had the time to settle 
down, and enjoy the benefits of the protective duty, to meet the altered 
circumstances. ~he mills had to· exert their level best to make up that 
loss by aiming more at efficiency, and reduction of cost. To a great extent 
it was achieved, but yet the industry as a whole except in some individual 
cases, was not prepared to shoulder the burden which was piled on it 
by enhancement of the duty in 1937. The cumulative effect of the excise 
duty in 1934, may have been good but in areas like the Punjab, where 
the average cost of production price of cane is higher and the recovery 
comparatively low, the effect was disastrous. Much less, than piling up 
any reserve the mills had hardly made any headway to tide over a rainy 
day, or an unexpected contingency like 'he breakdown of machinery, or 
suspension of normal operatio~s. Further increase in the excise duty, 
proved the last straw to break the camel's back, and no wonder that 
some of the smaller units have already shut down, and others are facing 
hard times. The prospects for the future hss been rendered uncertain and 
discouraging, and its importance cannot be belittled in a predominantly 
agricultural province like the Punjab, where the growth of large scale 
industries, must ultimately reflect in the well-being of a large class of 

. people in more than one ways. This has scared away the investing public, 
and it follQws as a . logical conclusion that, with th!! depleted recourses. 
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even the banks are reluctant to come· forward with any financial assistance, 
except under very stringent terms, .against stQCk in trade. The indirect 
result of the increase in the excise duty has been to put many mills in 
what may be termed the" Financial straight Jacket". It will be admitted 
on all" hands that sugar mills cannot run, if there is not sufficient capital 
handy to allow a margin for advance ~ be taken on finished goods and 
control the raw material in process. They have to wait for certain period, 
before the goods can be handed over to the mortgagee like the bank, and 
in this way it adds to our plight. Thus the situation is bad both w.y~. 

105-107. We are not in a positiQn to state anything definitely. 
lOS. The protection to the industry· has been mainly responsible for 

bringing. into existence on such· a big scale, that it now ranlos as· the 
second largest industry of the country. The high tariff ;wall had at least 
prevented the Java manufacturers to compete with the Indian mills in the 
inland markets. The import duty imposed. on foreign sugar at present is 
justified. As the figures at the ports indicate Java can land sugar in 
India, Excise duty even at Rs. 3-4 per maund and a·ny lowering of duty 
will make the case for Indian mills too difficult. 

109. Any lowering of the protective duty even at the present .juncture would 
be to .invite positive disaster, as with their superiority in many points, Java 
manufa~rers will glut the .Indian markets in many places lind make 
competition too difficult for the Indian mills, which have not yet attained 
their standard of efficiency of its very low initial cost Qf sugar. 

110. We have no useful suggestion to offer on this PQint. 
111. We are not in a position to state anything on this point., 

The Bhalwal Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., Shahpur. 

Letter No. Nil, dated Nit 

With reference to your letter No. 520, dated the 23rd July, 1937, we 
beg to SUbmit herewith statistical informllItion required in the questions 
given in your above. .. . I 

We also attach herewith copy of our Balance Sheet for the year 1936-37. 
Copies of previous Balance Sheets hlllVe already been submitted. 

1. Our factory began manufacturing s~gar in the year 1933-34 and its 
full designed capacity is one hundred tons only. 

2. Our output has been the following (givlln in maunds): - . 

1st grade. 2nd grade. 3rd grade. 

1933-34 
1934-:J5 
1935-36 
1936-37 

1,270 1,665 365 
1,732 917 62 
1,960 2,012 65 
3,522 . 1,550 1,655 

5. We have made no extensions or· replacements. 
6. We are contemplating no further extension at all. 
10. We do not undertake cultivation of' sugarcane. We never pur

chased or leased any land in this connection. 
11. Since we have no land of our own for sugarcane cultivation pur~ 

poses we cannot give the information asked under this question. 
20. The information, i.e., the cost of cultivation is not known to us. 
25. This proportion varie!! every year. We give below the proportion:

From 1933-34 to 1935-3&-All gate cane. 
1936-37-60 per cent. gate cane and 40 per cent. rail canll. 

,We have no tramway system here with us. 

II z 
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29. It is 3 pies' per maund per mile average. Some cane-growers have 
have their own carts and others hire carts for the purpose of supplying 
cane to the factory. They hire at 2 pies per maund per mile average if 
the· distance is longer than- five miles and 3 pies per mll/und if the distance 
is 5 mileS. . - -

32. In the year 1936-37 we have been transporting Mne from Gurdas
pore District which is more than 240 miles from our factory. Sometimes 
this takes six days even. Railway arrangements for transportation of clI/ne 
this fride are not satisfactory as the railway charges a very high rate· of 
transport. . 

38. During the 'yeat" 1933-34, 1934-85 and 1935-36 we have been pur
chasing cane direct from ca.ne-growers. During 1936-37- we I!nrchased 
40 per cent. from contractors and 60 pel' cent. of the total supply from the 
ca'ne-growers direct. 

40. The contractor supplies cane sometimes on commission basis and 
liometimes on contrAct basis. We paid the contractor :3 pies commission per 
maund. As regards arrangements, we weigh the cane in the factory and 
pay him on this weighment for the quantity he supplies . 
. . 41. No part of our cane 8upply is obtained from a.ny cane growing 
association or any such body. There is no such assoaiation in Punjab. 

43. The following hav.e been the prices during the -last four years our 
factory has worked:-

1933-34 average annas 4 per maund.· 
1934-35 average aunae 5 per maund. 
1935-3!l average annas 5 and 3 pies per mannd. 
1936-$7 average annas 5 and 9 pies per maund. 

Yes the prices tend to vary at different periods of the season and much 
dcpende on the price of gtll here in these parts. 
. 50. Our seasons have been of the following durations:-

1933-84 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

, 

.. 

Days. 
60 
.30 
35 
48 

How call such a. short period be sufficient for economical working. 
53. wI employ skilled and unskilled labour in the crushing season and 

employ no'labour at all in the slaal!: season. 
57. We apent the following amounts on cOlll1 and wood during thE! last 

four seasons:-

1933-114 
1984-35 
1935~'i6 

1936-37 

Re . .I.. P. 

4,611 4 S 
2,941 14 9 
2,669 3 3 
5,435 6 3 

59. We have been selling molasses at an average of six annas 1>er maund, 
but we cannot sell more than 500 maunds during any season. 

64. We hu.d no stock left from sale any year to carry over to the nexf 
orushing season. 

65. ·We have one godown for the storage of sugar and its capacity; 
is to hold 2,000 bags. We have not increased the capacity nor do we 
intend doing so. 

72. As is clear from· the answer in Question 64 we have no big stock 
of sugar any year IIInd whatever we manufacture .hSli belill so!d 1~1. l1er~ 
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73. We supplied copies of the Balance Sheets; vidl! our letter, dated the 
.5th July, 1!J37. 

74. We have never written off any amount for depreciation ever sinoe we 
.tarted business in 1933-34 as we have been in business loss every year. 

75. N~ amounts have been set aside for reserve funds at all during 
any year. i' I 

76. We have never distributed any dividend ever since 1933-34 the first 
year of our doing business as we have always been working at loss. 

77. We borrow the working capital from the shareholders as the Ba-nks 
here do not advanoe ,money in sugar business. ' 

78. W" keep Jl9 separate Head Office other than one at the factory 
and we h_ paid no commission 'to the Managing Director ever since, 
1933-34. .; 

81. We have not extended the, plant, nor have we installed any more 
efficient machinery. Our working cost remain the same. 

The Saraswati Sugar Mills, Ambala. 

REPLIES TO GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRB. 

PTo/luctiOIl 91 Sugar--IntToductory. 

1. 1933-400 tons. 

2. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1986-37 

Maunds. 

23,6621 
58,0821 

113,667 
216,659* 

During the last year (1936-37) we produced only OBEl quality. 
S. (a), (b) & (c) Nothing unsatisfactory. 
4. Double Carbonitation and double Salphitation. The advantages of 

Carbonitation lie in better quality of sugar that it yields though t~ 
compaiative cost of production is higher. 

5. One or two pumps have been duplicated &Del four Oentrifugals added. 
6. The addition of a new _ Boiler and three new Centrifugals. 
7. (a.) The cane supply in respect of its q.uality and quantit:y an~ ita 

situation in respect of the Bugar market. " 
(b) 400 tons is about the smallest. 
8. Very mea,we. Centrifugals a-nd a few other minQl' aCC9ssorieaare 

obtainable in India. 
9. (i) & (ii) No. 
Both and especially the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology could 

be very much prompter in their service. They supply the figures only 
after everyoneelse ha~ supplied them. 

Raw Material •. 

10. Yes on a 'Very small experimentl!l scale. 
We have a lease. The difficulties were many. We could considerably be 

helped if the Governn).ent came to our .. id il1- the matter of &Clluiring land 
outright. -

11. {a) About 400 bigbas. 
, 

* This includes 10,12() mauuds of sugar l'~covel'Eui froUl last year'. 
reme!tll4 ~ugaf. 

z2 
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(b) From 250 to 300 bighas. 
(c) 213; 331; Co. K. 16 and many other varieties' though on a. small 

scale. 
(d) Purity indigenous. 
(e) Most of this cane was distributed for seed or was used in our farm 

and therefore, aocurate weight per acre is not available. 
(J) Same as ~bove. 
12. (a) & (b) Same as above (11). 
13. Experiments conducted in early !lnd late varieties have not been 

very successful. The commonly recommended late variety (Co. 331) did 
not yield very much encouraging results on or after the 15th April. 

Co. 312 proved slightly better (00. 312, 88 purity; Co. 331, 86 purity 
on the 15th of April). 

The early varieties like even Co. 350 have not shown any pointed success 
either. It was found that even Co. 213 matured earlier than Co. 350 in 
some cases. Our experience shows that the results vary from field to field 
and the selection of late and early variety called for a. good dellli of research. 

The help from the Agriculture Department has been nil. They deputed 
an Agricultural Assistant but we have never known as to "'hat his func
tions are. 

14. (a) The quantity of cane has increased from year to year specially 
on our gate due to the pains, we too~ in gradually nursing our gate 
supplies. The cane crushed figure for the last four years of our working 
is as follows:-

1933-34 
1934-35 

Mds. Sr~. 

308,14617 
885,394 4 

1935-36 
1936-37 

Mds. Srs. 

1,397,025 30 
2,244,684 10 
, 

(b) The quality of cane ]las been slightly better in the year 1936-37 
due to the favourable Monsoon. 

15. Nea·rly the entire supply of cane is exposed to the danger of frost 
as was proved in the year 1934-35 when about 90 per cent. of the crop 
was affected in this area. 

16. Yes. . 
Nearly all exClusively Co. 213. 
The average sucrose content in cane for the seasons has been as follows:-

1933-34 11·38 1935-36 11·01 
1934-35 9·74 1936-37 12·13 

The yield of cane has been a·bout 200 maunds per acre. 
17. Since the very start, i.e., 1933, we have been having very keen 

competition, as nilill' as four miles on both the sides of the gate. The 
competition has' continued ceaselessly, except for a period of two months 
during the past season, when there was excess of cane everywhere and 
there was no competition lilt our gate. At the outstations, however, com
petition oontinued unabated even all throughout 'the last season. The 
price of cane is directly affected and in periods of shortage, the prices go 
up considerably higher than the Government minimum price; due to the 
competition we are forced to take the leaves, trash roots, etc., along with 
cane and pay the prevalent cane price for it. 

18. (a) The area around our gate is extended considerably because we 
have always been paying prices higher than the Government minimum 
price. It is to be pointed (1Ut here that being situated in the Punjab, 
the United Provinces Sugarcane Rules did not apply on our gate but we 
have always maintained a policy of paying prices higher than the United 
Provinoos Government minimum price. 'fhis Iol!.s proved fruitful and cul
tivation on Qur gate hilS been improying steadily' from yea~ :to year. 
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(b) (i) Rainfall has been playing a very important part inasmUbh 
88 in the year 1934-35, the effects of the frost were very much more serious 
than they would have been in a year of normal rai/lfall. 

(ii) The const&ntly downward trend of the sugar price has given a 
very rude shock to the cane cultivation. The area- under cultivation has 
been considerably curtailed because of the fact that during the last season, 
United Provinces sugarcane prices came down and down as the season 
progressed. We have at a tremendous cost combated this tendency at gate 
and paid high prices despite the low price of sugar, in order to main
tain the area under cultivation. 

(iii) High prices for Gur and Jaggery would in our opinion divert cane 
from the factories to the indigenous Charkhies but would not to any 
appre<'iable extent affect the &rea under cultivation. 

(iv) 'fhe exceptionally low prices of wheat, during the past few years, 
have been surely responsible for mainta·ining a high acreage under cane. An:l'j 
rise in wheat prices-the first indications of which are already in the air-
is sure to divert cultivation from cane to wheat. It would not be surprising 
at all if the prices of wheat recovered further, we may once again experience 
& cane shortage. 

19. We are very strongly of the opinion that the laws of supply and 
demand would automatic&lIy &djust the production of sugarcane. Artificial 
impediments in the way of a free operation of these laws (by way of the 
sugarcane rules and specially the fixation of minimum price of cane) are 
bound to effect the cultiva·tor and the miller very adversely. 

20. Unavailable for the present. 
21. Means of irrill:ation.' The cultivator has neither the capital nor the 

means to install tube wells or make other arrangements for cultivation of 
cane and is therefore dependent entirely on, the' Monsoon. 

22. (a) We would urge most emphatically the desirability of Govern
ment aid in the matter of acquisition of land. We have experienced in
surmountable difficulties in acquiring ls.nd for extending cultivation because 
of the exhorbitent demands of the land owners who are conscious of our 
Deed for land. We entirely agree with the minute of dissent ot Mr. J. B. 
Padshah in the Sugar Committee RRpnrt. 1920. It is desirable that Gov
ernment aid should be given for acquisition of at least 200 acres per factory. 

(b) Answer to the (0) is the only solution in our opinion, and no other 
alternative could he suggested. 

23. The present conditions do not permit of this. The universal experi
ence in these areas is that any advance of cash made to the cultivator 
by the factory, loses the cane to the factory. The tendency of the cultivator 
is to draw advance on his cane from one factory and try to dispose of his 
cane to another, giving rise to multifarious complications. The cultivator 
even takes to gur making and thus disposes of his cane at a. very un
remunerative price, than deliver the cane to the, factory because he does 
not wish to repay the money he has borrowed. We strongly believe that 
cash advances to the cultivators would prove very harmful to cane supplies: 
even if & Zone system were introduce\l which cannot prevent the ouitivator 
from making gur out of his cane and thereby evade the repayment of the 
loan. Supply of seed and manure could be ma.de without impairing the 
supplies to any considerable extent. -

24. (a), (b), (i) & (ii) Yes. 

25. (a) 1933-34 42·74 
1934-35 31·87 

(b) 1933-34 57·26 
1934-33 66·13 

(c) Nil. _ 

1935-36 
1936-37 

1935-36 
1936-37 

50-63 
68·77 

49'37 
3123 

The total quantity of gate cane has increased because of the gradual 
developments of the area around !lur gate as stated previously. 
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26. Our gate-cane has almost exclusively been transported by ordinary 
Carts. The average cane carried per cut works out to the neighbourhood 
of 20 maunds. We have tried experiments with pneumatic wheeled ca·rts 
and have come to the conclusion that the capital cost of this cart is high 
and there is very little likelihood of this cart getting popular ailliong the 
Qultivators. We are now conducting experiments with ball bearing wheels 
and the first indications are quite encouraging. For the present we confine 
our experiments to ball bearings on pneumatic tyres, but we shortly propose 
to tryout the introduction of ball bearings on tho indigenous wooden 
wheeled carts also. Suffioient progress has not yet been made on the ball 
bearings and it "'ould he dangerous to draw any generalisations from the 
meagre data at our disposal so far. ~,~ 

27. The mileage of roads around this factory is not inadequate. The 
condition of the Provincial roads is satisfactory but the local roads are 
in a state of hopeless disrepair and CRuse considerable inconvenience to the 
cane traffic. 

28. 18 miles. 24' :hours. 
There is no appreciable deterioration during these 24 hours. 
29. The average cost of transport of cane by cart is about Ii pies 

per maund per mile. The oane growers, for the most part, employ their 
own carts and we are carrying on an intense propaganda for the growers 
to possess themselves with their own carts. Hired carts are uneconomi
cNly expensive. The average cost of hired carts works out to about 21 
pies per maund per mile in this area. . 

30. A number of Municipalities have been charging toll tal[ on cane 
tha.t only passed through "their limits. In many instances it was pointed 
out .to them that the law does not contemplate assessment of tax on 
commodities that are not consumed inside the Municipal limits. This has 
no effect and consequently cane cultivation has gone down considerably near 
tho Municipal areas. Factories do not purchase cane in these aregs except 
as a last resort in times of shortages. 

When on various occasions we brought this to the notice of the Muni
cipalities concerned and the Provincial Government, absolutely nothing was 
done in the matter. 

We were thereupon forced to file a suit against the Saha·ranpur Munici
pality on the following grounds:-

(i) The law does not contemplate collection of toll tax on articles 
pasing through and not consumed inside the Municipal limits: 
and 

(ii) No tax can be collected on Excisable commodities like Opium, 
etc., and the material of their manufacture. 

Oane has been held to be covered by (ii) and should be immune from 
toll-tax. 

Further to this it is urged that if this matter is takE'n up in the 
right earnest we mn·y be able to obtain freedom from toll-tax for sugar and 
as well as cane in almost all municipal areas in British India. 

It is apprehended tha.t the municipalities may promptly seek amend-
ment of the Act. . . 

It is therefore, considered imperative that the hands of the Suga-r 
FactoriE's should be strengthened· by LE'gislative measure assuring immunity 
to sugar and cane from this tax. I 

31. We ba"e in't.rodll('('d a very elaborate control for maintaining our 
gate supplies at a, uniform level, We hnT"e dlvided the area around the 
factory into diifE'rent Telqu'¥l (Ciroles) in the charge of a Halquadar and a 
few assistants: . 

These Halquadars have to di~triby.te indants among the cultivators
one indenll for each cart--48 hriurs before the cane is required to be weighed 
at the factory. So;! tha~ (:an!! is harvested only after such an indent has 
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reached the cultivator. For distinction we have allotted different colours 
to the indents of different Halquas. 

Thus we can control the number of carts that come to our gliite and 
oases of undue detention are extremely rare. 

The basic idea underlying this control is that only that much quantity: 
df cane is harvested in the fields as is taken lIP by the factory. 

The nsual period of detention of th!! cart is froll) two to eight hours. 
Same as above. ' 
32. From up to 70 miles. 
The time taken in transit for haulage by rail is extremely erratic. It 

variee between one day and four ,days from the same station. 
An important arm of our rail caue supply is the Saharanpur-Lhaksar 

Section of the East Indian Railway. This cane has to pass through the 
Khan Allllmpura yard which is notorious for detentions of a very irregular 
nature. It i. our endeavour to haul lUI much cane by road even at a 
considerably higher cost and do away with rail cane, only on lIICCount of 
the unsatisfal;tory nlllture of the ",rrangements on the North We~tefn Rail

-way. 
The time takes between the harvesting and crushing or our rail-horne 

cane varies betweeu 2 p.nd 6 day,. 

33. Railway ,freights are calculated on fta.t per truck basis. There hlllV6 
been nductions in the freights on the North Western Railway in 1935. 
Maundage rate for freight on cane existed on the North Western Railway 
prior to the 1935-36 season, proved itself to be utterly unworkable due to 
the following reasons: ~ 

(i) Small and out of the way railway sta.tions engaged in clllne 
traffic and not equipped with weighbridge the cane trucks 
would have to be hauled' to distant stations for assessment of 
freight on maundage basis. 

(ii, 'Even when there are weighing arrangements a.t deSipatching or 
receiving stations, actulIIl weighments enta.il considerable deten
tion to trucks with consequent deterioratjon of cane. In many, 
lOases weighed lIrucks have been re-weighed, a number of times, 
by the checking ,authorities causing further delay. 

(iii) The recording of weights on which freight may be chargeable at 
out of the way stations' leaves an elastic 'discretion with the 
local railw/lY av.thorities., The exeroiseof s1Jch a discretion has, 
in our experience proved itself to be none too happy. 

We would, wholehea,rtedly urgE;! a continuance of the present flat rate 
per truck loll!d. . 

34. Freighl; rates on manures call for 'a substantiaJ reduction. Manures 
are a novelty to the illiterate cultivator I1-nd he would need any /lmount 
~f encoura~elDent to take to these . 

. 35. NOlle.' . ' . ' 

Does not arise. 

Does DPt "rise . 

.'l6. No. 
The difficulty is the delay attendant upon tramway transport which is 

after all a miniaturl! copy tlf tha railway transport system only on Q 

very much cheaper scale. 
37. There is praetioally no deterioration iii the cane -received' by rond 

but the arrangements of hlllulage of cane by rail are Very unsatisfactory 
'and we ha"e calculated that we lose 0·5 per _cent. BUgar on cane due to 
deterioration of cane in transit by rail. ' 

38. (a) Nil. 
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(b) Even where we pay some commission to the contralCtors, we receive 
cane directly and pay a commission to the contractors tor carrying out 
our instructiotlll only. 

39. There is no written agreement incorporating the a~rangements be
tween us and the cultivators for the supply of cane. 

We do provide seed and manure but no advances in cash because the 
universal experience this side is that having collected the advance, the 
cultivator has a tendency to divert his oane elsewhere. Apart from this, 
if once an advance is made on a certain crop, the factory authorities have 
themselves to look after that field and protect it from other purchasers 
,and from attachments on the cultivator. 

40. At gate, our local agents are paid Ii pies per maund just for the 
distribution of indents (r!lfer answer to question 31) and at outstation, 
we pay 6 pies per maund up to and including the month of March and 
71 pies for the months of April and May. 

~This commission includes handling charges, station expenses and dryage 
and is payable on weights as recorded by the factory weighbridge. 

41. No. I I 
Our experience is that in actual practice these societies begin to indulge 

in profiteering and lose the co-opera,tive character altogether. 
42. We have 5 weighbridges working for all 24 hours for gate cane and 

a wagon weighbridge fitted on our siding for the rail cane. 
Plilyment is made at the time, the receipt is presented to us. The normal 

interval between the delivery of cane and the demand for payment is two 
to three days. In certain oases, cultivators do not demand payment for 
as long .as two or three weeks and collect as many as 50 receipts before 
they present these for payment. 

43. Our 8Iverage price of canE! for the season has been as follows:-

Permaund. 
As. P. 

1933~ 

Gate and Rail 6 3·a 

1934-35-

Gate ~ 
6 0'17 

Rail • 61(}O5 

1935-36---
Gate 6 1·47 

Rail 611 

1936-37-
Gate 411-42 

Rail 5 4·36 

We have always' maintained a sloping scale in the can~ ~rice lilt gate 
so as to go up on the price declared initially at the beginning of the 
season' but during the year 1936-37, the Government price started with 
four a~nas nine pies and cane grown to three ann as nine pies and even 
lower' and therefore, we could not stick on to our scheme. 

44. Yes. 
Our faotory is situated at only four miles from the borders of the United 

Provinces and therefore, we are directly affected by the minimum ,price of 
cane fixed by the Government of the United Provinces from time to time; 
and this is calculated on the prevailing prices of ~ugar. 

Does not arise. . 
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45. To a very large extent. 
46. There has been a steady and consistent downward movement in the 

price of sugar and it has brought down the gur prices also. We believe 
there is overproduction of both gur and sugar. 

47. We have always paid prices in excess of the price fixed under the 
United Provinces Sugarcane Act as the figures supplied above would show. 
In general we have paid from six pies to one anna higher than the Gov
jjrnment price at our gate. 

This has been done in order to encourage cane cultivation around the 
factory and to divert cane (which would otherwise have come by rail) to I 

our gate by bullock carts necessitated by the grossly unsatisfactory arrange
ments of haulage by rail. 

48. No. Far from it. The whole thing is' unnil:tural. It impairs a 
free' operation on the laws of supply and demand. Even if the minimum 
price has to be fixed it, should be controlled in such a manner that it 
should be lower in the beginning of the season and higher towards the 
end of the season. ' , , . 

This would encourage holding on of oane for the fag end of the season. 
The cultivator who keeps his crop standing till late in the season does 110 

at extra cost (extra watering required, etc.) and so should be compensated 
for it. 

If the minimum prices decline, as the season progresses, as it happened 
in the year 1936-37, it would also become increasingly difficult to persuade 
the cultivator to withhold his cane, so that there would be an uncontrolable 
rush in the beginning of the 1936-37 was reminiscent of the fag end of the 
season 1935-36 and was therefore, withholding his cane expecting to fetch 
eight to nine annas for 'it in the month of April (in April, 1936, the prices 
of cane touched twelve annas III maund). 

The drastic reduction in the end harmed the industry even more than 
did the additional Excise Duty. 

49. The superior early and' late varieties of cane have not proved very 
successful in our experience. On the 15th of April, the famous late ripening 
variety Co. 331 did not prove' to be a great success. Even 00. 312 proved 
slightly better (Co. 312, 88 purity and Co. 331, 86) and the early variety 
like Co. 350 (the much-acclaimed early variety) has not given very satis
factory results. In some cases even Co. 213 has ripened earlier than Co. 315. 
Our results vary from field to field and therefore, the definite superiority 
of the so-called late· and· early varieties has not seem established in our 
opinion and therefore, no bonus is recommended. 

The introduction of the bonus system for special varieties would have 
more difficulties in practical working also. The identification of the different 
varieties of cane would ha:ve to be left to the weighment clerks and dis
putes arising out of the identity of the cane becomes fllIr more numerous. 

50. Following is the duration of our seasons from year to year:-
1933-34-19th January, 1934 to 26th March, 1934. 
1934-35-27th November, 1934 to 12th March, 1935., 
1935-36-25th November, 1935 to 23rd March, 1936. 
1936-37-27th November, 1936 to 5th May, 1937. 

The tendency for the season to prolong has been due to our encouraging 
gate cane. 

We consider seven months to be sufficiently long for economic working. 
61. Not very encouraging. The medium varieties stand well. 

62. No. We always receive information from the Imperial Institute of 
Sligar Technology after it has been known to ~very body. . 
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Labour. 
Crushing _son. Oll Be8oSOn. 

53. 1933-34-
Skilled 
Unskilled 

1934-35-
Skilled 
Unskilled 

1935-36-
Skilled 
Unskilled 

1936-37-.
Skilled 
Unskilled 

233 
556 

188 
320 

152 
443 

145 
411 

23 
15 

34 
44 

27 
57 

26 
61 

. 54. With the exception of four Chinese Panmen imported from Java, a 
Dutch Chief Chemist and a Scotch Chief Engineer, all staff is local. 

65. There is not much labour to replace (Reference reply to question 34). 
56. Free residential quarters are furnished to all section of labours and 

there is a factory club for those ~ho cltre to join it. 

'Power. 
57. No. 
We have used extra fire-wood and coal as follows:-

Firewood-
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Coal-
1933-34 
1934.35 
1935-36 
1936-27 

;We never had any Burp}us bagasse to bale. 

By-product3. 

58. (i) Molasses: and 
(ii) LimS'. _ 
59. The following has been the outturn of molasses:-

1933-84. 
1934.35 

Maunds., 
6,025-

40,057 
1935-36 
1936-27 

~Ids. Srs. 

15,610 0 
68,812 0 
90,28726 
65,285 0 

29,658 0 
33,394 0 

170 0 
868 0 

Maunds. 

60,374 
sa,218t 

• A part of the product was allowed to flow down the drain and, there. 
fore, the actual quantity produced is not BSl'ertBinable. 

t This includes 969 maunds of molasses recovered from last year's re
o !ll!!lted sugar. 
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The quantities have varied due to vaned crushing and the different 
contents of cane in thll different years. 

60. We seud nearly all our molasses in the Punjab market and a good 
portion of this is sent to the distilleries direct. 

Supply of t&nk wagons is very scarce~ 
Freight on molasses for the following markets is as follows:-

Jullundur 
Simla 
Amritsar 

Per Md. 

As. P. 

111 
310 
2 5 

Karnal 
Sarna 
Rawalpindi . 

Per Md. 

As. P. 
1 3 
3 0 
4 4 

61. We sell all our molasses and have III very important suggestion to 
make in regard to the utilisation of molasses. As has been urged by the 
Indian Sugar Mills Association, on various occasions, power alcohol which 
could easily be extracted from the molasses should compulsorily under the 
law be made to form a constituent of commercial petrol. During the past, 
very strong vested interests have prevented the utilisation of molasses in 
this direction. The suggestion is not new. Power alcohol in petrol has 
been tried in various countries in Europe and elsewhere and has proved 
to be an unqualified success. It is, therefore, absolutely essential that 
India, producing so much of molasses, should also take to this without 
any further delay. 

Molasses could also be employed for fuel and cattle-fodder, provided 
sufficient research data -is available on the subiect. Special drastic reduc
tion in the freight ra.te would give a11 immense incentive to fodder manu-
facture. . 

Molasses could also be used for road bui~ing and for this also wide 
research and copious data is necessary', 

62. We have not had surplus bagasse but it appears that bagasse could 
profitably be employed for the ma-nufa.cture of paper and strawboa·rd. Ex
periments on manufacture of strawboard from bagasse made in the straw
board factory at Saharanpur have, we understand, met with abundant 
success and it appears that bagasse could profitably be sold to paper and 
strawboard manufacturers. 

At the present time, the freight on bagasse on both the North Western 
and East Indian Railways is prohibitive and very little of bagasse is 
actuslly carried by rail. , 

63. We sell our line to building oontractors. 

Storoge and rranspOTtation of Sugar. 
Bags. 

1933-34--
Beginning of season 
End 1,741 

1934-35-
Beginning of season 
End 10,536 

1935-36-
Beginning of season 
End 21,570 

1936-37-
Beginning of season r. 3,629 
End 46,573 
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65. We have three godowns with a capacity of 15,000; 12,000 and 10,000 
bags respectively. The one with a capacity of 10,000 bags was added 
las,t year. We do not contemplate to increase our storage any further. 

66. Deterioration of sugar in storage has not been observed to any appre
ciable extent in our experience. This may partly be due to the superior 
quality of sugar that we produce by the Carbonitation process. 

67. The quantities are extremely negligible. This sugar is remelted and 
passed through the process again. 

68. There is very little scope for improvement over our present condi
tions, 

69. About 1 per cent. of the consignments get damaged due to rough 
handling in transit. 

70. We have experienced considerable difficulties in obtaining wagons 
for the transportation of sugar specially in the year 1936-37 when on two 
different occasions, the ra·ilway without any previous notice, stopped book
ing of sugar for 15 and 10 days respectively. 

71. No. 
72. We have never sold any sugar except on f.o.r. factory stations basis. 
The following 'are the freight rates to the markets we supply:-

Per Md. Per Md. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Ambala 0 2 3 Rawalpindi 014 7 
Simla. 011 6 Peshawar 1 2 4 
Jullundur 0 5 6 ThaI 1 4 7 
Amritsar 0 7 3 Bannu 1 5 9 
Lahore 0 6 4 Kohat 1 2 5 
'Gujranwala 0 p 10 Raiwind 0 8 2 
Gujrat o 10 10 Multan 014 6 

CapitaZ Account andOvtrhead Charges. 

73. Being enclosed herewith. 
74. None. 
Does not arise. 
75. None. 
76. Interest paid to shoreholders at 8 per cent. 
77. Cash credit account against sugar stock, et!).. at 4 per cent. 
78. Rs. 24,000 annually phu annas 5 per' cent. on sugar sales. 
79. 9 per cent. 

Efficiency oj Protection. 

82. Very little. 

Marketin!7. 

83. Ambala, Simla, Jullundur, Amritsar, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Peshawar, 
etc., etc. 

84. (a) The dealers buy from us through our selling agents and pay for 
the sugar against R/R . 

• (b) The dealers then sell it to retailers not unoften on credit. 
85. It is quite suitable.' , , 
86. We are unable io give retail' figures but the wholesale prices in 

1935-36 ranged between Rs. 8 and Re. 9-4. In 1934-35 they ranged between 
Rs. 8-8 and Rs. 9-8. In the current year we' have S9ld sugar between 
Rs. 7-1 and Rs. 7712. Oq.r present rate j.s 1«1. 7-~. 
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87. The retail prices remain unduly higher than wholesale prices. This 
is due to the dislocated condition of the market. Ever since the temporl!:ry 
'boom in the market caused by rumour of !talo-Abyssinian war in October, 
1935, and its restriction the market has gone down and down unhaltingly. 

88. There are godowns at all important sugar consuming centres. The 
deterioration, if any is very negligible. ' 

89. No. 
The keeping quality of Indian Sugar has maintained -itself on a uni

formly high level. 
, 90. There are certa.in Caterers and other European consumers, who, are 
irrepressible adherents of Java sugar. They will pay up to Rs. 2 l!~r 
maund higher for the same quality of Java sugar. 

91. Yes. ' 
In some cases, the Indian sugar is even better than the Java sugar; 

in other cases the low quality is due to defective classification. 
92. Due to the dislocation of the market 'and the steeply downward 

movement of prices ,since October, 1933, a state of panioky nervousness 
characterises all purchasers of sugar. The dealers shudder to stock any 
sugar. For the most part stocks are kept by the mills themselves. 

Re: Finance-the usual method is on a cash credit account to draw 
011 the stooks with a margin of say 25 ,per cent. with, the Bankers. The 
godowns containing stocks of sugar are. sup!!rvised by a representative of 
the Bank. . ' 

93. Extremely useful. 
94. An 8·bsolute and unpostponable necessity for the v:ery existence ~f 

the industry. 
95. Yes. I 

The Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology is about on the correct lmes. 
96. (a) Very little. WIl made an attempt but the standards are almost 

unknown in the sugar market. Due to the very high price of the box 
of standards, it is outside the reach of ordinary sugar dealer. 

(b) Yes we graded our production aa A/26 and Bj25, etc. 
97. They should be made more popular and cheaper. 
98. "Future" and "Terminal" markets would do a lot of good to 

Indian Sugar trade. 
99. The normal consumption of factory-mOOe, sugar, is 13 la.kh ,tons 

annually. Oonsumption ~ould be iacreased by propaganda on the lines of 
for instance-the tea cess committee, etc. 

100. To a very large' extent. For sweetlJleat trade gur has seldom 
been used even in the past. . 

101. During its short life the sugar industry has not hOO breathing 
time and so there side lines have riot yet been explored into. 

102. Unavailable up here. 
103. We have nothing to say. 
104. No, not to our knowledge. 'Export of Indian sugar could be made 

possible if the Indian sugar were given the status of a Oolonial Product. 
105. (i) It stunted the industry. 
(ii) Has had the effect of industrial infanticide. 
100. We selI our entire production to dealers. 
107. Not to our knowledge. Hav!! nothing to say. 

Claim lor Protection. 
108. A large slice out of what has been given in the fonn of protection 

has been taken away by the Excise Duty. In any case the .industry would 
meet a catastrophic end in the fifth year of its existence if the protection 
were withdraw~ e~en in part. . 
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109 & 110. To a CoJl8iderable extent, as stated above, the Excise Duty. 
has effectively stood iu. the way of the jndustry standing on its own legs . 

• To a very much larger extent the responsibility for the slow progress 
of the industry towards that goal is due to utter lack of progress in the 
agricultural side of sugar productiou.. 

India has taken a long stride towards achieving manufacturing efficiency. 
in these few years of protection. This progress can be compared to the 
progress of any other sugar-produaing country in the world in its infant 
stage. We have at least touched the shoulders of the best sugar-producing 
country in the world with our manufacturing efficiency. 

But what is most appalling is, that the agricultural part of sugar 
Jll"oduction does not come up to the knees of even the most inefficient 
sugar-producing country outside India. 

We do not grudge the Sugar Excise Duty as such. If this duty were 
utilised towards putting the industry on a permanently' sound basis by 
improving the agriculture of cane, we would in the very near future, have 
deolared ourselves capable of standing on our own legs out to compete with 
Java in an open market. ' 

But the most regrettable part of the wholE! business is that the industry 
itself is- not allowed to benefit by the Excise Duty; and the deeply painful 
impression left on the miller is that th§ sugILr Industry is being made a 
milch-cow for other revenue purposes. 

I~ is needless to acc~u!1t .here that the actual conditions prevailing ta-day 
are Incomparably pessimistIC to what was c!)ntem{llated by the previous 
Tariff Board. -

Developin~ the agricultural side of the industry is in need of urgent 
and immediate attention from the Government. 

It is a common saying in the Sugar World that the cane agriculture 
has received a very step-motherly treatment at the hands of the Govern
ment. We have never tried ourselves of asserting that this agriculture has 
been completely motherless so far as the Governmllnt are concerned. 

111. We ~ave nothing tQ say. 

The Pioneer Sind Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., Nawabshah. :. 
1. The factory started working in 1934 with very little quantity of 30,000 

mauuds of cane as 8·n experiment. It has full capacity of 300 tons. 
2. We have not been able to supply "full quantity of cane since 1935-36, 

supplied 350,000 and iu 1936-37, 565,000 mannds. 
Sugar produced, 1936-87-

A. 
B. 
C. 
Lump 

Total 

Mds. Bra •• 
31,47414 
12,640 0 

94220 
15 4, 

45,07310 

3. (a) No, as cane is 'not grown in our district we have to depend upon 
our own cultivation, to meet up with full quoo.tity a problem itself. 

(b) No facility of roads, rails and other communications. 
(t) No trained labour is avails-ble. Hence laJ;lOur is sent from .the United 

PI'ovinoos, 
4, SUlphitation. • 
5. No change practipnlly exoept few tanks added. 
7. We can not say unless and until we have ~ull quota of cane supply. 
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8. We are always falling at loss to meet up with the equipments. 
9. We are 80 far away in Bind that we cannot take the full advantage. 

~~ . 

As Bugar factory is one, they cannot help us much. 

Raw Material,. 

10. We grow' only QUI' own cane. 3,000 aerea have been purchased, 1,500 
acres taken on lease. No speoial difficulties, excepting land is sufficient 
we cannot got any lead further in vicinity. Hence we cannot grow suffi
cient quantity of cane. 

11. (a) 4,500 acres. 
(b) Approximately 2,000 aores are under cane cultivation. 
(c) Co. 213, Co. 313, Co. '312, Co. 270 and Co. 331. 
(d) Ridge, furrow system either with the help of Tractor or bullock 

power ridgeI'. 
Rotation-tKlmetimes cotton and wheat, our for green manuring and 

Cane-Ammonium Sulphate. 
Approximately 4 <111'11. 
(e) Last yea.r whole crop average stood 325 out of that Ird was Ratoon 

and ird was new. Co. 213 was only Ratoon and 313 was canes yield 
was from 300 to 500 maunds per acre. Co.. 312 gave still higher yield. 
Co. 331 only was grown for seed purposes. Separately no sucrose was t8lken 
though Co. 313 considering early was first cut jointly crushed with Ratoon. 

12. (a) '" (b) 32 acres are set aside for growing seed and testing new: 
varieties for our own Farm. 

13. Varietal spacing experiment. 'Government of Sind is not growing 
e&ne hence they give only general advice.. 

14. We have Bta·rted recently quantities already referred to. 
15. Small canea many a time get affected by frost, when there is severe 

frost even tall canes aJ.ao suffer. The tops and many a time eY!ls all ge~-
destroyed. . 

We get many a time a very bad attack of sucking bug in the months 
of March and April. On tbis point we are corresponding with Imperial En
tomologist to Government, New Delhi. 

16. No sufficient suitable supply. Varieties a4-eady replies. 
17. Does not exist with us. 
18. Many a time the hottest 'months are very dry and the crop suffers 

from scorching heat-leaves get selI\i-dried. 1:11 case of humidity, the crop 
does not grow Yigorously. 

Rainfall is very low, hence humidity is also very low. Every third year 
we geil good rain of about 10M

• Crops mainly depend upon irrigation. 
(ii) Prices are a bili higher than Cawnpore rates. 
Prioos of cotton crop are in parity with sugarcane hence Zamindars 

prefer cotton cultiva·tion. With all our trials to tempt Zamindars to put 
sugarcane, we ha·ve failed. -

19. No, already we are producing very little quantity, of suga.r. 
20. Please refer question 11. 
21. Please refer 12. 
22. Compulsory acquisition or leasing of 'land for cuttivation of cane 

is the only solution for the existence of factory as we are suffering for 
want of cane. 

23-25. We are Dot affected. 
2G. We have our own Track line and Locomotives. 
27. Most useleu roadlI on the face of Earth. 
28. Mostly 24 hOlll"B bUil Ilometimee go t!I 48 hau!'ll maximum. 
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29. One pice per maund on our own track line transport within two 
miles and more than 2 mlles two pice per maund for our calculation J,lur
poses. 

30. No. 
31-34. Does not concern UB. 

35-36. Track line system was only solution for our own cane as.' we 
could not manage with bullock carts, in the first year though the quantity 
was only a lakh. .-

37. Ne. 
38. Nothing from them. 
39. There is one party and we have given Rs: 40 adva.nce per acre, 

he has put 15 acres, rate annas six Factory delivery. 
42. Wagons are weighed and tare deducted. 
51. The months 'of crushing are December, January. February, and 

March with us. We can continue upto April if we had sufficient quantity, 
of cane. 

52. No assistance as we are very far off. 
53. We are sending for mostly our labour from the United Provinces 

which is another worry for us as there is no skilled labour. here. 
54-56. Practically all labour for manufacturing and Engineering Depart

ments excepting few fitters are local. Quarters are built and are provided, 
medioal attendance is given them free. 

57. No, as our cane supply is not continuous on account of h8!rvesting. 
Labour difficulties and our fuel consumption is terrible. The coal consump
tion for 1936-37 was 854i. 

SS. No by-products. 

59. Could not dispose excepting few thousand maunds worth Rs. 1,037 
last year. This year only few hundred worth is sold. 

60. No facility for sending Molasses. Sometimes sending in barrels, but 
barrels wear away within two or three turns, it has become a_ problem. 

61. We are proposing to use the same 86 manure on our own lands. 
This year we are trying as experiments to know its effects. • 

63. Not thought over. excepting alcohol. 

62. No bagasse surplus. 

Storage and transportation 0/ sugar. 

64. 1936-37, 18,029 bags of 21 maunds in the beginning of season. 
Balance 01 sugar on the 15th June, 1937, is 3,775 bags. 
65. Sugar is stored by the side of the factory and that godown can 

hold 20,000 bags. Not yet thinking of increasing thE) capacity. 

66. Not marked yet, mostly is consumed within 6 mon~ 

67. Not yet experienced. 

68. Cannot say. 
69. No damage except sometime shortage on accoUnt of pilfering by 

cartmen, railwaY.,foolies. 

70. No difficulty yet.~ 
71. Not considered the matter. 
72. Last year prices ran between Rs. 8-8 to Rs. 9-8, re8!lisati,on was little ... 

less than Rs. 9. 
This year average price may stand to Rs. 7-12 per maund delivery freight 

and cartage paid by' ~ompany' which comes j;o As. 5 average. _ 
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Capital Account and Overhead 'charae •• 
73. (i) Nil. 

(ii) Re. 5,00,856-7-0. 
(iii) Re. 1,03,959-8-9. 

·.(iv) Re. 6,70,153-2-1. 
(v) Re. 8,40,173-7-4. 

(Loss Re. 2;09,092-2-11 till 30th June, 1936.) 
(At cost, no depreciation allowed yet.) 
74. No depreciation is yet deduoted. 
No amount written off. 
No income-tas paid. 

Markdina. 
83. Only Sind. 
84. Dealers as' well' as retailers. 
85. No suggestions. 
86. Refer to 78. 
87. Not much difference. 
88 & 89. We have 'no experience yet. 
90. European and highly "fashionable classes of people. 
91. Our sugat' , yet has not come to standard in 'whiteness and brightness 

nor we have reached to big crystal with same brightness. 
92. Ca.nnot repl,.. 
93-99. We cannot ~ay yet as we are yet beginning to feel. 
100. Both have hitted UB the most. In 1934 after the announcement 

the share capital stopped coming and we could not sell the shares, with the 
result that we had to borrow to start the Mill. Xhe addition of excise of 
1937 and coming down of prioes on account of internal competition haa 
made the Managing Directore to think whether to run the Factory or close 
as the crop of cane W&8 already sown and most of tha Agricultural expenses 
had been done, there was no go but to run the factory for the coming year. 
For the next year question will Boon arise. ' 

106., No proper arrangement. 
The general suggestions are that the protection should continue fol' 

further period of 7 years and the Government should take steps in Sind 
also to experiment on and find out the best canes from quantitative and 
qualitative.points of view, find out best dozes of manure, etc. The Tariff 
Board should recommend for the preparation of alcohol, spirits, tinctures from 
the molasses as we learn that in foreign countries the Sugar 'has been 
conaideredas by-product while liquors and alcohol is the main' product, 
until the unless Bame considerations are give the Sugar Industries they 
themselves kill each other on account of this internal competitioJl. The 
Fa<'tories which "need land the Government should help them in" acquiring 
land. ' 

Aska Sugar Works and Distillery, Canjam. 

'U) Answer. to General Qutstiomuzire .ubmittp.d to the Secretary, 
TariH Board, Ootacamuna. 

Production. of 8ugaJ,.. 

1~ ~ the .,.ear 1841. 
FuU capacity is 140 tou of cane crushed ill 24 houl'll. 

D 
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2. The out-put of our' factory:-

In Maunds. 

1930·31 • 4,010 B. 68 O. 177 02 . 

1931·32 • . . 5.029 BI03 O. 728 02. 58 B2 

1932·33. 6.099 B. 318 C. 476 C2 

1933·34 • 446~. 404®. 11.1i6 B; ·1.1133 

66802. 

1934·35. 24013'. 13,358 B, 1.8950 
~ . 

1935·36. 5,021 B, 48 0 

1936·37. 6,751 B. 100 B 2. 207 0 

C; 

Molasses 
inMds. 

6,022 

2,844 

5,3()''J 

11.097 

11,242 

4,999 

6,630 

3 • .<0,) ~Il respect of cane snpply, 
:(i'j The factory 'is advantageously situated. With regard to iime 

stone {shell lime) we are getting it from IchapUl; and Gopalpur 
distance of 40 miles r!lspectively from Aska' through road trans-pOrt;: ... 

·(ii) SulphlJr is purohased from Calcutta. 
(iii) Berhampur' is the only marketing centre for us situated 25 miles 

off Asks. It is a small commercial centre where large quanti
ties of Bugar from' Southern Districts as well as from the United 
Provinces is jumped in few in excess of demand. 

(b) Be~hampur the"nearest Railway Station is 25 miles away from. the 
factOl'Y. 'There is 'however road' communication. 

(c) Skilled la,bour supply is inadequate. 
4. We have been working with diffusion process of manufacture and 

sulph.itation is; employed. ,. 
Ad'IJontogea ofsuJphitation.-Mechanism more simple and· easy to 

. handle; . ' ' 
Disiidv.qntages;-Excess· 8ulphitation brings trouble in the- pan. 

s.Nit . '. ' .. 
6. We propose to' attach confectionery plant for manufacture of pep

pennents, sweets; lozenges, eto., if and when funds permit. 
. No replacements are at present under contemplation. 

7. (1) Adequate cane supply. ' 
(2) Nearness to market and cheap transporting faciliti!!s. 
(3) Cheap fuel. .. . 
(4) Utilization of by-products.. . . 
(5) Availability of capital at low rate of interest. 
(b) ~ faCtory with a. p:!.inimum working capacity . of 500 tons & day, 

(Milling process)., . . 
B. To a small extent '80 far as I am aware. 
9. (1) No. . .' . I 

(2) Aska is the richest sugarcane-growing area in. .the Ganjam D.ist~ct. 
There used to be an Agricultural Demonstrator at Aska who supervised and 
instructed the propagation of cane to ryot$..' &lIet t41!. ctaltivatio~ 2£ !;ane 
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remarkably ftourished in his time. In 1935 on the eve of -the formation 
of Orissa Provincellllld the elimination of Northern 'Ganjam from Madras, 
the Madraa Government 'have raised the department and the Orissa Gov
ernment have since appointed a Sugarcane Demonstrator but an experi
mental farm also ia neceasary. 

Raw Material •• 
10. No. 

, 11 & 12. Nil. 
13. In 1922 to 1925 we planted ,0urOWD cane on an extensivE! scale having 

imported early and late varieties of cane seedling from the Demonstration 
farm at Anakapalli bu~ could not meet it with success owing to exhorbitant 
renta-in-kind, lack of watering facilities and labour charges, etc." whioh 
turned out to be highly uneconomical and ,wasteful owillg to the unsuitabi
lity of the locality for large seale farming. 

U. No perceptible change BO far a8 I am aware. 
15. Cane is frequently'damaged by ra4ns, and insect pest, about 10 per 

cent. of 1088 may be occasioned through these causes. 
16. Our' factory is not B88urad of a sufficient supply of suitable cane. 

The ryots grow cane mostly for gur and jaggery. Java red cane IIInd the 
indigenous variety of cane are crushed in the factory. Java cane yields 
about from 25 t9 30 tons, of tlane pel' acre: Local' variety from' 20 to 25 
tons per acre. 

11. There are nocompetiting factories nearby. 
18. (a) Yes to BOme enent. 
(b) The varietiea lire due to the market for jaggery the price of seedling 

and manure. ' 
(1) Climatic conditions do not a!feot the variations. 
(2) More cane is raised if factory offers tempting rates. 
(3) Cane-growers look to the price, obtained for ,the jaggel'J[ placed, on 

the market. 
(4) Cane crop is -found to be remunerative owing to the very low, rate 

of the paddy. There is no oth!!r alternative cash crop., 
19. The sugarcane in our area is not in excess of requirements. Nit 

restrictions are necesaary, because the cane is /il:ro'WD mostly for iJle manu-
facture of country gur Dr jaggery. ' ' 

Co., 0/ euUivation pilr acre. 
Ra: A. 

28 0 20. Seedlings 
l.Ianure • 36 8 (Re. 28-8 and Re. 8 being 

prices for 5 bags sulphate 
ammonia. and 11 maunda of 

Labour 81 0 
Land rent 30: 0 
Watering 15 0 
Fencing and bamboos 6 0 -'Total • ' 151 8 -

The average DUttU", ill 20 t{)J18 per acre. 
21. (1) WlIIIlt of good watering facilities. 

oil-cake for Uts year.) 

(2) Earlier 'Varieties of calle not available to enllble the factl.ry to' siart 
the tlell80n early. 'l I' 

(3) The te!lants are indebted 'and .mall capitalists lend money at about 
25 per cent. Intereat. " 

2.6.2 
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Suggestion :-
(1) Public Works Department authorities may wherever possible be 

requested' to supply water from Reservoir during the hot 
months: 

(2) A demonstration farm may be started at Aska and different varie
ties be imported from outside for supply to tenants at cost 
price. 

(3) Co-operative Credit Societies may be opened to give specia.I facilities 
of getting loan for cane cultivation repayable at the time of 
delivery of cane to the factory. 

22. I still hold, the same view. 
, 23. ,No. 

24. (i) (a) Yes, in provinces' where there is overproduction, quota may 
be fixed for the factories therein. 

(b) Yes, the existence 'of, the sugar f&etories at present is aufficient for 
supply of sugar to India without depending upon foreign supply, any 
further increase in the number may be discountenanced. 
, (ii) Existing factories may be licensed for extension 80 that the industry 
may correspondingly expand and, unhealthy competition and rivalry from 
neW' factories may be avoided. 

2S. We have entirely the supply of gate cane. 
26. Gate cane is transported entirely by carts. Average weight of cane 

per cart is 14 cwts= 19 ma-unda. The present type of carts is suited to 
the field track and is no~ possible of improvel)lent. 

'27. Yes fair. 
28. From within a radius of 10 miles cane is brought by road or field 

track. Average time taken is 24 hours and generally no deterioration ta-kes 
. place unless the cane is detained by, the ryots for a la,rger time owing to 
the ,dearth of oai-ts. 

, 29. Ave~age cost of transport of cane by carts per maund per mile 
may come to 3 pies. Some cane-growers employ their own carts, others hire 
them. I am not aware of the average cots of hiring. It depends. upon the 
dista,nce from which cane is carried and generally approximates to, Re. 1 
per cart load. 

30. No. ' 
31. We have a system of issuing perinits for the supply of gate cane 

which are handed over to the cane-growershefore they harvest them for 
delivery. These permits or chits are regulated according to the capacity 
of the factory to crush and distributed evenly among the constituents. 
Average time taken hetween cutting of cane and. delivery at factory' is 
24 hours by CIIIIrts. There are no railways .. 

33.' We are not concerned. 
, 84. Special concession rates reduced by SO per cent. may be levied on 

the lime stones and, manure by t~e Railway authol"ities. 
3S. No tramways are in use i~, ollr parts. 

86. I cannot say. 

87. No. 

38. Cane is purchased directly, from can,e growe~s. 
39. We enter into genera,l contract with the ca'ne-growers with regard 

to rate before the supply of cane, and fix the price of cane, per 1,000 lbs. 
delivery at the faotory which takes place after several sittings. 

Aftel' the rate ·of supply of cane is fixed, advanoes in cash are paid 
but not before, for cultivation. !We provide manure to .cane,-growers at 
c,oncessi?n rates whenever they aprroa~h ~. 

40 & 41. Nil. 
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" 42. We have a platform cscale for weighment of cane. Both the Clane 
'and the cart are weighed together, and nett weight of cane is arrived at 
after deducting the tare weight of the cart. 

Payment for the cane is made.after the cane-growera finishes his stock and 
Arter the settlement is made with him whioh commences 'after the close of 
the _son. The normal interval between last delivery of cane and' payment 
IS about a month. In the mean time however he receives advances about 
25 pep cent. from' time to time to meet his expenses. 

43. The foUowing are the prices. • At which ,ve have purchased prevail
ing cane for the last 1 years. The prevailing rate is per 1,000. lbs. and 
calculated to maund for facilities of information required by the Board. ' 

Per maund. Permaund. 
Aa'. p. As. p. 

193Q..31 8, Q 1934-35 5 4 
1931-3~ 111 

1935-36, ,6 6 1932-33 1 9 
1933-34. 6 S 1936-31 Ii 0 

«. The cane-growers insist on the fixation' of' the' price of cane on the 
basis of ,jaggpry sold in the market, and the price of sugar' has no 'bearinS 
generally on the rate 9f OBne. ' 

45. The price of jaggery and the willingness of the cane-growers to part 
with their cane instead of milling them for jaggery, are the main:factors 
regulating the price of cane. 

(ii) The caDe-growers also calculate the cost of growing cane and when 
price of jaggery falls low, they insist on the payment of the cost incurred by; 
them for the cane cultivation which is exhorbitant. 

46. I am not aware of any considerable variations in the price of jaggery 
in our area.. It has no relation to the faU' in the price bf sugar, but. the· 
usual market conditions of demand and supply seem to apply to it: 

47. Prices ara not·fixed under the Sugarcane Act. ' . 
48. No. 
49. Not feasible. 
60. Duration of the crushing season:

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 ' 

Days. 
29 
32 
35 
66 

1934-35 

19as.:ss 

1936-37 

Days. 

7~ 

81 

48 

51. We are able' to work the season at present only after Ja.u.Ill!4"f 15th 
alld obliged to close the SP880n, by the end of. Mar.ch at the, latest. I~ earl,. 
and late varieties are introduced we hope to work the seasoo:. t@ a fuU 
pel'iod of 4 months provided other conditions are favoura.ble. 

52. ~C). 'rhe answers are the same as given to questiolJ, 21. 

Labou1". 

53. Skilled: -(1) MechaniCB~ (2), Blaaksmiths, (3) Coopers, (4) PanmeD. 
(5) Bricklayers and Masons, and (6) Caipenters. ' 

Unskilled laliout :-(1) Coolies. 
Each of these cl_ of workmeD'is elll.p.ioyeci beth in the crushing and 

the silent seuon;;. Only the number of them is to some ex;tent reduced. 
el'ect eoov.omy, ' 
~ ~ 55, li\4. 
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. 58. The labourers . &re generally from the Aska ton and the IBU1'1'01Ind~ 
ings where they have their own homes. Housing accommodation is largely, 
available find a few are provided with houses in the outer precinta of the 
factory. . 

61. Owing to.the peculiarity of our diffusion process the bagasse ta.ke 
the form of small slices of wet cane chips which do not allow of rapid: 
drying. It becomes highly unremunerative to get them dried and utill.ze 
the same for the boilers. Consequently they a.re thrown to waste and huge 
quantity. of fuel in the shape of fire wood and coal is purchased for con~ 
8ump~ion in the boilers. Following- amounts a·re spent !!n fu~l for the last 
1 years:- . . . 

. Quantity of fuel. 
Price. 

Tons Clrls. Re. A. P. 

1930-31-
Firewood 1,304 0 10,43010 5 

. Ooal 100. 0 1,800 ~ 0 
, 1931-32-

Firewood 1,509 0 9,054 0 0 

1932-33-
Firewood 1,252 5 7,515 0 0 

Coal '. 120 6 2,268 () 0-

1933-34-
Firewood 4,(X)1 0 20,005 . 0 0 
Coal 204 0 3,000 0 0 

1934-35- , 
Firewood 4,218 8 21,39414 8 
Coal 123 1 1,845 4, 9 

1935-36-
Firewood 1,506 4 1,532 0 0 

1936-81-
Firewood 1,639 3 8,197 0 0 
Coal 112 0 2,240 0 0 

By-produ£tI; 
as. Molasses. 
159. OutturJ1, an4 price ~f molasses for the last 7· years:-

. Outturn. Price . 

Maunds. Rs. 

1980-31 6,022 18,066 
1931-32 2,844 8,532 
1982-33 5,301 1,594 
1933-34 11,097 33,291 
1934-35 11,242 33,126 
1935-36 4,999 14,991 
1936-37 6,630 19,890 

60. There is market· for our molasses· exoept; tbat it is utilized by tlie 
Distillery. We do not sell our molllSses to outsiders as our manufacture 

. is limited. 
61. Same as answer tg question 60. W~ have no suggestions to offer. 
6~ & 6S. No. 
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8tomge and TranspoTtatiollo of Bugaj,.. 
64 .. Stock of augar-

B~~ 01 ,End. of oraiIhiDg 
season. season. . 

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-32 
1933-34 ,-: 
1934-35 
i935-36 
1936-37 ,J' . ' 

. , .... ~ 
-r· ... 
' ... 
..... 

Mds.' 

3,467 
,1;37& 
3,416 
,862 

2,283 
2,310 
i,lI8', 

55. We have"Bugar godowns within the premises of the factory in well 
Becured. 1JPper 8:toried building with wooden fi09ring and ventilators to 
keep off sugar from moisture. The. stor!lge capac.ity ill .. bout, 20. thousand 
bags (iW:h bag 2 maunds). We have not increased nor ,-do-we wish to 
inorease ·its capacity.' So 'it is' at present niore than 'sufficient .. 

66. About 2 tb 3 per cent.' of sugar' deteriorates or suffers .damage in 
Btorage •. , If storell during rainy season', and heavily' piled' 'the~ sugar is 
likely tq. be affec!ted by moisture and dampBess and loss in' weight. The 
deterioration largely Jdepell:ds upon ~he q)lality and stol:age OIl inlga.r. 

67. We have ~d rarely any' occ!\Sion. to deal with damagedsilgar since 
our sugir is disposed of shortly after .the crushing, seas0ll:. a1;the, pre~ailing 
market ratewithoul; waiting in speculation. Whenever however, ;they are 
da!'laged i!l transit 0; by storage we areob1iged to. se!1 the~a~. requced 
price. It IS 'Iold 'outSide. '. ' . _ 

68. The keeping quality 'can -be ,improved by em~lo~gcit'Vini 'chlnUbers 
before the sugar is bagged. " , , , I 

69. Not reCorded. ", . . . 
70 & 71 No. 
72. Nil. 

_ Capital' Account and OverkeGd OAarges • 

. 73. Copies 'of balance sheets :-
(1) Leases and ooncessions-Rs. 81,297-3-4. 
(2) Lailds-N it . 
(3) Buildings-Not estimated. 
(4) Plant .. nd machinery-Rs. 79,000. 
(5) Other assets-Reo 31,427-4-6. . 

74. The I!articulars of amount written off for depreciation:."..:' 

Rs. 
19~1 1,155 '. 1934-35 
1931-32' 2,155 

1935-36 
1932-33 1,421 
1933-34 93 j ·1936-37 

75 & 76. Nil., . 

'.<l.' 

71: Our . working c.pit .. l is mainly .provided .by.loans from creditors at 
interest ranging from 12 to 15 per ·cent. per annum. Very often it·is 
difficult to procure even ihis loan at .. high ra~e of ill,terest .,ithout :eon-
.iderabl!! 'inconvenience and loss ill, our ~ugar trade. .'-
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78. Annua.l amount of hea.d !lllice expenses: Rs. 500 Buch .s stationery 
and other contingencies. 
, Managing allowanoe : The proprietors are themselves managing the 

concern, and their allowance drawn from their personal account. 
19. '10 per oent. nett is, considered to be a fair dividend on capital 

invested. ' , 
81 & 82. Nil. 

Marketina. 
83. Berhampur (Ganjam). 
84. We deal directly with the wholesale dea·lers and dispose of sugar on 

ahort-term' credits or for, cash according, as the market suits us. 
85. No suggestions to,make. The presen' sugar contract form is found 

lIuitable. ." ' " . 
86. Wholesale and retail prices of sugar at Berhampur (Ganjam). 

1930-31 
1931-32 , 
1932-33' 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Wholesale. ' Retail. 

Rs. A. Ra. 
9 0 

10 0 
9 0 
9 0 
812 
8 8 
7 0 

87. The difference between wholesale and retail prices of sugar' does 
not widely lluctuatein our parts. 

88. -As far as I am aware they are stored in Godowns I18fe. 
89. Yes. The keeping quality of Indian sugar has not appreciably im-

proved. ' 
90. Java Sugar is preferred by sweetmeat dealers 'as its keeping quality 

is strong and the sweets do retain their dryness and adhesive qualities for 
a long time, and more readily assimilate with gur or jaggery in the process 
-of preparation of sweets or candy sugar. . 

91. No, the Indian sugar lacks in the sufficient strength and dryness of 
its orystals and liable to deteriorate much quicker than Java sugar. 

(ii) It is also inferior in purity colour and strength of its crystals. 
92. 'I am not in possession of statistics for thll same, 
93. I do not consider that any useful purpose will be served by a market-

ingsurvey of the industry, 
94 & 95. No. 
116. I have not adopted the standards. 
'97. Nil. 
118. N-o. ' ' 
99. I have no idea. There do not seem to be possibilities of any further 

inorease in consumption during these days of acute several depression. 
100. I. cannot definitely say but to a large extent sugar' is replacing gur 

in the preparation of sw~tmeats. . . ' 
101-104. I cannot say. . ' 
,105. The sugar -excise duty of 1934 has taken away the'little margin of 

profit earned by the manufacturers. . -,' -
(ii) And the additiona·l duty of 1937 has throttled the expansion of sugar 

'industry and made the manufacturers to work at a heavy loss of about 
Rs. 2-8 per maund. Most of the factories. will have to be wound up and 
the duty will also bring min ~n their, owners. In short it has -crippled .u 
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the resources of the manufacturers leaving thelli 'entirely 'to' the mercy of 
the Government for reconsideration of the removal of the duty at least 
partially if not in whole. 

106. Nil. 
107. No. 
108. The protective duties have enabled India to manufacture sugar ill 

Buoh quantities as are more than required by her and have been effective 
in checking huge import and consumption of foreign sugar. 

109. The present import duties Iqfy be continued for giving protection 
to Indian sugar. • • 

110. (1) The duty of 1934 may be levied on all sugar with a sucrose 
content of 95 per cent. or more,' 

(2) and as regards sugar containing 90 to 95 per cent. sucrose 
the duty of 1934 may be reduced by 50 per cent. This gradation of taxa
tion' according to the quality of sugar as ,determined by its sucrose contents 
will have the effect of taxing all kinds of sugar in the order of their quality. 

(3) The additional sugar duty of .1937 may be IIIbolished, 
(4) and the fall in the estimated additionliJ. income can be made up by 

improving duty on gur or jaggery manufa<.-t;ured in the cane mills (hand 
and power driven) and containing sucrose over, 70 per cent. By this method 
there will be an even distribution 'of taxation and ma.intenance of propor
tionate fluctuations in the prices of gur and sugar. 

(5) Cheap credit may be provided to cultivators to grow cane. 
(6) A portion, of the sugar excise duty may be set apart for advancing 

loans to agriculturists on short-term payments for cultivation of cane. 
(7) Provincial Government may be ,requested' to afford special irriga.

tion facilities to the cane-growers. 
(8) Cane Societies and agricultural farms may be started at important 

centres and by the side of factories to aid to the industry. 
(9) State aid may be given. to the existing ,sugar industralists wherever 

neceBBary who hold out better prospects for the expansion of the sugar 
industry. _' 

(10) Subsidization of diffusion prooess of manufaotu!'jl of sugar by waY, 
,of ,remiBBion of existing duties. 

Ill. (ii) It has a salutary effect' in slightly keeping up the level of the 
price of molasses. No. ' 

(2) Lette? No. 5/188/81, dated the 4th Augmt, 1987, from Aska BugaJ< 
Work. and DUtillery, A.ka, Ganjam. 

A SUGGBBTION POB A SLIDING SCALE POB TBlil LIIVY OP EXCISII DuTY ON SUGAR. 

In continuation of my letter No. 5/148137, dated the 22nd June, 1937, 
and addressed to Ootacamund, I have the honour to submit herewith a 
suggestion that I believe would go a long way in mitigating the I'igour of 
the excise duty on sugar, without materially affecting the revenue to Gov
,ernment from this source. 

The existing flat rate of excise duty has come upon. many of the mills 
as a crushing burden. It is particularly hard upon the smaller mills, which 
labour under a cost of production that is neceBBarily, higher than in the 
_e of the larger centrals. Even among' the larger centrals there are man)'! 
,which often do not command adequate supply, 01 reasonable prices, of cane, 
either due to local circumstances, such aa keen market for "Gur " or 
adverse climatic and draught conditions. 

May I submit that the 'circumlltanoos cite~ above are wholly beyond the 
control of the miDs concerned, although BufficlElDtly' grave to compel closing 
!iown of the miDs, if the present excise duty continues 'and a fair price has, 
to be paid for the cane. ' 
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I, therefbre, believe this to blj a propel" ~1I.:se for a. sliding scale of excisd 
duty, iasomuoh 116 a ,flat ra.te, irrespective, of the economic situatioD. of the 
mills, would seriously cripple many of the mills, and {once for all undo 
the splendid progress made by the industry on the advent of State. protection. 

I would suggest that the levy of excise duty be based on the, net, profits 
of the, mills as assessed by the income-tax department. Such a procedurE! 
bbviates the complications' that must otherwise be expected in ascertaining 
'the' precise economic position 'of individual mills. , ' 

'At the time, of imposing ,additional duty,the state has taken what appears 
~o mean inequitable position in wishing ,. the weaker links of the industry, 
to disappear". If it is, recognized that most of the hardships of the smaller 
'units, which 'Constitute the .. weaker links It, are not 80 much due to 
individual inefficiency as the prevailing agricultural conditions,' ilcattered 
nature of the planta.tions~ 'baokward methods of cultivation, lack of adequate 
irrigation facilities and the ,combined consequence, higher price oi cane, and 
;also local ciroumstances such as unsuitable climate or unusual fluctuation 
.in' u, Our" prices, elimination of the .. weaker 1inks" would indeed be 
death-dealing on, the' v,ast majority of cane ryots, an. agra.rian ,situation 
,tha.t neither the State nor the sugar industry' ooncerned could, view with 
.complacence. i 

I believe that, on the contrary, Government had in view the protection 
.of the very .. weaker -links" and an equitable distribution of the excise 
burden, when they taxed the .. Khandsari" industry on a. comparatively 
favourable basis. One would be thus entirely justified in looking up to the 
State fllr'the same principle being extended iD. aSliessing such of the, modern 
:eentrals 'as are unfa,vourably situated with regard to climatic conditiona, 
supply of' cD:nelind prices of materials. 

Trusting you 'Will kindly embody this in: y,~urproposals"to Government. 

The Jeypore Su~ar Co;, Ltd., Rayaghada. 
Under instructions from Mr. D. Mahanty, Dewan to the Mahara,jah 

of Jeypore, we suhmit our answers to the questionnadre which are as follow
ing. In this oonnection we beg to inform you that the construction of this 
mill. was, completed during the middle of May 1937 and we crushed bnty a 
'few hundred tons of cane for trial purposes. :We qOldd therefore answer 
only a few questions. . - , 

1. The construction of the factory was completed during the middle of' 
May" 1937, and its,estimated capacity is 200 tons of cane per day of 22 
hours, 'With provisibn for extension 1p 300 tons a day. 

3. (a) Regarding' cane supply, about 25 per cent. of cane is at present 
,available within a. radius of 10 miles and the rest is to> Come by radl froin 
Parvatipur and Bissamcuttack centres, the distances being about 30 miles. 
With regard to other raw ma.terials such as lime, etc., we have to get 
'them from Ka.tni and othor places. , 
,(b) There is railway facility for transport of cane from either side of 

-Rayaghada, but there are no adequate road facilities in Rayaghada 01' 

Bissamcuttack taluks for transport of cane from the fields to the railway 
.tation. 
: (c) Useful labour, for the factory purposes is not now wholly avilable in 
ltayaghada and they have ,to be' brought from Parvatipur and Sambalpur 
side. The skilled labourers with experience in mechanical and fuilnufactur
:,ing branches of a sugar factory have to be brought from Bihar or the 
United Provinces. ' 

4. The process of manufacture of sugar in this faCtory is double sulphi
tation. 

7. (a) 1. Availa.bility within ,easy reach of plenty and good varieties of 
cane and plenty of water supply. 
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2. Fav~rable locatioaof good markets where sugu produ* in a season, 
can be easily sold before the nen _on begins. 

3. Plenty of akilled labour. 
(b) Big factories like some'in Northwn India. do not suit Indian oondi

tio~l. ~ factory with a capacity of about 300 to 400 tonsil iii. our' opinion 
qUIte aUltable for India.' , 

9. n) So far this factory is concerned, we have not approached for any' 
technical or other aasistance but we understand from other factories in 'the 
adjoining district of Vizagapatam, that the Imperial Institute of' Sugar 
Technology has not been of any aasistance to them. The Imperial Institute of 
Sugar Technology, we understand, collects various data. from different' suga.r 
factories relating to the varieties of cane used, their suoorse content, 
recovery and such other valuable ma.terial from which they come to useful 
conclusions, which can be made available for the factories for their-guidance. 
They can also make availa.ble to the factories the' results of their research 
which in their opinion are useful to this industry. 

(2) The department of industries should ,take up the' question of con
cession rates for transport of cane, sugar and other materials ·connected: 
with this industry. The railwB.y& we understand grant concessional rates 
for certain parts. When any concession is granted for any industry by the 
Railway Authorities such concessions should be, unifOTm and made available 
to all the factoriea irrespective of their location. The Department of 
Industries in· co-operatioa with the Agriculture Department can render 
belp in • advising the cane groweril the type of cane lIuitable ,for differen1; 
looaJiti.ea and can arrange supply of small quantities of seed of select varia,. 
tiee to the cane growers; They can also help ill getting cheap transport; 
facilities for seed material. 

10. This factory wants to have a farm of about 100 acres where Select 
varieties of cane seed can be grown, with a view to distribute the same 
among the cane growel'll in thiB tract. WI! require the help of the Govern
ment to acquire for the Company an extent of about 200, acres near the 
factory. III would be difficult for the iactory to get, this extent ill one block 
without the help of the Government. 

16. All stated before the present extent under cane cultivation in this 
area is at ~r8lient small and we have to depend for our supply of cane upon 
Parvatipur area mainly for this year. ,The extensioll; of cane plantation 
this' year in this part is encouraging particularly owing to the help rendered 
by the Maharajah Sebeb of Jeypore Samastha.nam and his Dewan in advil.ne:-
ing money to the ryots for purchase of seed material and manure. ' 

20. Oost of production of cane lIer lI.cfE\ is given hi: the App~ndi~ No.1, 
21. The chief difficulties in the way of cane cultivator are found in (a) 

the General poverty _ the ryot; (iI}-absenceof fineneing· iMtiwti_,~uCIA 
as Co-operative Societies in this area, (c) absence of any Government Agri
cultural Farm ill this tract and (d) absence of road and transport ,facilities. 

In this connection, we may submit that the soils of ihis area are said 
"to be eminently suitable tor the cultivation of ~a.ne and if only ChMP credit 
is available to the ryota of this Ta.luk, the economic condition of the agricul
turist would be much improved. It may not be out of place to state here 
that Singapur and Rayaghada valleys were once noted for their jagger, 
when cane was not known in many parts of India. Establishment of a small 
agricultural farm by the Government would· also ,be of VOI'Y great. help tAl 
the cane growers and other ryots of this district. -

22. (a) The conclusion of the Tariff Board in this respeCt does not apply 
to all places and .in all provinces.: ,Acquisition or, 'maJting available large 
tracts of land to the factory, may be difficult in districts where 'the holdings 
are very small and the land is COIItly, where the' populatioll is ilntirely 
dependent for its livelihood bn its holdin~ and if deprived of the lands 
has to be at the meroy of the factory owner or other big agriculturists. I~ 

.lUch places it is not even necessary for factories to own .Jands for _their, 
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own cane cultivation as the ryots themselves would in their own interests 
grow cane and supply to the ,factory. But in places like Rayaghada wher6 
plenty of land is available and where acquisition of land by factories is 
not detrimental to the interests of the ryot a.nd where cane cultivation by 
fl'Ctory ,would not only benefit the factory but would also demonstrate to 
the ryot the profitable nature of the cane crop, the advantages of improved 
methods of agriculture,etc., it is in the interest of the industry as well as 
agriculturists that factory should own some· land. In conclusion, where 
cane cultivation by ryots is not adequate to meet the requirements of the 
factory and where land is available in. plenty, ownership of large .extent of 
l~,nd by the factory for cane production in such tracts will become a 
necessity in the interests of the industry. IJ;l our opinion, it is safe and 
necessary for a. factory to own sufficient land to' produce about 50 per cent. 
of its requirements wherever practicable. ' 

24. (a) Fixing up of quotas, for manufacture of sugar in factories will 
be necessary for places where there are too many factories and where the 
sugar produced is, in very much excess of the ·needs of. the markets com
manded by such factories.. This is clearly demonstrated by the present day 
market conditions in Northern India particularly in the United Provinces 
and Bihar. . . . , 

(/I) Licensing of new factories will be necessary in provinces where there 
are already too many factories. 'In a province like Madras· or Orissa· there 
is till scope for an extension of the factories. The main reasons for our 
argument are:-(l) Big factories which have-already made their mark in 
the industry can further extend and thus ruin the smaller ones. (2) Free 
extension of factories would kill the natural growth of the industry in more 
favourable places where cane cultivation is both cheap and its yield per 
acre high owing to the peculiar. climatic and 'other favourable conditions of 
that locality. .' , 

26. From our experience elsewhere ·we find that the present country cart 
will have to be replaced so far it is practicable, by rubber tyred cuts. A 
rubber tyred cart will of course require bigger investment and is beyond 
the reach of an ordinary ryot j but if ,the qU$tion of cost can be 'overcome 
it is decidedly better since on it, can. be carried three times as much load 
as on any ordinary bullock cart by the same pair of bulls. But this mode 
of traffic is possible only on metal roads. ..1 

27. We have only one main road the condition, of which is any thing 
but satisfactory. We have no feeder roads at all. , 

33. The follo~ing are tlle concessio~al rates granted by Bengal N agpur 
)tail way : - . 

, 
Dist"ncil in Rate per From To Miles. maund. Condition. 

• _. .. I " -- "- ¢t .. --

As. 1'. 

Seethanagram Raya$hada 88 1 0 

1 l'an:a~ipqr . · dc;l. 30 010 Owners' Risk. 
Minimum 

Oumada '. d!). • · ~I 0 7 load 3SG 
~ maunds per 

Theruvali • do . · 13 0 • 
1 

wagon. 

Bissamouttack do · 24· 0 8 . 
I 

Muniguda . · " do .. 35 Oil ' 
" " 

,. 
"'_. ,- - -- . -- -- ~ . -' , ".'. - 4 
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These, when - compared to the concessional rates granted by the Easil 
Indian Railway, Bengal & North-Western Railwa.y a.re high. Unless adequate 
concession is ahown for the tra.nspor:t; of the cane from dist&nt ·pla.ces, ryots 
of distant places would be deprived of the benefit of supplying their cane 
to the fa.ctory. ,Certa.in ra.ilways have granted concessiona.l ra.tes for tra.ns
port of sugar while others refuse concession for reasons of their own. This 
arrangement is causing loss to some factories while others are being benefited. 
There i8 also special' concession for suga.r transported to sea.-port towns. 
This is also detrimental to the interests of some Companies. There must be ' 
some uniform- treatment by which the concession granted can be enjoyed 
by all. 

M. Manure for cane fields and lime for' sugar manufacture have to come 
from dist&nt places. The Government ma.y therefore press the . Railway 
Authorities to give cheap transport facilities for artificial manure a.nd oil 
cakes. 

54. We have to get almost all the skilled labour from Bihar, or the 
United Provinces. 

109. The period of protection 80 far' enjoyed is very sort. Except that 
ma.ny new factories have come to existence during this short period, the real 
progress made in the direction of ;increasing the yield of ca.ne per acre, 
introduction of new and improved, varieties, of cane' with higher sucrose 
content, decreasing the cost of ma.nufacture of sugar, improving the quality 
of sug~ manufactured, organising of marketin~ and other facilities, has 
been very little. Remova.l of Plotection either now or in: the near future 
would result in the complete ruination of the Industry. Protection can 
only be considered unnecessary when the cost price of sugar in India. is at 
about the same level @oS in other sugar manufacturing countries. We are 
therefore strongly of opinion that the continua~ce of protection at' the 
present rate for the rest of the statutory period is necessary if the Industry 
is to live a.nd establiah itself. ' 

110. In our opinion assistance in the following directions would help the 
industry: - , 

(1) Reduction of the present excise duty by 50 per cent. 
(2) Prevention of unhealthy internal competition by legislation if 

necessa.ry • 
(3) Prevention of undue fall in prices of sugar if necessary. 
(4) By rendering help to make use of molasses for production of by

products, such as power alco)lol and creating markets for same. 
(5) By starting fruit. preservation industry, manufacture of syrups 

and confectionery and protection of the same. 
Thill factory is expected to start its crushing at about the end of Decem:' 

ber~ 1937.' , 

APPENDIX No. 1. 

The cost of cultiv-ation in this area' is furnished below:
Re. A. P. 

1. Land Prepara.tion- . 
(a) Six ploughing at Re. 1-8 ~ch . 
(b) Removal weeds grass, etc. (10 

women) 
(e) Furrowing ," 

2.8eed- , 
(a) Cost of 2 tons of cane at Rs. 10 each 
(b) Carriage and cuttin" into sets, etc. 
(e) .Planting (16 women and 4 men) . 

Card~d over 

900 

190 
012 0 

'20 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 8 0 

-,-,-,-.-

Re.A. P. 

11 /) 0 

25 8 '0 
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Rs. A.P. Bs. A. P. 
Brought forward 

3. Hoeing .and intercultivation-
(a) I hoeing (30 women) 510 0 
(b) II hoeing (20 women) 312 0 
(c) lntercultivation 3 0 0 12 6 0 

4. Manuring and~renching-
(a) 224 lbs. of Sulphate of Ammonia 

,and 164 lbs. of Nicif08 38 8 0 
(b) Applic&tion charges 3 2 0 
(c) Trenching (48' male coolies) 13 8 0 55 2 0 

5. Wrapping 17 8 0 
6. Harvesting and Cartage-

(a) Cutting charges, removal of leaves, 
bundling, etc., Ilot As. 15-3 a. ton 
for 25 tons. 24 3 6 

(b) Cart hire for 25 tons at Rs; 1-8 
per ton 37 ~ 0, 61 11 6 

183 8 6 

Thus the total cost. of cultivation which includes the transport charges 
, of cane to the factory is Rs. 183-8-6 per acre. This figure does not however 
include the supervision charges, the land assessment, charges on account of 
irrigation; etc. It does not also include any expenses incurred on IWcount 
of fencing or watchmen's wages. 

This is an, account of expenses Bupplied to us by some cultivators here, 
JVho got an yield of 25 tons per acre the cane produced being Co. 213. 

lColhapur Sugar Mills. lColLapur State. 

Production 0/ Suga1'-Introductory. 
1. The Kolhapur Sugar Mills, Ltd., started manufacturing of sugar in 

the year 1934 with a short season of 85 days" only from 8th February. 1934, 
to Srd May, 1934. The full capacity of the Factory, is 400/450 tons. 

2. The total output of our FlWtory for the seasons 1933-34. 1934-35, 1935-36 
and 19~7 is 1,533'95, 2,382'9, 4,886'0 and 5,125'5 tons respectively. 

8. (0) The Factory has its· own cane estate but it is not favourably 
situated as regards outside supply of cane. 

Limestone and other materials have to be ordered from Ilo great distance. 
(b) The Madras and Southern Marhatta. Railway has provided no rail 

facilities. Oane is transported to the Factory by carts and motor trucks. 
, te) As regards labour supply, it can be had adequately. 
. 4. The procesS of manufacture of' our' Factory is Double Sulphitation. 
~e are of opinion that the Double Sulphitatron is Ilo cheaper process and 
augara are as good as from Ca.rbonitation procees. 

5. No changes have ,been .made in the layout of the Factory. 
6. Some extensions and replaoements are in contemplation to make the 

plant of 600 tons capacity. 
7. (a) Steady and adequllote cane supply, local market for the production 

a.nd· transport facilities. 
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(b) In OUI' opinion, the smallest unit cif production.. should be of 600 tons· 
capacity, which can "be economically operated and with a. sea!lC)n of at. least. 
180 dllYS. 

8. To some extent, such a.uxiliaries such as piping, tanks and pumps, etc., 
are available in India. , 

9. We are to a certain extent benefited by the assistance of the Institute 
mentioned. -

Raw MaterUila. 
10. We underlake cultivu,tion of sugar cane. Land for cultivation hIlS: 

been obtained on lease. Sufficient land could not be. obtained. as many a, 
cultivator is not willing to part with his land on lease. As a result of this, 
lands in large blocks cannot be obtained and hen0& our·. Estate is scattered 
over an extent of about 10 miles in a long strip along the river· bap.k. ;Land 
rent i~ toQ very high .. 

11. (a) 2,200 acres. 
(b) 1,000 to 1,100 acres. 
(c) Va.rieties-P.O.J. 2878, :E.jt. ~, Co. 290 and. H. M. 8Q. 
(d) Usual furrow method of planting generally followed in the Deqcan. 

is practised., Two year rotation is followed. In the, fallow rotation,. sann 
is grown for green manuring. In addition .to green manul'jng, 6 to 7. cwts.,i 
of sulphate oi Ammonia, 1 cwt. of Nicifos II and half a ton of groundnut. 
rake ill used per acre. Ratoon crop covers about 20 per cent. of the area. 
under crop every year. Adasali Planting as is practised in, thQ Deccan can~ 
areas, is not pr!-dicable here owing to heavy rains, during the monsoon, 

(e) Averag8 yield per acre anc\ sucrose content-

P.O.J. 2878 
E.K.28 
H.M.89 
00.290 

These are the yields of plant cane only. 
12. (a) About 10 acres. 
(b) About 150 acres. 

Tons. 

as 
40 
35 
40 

SucroSe. 
Percent. 
12 to 13 
12.to 13 
12 to 13 
11 to 12 

13. Varietal and manurial' experiments are tried. Agriculture Depart-
ment is of much assistance to UII. 

U. (/1) Sufficient quantity of cane is Dot available. 
(ll) Quality of cane is improving. 
15. There are no serious diseases or' pests found in our Estate. Only 

stem borer makes its appearance to a certain extent ,in the'late planted Cane. 

16. For the present, our Factory does not assure of a sufficient supply 
of suitable cane. Nearly 50 per cent. of the ORne supply, is assured of our 
own Estate. For the remaining supply, we have to depend Oil fatmers'.:cane 
which varies according to Gur market. ' 

17. There is no competition from other factories. But Gur is competitive, 
factor 80 far our mill is concerned. 

18. No. 

19. So far our area is concerned, it is not in excess as the main outputi 
of the farmers' cane is used for Gur. . '. 

20. Not obtainable. Can be obtained fr~m the Agricultural Inspector, 
Kolhapur St~~. 



21. Inadequate finance is one of the main difficulties of the cane growers. 
No transport concessions from the Railways. . 

22. (a) o>mpulsory aquisition is impracticable. 

(b) This doesn't concern us. 

23. 2;one system is not necessary for our area. 

24. (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. From our point of. view, the factories have been much crowded 
in the United Provinces and Bihar and they have been a source of unhealthy 

/internal comp~tition in our m~r~ets d~tQ_.1b.~ir...£!.!~!l-lLSane .§!!PJ>ly and 
hence we are In favour of restricting the productIOn .. 

25. (a) Practically, all the cane is from Gate. 

(b) & (c) No. 
26. Gate cane is transported entirely by carts and Jorries. Each cart· 

carries nearly one ton of cane within a distance of 8 miles. Rubber tyred 
'carts are not feasible. 

27. Excepting main roads, feeder roads being not in good condition 
transport is not easy. 

28. Cane is transported from an average distance ·of twenty miles and it 
takes nearly 24 hours to reach the fe.ctory after harves1;-Estate cane ex
cluded. Nothing can be done to protect cane from deterioration. 

29. The average cost of transport of cano per mile per ton is As. ,3. 
Oane growers ha:ve to hire carts mostly. 

30. Cane carts have to pay, tolls. 
31. Pre-arrangement of oontracts wth the farmers. Norma.} detention of 

the carts is 2 to 3 hours. Generally carts are not delayed due to proper 
arrangement for weighing and unloading cane from carts. 

32. No rail transport. 
33. There being no railway transport in our case, we have nothing to say 

in the matter. 
34. We would like to suggest that the Railway should give concessions 

for the transport of such materials such as coal, lime, wood, etc. 
35. No tramways arrangement. 
36. We have no experience. So far our Factory is concerned, due to 

scattered area of the cane estate and due to river which surrounds the 
Factory, tramways are not practicable. 

t 37. Nearly 1 per cent. of sugar is lost due to deterioration during trans
port especially with the farmers' cane. 

38. (a) The whole of farmers' cane supply is directly purchased from the 
farmers. 

(b) No agents or contractors are appointed. 
39. :We have advanced sums and we supply cane setts to- farmers. 
40. We purchase cane direct from growers. 
41. No. 
42. We have an arrangement of weighbridges which are tested from time 

to time. The full amount is paid after the farmer has finish~d his cane 
and in the interval, necessary part paY1pent is made according to the needs' 
of the farmers. . 

43. Average price per ton of .!lane pai.d to the farmers for the seasons 
1933-34, 1934-35, 1935-36 and 1936-37 is Rs. 14, Rs. 14, Rs. 13 and Rs.· 12-8, 
respectively. 

44. No. The price of cane so far our local market is concerned, depends· 
upon the pr~ of best Gur. 

45. It is entirely influenced by Gur market. 
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46. Only during the 18IItseason, there were considerable fluctuations in 
the Gur market. 

47. The act does not apply U8. 
48. No. 
49. We are for paying bonus &ccording to the quality of cane~ 
50. The durations are as follows:

'First season, 1933-34--85 Days. 
Second season, 1934-35-159 Days. 
Third season, 19~6-155 Days. 
Fourth season, 19ai37-139' Days. 

The variations are due to the cane supply. Period of 190 days wOQ.ld: be 
economical in our c~. 

51. The crushing season may be extended economically by the introduo
tion of early and late varieties of cane. 

52. No. 
Labour. 

53. (a) Both skilled and unskilled labour has to be employed during the 
crushing l18ason. ' 

(b) Only skilled labour is maintained during the off season. 
54. All skilled labour has been trained locally. 
55. We have replaced entire skilled labours by. local hands. 
56. Housing arrangements have been made' for labour. Some measures 

for promoting welfare of the la.bour are in contemplation . 
• Power. 

57. We have to use extra fuel in the form of coal and wood. 
ing are the fu~l expenses for the last four crushing seasons:

First season, 1933·34-Rs. 33,169-2-6. 
Second season, 1934-~Rs. 44,786-8-9. 
Third season, 1935-36--Rs. 38,496-13-9; 
Fourth sea.son, 1936-37-Rs. 13,°79-2-9. 

We have no surplus bagasse. 

By-products. 
M. Waste molasses. 
69. The outturn of molasses are as follows:

First season, 1,078 tons-Rs. 480. 
Second season, 780 tons--Rs. 2,400. 
Third season, 2,393 tons-Rs. 6,200. 
Fourth seasen, 1,947 tons--Rs. 4,200. 

The follow-

60. There is a. very limited m.,!lrket for the wa.ste molasses, and there are 
no tra.nsport facilities. 

61. We sell the entire production of mola.sses by open auction. 
62. No 8urplus bagasse. 
63. Yes. 'We suggest the manufacture of both potable and power alco]lOl 

from waste mola.sses. 

Storage and transpoTtation. 01 sugar. 
64. Season. Start. End. 

Bags. Bags. 
I 
2 
3 789 of 2 owt. each. , 789 25,702 

U 2» 
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65. Adequate godown' arrangement has been made;' We have increased 
th" capacity of our godowns by 50 per cent. We still contemplate to increase 
the capacity. 

66. No. 
67. We have, had no such occasion so far. 
68. We cannot form any opinion for the present. 
69. As our sugar is mostly transported by motor trucks, there is a lea~t 

possibility of damage in transit. 
70. Our sugar is transported by motor trucks and hence we have no 

experience with the difficulties in the railway transport. 
71. No. . 
72. Generally our sugar is 'sold in the local market 'and the prices are 

fixed factory delivery e:l:-godown. 

Capital Account and Overhp.ad charges. 

73. OJpies of the balance sheets are forwarded herewith. 
74. The amount of depreciation written-off:-

1st year, 19~4-Rs. 32,387-3-6. 
2nd year, 1934-3~Rs., 65,464-13-6. 
3rd year, 1935-36--Rs. 542-2-3. 

Rates of depreciation are as under;
Building-~lt per cent. 
Factory Plant Machinery-5 per cent. 
Estate Agri. Gen. Machinery-l0 per cent! 

, Da~s-:-'5 per cent. 
Roads-2i per· cent. 
Motor cars and bicycles-16i per cent. 
Pokhers-lO per cent. 
Furniture and fittings-5 per cent. 

75. No amounts are specially set aside for Reserve Fund. 
76. Dividend has been declared during 1935-36 only

Ordinary share at 4 per cent. ,Rs .. 27,516. 
Deferred at 7l per cent. Rs. 4,211-15-9. 

77. The working capital-provided by the requisite amount of loan granted 
by the Darbar as also on bags of sugar' held on trust by the Bank of 
Kolhapur, Ltd. Rate of interest varies from 4i to 5 per cent. 

78. The annual amount of the Head Office expenses is as under:-
1933-34-Rs. 21,545-13-9. 
1934-35-&. 25,207-1Q..7. 
1935-36--Rs. 33,971-5-6. 

The Managing Agents draw only Rs. 4,200 per year. The' commission 
of the Managing Agents is determined as under. The Company is to pay 
12i per cent. pf the nett· profits every year to the Managing Agents. The 
commission is to be 10 per cent. if the said profit falls below Rs. 50,000. The 
minimum amount in any oase should be Rs. 4,200 per year. The Managing 
Agents, however, have not taken the privilege of the article. 

79. We would consider a dividend equal to 6 to 7i per cent. a faii return 
on the outlay. -

Efficienc!/ 0/ production. 

81. (i) We have not ~xtended O1,1r pl~'I~t. 
(Ii) No. 

l!. 
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, (iii) To a certain extent. 
(iv) The extra. fuel expllnses have been considerably reduced' during the 

last season. ' • 
82. We havll made progress as regards recovery and have practically 

reached the maximum during the last season. 

MMketing. 
83. Satara and Belgaum Districts, Kolhapur and. SangIi and l\Iiraj 

States. 
84. We sell sugar direct to the dealers either by monthly contracts or 

by retail. ' 
85. The contract form of the Indian Sugar Mills Association is'nQt 

suitable for our purpose. 
86. Average rates of our sugars-

Season 1933-34-Rs. 10 per maund. 
Season 1934-35-Rs .. 9-12 per maund. 
Season 1935-36-Rs. 9-7 per. maund. 
Season 1936-37-Rs. '7-14 per maund so far. 

. 87. There is .. slight difference between wholesale contracts and retail 
sales. 

88. Sugar is stored in pUCCSi iluildings. iWe have no sucp.,experien~. 
89 & 90. We cannot say. 
91. Some of the Indian sugars are as good as Java sugars. 
92. Both by manufacturers and dealers. Arrangement for finance for 

the stock carried by us, are made to the Bank of Kolhapur, Ltd., at a. 
moderate rate of, interest. 

93 & 94: Yes. 
95. Yes. On the basis of crystal, size and colour. 
96. (a) No' business has been done on thebaRis of sugar standards as. 

prescribed by the Director, Imperial Institute of Sugar'Techn()logy, .. 
(b) No. 
97 & 98. No. 
99. There seem to be some possibilities of increasing consumption to:a. 

certain extent. 
100. To some extent. 
101. We do not see any possibility. 
102. We have 'no definite information regarding this'. 
103 & 104. No. 
105. Indian Sugar industry has been greatly affected by' the Sugar Excise 

Duty of 1934, and the addition made in 1937 has caused an alarming shook 
to run the factories with.. profit, since many of the factories have not yet' 
well established and have not yet attained sufficient efficiency as is required 
by the Industry. Since the levy of the Excise Duty, the prices of sugar 
are falling tremendously, and all the burden,..of ~th~,Jl:)!:cise...D,uty is borne 
bl--the..-manu.Il!!ICtJl,rers. The fac~ries- in --the Deccan are especiaily"hard 
hit, as the meagre iiiargin of profit has vanished due to the Exoise Duty. 

106. We have sold molasses so far by open auction. 
107. We have no information regarding the same. 

Claim Jor Protection. 
108. To some enent. . " , 
109. W. are.of the opinion that, the protection to the same extent shouid 

. be continued.. . 

2D2 



110. The Sugarcane :Research stations in the various provinces and the 
'Director of Sugar Industry should take much more active interest in the 
sugarcane cultivation and manufacture of sugar respectively. Arrange
ments, should be JDade to give free advice in both the departments of this 
Industry: ' , 

,The charge.s asked for consultation by the Director of Sugal" Industry are 
)rohibitive, and we regret to SBli that flo technical help of any kind is 
,received by UlI. .. 

It seems, the chi~f work done by the Director of Sugar Indu~try ill 
,collection and publication, of various statistics, which, in our opinion is of 
a secondary nature. ,.,' , I 

The primary work of gi'l[ing technical advice, free of charge, is not all 
being done by the Director. • 

Sinco we pay a fairly large amount of Excise Duty to the Government it 
is but fair that we should receive every technical assistance free of charge 
in the manufacture of sugar from the Director of Sugar Industry. 

The sugarcane research stations in the various presidencies, do not send 
their reports to us. They practically take no interes~ whatsoever in our 
sugarcane cultivation and do not offer us any advice in the cultivation of 

,cane. 
In . fact, they keep themselves aloof from every activity and do not co-

operate with the cane estate of the factories. . 
In our opinion, this is very serious handicap to the Sugat Oane Industry 

and ought to be removed as early as possible. -, 
111. We are unable to 'answer this question. 

The Saswad Mali Sugar Factory, Ltd., Sholapur. 

Lette1" No. H. 015, dated the 4th AuglUt, 1937. 

We beg to send you herewith our answers to general Questionnaire 
iss1\ed by the Tariff Board along with such other details as have been 
desired by you . 

. ' EnclosUl"6. 
• ANSWERS TO Ql1ESTIONNAlRE 01' THE TARII'I' BOARD. 

Int1"oduct01"Y. 

1; The factory began Manufacture of sugar in November, 1934, and the 
capacity of the factory is 200 tons per day of 22 hours. 

2. The output of sugar Crystal No. I and No. II is as under:-
1934-85 .Season-2,441 tons. 
1935-36 Season-2,989 tons. 
1936-37 Season-3,497'19 tons 26,840 bags-No. I XI, and 11,235 bags-

No. 'II, XI; each bag of 21 maunds.) 

S. (a) Yes., 
(b) No. 
(c) Not bad. 
4. Suiphitation process. 
5. No. 
6. Intend to extend the plant to 400 tons capacity and for that purpose 

to carry out necessary additions to existing plant. -, 

, 7. (a) Manufactu~ing' expenses arid cost of cane : supply of IrrigatiQD 
'll'a~r a~d consequently the cane determines the econQmic size. .f 
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(b) 400 tons Plant. 
8. It is only the Tanki and other minor things; 

Raw Materials. 
10. We have given cultivation on contract basis; Land is taken on 

lease for a period of 30 years. The difficulty experienced in purcluising or 
leasing the land is the unreasonable demands from the land owners. 

11. (CI) Total area held is 3,719 acres. 
(b) 900 to 1,200 acres. 
(c) E.K., P.O.J. 
16. Yes. Principal varieties crushed are E.K. & P.O.J. Field yields 

40 tona per acre. Sucrose Acoount-Extracted in Juice 80·71. 
19. No. • 
27. The condition of main and feeder roads is rather unsatisfactory. 
28. From a distance of 3' to 4 miles the cane is brought by road and the

average time taken between cutting cane and delivery at Factory, is about, 
, houra. 

29. The average ~ of transport of cane by cart per mile per maund. 
i. about one anna. 

30. No. 
31. We have to hire 'the carls. 
U. The" cane is,weighed at the factory on a standard weighing machine •. 

Payment is made ten days after delivery. of cane. ' 
44. The price to be paid for sugarcane is dependent upOn the 'price

of sugar ruling in the market from time to time. 

Labov.r. 
53. La.bour employed during the Crushing and Off-season. is mostly 

skilled labour. 

Power. 
57. In addition to the bagasse available from the factory auxiliary fuel 

is required. 

Bv-produch. 
58. Nil. 
59. Molasses are not sold nor any ~ of it can 'be made under the. 

present Acts, Rules and circumstances and therefore it is practicall;y a dead: 
loss. 

60. No market. 
6!. We let it pass as a waste. 
62. We have no surplus bagasse.' 

M. 1st Crushing season, 1934-35 
2nd Crushing season, 1935-36 
Srd Crushing season, 1936-37 

Stock of bags at 
1Ie1Mning. P:nd. 

611 
611 299 
299 7,227 

65. We have our own godown at the factory site and at times we hire 
«odowils at the nearer Railway Station. 

73. Copies of balance sheete sent per separate post. 
V8.Amount of Head Office expenses is about RI. 10,000 a year and the 

Managing agente commission is Rs. 30,000 a year' (25 per cent. of the net 
profits or RI. 30,000 as the minim11!ll per year). . . , 
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79. From 6 to 10 pet cent. 
'108. The measure of protection has reduced imports and has proved 

advantageous 90 far as the question of employment is ooncerned and has 
turned the sugarcane into a cash. crop. 
. 109. ~e protection requires pGntinuation. 

Enclosure. 
1. Price of cane per ton: H times the average price of sugar per'maund. 
2. Oost of cultivation: we cannot state as we have no cultivation of our 

own. 
3. PerCentage of recovery: 9'95 per cent. 
4. Cane crushed: 35,220'92 tons. 
5. Sugar bagged: 3,497'19 ton&-'-

26,840 bags, No. I Crystal. 
11,235 bags, No. II Crystal~ 

38,075 Total bags. 

6 . .sugar in the form of tailings and GuI: 8·82 tons. 
7. Total sugar made and estimated: I 3,506'01 tons. 
8. Recovery of the season: ,9'95 Jler cent. . 
9. Average production of final niolassess per 100. cane 3·47. 
10. Bagasse: 30'16. . , -, 

The PhaltaD Sugar Works, Ltd., Satara. 

• 

'REPLIES TO THB QUESTIONNAIRB FBOM THB TARIFF BOABD. 

Production 0/ Sugar Industry. 
1. The factory began its operations in the year 1934. The Ma.ker's Speci

fication of the plant is 400 tons per day. But the capacity varies according 
to the fibre content and fibre texture of the sugarcane. Practically, 500 
tons per day can be crushed. During 1936-37 the factory had a. working 
1!eason of 0150 days. 

,2. The quantities of sugar from the co.lDmenoement of the factory are a$ 
under:"- ' -

I ' 1933~Ton8 400-19-1-1<». 
1934-85--Tons 1,915-13-0-6. 
1935-36-Tons 5,050-5-2-121. 
1936-37-Tons 6,855-4-21~. 

3. (a) Not advantageously situated in respect of manures, lime, etc. 
But, we hope to get adequate supply of cane in future. 

(b) No. The Oompany had to lay down its own tramway to connect the 
nearest railway station, Nira, which is about 13 miles away from the factory; 
and another length of 18 miles had to be put for transport of manure, eta. 

(c) Laboul:' supply is adequate. 
4. The process of manufacture is Double Sulphitil.tion. In this proceSll, 

the Plant is leSll expensive and the prooess is cheaper to work. Whereas 
the Oarbonitation prOC8Sll is more positive in its action and yields higher 
recovery and better sugar. The Oarbonitation process is only pOIlSible to 
factories which are situated near about places where lim_tone can be had 
in large quantities and coal &nd coke avail&ble near about. 

S & 6. None. 



7. (a) The IIize of the factory will depend upon the Capital a.va.ilable 'and 
the availability of enough ra.w ma.terials at a reasonable price in the neigh~ 
bourhood of the factory and the access to markets. The' latgel' the factory f 
the leu a.re the "Charges on skilled directing staff, depreciation and cemiIi 
other factory operations. . 
. 8. Simple parts such as cast iron tanks and pipes and also other plants 

that are easy to manufacture are obtainable in India. • 

Raw Materials . 
• 10. We undertake cultivation of sugarcane. Got the land on. Jea.se. _Thd 

land-lords were obstinate and hence it was difficult to get lands. 
11. (a) 8,400 acres including both cane-fit and unfit lands; , 
(b) Approximately 1,500 acres on an average.' On our own land, a:+.. the 

end of June 1937, we have 2,040 acres of sugarcane~' . 
(c) E.K. 28, P.O.J. 2878 and Co. 290 .. 
(d) Owing to the insufficiency of the lands right from the starting of' ths 

factory, lands were brought under cane cultivation as soon as they were 
made available to the Company on lease. Therefore, lands fit for cane 
cultivation were utilised immediately and thus could not be left fallow 'and 
therefore no rotation cOUld be followed. The manuring was doooat a. 
compara.tively higher ra.te a.s there was no time for the land' to ta.ke advan
tage of .the natural agencies. ;We now expect·to reduce the manurial doses, 

11. (Il) 30 tons actual yield per acre during the past years a.s the . lands 
were undeveloped. The following varieties of -cane were growu in 
mixtures:-

E.K. 28, P.O.J. 2878 and 00. ·290. 
The Sucrose contents of the va.rieties as ana1rsed in our laboratory are 

as undllr:- _ 

E.K.28 
P.O.J. 2878 
Co. 290 " 
Mixture as per Season 1936-37 

12. (a) & (b) Nil. 
13. No experiment has been tried so far. 
14. (a) The quantity has been increasing. . 
(b) The varieties of better quality cane are forthcoming. 

13:91 
13:22, 
.tHO, 
13·27 

15. So far a.s our factory is concerned it is beyond the zone of frost. 
~ut due to borer attack, 5 to 10 per cent. damage is done to the crop. 

16. We have found difficulty so far in getting sufficient Bupplyof' cane 
due to scarcity of land. We expect to get an adequate supply in future. 
We crush the following varieties of cane:...." . . . 

E.K. 28, P.O.J. 2878 and 00. 290. , 
Separate record for each variety as to yield I ha.s . not been. kept. The 

Bucrose per cent. of the different varieties ue as under:-

E.K. 28 13'91 
PaO.J. 2878 '. 13·22 
Co. 290 . 12'40 

17. Our factory grows its own cane and hence the question of competi .. 
tion by other companies regarding the prices of cane. does not arise. 

18. (a) Nt). . 
(b) Question .dQlls not arise. 
19. There is no ov~rproduction in this tract, The production wa.s inade. 

quate to meet the' requirement. of our factory. 



22. (a) ,The 'last, Tariff Board ,were ,against compulsory acquisition on the 
ground that it would antagonise the expropriatedryot a.nd his fellow ryots 
and that it would, interfere with the freedom of cultivation enjoyed by the 
Indian ryots. In our, opinion, this condition still prevails and the acquisi
tion of the land for the factory should be by private negotiations. In cases 
~here obstinacy to lease lands is visible, state help should be solicited and 
rendered.. ' 

22. (b) We are in favour of allotting special areas to different factories. 
The .. zone" system is in fact in operation on the ;Nira Right Bank Canal 

-Area. 
'24., (a) No. 

(b) (i) Yes. (ii) No. 
,~. (a) 5 to 10 per cent. 

(b): No. 
(c). The remaining sypply. 
26. Gate cane is entirely supplied by carts only. No lorries are used. 

Average wcight of cane carried per cart is 10 cwt. 
27. Main and feeder roads should be improved as they have been 'damaged. 

Some of the, roads are fair weather cart tracks. ' 
28. Cane is brought by roads in carts within 8 hours from 10 miles 

radius. Average time taken between cutting cane and delivery &t factory 
is not more than 24 hours. No measures against deterioration is adppted. 

30. Tolls are levied on carts 'using the main trunk roads. 
31. We g6llerally arrange continuous and uniform supply from ,our own 

fields and supplement it by the cane growers' cane for which a definite 
programme is prepared every week in advance. For speedy release of carts 
IVe have maintained more weighbridges at ,different places. , 

32. No cane is brought by rail. 
35 • .More than 30 miles of tramway lines serve our factory. The ·average 

cost per maund of caile is' 4 pies. The cost is borne by the factory as the 
cane is our own. 

36. We consider a tramway system is 'generally advantageous. There are 
physicaldifliculties met with in this part of the country such as bridging 
the nallas, cutting hillocks, etc. 

37. There is no delay in delivery of cane and hence there is no deterio-
ration of cane in the case of this factory. 

38. (a) About 10 per cent. of our cane is taken direct from cane growers. 

(b) No. 
39. In, some case we give advances in kind and cash to cultivators to 

ensure supply of cane. 
41. No. , 
42. We have weighbridges at different places. We make weekly payments. 

43. We have bought cane at the following prices:-
'1933-34--Rs. 11-12 per ton (major portion was local Pundya variety 

cane); 
1934-35-Rs. la..U-6,per ton (major portion,was,E.K. 28 and P.O.J. 

2878 ,varieties), , 
1935-36-R~. 12-6-9 per ~n (major portion ,was E.K. 28 and P .O.J. 

2878 varieties). 
1936-37-Rs. 11-2-4 per ton (major portion was E.K. 28 and P.O.J. 

2878 varieties). 

44. We grow most of the sugarcane ourselves. The price of s~ch sugar
cane as we purchase is now related by agreement to the price of sugar. 

*5. This question does 'aris,e. in the ,case of this factory. 
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47. The prices of sugarcane are not fixed under the Act of 1934. 
50. We had our seasons from the start of our factory as under:-

19:J3.34-..3(j days. 
19~days. 

1935-86-175 days. 
19~7-151 days. 

The reasons of variations in these seasons are we had no sufficient supply 
of cane owing to insufficiency of lands. ' 

A full working season of 7 months would make the working of the factory 
economical. 

51. In this part of thl! country, the working,li8ason is one of 210 days. 
By the introduction of suitable varieties ot cane and: by planting at different 
times, such an extended season has been made possible. 

52. From the Agricultural Research Station, Padegaon, new varieties 
like 00. 360 i Co. 417 and Co. 419 have been released to the factories since 
last 2 years; but nothing in the way of reduction in manure, water require
ments, etc.,' are made known in the public and the yearl;!!: reports are no~ 
out. Therefore, the results obtained a.t the neighbouring Research Station 
at Padegaon should be available from yea.r t9 year. 

Labour. 
53. We employ both skilled and unskilled, labour during the season and 

only skilled labour during the silent season. 
54. No labour from abroad is brought. On!;r pan-men come from, other 

parts of India. ' 
55. No labour from abroad was imported. Only Indian labour is 

employed. 
56. Free quarters have been given; social institutions have been ~tarted 

and medical help is rendered. 
Power. 

57. We cannot meet our whole requirements of fuel with bagasse only. 
We have to supplement the same when the 'fibre' per cent. of the ca.ne is 
less, with firewood, coal and furnace ~i1. The amounts of extra fuel for 
different seasons is gi,ven below: - . 

19~Rs. 14;293-13-3. ' 
1934-35-Rs. 30,732-~. 
1935-36--Rs. 58,990-3-6. 
1936-37-Rs. 19~669-12-9. 

From the above figures of extra fuel consumption, it is obvious that we 
, have no surplus bagasse., 

By-product.. 
58. Nil. 
5a. The figures of the previous years are not available. We give below 

the quantity of molaSses produced:-
1935-86-1,727 tons. 
19~7-2,335 tons. 

The molasses of this factory is not sold. It is at present only a wasW 
product. 

60. The nearest possible market for our production of, molasses is :the 
Government Distillery at Nasik. 

61. We are trying to, use the molasses as a manure for fields as an 
experimental measure. But at present it is only. a waste product, The 
Government should permit the factory to ,produce, by-products such a.s aicohol 
spirits; etc., or else the Government should instal a distillery on Nira Valley 
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side so that thay can purchase molasses from our factory as well as from 
other near _about factorIes such as Kalum, Akluj, etc. 

62. No surplus bagasse. 
63. Alcohol for human consumption and for denatured spirit could be 

manufactured from molasses. 

Storage and Trarwporiation. of Sugar. 

64. We give below the stocks of sugar for different seasons:-

Season. Beginning of Beason. End of season. 
Tons. Tons. 

1933-34 
1934-35 851-19-0-6 
1935-36 ()..()4.16 1,856-19-3-19 
1936-37 234-11-3-8 3,243-19-3-11 

65. :We store our sugar in godowns the capacity of which is about 30,000 
bags of sugar. 

66. There is no damage or deterioration in storage. 
67. Some sugar in the bottom layl)rs may get damp due to moisture such 

sugar is remelted and thus the quantity is maintained. 
69. Some sugar is likely to. be damllged in transport from factory to 

railway station and the -cause invariably is rain. 
70. Occasionally we experience difficulty in obtaining wagons for sugar. 
72: No special rates are given to our sugar. We pay the class fates to 

transport our sugar to qifferent markets. We give below the average prices 
at which we have sold our sugar:-

Season. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 (end of May} . 

Average I!rice 
per maund. 

Rs. A. 

10 8 
9 8 
9 3 
7 0 

NOTH . .-The above prices are subject to Excise Duty. During the first 
three years we have sold the sugar ourselves. But during this season we are 
selling the sugar through our agents. . 

73. (i) Nil. 
(ii) Rs. 5,000. 

Capita' Account and Ove-rhead Chargta. 

{iii) Rs. 4,72,810-12-4. 
(iv) Rs. 10,40,607-13-0. 
(v) Rs. 5,19,000-0-0. 
74. During the year ending September, 1936, Rs. 36,400 h~ been charged 

towards depreciation. 
75. We have ~ot set aside any amount towards Reserve Fund. 
76. No dividend given. 
77. Ours is a private Iimi~d concern and the compauy is financed by the 

partners, particularly by the Managing Director. We get the capital at -
4 to 6 per cent. interest. 

78. There is no Managing Agent. The Head Office charges annually come 
t.9 oRa. 38,400. 
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79. In these da.ys, we consider 6 per cent.' dividend as a fair return 
101' the capital. 

Eflicienc1l 0/ Production. 

81. We hope to effect economy when we shall growca.ne sufficient to' 
feed our factory. 

Marketing. 

83. We deal in the marke's from Poona to Belgaum. 
84. For the last three yeal'1! we sold out sugar directly. Only this year,' 

we are seIling our sugar through agents. 
87. No. The retail prices are based "on" whole~le prices. 
88. The " sugar is sorted by dealers in godowns. The sugar gets damp by' 

moisture. " 
89. There is steady improvement in quality. 
95. We are in favour of standardisation of sugar and the standardisation 

should be made on the basis of colour crystals. " 
96. No business is done on these standards. 
99. The sugar consumption in India is 1,100,000, i.e., it is roughly 7 

lbs. per head. Looking to the consumption of sugar per head in other 
countries, there 68ems to be hope of increasillg the consumption of sugar in' 
India. . 

100.'We cannot say as we have no exact data, to what extent factory 
sugar is replacing Gul. But sugar is replacing Gul in some sweetmeats. 

101. :We have no data. . 

102. We do not think that there was export of Indian sugar. But there 
is possibility of exporting Indian sugar to United Kingdom if they give to 
India a. preferential rate. Otherwise toJcing into consideration the Indian 
price, freight and the duty, it would not be possible for India. to compete 
with other Bugars which may be landed in the United Kingdom. 

105. The introduction of the Sugar Excise Duty of 1934 has actually 
made the cost of production go higher; the rate for sugar did "not rise in' 
proportion to the Excise Duty levied. The introduction of the higher Sugar 
Excise Duty of 1937, has made the position worse. -

Marsland Price" Co.. Ltd., Kalamb Sugar Works. Poou. 

TARD'Jr BOARD GENBlIAL QUE8TIONNAIB&-RBPLIES. 

1. In 1934-150 tons. 
Present capacity--450 tons. 

2. 1933-34-22,717 maunds. 
1934-35-100,862 maunds. 
1935-36-122,582 maunds. 
1936-37-205,051 maunds. 

3. (a) We grow our own cane. For raw material such as limestone, etc .• 
we have to import from dfstant places. There are good important markets 
near our factory but they have been flooded with by the United Provinces and 
Bihar sugal'1!. 

(~) There are no proper communications. Our factory is 2() miles away' 
from the Railway station and ther'!! is no proper road between. " 

(c) We have adecjuate labour supply. 
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f :4. Double Sulphitation. For the 50. pel' cent. of the criipwe grow sann 
(hemp) for green manuring. 

A small area is utilised for fodder for the cattle. in the Deccan intensive 
cultivation of sugarcane is done with heavy doses of artificial and concentrated 
manures such as Sulphate of Ammonia and oil cake. Similarly intensive 
irrigation is done, the crop getting water at every 10. days normally and in 
hot weather at 8 days interval. Two or three deep ploughings are done for 
preliminary cultivation and cane is planted in furrows. The space between 
the two furrows is generally 3i feet. There are two planting seasons. One 
is called out of season planting which is done from June to August and the 
Second is Seasonal planting which is done from October to January or 
February. 

5. The factory was first started in 1934 with a crushing capacity of 150. tons 
of "cane per day. In 1935 one mill was added to the existing three mills and 
one crusher. In 1936 the capacity was brought up to 450. tons by adding one 
new tandum crushing mill with pumps., etc, Two new boilers, new triples, 
etc. 

I 

6. increasing the capacity from 450. tons to 600 tons, by adding some 
pumps, centrifugals, etc. 

. 1. In the Deccan the size of the factory depends mainly on the supply of 
'irrigati(ln canal water, and availability of lands on lease,. because on this 
side the factories have to grow their own cane and only certain sites have 
been chosen by the Government for Bugar factories. The economic unit 
will depend upon the consuming capacity of the adjacent markets. The 
circumstances prevailing in the Deccan are such that our' cane costs 
more' than the United Provin!)es and Bihar cane. Naturally, QUI' rost of 
sugars goes higher than that of the United Provinces and Bihar, and there>
fore we are handicapped in producing sugar for distant markets; again as 
we have to grow our cane and as, most of the sugar factory, areas are far 
away from· Railway station; transport facilities and expenses are also a 
determining factor in the capacity of sugar economic unit. Hence we think 
250. tons ought to be the minimum economic unit in the Deccan. 

9. (a) The Imperial Institute of "Sugar Technology being situated at 
Cawnpore is not found to be of much advantage to UB, particularly as the. 
Deccan Sugarcane and Deocan Sugar Factory problem has been different from 
that of Northern India. On the other hand we have found the Institution' 
to be more concerned with inviting all the detailed information from the 
factories, thus adding unnecessary burden of work to the factories. 

(b) No technical assistance or sYmpathetio" treatment is received from our 
local Government. The Industries Department dn not seem to be taking any 
interest .in the. sugar. industry. ,.. ., ,. • .. 

10. Yes. We grow our own sugarcane and for that we have to take lands' 
within the allotted factory area on lease. In the beginning we could secure 
lands in fair dimensions by private negotiations, but now we are finding 
dilfficulty in getting lands. ' 

11. (1) 5,000 acres. 
\2) 1,400 acres. 
(3) Mainly E.K. 28; P.O.J. 2878; Co. 290., etc., etc... 
(4) The cane is grown under canal irrigation. 

There are ·two planting aeasons: ~i21 •• June (18 months crop) and 
January (12 to 14 months crop). 

-Land is generally allowed to remain fallow after cane crop aOO as per condi_ 
tion of the Irrigation Department we are allowed to take only two cane crops 
in five years. 

F~rm yard 111anur" is, scaroely available. Green manuring, is done in about· 
1- of the total oane area of 1,400 acres. Oil cakes such as ground nut anei 
n.stor and. Amm.Q1\.iun\ SuI {'hate are used· as tOil-dressing manures~ 
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(5) 

P.O.J. 2878. EX.2S. 

Crop. 
Tonn. Brill;. Pol. Purl. Acre. Brill;. Pol. 

--- --- --- --.-- -,--,-, 
Addali · · · · 21'93 19'02 87'74 54,.7 23'74 20'87' 

, 
Plan' · · · · 19'59 17'43 89'00 40'14 21'14 19'43 

Rat.oon · · · · 20'27 18'30 90'28 34,'5 .. .. 

E.K.28. Co. 290. 

Crop. 
Tonn. TODD. 

Puri. Brill., Pol. J?uri. per Acre. Acre. 

--- --- --- --,-,- f-.-.<----
Adsali · · 87'94 52'2 20'27 18'20 89'78 56'00 

Plant · · 911'04 38'" 19'04 ,16'67 87'M 37'08. 

Batoon · · ., 34'00 20'89 18'92 90"57 34'7 

12. (a) About 10 acres of cane area are usu~lly under experiments with 
regard to cane cultivation. 

(b) As we grow cane for factory requirement only, we d~ not have any 
area for seed purposes for selling or free distribution to cultivators .. 

13. No definite experiments were undertaken in case of early and, ,late 
varieties, It has be-~n observed, however, that P.O.J. 2873 being an ,early 
ripener gives better results both from tonnage and purity point of ·view in 
June planting (18 months crop). In January plantation (12 months crop) 
E.K. 28 give8 better t.onnage as compared to P.O.J. 2878 although the latter 
is not found to deteriorate 80 early as is the case with E.K. 28 and Co. 290., 

While trying to find out the optimum manurial dose in the case of plant 
crop at Kalamb, it was observed that it' was not possible to get better results 
by application. of Am~onium Sul.phate alone. . A combination of organic 
manures like 011 cake WIth AmmonIUm Sulphate 18 found to be helpful. The 
does of two tons of groundnut cake and two bags of Ammonium Sulphate is 
found to be better suited for plant crop in virgin soil. ' 

14. The question does not arise as we 'grow OU17 own cane. 
15. So far no sppreciable damage has been found to occur due to frost at 

Kalamb. ' 
Amongst insect pests the sugarcane borer has been found to damage the 

crops planted between February and June. The extension of damage varies 
from 15 to 25 per cent. 

16. Whatever quantity of cane we grow we crush. We get very little co,ne 
from outside. The principal varieties of cane crushed are E.K. 28, P.O.J. 
2878 and 00. 290. The yield and sucrose contents of these varieties have 
been already given in reply to question No.n (5). 
, ,17-20. Th~ question does Dot arise as we grow our own cane. 
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21. The Administration of the Irrigation Department is a. source of 
.anxiety to the .cultivators and the factory. If the Administration could take 
a liber!,'. and .rell;sonab'~ view .of the. situation a";d not' assume obliging and 
patronIsing aIr In theIr dealings wIth the cultivators and the factory it 
would be a. great relief. 

22. (a) Owing to the special circumstances prevailing, we, consider com
pulsory leasing of .lands a necessity in certain cases. We do not think that 
it is an impracticable proposition. We have been allotted a particular area 
for sugarcane cultivatIOn for our factory. If landholders within that area 
were to refuse to lease their lands, our progress would be held up. So if the 
Government want us to restrict oU,r activities to a particular area they must 
come forward to help us to secure the lands on lease by 'compulsion or other
wise. Our experience has been that existence of the factory has benefited 
many surrounding landowners and improved their lots which' has made them 
reluctant to lease out their lands to the factory. In other words they get 
all the advantages from the existence of the factory but do' not want it to 
'develop. 'Under these circumstances80me '80rt of compulsory leasing is "the 
only way out of it. 

(b) Does not arise in our case; 
23. Does not arise in our case. 
24. (a) Yes, provided sufficient margin is left to smaller factories to develop 

themselves to a point where they can run the concern quite economically 
enabling them to face competition from other big factories. 
~ro~ . 
(ii) If our proviso mentioned in our answer to (a) wt:re to be accepted, we 

are in favour. Provided also that the licensing is controlled' by the Govern
ment of India and is applicable to Indian States also. 

25-33. As we grow our own cane within the factory area thes~' questions 
do not arise in our case. 

34. We want Railway t~ give us special a-ates for .coal, .oil-cake and other 
ra" materials. 

35. Total length of the tram line in our factory area is about 20 miles. 
yVe use it for transporting cane from fields to the factory. 

36. Yes. It is cheaper to transport cane by tram line. There are no 
special defects in laying out the tramway line system. 

37-43. These questions do not arise in our case as we grow our own estate 
cane. 

M. We grow our own cane and cane production bears no relation ,,"ith 
the price of sugar, so when the prices of sugar go down we do not get any 
relief in the cost of sugarcane as is the case with the ,united Provinces and 
Bihar factories. 

48. The present basis of the minimum prices of cane is not satisfactory as 
it has merely resulted in bringing the price of sugarcane down. The 
Government fix the minimum price taking into consideration the prevailing 
price of sugar. The speculating manufacturer, however, makes forward sales 
at prices uneconomic in relation to the prices of sugarcane. The market 
becomes nervous and declines bringing with it a decline in the prices of 
sugarcane. The process repeats itself. In such a case the forward seller 
reaps a profit at the cost of cane-growers and the sugar manufacturers and 
the latter are thereby deprived of an opportunity to sell their produce accord
ing to the absorbing capacity of the market at a fair rate. Fixing up prices 
which was meant to protect the sugarcane growers have therefore ultimately 
worked to help the speculating sugar manufacturers and the advantage of 
protection to the industry is lost. It would therefore be desirable that the 
price of sugarcane should be fixed at a minimum level of 5 annas per 
maund, and it should not be allowed to go below that price if the price of 
sugar goes lower as a result of internal competition. This fixing up of the 
minimum price will tend to stabilise the sugar market as well because in 
that case the facto~ies would automatically, stop production .Q! sugar and 
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overproduction would be eliminated which in turn would tend to stabilise. the 
prices. 

49. This question does not arise. 

pays. 
60. 1933-34 ~ 80 

1934-35 172 
11135-36 183 
1936-37 IB2 

In the climatic conditions prevailing here it has'not been found advisable 
to continue crushing beyond the 15th of May. ' 

51. It may be possible to extend the period up to the 1st week 'of' june 
if we can obtain the variety of canes which would keep well in the hot 
weather of the Deccan. After' that it would not be possible to keep the 
factory owing to heavy rains which make harvesting and· transport 'Of cane 
impossible. The same is proved with regard to early starting. 

52. Please refer to answer to Question No.9.· 
54. The Panmen are being imported from Northern India, 'butt we are 

training our local men for the work and we shall gradually be in a position . 
to work without importing from outside. 

55. We have not imported any skilled labour from outsi!ie India. . 
56. We have built and are building quarters for our staff and labour and 

are gradually providing various amenities. 
57. We require to supplement .bagasse-fuel by wood- and coal. The 

figures for the amount spent on' fuel are as follows: - . 

Season. 
1933-34 
J934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

58. None. 
59. Not estimated. 

Rs. A. P. 

32,781 15 0 
54,744 8 6 
29,099 12 3 

60. No advantageous market. No proper and economical arrangement 
for transport we being 20 miles away from Railway Station. Hence 'have not 
sold any molasses. . - . 

61. Some portion .e use as manure, we are still experimenting to use, 
it as manure. Sometimes we burn· some portion .. We also. require to throw 
out a large quantity_ . 

62. We have no surplus bagasse. 
65. We have stored in. factory compound 6,000. bag~ of sugar, 6,000 bags 

of sugar at the Diksal Station and outside the factory compound 4,000 bags. 
00. We have not observed' any deterior~tion' in our sugar in storage. 

There is a small damage due ;to rains but that is nominal. 
67, If there is no customer for damaged sugar we remelt it. 
69. Generally sugar is damaged in transit by rain but the damage so 

far is nominal. 
70-72. No. 
73. Balance Sheets fOF 3 years~ 1934, 1935 and 1936 are .sent herewith. 
74. The amounts· of depreoiation do not. tally. with the rates allowed by 

the Income-tax Department. Pur figurlls depend .large.Iy on the profits made. 
The profits made by this factory have been too meagre even to cover the 
Head Office expen~&: n~ provision for depreciation h!lll therefore been made 
80 far.' 
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75. Please refer to the Balance Sheets. 
76. Please, refer to the Balance Sheets. ' Only the preferential dividend 

was paid out of the past reserves during these three years. 
77. Working Capital is largely financed by the Managing Agents and 

some capital is obtained from the Banks at 1 per cent. higher than the 
Bank rate which works out to. about 4 to 5 per cent. , 

78. Expenses other than the interest in loans from the Managing Agents 
and the Bankers which are inQlude~ in the Head Offi.c~ expenses are nominal. 
The Agent's commission is determined on a percentage basis on profits. The 
commission of 'the Agents is' 10 per cent. 'per 'annum on the annual net 
,profits earned by the Company. It is alSo subject to a minimum sum of 
Rs. 10,000 per annum whether the Company makes profit or not. 
. 79. We consider 10 per cent. as a fair return on capital after paying 
depreciation and interest on working capital. ' 
. 83. 'A part of Sholapur District; a 'part of Bijapur District and a part 
of Poona District. 

84. We sometimes sell our production by, ~ontracts, and sometimes 
through commission agents., 

85. We do not use it. 
94. Yes. 
95. Not necessary. 
~6 (a) & (b) No. 

The Mah~ashtra Sugar Mills, Ltd., Ahmednagar. ' 

,REPLIES TO THE TARIFII' BOARD QUEsTIoNNAmE~ 

Production of Sugar-Introductory. ' 

1. Our 'factory started sugar: manufacture in March; 1934. !lrigin~lIy 
it was only 150 tons 'plant, 'but a bigger unit of 550 capable of mcreasmg 
to 750 tons of daily capacity was installed in 1935-36, ~eason· and which 
worked in that season and now with some further improvements, we hope 
to orush about 700 to 750 tons during next season. 

2. 1933-34 season-18,750 maunds sugar. 
1$J4-35 8eason-20,000 muunds sugar., 

1935-36 season:-

No.1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
Crushed 
Lumps 

1936-37 season: ~ 
No.1 
No: 1A' 
No.2' • 
Crushed 

Total 

Mds. Srs. 
90,65720 
50,390 0 

860 0 
2,346 0 
3,371 20 

147,625 0 sugar. 

120,106 10 
52,184 0 
49,610 0 
3,355 0 

Total -. 22fj,255l0 
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3. (a) We grow practically all our own cane. Limestone and other 
materials have to be imported from Katni and other places. Our present 
main market is in Nizam's Dominions, though a good part of our production 
goes to Khandesh and Berar as well. 

(b) The factory is situated about three miles from the Belapur Railway 
Station. The road communication is also convenient. . 

(c) Surrounding area is develo.Qed with Gul industry and some of the 
people also own lands and work in their fields and therefore some outside 
labour i8 brought. 

4. Double Sulphitation. Iii the sulphitation process, the plant is less 
expensive and tho process is cheaper to work. On ·the other hand, the 
carbonitation process is more positive in its action, yields a higher recovery, 
and the sugar produced is of better keeping quality. The principal items 
which raise the cost of carbonitation are limestone which has to be used to a. 
quantity about 4 per cent. of the weight of the cane and coke. The deter
mining factor will therefore be the distance of the factory from the quarries 
and the coal-field •• 

5. Refer reply to question No.1. 
7. (a) The overhead charges of a factory decrease relatively per unit 

increase of crushing capacity. The larger the factory, the less are the 
proportionate charges on skilled directing staff, depreciation and, certain 
factory operations. The size will ultimately be determined by the Capital 
available, the availability of the raw materials at a reasonable price in the 
neighbourhood and the facility of access to markets. 

(b) The economical unit which was considered as 400 tons of crushing 
capacity per day before the internal competition, it should be now about 
600 tons per day due to the low prices and keen competition on major canals 
aod about 300 tons on minor canals. 

8. Such as Cast Iron, Mild Steel Plates, Tanks, etc. 
9. (i) The help given by the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology is 

not adequate and does not satisfy the needs of the Deccan factories and 
much more help is needed. Therefore the Institute should be further 
equipped with adequate staff and other equipments. 

(ii) The Industries Department of the local Government is· a poor show 
and we doubt whether they are even in the know of the number of sugar 
factories established on the Deccan canals. This department has a very 
inadequate staff and funds at their disposal to do anything useful for this 
industry. We suggest that they should be givlln adequate funds and also one 
or two specially qualified mell knowing manufacturing and mechanical side 
of 8ugar industry. . 

10. We cultivate our cane. All the lands are secured on lease. A great 
d~fliculty is experienced in securing these leases, as irrigation water is still 
given for old individual cane block holders till 1940 in the factory areas 
and it is not known as to how long they will be continued. It is doubtful 
as to whether these lands would be available early. although on payment 
of reasonable rentals and therefore the Government help ill necessary to get 
leases of such d~flicult patches of lands. 

U: (a) Total area held approximately 5,000 acres. 
(b) We are acquiring more lands on lease and increasing our area under 

cultivation. ' 
For the crushing season 1934-35-25() acres. 
For the crushing season 1935-36-1,200 acres. 

For the crushing season 1936-37-1,500 acres. 

For the coming season 1937-38, we expect to have 1,800 acres undel" 
cultivation.. lhe above figures for each season contain the carried over cane 
from the previous season, adsali crop, plant and ratoon. Besides these, we 
purchased some standing crops along with the le~ lands to the exteni> 
~f. about 225 a~es fo~ the seasOJl. 1936-37. 

~ 20 
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(c) l'.O.J. 2878, E.K. 28, Co. 290. These are the principal varieties. 
(d) Owing to the shortage of lands, we are taki·ng two crops continuously 

and after that according to the Irrigation Rule!!, we have to keep the lands 
fa~low for three years without sugarcane. We give Farm Yard Manure to 
sticky deep soils as well as light soil, only as we cannot apply to all the 
area because of the insulfficiency of material. We have tried as experiment 
about 100 acres with Sann green mantir!). Besides these, we use 1\Inmonia 
Sulphate and oil cake as our regular manure, due to ~he peC'Uliar condition 
of our soils. 

(e) Average yield in normal years is aboUt 40 tons per acre. Records 
of yield of different varieties could not be ascertained yet. 

These are subject to fluctuations due to variations in the rates of oil cake 
and ammonia sulphate. T\le cost thus works out at about Rs. 7 per IDIlund. 
The aTrove C(>st is subject to the risks which the factory has to bear on account 
of its farming due to frost, disease~ etc., and fluctuations in the prices of oil 
"Qake and ammonia sulphate, etc., which generally add to the above cost. 

12. (a) We have got about 10/15 acres for experiments with different 
varieiies and different manurial treatments with varying doses. 

(b} We have ~one. 

13. We have tried the so-called early ripeni·ng varieties of Sorghuna 
varieties, bttt we have found tAat they require about 10 months. The out
turn also does not seem ro be promising. We are still persisting in these 
experiments to. get· a more complete data regarding the purities, out
turn, etc. We are also trying on large scale manurial experiments :with the 
promising varieties giving different doses of manure. We shall be able to 
test the result next seasbn on factory scale. 

The Agricultural Department of Bombay Govertiment is not of mucn 
direct helv and further, is not fully equipped for experiment on methods of 
vaTieties of CUltivation for the requirements of the modern factories. Padegaon 
Resellrch Farm is undoubtedly doing some useful work and also e'Kperiment
ing on the various problems of cane oultivation arising in Deccan condi
tions •. They have been experimenting on certain cane varieties, which th('y 
have received from Coimbatore Uesearch Station, as to tBe utilities of these 
Tarieties, to Hie Deccan factories according to the conditions prevailing ill 
the Deccan by now, they have issued one or two varieties, namely Co. 360, 
Co. 419 and eto. For the purposes of experiments at the farms of tbe 
factDries trials are being undertaken and the results of the same will be 
ascertained in the next one or two seasons. It is, however, premature, to 
expect any concluding results, as the research in cane work takes a long 
time, especially those for the modern factories, and ill the present conditions 
of keen competition we strongly suggest that the Padegaon Research Station 
will have to be continued for at least for a period of. ten years further 
with larger funds and better resources to carryon their work on a large 
basis and which would give some definite results lVhich can be foHowed by. 
the sugar factories in the Deccan, to bring forth economy for their calle 
cultivation. 

14. Unlike the sugar factories in the United Provinces and Bihar or 
elsewhere in India, the Deccan Sugar factories have to grow up their own 
cane. Due to non-availability of sufficient lands and Several restrictions 
placed by the Irrigation Department, sugarcane growing is a large problem. 
SUifficiently required land could only be s('cur('d at a slow pace and there
fore sufficienll cultivation could ZlOt be developed for the r('quirement of the 
factory. We have thNefore to supplement our season by outside cane 
leasing of the required quality. as WE'll as at economic prices, as it depends 
largE'ly upon the prices 'of jaggery. We have thus been experiencing handi
caps in this respect for our ('Bne supply from the very start and we have not 
yet sufficient cRneand the ;resnlt is that we have to work at it higher 
cost of production, ·",hich is uneconomic. We have been approaching onr 
local Irrigatio~ Department to gii'e us all possible help but oothing sub .. tan-
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tial has yeli been done. Our efforts are still going on and we -hope -to be 
able to achieve our object but this will take some more time. 

15. Our crops suffered from frost in 1934, as before that we had n~ 
plantation of our own and we suffered loss to the extent gf about Re. 25,000, 

16. Please refer to our answer to question No. 11. 
18. (a) The farm being our own, we have fixed our programme of culth, ... 

tioD without any variations. TherE) are only some variatioD§ 9wing tc 
natural caUlle8. -

(b) The vaiations are due to famine, frost or certain diseases. 
20. The cultivator's cost is generally higher than ours, as their JIleth~ 

of farming is crude and varieties also are not modern and no expert etaff is 
there at their disposal and also their cultivation is confined to small patches. 

21. In the Deccan, the fsctories themselves have their own farming and 
there are several dilJliculties for their growing cane. Th, main ones are 
enumerated 001011':- -

(a) The most apathetic tre~tment of the Irrigation Department of the 
local Government. 

(b) Very high irrigation charges. 
'c) Several restrictions, Buch as soil classification, rotation, etc., placed 

in the way of cultivation, by the Irrigation Department. 
(d) The Governmenll do not give any help for leasing, although pro

mises were given. 
(e) To bring a huge burden on the factories unnecessary proposals 

for levy of very high cost of drainage works are put forth, 
although Buch drainage works are not required, at least, to be 
constructed by the Governmlmt, as the factories, who coma 
across any difficulties in this respect and who are really 
interested in preserving land for growing their own cane for a 
period of several years, are bound to and are taking proper 
steps as per their requirements at a cost which is not uneconomi" 
cal. The local Government should not therefore insist on putting 
this additional burden on factories; otherwise, it will be a, 
great handicap in the way of economic~roduction by the factory. 

The progress of the new Deccan factories was greatly 
hampered due to the unhelping and apathetic attitude of the 
Bombay Government. Besides, many of the Irrigation Depart
ment functions were usurped by the Irrigation Research Depart
ment, under the so-called able guidance of Mr. Inglis, 8. E. of 
D. R. O. Daring his regime, he enforced rigid rules such as 
soil classification, etc., and brought the factory owners into 
troubles and many didliculties on- account of the queer concep
tions emerged fantastic proposals and schemes regarding the 
prevention of damage to lands, or reclaiming of water-logged 
lands already damaged, which were so impracticable as would 
entail the cost of saving or reclaiming such lands to an extent 
of four or five times the value of the land itself. 

(f) Acquisition for Trolley line, Roads, etc., which is most urgent, 
and necessary but the Government help is not coming fortb 
in time so far apd the factory has to pay very great -charges 
for aueh land and oortain patcbes are still unavailable and 
whole transportation to the factory suffers greatly. 

On this side, the factory has to provide their own transportation arrange
ment mostly by the trolley line but owing to the difficulties mentioned in 
the above paragraph, trolley line for the whole estate could ndt be laid and 
hence arrangement for carting has to be resorted to at a very high cost. -

In this respect, the Belapur Company is very lueky as the Government 
originally acquired all the lands required by them and leased them at low 
rentals and fllrlher tbey are free from such restrictions as soil classification 
drainage, etc. -Besides, freedom pf inte~nal irrigation and many such ot~; 

202 
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faoilities enjoyed by them are found most beneficial by which they can bring 
down their cost much below those of the new factories. If the Irrigation 
Department of the local Government gives some similar concessions and 
facilities to the new factories, their cost can be brought down to a. very great 
extent and in a fetv years; it would be as low and economic as that of the 
:Bela pur Company. 

22. (a) Acquisition of land is not necessary for cane cultivation. 
(b) In the Deccan conditiotls, although the factories kave voluntarily 

secured on leases thousands of acres of land in the factory areas which are 
reserved by the Government, cane estate of the factory is still only in 
patchell as certain intervening pieces of land could not be leased under 
any circullilstances. It is therefore with a view of consolidation of the entire 
factory area \lnder cane that the Government help it'! necessary for afford
ing some suitable method for compulsory leasing. 

24. (a) Yes. Oniy in such provinces where there would be overproduction. 
(b) (i) Yes. 
(ii) Yes. We are strongly in favour of the above, as otherwise, there 

will be always overproduction resulting in slump in the market and in the 
absence ofi any avenue for e~port of our sugar outside India, the iJidustry 
will come to grief, in particular, in the Deccan. 

25. As stated elsewhere, since we grow practically all our own cane, 
there is no ilistinction as in the United Provinces of gate and rail cane. 
However, at present we are bringing part of our cane by our own trolley 
line, the remaining being brought by carts. In a couple .of years' time, we 
JJ.ope to get· all our cane by mechanical transportation. 

34. There being no lime available at any nearer place, we have to pay a 
heavy freight rate on lime which is being received from Katni (Central 
Provinces). 

Same is Rlso the case with steam coal both from Bengal and the Central 
Provinces and a reduction, by way of concession in Railway freight even by 
interference by Government in such commodities, is highly desirable. 

44 & 45. In our area at least, the rate of cane when purchased locally, 
does not bear any relation to the price of sugar. It is influenced by the 
price of guI and the cllolle from the local cultivators is avallable for the 
factory at economical price only when the gul rates are abnormally low. ,- "-

46. Yes. Due to internal competitjon. :~. ,,, 
50. We started the factory in the . season of 1933-34 and we have so 

far worked only four seasons. In th~ first two seasons owing to our' 
depending on the outside cane supply which was not available adequately 
owing to the rise in gul prices, our factory capacity was only 150 tons 
crushing per day and we had very short seasons .. ' In the two recent 
seasons, although we had not full seasons, we were able to work the 
factory in the third season for 100 days actually and in the last seasoll 
for 125 days. On our side we consider a season of 100 to 175 days' duration 
:to be normal, as it would be economic and given normal recovery. ' 

52. Please refer to our answer to question No.9. 
53. Our total strength including cane carrier coolies is about 500 men 

or about 170 per shift. Out of these about 75 men in all can be called skilled 
labour including panmen, fitters, engine drivers, etc. During the off-season 
for overhauling work about 100 men are employed, but of which 25 are skilled 
men. 

54. Some skilled and. unskilled workmen are required to b!;l imported from 
the United Provinces 'and Bihar by paying them higher wages. As our men 
wOj.lld get trained, we hope to replace this imported labour by local labour 
in . a reasonable time. . 

56. We have provided some semi-permanent quarters well-ventilated Rnd 
with good sanitation.arrangements. We have got our own doctor and 1\ 

dispensary and medical assistance is given free of charge to: e'rery workman. 
Yje have al~o al'rangemen~ fQr lying in-patients, 
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We have arranged for imparting primary education by having a school 
for that purpose. 

57. No. During the season 1936-37 we burnt 3·3 per cent. extra firewood 
and ·S per cent. coal extra on the weight of cane. With proper working 
we hope to redllce this still further; hut due to 'the lower fibre in the cane 
in this area. our requirement of fuel cannot be wholly satisfied by the bagasse 
produced. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

59. Molasscs sold:-. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Fuel. 

Mds. Srs. 
5,366 3S 
8,933 8 

27,151 4 
50,000 0 

Rs. 
8,200 

10,500 
34,000 
32,000 

Price per 
maund •• 

As. 
10 

9 
9 
9 

Only during 1936-37 production was 60,000 maunds, out of which, we 801(1 

50,000 maunds and 10,000 maunds are being utilised otherwise. 
60. Only Government Central Distillery, Nasik Road. 
Transportation from our factory to Railway siding is by carts and motor 

lorries and from station to Distillery. by tank wagons. 'I:he Railway freight 
per maund from Belapur .to Nasik Road is As . .{-6. 

61. At present, our supply of Molasses to Nasik Distillery is simply for 
clearance purposes with very small return not exceeding 1 to Ii annas per 
maund. We therefore strongly suggest that the Government should alloW' 
factories to manufacture power alcohol, as is permitted to the Mysore 
Factory, which could be used for the internal transportation of the Deccan 
factories and if there lie any surplus left, same can be disposed off for .. 
better return. 

64. At. the beginning of the season:-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

At the closing of the season:-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Nil. 
Nil. 
Nil. 
Nit 

(Each containing 
21 Bengal Md.) 

Bag •. 
4,775 
2,976 

14,650 
32,711 

. . ~ 

65. We have got a godown of Corrugated Iron SJieets with cement concrete 
11001' and it holds about 25,000 bags. We propose to have one more similar 
godown for the next season. 

72. (a) All emr sugar is sold in the interior markets and we do not send 
any sugar either t!? up-country or to anf ports. 
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'(~ ~heaverage rates are as under:-

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
19:;6-37 

" 

73. Balance Sheets are sent here)Vith. 
74-77. Please refer to Balance Sheets. 

F.o.r. Belapur 
pel Bengal Md. 

Rs. A. P. 

911 2 
910 1 
8 15 6 
740 

78. Please refer to Balance Sheets less 10 per cent. 'depreciation, as per 
Income-tax Rules. 

79. We are of opinion that a dividend up to 9 per cent. as the circum
stanc!lB would permit will have to be paid from time to time on the net 
pl!id-ilp capital, as preference shares of some of the Companies are cumulative 
7 per cent. interest or above and tax-free. Besides, the common trouble as 
the United Provinces and Bihar such as machinery breakdown, etc., the 
Deccan -factories, especially, are also liable to suffer at times on account of 
famine, frost and epidemics. They having got .their own estates to maintain. 

When we say net dividend, we mean, of course, to allow for a dividend, 
besides providing for a. reserve fund, 'for labour welfare or such otber pur
;poses according to the stability of the concern, as also against internal 
competition and other unforeseen eventualities. ... 

80. The forms· are attached herewith duly filled in . 
. ,. 81. (i) We have extended our plant and would be having, in the coming 
!leason, a capacity of about 700 to 750 tons crushing per day against 150 tons 
''with "hich we originally started in 1933-34. 

. We are also at present adding certain machinery for bringing more 
~ciency and reducing overhead charges. This is expected to bring about a 
reduction in the cost of production to an extent of about Re. 1 per maund 
over the first year costs, namely, 1934-35 season and about 8 annas per 
'tnatind over 1935-36 season. . 
. S2. We will have to watch the working of our factory which is under 
improvement at present and then alone we shall be able to say further in 
'this respect. 

83. As stated elsewhere in Nizam Dominions, Kandesh and Berar and 
in the district of Natlik and Ahmednagar. 

86. For Indian 3ugar:-
1934 (approx.) 
1935 
1936 
1937 

" 

" 
For imported s'tlga·r:-

1934 (approx.). 
1935 
1936 
1937 

,. 

" 
" 

• Not printed. 

Maximum 
per Bengal Md. 

RS.A. 

10' 4 
9 12 
8 1\ 
710 

10 0 
10 0 
10 0 
11 0 
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92. At the close 0' the season about 35 to 40 per cent. stocks are carried 
over by us. 

Factories who need finance on their stocks raiSe the same by Co.sh Credit 
with the Banks or other financiers. 

93 & 94. We concur with the reply of the Indian Sugar Mills' Association. 
98 & 99. We concur with the reply of the indian Sugar Mills' Association. 
Further we have to add that the factory made sugar is about one million 

tons and as the same would increase much more due to cheapness widespread 
propoganda is required to be carried out for the purpose of increasing 
consumption, as is being done in the coffee and tea trade at present. 

101. Under the present crisis of overproduction and slum in the market 
8tarting of subsidiary industries, is ..imperative in so far as they are useful 
as new avenues for enhancing consumption and thus solving the problem 
of overproduction. ' 

104. (a) We concur with the Sugar Mills Association's views, in tkeir 
answer to latter part. 

105. (a) Very adverse to the manufacturer. 
(b) Detrimental to the interests of both manufacturer and grower. 

106. Please refer to answer to question No. 60. 

108. Protection haa proved very fruitful, ~s it was wanted from a long 
time. It undoubtedly helped the rapid expansion of the industry. Furth~r 
protection is most essential for the period recommanded by the last Tarllf 
Board Report, i.e., up to 31st March, 1946. 

Due to the quick expansion there had been no time for giving prop~r 
thought to the various problems srising out of it, such as, mternal competi
tion, etc., and to set right matters for proper develoement. Besides th~re 
are several unforeseen factors whichmav tend to the rising of cost of IndIan 
8ugar, an inlet may be found possible "for dumping of imported sugar into 
this country. 

109. Measure of protection should remain ,the same as it is at present and 
no changes of any kind should be made from 1st Ml\rch 1938, to 31st ,March, 
1946, "0 that the industry would .get proper time for effecting proper economy 
and edliciency. . 

The BeJapur Co". Ltd .. AhmedlUlgar. 

(1) Note lor the [fariH Board. 

The Belapur Oompany cannot be regarded as in any way representative 
of the Indian Sugar Industry in general. The conditions under and cir
cumstances in which the company operates differ very greatly from those 
of the Northern India factories, and even in some Tespeocts, from th08'~ f,f 
other factories in the Bombay Deccan. The Company's position is, in fa'lt 
unique. The main points of difference, aU of which arc favourable factors: 
are:-

(1) The Company grows all its own cane. 
(2) The cane is the highest in quality supplied to any factory in 

India. 
(3) Except for one exception, the factory has the longe",t ~orkmg 

season in India, extending up to seven months. 
(4) Is a consequence of (2). Because of the high quality of the cane, 

the costs of manufacture per maund of sugar are comparatively 
lower than those of other factories. For the same reasou the 
product1on of sugar is very much higher than is the c~ ~ 
factories of similar., crushing capacity. . -
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We now proceed to discuss those four factors: 
(1) The ad'IJantu,ge to the Company 0/ growing all its own cane.-The 

Company receives not only the. manufacturer's profit, but also the culti
vator's. It would, of course, have to bear both losses if the price of sugar 
.fe11 to such an extefit tliat the maximum rate the factory could economically 
. pay were ~elow the cost of growing. Where the cane price is regulated by 
the price of sugar, such losses would be borne partly by the grower; but 
the fact remains that since sugar was declared a protected industry-and 
even before, though not to the same extent-the factory could rightly 
be debiied with a price for ,cane which shQwed a profit on the cultivation 
side of the Company's business. • 

The average cost of growing cane and- delivering it at the factory is 
As. 5 per maund. To compare this cost with the price paid by purchasing 
factories, it is necessary to take into consideration-

(2) The quality 0/ the cune.-Three assumptions are made,- (a) that the 
price paid by purchasing factories is As. 5 per maund; this, when haulage 
charges are taken into account, is 'a low figure, but it is the same as the 
Belapur Company's cost of growing and hauling,(b) that the average 
recovery of sugar in these purchasing factories is 9'35' per cent.; for 1935-36 
the average, excluding the Bombay Presidency, was 9'27 per cent. and the 
forecast for 1936-37, (excluding Bombay) is 9'44 per cent. (Sugar Produc
tion Forecast by R. C. Srivastava, "Indian 'l:rade Journal". 20th May, 
1937); (c) that the recovery in the Belapur Company's facllory averages 11·25 
per cent. As a matter of fact, for the 1936-37 season, it was 11'43 per 
cent. We then get the formula ror the price of Belapur cane-

5xU'25 
--0:35=6'016 annas per maund. 

On a crop of 30 lakhs of maunds, the difference in value is thus 
Rs. 1,90,500, in favour of Belapur. It is here to be noted that this differ
ence is the resultant only of a comparison of the available sugar content 
of the canes. In point of fact, the difference in value to the manufacturer 
is very much greater, as will presently be demonstrated. 

(3) Long working season.-This needs no comment, except perhaps to 
explain why it is possible. Obviously the shorter the off-season, the less 
will be the silent charges. The long working season is possible because 
of our being able to grow a cane-planted in June/July-which is com
paratively ripe by the middle of October of the following year. 

(4) Economic effect 0/ ~rushing cane 0/ hioh sugar content.-It is obvions 
that there will be a reduction .in manufacturing costs per maund of sugar. 
With one exception, costs of manufacturing materials and labour are almost 
thEi same per hundred tQns of cane, whether the recovery of sugar be high 
.or low.' The exception referred to is the cost of the packing which at 
'present may be takell at three to five annas per maund of sugar. Thus, 
.with the exception referred to, the total charges peculiar to manufacture 
.will be nearly identical for 11'25 tons of sugar and for 9'35 tons. Another 
and much greater effect results fI:om the increase in production. On the 
basis of a seasonal crush of 30 lakhs of maunds of cane (The. Belapur 
Company's crop for 1936-37), whereas a factory with an average recovery 
of 9'35 per cent. would have made 280,500 maunds of sugar, a. 
recovery of 11'25 would produce 337,500 maunds-a difference of 
57,000 maunds. It has been shown that the extra total cost of manufacture 
of this extra quantity is but .slight. It follows, therefore, that from the 
sale proceeds of this extra sugar, the onlt material deductions to be made 
are the extra value of the cane (Rs. 1,90,500 as previously shown), the 
excise duty and certain overhead charges such as brokerage, if any, insnrance, 
etc. 

GenerG1..-Having demonstrated the unique position of the Belapur 
Company, its progress may nQw be reviewed. 
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.In 1930, when the Tariff Board sat, certain figures of yields of s'.lgar 
per acre were included In the evidence submitted to j;he Board. The Yields 
were:-

Year. 
Tons Sugar Year. 

Tons Sugar 
per acre. per acre. 

1924-25 1'86 1927-28 2-30 

1925-26 1-87 1928-29 1-56* 

1926-27 2-04r 1929-30 2-67 

'the year 1928-29 should be left out of account; because in that yeaT 
a severe frost occurred which caused ver! heavy losses both in tonnage 
of cane and sugar content. 

On the analogy of Java's records, the Board formed the opiniQn that 
on the improvement shown in the Belapur yields, ~t _ should not be many 
years before a yield of 4 tons of sugar was attained. That the Board were 
fully justified in this view will be evident fi-om -the following table of 
Bubsequent results. 

Year. Tons Sugar Year. 
Tons Sugar 

per acre. per acre. 

1930-31 ~ 3-51 1934-35 4·04 
1931-32 3-94 1935-36 4-12 

-1932-33 3-68 
l.933-34 4-75 1936-37 4-70 

The improvement is mainly due to the selection of new varieties and 
impoo-ted varieties not hitherto grown in India, the total discarding of 
the indigenous variety, Pundia, at one time generally but erroneously con
sidered to be one of tEe world's best canes, and to improved cultural methods. 
The extent of the Company's experimental work will be realised when--it 
is stated that last year there were no fewer than 26 new varieties unJer 
trial. The experimental work will continue and there is no reason to ~II:nk 
that the limit of improvement has been reached. Higher yields Play be 

. expected in the future. . 
Another factor contributing to the Company's success was the elllargl3-

ment of the factory. Prior to the seasQn 1934-35, its capacity was 375 tons 
of cane per day. From that year the capacity has been raised to 630 tons. 
From 1933 extra land had been leased to balance the increased crushing 
capacity. 

It may not be out of place to mention the importance of the sugar 
industry to the Deccan canals. Successive conferences and committees,"",," 
the latest of which was the Deccan Canals Financial Improvement Com
mittee, 1932-have all reached the conclusion that the only crop affording 
scope for increased utilisation of canal water is sugarcane and, as the 
market for gur is very limited, the only way by which the sugarcane area 
could be substantially increased was by the establishment of the sugar 
industry. At the time the Committee's report was written, the Belapur 
Company's factory was the only one working, but there are now seven in 
the area served by the Deccan canals. 

Another point which is perhaps worthy of note is that in 1933 when the -
Company required more land for the extension of its operations, and again 
in 1936-37, the neighbourin~ landowner cultivators voluntarily leased their 
lands to the Company. This suggests that the return they receive in 
rent is greater than the owners themselvea could' obtain by cultivation of 
of their lands. 

• See Note. 
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(2) Replies tp GeneraZ Questionnaire. 

Prodluction 0/ Sugar-Introductory. 

1. 1924., Crushing capacity 630 tons (=17,150 maunds) or 75 tons sugar 
(=2,041 maunds) per day. 

Year. No.1 Sugar. No.2 Sugar. ['otal Sugar. 
l\lds. Mds. Mds. 

2. 1930-31 139,491 32,B23 172,314 
1931-32 135,017 57,557 192,574 
1932-33 137,106 62,073 199,179 
1933-34 171,666 61,B14 233,4BO 
1934-35 223,070 6B,602 291,672 
1935-36 233,770 74,737 306,507 
1936-37 2BO,585 75,225 355,810 

3. We grow all our own cane. The factory u. [.dvR.ntageousiy ~ituated, 
except perhaps as regards limestone supply. The nearest source of good 
limestone (or lime) is Katni, about 600 miles distant. 

4. Sulphitation.-The advantage of the 8ulphitation process is that the 
plant is less expensive and the process cheaper in its operation. In other 
respects, the carbonitation process is better in every way .. It is more posi
tivein its action and produces a superior sugar of better keeping quality. 
As indicated above, the process is expensive, which is offset to some extent 
by a higher recovery than is obtainable by the sulphitation process; The 

'chief item of the increased cost is limestone, and as the quantity used 
is about 4 per cent. of the weight of the cane, the distance of the factory 
'from the quarries is an all-important factor as freight charges may prove 
prohibitive. 

5. No change has been made in the layout but, with the exception 
of the mill, all stations were increased in 1934. 

l'h., amount spent on the factory was Rs. 2,00,000. 
6. No furtber alteration to the present factory is contemplated, but the' 

erection of a new 1,000-ton' factory is under consideration. 
7. (a) (1) Competent Technologists must b~ employed and the fal'tory 

large E'nougb to support them. The factory staff will consist of Ii Ch;ef 
,Chl'mi"t and Assiste.nt Chemists, Engineer and Assistant or Shtit ETlgine<lr~, 
under the ,d u'ection of a Manager or General Manager,. If cllicil'ney is 
to be obtained, obviously a competent staff must be engaged, and conse

,quently, adequate remuneration must be offered to attract such men. 
(2) ()ompa'l'ative capital cost and depreciation.-The capital cost of a 

factory decreases relatively per unit increase of crushing capacity, and 
consequently, depreciation and certain operation charges are comparatively 
less the larger the factory. 

'(b) 'Under present conditions, a five hundred ton plant, capable of· 
producing 7,500 tQllS of sugar per season. 

S. Certain simple parts such as cast iron tanks and pipes are readily 
obtainable, and other plant comparatively easy to manufacture could be 
made in India" but. in general, sugar machinery is of specialised manufac
ture and has to be imported. 

9. (1) We have not had to apply to the Institute for assistance, But 
it is planned on lines which, in our opinion, must result in raising the 

'efficiency of ,Indian factories. 
(2) The Industries Department of the Bombay Government has not been 

much in touch with the Bugat: industry as it is of comparatively recent 
growth in the Presidency. 
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Raw Materials. 
10. Yes, we grow all our own cane. Our land, 10,334 acres, is all leased. 

Of this aI'ea, 7,371 acres were acquired by Government and leased to the 
Company for a term of 99 years from 1920. The balance was voluntarily 
leased to us by the owners, commencing in 1933. After the landowners 
convinced themselves that the tecms offered were advantageous to them, there 
was little difficulty in obtaining land. 

11. 10,334 acres. 
(a) 2,150 acres. 
(b) P.O.J. 2878, Co. 290, E.K. 28, Co. 419. 
(c) No other crop is grown in rotation with sugarcane. 
(d) The rotation is: 

(1) Cane, fallow, rallow, cane. 
(2) Cane, r~toon, fallow, fallow, cane. 

Farmyard manure is not available. Oilcake, groundnut or castor, and 
aulph&te of ammonia are applied at the rate of 5'5 lbs. of nitrogen per 
anticipated ton of cane<i/er acre. 

(e) P.O.J.2818 
E.K.28 
Co. 290 

Tons per acre. 
40,4 
34,4 
40-1 

Sucrose per cent. 
14 to 15 
14 to 15 

12,5 

NOTB.-Theseare averages for all crops; Adsali, Plant and Ratoon. The 
variety E.K. 28 is a poor ratooner, hence as far as possible, its use for a. 
ratoon crop is being'discontinued. As 'a plant crop it is about equal in 
tonnage to P.O.J: 2878. Figures for Co; 419 will not be availabl!l until 
1937-38 season, as the area harvested for the mill for the current season 
is too small for comparison with the other varieties. ' 

12. (a) There is no particular acreage allotted for experiment; this depends 
on the nature of the experiments conducted yearly, but fully 50 acres are 
usually under experiment. 

(b) We do not actually grow for sale, although w~\ have sold large 
quantities of seed cane of new and tried varieties to the Agricultural 
Department, other factories and cultivators. 

13. The Adsali crop serves 'as an early ripening cane. Late maturing 
varieties such as H.M. 320 have been tried, ,but without success. E.K. 28 
is a comparatively late ripening cane, and the indications are that Co. 419 
falls in the same category. 

Potash and phosphatic manures have heen tried, but without definite 
results. 

We have not asked the Agricultural Department for assistance in 
experimental work. There is now, however, a Departmental experfmen'tal 
station established by grant from the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research which will doubtless be of great help in future. 

14. (a) (b) The quantities of cane crushed' and recoveries of commercial 
lugar are given below, the latter as being indicative of the quality of tile 
cane. 

Year. Cane Crushed. Recovery per cent. 
Mots. 

193()'Sl 1,691,351 10-83 
1931-.'32 1,706,325 11-28 
1932-.'33 1,701,876 11-12 
1933.,'34 2,126,941 10'98 
1934-35 2,621,118 IHO 
1935-.'36 2,867,562 10,76 
1936-.'31 3,113,739 11-43 
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15. The Deccan is not normally subject to frost, but there was one 
/lovcre attack in January/February, 1929, and two mild attacks since. 
These attacks are local-mostly occurring in the valleys. The young crop is 
affected most,. particularly the Adsali which is about seven months old. 
The loss from the attack -in 1929 was estimated at 27 per cent. of the 
total arop, but that was very exceptional. With milder attacks the damage 
is between 5 per oent. and 10 per cent. of the young cane. In the mature 
crop the loss is not Serious as the affected portions are harvested before 
deterioration can set in. Fungoid diseases are rare. The shoot and root 
borers (Diatroea auricilia and Papua depresella) do SOm!! damage, bUl. 
this does not exceed 5 per cent. Attacks by grasshoppers ~re local and. 
may be as high as 10 per cent. in the affected portions. 

16. Yes, see answer to Question 11 (e). 
17-19. Not applicable to us. 
20. Cost in Deccan Canals area,--, 

Preparatory tillage including three ploughings and 
opening furrows . 

Bed making, bunds, applying manure, preparing 
seed and planting 

Farmyard manure, 35 cartloads 
Cost of seed, 10,000 setts . 
Weedings .. 
Earthing up 
Hoeing, etc., 

Manures-
Sulphate of Ammonia, 2 cwt. 
Cake, 500 lbs. 

Irrigation, labour 
Irrigation Cess (Block 19x3=Rs. 57, Overlap 

Rs. 15, Local Fund Cess at As. 1'5 as' per 
Rupee=Rs. 6-12) . 

Land rent for block ·of 3 acres 
Interest 
Supervision, excluding owner's 

Total 

Rs. A. 

18 () 

14 () 

35" () 

SO () 

8 0 
12 0 

4 () 

10 0 
120 0 
18 () 

7812 
40 0 
20 0 
10 0 

417 .12 

AVerage yield 40 tons. It is to be noted in comparing these costs with 
ours, that harvesting and haulage are not included. 

21. Not applicable. 
22. (a) In the Deccan,. since the last Tariff Board report, lands ~ave 

been obtained with little difficulty and without recourse to compulsory leasmg. 
(b) This is a matter for discussion with the Northern India concerns and 

will be dealt with by the Indian Sugar Mills Association. 
23. This is a matter for discussion with the Northern India concerns 

and will be dealt with by the Indian Sugar Mills Association. 
24. Will be dealt with by the Indian Sugar Mills Associ!J,tion. 
25. All our cane is tram-borne from our own estate. 
26-33. Not applicable to us. 
34. Thirty-three miles-our own line. One anna per ton of cane. 
35. A concessional rate for limestone would. be. very helpful to 

cal'honitation faQtories. For inst.ance, the. freight on li~estone fl'om Katui 
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to Belapur is more than five times the cost of the stone itself. Concentratea 
manures are already carried at reduced rates and a reduction for bulky 
manures would be of assistance in promoting their use. 

36. This has reference to factories which have no estates. 
37. Not applicable to us. In our case it is'iitappreciable. 
38. We have occasionally 'purchased a little cane from growers and in: 

Buch cases have dealt direct. The 'quantities, however, are negligible. 
39-41. Not applicable to us. ' . 
42. The little cane we have purchased has been weighed Qn the factory 

weighbridge. Payment was made weekly. 
43. From As. /HI to As. 10 peT maund. The rate 'is highest at the 

beginning of the gur making sessan, as fresh gur commands a high price . 
. We have Ilever purchased cane at the commencement of the season. 

«. In the Deccan the price of cane would not be affected by the price 
of 8ugar. The rate for gur is the determining ,factQr. 

45. See «. 
46. Yes, but we are not affected. 
47. Prices for cane are not fixed under the Act. 
48-49. Not applicable to us. 

Year. .; 

50. 1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935,.'36 
1936-37 

Duration of 
Crushing 
Season. 

205 
209 
206 
246 
204 
2i7 
223 

Actual days 
of 

Crushing. 
169 
175 
17S' 
208 
170 
179 
186 

The variations are due to (0) the acreage we were able to put under 
cultivation and (b) tbe yield per acre .. Our season is· sufficiently long. 

51. Our season is already long, but a late-ripening cane wQuld, in all 
probability, be later in beginu.ing to deteriorate than the earlier varieties. 

52. Yes. No suggestions other than those made by the Sugar Com-
mittee. ~ 

Labo1M'. 
Crushing Silent 

Season. Season. 
53. Skilled ~ " ~ 45 45 

UnskiIled 31I 60 

These figures apply to the factory only and do not include miscellaneous 
workers. 

54. Nil. 
55. We have never imported skilled l!lbour from abroad. 
56. All permallent labour is housed in well-built free quarters. Seasonal 

workers are accommodated in good huts provided by the Company. Free 
medical attendance and medicines are made available to all. The Company 
has i\s own medical officeI' and hospital. The .Company.has its own school 
which is rec>gnised !IS regards .vernacular te~ching by the Local Board 
and in regard to English standards by the Department of Education. The 
tP8ching-up to English Standard III-is free to the children of all eroploye'ls 
whose wages ar!! less thall Rs. 20 per month. Scholarships !re' given in 
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the English standards according to the regulations ~ the Education Depart
ment. 

Power. 
57. Make-up fuel is required. We use crude oil. The quantities and 

expenditure for the last 7 years were:-

Year. Wood. Furnace Oil. Cost. 
Mds. Tons. Bs. 

1930-31 7,120 1,127-06 63,192 
1931-32 400 813'80 37,'735 
1932-33 532'72 25,414 
1933-34 921·31 40,391 
1934-35 544'70 24,439 
1935-36 769'87 33,841 
1936-37 1,002'31 

This make-up fuel amounts to about 10 per cent. of the tot!'ol. 

BY-PToducts. 
58. The oil.ly by-proau~t is molasses. 

Year. 

59. i930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Output. 

Mds. 
60,252 
55,265 
63,450 
71,965 
87,335 

103,575 
101,194 

Price per maund 
landed Nasik 

Distillery. 

Rs. A. 

9 2 
1 7 
012 
012 
0 9 

·0 9 . 
0 9 , 

'Pbe variation in quantity is due to the tonnage and quality of cane 
crushed and the difference in returns to the rate obtainable. The price 
obtained is freight paid to Nasik. The freight is As. 5 per maund. 

60. The molasses is all sold to the Government Distillery at Nasik. It 
is transported in tank wagons supplied by the Railway and Railway 
facilities are adequate. There is no market other than the Nasik Distillery. 

61-63. Does not arise. 

Storage and Transportation of Sugar .. 

Stocks of Sugar Stocks of Sugar at Year. at beginning 
of season. end of season. 

Mds. Mds. 
64. 1930-31 17,229 101,779 

1931-32 29,520 ti2,358 
1932-33 54,972 
1933-34 57,022 . 
1934-35 55,572 
1935-36 112,038 
1936-37 ... ~ ~ 109,173 
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65. Sugar is stored in godowns adjacent to the factory. The' storage 
capacity is 125,000 maunds. Accommodation has been increased so ~s to 
overtake the inerease in production. It is now adequate fOJ; the maxImum 
output of the factory with normal off-take. 

66. In our case, on account; of the very light rainfall and low humidity, 
deterioration is very slight. "-

67. Damaged sugar.is never allowed to leave the factory. It is iuvariably. 
remade. . 

68. In our case, no improvement is possible, except by a' change of 
clarification method to the carbonitation system. 

69. The only damage in transit is caused by rain water IIond this is 
a very negligible quantity. 

70. Very rarely, and of recent years no difficulty has been experienced. 
71. No wggestions to make. 
72. The following are the prices realised for our sugar. "All our markets 

are up'-Ilntry:-

Year. Ez-F= Year. Ez-Factory 
per maun • per mallnd. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1930-31 10 1 8 '1934-35 9 610 
1931-32 11 411· 1935-36 9 \} 0 
1932-33 10 13 5 
1933-34 10 0 7 1936-87 7 9 0 

The following are the freight rates, per maund, railway risk, to the 
principal towns in the area. served by" our factory:-

As. P. As. P. 

Ahmednagar 3 0 Jalna. 7 4-

Jalgaon 6 I) Manwath 9 3 
Khamgaon 9 6 Parbhani" 910 
Akola. 14 4 Nanded 11 2 
Burhanpur 8 5 Nizambad 13 6 , 
Malkapur 8 4 Lasalgaon 4 0 

CapitaZ Account and Overhead Charges. 

7~. Copies of Balance Sheets are sent separately. 
74. The total amounts written off for depreciation for the last seven years 

are as under. (The details of each heading will be -found in the Balance 
Sheet.) The Company provides for depreciation at practically the same 
rates as fixed by the Income-tax Authorities, but on the reduced value 
of the assets instead of the original value allowed by the Income-tax 
Department. We give below the figures j)f depreciation 'as provided -and 
allowed to the Company I'-

Year. 
Depreciation as 
pro~ided by the 

Dep~ciation as allowed 
by the Income-

Company. tax Department. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. 

1931 1,09,196 14 11 1,35,359 
1932 99,388 0 9 1,36,033 
1933 1,17,5"40 110 1,47,703 
1934 1,24,915 11 10 1,58,832 
1935 1,21,651 6 9 1,79,318 
1936 1,37,446 3 6 Not aSSllSsed. 
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75. Amounts set aside for Reserve Fund during th!! last seven years:-

Year. Amount. Year. Amount. 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P • 

• 11l30 1934 4,00,000 0 0 
1931 1,45,210 811 

1935 1932 4,00,000 0 0 5,00,000 0 0 

1933 3,25,000 0 0 1936 1,54,900 0 0 

We may add that practically the whole 1>f the above Reserve was utilised 
for a special capital bonus at Rs. 50 per Share in the form of shares 
allotted to the shareholders, as the share capital of the Company was reduced 
by the same amount in the years 19'24 and 1927. ' 

76. The Company has only one class of Share Capital, i.e.; "Ordinary 
Share Capital". Although this Company was established and registered 
in the year 1919, it could not Pl.lY any dividend until 1931. We give below 
the details asked for: -' , 

Year. Rate of Total 
Dividend. Dividend. 

Rs. per 8~re. Rs. 
1931 3 1,12,794 

• 1932 6 2,25,5gS 
1933 9 3,AA,382 
1934 12 4,61,176 
1935 12 4,51,176 
1936 8 6,01,568 

71. The working capital of the Company is provided from the capital 
floated at the inception and has had no occasion to borrow money since 
1931. 

78. Statement ,marked" A " sent separately. 
79. This depends upon the money market anll the conditions prevailing 

at different times as, for example, the Bank rate and interest obtainable 
on investment in Government loans. Generally, 10 Per cent. may be consi-
dered !Io fair'rate' of dividend. ' 

EJ!icienclI f!J production. 

BO. Statements sent separately (D, E, F).-
81. Statement sent separately (B). 
82. The only way of further reducing works costs is by increasing the 

size of the factory and its mechanical efficiency. The new factory under 
consideration would be of larger capacity and, particularly in regard to 
its, milling plant, of greater efficiency. 

Marketing. 

83. The principal markets for our' sugar are:-
Nizam's Dominions, Ahmednagar District, Nasik District, Poona. 

District, Southern Countries, East l.lnd West Khoo.desh and 
Karnatak. 

84. We sell our "ugar to the dealers on the basis of, ruling prices j deli
very to be taken ov~r an agreed period, payment ~eing, made as, t,h! 
sugar is taken. Retailers Purchllse from the dealers III small quantities 
only. 

.. N()t.printed •. 
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85. Our present sugar contract form is suitable. It is not that recom .. 
mended by the Indian Sugar Mills Association, which may .be adopted III 
future. 

86. The wholesale rates are as mentioned in Question 72, while the retail 
rates are abol1t one to two annas per maund higher. 

87 I Fluctuations between wholesale and retail prices are not wide. . The 
Ilifference between the wholesale and retail prices is usually about one 
anna per maund for lots of one or two bags, and in small quantities, four • 
to eight annas per maund. 

8~. Dealers, as a rule, do not store sugar, or if they do, then in very 
small quantities. There is practically no deterioration in storage in the 
Deccan area. . 

89. The best Indian sugars are equal in keeping ·qualit;y: to Java sugars, 
but the larger part of the sugar produced in India is· inferlor in this 
respect. There has been considerable improvement,. particularly in the season 
jllst closed. . 

90. There is still a small demand for Java and other imported sugars, 
particularly by hotels, but high grade Indian sugars have to a great extent 
ousted the J ava article~ 

91. The best Indian factories manufacture sugar equal to that of Java, 
but not as high in grade as the refined sugars, i.e., sugars which have passed 
through a refinery. The inferior ,Indian sugars are below Java sj;andard in 
colour and unifQrmity. ." • 

92. Dealers do not stock any weight of sugar, but practise a han'd-to
mouth policy, purchasing only sufficient to meet immediate requirements. 
The manufacturers carry most of the stocks at factories, in Tented godowns 
or in port warehouses, in which latter large quantities are accommodated. 

93. Yes, particularly with a view to avoidance. of "neconomic transport 
from one producing centre to another. 

94. Yes, but control of production would also have to be provided for.< 
95. Yes, on the basis of colour, size of gr~in a:nd histre: 
96. (a) We have not .sold sugar on the basis· of ihe standards of' the 

Indian Sugar Bureau. . ' . 
. . (b) We have graded all our own sugar on these standards for our own 
reCord. . 

97-98. We suggest that this matter be investigated and rElPorted upon 
by a Sub-Committee of the Indian Sugar Mills AssQCiation. 

99. The estimate of normal" consumption will· be supplied by the Indiaa 
Sugar Mills Association. We consider that it would be possible to increase 
consumption by extensive propaganda. . 

100. It is doubtful whether sugar has replaced gur to any extent, although· 
probably the use of white sweets which would require a white sugar is 
extended. On the other hand, there are sweets for which gur is exclusively 
~~ , .1 . 

101. The possibility of starting subsidiary industries such as those men
tioned seem very &light. Such manufactures would have to be mainly 
if not altog~ther, consumed in India, and there seems at present litti~ 
demand. • 

102-104. These details will be given by the Indian Sugar Mills Associa
tion. 

105. The effe<'t of the sugar excise duty of 1934 was to check the exten
sion of the industry and the addition in 1937 will further increase this 
effect. The imposition of the duty should also increase the endeavour to 
improve efficiency of the industry. In all. likelihoQd, the more inefficient 
factories will cease to operate.. ' . 

106. In our case it is all sold to the Nasik Distillery. _ 
107. This will be answered by the Indi(ln Sugar Mills Association. 

II 2 n 
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108. The duty on sugar has been effecti've in reducing the imports of 
.J ava sugar from one million tons to less than one hundred thousand tons 
per annum. It has been the means of providing to cultivators a market 
fqr a cash crop whereby they have benefited greatly. It has also given 
employment to about 100,000 operatives. 

109. In our view, and speaking of the industry in general, the preseD,t 
measure of protection should be maintained, even although it is at present 
inoperative, with the object of excluding Java from the Indian market. 

110. As regards the Deccan factories, the questiqn of concessions in 
railway freight extended to Northern factories may be examined. There 
are no concessions to the Deccan factories and they do not sell any sugar 
in Bombay City. 

111. The effect of import duty on molasses has been nil, and it cannot 
have effected any. industry in' India since molasses is now obtainable for 
practically nothing. 

STATEMENT :A.~ 

(Question 78.) 

We give below the annual amounts of Head Office expenses and the 
Managing Agent's commission since 1931. The Managing Agent's commis
aioX/. is calculated at 10 per cent. on the net profits of the Company, prior 
to depreciation on the fixed assets. 

Year. 

1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

Head office ~enses. Managing Agent's Commission. 
Rs. A. P. 

60,421 4 8 
42,297 3 2 
56,522 510 
58,550 14 3 
50,319 3 5 
57,869 14 3 

STATEMENT B. 

(Question 81.) 

Rs A. P. 

68,962' 610 
1,22,358 14 6 
1,16,222 12 3 
1,30,657 14 0 
1,32,813 3 0 
1~31,683 1 6 

We give below the details of manufacturing and office on cost 'for the 
seasons 193Q.-Sl and 1935-36:-

Year. 

1930-31 
1935-36 

. , 
Manufacturing Cost. Office on Cost. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P.' 

1,9 ,5 2 810 
o 13 9 .l13 S 

The Belvandi Sugar Farm, Ltd .• Abmednagar. 
REPLIES TO THE TARI)')' BOARD QUESTIONNAIRE. 

Produ.ction of Suga'f'-IntToductoT1J. 

1. January, 1936. 
The capacity-250 tons. 
2. Season 1935-36-41,520 maunds. 
Season 1936-37-38,474 maunds. 
5. No changes. 
6. ,Addition ,of one more ,Mill and II BQiler and certain other items to 

Impr?ve general working., , 
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&w Materials. 
9. Yes.. 
Yes, some have booB purchased and soine leased. 
No major difficulties were experienced. 
10. <0.) 1,700 acres of land. 
(b) 1935-36-450 acres. 

19:13-37-375 acres. 
(c) P.O.J. 28'18, E.K. 28, Co. 290. 
(d) Reference M.S.M. replies. 
(e) Outturn.-

P.O.J. 2878--45 tons. 
E.K. 28--45 tons. 
~. 290-40 tollS. 

Sucrose ,-
P.O.J. 2878-1:2'5 per cent. 
E.K. 28-12·6 per cent. 
Co. 29~1l'0 per cent. 

(J) Average cost of cultivation of cane-

. 1. Preparatory tillage including making s~al1 
drains and removing deep-rooted weeds 

2. Cost of farmyard manure. . . • • 
3. Planting seeds and spreading farmyar4 manure 
4. Seed sets and seed for filling; gaps and labour 

for same. . . . . 
5. Three weedings and interculture, including 

rel>airs . • 
6. • Cost of oil cake . . 
7. * Cost of ammonium sUlphate.. . 
8. Pulverizing cake and carting to plots. and 

labour for application of samE> for three 
TOp dressings . .. .. 

9. Partial and complete earthing up in two stages> 
10. Irrigation and Local Fund Cess and drainage 
11. Land rent . . . 
12. Labour for irrigation . 
la. Wadi Staff supervision . .'1 • 

14. Overhead charges to general offic~' and Bombay 
office . . . . , .' . . . 

15. Cutting, stripping, bundling, and transporting 
charges. . . . .. '.' .' 

16., Depreciation on agricultural implements, machi
nery and staff-quaners, etc. 

Total 

Yield per acr<r-36 tons. 
Average per ton-RHo 9-1()'6. 

Per Acre. 

Rs. A • 

22 0 
10 0 
11 0 

25 0 

8 0 
fJ7 8 
22 0 

6 0 
8 0 

37 0 
21 0 
12 0 
8 0 

8 0 

40 .0 

10 0 
-' -.. -.-
345 8 

* These are subject to fluctuations due to variations in the rates of 
oil cake Rnd ammonium sulphate. The cost thus works' out at about As. i 
per maund. The above. cost is. subiect to the risk.s which the factory has 
to bear. on account of Its farmmg due to frost, dIsease. etc., and fluctua
tions in the prices of oil cake and ammonium sulphate, etc., which generally 
add to the above cost. ' , . 

2n2 
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13. (a) & (b) No material change took place during these. two yellrs of 
our working. • 

15. No, 'due to insufficient supply of water owing to frequent failures of 
. monsoons. 

18. (a) Yes. 
(b) (1) Scanty ·rainfall and such other reasons bl! attributed to. 
(2) & (3) Nil. 

19. Our production of cane was quite insufficient in 1936-37 Qwing to 
famine. 

20. Cost of cultivation per acre is Rs. 345. 

34. There being no lime available at any nearer plsce, we have to pay 
a heavy freight rate on lime which is being received from Katni (Central 
Provinces). 

Same also is the case with steam coal both frQm Bengal and the 
Central Provinces and a reduction by way of concession in railway freight, 
even by interference by Government in such commodities is highly desira.ble. 

50. Duration of the crushing season-. 
1935-36-41 months. 
1936-37-31 months. 

Reasons for variation-

Variation is due to insufficient cane. 

No, the perIod is not sufficiently long for economical working. 
5!'· B,i planting early maturing varieties such as Sorghum, Hybrids and 

other Co. varieties,. crushing can be started early in October, and by 
planting the late ripening non-arrowing varieties, such as CQ. 402 and 
H.M. 320, etc., the crushing can be extended upto end of May. 

56. Clerical supetior and, 'subordinate staff and mechanica.l and manu
facturing senior staff are provided with permanent pukka ouilt quarters 
an.} junior and menial staff, including season,l manufacturing I!taff are 
provided with semi-permanent quarters. Free medical assistau~e, etc., is 
provided for and given promptly to the whole of the staff. 

Power. 

57. The amount sp~nt (In 'fu~l is "as under:-
1935-36--Rs~ 16,000. "', 
1936-37-Rs. 14,500. 

59. Outturn and price of molasses is as under:-
1935-36-13,237 mds. lts. 8,273* J at As. 10 per Bengal Maund, f.o.r. 
1936-37-12,500 mds. Rs. 7,812* I Nasik Distillery. 

The above variation is due t.o variation of cane quantities in crushing. 
and production. 

60. The railway company provides Tank Wagons an'd the freight rate 
charge is As. 6-8 per Bengal Maund (C. O. rate.) 

61. Regarding our suggestions for utilisation of molasses, we have .to 
suggest that this being a factory on a minor canal only and water suppbes 
are unassured and are scanty, being a famous famine track, special conces
sion be allowed to. this factory in particular, for manufacturing Power 
Alcohol and Spirits. 

* Out of the amounts realised expenditure at about As. 8 per maund to 
be deducted and then a margin Qf about two ",nnas per, maund is only 
left. 
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Storags and Tral'l$porlation 0/ Sugar, 

At the 
beginning of 
the Season, 

,. 

At olose of th" 
Season. 

Mds. 
19,925 
15,548 

65. Two Co' I. Sheet Godowns, capacity of each to contain 16,000' 
17,000 maunds. 

No. Storage capacity is not increased. 
66. Our sugar haa not deteriorated a,t all ao far. 
79. Nil. Mostly our augar is transported by m.otor lorries from dealers. 
73. Balance Sheet for 1935-36 season is enclosed herewith and Balance 

Sheet for 1936-37 season is not so far drawn, 
81. (i) Nil. 
(ii) Douhle curing system for manufacturing of one grade sugar. 
(iii) & (iv) Nil. 
83. Ahmednagar, small percentage to Dhond and villages in the viciIiity. 
86. (a) 1935-36-

Sugar No. I at the rate of Rs. 9-4 per . Bengal Maund. 
Sugar No • .u at the rate of Rs. 8-12 per Bengal Maund. 

1936-37- I 

Sugar No. I at the rate of Rs. 7-6 per Bengal Maund. 
Sugar No. II at the rate of Rs. 7-2 per Bengal M!J,und. 

91. The quality of Indian Sugar No. 1 Orys~al was inferior to Java in 
earlier yeara but since 1935-36 season, the quality of Indian sugars has 
immensely improved. Some of the United Provinces factories manufacture 
sugars of grain, colour, and quality excelling eVe!l that of Java and generally 
the Indian I quality sugars have reached Java standard with~ut doubt. 

92. (a) By about 3 months. . 
(b) By about 4 months. 
100. Now-lHlays there being fall in pricel,-even the poor clasa pref~rs 

buying sugar to gur and more so on ceremonial occasions. 
110. In the present state of Industry, it is conS'idered highly desirable 

that the Government should delete the enhanced excise duty as early as 
possible, the reason being that a9 at 'present, the factory owner has to 
toil the year in alld out hut without any substantial gain' to the shart!
holders who have and have been financing the concerns. 

ne RavaigaoD Sugar Farm, Lid.. Nasik. 
(1) RBPLJlIiS TO TAIID'P BOARD GeNERAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1. The factory started manufacture of sugar in November, 1933. It 
started with a capacity of 150 tons of sugarcane. per day and has increased 
to 270 tons a day. ' 

Crystal. Crushed. 
Season, 

No.1. No.2. No.1. No.2. 
II. 1933-34 27,025 16,032'5 

1934-35 52,772'5 11,837'5 897'5 19,095 
193·5-36 74,565 10,712'5 647'5 16,822'5 
1936-37 100,186'5 15,551'25 101'75 3,18,'25 
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3. The factory is not advantageously situated in any particular way. 
4. The process of manufacture followed in our factory is " Single Sulphi

taMon ". 
5. There is hardly any change in the layout of the factory. The 

units added or their capacities increased to increase crushing capacity 
from 150 to 270 tons. The capital expenditure on Plant, Machinery and 
Erection has increased from Rs. 5,00,000 to Rs. 7,40,000. 

6. We propose to 'increase the capacity of the factory to 350 tons. But 
this wil1 depend on the supply of water on the irrigation canals. 

7. (a) In the Deccan the size of the factory is mainly determined by the 
supply of water from canals as sugarcane can be grown only with oonal 
water on a large scale. 

(b) The smallest unit which can be operated economically can be consi
dered to be of 250 tons because though with bigger units it is possible 
to reduce the cost of production by a few rupees per ton the distributing 
cost also increases with larger production and the compensating advantage 
is reduced considerably. This of course presupposes that the smaller unit 
can supply its sugar in its natural market and take advantage of the 
protection in the form of Custom Duties or of its being away from the 
ports. 

8. We can get most of the cast iron items in India. Similarly tanks, 
etc., are ma.nufactured in India. Messrs. Stewart and Lloyds supplif'd steam 
pipes from their Indian workshop. It is mainly engines, pumps, boilers 
and such highly technical things which have to be imported. 

9. (i) The Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology being situated at 
Cawnpore ha~ not found to be of much ltdvantage to us particularly as 
the Deccan ilugarcane and Deccan Sugar factory problems have been 
different from those of North India. ' 

(ii) We aTe not aware of the IIidustr\es Department of the Government 
of Bombay having taken i1ny interest in sugar industry. As regards the 
Imperial Institute of Sugar Teohnology we are afraid that the Director, 
or the ,Institute itself is overburdened with a variety of activitioo. If the 
Institute could concentrate on Research work and if it kept itself in touch 
with the Deccan problems we feel it will serve the interest of the 
Industry more usefully. 

10. We cultivlj.te our sugarcane. The land in the majority of the cases 
ill taken on lease tor a period varying from 10 years to 20 years and in 
some cases where a cultivator insists on an outright sale it is purchased. 
The main difficulty in this transaction is when we come across :-tn obsti
nate cultivator who refuses to part with his lalld in spite of a rea30nable 
ofre'r. We have come across cases where such a cultivator has refused 
permission to allow a water channel or tramline to pass along the boundary 
of his field. 

11. (a) 5,475 acres. 
(b) Average area under c'ane each year is 1,100 acres. 

(c) Chiefly, P.O.J. 2878; E.K. 28, Co. 290, 349, RM. 320. Lately we 
have introduced new varieties obtained from Coimbatore of which Co. 419 
seems promising. 

(d) Under Irrigation Rules, we can take two crops of sugarcane in 
:Hve years on the same land. For the rest of the period the land remains 
fallow: or for the 50 per cent. of the crop we grow sunn (hemp) for 
green manuring. A small area is utilized for fodder for the cattle. In 
the Deccan intensive cultivation of sugarcane is 'doRe with heavy dozes of 
artificial and concentrated manures such as Sulphate of Ammonia and Oil 
Cakes. Similarly intensive irrigation is done, the crop getting water at 
every 10 days normally and in hot weather at eight days interval also. 
Two to three deep plougllings are done for preliminary cultivation and 
cane is planted in furrows. The space between two furrows is gcner~lly 



31 ft. There are two planting seasons. One is called out QI season 
planting which is done from June to August and the second is Seasonal 
Planting which is done from October to January or February. . 

The out of season planting or what is called Adsali planting is a 18 month 
crop and gets two monsoons for its growth. Naturally it gives very high. 
tonnage per acre to the extent of 50 tons pr over. The seasonal crop 
generally stands for 14 months and gives about 35 tons to an acre~ 

(e) ,It is very difficult to give average yield pel acre for ditfere~t 
varieties as the varieties are grown according to the nature of the SOIL 

However, it is observed that Co. 290 gives better tonnage than P.O.J. 2878 
or E.K. 2B with. less manure. But the sugar content i~ CQ. 290 is less 
than the other two varieties by about one per cent. . 

(I) A stagement giving cost of cultivation per acre in full detail!! is 
appended herewith.· 

12. (a) No definite area. is set aside fOt: experiment in oane cul*,ivation~ 
But the land is put under experimental plots accordingly as the yearly 
programme. . 

(b) There is no production of seed for sale or free distribution to culti
vators. If any cultivator wants to grow new varieties seed is supplied, 
at a reasonable price which is ailliost equal to the purchased price of 
the cane. There is, however, no .binding on the factory to purchasethes9 
canes for the factory. The rate charged by the factory for such seed' 
has been found to be p!uch lower than the rate charged by the Govern
ment farm for thoir seed supply. 

13. Varieties planted aTe tested periodically in the laboratory for their 
maturity and the selection is· made accordingly. The assistance of the; 
department of agriculture' has been little in this respect. as it. seems. 
their experimental stations mainly concerned with the manufacture of. 
gur and the small cultivator. The ideas with regard to the heavy manuring. 
and irrigation held by the Department of Agricult.ure of Bombay received 
a rude shock by the experiment conducted by some of the Deccan. factories 
in getting a 105 tons crop. This was indeed a very big experiment. 
and was carried on in spite of the opposition from the Agriculture alld 
Irrigation Departments of the Government of Bombay. These experiments 
Bhowed clearly that heavy manuring and irrigation gave a. very hea.vy 
crop without appreciably reducing the sugar content in cane. It IS believed 
that the cost per ton also is lower and more e:8:periments are being done 
on these lines. . 

14. (a) The factory crushed 592,914 mounds of cane' in 1933-34, 
851,036 maunds of cane in 1934-35, 1,0.51,983 maunds of cane in 1935-36, 
and 1,216,407'36 maunds of cane in 1936-37. 

(b) The quality of cane has not appreciably changed as the proportion' 
of Co. 290 has practically remained the same. This year, however, it is 
reduced considerabty and it is expected that the recovery of sugar wi)} 
go up. 

15. A very severe frost occurs once in several years. But light at' 
tanks occur once in three or four years. It is estimated that the damage 
due to frost is about 3 per cent. while. that from insects, pests, sucb 
as borer, Bmutts, etc., a8 well as attack from Tats· comes to about two 
to three per cent. 

16. The factory is assured of sufficient supply of suitable cane. 
(As regards part g and 3 please see a.Jl!lwersto question 11.) 

17. The supply of cane is not affected by the competition of othel' 
.factories as the other factories as situated fairly apart. 

18. (a) No. 

(b) Does not ar~. 

• Not printed. 
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19.' No. 
, ~l. Supply of irrigation water and the irrigation TUles have been the 
main difficulties of cane growers. If the irrigation department becomes 
rational the cultivators and the factory people will be very happy. 

22. (a) We agree with the Tariff Board's view. 
(b) Does not arise in the Deccan. 
24. (a) The fixation of a quota for sugar manufactures by factories 

would act prejudicialy in respect of smaller factories as probably they hUI'''' 
not been able to extend for want of finance or for some other conditions 
so far. Moreover, if a quota is fixed below their full capacity their cost 
of production is likely to rise to an uneconomic level j but certainly it 
would be worth whHe fixing quotas or reducing the capacity of, the VH;J 

big factories. In' the Deccan the factory grows its own cane and there 
is considerable variation in the tonnage obtained. Naturally if quota is 
fixed the factory may exceed at times the quota limit. 

(b)' Licensing would result in an undue interference from the State 
which has shown lack of sympathy for 1;he Industry. 

25. All cane is supplied on company's tramway tine or by ,bullock 
carts. 

27. The condition of the roads is very deplorable. Neither the (ffivern
ment nor the District Local Board care to help the factory in any way. 
As a matter of fact the District Local Board obtain a revenue of about 
Rs. 4,000 annually from the factory in the form, of local ('ane on the 
irrigation water. The Government also obtained about Rs. 5,000 annually 
in the form of petrol tax from the factory. None of these has c~red 
to give a pucca road for a length of 5 miles from the' factory to reach 
a main road. Several re~resentations' have been made but to no effect. 
As a matter of fact during the monsoon it becomes very diffi('ult to reach 
the nearest town as all roads become muddy and water logged. 

28. The longest distance from which cane is brought is 6 miles and 
the time' taken between cutting and delivery at the factory is about 
18 hours. There is no deterioration within this period. 

29. The average cost of transport of cane by cart per mile permaund 
is 1'3 pies. Cane growers generally hire carts. 

30. No. 
32. There is no railway for the transport of cane. The cane is trans

ported on the tram lines which belong to the factory. Average time taken 
between cutting of cane and delivery at the factory is 18 hours. 

35. The total length of tram line road in the factory area is about 
16 miles. The average cost including loading per maund per mile is 
0'75 pies. 

36. The tramway system is generally advantageous. The main diffi
culty is that when we come across the obstinate cultivator who refuses 
to give permission for the laying of the 1>ramway line along the boundary 
of his field. 

42. Very little cane is purchased. The prices vary according to the 
prices of gilT. • 

44. There is very little proportion in the price of sugar('ane and price 
of sugar. The price of sugarcane largely depends on the price' of gur. 

47. Prices are not fixed for sugarcane in the Deccan. 
48. The preRent basis of tlle minimum prices of cane is no'i satisfactory 

8S it has acted in a vicious circle and resulted in bringing the price 
of sugarcane down. The Govet:nment fix 'the minimum price taking int!) 
consideration the t>revailing price of sugar. The speculator manufacturE'r, 
however makes forward sales at prices uneconomic in relation to the 
prices df sugarcane. The market becomes nervous an'd declines bringing 
with it a decline in the prices of sugarcane. The process again ('ontinlles, 
In such a cane the forward seller gains and reaps a prout !At the cost 
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of grower and the other steady manufacturer who wants to supply tho 
Bugar as the market wants. Fixing of prices which was meant to protlll,t 
the sugarcane growers has ultimately worked to help the Speculator Sugar 
Manufacturer and the advantage of protection to the industry is lost. 
It would therefore, be desirable that the price of sugarcane should be 
!xe4 at a minimum level of 5 annas per maund and it should not be 
allowed to go below that price if the price of sugar goes lower as a 
result of internal "competition. This fixing of the minimum prices will' 
tend to staililize the sugar m"arket as well because in that case the
factories wilJ automaticallJ' stop production of sugar and overproduction 
will be eliminated which' in turn will tend to stabilize the prices. 

50. The factory worked for 131 days in 1933-34, 170 days in 1934-35, 
171 days in 19~6 and 172 days in 1936-37. It had to stop crushing 
early in the first year' because there was not enough supply of cane. 
In the third year it had to continue till the third week, of June because 
it started late owing to the late arrival of, the, extension machillery. 
In spite of late crushing the portion of the crop had to be carried over. 
Crushing after 18th of May resulted' in lower recovery. In the fourth 
year the factory has worked fairly long period. The normal periQd in 
the Deccan is considered from 15th of October till 15th of May. 

51. It may be possible to" extend' the period up to the first week' Qf 
June if we can obtain the variety of canes which will keep well in the 
hot weather of the Deccan. After that it will not be possible to keep 
the factory going owing to heavy rains which make harvesting and transport 
of cane impossible. The same, is true with. regard to early starting. 

52. Please refer to the answer to question, 9. 

LabOllll'. 

Skilled. Unskilled. 
53. Season-_ 

1933-34 215 179 
1934-35 212 202 
1935-36 258 238 
1936-37 272 208 

Off Season-
1933-34 115 36 
1934-35 120 116 
1935-36 175 145 
1936-37 126 68 

~ 

54. We have not imported any skilled or unskilled labour from abroad 
or from other parts of India. 

55. We had imported one Erector for the erection of the factory from 
the manufacturers. He left Boon after the erection. 

56. Most of the labourers get free housing from the factory. Electric 
lights are supplied at a smaller charge of As. 10 per light per month, 
and they get lighting throughout the night. There is water service arrange~ 
ment by means of pipes and taps. All get free medical service. The 
dispensary is free to outsiders as well and about 75 to 100 outside patient~ 
mainly from the agricultural classes take advantage daily. This is the only 
di!lpensary in a radius of about 12 miles. All are treated free. There 
iA a .Co-operative Stores supplying the provisions for the workmen. 
The company is running two Vemacula-r day schools and one night schnot 
for the benefit of the employees. In all five teachers are engaged and tho. 
attendance of the students is also good. 

A gvmkhana is also orl!anized with a cricket ground and a tennis court 
attached to the same. The Deputy Director of Public Health to the 
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Government oS Bombay and the Civil Surgeon of Nasik have expressed 
satisfaction at the sanitary arrangements of the company. Provident Fund' 
hl\iI been started and alsQ an Insurance scheme is also started for the 
benefit of the employees. 

Pow,r. 
57 .. The fuel requirements from the bagasse are not sufficient. We are 

required to supplement bagasse by coal, wood and molasses. The figures for 
the amount spent on fuel are as follows~-

Seaaon. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

By-product,. 
'58. The By-products in our factory are:-

Amount. 

RI ..... P. 

29,261 3 9 
29,111 10 0 
27,62315 3 
18,21813' 9 

1. Molasses. 3. Boiler Ash. 
2. Filter press mud. 4.' Molasses Ash. 

The molasses can "be burnt in the boilers by means of a special furnace; 
The molasses have been very useful and have reduced the consumption of 
Qther fuel such as coal and wood. The filter press cake, the boiler ash 
and the molasses ash are used on the estate as manure for sugarcane. 

59, The following are the figures for the cane crushed and molasses 
produced with the percentaj1;e of molasses per 100 cane for the season 
1933-34 to 1936-37 :_ 

SeaSon. Cane orushed .. Molasses. Per cent. on 

Tons. Tons . 
1933-34 . 17,078 720 
1934-35 .31,268 1,079. 
1935-36 .38,651 1,258 
1936-37 ~4,683 ~,461 

Probable' reasons for high percentage in the 1st year:
(1) New and inexperienced labour. 

cane. 

4·21 
IH5 
3·25 
3'27 

(2) Low capacities in the boiling house especially on the pan floor. 
(3) The low purity of mixed juice (78'46-average for the season). 

60. Market for our molasses is the Nasik Distillery which is owned and 
run by the Government of Bombay. The Distillery offered a Tate of As. 11 
per maund delivered at the Distillery. But as it cost us ahout .As. 10-6 
~o transport the moalsses from the factory to the Distillery we refused 
to supply. 

61. We are . now burning the molasses in the boiler "lery satisfactorily. 
62. We now burn the molasses in the boileT for last two year: and 

hhe results obtained are very satisfactory. The estimated value obtained 
in the saving of fuel by burning molasses in the boilers comes to aboufi 
As. 4 per maund. We think that the molasses will be better utilized if 
t.he Government.. sanction manufacture of alcohol to be compu1iPTily used 
with petrol in the motor transport.. 'Ve have no surplus bagMSe; 



Storage .and Transportation o/Sugar. 

Seaaon. 

64. 1933-34 
1934-35 
1930-36 
1936-37 

Stock at tho 
beginning. 

)fda. 

6,054 

Btock at the 
end. 

Mda. Srs. 
81,007 Ii 

9,657 5 
33,510 0 
59,9025 

65. We have godowns at the factory and at Malegaon which is the 
nearest distributing centre for our sugar. The capacity of the storage 
godownll has been increased and we do not eontemplate increasing IIony 
further. The present capacity of the godowns is over 50,000 maunds of 
sugar. 

66. We have not observed any deterioration of our sugar in storage. 
There is a. small damage due to rains, but that is nominal. 

67. With regard to the damaged sug!U" OUT practice has been to remelt 
and produce good sugar. 

69. The Bugar is damaged in transit mainly dUe to rains. So far there has 
been very nominal damage. 

70. Most of the sugar goes by road in lorries. About 25 per !lent, 
goes by rail and there is no shortage of wagons. 

13. Balance sheet is sent herewith. 
74. The amounts of depreciation do ·not tally with the rates allowed, 

by tbe .Income-tax Department. Our figures depend largely on the profits' 
madll. ThE! profits made by this factory have been very meagte and there m. 
no sufficient provision for depreciation so far. 

'15. & 76. Please refer to the Balance sheet. 
77. Working capital is largely financed by the Managing Agents and, 

some capital is obtained from the Banks at 1 per cent. higher than the 
Bank rate. which works out to about· 4 to 5 per cent. 

78. Please rnfer to the Balance sheet. The Head Office expenses ar; 
nominal. The Agent's commission is ·determined at a percentage· basis on 
profits. The commission of the Agents is 10 per ceni;. per annum 00, 

the annual net profits earned by the company. It is also subiect to a: 
. minimum Bum of Rs. 5,000 per annum whether the company makes profit, 
IIr not. 

79. We consider 10 per cent. a8 a fair return on capital after paying; 
depreciation and interests on working capital. 

SO. The· extension of the mill from an Eleven Roller Train to one of 
17 rollers and the addition of a set of knives were made after ·the 1st 
Beason 1933-34. . • 

The progress made since then in the working of the factory is best 
understood by referring to the table which very clearly traces. the .cause. • 

The efficiency of· the Boiler house was considerably improved by the 
addition of Boilers, thus enabling the Boilers to perform· very norm~ 
duties. Better control has been maintained o~ the combustion of the. fuels: 

Season. Crushing Tons crushed Sucrose Fibre. Total. days. per day. Extra. 

Per cent. Tons. 
1933-34 131 130·00 88'98 14,'52 17,078 
1934-35 170 185'00 89-00 16'2 31,268 
1.931)-36 171 226·00 87-62 16'97 38,651 
1936-37 172 259'81 90'23 13·96: 44,688 
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Reduced extraction for seasons 1935-36 and 1936-37 were 91'35 and 91'40 
and it would be over 92. per ,cent. for 1934-35 and 193~4. 

The chances of further reducing the working costs are limited, almost, 
in all directions, except in higher recoveries as the efficiencies, over all 
and the Boiling House have reached the .limit, taking the Size of the Plant 
into consideration. 

82. It is expected that :with be~ter varieties the ~covery wiD go u'p by 
about 1 per cent. or upto 11 per cent. in all as against 9'82 per cent. at 
present.· With the improvement in recovery it is expected the cost of· 
production will also go down to a little' extent. 

Marketing. 
83. Our sugar is mainly consumed in the West Khandesh, East Kha:ndesh 

and Nasik East and a small portion in the Nizam's territory. 
84, (a) Generally our sugars are sold by one dealer who either buys 

the sugar outright at a price or distributes as Agents at a price mentioned. 
by the factory. The delivery of sugar is done on cash basis. When the 
sugar is sold outright deposit at the'rate of Re. 1 per bag is taken from 
the dealer. 

(b) Main dealer sells the sugar at different prices in the different markets 
according to quantity of sugar sotd. He also sells to the retailer on cash 
basis. He does not 'get any deposits from the retailers, 

85. The present sugar contract form is suitable. 
86. There has been very little difference in the wholesale and retail 

prices of sugar in the distributing centres of our factory." The merchants 
are nervous to make any big contract owing to the declining prices of Indian 
sugars. The difference between the . wholesale and the retail price does 
not exceed As. 4 per maund. 

88. No storage arrangements are made by dealers of our factory. The 
storage arrangements are made by factory itself. 

90. In our local market Java sugar has been completely ousted due to 
the low price at which we sell our sugar 1fhich is appreciated for its quality 
as well. 

92. Our season extends for 7 months of the year. It has been our 
policy to hold the stock so as to supply the local market for 12 months. 
The storage is done by ,.the factory.' The finan~ is obtained from the 
Managing Agents or from the Banks. . 

93. The marketing survey of the sugar industry will certainly be advan~ 
tageous and should be done as early as possible. 

94. We favour the Central All-India Selling Organisation. As a matter 
'of fact we consider it very essential for, the proper development of the 
industry. ' 

95. We favour the standardization of Indian sugar' and this can be done 
on the basis of Indian sugar standards as introduced by the Director of 
the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. . 

96. We have not done any business so far on the basis of tlUgar standa:rds 
but we have maintained and improved the standard of our sugars. 

106. There are no marketing arrangements for molasses .• 
108. The protection offered to the industry ha~ been effective for develop

ing the industry flO rapidly. Within a period of 4 years the industry was 
able to stop practically all imports of foreign sugar; and supplied the demand 
from the home' production. In fact it has now reached a stage when it 
can export su!!:ar. It has bElen effective in another aspeQt. The protection 
was giytm with a view. to divert sugarcane from gur making and at the 
same time to give employment in the country. This it has' achieved, for 
the 150 factories arll employing about a thousand workmen on an average 
per factory and have given ~ope to the ~ducated ~nd, ~telligent cI.l!Sses 
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to use their intelligence for the betterment of the industry and the country. 
Along with the 8Ugal' industry there have developed secondary industries 
such as manufacture of spare parts and machinery and the transport 
iJldustry, etc., moreover, it has given an impetus to sugarcane, which has 
grown up by leaps and bounds; particularly when other crops were not 
paying. The protection, however, .has failed in one respect, viz., it has 
not been able to give its advantage to the growers for whose benefit it 
was chiefly introduced. The last Tariff Board estimated the fair selling 
price of sugarcane to be As. 8 per maund while the prices actually fix~d 
have come down to less than As. 5 and in Bihar and the United Provinces 
to low as As. 2-6. 

(2) Letter No. ESP /782, dated the 6th A.1lgust, 1997, from the Ravalgaon 
Sugar Farm, Ltd., Bamball. 

At the time of the evidence' tendered by our Mr. Lalchand Hirachand on, 
the 5th instant, he promised to send a copy of the letter he addressed to 
Dr. N. B. Ghatge, B.Ag., Ph.D., F.S.S. (London), Professor of Agricultural 
Ecopomics and Provincial Marketing Officer, Bombay Presidency, Agri
cultural College, Pooua, fQr information of the Board. 

Enclosure. 

R/3971. 

The Ravalgaon Sugar Farm, Ltd., 

Bombay, 27th June, 1937. 

Dr. M. B. Ghatge, B.Ag., Ph.D., F.S.S. (London}, 

Professor of Agricultural Economics and Provincial Marketing Officer, 
Bombay Presidency, Agricultural College, 1;'oona. 

Dear Sir, 

We are in receipt of your letter No. 6/702, dated 21st June, 1937, for 
which we thank you. We have read the statement by the President of 
the All-India Sugar Merchants' Conference in the "Times of 'India". We 
were very much amused to read the same because the statement contains a 
number· of inaccuracies as well as it was uncalled for. The President shows 
lack of knowledge of the Deccan Sugar .Industry. We Teally fail to under
,tand why he should have made that statement when Mr. Jagjivan Moolji 
is neither a sugarcane grower nor a sugar . manufa(Jturer nor' a sugar 
dealer in the Deccan. . 

The Deccan Sugar Manufacturers" Association had sent a statement' to 
the" Times of India" contradicting the views of Mr. Jagjivan Moolji; but 
the .. Times of India" have refused to publish the statement JorreasQns 
which we are unable to nnderstand. Indeed owing to the competition from 
the United Provinces and Bihar and the recent increases in the excise the 

"llugar industry in the Deccan is very much hit. The main grounds of 
the trouble are these:-

(a) The United Provinces and Bihar Manufacturer get his cane 'at 
a very cheap price. 

(b) There has been reduction in the railway freight on sugar which 
was primarily granted to drive foreign sugar out of India. 

(c) Under the present circumstances it is doubtful if the sugar 
factories in the United, Province$ and Bihar are making II 
reasonable profit. . , 

(d) Lack of sympathy and co-operation from the "Government of 
Bombay for ,~e Deccan Sugar Industry. 
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,We shall disCuss tl)ese p~ints 'in detail. 
(a) Perhaps one ~ould be tempted to t.hink that the North India Sugar 

l\bnuf~cturer gets hIS cane at a cheap prICe because th!! cost of production 
there IS very cheap.. In our opinion this is not true. The agriculturist 
j,hel'1e is compelled to . grow sugarcane largely because he could grow it 
withol,lt restriction and because other crops do not give him as much 
return as sugarcane. This is a question of comparative costs. Owing to 
·the fall in prices of commodities such as wheat, cotton, etc., it was 
found absolutely uneconomical to grow them and the cultivation of these 
commodities went down considerably. On the other hand the sugar factories 
offered in the early stages a high price such as As. 6 and even As. 7 per 
rnaund of cane which was a very decent price. Moreover, the new varieties 
also were more profitable. The agriculturist, who does not take into consi
deration the provision for bad times, -the interest charges and such other 
things, thought that the price offered by the sugar factories was very 
.attractive and grew sugarcane in large abundance. If., however, we refer 
to the last Tariff Board report on sugar we find that the Tariff Board 
.have recommended As. 8 per maund as the fair selling price of sugarcane. 
Even if we consider this to· be rather on the optimistic side we have 

·to agree that As. 6 would be a fair selling price if we take into considera
tion all the items ·which a business man would take into consideration, 
'IIiz., (a) Provision for calamities such as frost, disease, etc., (b) Interest 
charges, (c) Transport charges and (d) A fair margin to the grower. As 
against that the Agriculturist sold the crop and the Governments of the 
United Provinces and Bihar allowed him to sell at a price which was 

,far below than this price; and the only explanation therefor is that 
there was overproduction and the Government and the Agriculturist 
were· primarily concerned to see that ~he crop was crushed no matter 
at what price. The price which the Agriculturist. got was, therefore, 
an adversity price and not a fair selling price. .If the manufacturer of 
Bugar in the United Provinces and Bihar cares to grow his own sugarcane 
it will be observed-and this is the experience of some of the manufacturers 
'there-that the cost of production is much higher'than the price at which 
they purchased sugarcane from the agriculturist. We, therefore, cannot 
coinpare our cost of production with that o,f the selling price of sugarcane 
in tlie United Provinces and Bihar. We, in the Deccan, 'feel confident 
that we can very well compete with the North India Manufacturer, 
if he is made to pay .& fair price to the sugarcane grower, and if he is 
not allowed to take an undue advantage of the adverse condition of the 
grower there. In fact, we feel that we shall be able to compete even 
.if the minimum price in the United P·rovinces and Bihar is fixed at 
,as low as As. 5 delivered at the factory. The recent decline in the acreage 
under sugarcane goes to confirm our view that the prices offered to the 
agriculturist are uneconomic. 

(b) You. might be aware that 8 or 4 years ag9 the railway freight 
on sugar from North India was Rs. 1-15-6 per maund. There has been 
reduction since then two or three times and the present railway freight 
is' about Re. 1 from any sugar factory, in the north, to the Jlorts. The 
object in granting this reduction, as was told, was to drive out whatever 
Bugar came into the ports from outside. The Government having granted 
a very decent protection this reduction would have ,·been unnecessary'. 
Moreover, the imports of foreign sugar having stopped continuance of the 
same is absolutely unjustifiable particularly as the same is being use.d against 
the DeI'Can sugar industry-. The sugar industry in the north, ill'therefore, 
ooubly protected and under the circumstances, therefore, it is no wonder 
,if the sugar industry in the Deccan finds it difficult to maintain its 
,pwn. 

(c) Because the Bugar factories in the north are selling their sugar 
at such a low prioe one is temptea to believe that their cost of production 
rnllRt be very low. From our knowledge we can say that the' sugar 
factories in the North also are not happy under the present circumstances. 



It is only;; few factories who have sold their sugar for futures and making 
profits. But this is a business in speculation. Anticipating a fall in the' 
price of sugar they sold their sugar at a ;higher price, >'though probably 
uneconomic at the time at which they made the sale. This sale, however, 
had a reaction on the market and the price of sugar tended to go down 
with the consequent result of bringing the prices of sugarcane down under 
the price formula. 'In this business naturally the speculator factory owner 
got the advantage 'while the steady sugar manufacturer has been the looser. 
It seems the Indian Sugar Mills Association have realised this position 
and have been trying to maintain· higher prices for sugar by forming 
a SIlIIing Organization or otherwise. Unfortunately, however, they are not 
Buch successful so far owing to diversity of interests and particularly owing 
to the existence of the speculator factory owner. 

(d) As regards the lack of sympathy ILIld co-operation from the Govern~ 
ment of Bombay we need not write much. The story of the Irrigatiou. 
Agreement and the Tram-line Agreement is well known everywhere. The 
Government in spite, of increased revenue 'from the factories have not 
cared to give the factories a decent road to the nearest market. Not only 
the rates of irrigation water are very high but the application of the 
irrigation rules also has been done in a very high-handed manner; and 
which adds to the already very high water rates. The drainage clause of 

,the irrigation agreement is the limit of Government's high-handedness. The 
Government's opposition to the 100 ton crop scheme inaugurated by ,the 
Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce showed clearly how indifferent and 
opposed they were for the improvement and the development of the Deccan 
sugar industry. The appointment of the residential excise staff at the sugar 

,factories in the Deccan is another illustration of the Government's feeling 
towards the Deccan sugar factories. All these things have contributed in 
their own way to aggravate difficulties of the Deccan factories. 

In spite of these 'difficulties and opposition mentioned aoove the 'Deccan 
factories have tried their utmost to establish themselves on a sound footing. 
The factories are making experiments with regard to varieties and, manup' 
ing and hope to reduce the cost of sugarcane considerably. There is a. 
natural advantage of higher recovery due to the introduction of P.O.J. 287S; 
E.K. 28 and other improved varieties. Given a fair treatment, therefore, 
they expect to come out successful in the long run. 

Yours faithfully, 

f,?r Ra.!algaon SU:g~ar ,Farm' ]J!~~e.d" 
(Sd.) Lalchand Hirachand, 

f/Jirect07'. 

The DeCCAn Sugar Factories, Bombay. 
(1) Letter dated the 22nd Jv,np" 1987. 

I have the honour to address this to you jl,nd to place before you the 
views of the Deccan Sugar Factories. 

Progre88 0/ IndustT1l.-It may be stated at the outset that the sugu:
industry in India has made remarkable progress since 1932 when Protection 
was gi ven to it. This can be seen from the following facts: _ • 

,(I) The' area under cane which was 3,076,000 acres in 1931-32 has 
increased to over 4,200,000 acres'in 1936-37, and cane crop has ' 
also correspondingly increased. 

(2) The number of sugar factories which' stood at 57 in 1932-33 has 
incr,eased to about 150 in 1936-37. 

(3) The production of factory made white /lugar (Vacuum' System) 
which was 2,901,777 tons in 1932-33 has gonl! up tQ 1,031,000 
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tone in, 1936-37 which together with the Khandsarioutput of 
125,000 tons, and 54,000 tons of sugar refined from gur during 
thai> year goes over 12 lakhs of tons. Added to the imports of 
sugar for the year it exceeds 12'5 lakhs of tons. The Country's. 
normal consumption has been' about 10'5 lakhs of tons, although. . 
it has recently improved to a certain extent. Simultaneously 
the imports of foreign sugar have gone. down. The consolida
tion and. stabilisation of the Industry will naturally need a. 
steadiness of attitude on the part of Government of India. . 

Governments policy has created doubts in the mind of lndustrialists.
:After the Sugar Industry Protection Act, was passed and protection given 
to the industry in 1932 Excise duty was imposed upon it on the plea of' 
revenue exigencies, Government maintaining that they were not bound to 
keep the additional advantage which accrued to the industry as a result 
()f the general surcharges on customs. The Excise duty has been further 
increased this year. Apart from the fact that the imposition of Excise 
duties in the early stages 'of industrial development of a country cannot be 
considered to be sound, it has to be noted that an 'uncertainty is created 
in the mind of industrialists as to the precise policy of Government and 
this is not helpful to the development of the industry. The Tariff Board's 
estimate of the percentage of recovery at the end of 15 years' protective 
period is gel1erally already exceeded all over India. The tonnage yields 
per acre of cane have also shown, improvement, Bombay Deccan being no 
~xception to this progres.. .. in other respects is slower, but there is every 
hope for improvement. It must be remembered that the sugar industry of 
Java has passed through various stages before it ~eached its present posi
tion after a long period of steady work and experiment and that was at a 
time. when Java was more or less in a privileged position in the World's 
Sugar Market. ' 

Molasses and their 'Utilization for manufacture of power alcohol.-For 
the vast quantity of molasses available in the country today, roughly esti
mated at about 4'5 lakhs of tons for the year 1936-37 on a conservative esti
lllate, a remunerative use is yet to be found. This quantity can, on the 
:whole, be said to yield next to nothing at present and the Tariff Board's 
estimated price of Rs. 1-8 per maund (paragraph 57 of their Report) is, 
it is unnecessary to add, not realised. A remunerative utilization of 
molasses will, therefore, be of definite advantage to' the industry and the 
solution of this problem brooks no further delay, if the stabilisation of 
India's sugar industry on a strong and competitive basis is to be early 
'realised. Molasses are at present not fetching anything for the most part 
and this is a distinct and great loss to the indust.ry. Almost all the coun
tries which make power alcohol from the molasses, make it obligatory to 
mix it in certain proportions, with petrol for use of internal combustion 
engines .in fact in Hawai, Cuba and the United States of America, it is 
made compulsory by law to mix 20 per cent. of such alcohol in petrol for 
the use of all aut.omobile traffic. Such a use of power alcohol seems quite 
possible in the interior and the up-country areas of India. where petrol sells 
dear and it is understood that it can bear the imposition of Excise duty 
also. Even though Government's policy be not to allow' production of 
power alcohol at present, they bave undoubtedly reserved the right to them
'Selves to consider this, should there be found no solution of the molasses 
question in export. It is suhmitted that time has now come to consider it 
seriously. The Tariff Board, at the ·end of paragraph 84 of their Report 
have expressed the hope that the establishment of the denatured Spirit 
industry would be possible when white sugar industry had sufficiently 
developed. 

Expenditure on Research.-'--Government of India have not spent as much 
as they should have on research. The industry has reached today a stage 
41.t which a more liberal expenditure on research hoth 'On the agricnltural and 
,manufacturing side, will be useful. Standardisation and uniformity of 
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qualities of sugars produced is necessary and there is good" scope for work 
in this direction. The help and technical advice of the Director of Sugar 
Induetry should it is suggested, be available to the factories at a small oost~ 
It is complained that his consultation charges Are heaVy today. The result 
of research and experiment carried on by the sugar cane stations:.in various 
provinces should be available to the industry periodically. --

Lwrge employment created by the Industry.-The development of' the 
8ugar industry in the country has created large employment. It is estimated 
that the sugar factories employ about 150,000 workers skilled and unskilled; 
about 10,000 educated men including chemists, technicians, graduates, and 
under-grsduates in various capacities. It is also to be noted that over 
150,000 of people are employed in the cultivation of cane required by these 
sugar factories. 

Consumer is not paying more for his Sugar.-The consumer is not paying 
more for his sugar today. It may happen in certain cases that the' consumer 
may have to pay higher price for his article at the beginning before the pro" 
tected industry bas fully grown and stabilised itself. Even in that case 
there should be no justification to remove the protective T.ariff Wall, in the 
larger national interest: But in the present case even this plea of higher 
price to the consumer cannot be advanced or sustained either. 

For the varioua reasons detailed so far· and in the interest of this import
ant industry, it is urged that the present level 01 protection should not be 
f'educed. If, however, the Tariff Board see otherwise, and come. to the COI'l~ 
clusion .that some reduction of protection is necessary, it is submitted that. 
the Tariff Board will do well not to recommend such reduction immediately. 
All the factories which eJl'ist today have come into .existence during the last 
2/3 years and they. have bad little time for adjusting things. It ill hoped 
that the Tariff Board take a larger view of the matter. 

SU{Jar IndWltry in the Deccan.-Having· so far dealt with the country's 
industry generally, may pasll on to. the specific. requirements of the sugar 
industry of the Bombay Deccan which finds itself in a peculiar position at 
present. What follows is more in the nature of an elucidation of its position 
with a view to invite the attention of the Tariff Board to its requirements. 

A few more useful points of informatio'Tb regarding the Sugar Factories i'lt 
B,."r.bay (Decco,n}.-There are in all 8 sugar factories in Deccan, seven of" 
theRe being situated in the tract served by the Deccan Canals on which 
Government of Bombay have spent about 10 crores of rupees, including the 
cost of minor irrigation works. The return from these canals being verl 
poor, a Committee was appointed by the Government of Bombay to investi~ 
gate how the financial position could be improved. It reported in '1932 after 
an exhaustive examination of the whole subject and came to the conclusion 
that improvement of the financial position of Deccan Oanals was posSible 
only hy means of the development of white sugar industry in that tract; To 
quote their precise words, the Kamat Committee say II We trust we have 
shown that the Canals cannot depend on the area of cane grown for' gul, as 
this is not an expanding market. The only other marke~ for cane depends 
on the manufacture for white sugar and we are of the opinion that :it is irl. 
this direction that we must look for methods of improving the ,irrigl.Lt~on 
revenue" (paragraph 29 of the Report). Encouraged by a subsequent 
Bombay Government communique, which promised all help and facilities" the 
industrialist put up factories in the Deccan Canals area. Each of the six 
new factories have its pwn extensive cane estates running into thous~nds of 
acres, cultivated and managed on the most up-to-d~te and ,scientific lines. 
The cane estates of the Sugar Factories iii the Decca:a Canals' area today 
total over 12,000 acres. The factories employ in all 24,000 workers, during 
the season and between them they areprodncing over 50,000 tons of sugar 
today. Naturally they are distributing large sums in the form of salarie!! 
and wages. The sugar production' in the' Deccan will, it is expected, reacli 
10,000 tons in a couple of yel.Lr&.! . . 

Jl 2 B 
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A capital of more ,than 1'60 erores is invested, in theS sugar factories 

of ,the Deccan. Looking ,to the Bala-noe Sheets of the new, fa-ctories which 
have oome into existence in the last 3/4 years it cannot be said that they; 
have on the whole ~de any 'profits, if allowance is m&de for depreciation and 
jntel'e.st charges.' -

Reduction in cane cost-ihe Principal Problem.-The main problem to be 
1l01ved this side is a substantial reduction in the production cost of the raw 
,naterial of the industry, viz., the cane which forms a large percentage of 
the total cost of sugar. Factories have attempted to do this with a certain 
measu,re of success during the few years they have been in existence, but a 
great deal yet ;remains to be done in this behalf. If the problem is ,not fully 
solved today it can be safely stated that the results achieved so far, put it 
beyond poubt ,that in the years. to come the conditions of cane cultivation 
and sugar manufa-cturer will far more closely approximate to those of Java 
than now so far, as far as the Deccan Suglll' Factories are concerned, (A) if 
Bombay Government give all the facilities and help promised by them, (B) 
protection to the industry is maintained at a level not below the present 
one in ~he remaining period, (C) and last but not the least its special diffi
culties are solved. There is scope for extending the crushing season in the 
Deccan and effecting improvement in other directions in time to come as' 
t~iI\gs get adjusted and the various difficulties, small and big are removed. 
Look~ng to the progress of the Deccan Sugar Industry so far there is every 
reason to ,believe that it will do well in future. The good effects of the 
grpwth of the sugar industry in the De(!can can be seen by anyone in rural 
axMS 8urrollnding the factories to which it has, as it were, brought a new 
lease of life. Unlike perhaps the Sugar Industry in other parts of the coun
try which seems to be located ne8J" about towns and getting its cane supplies 
not in often frqm great distances, the sugar industry of the Deccan is estab
lished in tIle interior and grows its cane at its door having its own vast cane 
plantations. It may thus be said to have helped to a certain extent the 
good CaUse pf rllral uplift. The industry is however sufferinp: at present 
because its natural and legitimate market is encroached upon by imported 
sugar from United Provinces ,and Bihar. 

Natural and Legitimate Market for the Deccan Sugar Indu.!t1"lJ.-The 
Deccan Sugar Industry claims 'that its natural market annually 'COnsuming 
over a lakh of tons of sugar should be preserved for'it to the extent of its 
production. 

, The Railway freight for transporj; 'of sugar from Oawnpore to Bombay 
hilS been ,reduced during :the last three or four years as shown below. It was 
originally reduced and ,even .joubsequent reductions therein were made, on 
the representations ,of the United Provinces ,sugar manufacturers to enable 
them to land their sugar in Bombay to fight foreign competition. When the 
imports of foreign sugar. have dwindled down ,and have practically ceased, 
in the year 1936-37 thel'e being 'libout 23,000 tons, it is no longer necessary 
to continue .the r4iduced railw4LY freight. 

The reductions if!. the Railway Freight made-

In 1932-33 the price of sugar per' mllund was Rs, U'and th!! Railway; 
, freight from Cawnpore to Bombay was Rs. 1-15-6. 

In 1933-34 the sugar price, fell to Rs. 10 and the Ra,ilway freight was 
reduced to Rs. '1-7-6 per maund. 

In 1936-37 sugar stands at' Rs. 7 imd the RaiIway.Jreight is at Rs. ~ 
, per maund. 

In 1984 and after the Railways reduced the freight to the low level ruling 
to-day, '"' shown above on the representation ,of 'tIlA!' UJti,ted PrC!Vinc~ sugar: 
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manulaeturer8~" This, it may -be said, has not only reduCed the quantunf.tlf 
protection ava.ilable to the suga~ il)dustry _of the Decoal}huJ; it has PfPved a 
definite hal)dicap }O its· growth in spite of the fact that in DlICcan iaeal soil 
and other conditions obtain fo~ its growth in the whole of Indi~. When the 
Tariff Hoard reported and recommended protection, it ~new ~hat. the Railway 
Freight fOJ' sugar t.ransport·fl"O\ll the Uni~d PI'ovinces alld Bih~ to Bombay 
1Fas .lt$. 1-.15-6 per m/!.und. It. is not proposed #;0 raise here the rather subtle 
issue whether it should open to the transport system of the country, or for 
tbll JDatter of that, to any othel' agllney, engp.ge!l In transp~rt .to"t/!.k,e sucn 
an action as may pave the effect or reducipg tpe time it is protected. The 
Tarjff Board may. usefully investigate the matter. What ~s . however sub
mitted for immedilJ,te consideration is that whe1J. there is '11,0 lon(ler any need 
for 8vgar from. the United Provinces ant!, Bihar to ,'ome pver t~ Bombay to 
eounter foreign sugar, this lpw tran.sport rate shOUld. not ~e arrowed to con
tinue and it should be restored to the level at whic7l it' originally stood, viz., 
Il •• l-15-6 per maun~. Alternatively by/!. 'suitablll Z!)n.ing j;he:factories for 
purposes of marketing of their sugar this diffi.culty can 'be ·solved. A kind 
9f joint !!ales policy and arl'angemllllt is already in oJ;leration fOr 'some months 
betweet,l all the .eigl~t ,su~ar '~acto.ries, ,o~ the, Deccan. ',T~~ ~ecessjty for doing 
lomethmg defimte m this' direction .tll be clear when It IS stated that the 
\'ery low prices: at whiep the United Provinces arid'B.ihar 6ugar is dUmped 
*hls side is not only doing harm to the 'Decea~ 'Sugli.!! Industry, but it is 
Boing harm to the United Provinees and Bihar '811~ar Industry' also. There 
is another important point to which attention of· ,the'Ta11ff':Board is re
quested. It was agreed that II the expansion of the sugar industry in India 
was an indispensable adjunct to be -agricultural development". According to 
them the strongest aspect of the case for protection of sugar industry is 
that, resting on the national importance 'promoting the' cultivation d 'tbe 
lugar cane IIj'I cane has always occupied a prominent positiqn il). the ~ri
cultural economy of India. In, the United P;rovinces and Bihar. and O,rissa, 
which together account for more than -80 per cent. of the cane crop o~ 
India, rules were made by provincial .Governments to rllg)llate the pri~ 
of cane brought by sugar factories so, that the cane-grq:wer realiseq ~ 
reasonable profit an his ('ost' price' and shared the b.enefit accruing froIIJ 
the development of the white sugar industry. The TarUf ijoard considered 
a price of 4 to 5 annas per .maund as a fair price for cane ')Vhich left a 
reasonable profit to the agriculturist who grew cane in the United Provinces 
and Bihar and Orissa. J.ast SE'asoJ.l (19:16-37) prices as low as 21 annas or S 
aBnas per maund have been paid to the cane growers. Unlike the United 
Provinces and Bibar 'and Orissa sugar manufacturer the Deccan sugar manu~ 
factllrer has to grow his own Clane. He has to be both an agriculturist and 
an . industrialist. This means a much larger outlay' of capital. He has to 
take the risks of frost, disease and famine, etc. Further', hli has tq 
heavily manure his crop with oil cake and fertilisers. The prices of these 
have recently gone up I Naturally.his cost of cane is much ,higher ,than 
that of the sugar manufacturer of the North. The advantage of the United 
Pr09inces and Bihar sugar III1&nufacturer became" naturally' gr9<Lter las1i 
lIeason due to v,ery low prices paid for cane. 

n I' therefore submitted that it .hO'Uld be Been. tho,t the agricmturist who 
,ell, hi, cane to the 8'114ar 'I1WITIufactwrer realised a fair price. Government 
ahould therefore fix a fair selling price for the cane ·for the whole of the 
8ugar season "ach year'taking into account .what the 'Tariff ,Board have 
aaid· in this connection. It may be added that the sugar cane prices rules 
hwve failed to BeJ"Ve the purpose for which they were made ,and they have 
pot only not benefitted the {lIlne-grower, but their failure has adversely 
.. ffooted the Ingar indl18try of the conntry in general and that of the 
Deccan i~ ,particular. 

Railway tOf!J.munications in the D.eccan.-Th~!I representatioll canll,ot b~ 
concluded withou~ a reference to t,he urgent' need of providing means of 
~~nsport in thl! ~ugar ,rea, of .theDeccan.' ',-' 

2;t12 
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,"0 recapi~ulate, the. special needs of the Deccan Sugar Factories-
(1) The natural market of the Deccan sugar factories should be pre-

served to' them to the extent of their production. This can be 
done py restoring.. the Railway rate for transport of sugar from 
the United Provinces to Bombay to the level at which it should, 
'Viz., Rs. 1-15-6 per maund prior to its reduction, or by suit;.. 
ably zoning tIte factories in the country for the marketing of 
their sugar. 

(~ The cane-grower in the United Provinces and Bihar and OrillSa 
. is not getting a. fair return on his cane .cost and thuli\ not 

sharing the' benefit aocruing from the development of sugar 
industry. The development of sugar industry by means of 
protection was undertaken for sustaining the agricultural 
economy of India of which the cane forms an important part. 
Cane price fixation rules have failed. It is therefore suggested 
that "the fair price at which cane is to be purchased by the 
factories can well be fixed by .Government each year for the 
whole of the season, taking into account what the Tariff Board 
have, said on this subject of a fair profit to the cane-grower. 

(3) There is a. great need of proper Railway communications for the 
sugar industry of the Deccan especially for the factories on 
the Nira Canale. This difficulty must be immediately tackled 
ap.d rllmQv$d, 

(B) Lette1' dated the 20th August, 1937, l1'om the Deccan Sugat' Factorie&. 
I' am to address this to you on behalf of the Deccan Sugar Factories and 

.tate their views on three of the four points on which the Tariff Board sought 
their opinion when it examined their representatives at Bombay on the 5th 
instant. As for the fourth point, '11lz., which of the details at present wanted 
from the sugar factories by the Director of Sugar Technology, they think 
necessary and which not, I hope to be able to write to you at an early date. 

(i) Pooling together 8cientific ana technical inlormation.-As regards 
the pooling together of scientific and technical information by the factoriel! 
among themselves, it is not considered feasible at present. 

(ii) Economic Unit 01 Sugar Factorie8 in the Deccan.-A 5OOf600-ton 
sugar factory is considered to be an economic unit on the Major Canals, and 
a 300-ton factory on the Minor Canals in this part of the country. 

(iii) Exci.~e Dutu.-As for the Excise Duty, it is considered that if it is 
halved, it will be helpful to the il!dustry. 

(B) Letter dated the Brd September, 1937, Irom the Deccan Sugar Factories. 
With f'lrther reference to this office letter dated Bombay, t.he 20th August, 

il937, I have the honour to submit the following on behalf of the Deccan 
Sugar Factories for the consideration of the Tariff Board. 

(1) Regular annllal visit 01 the bnperial SUllar Technoloaist to the Deccalll 
Sugar Factories.-At present the Imperial Sugar Technologist's visits have 
to be arranged whenever necessary by the individual I\ugar factories at a 
great cost. It is,therefore, submitted that it will be in the interest of the 
sugar industry if the Sugar 'l'echnologist regularly pays an official annual 
'Visit to the Deccan Sugar Factories by previous arrangement with them 
,enabling to discuss the difficulties with him and seek his guidance. 

(2) A ,certain amount of 'money comes at present to the' Government of 
:aombay out of the proceeds of the Excise Duty on Sugar. In this province 
the SUg\l.f factories do not buy their cap.e hom the ~griculturistsi J;latura!1y, .' . 
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there are not any cane-growers' co-operative or. other societies to supply 
Bame. The sugar factories grow their cane on their extensive cane estates 
and have constantly to experiment on the problems connected with this. It 
is, therefore, submitted on behalf of the Deccan Sugar Factories that the 
amount of money which comes to the share of Bombay Government from 
out of the proceeds of the Sugar Excise Duty ought naturally to go to the 
sugar factories, Bombay Government's share is expected this year to be . 
in the neighbourhood of forty thousand rupees, and the best way . it can 
be utilised is to distribute it fWo-rata on the basis of their sugar production 
to the Deccan Sugar Factories. It is not clear how Government of Bombay 
propose to spend this money in the absence of co-operative societies of cane
grotrers supplying cane to sugar factories. It is but fair that money recover
ed from the Sugar Excise Duty should be spent pn. the problems of the 
industry itself. 

(3) Mr. Dahanukar and other representatives of the DeCcan Sugar Fao
tories, who appeared before the Tariff Board at Bombay on the 5th August. 
1937 to give oral evidence, complained that at present too many details are 
required by the Imperial Sugar Technologist and that some of them could 
well be' omitted and some others made optional. It is· understood that the
eight forma issued to the sugar factories by the Sugar Technologist so far. 
"iz., A. B (i),C, D (i), E (i), F, G (i) and H are under revision and what 
the Deccan Sugar Factories should like to see done in this behalf is shown 
'on the enclosure. 

The Vizagapatam Sugar and Refinery, Ltd., Vizagapatam. 

Letter dated the 28th September, 1987. 
We are herewith sending the copy of answers to the Sugar Tariff' Board!' 

General Questionnaire. We regret our delay as the list of questions came· 
to ua after we closed our factory. We dispensed with our staff as our factory
is not paying enough to maintain even a few officials. After all it was,' pre
pared with some difficulty. We handed over to the Tariff Board· Members 
one copy when they came here on their tour. In It we enclosed the three 
forms containing the figures for the question No. SO. We have not got· spare 
copies of the printed forms to send along with these answers. If you want 
them please send separately the forms and we will send them after filling· 
them with figures. . ~ 

Production of Suga1'-lntroductory. 

1. Our factory began Cane Crushing in the year 1934 Marcli with. oal?acit7' 
of 50 tons per day of 22 hours,

Sugar-
Season. prepared'in. 

2, 1933-34, 
1934-35 
;1935-36, 
1936-37 

'. 

msunds •. 

1,1I0!l 
2,22& 
8,874: 

10,660; 

3. (A) Factory is advantageously situated in respect of cane. s:g-llply ant! 
it is 21 miles off from Vizagapatam market. 

(B) It bas got road nearest to the factory and in 2 miles di:s.t8llce thel1t 
is a Railway ~tation (Anakapalle). . 

(e) 'l'hfJre is enough labour supply. 
4. The proces.i o( ~an!.lfact~e &dy~ted .in OllI: factoI'f is dov.bll! sul{lhit .. 

t~QQ~ 
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, :Advantages and disadvantages are there in both the processes; In sulpM
'tation plant the machinery is cheaper and less expensive to' l'Ull the factory. 
'But the sugar prepared out from this process cannot stand long. The sugar 
~annot keep its quality, owing to the instability of the action of Sulphur 
Dioxide. The carbonitation plant· is costlier and more expensivB in running. 
It requires higher quantities or lime stone and coal. lIuch depends upon 
the cost. of these two materials. The sugar prepared out of this plant can 
·keep up its quality for a longer time. Comparatively this gives higher 
Tecovery. 

5. Origin any this plant is designed fof 50 tons per day. It worked for 
'two year~ with that capacity. We found that was in no way economical. 
Last year' we WilD ted to extend it to ISO tons per day thinking that it would 
be econonlie limit of 'Working. We supplemented Millirtg Plant with two 
more sets of rollers and one Engine to drive them. We added Eliminator 
and Sublridel' Tanks, ; Fop evaporation we erected one TrippleEffect taking 
.bnt Double Effect which was inadequate even for 50 tons capacity. We 
added one more Vacuum Pan, three more Crystalizers and three more eentri
Ifugals. 

In Power house we added Onll boiler witll the heating. twice as much as 
the old one. ' , 
, 'U'e spent Rs. 1,20,000 on 50 ton plant. With two years working we got 
about 40,000 loss. So the SO ton plant with the managemen~ of the Sree 
Rama Krishna Cb-operative Industrial and Credit Bociety, Ltd., could not 
work .. The management was changed to 'Messrs. The Vizagapatam Sugars 
and Refinery, Ltd., Vizagapatam to which .Messrs. The .A.ndharl\ Engineer
ing Co;, Ltd., are the Managing Agents (Vizagapatam). The new company 
which is a public Limited 'company has taken the assets and liabilities of 
the old one. It floated a capital of Rs. 3,00,000. It spent 25,000 rupll8s on 
.additional buildings anll Rs. 1,06,000 on additional machinery, 

6.. Erection, of additional machinery was not completed last year. Now 
we are giving finishing touches to it .. 

7.' (11) The overhead charges of a factory decreases relatively per Unit 
increase of Cl"ushing capacity. The latger the factory the less will be the 
charges on skilled directing .staff, and some factory operations. The size 
will be determined by the. capital available, availability of raw materials 
.nd the faoility of access to markets. 

(b)Tite determining factors 'are the I}uality of cane and. the duratiolJ 
of the working season. The smallest unit of production which can be 
operated economically under present day conditions in 150 tons per day of 
22 hours. ,.' " . 
,S. ~OIIPting Steam ED,gines, Boilers, etc .• all other things CIlJl be had in 
india:. We' got rollers with their Housings and Crystalizers. Gearing 
Caleudri"" type Vaccum Pan ouly in India. 

9. ,Beth th" Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology IIJld Industries 
Department. are giving us enough help. The Imperial Institute of Sugar 
Technology requires consuitation fees in some cases of te~hnicar advices. 
Factories will b8" benefitted much if such a custom is removed.' ' 

Ra'U/ MateriaJs. 
10-121 We ;' don't have our own oultivation of sugar cane. Leasing outi 

lands here is costlier and the cuitiyation is a bit more expensive. 
, 13; . We did"iiot try e:qjetllinimts' m:t pJrlodicat ripeness of ca~e 'varieties. 
But we rely on Government Agj'icttltural Department *ho give us some 
idea regarding the same; , 

14. From year to yellr the area of sugar cane cultivation has progres
sively increased. For the ensuing yea!' the plantation is decreased in view 
~,the' fact that the rate of eana is decrea!lId. Almost all the ryots left the 
ratooD. crop from last year's plantation to save cultivation expenses. 1( the 
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p1'eI8nt rate of Sugar and sugar cane are continued, the cultivati.on of sUgar 
cane in general and sugar industry in particular will fall in the near .future: 

(b) The quality of cane here is healthy. Except. in rare fields where the 
cane is affected by borer disease. 

15. Cane is affected by the said diseases iD this locality. 
16. There is enough 8upply of 6ugar cane to our factory. Co. 213, B. 208, 

J. 247 are the principal varieties of cane we crushed. 

Variety. 

Co. 213 
J.247 
B.208 

Average field Sucrose pel' -
yield per acre. cent. cane. 

Tons. 
3()..35 
35-40 
40-45 

12, 
13 
13'5 

17. Apparently there was no competition of other factories for sugar 
une. The lowering of sugar prices and increase in Excise Duty compelled us 
to reduce the rate which highly affected the grower. . , 

18. (a) Generally ryots used. to chauge- in the previous years, the area 
of cane cultivatioa for paddy crop, which was more economical than keeping 
it for ratoon crop. The ratoQn crop gives less tonnage which hardly meet 
the cultivation expenses and land revenue. Lands in this area are highly 
rented. 

(b) Climatic conditions are fairly good for sugar cane here, except in. 
some years like 1935-36 in which cane is greatly affected due to lack of rains. 

The 8ugar cane cultivation is closely related with the prices for sugar and 
J!ur. If the prices for sugar gur are low, costly cultivated varieties li1$ 
8.208, and J. 247 will disappear from the field. -

19. The cane supply here is in excess of requirement. There are a fetv 
varieties of cane in this locality which ripe at'nearly the same time as such 
we could not extend the ptlriod of cane crushing more than four months. 
If the Agricultural Department here selects and organise the ryots to plal\t 
early and ripened varieties, we hope to extend the perio<l. of crushing up to 
six months. 

20. The cost of cultivation and outturn of the princillal varieties are 
as follows:-

Varieties 
Particulars. 

B. 208 J: 247 Co. 213 

:Re. Its. Ra. 
1. Land rent 40 

., 

40 40 
2. Seedling 30 20 10 
3. Manuring 

.. 
25 20 15 

4. Hoeing and Weedling 10 10 5 
5. Watering 15 15 5 
6. Froping 15 15 
7. Wraping 15 :J,5 
B. Harvesting 10 10 IS 

Total 160 145 9Q 

Outturn in tons 28 25 20 

- In the· cost of CUltivation, ploughing charges are not included sa ryota 
will not count it much for he will have hiB o~n oxen and laboul'o! his owu. 
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21. Cane,' growel'l are not feeling any difficulty in delivering the cane to 
fseilory. , ' 

~2. We have no idea' on the subject as we have had no cultivation of our 
own. ' , 

23. We are not in good position to give any kind of help to cane-growers. 
, 24. (a) There is no need for fixing a quota system at present and the 

need may arrive in the' near future. 
(b) Under these present circumstances there is no use of licensing new 

factories and extension of existing factories, as the production of sugar from 
the present factories ,is more than enough to meet the local demand and 
as the Indian Sugar is not allowed to export to Foreign Lands. . 

25. All the cane Bupply is only gate cane. 
26. Our gate cane, is entirely transported by carts emly. About t of a 

ton can be carried easily by country carts. Substitution of Rubber tyred 
'Carts to ordinary is not favourable to ryot. If the factory owns some carts 
,specially to carry sugar cane Rubber tyred carts are favourable, as each 
can carry about 2 tons easily . 

. 27. Our factory is favourably situated to road conveyance. 
28. Cane has been supplied to factory within a radius of ten miles, and 

it can be delivered to factory wit4in 24 hours after cutting. 
, 29. Generally all the ryots will deliver the cane to the factory in their

carts. But a few big ryots had to engage hired carts and the rate will be 
Re. 1 per ton per 10 miles. 

30. No. 
In. Wl' will i~sue cutting orders one or two days previously and we will 

~eigh the carts as soon as they come to our factory. 
32. The cane will 'be delivered to the factory by carts only within 24 

hours of cutting. ' 
33-36. Oaril conveyance of cane will suit well in this locality. 
87. As our cane will be delivered within 24 hours of cutting, there is 

'no fear of deterioration. • 
38. All our cane has been purchased direct from cane-growers. 
39. We do not give advances in cash nor seed. 
40. We' purchase cane direct from cane-growers. 
41. There is no cane growing association in these parts. 
42. We have got Weigh Bridge in our factory. We will weigh the cane 

'flirect with carts. The payment is made within a week or two after the 
delivery of cane. 

43. The following are the prices of cane paid for the principal varieties:-

Variety. 1933.34. 1934.35. 1935-36. 1936 .. 37. 
Rs. Re. Rs. Re. 

,B. 208 (' 101 10l' 10 '7i 
.J. 247 10 10 9 7 
Co. 218 1010 9 7 

We ~~ed to pay. annas 4 ,or 8 higher per ton' towards the close of season 
as a compensation for keeping the cane for later months. 

44. We have to pay for tne cane according to jaggery price ruling in 
the locality. ' 1 . 

45. Vide answer No. 44.,_ 
46. There is va.riation in the price of gur from year to year. This de

pends upon the. production of gur and its demand in the market. 
47. The ryote are not bound to the act. If they think that our prices 

are a bit better than what they get by preparing jaggery and marketing 
it, t,hey will be agreed to SUpply the cane to factory. 
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48. Fixing the price of cane according to the price of IiUgar in. the market 
will be found unsatisfactory iu the long 1'1lll. Fall in sugar pnce leads to 
a fall in the price of cane. This in turn leads to price in sugar and so the 
process goes on. The revision of price periodically during season creates 
undesirable uncertainty both in the minds of cane-growers and the factory 
owner whose stocks of sugar produced from cane bought at higher price, 
deteriorate in price when the price of cane is subsequently lowered. So th~ 
price of cane should be disconnected from the price of sugar and should he 
fixed on the cost of production of cane. . 

49. The system of introducing bonus payments is feasible. It should 
be started on the lines favourable both to the ryots and the owner. 

50. In 1933-34 season we worked from March to the end of April, 1934. 
This is due to late finishing of erection work. 

In 1934-35 season we worked from February, 4th, to April, 4th. In first 
year the plant was not equipped well. This year we altered the plant. 
This alteration has taken cnuse of late starting of factory. 

In 1935-36 season we worked from 14th December, 1935, to 15th May, 1936. 
In 1936-37 season we worked from 28th December; 1936, to 15th May, 

1937. Unless the factory works for full six months it is not economical. 
61; The Government Agricultural Department introduce early and late 

varieties suitable to the BOil and climatic conditions here and the bonus 
payments lIide question No. 49 is introduced there is ev~ry possibjlity of 
extending the crushing season. 

62. Vide Question No. 51, 9. 

Lab oW". 

53. In crushing season there will be one man responsible to sugar manu
facture and there "will be then skilled shift Chemists and Analysts. At 
every stage of Manufacture there will be three people to each station. Simi
larly in Engineering Department there will be one man' responsible for his 
department and under him there will be one or two Assistant Engi
neer and 3 fitters and Oilmen. As for unskilled labour we employ local 
coolies for carrying cane, bags, etc. 

In silent season, there will be a few skilled people in Engineering Depart
Plent for overhauling work. Office establishment which consists of Account
ant, Store Clerk, etc., will .be throughout the year. 

54-55. All the people are Indians. 
56. We erected thatched houses for skilled staff and 88 regards unskilled 

they come from the villnges which are within one mile radius. . 
The factory has not stabilized its position to look to the welfare of labour. 
57. The bagasse is not enough to meet the demand of boilers. We have 

to supplement with casurina wood • which coats Rs. 7~ per ton. . 

In 1935-36 season we burnt 894 tons } of wood, costing Re. 7,152 and 
In 1936-37 season we burnt 1,1241 tons . Re. 8,178 respectively. 

BlI-JIf"odud •• 
58. The By-products of our factory are molasses and filter press cake: 
59. The outturn of molasses on cane is g·9 for'1935-36 season and 3·5 

for 88Bson 19;{6-37. This variation is due to the quality .of. cane .. III 
1935-36 eane is withered for want of rains and in 1936-37 cane is healthier. 
, 60. Practically there is no market for our molasses. The Indian Molasses 

Company made some correspondence with U8 and they ultimately stopped 
when we were ready to dispose it off at any rate. , 

61.' We simply throw it off into the waste lands neap our factory. The 
Government can try experiments on it cattle feeding, manuring. It can 
be used for preparing power alcohol and the Government stiould encourage 
power alcohol industry in India.j 
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'. 62. Vid, Answer No. '57. 
63. For molasses. 'Vide answer 61 and as regards press cake we ale try, .. 

ing it as manure. 

Storage and Transport. 

. 64. We will have stock in the beginning of season as we dispose off· the 
sugar in silent season. The following are the figures of stock by the end 
of season: - • 

1936-37 season 2,783 bags. of each h owts .. 
65. We erected godowns with corrugated roofing and we can store sugar 

in them uptlt 4,000 bags of Ii cwts. each. We did not increase the capa
city of the godowns but ill vieW of the present slow sales. we have to 
extend the godown's I;apacity. . 

66. 'In the first two years the sugar became wet on keeping in godowns. 
This is because of the godowns being a bit inferior. This year the quality is 
impx:oved and there is no deterioration till now. If the quality is bad, the 
non-sugar matter in sugar will absorb the moisture soon and if moisture 
content passes the limit .of safety factor ,deterioration will set in. 

67. We will give away for lower rates all. the damaged stock and if it is 
Dot disposed we will refine it. . 

68. The keeping quality of sugar can be improved as follows:-
(1) Keeping up the quality 01 suliar.-This can be done ina smooth 

running factory. The sugar should be dried till the moisture 
content is below the limits of factors of safety. Hot sugar 
should not be bagged. . 

(2) The design 01 godoums.~Doors and windows m godowns should be 
air-tight, and we have to keep the humiditY' conditions favour
able i~ godowns. 

69. Gur tlugar is damaged in transit. 
70. We could get wagons whenever we wanted. 
71. There are no suggestions as to the type of wagon, but we feel the 

railway freight is too high. 
. 72. We 'never sold oar sugar at ports. As for the rates for up country 

centres, they are varying from one month to another. The following is the 
liitatement showing the units in rate within which the rate used to vary. 
The rate is for bag of Ii cwts. 

1933-34. 1934-35. 

Rs, 20 to 22 Rs. 18 to 20 

73-79. 1». separate form. 
1:\0. In separate. fonn. * 

1935-36. 1936-37. 

Rs. 16 to 18 Rs. 14 to 16 

81. Ol·iginally our plant ill only 50 tons factory without automatic ar
rangements in cane carrying, baggasse elevating, sugar elevating. It work
ed with that capacity for two seasons, 1933-34 and 1934-35. We have to 
spend .highly for labour as every carry was to be done by men only. Out
put was very little. Establishment and overhead charges became high as 

. such we incurred loss. For third season we thought of extending the fae-
'tory to 150 tons. We got down. the> machinery and' supplemented to the 
existing one .. But the extension .. w.as not completed for fourth season. ; We 
are now giving finishing touches ... nel we hope to crush 150 tons per day in 
the coming season 1937-38. . 

82. Till now the plant is. not wa'rking smoothly; There are frequent stop
pages. As everything should be done by human labour,. the work was not 

!" Not printed, . . 
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be unifonn. This year we are putting cane ca1'l'iet, bagg&8!le elevator, etc., 
lor smoot. working of factory and theN!by ,hope to reduce labour and fuel. 
If the factory works in a'smooth way, inversion losses will be miniPIised and. 
there will be ioorease in, recovery figures. 

J!arketind. 
8.'J. We sell our sugar only in local markets. 
84-85. We appointed one sales agent 'through 'whom WEi send our sugar til 

nearest markets. ' 
86. Viele answer No. 72. WEi have no idea. of the imported sugar. 
87. There is consider.able difference between the 'wholesale and reta"il' 

prices. It is the retail dealers that take more profits than the wholesale
merchants. Generally average people (!annot afford til' purchase sugar in 
bags. Whett- they g". m for- Visses and Malinds the-retail me1'oh8nt, in spite. 
"f hi. gettiug day after day very low rates he will not reduce the price pro
portionally on Vi.s or a Maund. 'The people will be satisfied if the rate i. 
one or tw~ coppers less than that 'previous' pUl'Chases. 

68. 'l'heystore tpe sugar 8E'perately. 'If they ~eep the_sugar for a long 
time only the bottom bags in the rows will 'get moistured' iu rainy season; ,-

89 alld 91. Our Sugar iii 'as goott a~ Java sugar in keepihg quality. 
90. ;rava' sugar is preferred ~n, hotels ~ti in European style. In Ii feW

fipecial :Indian 6weeu where brighter colciur is IlSsential, 'foreign sugar is 
pre{erred. :put yea,: by year we,are imprqving iJ1. q,uality an.d graduallY our. 
fiugar is replacing fqreiglll ~ugar. 

92. Generally by the time wtj close d!lwn the season there will be about 
baIf the quantity of sugar produced. T\lis will be in our, factory' godownS. 
WEI take loan from Provincial Co·pPI!i·ative 13ank pledging those b~gs. This 
bank hils got Co-Operative Sugll-r Market Society (Madras) who appointed 
M_ .. , Valke'" BPfH). &9 _llillg agents. -We -ha._ to. ,paJl, ,iJl.terest,.ml:._t.he 
money we borrowed with bank rates and some oommission to the selling ageuts. 
As we dispose of the pledged bagS we repay the debt to the Bank. 

93; Market SUl""fey, of the Sugar Iudustry will be adv/l-qtageous-, 
94-lI5. We are in' favour of Central Sales OrganiSation. But' in qUI: vie'illc 

it is Dotpraetioable undell the following 1'eaSOns:."... 
(1) All the factories are' not equally equipped; 'Manufacturing and 

Engiueering Staff may not be equally efficient as su<!h ~t is ver:!'! 
difficult to inaintain, the -quality of ~ugar. 

(2) Ail Factories are' not equallyad'll'8ntageoue as regardEl' labour, 
railway conveyance, free access of sugar into :the markets anllt 
eostsflf· fuell lime, etc. - , 

(3) S'orne factories may be in 11/ betterpositiQu to get higher prices 
though their working costs are smaller.' , , 

(4) Some factories are given s]1eci<al Railway concessions' in freights 
while others were not given the same advantage; 

96. W" diel not dil b~siness on the basis of sugar standards. 
97: We have no idell-!lf the standards ~resCJ"ibed by the Dii-ectcir. 
98. As the As"ociation of Indian Sugar Mills says, the time has not yet 

come for the establishment of a future or terminal market. 
'99. The nonnal consumptiou of sugar in India is about one million and 

one hundred thousand tons. "Year after year the consumptinn, of sugar is 
iucreasing both in India and outside as a. result 6f lowering in 'price of 
Bugar. There B88ms to be the probability of increasing the consumption in 
future. 

100. It is impossible 'to state to' what extent the sugar has been:replaced 
by·-gur. Some people prefer gur while. others sugar., Th~re are some pre
parations ,...hich require the~ own ingrl!dien~ to ,give, their spec~c ,tastes. 
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• , 101-103. We have no idea. 
, 104. Export of sugar (in tons), 1930-31 and 1931-32 by sea 493 and by 

land 40,126. ' 
105. Government has given protection to Indian Sugar Industry in the 

earl~ thirties which resulted the erection of so many factories. The Sugar 
ExCIse Duty of 1934 has affected greatly these newly erected factories which 
have not secured their position. To add to that the addltional Excise Duty 
in the Current Year has given another blow which affected the industry as 
a whole. If it were to continue we are sure that some factories would be 
closed in near future. The Government should not he so hasty in their 
taxing on Infant Industry. 

106. We have no market for molasses. 
107. Exports of molasses from India.-

- 1930·31. 1931-32. 1932-33. 1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 

------------ --- ------
Aden and' depen. 13 12 11 13 .. .. .. 

dencies. 
United Kingdom .. .. 7 179 153 ,. 13,622 
Ceylon . 390 658 707 890 890 925 923 
Union of South 13 12 9 14 .. .. 9,500 

Africa. 
Zanzibar and Pemba 14 15 17 17 .. .. .. 
Other British.Posses- 13 21 13 19 .. .. .. 

sions. 
Other Countries .. .. .. ,. no )01 140 

~ ------
Total 443 718 764 1,141 1,153 1,415 24,195 

Claim lor Protection. 
108. It is only on account of the protection that Indian industry is 

thriving. With this protection the import of foreign sugar is minimised. 
'There is no competition with foreign sugar. Competition is only internal. 

109. There should be more protection so that the foreign sugar may not 
be seen in Indian markete, for another eight years as the industry is still 
in infant stage, which only creaping slowly with thll burden of additional 
Excise Duty. The Government should protect the infant till it has got legs 
to walk ana run. • 

The Excise Duty on Indian sugar should be reduced from Rs; 2 to Re. 1 
per' one cwt: Then only we can have some margin between the working 
cost and realizing value, 

110. India should be allowed to export sugar to foreign lands with all 
facilities to compete foreign sugar as the present production is more than 
the Indian demand. 

111. The following 8tatem~nt shows molasses produced in India and 
JJlolassesimportlld into India i~ the last six years l ~ 

Years, 

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1,935-36 

" 
" 

Indian Production. Imports tQ India. 

Tone. 

269,000 
~5,809 

461,658 
430,000 
406,000 
494,0Q0 

Tone, 

102,204 
4(),191 
31,991 
2,401 

415 
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It is the increase of Indian production that affected imports of molallSeB, 
and not the duty. No Indian industry has suffered as molasses are avail
able at nominal prices in India itself. 

The Etikoppaka Co-operative Industrial and Credit Society, - Ltd.; 
Viz8gapatam. 

ANsWBRS !fO GI!lNim.u. QUBSTIONNAIU. 

Production. 0/ lugar-In.troductory. 
1. The manufacturing of sugar was begun in the Etikoppaka Sugar 

Factory on or about 23rd March, 1934, by which date the erection of the 
plant and machinery was completed. Its original capacity was 1,000 maunds 
per day and its present capacity, is, 1,800 maunds. This factory is owned 
and managed by the Etikoppaka Oo-operative Industrial and, Credit Society, 
Ltd., whos!! members ate cane-growers. 

2. The information regarding the number' of maunds of cane crushed, 
maunds of sugar produced is given hereunder:-

Year. Mds.cane Mds. of sugar 
crushed. produced. 

1933-34 37,600 1,880 
1934-35 75,700 6,200 
1931Hl6 139,100 9,960 
1936-37 152,600 12,307 

In this factory two grades of sugar are produced and the details of the; 
same are given below; 60 per cent. first sugar and 40 per cent. second sugar 
on the average:-

Year. 1st sugar. 2nd sugar. 

1933-34 1,200 680 
1934-85 3,700 2,500 
1931Hl6 6,000 3,960 
1936-37 7,300 5,007 

3. (a) There is sufficient cane supply for this factory because the average 
yield of cane per acre being 800 maunds, the factory requires cane grown 
in 21 acres per day. The crushing season cannot be mOI'e than ).50 days 
having regard to the local conditions and the varieties of cane available 
and therefore cane grown in about 350 acres is enough for the f.actory. 
There are at present 63 members who cultivate their own cane in 200 acres 
and the rest of the cane will be purchased, from non-members cultivating 
in about 150 acres, and there are more than 300, Bcres of sugarcane in the 
neighbourhood of the factory, cultivated by non-members. In this factory 
we are using shell lime whose magnesium cOntents are below 2 per cent. 
This is available in 'large quantities at a di8tance of 10 miles from the 
factory. The price of one JruJ,Und of lime is As. 8 factory delivery. Fuel 
is available for As. ,3-6 per maund factory delivery. 

(b) The important sugar markets for the factory are Tuni, Anakapalli, 
Vizagapatam, Vjzianagram, Berhampore, aud the carting charges for one 
maund of sugar is As. 1-3, As. 1-3, As. 3, and A~. 4, to Tuni, Anakapalli, 
Vizagapatam and Vizianagram respectively, and tltQ Railway freight to 
Berhampur and carting charges to the Railway station, is As. 9-3 and 6 pies 
per maund respectively. . , 

(c) There is ample labour supply. The wages for unskilled labour are' 
Bs. 6 per J;IloJith an4 for 1;he ,!ikiUed la,bpur Rs, 8 f;o Rs. 15 _p!!r ~oJ;lth. /lnct 
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in cthe case of panmen Re. 35 t,,· RB • .50, the latter are being Drought fi'o:ttJ. 
Northel'lI India.. . 

4. Double 8ulphitation is the process adopted Jar the· manufacture of 
sugar in the 'factory. 

6. In the layout of the factory· there are slight variations, by way of 
~hiftjng c (i) the c vextical engine llndJiihe; electrio ;engill!j: tp,one side roon! 
and the filter press to one side room and. (ii) the sulphur fUFllace, the
liming and sulphuring tanks tb a convenient place in the main building. 
For increasing the crushing capacity of the. factory from 1,000 to 1,800 
maunds the following additional ~ plant and machinery 'Was installed:-

(i) one seCQnd-hll~d vertical.poiler .' 
(ii) third sef; of milia with .gearing the seClOnd 

boilel' ata cost of about . 
{iii) third evaporator 'Vessel 
(iv) one Cmote' c~ntrifugal 
(v) filter press. • • • 

(vi) additional coo!jIJ~, a~raJ;lgemen~ 
(vii) one. crystallizer, c90ling stirrers 

(viii) onfij eliminatof 
(ix) second sulphitation and minor additions • 

Re. 
2.500 

6,()()() 
6,500 
3,000 

800 
2,000 
1,400 
.500 

1,000 -23,700 

1. (a) (i) The crushing J)apacity, (ii) t1:ie percentage crecovery of sugar, 
(iii) the cost of manufacture and (iv)c transport facilitiesc for raw m'ateriaJs; 
and finished pl'oducts, will dl!termine the &ize ·of all economic plant in sugaJr 
induStry. 

(i) The crushing caparit!l.~The cost of permanent staff, the ,depreciation', .. 
interest on invested capital, repairs and renewals, premiums and taxes, and 
office establishment are the items of expenditure which may be taken as
overhead ,charges and in ,my view. there mllY not be, a great vari,ation as. 
between a smail factory and a big. factory in res'pect uf thQ charges under 
these heads. . 

Now the Etikoppaka Sugar Factory is ready'to crush '65 tons per day 
for 150 days and my calculations are· as' follows:-'-

The total number of tons cane crushed in one season will be not lesS' 
than 9,000 tons. In this factory the expenditure under the above-mentioned 
heads is as follow&:-

Permanent staff. 

One engineer 
One chemist . 
One accountant 
One packer 

,One time-keeper 

Total per month 
Expenditure per year 

Per month. 
Rs. 
170 
35 
35 

6 
12 

263 
3,156 

(2) DepTeciation.~Taking the life of the plant at 20 years as per the 
calculations of the Co-operative department comes to Re. 8,000 the interest 
comes to Rs, 10,000 at 5 per cent. (3) The average repairs and renewals 
of this factory Rs. 2,000. (4) The expenditure under premiums a.nd taxe!;! 
iA Rs. 1,000. (5) TraveIling allowance, postage, etc., comes to Re. 500. The 
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total overhead charges DOmel! to Re. 21,500. Therefore the average expendi~ 
ture under these heacia per 'ton ~f cane crushed will be 'about Rs. 2-6-6. 

(ii) Percentage recollery.-The items of expenditure that will be common 
to all the sugar fa£t';lries per maund of sugar manufactured are: - , 

(1) Cost of gunny per maund 
(2) Commission to sale agents 
(3) CODveyance to the Railway station 
(4) Interest on working capital 

,(5) Excise du~y ~ per ma,und 

R/!. A. P. 

020 
016 
006 
010 
180 

113" 0 

On'the basis of 8 per cent. 'recovery of sugar about 21 maun!1s win be 
J"ecovered from one ton of cane and th.erefore the cost under Head No.2 
is Ra. 3-15. " . 

; (iiij The' .cost of 'm,aflllJ,fact1J,re . will be 'under the followin~' heads': "--(1) 
~a80nal :staff, (2) cost of. fuel,(3) cost of lubricants; (4) (a) 'cost of lime~ 
(b) east :of sulphur, (c) other chemicals, (5) cost of filter cloth, '(6) cost of 
waste cotton and miscellaneous articles. In' this factory the expenditure 
under each ~f these heads is as follows:-' 

(1) Seasonal staff per day 
(2) Oost of fuel • 
(3) Cost of 1ubriCaI).ts 
(4) (a) !lOst \If lime 

(b) oost of ,Ilulphur 
(c) other chemicals 
(d) cost of filter cloth 

(5) Cost of waste cotton and miscellaneous 

'. 
Re. ,.. 
42 ,0, 
27 8 
7 8 

4 ° 
3 ° 
8 0 
.1 8 

4 ° -97 8 

The following is the statement of total cost per ton of cane to convert 
it into Bugar and Bell it:......, 

Overhead charges per ton ' • 
Cost under head No. 2 

, Manufacturing corls :.; 

R8. A. P. 
2 6 Ii 
S'15 0 

I, 8 ° 
Therefore the manufacturing costs, etc., per ton {If cane crushed in a small 
factory will be about Ra. 7-J.4. 

(b) It is not easy to determine under the present day conditions to 
determine the smallest u!lit for two reasons (i) the levy of. increasing excise 
duty. (2) the contilluous fall in the prices of sUBar owing to 'Overproduction 
in Northern India in general and the lJnited ,Provinc,es in particular. J 
believe 150 tons pl,mt will be I!n econolllic, unit in these pans. ' 

8. Sugar factory equipment is now obtainable in India with tl;ie exception 
of. steam pumps and steam engines and ,boiler!!. In our factory the 8rd 
~et of mills, the required gearing for the same, filter press, and all' tanks 
are made in India. The vacuum pan and llrystallizers and !lentrifuj!:8.1.!! of 
Thummapala factory wer!! ~lso m~nufacj;urE!d in I~dia. '-'- . , -" 
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9. (i) Now ~'nd then we refer some of our problems to the Imperial Insti
tllte. of Sugar Technology and obtained prompt and useful iuformatio~ 
from them. But they have got a table of fees payable to them for considera.
tion on certain matters. These fees are prohibitive to a. small factory like 
ours. It is desirable th.at technologist of the Institute should visit all the 
factories once in 'a year and give the factories the necessary advice fOD 

improvement' and rectification of defects. 
(ii) The factories are not deriving any assistance from the Industries 

Department of our Local Government, because the department has not 
got any suitable technical men on its staff. It is desirable that in Madras 
the department shall have on its staff an experienced technologist who can 
command the confidence 'of the factories. Then only the Industries Depart
ment will be in a position to give' reliable advice fat the expansion of sugar 
industry in this ·province. 

Raw Material,. 

10. Most of the members of the society to whom the factory belongs 
cultivate their own sugarcane, tne land on which they grow the sugarcane 
belongs to them. '.. . 

13. The Agricultural Department of this PNvince; '. ~118 taken JJp the 
problem of growing varieties of cane suitable to' this 'apea but it cannot 
be said that effective results are achieved. Co. 281 and Co. 313 are -the- .. 
two early varieties but these two varieties are not popular among the 
growers of the cane because the yield of cane per acre is very poor and 
Co. 313 is badly lodging and is eaten away by rats. No \ttempts are 
made as yet to remove the above-mentioned defects. The only late varieties 
known in these parts ~e J. 247 .and Co. 243. Late planted J. 247 has satis
factory high sucrose contents and matures as late as 15th May but when 
once it begins to deteriorate on account of dry 'weather and want of moisture 
in the land it deteriorates very rapidly ·(the purity falling from 84 to 75 
in a short period). A proper tackling of the problem of evolving a suit
able variety of cane for late crushing is very important and the Agricul
tural Department and the factory owners have to tackle this question both 
in the interests of the' cultivator and the factory. 

14. (a) There is perceptible Increase in the area cultivated with sugar
cane and more specially in the immediate neighbourhood of the factory. 

(b) Attempt is being made to improve the quality of the cane but on 
the other hand there is deterioration on account of increased manurin/!: 
with ammonium sulphate alone and decreased application of farm yard 
manure. The main cause for the decrease in quality is due to the adoption 
of a flat rate of price paid by the factory for the cane delivered. 

15. In this area no damage is done to the cane irom frost, disease or 
insect pest. In the case of lodged crop, there is some damage by rats 
and no estimate of the percentage of loss can be given. 

16. The factory 'is assured of a sufficient supply of canl' but it cannot 
be said that the supply is of suitable varieties. 50 per cent. of the cane 
is Co., 213, 45 per cent. J.' 247, and 5 per cent .. other varieties, such as 
.purple mauritius, Co. 243. A grea~ deal of work .IS yet to be ~one by ~he 
Agriculture Department by adoptIng ~emonstratlv(l met~ods In gro~~ng 
suitable varieties of cane for early crushIng and late crushIng. In addItIon 
to J. 247 we crush Coimbatore varieties of w.hich Co. 213 is the ~ain early 
variety. The .average yield of cane .per acre lD the cll8e of J. 247 IS 30 tons 
and Co. 213 is 20 tons and Co. 281 IS 15 tons. The average sucrose contents 
of mixed juice from those canes is 15, 14 and 15 respectively. 

'}7. There 'is no ccmpetition for the supply of cane by any other sugar 
factory in the locality. ' 

'18. (a) There is no variation by way of d~crease o! sugarcane culti!,ation 
but on the other hand there is< alwaya an Increase In thE! area cultlvate.d. 
with cane. ' . 
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(b) Sugarcane is the only cash crop for the locality. The growing of 
food crops is not at all ecoQOmical and does not give sufficient return to 
the· cultivator. 

(i) For irrigation th~ locality depends upon wells and precarious supply 
of water by river channels and water supply fails once in three or four 
years and the sugarcabe crop will be badly damaged for ·want of sUfficient. 
irrigation'in May and part of June. 

(ii) The price obtainable for sugar is the main factor in determining 
the price of cane. • 

(iii) In the locality the manufacture of jaggery from canes is a 'rery 
old and well established industry. In the years 1934 and 1935 the price 
of jaggery used to be more than Rs. 4-8 per maund and the grower of 
cane was inclined, to 'lJlake jaggery instead of selling cane to the factory 
at Rs. 10 per ton but now on account of the low price of jaggeryat Rs. 2-9 

,per maul\d.h_ 1i Iftore anxious to deliver his cane to the factory at Rs. 6-S 
. per ton of ;cane .delivered on account of the decrease ~ price of sugar and 

_ .. t.be.increase in excise duty. . 
• (iv) There are no other alternative "cash crops such as (1) oil seeds, (2). 
tobacco, (3) onions, (4) chillies as these cannot be grown here in the cane 
fields in this locality I ,'" '.. • 

.I' 19 .. T~e p'rGdUctiou."of sugar DY the existing factories in our area is not 
, ~II . exceSs" of our requirements, The surplus requirements of the area is 

'. being imported from Cawnpore. There is need for regulating the import. 
of Cawnpore sugsr to this area. . 

20. The follbwing is the cost of cultivation of one acre of sugarcane in 
this locality:, 

(i) Cost of eight tillings for one acre of land 
(ii) Cost of putting sugarcane sets (irrigation by 

well) 
(iii) Cost of three hoeings (20 women each time 

As. 1-6) 
(iv) Cost of digging drainage channels 
(v) Cost of manuring 

(vi) Cost of props 
(vii) Cost of wrapping and propping (seven times) • 

("iii) Cost of preparing cane for the factory 

(ix) Depreciation of bullocks 
(x) Cost of irrigation 

(xi) The rent of the land 
(xii) Cartage for 30 tons at As. 12 per ton to the 

f~ory 

Total costs per acre 

Cost of 30 tons at Rs. 6-8 per ton • 

.. 
Receipt8. 

Re. A. 

12 0 

8 0 

5 8 
7 0 

30 0 
15 0 
25 0 
12 0 

15 0 
15 0 
30 0 

22 8 

197 0 

195 0 

21. The main difficulties of cane-growers in the cultivation of cane are 
(I). the proper supply of irrigation water and (2) the non-operation of 
credit societies to give loans for the cultivation of cane and for manuring 
There is real need for proper organisation and working of the credit SOCieties: 
On account of easy collection of the loan amounts through the factory from' 
the members who deliv~r their cane to the factory, it is easy to organise 

n 2F 
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lind titn 11 credit society for thi! benefit of the cane-growers. There is not 
any difficulty in delivering the cane to the factory. 

22. For. this factory, there is no need for the acquisition of land to 
grow sugarcane 'for .the factory, as the members of the factory cultivate 
cane in their own lands. 

2:t'(a) I ilin in favour of fixation of a. quota for sugar manufactured 
by factories. .There is overproduction' of sugar in India and there are 
no facilities for the export of sugar from India to other places and the 
price paid for cane to the cultivator is consequently becoming inadequate 
-and the factories. a.re being obliged to sell their sugar below the cost of 
production. When quota system is introduced a reasonable economic level 
bf the price of the sugar can be maintained. 

(b) The licencing of new factories and alsd permission for the extensions 
to the existing factories will be necessary. 

25. All the cane supplied to the factory is gate cane. . 
26. The substitution of rubber-tyred carts for the 'country carts ",iii 

be a great advantage to the cultivator but· he cannot afford to purchase 
~ne.. The weight carried by country carts is on the average 24 maunds. 

27. The mileage of inetalled road in my vicinity is adequate imd th~re 
lire feeder roads to this road. The cane-growers are feeling no difficulty 
lti bHriging the cane from the field to the main road, and the factory 
ilxc~pt . iii the case of c8.u8-growers of the village of Somalingapalew.. 

28. Cane is brought to the factory from a maximum distance of 15 miles 
;,ne~alled, road:. T~e average. time taken between cutting. the cane and. 
(lel!very to the 'factory is 6 to 24 hours. 

I 29. The average cost of transport of cane cart per maund for mile is 
about 2. pies: The cane-growers employ their own carts but there are 
instances of a few individuals hiring them. The average cart hire is 
6 pies per maund from outside villages. 

SO. There are no tolis or other dues levied on carts supplying cane to 
our factory. 

S1. The ,factory a'dopt'e"d tlie system of issuing permits for the control 
of cane su~ply to the factory 'and this working satisfactorily. The carts 
are not detained in the faotorY for more than 15 minutes. 

38. When cane is purchased it is done directly from cane-growers and 
there are no intermediaries between. the .factory and the cane-grower. 

39. We enter into contracts with the cane-growers for the supply of 
cane to. the factory having regard to our requirements. At the time of 
contract we are 'not giving any advance, lind we do not provide seed or 
manure lor i-ender any· othel' help. . 

41. Our 'cllne supply is Bot obtained from any groWing or cane supplying 
associations. 

42. We maintain one cart weighbridge in the factory. No payment is 
made at tlie time of the delivery of cane. Ordinarily the interval between 
delivery of _cane and payment is more than a month. We make payments 
partly as we bo~row money, on the pledge of sugar and pay fully after 
we sell our sugar. 

43. Iil the year 1933-34. we paid Re. 10 per ton of cane for all varieties 
of cane. In the year 1934-35 we paid Rs. 12 per ton of P.O.J. 2878, Rs. 11 
per ton of Co. 281 and B. 208, and Rs. 10 per ton of Co. 213 and all 
other varieties; in the year 1935-36 we 'paid P.O.J. 2878 Rs. 12 per ton, 
Co. 281 and B. 208 Rs. 11 per ton, and all other varieties Rs .. 1~,per ,ton. 
In the year 1936-37, w'epllid P.O.J. 2878 and. p~rple lnaurltms RS. 7. 
per tOn, Co. 213 Rs. 6 per ton, aild aU 'adler vanetles Re. 6-8 per ton. 

"44. The price we pay for the sugarcane 'bears a definite relation to the 
't>rioe .of sugar. At ~he beginning of thecr~shing season of 1.~ th'e 
\'lrice of one maund of sugar was Rs. 7-8 Vlzagapatam and VIZlanagrant 
aeliverY. Taking 'this into .conside!:atiou' and that ou!' !!vel'~ge l'!,c()very 
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will he 7'5 per cent .. we have fixed the price of cane at Rs~ 6 :to RI. 1 
per ton. 

4.5. The price of cane depends on the price of gur. . ' 
46. In the price of jaggery there has beeu considerable variatioiui from 

time to. time. The price. of 9ne ~aun.d of ia~ery ,was Re. ~ in the 
yeara 1918 to 1924. In the years 1924 to 1929 it was Rs, 5;. from. 1929 to 
1933 it was Rs.· 3. In 1934-a5 it 'was ·Ra. '4-8, 'in 193~ it is. Rs. 2-8. 
When there is lower production of gur' in Northern -India on -account of 
frosi or any other cause, price .,f iaggery rises in .those' partS. Mest of the 
jaggery of our district used to be sent to the Central Provinces. 

47. No prices are fixed under Sugarcane Act'15 ~ i934f~ thn; iooility. 
48. The basis on which minimum priCes are fixed in other provinces 

and an attempt made to fix in this province is not latisfactory. The price 
of sugarcane must bear a definite relation te its sucroSe contents, the price 
,of lugar and efficiency of the factory.ooncerned: The price ~f. one, ton 
of cane will be half the price of sugar, manufactured from one ton of cane 
in the factory concerned. In this' formula the sucrose -coiitent. ofth9 
cane will be an important factor. 

50. Our factory worked in 1933-34---£4 days, 1934-35-95 days, 1935-.'36-
136 days, 1936-37-118 days. Under, the existing circumstaJiCeS our normal 
period of crushing will, be lSQ days bllt there is every possibility for 
extending the period by introducing of earfy arid late varietieS. When 
the factory works at least 180 'days in the year it will certainly be ver;y: 
economic. ' 

61. By introducing .a system of bonn.s payment by. the factory and by 
,the adoption or month war . cultivation by the meinbers, the crushing of 
cane may be begun by lst November and continued till the end of May iii. 
this localit,. . 

52. This factory is getting assistance' from the Co-operative DeplirtmEm1;. 
It is necessary to have once in a year a conference of the' 'sail! officers', 
representatives of cane..growers, and the general managers 'and th~ technical 
staff of the factory to discuss the various problems concerning to' the 
factory. When the officers know the actual difficlilties .Df t.he ,fao'tory .and 
the cane-growers, then they can pay their attention for the solution of 
the difficulties. ' 

Labou1'. 
63. Answered in Question 3 (c). 
54. No skilled labour is Unpi>rted from abroad except in tlie, yeaf 1934-35. 

One Mr. J. L. Jobsis of Java .was employed J>y the three factories of 
Etikoppaka, Birlampudi and Thummapala for technical advice. 'f!ie factory, 
is getting the pan boilers from Northern Iiidia. ' , 

55. After one year we found that the services' of Mr. J. L. jobsis were 
not necessary. , 

66. We have not made any arrangementS for housing 'our labour and we 
Have not adopted any measures for protno'ting the· welfare of ' the labour 
because we are being financially crippled day after' day by the excise dut, 
and thfl reduction in prices of sugar. 

POW81'. 

67. We are n~t. able. to me!ti the whole quantity of the required fuel 
from bagasse available In our xactory. We are snpplilDienting at the' rate 
of 8 per cent. The amount lipent OB fuel is sa follows: __ . 

Year. 
1933-34. 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-31 .. ,. 

Rs. 
',350' 
3,416 
3,900 

, 4,410' 

2!'2 
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By-products. 

OS. The by-products produced in our factory are molasses and press cake. 
59. Our production of molasses was as follows:-

19~4 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

60. There is no market for our molasses. 
'61. We. send away our molasses into the fields • 

• Storage and transportation 0/ sugar. 

;1.,170 

6,340 
5,990 

64 •. The stocks at the beginning and at the end of· the crushing season 
.are as follows:-

Year. Beginning. End. 

19~4 1,881 
1984-35 335 5,118 
1935-36 6,721 
1936-37 7,007 

65. The factory godowns hold 6,200 maunds. An estimate for the con
struction of another godown for holding about 6,200 maunds iii under 
preparation and the said godowns will be ready for the next season; 

69. I do not think that there is any damage to sugar in transit from 
the factory to the dealer~. . 

70. I have no suggestions to make for improvements of rail transport 
of sugar. 

71. The prices at whioh sugar sold ez-factory are given below:-

Year 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maximum 
.. per maund. 

Re. A. P. 

10 4 0 
940 
814 0 
700 

Capita' Account and Overhead Charges. 

Minimum 
per maund . 
Re. A. P. 

940 
814 0 
760 
640 

73. Capita, account and overhead charges8-The balance sheet for 1933-34., 
1934-35, 1935-36 and _ the trading account for 1936-37 are sent herewith. 

74. The writing off, on account of depreciation is as follows:-
In the year 1933-34 no amount was written off on account of depre-

. ciation as the factory worked for only a part of the season. 
In the .year 1934-35 th(!' amount written off is Rs. 7,400. 
In the year-1935-36 the amount written.off is Rs. 7,900. 
In the year 1936-37 the amount that will be written off is Rs. 8,200. 

. The ap~unts are audited by the Co-operativ!! Depart~ent, and they adopt 
their oWl/. rules in calculating the depreciation. . . 

75. We have n!lt got any resllrve fund, 

76. No dividends OJ: profits. 
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'1'1. Our capital investment is as follows:
I 

Amount borrowed from the Co-operative Central 
Bank, Ltd. 

Share capital paid by members in cash 

7S. Our office expenditure is 88 follows:-

One /lccountant . 
One office peon 

B.s. 

1,85,000 
9,950 

2,04,950 

Per month. 
Rs. 

36 

" 
40 

No Managing Agent's commission 'is payable. The President and the 
Managing Director are hpnorary executive o:lIicers. But we have to pay 
the audit fees to the. Oo-operativeDepartment. 

79. According to bye-laW' No. 45 (2), 8 per cent. dividend is the maximum 
dividend that can be paid by the. society. 

Efficiency 61 p"oduction. 

SO. The forms· are filled and sent herewith. 
S1. (i) Extending the plant from 1,000 to 18,000 maunds. 

(ii) Installing more efficient machinery-Nil. 
(iii) Reducing Qverhead charges-Nil. 
(iv) Any: other measures of economy-Nil. 

S2. Then is ,no room for further redl1ction of work 80st but improvement 
in the recovery of sugar is possible by adopting the system of crushing; 
Co. 213 canes in the month of December, January and February and J. 247 
in March, April and May. 

MaTketing. 

83. Anakapalli, Tuni, Vizagapatam, Vizianagram and Berhampore. 
84. We have got Volkart Bros. as our selling Agents and we have now 

entered into an understanding with Messrs. Bajae Jamal Noor Mohamee\ 
to seU our sugar in Vizagapatam Dibi.rict. 

93. A marketing survey of sugar industry would be advantageous. 
Some speculatol"S enter into advance contracts for the pur<!hasg of sugar 
in Northern India and dump the aame in various mal'kets without knowing 
their requirements. 

94. (4) We are not doing any business on the basis of the sugar standards 
prescribed by the Director, Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. Our. 
selling Agents take samples of sugar from us and show them to their 
dealers and book orders as per sample shown tQ them. We have not 

.. adopted the 'standards fixed in grading of sugars. 
105. The Hugar excise duty of 1934 and addition made thereto in 1937 

has completely crippled all the new factories in general' and the small fae.. 
tories in particular. 

• Not printed. 



Claim lor P~otectio~ 

lOS. The protectiqn h11~ enabled India to be self-supporting to 11 great 
1!xtent. It is necessary in the interests of the sugarca.ne-il;roweril of India. 
to increase' protection so that no foreign sugar may be imported into India; 

109. At 'present 1!ugar from Ja.va and England are being imported 
,into India Iln4 there is overproduction sugar in India; it is necessary 
to increase the protectiVe duty in order to prevent the import of foreign 
Bugar into India. 

110. As sugarcane crop is the main cash crop in India it is necessary 
for the. State to deve~op sug:tr industry in India and as there is already 
production of. sugar In Indla over and above the requirements of the 
country, t~e Central Government should purchase the surplus sugar and 
export the same to other countries. This is only possible when the India 
Governm!lnt p\lrch8l!es ",II tbe eJ!:cess. sug,r of India and 'exports it t9 
foreign countries in general and the United Kingdom and dominions in 
particular and· sell Indian sugars' in tae markets thereof. 'There will cer
tainly be loSs in selling Indian sugar abroad, but, the loss in the interests 
of the lndian sugarcane-growers, will have to be' met by the Central 
Government, both from the excise duty on sugar and its general revenue. 

Th~ S~~a Sll!!:~ Mills. Ltd .. Bobbili. 

(1) Repliu to the General Question7Utire issued by the Sugar Tariff Board. 

1. Our factory began 'the manufacture of sugar in the year 1934-35. 
Its crushing capacity is 150 tons of sugarcane per day of 22 haurs. 

2. The out-put of our factory withiil, the last three years is given below 
in standard maunds:-- . 

Year. Class I Class II Class III Total. Sugar. Sugar. Sugar. 

19,34-35 15,839·25 5,432·87 1,801·93 13,074-03 
19~6 . 30,927-16 12,237·75 43,164'91 
1936-37 43,691·66 12,439·88 $,131-54 

The factory produced tlnee grades of sugar. 
S. (a) Our factory is advantageously situated in respect of cane supply 

but ·nltt.13G 1vitll regard to limestOne and other' important markets. Cane 
is available in olose proximity to the factory, 'whereas limestone, sulphur, 
Ililter 'cloth a.nd bther materials have io be obtained from distant markets 
of Katni, Raipur, Madras, Bombay, etc. 

(b) There .is ,a' Rwilway station at Bobbili which is about two miles from 
'our Bugar factory. There is no siding to connect the sugar factory with 
the. Railway' station. There are roads in a. portion of the area from 
which cane is brough., while the rest of the area is connected by country 
car~tracks, which need considerable improvement. 

{c). There is adequate supply of unskilled labour. Some of, the skilled 
labour is not locally avaiJable and has to be imported from Northern India 
a.nd other places. 

4. Double 8ulphitation i.~ the proCJ!SB of our manufacture. We have not, 
made use of other prooesses to -com pure results. . 

,5. No changes have been made in the Jay-oltt bf 'our factory. A fe .. 
extensions or additions such as one extra. juice heater, one sulphur-burner, 
sulphur pipes for double sulphitation, 'gur refin~r1 plant and three ·molasses 
tanks were mad~. . 
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Six rollers were replaced. An amount of Rs. 22,347 have heen spent 
on these. 

6. It ia under contemplation to put-up an additional hoiler and replace 
the existing crusher by Krejewski rollers with hydraulic attachment. 

7. (a) The main factors which determine the size of the economic plant 
are:-

(i) Availability of suitable cane, labour and water supply. 
(ii) Demand and favourable location of markets for sugars produced, 

etc. 
(b) A factory of 300 tons is (he smallest unit of productioD. which 

,can be operated economically undl,lr the pres<'nt day. conditionli. 
8. Only minor equipment/! of sugar factories are ordinarily available 

in India. . .. 
Power and mill plants includi,lg boilers, pumps, tripples, pans, juice 

hE'at.ers, and centrifugals and crystallisers, ·and ·all other important machi
n.eries have to be imported. 

9. (i) We are so far receiving no technical assistance from eith.eJ:' th,t? 
Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology .or· th!l Industri(lll Delillirtinel1.~ 'of 
our Local Government. ' ,.... ' 

We beg to suggCJ!lt that tho Imperial Institute of Sugar TecJmology 
should investigate into the advantageous methods of cultivation, manuring 
and the varieties to be introduced both to the advantage of the agriculturist 
and the factory owner and offer addce from time to· time to the agrl~ 
culturists through the ~griculture imd Revenue DepartmeJ;lts. 'They shQuld 
.also investigate i~to the up~to-date and cheap methods of manufacture 'It 
commercial sugar and advise the factory owners hy issue of peri~dicaHi, ,et:c: 

(ii) The Industries Department should investigate and advise the factol:'Y 
owners as to the effective and economic' machinery to be used' ·and also 
help factories in erection by lending experts on the mechanffial' side ' 01 
sugar manufacture. The Industriespepartment will do well'to help" the 
factory owners by training and supplying trained mechanical 'staff to 
overcome the necessity of importing skilled labour from distant 
placeS at exhorbitant rates, in obtaining concessions and facilities. for 
uanlport of raw and finished products and· in offering advice 101' starting 
!uitabh,' side Industrie!! to lind occupation for the ,killed and .unskilled 
labour during ofl-se88on. 

10. We have undertaken DO cultivation of lIugarcane. 

11. Nil. 

12. (a) &, (b) We have no cultivation of our own to set al?art any 
area for exper·iments or production of seed for sale or distribution amongst 
cultivators. But we obtained seed of P.O.J. 2878 at a higher price and 
tiupplied the same to the ryots at c!teaper rates in 1935-36. We also made 
cash contribution to the local Cane-growers' Association to supply to the 
ryots Co. 313 seed at cheaper rates. ., . ., .. . ., 

13. We have not tried any experimenta in relation to early 8Jld late 
varieties of cane and manuring .. The Agriculture Department of 'out pro
vince has been assisting the eane-growers directly and through the Cane
growers' Association at Bobbili with advice as· to the manurGil to be us(\ 
and in selection and introduction of .suitable, early and late varieties to 
be grown to be of advantage to the cane-grower and the factory 'through 
the local demonstrator. 

14. (a) The ar~ under C8J).e has trebled since the il:livent of the mill. 

(ll) OJ. 281 has been introduced and there was about 200 acres of it by 
1936-37. P.O.J. 2878 also has been introduced and there was about 50 
acres of it by 1936-37. There isa marked tendency on the part of the 
agriculturist to improve the quality of can!! since the advent of the f8Oto17 •. 
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15. We do not experience frost 'in this part of tbe ,country. The cane 
of the varieties 'of J. 247 and P.O .• r. 2871:1 is subject to red-ro~. We have 
no information as to the percentage of losses on this account. 

16. Our factory is fairly assured of a sufficient supply of suitable cane. 
The principal varieties c,rushed are Co. 213. u,. 281, J. 247 and P.O.J. 2878 
newly introduced. Their average field' yield and sucrose content are given 
below:-

Average field Average 
Variety. yield Sucrose 

in Mds. content. 

Co. 218 54404 13·32 
Co. 281 408'3 13·56 
J. 247 54404 13'51 
P.O.J. 2878 598'8 13·6 

17. There has been no fluctuation in prices for supply of cane due to 
competition uptil now. 

18. (a) & (b) There has been increase in the area of cultivation under 
Co. ,218 and decrease in the area of cultivation of J. 247. There are no 
other variations. These variations are chiefly due to climatic conditions 
such as excess or defect in rainfall. The increase in Co. 213 is due to 
its 'easy, cultivation under dry conditions while the decres.se in J. 247\ is 
due to its being subject to red-rot and lack of enough irrigational facilities 
at the time when it attains maturity, as experienced during 1935-36. There 
has been of late, a discouraging effect on the agriculturists owing to 
decline of prices both of jaggery and sugar. 

19. The production of sugarcane in 1936-37 is not in excess of our 
requirements. No restriction is necessary especially because sugarcaue culti
vation in these parts is not new and does not depend on the sugar factory. 

20. Information as to the cost of cultivation of one acre of sugarcane 
and the outturn per acre is given in the enclosed statement. 

,21. We have not so far known of any difficulties of cane-growers in the 
cultivation of cane and its delivery to the factory, except absence of roads 
from different cane growing centres. 

22. (a) We are also of opinion that compulsory acquiRition or leasing 
of land for cultivation of cane by fa(·tories is impracticable, as the former 
involves very heavy investment while the hitter resufts in depri"ation and 
consequent discontent among the ownel's of holdirrgs. 

, (b) Prescription of zones' for supply of sugarcane to the factories in 
these parts is not warranted. 

23. Nil. 
24. (a) We are not in favour of fixation of quota for sugar manufac

ture by factories. 

(b) We ~re not in favour of licensing of-
(i) New ''factories. ". 

(ii) Extension of existing factories. 

25. The' flnti~e 'supply of our factory is from gate cane. 

26. The gate cane is transported solely by carts. The average weight 
of cane carried per cart is 19'!3 maunds. ,We brought a rubber-tyred cart 
for demonstrational purposes with a view to introduce this improved type 
of cart in :these parts. But the ryots in these parts do not prefer them 
as the investment is prohibitive and rubber-tyred carts cannot be used 
in cross country localities. Their ,repair~ are not readily possible by the 
',fots. 
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We have not employed' any improved type of carts in' conveyance of 
une and are not therefore able to say what additional maundage" cane 
be carried by it. 

27. The mileage of roads in our vicinity is not adequate. The condition 
of main roads iii fair but feeder roads are few and not quite good. 
Feeder roads require supplementation in number and improvement in nature. 

28. The cane is brought by road and country tracks from an average 
distance of 6 miles. The average time taken between cutting and delivery 
at the factory will be 12 hours. The cane is mostly transported during 
cooler hours of the day and night and there is thus no noteworthy 
deterioration. 

29. The average cost of transport of cane by cart per maund per mile 
is about a pie (n anna). The cane-growers mostly employ their own carts. 
When they bire . carts the. average hire will be one pie per mile per mauna 
as shown above. 

80. No Tolls or ~ther dues are' levied on carts supplying cane to our. 
factory. 

81. We first fix with the cane-growers of the respective villages that 
they should each supply a particular number of carti of cane per day 
for a continuous period according to the daily requirements of the factory. 
In doing 80 the quality suitable to the season and the ripeness of it and: 
facilities of transport such as release of intervening fields from the crops 
standing on it are also taken into consideration to afford necessary con
venience to the agriculturist. This arrangement is repeated with those 
and other villages to ensure uniform and continuous supply of gate cane. 
The normal detention of. carts at our factory ranges from about ol).e to 
three hours. Carts which come first are weighed and released as they 
come. No more improvements are practicable nor necessary. 

82. Cane is not transported by rail to our factory. 
88. Railway freights on cane are calculated on the maund basis. Freight 

rates for cane have been reduced slightly of late between a few stations in 
this vicinity but even the reduced rates are found prohibitive to admit 
of transport of cane by rail. In the event of our having to obtain cane 
by rail we would prefer a fiat rate. 

84. Concessions in railway freights· for the sugar factories for fuel, coal, 
lime, sulphur and lubricating oils which may come under raw materials 
are essential. There should be similar concession on inanures, so that the 
.agricUlturists or the Association o.f' cane-growers might be able to obtain 
manures at reasonable cost. 

85. There are no tramways for transport of cane to our factory. 

86. The tramway system, is not useful for this area. 

37. In case of delay in delivery by road the extent of deterioration 
Js about ·06 per cent. sucrose on cane per day. We have no information of 
deterioration in cases of delay in delivery by rail. 

38. (a) The entire cane is purchased direct from cane-growers'. 

(b) No cane is purchased through Agents and contractors,' 

39. No other special arrangements are entered int!> :with cultivators 
for supply of cane except those referred to against Question No. 31. We 
odo not generally give advances in cash or procure seed or manure. We 
made advances in the shape of manure in 1934-35 before the advent of 
the Co-operative Cane-growers' Association. Afterwards we assisted them 
by supply of seed material at cheaper rates and contribution in cash for 
the same purpose as shown against Question 12: . 

40. Our cane is purchased direct from, cane-growers. 

41. We have not obtained supplies.of our cane from any cane supplying 
,or growing association. There is a Co-operativ!l Society of Cane-growers; 
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but the individual' gro!Ners themselves deal direct with the 'factory in 
Consultation with the Association . 

. 42. We have cart weighbridges to weigh cane. Payment for cane is 
made as promptly as the cane Buppliers present their weighment slips in 
the .miRs office situated in the same compound. . . 

43. Cane was purchased during' the last three years at tIle following 
'prices. The prices tend to vary at different periods of the season owing 
to' climatic and other conditions such as price of sugar and jaggery:-

Year. 

.11134-.35. 
lQ3S-36 
1936-37 

Per maund. 

As. P • 

~ 2 
5' 41 
410 

44. Prices of sugarcane do not bear a definite relation to the price of 
sugar alOlile. 'l'hey bear a relation to the price of sq.gar and also gur Jjaggery 
from time to time • 

. 45. If the price of jaggery be high in the market the price of sugarcane 
.also .rules 'high irrespective of the high or low price of sugar to such an 
£3:tent thatsllgar-ma\t.ing may become Ullremunerative at times. 

46. Ifherehave been a few ~ariations in the prices of jaggery at some 
periods of the' cane seaSons within the last three years and they were 
4ependent upon t4e demand for jaggery from Raipur side. . 

47-49~The Sugarcane Act XV of 1934 is not in operation in this 
province, nor is there 'need since the prices paid in this presidency have 
always been higher than the minimum prices fixed for cane in other 
provinces. 

50. The dura-tion of .£he crushing season for each of the last three years 
,is given below:-

1934-35-~From 19th December, 1934, to 13th March, 1935. 
1935-3~l!'rom 20th November, 19!J5, to 9th April; 1936. 
1D36-37-FI'om 25th Novemhpr, 1936, to 11th April, 1937. 

The reasons for variations are mostly dependent upon the maturity of the 
lcane fQJ: crushing anll availability of' labour' and carts without detriment 
to harvesting of paddy crop which synchronises with the time of starting 
the mil,. T.he perio,d .of duration is not sufficiently long for !lconomio 
working: 

51. The possibilities of extending the crushing season by the introduction 
:Of early and late ,varietieschiefty depend ,upon the following factors:-

(a) Research as to the varieties which are suitable to the local sal~ 
and climatic conditions. 

(b) Availability of adequate seed of such varieties locally' at reason-· 
ably cheap rates to the agricul~urists. 

(c) Reltiization of proper prices for cane commensurate with the .cost 
of cultivation of such varieties. This therefore depends upo~ 
the protection the industry commands and the help given to 
the agriculturists by the Government through the Agricultural 
and Co-operative Departments. . 

42. We have not received any material assistance from the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural R,esearch, the Agricllltur9 and .the Co-operati~1t 
Department in the matter of introduction of ,early and llite varieties, 

We would beg to suggest the following:-
. (1) Extensive experiments . by' the Agriclllture Department at the 

instance of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research as tg 
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, the early and laie' varieties, 1Iuitable ~the loca~ity and ,ad":ise, 
the agriculturists &8 to their econ9IDlC and efficllent cultivation 
by periodical inspection. 

<2) Opening of nurseries of Buch' v.arieties for supply of seed to th.e 
agriculturists at' reasonable prices under the care of the Agri
culture Department. 

(2) Grant of li\:leral co-operativl;l~ed,it Ilt !lheaper rll,te~o~ in~rAlst 
to the agriculturists for this purpose. 

(4) ihe Imperial Council of Agricultural Research .. (Technology 
section) should advise factories on improved methods of chemical 
coptrol to prevent losses in tbe manufacture of sugar. 

53. Skilled and unsl!;i1led labour is employed as follows on an average 
per day. These figures do not include the superior and subordinate officers 
of the Mechanical and Manufacturing Departments, and the management 
... tablishment. 

No, of skilled 
workets. 

During crushing season 91 ' 
D~ring si1ent season ~5 

No. of unskilled 
workers, 

171 
22 

54. The important skilled labour connected with the machinery and 
manufacture' is imported from Northern India. No skilled labour is 'im'" 
ported from altroad. " 

55. The skilled labour employed in our factory is all Indian. 
56. We have hired and constructed suitable quarters for the officers 

and skilled workers recruited from outside. We supply t~em fuel, lighting; 
furniture and ordinary medical aid free in addition to the' sanitary' 
arrangements for them. AU 'II)ther Ioabour is fr.om Bobbili and its !hamlets 
and they need IU) housiug facilities. ., " . 

,67. We 'are not able to meet 'the whole of our requIrements o()f fuel 
from the bagasse available by crushing. We had to supplement it with 
fuel including ,coal, to an ·extent ·of ·116 toni per cent. ,of cane. taking 1. 
<coal=2 fuel in 1936-37 in which year the 'crushing was continuous and 
norma'! while in previollB years fuel' and coal had to be s11,pplelnented to 
()ver fou;r to ive times the quantity that was used during 1936-37. W~ 
ii!e below act~1 amounts sPl!nt on fu~1 for the Il!ost three yea,rs:"'-

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

No surplus bagasse is left. 

its. A.P. 

6,666 8 '9 
5,658 11 7 
~,367 110 

58. The by-products produced in our factory are molasses. 
59. The olltturn of molasses for the last ,three years is ,as follows. There 

"are no noticeable variations. Only 2,100 maunds have been ~old at a price 
(If 2 annas per maund, within the last thrl'e years:':"-' , , 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-31 

Mds. 
6,048 

14,000 
15,807 

60. Our ,present market for molasses is Calcutta. We des{latch molasses 
in barrels. . The railway l'acilities 'according' to our present situation are 
adequate but the freights arE?' felt 'heavy o~ng to pauQity of Bel/iand for 
molasses. evell at normal priOOS. ·The RaIlway ·freight fl'om 'Bobbili to 
RamakriShnapur .siding is ,As. 6-9 per maunel. . ' 
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81. There is practically no other means of disposing of molasses locally. 
We have to throw them away at some extra expense. We are of opinion 
that molasses should be manufactured into spirit and power alcohol by 
individual factories or in combination with the permission of the Govern
ment' to be mixeq with petrol as in other countl'ies. 

62; We have no surplus bagasse. 
~ 63. We have no suggestions in view for the utilization of any other by

products. 

64. The position of stocks at the beginning and end of each crushing 
season from the commencement of the factory is given below:-

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Beginning of 
season. End of season. 

Mds. 
13.475 
18,364 
26.107 

65. We store our sugars in pucka godowns on wooden flooring having 
hollows beneath it to prevent dampness from floor. The capacity of our 
godowns is for 18,000 bags equivalent to 36,750 maunds. We have neither 
increased the storing capacity nor have we in contemplation of doing so 
at present. 

66. There was a little damage in storage to the bags touching the 
walls due to atmospheric dampness in rainy weather. There was no deterio
ration due to quality of sugar. 

67. The damaged sligar is sold at lower prices as it is otherwise good 
for consumption and the quantity damaged being very little. 
, 68. The keeping quality of sugar is susceptible of being considerably 
improved to reach the normal standard. In fact the moisture per cent. 
and ash per cent. in commercial sugar of our factory has considerably 
decreased within these three years. 

69. Very' negligible damage occured during transit and it was due to 
rains, 

70. We experienced no 'difficulty 'in obtaining wagons for the transporta
tion of sugar or lielay in delivery of sugar. 

71. We have no suggestions for improvement in the type of railway 
waions. 

72. We have not sold our sugars at any' ports. The average prices 
per maund at which they were Bold in up-country centres during the last. 
three years are 'given below:-

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 up to 20th April, 1937 

Rs. A. P. 

8 1159 
9 1 5 
784 

It is gradually declining still. The Railway freight rates to the markets 
we supply ,are as' follow, :per maund of'sugar. There will be an extra. 
tlxpense of a!>out & pies per maund at both ends for conveyance by carts~-

Vizisnagram 
Chicacole Road 
Kantab\\nii, 
llerha,IDllore 

. ' 
As. P. 

51 15, 
4 1 
6 8 
'I. 3; 



Parlakemidi 
Titlagarh 
Sompeta 
Kesinga 
Raipur 
Manda.sa . 
Naupadllo 
Palasa 
Ambodala 
Tekkali 
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As. P. 

6 0 
511 
6 4 
5 8 

10 4 
511 
5 1 
5 7 
o 7 
4 5 

73. Copies of balance sheets for 1934-35 and 1935-36 are enclosed. Our 
accounts for 1936-37 will be closed at the end of October, 1937. 

74. The particulars of the ·amounts written off for depreciation during 
the last two years are given below:-

1934-35 
19~6 

Rs. A. P. 

19,927 6 6 
19,826 3 6 

Our rates for· depreciation are not the same as allowed by the Income-tax 
Department as shown below:-

Rate 

Desoription of machinery, etc., assets. 
allowed Rate adopted by the 

Income.tax by the 
Depart- Company. 
ment. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
1. Plant and machinery 61 Ii 
2. Workshop 61 10 
3. Furniture .. 5 71 
4. Laboratory equipment 61 10 
5. Tools !O 
6. Buildings 21 21 
7. Roads 5 
8. Tram line materials 10 15 
9. Temporary quarters 10 331 

75. We have so far set apart the entire profits of 1934-35 amounting to 
RH. 21,307-13-9 as reserve. 

76. Only one divided is declared and distributed during 1935-36. at 18 
per cent. on ordinary shares. We have neither preferred nor. deferred shares. 

77. Our working capital is composed of the cash balance' on hand at 
the beginning of the Beason and also by borrowing at an interest of 5 
per cent. . 

J8. We have no head aflice or managing Agents for our c:oncern except 
the factory office. 

79. Considering the fluctuating position of the industry and the life of 
'machinery a dividend of 10 to 15 per cent. on the capital seems fair. 

80. FOrI118- containing full information as to the cost of manufacture 
and recovery rates are enclosed. 

• Not printed. 
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81. eductlOns made In our works costs are given below~-. 
Ci) By extending plant-:-Nil. 
(in By i~stalllng)llore efficient. machinery-We have sUbstituted 

. nickel steel rollers for ordinary rollers during 1936·37 as a 
. meaSure of reducing breakages of rollers and to facihtate better 
. elCtraction, • . .. 

(iii) :My reducing oV'erhe4d cnarp:es-Nil. 
(iv) Other economy""'-We' haV4) beeh able ta economise exp-enditure of 

. fuel.,· coal, chemicals, etc., by judicious use of the "arne. 

82. There appears' no toom' for further rMuction of works costs on the' 
existing plant or improvement in recovery rates. It is apprehended that 
the charges on .skilled establishment will be higher in future Ilnd there 
may also be more renewals and replacements in future. So far as raeovery 
rates are concerned the' three years during which our factory was in exist
ence are the best and most favourable in point of rainfall and all other 
conditions; There is .no room for further improvement in reeovery ra.tes. 

83. Our principal marketing crentres. are: +-

1. Berhampore. 
\I. ChicacoIe. 
~. tizianagram. 
4. Salur. 

5. Parvatipur', 

a.. Bobbili. 

7. Parlakemidi. 

84. We sell our sugars to the dealers and' retailers through our selling 
Agents. 

85. We have not received any sugar contract form to otter our comments. 

S6. We have no record of information of the' wholesale and retaiE 
prices of either Indian factory sugar or other imported sugar in the area 
covered by our distributing centres. The average rates at which we sold 
our. fnctory sugar ei-our godowns are given below:-

1934-35 
1935-36 

.' 

1936-37 (up to 20th April, 1937, and still on the 
decline) " 

Rs. A.. P. 

815 9 
915 

'1.8 .4 

87. We have no different rates of prices for wholesale and retail sales. 

88. We have no definite i~formation as to the storage a~rangements 
made by the dealers and the extent of deterioration in storage. 

89. Out sugar is not found to deteriorate 1Vithin the last three years 
except damage by dampness. as given a~ainst Question No. 66. There has 
been gl'ildual improvement In the keepmg qUllhty of sugar. 

90. Java and other foreign sugars are usually not imported into the 
tnarkets of' this area. 

91. We con~ider the present quality of Indian sugar is coming equal 
to the Java and other imported sugars, The difference S66msvery negligible. 

92. The entire stocks 'are with us in our godowns till they a~e Bold. 8ale& 
are made on almost .ash basis. There were no borrowings on stocks. 

93. A. tnarketing sur,-eyof the sngar industry we consider is adunt
.geous. 

94. We are not in favour of a central All-India Selling Organization. 

95. We are in favour of. stBlidardimation of lIugars provided it is 
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reStricted to divisional area.s in each province in which they are manu" 
fa.ctured and usually marketed. 

96. (Ii) & (b) We ha.ve not transacted any busines~ on the basis of the 
lIugar standards prescribed by the Director of Imperial Institllte of Sugat: 
Technology; nor did we make use of these standal'ds for grading purposes, 

97. We have no suggestions to offer regardihg these sta.nda.rds as' they 
will not BlIit this area. . 

98. Establishment of "futureS" ahd "terminal". market does not seem 
to be expedient a~ present. '. .k 

99. We are not able to give correct information iIi this coririection. 
100. We h~ve rio correct data as to what extenl; factory sugar is 

replacing gur specially in the sweet, meat trade. . Gur is still used in 
sweet meat making in the mofussal while il; is replaced'to about 75 per cent. 
in i.he towns. 

iOl. There will be a possibility of starting sllbsidiary in~ustrie.s such 
as manufacture of sweets and syrups, preservation of fruit if the import 
of such products from outside lndia be. restricted by pro1lectioIi to' gi\>'e: an 
impetus to the indigenous industry in 'them. 

102. We have no information of prices .of imported sugars. 
103. We understand that sugars imported into India were landed on 

occaiUons at unremunerative. prices in the years 1934 to 1936. The Java 
and other sugar producing countries have produced sugars far in excess of 
the consumption. They had therefore landed their excess sugars at unre
munerative prices intci India. 

104. We have, no information ·with liB of eXports of Indian sugar to 
other countries by' sea. ahd by land. We have not exported any frtmi 
our factox:y. 

105. The excise duty imposed in the year 1934 and the increaSelI\ade 
in it in 1937 on Indian sugar have. reduced. the margin, of manufacturer's 
profits in most cases. The agriculturist who supplied raw produce also 
has Dot been ablll to get adequate priCiis 'for their cane. 

106. There is practically no market for molasses as it is.· 

107. We have no information of export of Indian rholasses 01' of pos
sibili ties of ftil export. 

108. The protection given to the industry has been effective in the 
following ways:-

(1) Consolidation and survival of some of t~e existing factories from 
dwindling. 

(2) New factories could .spring up particularly in the United Pro
vinces, Bihar, Madras and also in other provihces. 

109, The duration of the protection so f.ar enjoyed has been vex:y short 
and the industry haS not been able to derive imough blinefit to be ahove 
want of further protection. Researches have yet to be made to economise 
.cost of cultivation of cane and improve varieties and yield also recovery. 
The industry has also to study and formulate effective measures for market
ing the 'sugar prodUCed in India. Some Of the factories which are j'tl.st re
covering or establishing themselves from the depression they suffered in the 
past will be vex:y much jeopardised while the industry in general which is 
coming to Ure rescue of the agriculturist will have a vex:y severe set back. We 
are therefore strongly of opinion. that continua,nce «;If the protection at the 
present scale, for ~he rest of the statutory period is necessary to enable 
the Indian sugar industry to stabilise iUielf and stand' both' internal and 
external competition without; fear of 'collapse. ' . 

no. We .consider 'the. following other forms of assistance necessary, for 
;the developDient of the industry·:-

(1) Reductio~ of, the excise duty oi lridiai\., sugar. 
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(2) Provide facilities' for export of Indian sugar to foreign -c~nti<ie~ 
which ~re importing sugar, 

(3) Provide control against preferential treatment by the Railw~y' i~ 
the transportation of sugars and ensure equal treatment to all,. 
connected with the sugar industry in Jndia, to prevent un-~ 
healthy internal competition of Indian sugars. 

(4) Provide for liberal grant of licenses for manufacture of by
products such as power alcohol from the m,olasses produced in 
t1Je sugar industry with permission to mix it with petrol.as· 
in other countries. Sugar by itself ca.nnot· always maintain 
the industry without the aid of by-products. Conversion of 
molasses into power alcohol seems to be the only paying by
product of appreciable assistance to the industry. 

(5) Encourage manufacture of syrups and sweets and preservation of 
fruits on commercial basis by restricting imports from outside 
India. ,. . 

111. We have no information a~ 'to the effect of imporl duty on molasses 
adversely or otherwise. . 

(2) Letter dated. September, 1997, from the Srirama Sugar Mills, Ltd., 
. Bobbili. 

With reference to your letter No. 689, dated the 17th September, 1937 t
we have to state that our account year ,closes with 31st October, 1937. 
Balance sheet for the year 1936-37 is not yet prepared. We are therefore, 
submitting information on the points noted in the'statement enclosed to 
your letter as instructed with six spare copies. . 

Capital Account and Overhead. Charue6• 

1. (a) Block capital during 1934-.'15 being the first yea.r of operation-
Rs. 4,19,781-8-5. 

(b) Block capital for"'I936-37-Rs. 4;00,544-2 . 
• (c) Depreciation written off during this interval-Rs. 59,041-2., 

Heads:-
(a) Lands-Nit 
(b) Buildings-Rs. 3,913-9. 
(c) Plant and machinery-Rs. 8,804-13-8. 
(d) Other assets sU61h as railways, sidings, furniture.' and electric 

installations-Rs. 6,366-12-2. 

2: Reserve fund during the last seven years-Rs. 21,307-13-9. 
Our Reserve fund is invested in the business only. There are no ear

marked investments representing the fund. 
3. We have only ordinary shares. The dividends distributed are given 

below:-

1934-85 
19S5-36 
1936-37 

Rs. 

72,000 
40,000 

4 .. Our working capital is composed of the cash balance on hand at the 
beginning of the season and also by borrowing at an in~~es~ of 5 per cent. 

5. No separate .head office and 'Managing Agents. 
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'The Vurirun Co .. operativeIndustrial & Credit Socil?ty, Ltd., Kistnll • 

• (1) Lett,er dated the 7th May, 1997. 

We enclose herewith a note prepared by our Chief Agricultural Office!"" ... 
)I.R.Ry. S. Seethann. Patrudu Gam, L.Ag. (Madras Agricultural Servic~r. 
as desired by the "Doard during the interview at Madras on 21811 AprIl, 
1037. . 

A note by Mr. Goittnd P. Uplap, our Sugar Technolol,!;ist, B.~c. (Cal.); 
M.Sc. (Lous.), will follow. 

EnClosure. 

NOTB BY M.R.Ry. S. SEETIIARAMA PATRUDU GARU, L.AG. (MADRAS AGRWi:rr.
TURAL SERVICE), 'Nj;lW CHIEF AGRICULTURAL OFFICER, VUYYURU Co-
OPBRATIVE INDUSTRIAL AND CREDIT SOCIETY, LJMITEll, VUYYURU, KrSTNA 
PT., SOUTII INDIA. 

Introdu,ction.. 

Tn submitting this note, it is presumed that the Tariff Board, as one 
of its main func-lions, will examine the effect of Protective Duty, hither
to impospd, on 

(I) the Cane-growers., 
(II) the Capitalists; 

(III) the Consumers 
with a view to see whether it is to be continued and if so at what rate and 
for what period. 

In approaching this question, it is necessary to discuss in detaiI-
(1) the cost of production of cane both in India and in Java, the 

main importiIJ4l: country; 
(2) what facilities exist in both the countries for the development 

of this oroI'; • 
(3) to what extent 'Indian grower actually gets by the sale of such 

crop in .addition to the cost of 'production; 
(4) the relative working costs of manufacture of sugar in the above. 

two conntries, with the cost of production of cane as well as 
the frtlight chargps of the sugar to reach the Indian ports 
being added, in the case of Java; 

(5) similar information of Indian sugars especially those produced 
in Northern India- to meet the internal compe~ition. produced 
within the provinces. 

PART I. 
Vrom the cultivator or the grower's point or view, it may be clearly 

Btatf'd, that the Protective Duty is certainly beneficial. Sugarcane occupi"l1 
the ground for about twelve months and during this whole period, the 
I1rower, his family and his servants find work in somre form or other. 
One of the greatest problems, not only in India but also in every part or 
tho world, is unemployment. In Southern India, especially in the Deltaia 
Tracts where single crop ayakats exist, the production of paddy crop does 
not engage its growers for 81 period not more than 2! months. During the 
rest of the time, he has no work. There are places where, attempts to 
t,ap the "uh-soil water, met with AUl"ess. Garden land cultivation is resorted 
to and the cultiva·tor in such places finds continuous work "throughout th<J 
~ear. But all places are not suitahle for this purpose and the sub-soil survoy. 
of this nature will help a good deal and this is a. speoial feature for the 
supply of ca.ne in one of the oldest; sugar concerns iIi. Southern India. ThO' 

1I 2 q 
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Government of Madrae, alllr since the publication of the Indian Sugar 
Committee Report, have been endeavouring to help this industry in all 
possible ways. The' Indian Sugar Committee, while dealing with Madras, 
mach certain recommendations for the improvement of, this crop in all 
its aspects and in fact a special, officer was appointed to find out large 
areas of land available in any part of the Presidency, with special reference 
to the Agency Tracts and also to select a site for the establishment of 
'a sugarcane testing station somewhere in the Oircars as recomm,ended by 
the Indian Sugar Committee. As a result of this survey, it was thought 
desirable by the Government of Madras to extend the' present Agricultural 
statil~n at Anakapalle from 35 to 105 acres for intensive research on sugar
cane. Necessary funds were granted and research on an intensive scale 
began from 1927 onwards and the results of research revealed grea;t possi
bilities in the improvement of this crop in the existing areas and for an 
introduction of the same ·to areas where ordinarily sugarcane could not be 
cultivated. This period synohronises with the time when the question of 
fiscal protection was referred to the Tariff Board in 1930 and proteCtion 
was decided upon in 1931. A summary of the salient features of work 
done for the improvement of this crop by the Mada'rs Agrimiltural Depart
ment with special reference to the Agricultural Station at Anakapalli, -on 
this crop is enclosed in Appendix No. 1. (Pamphlet No. 7 Department of 
Agriculture, Madras, 1935). With the intimate knowledge of a particular 
tract (Bobbili, one of the Northern taluks of Vizagapatam District) wher!! a, 
small sugar factory was established after the imposition of duty on sugar, 
it can be safely said that with the help of the results of the research 
mentioned above, the area under cane increased considerably and the 
candition of the ryots where rents rule very high, has considerably im
proved. Sugarcane, besides giving them work throughout the year, 
gives them credit and is also one of the very few cash crops that they 
can raise. Similarly in this district of Kistna in Southern India. Estab
lishment of a separate sugarcane section at Coimbatore in Southern India 
resulted 'in the production of seedlings of inestimable value and their im
portance is realised in several Pluts of the world. Inspite of their intrinsic 
worth, the area. under these WIIrieties, was only 549,025 acres in 1929-30 
before protection was decided. If we compare this figure for 1934-35 after 
the protection, the area exceeded 2,400,000 acres. Had it not been for the 
DJ'ou>ctive duty, this phenomenal increase in area under this crop and in 
.,oft!equenoe increase in sugar production would not have bt.!en achieved. 
The Imperial Sugarcane Breeding Station a.t Coimba.tore is producing yea.r 
after year several new seedlings which are being tried under different kinds of 
soil, season and system of cultivation. lIenoo there is possibility of further 
increase in area of this crop. The Imperial Council of Agricultural Re
sea,rch is doing everything that lies in its power, a.nd substantial subsidies 
are being given when sound schemes are submitted to them: Madras gets 
its own sha.re and several problems are already under solution. It will 
ta.ke time, however, before the results actually' teach the real grower. 
Attempts are, however, being made to start schemes which are to be 
fina.nced from the subsidies that are expected out of excise duty. The 
scheme for Madras is awaiting sanction of the Government. If ,the position 
of the cane cultivator is compared with that in Java the condition hera 
is very disappointing. Cane crop is raised by capitalists, a.nd factory 
owners in Java. Their research reached a sta.ge where thll cultivation of 
sugarca.ne is done on most business-like methods. All the factors asso
ciated with crop produotion are attended to in their minutest detail and 
nothing is left to cha.nce. They ha.ve got control over a.ll the controllable 
factors, the only uncontrollable factor being season. Even vicissitudes of 
season a're controlled by their excellent system of irrigaiton. The prepa-. 
ra.tion of land. the system of seed selection and the methods of manuring 
and after ~ltivation, are very perfect. They therefore get an avera.ge 
yield of over 60 tons per aCTe whereas we are getting less than 20 tons 
III Mome places, 25 tons in others and rarely 30 tons. The methods of cana 
oultiva.tion hera are still primitive and manures applied inadequate. The 



-errQtic seasoDs and l~ck of proper scientilic knowledge ILnd eVIlD if ",vail
able illadequate staff for propaganda and several other factors, are ~llip 
fa'Vour. of contiI\\ling the !l\lty fllr a p'er~od llnW 1;hllse factors ~e sati!!
factorily solved. Many factory authorities have yet to find out suitable 
varieties of different duration (early, mid-se8son and late varieties) ,with 
a view to suit their own locality and also °to increase the period of crushing. 
It may be .. fact tha-t fuudamental ·researchll8 are being attellded 14 on. 
BOme stations but conditions of season, soil and system of cl1tiivaiion vary 
so widely that small substations primarily f01" demonstration arid secondaJ,"ily 
for' a simultaneoQs trial ~f varieties with a. view· to· study t.he 'dUl:'ation, 
the degree of sucrose content at different periods of the seasollj !'-nll deteriQ1 
ution of the ,ucrose content' after·reaching the peak of: maturity, etc", 
have to be attended to, at each centre where a.· flWw,fy iIi ilStablPihed. 
The places where agricultural stations are already in existence may be 
left out if the local Agricultural- Station takes up work on this problem. 
This point is brought to prominence by the fact that 8i variety, which 
was pronounced to be distinctly suitable for mid-season crushing at an 
Agricultural research station, turned oul;' to' 'be an early variety in a tract 
which is only 100 miles off from the Agricultural station, This is an 
instance where environmental factors influenced the degree of ripeness. A 
variety which was pronounced to be quite below. average. at the Agricultural 
Station, Anakapalle, proved to be the best of the existing varieties now 
in Kistna Di$trict. The above instances clearly indicated and emphasise 
~he necessity for the' 10oatioll of small ~ub-stations· at each· place 'fhere 
III factory is located. (['he same organisation may al~o !,-ttend tp' th~ 
periodiaal analysis of canes of different varieties brought by the can~ 
growers, to· the factory. with a view ~ assess their valUE! according to 
the ripening ratjo and· ricimesIJ of juice. This IIlay be thE! guiding facto)," 
for fixing the minimum pricE!8 of cane, for any tract'. This mE!thod may 
ha·ve its difficulties. Some early varieties .with :very high sucrose content; 
are VE!ry often poor in output· or tonnage while late varieties, which are 
necessarily to be bpt on the ground for a longer period, increase the 
cost of production where lift ,irrigation is rE!sortEld to~ lIencE! enhanced 
prices are often offered to thE! cane grO'lj'E!rs for ~uch Vllrie,ties 1Vith • view 
to prolong the period of carie crushing. ThereforE! it will takE! timE! before 
the cane-grower of these parts· is able to rea·p the bE!nefit, of . researcli or 
propaganda a'nd in fact it was stli,tEld that Java took 100 years. to 
inorease the output of sugar from Ii tons pE!r acre to over 7 tons.~t is 
therefore nOOE!ssary from the culti_tor's point of view to contin1!-E! ·th~ 
'protection to such .8: TlE!riod as. hI'- is able ~o compete f!,-vourabJy witq 
othE!rs of his tYPE! outside India. 

:r~RT II. 

This question when approached from thE! stand point of capitalists, 
the sugar concerns rooently started in Southern India, !,-rE! at a. very great 
disadvantage. 

Ca) The COAt pf proc!uction of oane is comparllltively high and henc\l 
higher pri/:ee have to be naturally offered to ensurE! an ad~uate supply of 
cane. Figures of the cost of production arE! not giveI), here 'as the samE!; 1 
presume, will be supplied by thE! l)E!par1;ment of ~griculturE!. . '. 

(b) Most of the concerns are lacking in finanCE!. ThE! interna.! competi>
tion for· selling sugar is very keE!l1. and ~ay after day the pricE!s arE! going 
down. . 

(e) A oentral marketing organisation is probably necessary to control 
the prices throughout thE! country. Cost of manufacture is···a.lso compara
tively high while the output of thE! sugar is E!qually low. '.I'he aVE!ragE! 
recovery in India is 8·69 while that in Java. is ll:83. Again whE!n we 
compare thE! cost of production of cane in Southern India to that of Northern 
India, the formE!r has to incur additional expE!nSE!S in' the shape or irriga- . 
tion and after cultivation. In some parts of. the Presidency lift irrigation 
is resorted to and this oP!!ratioll j.r).V9JVJlS ,11!l~vy Ij.dditional expenditure, 

2G2 
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involving higher cost of production. In consequence sugar factories have 
to pay higher prices. Sugar from Northern India is being dumped every, 
day in several places in Southilrn India and the prices are going down. ' 

PART TIl. 

T,he question of consumer is also equally important. The majority of 
the masses are still depending upon gur or jaggery for their requirements. 
The quantity of sugar DOW produced in India is more than what can be 
consumed. A time may come when surplus !lugar has to he exported to 
outside India. The consumer gets sugar at a relllSOllabb' low rate due 
to tlie overproductiD,n in the country itself. HeIlolil8 the question of -con
sumer doell not here arise. 

APPENDIX I. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGThlCULTURE, MADRAS. 

SOME SUGOESNONIf TO OA.NE-GRowERS. 

Sugarcane occupies a very prominent p,lace in the list of crops cu~ti
'vated by ryots in many parts of Southern India. It wne once a paymg 
crop but in recent years the price of jaggery has fallen very low and the 
i'yot is no longer able to sell his jagge~y at the high rates prevalent pre
viously. The cost of production is almost the same as when jaggery was 
Bold at Rs. 62 to SO per candy. In spite of the low returns the ryot 
grows this crop for the following reasons:-

(1) It is a crop that gives him credit. 
(2) It engages him, his family and labour throughout the year. 
(3) It pays him to manure his fields. 
(4) It gives fodder for cattle in the shape of tops. 

Hence, in some parts of the Presidency the area. under cane is not 
on the decrease but is gradually inoreasing. 

The question now arises as to how to make this crop a paying concern 
and if possible to introduce the same in other tracts where it is not now 
under .cultivation. 'fhe- Dtopartment of Agriculture is, therefore,conoen
tra·ting its attention on two aspects of research:-

(i) The improvement of crop in all its aspects in the existing 
areas to make ;'ts cultivation a successful busines~ proposition. 

·(fi) The extension of this crop to places where the cultivation of· 
sugarcane is not ordinarily possible. 

To meet this end, regular research was started a.l! the Agricultural 
;Research Station, Anakapalle, some years ago and the results reveal that 
real progress is possible in both the aspects. Is was found both by 
experience and experimentation that improvements are possible under all 
items of expenditure without detriment to yield. The extension of this 
crop .. was also found possible to places where it is not ordinarily grown. 

E\'ery item of expenditure in producing; sugarcane was taken into con
sideration and efforts were made to reduce expenditure on many items. 
The main items under which iIilprovem!!nt call be effected by the grower 
of cane are:-

(i) Seed. 
(ii) Irrigation. 

(iii) Ma.nure. 
(iv) After cultivat'ton. 
(v) ~a.rvest R'Ild manufacture. 
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Sinee the object of this pUblication is to give practical suggestions to 
the cane-grower, d(ltailed descriptions of experiments conduoted are not 
given. 

(i) Improvement in· Seed.-In some parts, this item of expenditure is 
very high. Generally a portion of the previous crop is utilized for this 
purpose. In other places where crushing and planting synchronise the tops 
are used for seed material. There are also places where the gut tops 
ohtained at the time of harvest are preserved carefully for planting at a 
future da·te, the main principle involved being to plant imDJ»,ture cane to 
ensure good germination. It was, therefore, thought necessary to produce 
immature cane by short cropping. This involves planting of cane early 
in February with liberal manurial and irrigational treatments. No prop
pings or wrappings need be done to this crop. The growth is ordinarily. 
very satisfactory and by the middle of August or the beginning of Sep
temher tho crop can be cut and used as seed. It is desirable to plant 
this seed on garden lands and in places where such facilities do not exist, 
it can be planted in wet lands on raised beds. Each acre of such crop 
generally ~upplies seed material for 8-10 acres. It gives about 15 per cent. 
higher germination and similarly higher yi.elds than mature cane seed. An~ 
Agricultural Demonstrator will be able to give clear details of this method. 
'rho followings are the yields of comparison when short-crop seed and 
ma ture seed are used:-

Year. 

1924-25 

1925-26 

1926-27 

1007-28 

Average 

Percentage increase 

Yield of jaggery in candiQS 
of 500 lb. each. r------.A. _____ -., 

Mature seed. Short.crop aeed. 

22'74 26'30 

19'00 22·51 

18·00 20·06 

23·00 25'52 

20'27 23'52 

16 

It can be seen from the above statement that this method is a definite 
improvement over the local system as it gave an increased yield of 16 
per cent. over the mature seed over a period of four years and can be take:Q 
up easily by anybody. If such sound seed material were to be used, it 
can be planted in lines of 4-5 links apart. Line planting is found very 
useful and beneficial. 

(ii) Improvement in l7riaation.-This "is ono of the limiting factors in 
-the cultivation of sugarcane and restricts the area under cane. Study of 
sugarcane varieties is one of the main items of wor)!: on the Agricultural 
Research Statiou, Anakapalle. A number of varieties were grown side by 
side with a view to study their characters as these exhibit wide differences 
in many respects. There are some with shallow root system like Fiji B, 
B. 208, purple mauritius, etc., whioh go up to 3 feet depth demanding 
frequent irrigations while others like Co. 2.13, Co. ~43, Co. 281, etc., 
which go up to 6 feet depth do not suffer under restrIcted water-supply. 
Field observations of this type enabled us to layout an experiment as to 
which of the two varieties Co. 213 and J. 247 could be grown successfully 
with restricted water-supply. Co. 213 was grown along with J. 247 with 
only on~ irrigation at the time of pla·nting. The results are very sjltisfactoty 
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and an average yield .of more than 20 candies of jaggery per acre 'was 
obtained from Co. 213 aga.inst 14 candies of J. 247. 

Seria.l Yea.r. Yield of jaggery per plot. 
D~mber. r--.A.-. ----., 

Co. 213. J.247. 
L.B. L.B. 

1. 1927-28 167'88 133-12 
2. 1928-29 168'75 106'25 
at. ,1929-30 136·42 81'50 
~. J930-31 138'38 118'13 
.8. 1931,'lI.l 110·44 84·13 
tl. 1932-33 192'37 10S'93 

Average 152'37 108·18 

Per am-e 10,154'00 7,212'00 

Percentage increase 40-9 

It was also found possible to try' this variety as a pure rainfed crop, 
the raising of which will be described in greater detail elsewhere in this 
publ~cation. : 

.(iii) ImPTovement in Manuring.-A crop of 30 tons of su~arcane per 
acre remoV'es 80 Ibs. of nitrogen, 50 Ibs. of phospheric acid and, 180 Ibs. 
of potaSh from the soil. 

The J;leed. for the application of nitrogen need not be reiterated in view 
4)f the defioiency of this ingredient in Indian soils. Experimental evidence 
favours the application of a mixtur~ of organic manures containing nitrogen 
as cakes and inorganic fertilisers as ammonium sulphate. 

Phosphoric acid may be added· as superphosphate directly to the crop 
i,)r as bone-meal to _the previous cereal crop. As Indian soils ordinarily 
contain ,more than adequate quantities of potash, there is no need for 
the addition of this ingredient to the soil in cane manuring. 

As stated above, different varieties of cane dema·nd different treatments 
according to their characters .hoth inherent and environmental. As J. 247 
(247-B) occup~es a fairly large area, it was thought necessary to find its 
requirements of manure. At Anakapa.Jle, 6 bags or roughly 1,000 Ibs. of 
groqndnut cake. and 2,000 lbs. of wild indigo green leaf were found to be 
sufficient :to grow a dooent crop of J. 247, and increased doses of cake did 
~of; 'l1;iv0 higher 'profits; but in the case of B. 208, this dose of manure 
'was found inadequate while there are inclinations to show that the same 
'is uneconomica.JIy high for .00. 213. The trend of experif'nee shows that 
heavy manuring for hardy hybrids like Co. 213 is uneconomical and has a 
tendency to lower the sucrose content and purity ratio. The question of 
manuring, however, has to bedecidJ. according to the variety and the 
l>rev'~iling .conditions in differ~t l~iti~s. ~t the Agricultural Research 
Station,Pa·lur, where systematic manurlal trials were, made, 100 Ibs. of 
J1itrogen was found to be the ,economic dose for a variety like Fiji B. At 
AnakapalJe 'also the same quantity of nitrogen was round sufficient under 
the following rotation:-

(1) Sugarcane--First year. 
(2) Sunnhemp for green manure--Paddy-Sec<ind year. 
(3) Early ragi-Paddy-Preparatory for cane--Third year. 

Paddy and ragi do not reeeiv~ any manure. 
(iv) ImPTovement in Alter Cultivation.-Weeding, wrapping, proppinlt. 

trenching, etc., constitute this head. Inter-cultivation .with implements like 
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j';1nior. hoe, H. M. Guntaka or country plough saveS Expenditure and varie
ties lIke Co. 213 do not require ordinarily any props and no wra'pping 
was found necessary either. As much as &8, 100 to Rs. 150 is generally 
spent on this item alone, and a considerable portion of this amount can be 
saved. . 
, (v) Harrleilt and Manufacture . .....:.Improved furnaces like Sindhwahe or 
Godavari furnaoe economise the fuel bill and improved mills like Aswani
kumar Mondal Mill with higher extraction are cheap and efficient. It 
will be a surprise to hear that cash cost of production of a crop like 
Co. 213 at the Agricultural Research Station, Anakapalle, was reduced 
from Rs. 328 to Rs. 100 per acre as detailed below the yield being 40 
tons of stripped cane per acre. 

The following figures give an idea of expenditure necessary to raise an 
eare of aug arcane of Co. 213 under improved methods 'when compared with 
the cost of cultivation of J. 247 or B. 208:-

Serial 
number. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Partic Wars. 

Preparatory 'cultivation 
'Manures and manuring 
Seeds and sowing 
Irrigations 
After cultivation 

Total 

Cost of produc· , 
tion in former Cost of prodnntion, 
year, J. 247 or now, Co. 213. 

B.208. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

3715 0 10 3 0 
42 12 0 36 7 8 
38 12 0 12 12 0 
75 0 0 15 0 0 

133 8 0 25 8 6 
---- ----

327 15 0 99 15 2 
or or 

328 0 0 100 0 0 
---- --'--

E:etension -01 Cane to place. where the so.me i$ not ordinarily cultivated. 
(1) As stated above, 00. 213 can be ,grown successfully with one irriga

tion (vide Bulletin No. 30 for details). 
(2) Attempts to grow this variety as a rainfed crop in dry lands on the 

Agricultural Research Station, Anakapalle,' have been successful and as 
much .as 28 tons ofi milla~ cane per acre was obtained. No proppings nor 
wrappings were given. The crop ,has to be planted in March or April 
'or at 8'ny time from February to June after a soaking shower. But in 
.planting dry andspacially on dry lands white "ants attack the crop badly 
affecting germination and subsequently the stand. As a preventive measure 
agn,inst the white ant attack, the cut ends of seMs should be dipped in 
tar before plantil!g. 

(3) Raising seedlings and transplating them in dry lands is successfulla' 
done a,t Anakapalle and this practice may find f!lvour with scanty sup
,plies of water in ,summer months. 

Pro.ctical Hints to be observed by Cane Growers. 

(i) Good tilth is necessary for good growth. 
(ii) Cattle penning is always the best and wherever possible this may 

be done. In dry lands this operation is necessary if cane ,is to be culti
·vated 'Buccessfully as- a rainfed crop. 

(iii) 'Plant lilways short-crop seed material and if this is not available 
toop setts at least may be used. 

(iv) As far possible plant setts in Hnes. 
(v) Keep the field clean of weeds by labour saving implements like liand 

junior hoe or a country plough. 
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(vi) Whenever any disease like that of red-rot or mosaic appears oil 
'the crop, the attacked sh~ots may be dug out and burnt immediately. 

Bugarcane Varietie!. 

Attempts were made in the past by various agencies to introduce into 
'this country sugarcane varieties of good reputation elsewhere. Some of 
them proved very useful and occupy large areas in. (;ane growing tracts. 

B. 208, red Mauritius, purple Mauritius occupied extensive areas in 
'Circars while Fiji B (Badilla) which was condemned at Coimbatore and 
-els05Vhere is still the predominating variety in South Arcot. Unless a 
number of varieties are simultM1eously grown side by side it is not possible 
to assess their value correctly. It is, f1ierefore, thought advisable to give 
below the following brief descriptions of economic and other characters of 
varieties whioh were tried at Anllkapalle and which show signs of promise 
in some or in all respects:-

(1) Co. 2H.-It oc("upies large areas in Northern. India and is said to 
be the best of the existing canes there. It is a medium cane with good 
erect habit and has a germination of 68'32 per cent. It has very deep 
root system, tillers profusely with a stalk having a girth of two-third inch 
and the inl!ernodes number about e3. 

It dON! not lodge easily' a·nd stands erecl without wrappings and pl'Op
pings and matures at 11 months showing brix of 18 per cent. with over 16 
per ceM. sucrose and 87 per cent .. purity. Thirty-five to forty tons of 
millable cane ron be harvested frem an acre and can be grown suc("essfully 
with one irrigation or even as a pure rainfed crop on dry lands in Oircars. 
Hea·vy manuring and frequent irrigations' are uneconomical. It is found to 
resist even water-logged eonnitions. 'fhis appears to satisfy the majority 
"r the eonditions prevail'ing in this Presidency. 

(2) J. '!?47.-This was introduced more than two deC'ades ago along with 
other (,anN!. Its utility as a good resistsr of drought and disease wa~ 
realizC'd as early as 1915. The results of investigation at Anakoftpalle, 
Samalkot and Palur are all in favour of this variety. It is spreading very 
ra·ptdly in the Vizagapatam and Ganjam distri("ts and is replnC'ing the 
-existing varieties. Its habit is not quite desirable and the stalk is toD' 
heavy in nature, and is therefore liable to lodge. It requires propping and 
-wrapping in the Oir("ars except in Ganiam and northern taluks of Vizaga
patnm where. wrapping is invariably done without any props. It has a 
germination of about 57 per ("ent., fairly deep root system with a stalk 
'baving a girth of ith of an inch, and a length of 109 inches with 29 inter
nodf's. It has a brill: of 18 per cent., sucrose of 16 per cent. with purity 
of 86 per cent., keeps on for more than Ii months even' after attilining 
its maximum mn·turity, giving 35 tons of milla.ble cane per acre. Very 
'useful for late crushing under fa dory conditions. 

(3) M.A. Z!1.-This is a. seedling produced at Anakapalle from seed 
'Obtained from the Sugarcane Expert. Coimbatore. It is a tall early 
'l11aturing cane with attractive vellowish straw colour. It is poor and 
slow in gE'rmination, resists d~lght fairly well, requires propping and 
wrapping and has a length of out 130 inches with nearly one inoh girth, 
hrix of 19 per cent., and suc ose of over 17 per eent., with a purity of 
gO peor ("ent.; jaggery is very good in colour and consistency. Outpnt is 35 
tons millahle cane per acre. It gives more than 50 per cent. higher yield 
'than B. 208. 

(4) Co. 21!1.-A cane of mf'dium thickness, erect Ilabit, early ripening 
.with high sucrose content. Resists water-logged conditions very well and 
'gives jaggery and sugar of. a very high order. It j!ives a·bout. 63 per c~nt. 
germination and has a fairly deeop root sy"tem. The stalk IS of medIUm 
height 111. inches, with long internodes (21) and two-third of an inch in 
~irth. Its dumtion is about 10 mont~s with over 20 per cent. brix, IS 
per cent. EIICI"OSe, and 87 per cent. purIty. 
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(5) Co. 243.-This resembles Co. 213 in many respeets but early in 
maturity and gives higher yields, a-nd sucrose than Cp. 213. It malmres 
in 10 months yielding 38 tons of cane having brix over 19 per cent. and 
sucrose 17 per cent. with sa per cent. purity. 

(6) Co. $lS.-It is a medium cane with Ii slightly lodging habit. It 
matures early, remains on the ground for a longer period without deterio
ration after maturity. Gives 63 per cent. genmination with fairly deep 
root system, its stalk is ! inch in thickness; the cane matures in having 
high brix over 20 per cent. and sucrose 18 per cent. with 87 per cent. 
purity. 

(7) P.O.J. !878.-Tbis is said to be the wonder cane of Java but its 
performances is not as promising as was reported. Its habit is bad aud 
the cane grows very tall and is very early maturing, and it is fa·irly drought 
resistant. It is the tallest cane so far recorded with 20 per cent. brix, 
18 per cent. 81lCrOSe aud 89 per cent. purity. It gives jaggery of excellent 
<,olonr and good consistency. 

(8) B. 20B.-It is a. thick cane, introduoed into the Presidency from 
Barbados. It is one of the canes that resisted red-rot and saved the 
sugarcane crop from extinction in th~ Godavari DeUa. The cane is golden 
yellow in colour, thick and soft with rich juice, medium growth with very 
shallow root system, early rna·turing, very rich in slwrose over 18 per cent., 
and brix over 20 per cent. with· 90 per cent. purity. Requires heavy 
manuring and frequent irrigations and does well in well drained fertile 
-soils. It is somewhat poor iii germination and tilIering, but the canell 
being thick and heavy, a yield up to 30 tons of cane per acre is obtained. 
'l'he ca·ne is, of late, susceptible disease and hence being replaced rapidly 
by J. 247. 

(9) Purple Maurifius.-It is thick juicy oane with a deep purple tinge. 
It is top heavy and lodges badly. The internodes bulge out prominently 
.and often with deep cracks. It suffers from drought and water-logged 
conditions equally bad. It gives an extraction of 67 per cent., with 19 
per eent. brix, 16'7 per cent. sucrose and 87·8 per cent. purity. 

(10) Red lIfaitritiu8.-This was one of the first va.rieties to be intro
<Iueed and waf! cultivated on a larger area than any other. It has the 
reputation of doing well in all classes of soils and partit'llllarly in light 
soils. It is a tall cane with a high percentage of juice which analysed well 
at one time. It was better than purple Mauritius under water-logged 
conditions but waf! a poor drought resister. It gradually deteriorated and 
became almost extinct. 

S. SITARAM PATRUDU, 

Superintendent, 

AgriculturaZ Research Station, Ana.kapalle. 

~2) Lefter, dated the 1fIth lIfay, 1997, from the Vuyyuru Co-operative 
Industrial and ·Credit Socie.ty, Ltd. '\ 

; 

We, the representatives of the Vuyyuru Co-opeTati~~, Industrial and 
Credit Society; Ltd., Vuyyuru, beg to lay before you, the following memoran
dum about our cane sugar factory here with a great hope tha.t, you will 
reC'ommend SliM rilles in your report, which will enable this concern, estab
lish firmly. This factory was started by fanners 'Of this district, organised 
as a co-operative body, against innumerable odds. 

(1) Though :.ve were zea.lo~ly working since 1934, still ~ur first season 
commenced in Janua·ry, 1936. We had too many initial troubles due to 
the m8.<'hinery, etc., which incurred heavy expenses. Still, we crushed all 
vnr available cane . 

.(2) The seasou, just· passed, is our second seasQu. 



· (3) This year's planta,tion is more than that of last year. And; the 
'second most important thing, we ha,ve learned by experience and put into 
'~ffect, is that, the cane plantation at a distance of 25 to 30 miles does 
not pay due to the exhorhitant chargeli of transportation. Hence cane 
,growing, in the vicinity of the factory, is encouraged. And, such area is 
increasing. 

(4) 'Our cost of 'caue; cost of manufacture, etc., as attached on a sepa
'rate paperllerewith, are getting less and less every year due to the 
experience, we are having. 

And, as 'because, we believed and still beli-eve that-
,(Ac) caue :in the tropical climate will thrive better both in the sucrose 

and tonnage as compared to with the subtropical ad'ea of the 
North i;f other condition II be the same, i.e., anything, ·unnatural 
is more costly ,than natural. 

(B) Because, our CQs't of cane growing, befng not the highest amongst 
the other tropical cane growing areas of this country which 
are feeding s'lWcessf'ul canesugar factories. 

(C) Because, we have the enough consuming public on all our sides, 
there being no sugar factory in' the immediate neighbourhood. 

(D) Because, all sugar producing countries, however, scientific, they 
may be, took a longtime to develop this industry; whereas, 
in our very second 'year, all the outside help, which, we 
thought, we will be getting (like a good sugar price of 1936; 
increment in the excise duty of 1937, etc., etc.), disappeared 
suddenly. 

(E) And because we know that, our only defect is the serious shortage 
of enough, cane of good quality, to remedy which, we have, 
'this year, borrowed the services of the Government Sugar Cane 
Expert. And, from the cost statement on page 5, you will 
see that, this concern will be a success if only, we c~)Uld get 
enough cane. 

We the farmers of the Kistna District who are organised 'into the 
-Qo-operative concern of this factory, humbly reque&t you to help us by 
,not decreasing the protective duty at all. 

j1 Statement 01 the Cost of Sugar Manufactured at VuyyUt', Kistna, 
Madras Presidency.· 

Per bag of sugar (one bag= It cwts). 

In the In the 
ltems of expenditure. year year 

1936. 1937. 
Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1. Ca'ne 11 5 3 9 9 2 
2. Fuel 1 1 ! 0 95 
3. LubricantIJ .' 0 5 6 0 2 4 
4. Chemicals 0 3 3 0 3 0 
5. Gunny ba~s 0 411 0 4 4 
6. Repairs and ,renewals o 1Q 2 0 8 6 
7. Wages 111 4 111 8 
8. 'Miscellaneous 0 6 2 0 4 6 

Total spent 15 15 9 13 411 

• This does not include Depreciation, Interest, Excise. 
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A .tatement 0/ our (h1'ou(Jkout expenses /1'0111. the 'experieiic8 30 '/ar io 
cnuh 100,000 ton. 1)/ cane in the sea,son. 

1. Cane at Rs. 9 per ton 
2. Fuel 
3. Lubricants 
4. Chemicals 
IS. Gunny bags at 9 per ~ent. sugar recovery 
6. Repairs, renewals 
7. Wages 
8. Miscellaneous 

Total actual expenses 
9. Excise 

10. Depreciation, Interest 

All total 

• 
Rs. 

9,00,000 
38,764 
11,000 
25,412 
37,942 
38,000 
85,000 
13,000 

11,49,118 
3,60,000 
1,50,000 

16,59,118 
---,'-

If sugar be sold at RS. 14 per bag, we' get for 120,000 bags (Recovery 
at '9 per 'cent.) Rs. 16,80,000. 

(3) Letter, dated ,the 14th June, 1997, from the VUYYILT'I£ Oo-ope'rativ6 
Industrial and Oredit Society, Ltd. 

I have been long waiting for our Chief Agriculture ,Officer's answers 
which are not yet ready. So, being afraid of undue delay, I am posting 
two 'copies of my answers to your questionnaire. ' , 

Enclosure. 

THB VUYYUBU Co-oPEBATIVB INDUSTRiAL AND CRBDIT SocIPiTY, LTD., VuriliBU. 

Replies to the Generol Questionnaire. 

1. In 1936-Its full capacity is 850 tons of oane per aay. 
2. In 19~9,750 .maunds of sUgar. 

In 1937-65,360 maunds of sugar. 
a. (a) Yes., in respectuf cane supply if jarmers, surrounding the factory 

take to "Cane growing. 
(b) Yes, in respect of road. The factory is just on the main road, 

between Masulipatam and Bezwada. 
(c) Yes, in respect of canal till the' end of February. 'We get adequate 

labour; but not a ,cheap one. Rs. 10 is the minimum. ' 
, 4. Our process is double sulphitation. This is a. cheaper ,process. But 

'sugar turned out is not as white as a carbonitation factory which is. about 
25 per cent. more costly. . 

5. No changes have been made yet. 
6. Suhstituting our sugar dryer by 31 sugar cooler; sugar rotating screen 

and addition of three more centrifugals and miscellaneollS costing about 
Rs. 25,000. 

7. (a) For a, particular locality, noting the price of sugar 'calculations 
. will have to be -made 'from the price of cane and its percentage and the 
,duration of the season. 

(b) Probably 1,000 tons in :the north. 
I 
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8 • .A.bout less than.25 per cent. is olltainahle jn India. 
9: (i) Yes, but expect more in the solving of onr problems. 
(ii) Yes. 
10. No. 
11-13. Our Chief. Agricultural .Officer is. explaining this. 
14. (a) The quantity of cape ayaila1)le this year was less than last year. 
(b) In 1936, some unidentified fungus had attacked cane. 
III 1957, cyclone in November had lodged all cane. And the soil being 

wet with water due to paddy crop, cane deteriorated. 
15. Our Ohief Agricultural Officer will explain this. 
16. (A) Is not yet assured of a sufficient supply of cane. 
(B) The principal varieties are Co. 243, Co. 213, Purple Mauritius 

and P.O.J. 2878. 
(C) Our Chief Agricultural Officer will explain this. 
17. We have no. neighbouring factory. 
18. Our Chief Agricultural Officer will explain this. 
19. (A) Is in the North. 
(B) No. 
20-21. Our Chief Agricultural Officer :will explain this. 
22. (a) If sugarcane lands in one plot l'[jth abundant irrigation, free 

from adverse climatic effects, close to marketing centres a·nd with enough 
labour be found in the tropical· !/lone of India, I think Government for 
the good of the country should acquire such lands ~ompulsorily and have 
them managed solely by the Indian capital. This is a national economy. 
Belapore is an example, though all of its lands are not good cl!.ne lands. 

(1/) J This question does not arise in our case. 
23. 
24. (a) If all the India.n cane sugar factories would have been situated 

in oonditions as explained in Question 22, quota for sugar manufacture 
would have been alright. But such ill not the (',ase. If· Government 
sincerely takes protection of cane farmers, weaker factories will be c.xtinct. 

(b) (i) Should never be given; as it will be uneconomic, especiall~ in 
provinces, which manufacture less than what they consume. 

(ii) Licensing for the extensions in the provinoes which manufacture 
less than what they consume, should not be allowed. Because by so doing 
the consumers will lose ail they will have to pay a higher price. And 2nd 
the very ohjel't of giving protection to the sugar industry will be nullified. 
Because sugar ~ill never be cheap to shut off Java sugar. 

25. Gate cane 
.Rail cane 
Tram-borne cane 

In 1936. 

901,150 
14,a50 

In 1937. 

779,000 
63,000 

Per 100 CAne 
crushed. 

1936. 1937. 

98'43 92·53 
1-57 7'47 

Our locality is new to cane growing. Hence even a little variation 
affects cane supply. Want of finance and initial machinery troubles were 
the causes of the higher percentages of rail canes this year. 

26. A large perC'entage by carts alone. Sometimes lorries are also used. 
(b) About 22 maunds. 
28. (0) Between 10 and 15 miles. 
·(1,) About two days. 
(c) Cane is simply bought in open ·('arts; so, 'the top eane a-nd sides 

!'Rne are expo~ed to the snn and deterioration. No data is taken as ~ 
t)le extent of deteriQration. 



29. (a) 1·5 pies per maund IIf cane per mile. 
(b) Some do and some hire. The hiring charge is given above. 
30. No. 
31. We do not get enough cane to crush. So the question of detention 

does not arise except on a breakdown day which also is seldom. 
32. We experimented to get cane from 124 miles. But it was not a 

success. We Intend to try again. 
(b) The average time taken between cutting and delivery of cane was 

I) days. 
33. Railway freigbts calcu~ted were 011 a Hat rate of Rs. 2 per ton 

from 124 miles. 
38. (a) In 1936 almost 100 per cent., in 1937 94·83 pe:r cent. 
(a) In 1936 nil; in 1937 5·17 per cent. 
89. The members of our society mainly grow cane. These have formed 

a separate organization called Sugarcane Growers Assooiation which pur
chases manure and' distributes it on a co-operative basis to its' members. 

41. We have one clLIle growers' assoeiation. But the price of cane is 
fixed by our direciors. 

42. We weigh at our weighbridges on the factory yard. Payment is 
made once a week. 

43. Prices of cane are fixed for each season by our directors. 
In 1936 factory delivery per maund-As. 6-1. 
In 1937 factory delivery per maund-,As. 5-10. 
44. (a) No. ' 
(b) Prices are fixed to induce farmers to grow sugarcane. 
4.5. The price of jaggery is very low. And this ill not a jaggery making 

area. 
50. (a) In 1936-101 days: in 1937-79 days. 
(b) New areBr-no cane. 
(e) No. 
51. Possibilities are many. But we are late. Our experiments are to 

start soon from this year. 
52. The Indian Sugar Mills Association is not yet competent to control 

the following suggestion. So we suggest the following to be controlled by 
the Director of the Imperial. Institute of Sugar Technology. The Direcrtor 
should have an advisory body composed of all the sugar interests of India 
and also representing Government if they still want. Under the Director 
.there should be three departments, .namely:- . 

(1) Department of Agriculture. 
(2) 'Sugar 'l'ecbnology 
(3) Sugar Engineering. 

These three departments should have separate heads. The aim of these 
i,hree Departments should be the search for the best favourable conditions 
beginning with the soil, its preparation, etc. and ending not only with 
the final bagging of sugar but also with its storage requisites, till ·it has 
passed to the retailers. - . 

Our agricultural department is very slow compared to other' nations. 
,We cannot sing long the glory of Co. 213 though we are proud o~ it. 
And as researches in agriculture are the most ~mportant of all, wo 
suggest the present experimental cane stations be transferred under the 
above Director. 

The sugar world outside is having organisations as suggested above. Only 
we do nat have one containing all departments. This can .be financed out of 
-excise duty. Our own Society commenced its work in 1934. Still we do 
not know the sucrose content of even a single variety' of cane suitable to 
the conditions here. So if th!l sugar industry be iuided fOI: .. progress by 
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a separate organisation as suggested above, the time may Pro"ably . come 
in 1946 to declare· that Government should reduce half of the protective 
duty at least. Otherwise we do not see much future. 

83. Crushing season
Skilled 
Unskilled 

~ilent season
Skilleq 
Unskilled 

Labo1M'. 

54. No skilled laboUr is imporlied. 

1936.' 

229 
513 

25 
26 

56. We have go~ cottage~ with water by hand ~umps. 

Power. 

193t;'. 

19U 
377 

25 
42 

57. Yes, if we crusn to our maximum capacity. But as lIVe did not 
crush even a single day to the full capacity, we burnt extra fuel. Our 
capacity is 850 tons a lia~. We crushed on average working day 11,450 
maunds in this season. Still all extra fuel besides bagasse was in coal 
terms 4'79 per 100 cane crushed. 

(b) 33,006 in 1936 a.nd' 18,764 in 1937. 
(c) We had no surplus bagasse. 

By-product.. 
58. (a) Bagasse, (b) Fina~ molasses, (c) Press cake. 
59. In 1936, almost all unsold; in 1937, y~t unsold. 
60. (a) We do not know for certain. 
(b) Being 20 miles far from railway our transportation 
61. Weare thinking of making a compost of molasses, 

cane lea·ves. ' 

Storags and franSpoTtation of Sugar: 

64. In 193~ 
At the beginning 
At the end 

In 1937-
At the beginning 
At the end 

. 

is by iorries. 
press cake and .. ' 

Mds. 

43,700 

2,750 
61,600 

65. We have three godowns. Our storage capacity roughly is .40,000 
bags of It cwts. each. We have not increased any capacity yet. We do 
not contempla.te increasing our storage capacity in the near· future. 

66. In 1936 we had 2,750 maunds of sugar spoiled. In 1937 not~ing 
yet is found. The causes o~ deterioration ar~ (1). condition of god0:W?l-; (2) 
,quality of sugar as regards Its structure, clarificatIOn, etc.; (3) conditIOn of 
sugar while it is bagged as regar~s wet or dry; (4) the time the sugar is 
stored in the godown; (5) the time of suga·r despatch. The latter, (4) 
and (5), mean the relative humidity of the air which should be between 
60-62. 

67. The 1937 is our second year. Last year's su~ar was reconditioned. 
68. Please read answer to question 66. 
7Q..n. No. 
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72. Our Bugar is not sold at ports and upcolintry centres. Our markets, 

and freight ·ra.tes are:-

Ca) Secunderabad 
(b) Hyderabad 
(e) Warangal 
(d) Khammameth 
(e) . Bingal'eni collieries 

Capital account and overhead pharges. 

73. A copy Qf the 1936 ballllnce sheet is attached. 

1936. 

74. 
.. 

1. Leases and conci!ssions 
2. Lands 
3. Buildings 
4. Plant and machinery 
5. Other assets 
1936-Rs. 72,860. 
1937-Rs. 69,500 approximate . 

Rs. A.. 

13,8558 
3,10,472 0 
9,50,000 0 

11,88,526 2 

Per maund. 
As. P. 

9 2 
I} 2 
811 
3 6 
4 7 

1937. 

" Our , year 
l has not 

S
· yet 

ended. 

Yes, our rates a.re the same as allowed by the Incoin:tax Department. 
75. Nil. 
76. We have been working under loss. 
77. Our working capital is provided by mortgaging all of our sugar 

and taking 80 per cent. of its market value from the bank at 5 per cent. 
interest per annum. .. .' 

78. We have .no head office separate from the factory. We aJso have no' 
managing agents. .. 

79. Not less than 10 per cent. at any cost. 

Efficiency 0/ Production. 
80. Please see forms.· 
81. For want of enough cane and enough capital, thi! plant cannot be 

extended a.nd efficient machinery could not be installed. 
Reductions in fuel; packing; stores and miscellaneous expenses are effected 

this year than last year. Please read Form I. 
82. There is not much room for reduotion. But our: recovery shoull\ 

be at least 9·5 per cent. in which case the cost of sugar will be low. . 
83. Please read question 72. . '. 
84. Our sole commission agency in given to a party at Ii per cent. 

of the total proceeds by the sale of our sugar. 
(a) & (b) We do not know. 
86. Prices f.o.r. Bezwada, our railway sta,tion, per maund-

WholesalE! 
Retail 

1936. 
Rs. A.. P. 

814 6 

,* Not printed. 

1937. 
Rs. A. P. 

757 
854 
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88. Our dealers have not big storage arrlldlgemeuts. Sugar is sold 
through them to retailers and sometimes to small dealers. We do not have 
much complaint of deterioration from them. 

89. The causes are given in question 66. I think there has been some 
improvement. 

91. No; because we have only rooently started. Indian sugar is inferior' 
in quality both as regiuds 'oolour and structure. 

92. We have oilly two years" experience. Last year no stock was carried 
exoopt deteriorated sligar.' But thiii year so 'far we ha-ve sold only 22,20& 
maunds of the total we have manufactured. 

Our Bank lends money on fiugar stocks amounting to 80 per cent. of 
the present tota.! price of sugar deposited in our twdowns in their custody. 

93. I think so. 
94. Yes, this will help us. 
95. Yes. The' basis should be both on colour and crystalline j!ize. 

Colour standard to be arbitrary, decided by means of photo-electric colori
meter, and the standard crystaUine size to be the biggest sold in the 
market. 

96. (a) Not yet on this side. 
97. Yes, the standards of the Imperial Institute should be advertised to 

a la<rge extent amongst dealers, retailers, etc. The new standards price 
should be Rs. 10; a-nd when it is' to be filled its charge should be Rs. 5. 
By so doing, there will be loss which· should be made out of the excise 
fund. 

98. No. -99. From records we get per capita consumption of 8 Ibs. of sugar plus 
23 Ibs. of gur, in all 31 Ibs. 

(b) The inclination of the people's taste is towards sugar. So gur will 
decrease and sugar will increase. 

101. If there be an expert service obtainable, free to capital, from insti
tutes like the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology, capital will come 
in for these. 

105. A tax on the consuming public and the cane farfilers. 
106. None yet. 
107. (a) I do not know the exact quantity of eXPort. 
(b) No. But we do not see why we should export instead of making 

alcohol from it. 

Clotm fOT Protection.. 

108. Due to the mansura of protection alone, the import of sugar haa 
fallen and the sugarcane area. has increased. Hence protection should not 
be reduced at any cost. The ronsumers will also gain as the quantity of 
sugar being more than the consumption the price of suga-r will fall due 
to the competition of the manufacturers. 

109. 'Ve want protection under a.ny circumst!l-nces not reduced even by 
a. pie; aa we are quite new in the this line and not as scientific a.s the 
Dutch. 

Even England not only gave but is giving still protetJtion to her sugar 
industry. Further, the case of' thia Society is special. She wants pro
tection in order to be able to live. 

YV e want protection on the following grounds:-

(1) Our society consists of members who, all, are bona fide iarmers, 
owning lands and maintaining themselves on their land produce. 

(2) They have started this society OD. a co-operative basis and by 
investin~ a. large capital of ms>re than 23 lakhs in some form 
or anoihor. 
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(3) If studied from the standpoint of 'the farmers, ,.gdcultural orops 
should be as varied as possible. So, out of this Paddy' growing 
area, some 6,QOO acres if used fGr cane will bebenefioi.al t() 
all the farmers in the neighbourhood. 

(4) Sugarcane is a tropica~ plant, flourishing well bet'lfeen 00 to 220 

latitude. (a) The northem sugar factories are situated in the 
subtropical climates; aond further (b) they are v~y close t() 
one another; and (c) they manufaocture sugar more than their 
province consumes. So they ha.ve to come too far here, whicb 
is expensive to them (transportation) t "Whe9:eas, the 'sugar 
factories in the South; being not all close to one Imother, can 
l5upply their ma·nufacture to the consuming public, surrounding 
them, which is far better than those of the North. 

(5) The Southern sugar factories, all being in the tropical zone geb. 
and will get tonnage of cane far more than the North. This 
is not only in India; but is true all over. Hawp,ii being iu 
the supermost as compared with Ouba, so faor as scientific appli~ 
cation is concerned, Cuba .gets .. highe!' percentage. than Hawaii. 
Further, On this point, in .the isla.nds of .Hawaii, itself,. ex
periments were made (per :If.P. Record, 14.'i,·llRt,:· "l1)8,6)'''a'' 
manoa and Makiki. Manoa's minimum temperature is 670 F., 
maximum 790 F. Makiki's minimum temperature 680 F. and 
maximum 850 F. All other conditions were the same. The re
sults showed that on the average, the sugar produced .in the 
Manoa climate was only a third of that produced at Makiki. 
Uence the Southf)l"n India will produce more than North, soon. 

(6) Faotories in the South crush more irrigated canes' whereas in 
, the North, rain watered canes are crushed on ; large scale. 

Irrigated canes will be cheaper because of high tonnage and 
also contain more sucrose. Hence, as tbe people of the North 
and the South being the same, if opportunity and help is 
given, being infants, the southern sugar industry will be more 
economical in the long run. Hence, if we get III little time 
of g&y four--five years, the South will compete with any northern 
sugar faciory of the same capacity. In our opinion, the industry 
should move the South to take its Batural course. And if the 
board helps in that direction, further, by steaming the experi
mental stations in the South, the movement will be quicker. 
Since about 15 years before, Co. 213, Co. 290, etc., were dis
covered for the' Northern factories. But though Padegaon, etc., 
have recently started to work for the Southern factories, still 
nothing importa·nt is yet found. The S()uth is imitating yet 
Java, Mauritius, etc., by pla·nting their canes. So, we want 
time to develop. And, this time can . be got only if the 
proteotive duty be not decreased. 

r 
no. The Indian Sugar Mills Association is not yet cOmpeten. to contrpl 

the following sug~estion. So, we sl1ggest the following to be controlled bY' 
the Director of the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. The Director 
should have an advisory body composed of all the 'sugar interests of Indi~ 
and also representing Government if they still want. Under the Director, 
there should be three departments, namely, (1) Department of Agriculture, 
(2) B-gar Technology and (3) Sugar Engineering. These three departments 
should h&ve separate heads. 

The aim of these three departments should be the search for the best 
favourable conditioIlB, beginning with the soil, its preparation, eto." etc., 
and ending not only with the final bagging of. sugar but also with itlt 
storage requisites, till it has passed to the retailers. 

Our Agricultural Department is very slow compared to other n&tions . 
• We cannot sing long the' I!;lory of Co. 213, tbough we. are proud of it. 
~nd 116 researches ill agri~ulture are the most important of all, we suggest! 

n 2H 
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the present experimental cane stations be transferred ~nder the above 
director. , 

The sugar world, outside is having organisa.tions as suggested above. 
Only we do not have one, containing all departments. This can be financed 
out of Excise duty. Our own society commenced its work in 1934.. Still, 
we do not know the sucrose content of even a single variety of caue, 
suitable to the conditi.ons here. So, if the sugar industry be guided for 
progress by a separate organization, as suggested above, the time may 
probably come' in 1946 to declare that th1l Government should reduce hal£ 
of the protective duty' at least. Otherwise we do not see lIluch future. 

11!. Nothing so far as molasses is concerned. 

(4) Replies to Genef'al QuestionnaiKe from Mr. S. Sitarama Patrudu Garu, 
General Manager, l'ke Vayyuru Co-operative Industrial and Credit 
Society, Ltd., Vuyy'ltru, dated the 19th June, 1987. 

_ In answering these questions attempts are made' only to reply such 
questions which are directly dealing with the raw materials and wherever 
necessa·ry information is supplemented on answers furnished by Mr. G. P. 
Upla·l, B,Sc. (tal., U.S.A.), M.Sc. (III., U.S.A.), who is our Fjl.ctory Manager 
and Sugar Technologist. -

A detailed note was already submitted to the Tariff Board in this office 
R.O.O. -No. nil, dated the 7th May, 1937, and the same may be read 
along with this with a. view to have a clear idea of this concern which is 
a new venture established after the protection duty was decided upon. 
Even the cultivation of sugarcanIJ was also a fresh attempt in this part 
of the country. -

I. III 1936--850 tons per day. 
2. In 19~2,750 maunds of sugar. 

In 1937-65,360 maunds of sugar. 
a. (a) It was pointed outa.bove that the cultivation of stga-rcane is 

comparatively new to this tract jl.nd the cane-growers have yet to learn 
a lot in cane cultivation. The lands are suitable, but sugarcane has to be 
grown under restricted conditions of irrigation aud hence the ca.ne supply 
is defective. Raw materials like limestone, coal, fuel, eto., have to be 
brought from distant places and our main ma.rket is the Nizam's Dominions 
besides towns like Bezwada, Guntur and Masulipatam. 

(b) The factory is 18 miles from the nearest railway station (Bezwada) 
and is on the side of the road running from Bezwada to Masulipatam, 
and an irrigation canal runs by the side of the factory wbich is also used for 
navigation. 

(c) Labour is ava-illible, but not efficient. 
'1. (a), (b) The main factors are:

(a)Th(\ availability of cane. 
(b) The availability of r~w material within a reasona-ble distance from 

the fact!1ry. 
(c) Marketing faailities. 
(d) The size of the factory then depends on the availability of capital. 

The bigger the lrize of the factory, the lower will be the cost of pro-_ 
-duction, because of the economies in the overhead chMges due to skilled 
labour and technical staff. 400 to 600 tons capacity may be generally put 
down as an economic unit for South India~ 

S. Except some cast iron tanks and pipes all -BUgaJ' machinery has tQ 
be imported from outside. 

10. No. 
11-13. Th~ factol'Y does not -POSSl"SS area of its .ownfor purposes· of cultf

vating sugllrcane. It is a co-operative c!lucern, !In,d the membership -of 
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this is mainly restricted to the lllnd owning classE',s of this district and 
each shareholder is bound to grow an acre of cane for every !iliare /l,e owns 
in this society. It was pointed out above that the cultivation of sugarcBlne 
in this part of the tract depends upon the water supply of the' River 
Kistna, and the opening and closing of these canals; and the availability 
of water during the months ot January .. February 8:nd March determine the 
area under cane. During the first year, when .the factory W8Il under eon. 
struction, it was reported that large areas of land were put under cane 
and the delay in erection &iDd. lack' of facilities aJl.d \'.UilO9lMiarY JqJ.owle4ge to 
prepare even gur resulted in heavy losses for the cane-growers in' thll first 
year. The second year due to this heavy loss the cultivation of can'!l was 
indifferent and in the third' year good results were obtained bnt the area 
was quite inadequate 8:nd the supply of cane fell far short of' the demllnd. 

First year-about 3,000 acres not crus]:led. 
Second year-about 1,800 acres crushed. 
Third year-about 1,900. acres crushed. 
Fourth-figures not ,conlPlet!lly !,-vailallle, but about 1,800 acres 

~ughly. 

The main varieties II're Co. 243, Co. 213 which occupy almost all ,the 
area. P.O.J. 2878, 419, 421; 313 are getting popular. No definite analyses 
of canes have been made and as such the relative sucrose contents cannot 
be given. The system of cultivation in this tract is that paddy follows' 
paddy year after year with' a pulse between, two main crops' of pad,dy. or 
sun hemp for fodder crops. Malluring for this crop ronsistl! in f!J..l1llyarcf 
manure, . pati mannu (earth from old village sites). Ali for manuring of 
sugarcane, oil cakes are being freely used which are supplemented b~ 
Ammonium Sulphate and Nicephos. The quantities are generally fixed'tQ 
give 100 lbs. of nitrogen f"r plBlnt crop, 150 for 1st ratoon and 200 lbs, 
for 2nd ratoon. No, systematic experiments were attempted but several 
promising varieties of cane were brought from AnakapaJle' Agricultural st!'-tion 
and were mUltiplied ,on raiyats"lands. The agricultural department posted 
an Agricultural Demonstrator specially for the b!lnefit of sugarcane growers~ 
hut he is, since, transferred.' ' 

14. No changes, but the cyclonic weather during the past season lodged 
the crop badly and in consequence the quality of cane was deteriorated. 

15. Except the appearance of rust on Co. 213 during the year .1935, 
there w!)s no evidenoe of pest or disease .. 

16. No. That is the difficulty of the fadory. It is not getting ~nollgh 
supply. CO. 243 and Co. 213 are the principal varieties, and they give' ~5 
and 20 tons respectively per acre. 

17. Nil. 
lB. This is not a jaggery manufacturing tract and hence th9!le condi;'; 

tions do not arise. 
19. Not in this tract. 

20'. (a) Preparatory cultiva,tion 6 to 7 ploughings 
(b) Seed material 21 to,tls. 
(c) Labour for planting. 
(d) After 'cultivation 
(e) Manure and applioatipn 
<n Harvesting charges 20 tons 
(g) Transport charges 
(h) Water rate, IBiDd tax and other oe~es 

Cost. 
Rs. 
10 
:15 
6 
6 

50 
20 
30 
18 -' , !.rotal 165 

2H2 
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!ll. The main difficulties of cane-growers. in this district are:
(1) Irrigation. 
(2) Communications (lack .of feeder roads). 

Cost of transport ill the biggest item of expenditure that l'imits the area 
under cane cultivation. If these two factors are solved by the Government 
and proba:bly .bythe Local .Boards respectively the area under cane may 
·increase. 

22. (a) The view of the Tariff Board,still holds good. 

~~ J Does not arise in this tract. 

24. (a) (b) Licencing and interfering with private concerns not deSirable. 
27. Feeder roads are very bad and in som~ places they do' not exist. 
28. (a) About 10 to 15 miles. 
(b) 36 to 48 hours. 
(c) Brought by open carts and no proteCtion. 
29. (a) 1'5 pies per maund of cane per mile. 
(b) Carting is done· both by their own carts and by' hired carts. 
The factory authorities loan lorries and rubber tyred carts to cane

growers to bring in cltne "to the factory. 
30. No. 
31. The question of detention does not &rise, because the cane, as it 

comes, is crushed then and there. 
39. It was mentioned above that this is a Co-operative concern and 

each shareli.older is bound to supply an acre of cane or 20 tons per each 
share. There is also another -organization called the Co-operative Cane
Growers' Society which is finanoed by local district Co-operative Ba-nk and 
ryots get advances for manure, seed and other items of cost of cultivation. 

41. Ryots supply cane direct to the Factory. 
42. On weigh-bridges and prices pa-id generally within a week. In 

1936, the price was As. 6-1 per maund, and in 1937 As. 5-10 per maund. 
45. _ Price of j-aggery has no influence on the price of cane here. 
47. Not fixed. 
50. (a) In 1936, the factory worked for 101 days; in 1937, 711 days. 

(b) Canl! supply not adequate. 

(c) No. 

51 & 52. There are very good possibilities for extending the period of 
cane crushing by the introduction of early and late varieties. It is most 
regrettable to note that this a«pect of the .question could not be tackled 
by the factory itself, nor the results of research obtained elsewhere on 
agricultural stations whioh are p8ll'tly or wholly financed by the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research Station, maintained by the Provincial 
Government are not of grea·t guidance to this part of the country. It 
was clearly submitted in my memorandum sent orginally that the conditions 
of climate, soil, and system of cultivation vary so widely that the influence 
of environmental factors are so great'tha·t at each factory sub-stations 
should be started for the study of sugarcane varieties. This tract has un
fortunately no data, experimental or otherwise for their guidance. It is 
also desirable to raise the status of this crop to that of other crops like paddy, 
cotton, millets, and oil seeds where each crop has its own specialist with 
lin experimental station at Coimbatore. In its turn each section has a 
number of 8ub-stations attached to it in different parts of the Presiden!)y. 
The Presidency on an average contribute a·bout 115 thousand acres cane 
and out of this, Circars alone contribute more th'ln 50 per cent. and 
again Vizagapatam District alone, has about 35 per cent. of the total a.rea-. 
The Anakapalle Agricultural Station in this Distri<¢, which was originally 
me!!nt fur ~uga-~aJl!! 1-'eS!la!t,h, ~ho~ld be kept u~!1el' ~ ~tlQil'1is!. TJU!l wi11 



lncrease the effici!lncy of the station, and contribute greatly towards c~ 
tiuuity of thought, policy and security of tenure for staff, who work 
at it. This does not involve any additional finance. The Imperial Council 
of Agricultural Research is 8ubsidising a scheme of research on this station 
pa·rtly and meets all thl! expenditure for a sub-station at Gudiyatam in 
North Arcot District. 

lOS & 109. Detailed answers are submitted by me in my original memo
randum to continue the protection. 

110. If this industry is to thrive successfully and compete favoura.bf:l'\ 
either with Java or with the same in Northern India, the most important 
and pressing item is research. Without proper research on this crop in aU 
its aspects, it is very difficult to produce. cane at a cost that can be com
l>ared favourably with Java. Cane must be produced and supplied to the 
factories at the cheapest rates possible. This can be achieved by increasinlll 
the tonnage and reducing the cost of aultivation. These in turn involve 
studies o' soil, investigation into the methods of manuring; proper rotation, 
methods of seed selection, designing of the implements for after cultivation, 
and every other item in its tum. If other countries, are able to produce 
sugar at very cheap rates, and complete iii. this market, it is, mainly by 
their intensive research lind their successful attempts to solve problems 
affecting this crop. The enclosed illustration showing the gradual deve
lopment of this industry in Java clearly indicates and emphasises the 
necessity for intensive research. Sugar factories, pure and simple, how
ever, efficient they may be, do not get the full benefit, unless facilities are 
offered to convert the by-products into useful articles of daily consumption. 

The East India Distilleries and Sugar Factory, Ltd., South Areot. 
(1) Letter dated the 22nd JU'4e, 1997. 

We enclose our reply to your Questionnaire covering our Ncllikuppa~ 
Factory. 

Enclosure. 

TARIFi' BOARD QUEsTIoNNAmE. 

East India Distilleries and Sugar Factories, Ltd.'11 Factory, Nellikuppam. 
South Arco'. 

The existing factory at Nellikuppam was built in 1932 and commenced 
producing sugar in 1933 with a daily crushing capacity of 700 tons oli 
cane. The crushing capacity has since been increased to 1,000 tons daily. 
The former factory in the same compound had been producing sugar fl'om 
cane and palmyrah for very many years. It is now difficult to trace for 
how long, but milling of cane was certainly being carried out prior to 1882. 

2. Output for last 7 years ending 30th September-

• Tons. _Maunds . 

1929-30 4,185 113,915 
1930-31 5,575 151,751 
1931-32 6,931 188,662 
1932-33 9,474 257,882 
1933-34 7,164 195,004 
1934-&5 11,993 326,449 
193~6 10,047 273,479 

Only one class of sugar is produced and this we have fixed on the basis 
of India~ Standard 24 B •. for th!! past lleaS0I!. If our daily production is 



lielow 'this standard ~e dispbse of it ot.herwise than as our standard quality. 
Usually we do not market such sugar at all. 

S. (a) As regards cane-Yes. ' 
As regards limestone ,and coal-No. 
Aa regards importao.t marketB-Yes. 

(b) & (c) Yes. 
4. The juice is treated by the lime and heat defecation process and 

,after concentration in the evaporator filtered through cha'l". 

6. The factory has been entirely rebuilt sinee 1930. Cost Rs'. 23,00,000. 
6. Only minor improvements. 
7. (a) The overhead charges of a factory decrease relatively per unit 

increase of crushing capacity. The larger the factory, the less are the 
proportionate charges on skilled directing staff, depreciation and eertain 
factory operations. The size will ultimately be determined by the capital 
available, the availability of raw materials at a reasonable price in the 
neighbourhood and the facility of access to markets. 

(b) Under our conditions we consider that a capacity of 1,000 tons 
,daily is necessary for 9conomic working. 

S. As far as we know very little sugar factory equipment is availa.ble 
in India. We have, however, placed a trial order for a steel trash plate. 

9. (i) We have never applied for or received any. 
'(ii) The only help w& bave applied for and received was in connectiQll 

'with an enquiry regarding availability of suitable limestone in Southern 
India. The results of the enquiry were unsuccessful. 
. 10. Yes. All our land is taken on lease, none being purchased: .We 
have Borne difficulty in leasing land due to the smallness of the average 
ryots holding and di.fficultyin obtaining agreement from the large number 
of ryots wjth which it is necessary to deal in order to obtain reasonably 
,large blocks. In 1936 we had in our possession 241 acres owned by 103 
:different ryots giving an average area of 2'34 acres per ryot. In 1925 -, 
we had 2,371 acres in our occupation and the number of lessors was 901 
giving an average of 2·63 acres per ryot. We have also had some difficulty 
in obtaining sufficiently large blocks in which the soil is suitable fol' 
Bugarcane or the water supply satisfactory. 

11. (a) & (b) The total area under our control in 1925 was 2,372 acres 
when we had over 1,000 acres under cane. Between 1925-26 and 1931-32 we 
reduced the area under cane to 500 acres and by 1931 the total area 
:under our ,contl'ol was reduced to 1,142 acres. Between 1932-33 and 1934-35 
!We reduced thE' cane area to 400 acre~ and the total area under our 
hontrol was reduced to 850 acres in 1934. In 1935-36 the cane area was 
lIgain 'reduced, to 150 acres and the total area under our control in 1936 
"'as 266, acres. Since 1936-37 we are planting about 100 acres of cane and 
\he total area under our control is at present. 242 acres. 

(c) The varieties of cane planted by the Company during the past four 
~aaons and the current season are as follows: - . 

1933·34. 1934·35. 1935·36. 1936-37. 1937-38. 

Aores. Acres. Aores. Aores. Aores. 

Fiji B 276 248 9 8 4 
00. 281 40 116, 93 ~9 23'" ' 

P.O.J. 2878 11 2,6 34 39 42 
Co. 21~ {lti .,. 
Other varieties 16 1,0 14 30 43 

Total 4Cfl 400 150 106 112 
............. -'- ~ 
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(el) 8!1nem 01 ?Ultitlation.""-Sugarcane is plimted by the Company in the 
same land every alternate year and the normal rota*ion is as follows ':

Bugarcane-February-May I February-May. 
Kumbu-J une I A.ugust. 
Green manure, (sunhemp~November I December., 
Bugareane-February-May I February-May. , 

The green manure crop is ploughed in befor-e preparing the land for cane. 
Land preparation is done by Steam Cable Plougli and ridger as early 

as possible after the monsoon, t}1e depth of the trenches being about one foot. 
Planting is done simultaneously with the, cutting, 
Only, the tops of the canes are. used 88 planting material and the aeUe 

are steeped in Bordeaux Mixture before planting. ' 
The trenches are flooded before planting and' the setts a.re pressed into 

the mud at the bottom of the trenches to a depth just su:fficient to cover them. 
A.u irrigatioQ is given about one week after planting and further irri

gations are given as necessary, throughout the season, the interval between 
waterings during the very hot weather being about one week. ,Irrigatioa 
is from wells" the water being lifted by 8 H.;P., engines and 4" pumps. 
About " to 6 hours of pumping su:ffices to irrigate 1 acre and the number 
of hours of irrigation per acre during a season is about 200. 

The first weeding is giveu about 21 days after planting and usually 
6 er 7 weedings are given before the cane i.s finally earthed up at the age 
of about seven months. ' ' 

The ,manure used' is a special sugarcane fertiliser mixture which is 
given at the rate of 14 cwts. per acr£< in doses "8S follows: ~ 

In.-7 cwts. about one month after planting. 
2nd-3 cwts. about four months after planting. 
3rd-4 cwts. about seven months after planting. 

Thell8 applications give total plant food as under:
Nitrogen-166Ibs. per acre. 
Phosphoric acid-32 lbs. per acre. 
Potash-40 lbs. per acre. 

The crop i.e harvested when about 12 months old and transport from 
the' Company's farms, which are situated within a raqiu.s of about seven 
miles from the :factory, is by bullock .cart. 

(e) >rhe average yields per ,acre in maunds for the past four seasons a.re 
118 follows: ~ 

Variety. 
Fiji B

Plant 
Co. 218-

Plant 
Ratoon 1st 

2nd 

Total 

Co. t81-
Plant 
Ratoov, lst 

2nd 
18 1Il0Bths 

Total 

'Ii 

. 

193:J..a4. 

421 

597 
358 
397 

578 

" 
602 
671. .. 

.,. 
607 

1934·35. J935-36. 1936-37. 

617 350 501 . 

. ~ .. 

--,-,. 

738 . 647' 739 
602 .. .430" 708 
637 ,:,17& 

.897., 

731 ' 688' 730 
~ 
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Variety. 1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 19116-~7. 
P.O.J. S878-

Plant 776 875 912 825 
Ratoon 1st 660 767 602 67. 

2nd 619 
18 months 669 1,154 

Total 761 875 7M 705 . 
-7"" 

Other varieties 751 924 678 854 

Total 486 671 621 739 

NOTIII.-In 1933-34 there was a cyclone and severe cane fly attack. 
In 1934-35 the Fiji B was planted in the b!)tter soilij and Co. 281 in 

the poorel'_ 
In 1935-36 the small area of Fiji B was planted in experimental cont.rq1 

plots only, chiefly under unfavourable conditions. 
In 1931)..37 c:onditions were more or less normaL 
SU8To3e content of varieties.-The sucrose content of Fiji B, Co. 281 anel 

P.O.J. 2878 may be taken as 13,n·5and 13 respectively. For other 
varietAies accurate information under factory conditions ia not yet available. 

12. (a) The whole of the area planted by the Company is now set aside 
for experiments and for production of seed for distribution to ryots. 

(b) In August, 1934, we put down 30 acres of Nurseries for seed cane 
'Of Co. 281 and at the beginning of the 1935-36 season we supplied ryots 
with sufficient seed of this variety to plant about 420 acres. In the same 
season we sold seed of Fiji B sufficient for planting 120 acreS and supplied 
free seed of P.O.J 2878 sufficient for planting 12 act'as. 

In August/September, 1935, we put down 25 acres of Nursery chiefly of 
P.O.J. 2878 and at the beginning of the 1936-37 season we sold seed of 
P.O.J. 2878 su.ffi.cient for planting 272 acres. ' , . 

For the 1937-88 season we have sold P.O.J. 2878 seed for about 73'00 
-acres and seed of Co. 352 sufficient for 12 acres has been supplied free. 

In 1938-39 we shall probably Sllpply considerable quantities of seed of 
Co. 349. 

13. For many years we have conducted extensive experiments with 
.different fertilisers and during the past five years alone have experimented 
with the following:-

Fertiliser. Season. 

iGroundnut Poonae . 1932-93 1933-34 1934-35 
!Cyanamide mixture 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 
'Groundnut Sodium 

Nitrate mixture 1932-33 1933-84 . 1934-35 
Complete sugarcane fer-

1932-33 tiliser 1933-34 1934-35 
Cane ferti.ser 1932-33 1933-34 1~34-35 1935-36 1936-37 
Sugarcane fertiliser 1936-37. 
l'i i trogenoustop dress-

ing 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 
Nitrolim 1932-83 1933-34 
~nzyme • . 1932-33 5( •• ' 
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Fertiliser. Season. 
Potash 1934-35 1935-86 1936-81, 
Acti.vated compost 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-87, 
Filter press cake 

compost 1934-35 1933-86 1936-37, 
Artificial farmyard 

manure 1932-33 

Mola_ 

Applied to trenches . 1933-34 1935-86 1936-37 
Applied to fallow land 1934-85 1936-37, 
Applied to fallow land 

and aerated 1936-37 
Compost 1934-35 

Regarding variety experiments we have' kept in close touch with the 
Government Cane Breeding Station at Coimbatore and the following varieties 
have been grown in 'Various stages of development during the past five 
years:-

Variety. Season. 

Fiji B 1932-83 1933-84 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37, 
Co. 281 1932-33 1933-34 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87 

. P.O.J. 2878 1932-33 1933-34 1934-85 1935-86 1936-31 
1499 1932-33 1933-34 
2688 1932-.'33 1933-34 
2690 1932-33 1933-34 
2714 1932-.'33 1933-34· 
'2722 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 
2725 1932-83 1933-34 1934-35 1935-86 1936-31 
2727 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-86 
2875 1932-33 1933-34 

Co. 213 1932-33 1933-84 ... 
243 1932-33 
290 1932-83 1933-84 1934-35 1935-86 
352 1932-Jl3 1933-34 1934-85 1935-86 1936-37, 
"853 1932-.'33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-86 
355 '1932-33 1933-84 1934-35 1935-86 
357 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-87 
358 . 1932-33 1933-34 
360 1932-.'33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 
361 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-31, 
363 1932-33 1933-34 

E.K. 2 1932-83 1933-84 
28 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 '1935-86 1936-371 

Java Rebal 1932-.'33 )I.~ 

J.247 1932-83 
D.131 1932-33 
M.55 .. 1932-33 ... .... 
Q.813 1932-33 

~ ... 
Kavangerie • ·1932-83 
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Variety. Season. 

Co. 800 1932-83 1938-84 ... 
310 1932-83 1933-84 
312 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1935-86 
813 1932-33 1933-84 1934-35 1935-86 1936-87 
349 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1985-86 1936-87 ... 
364 1932-33 1933-84 
865 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1935-88 1936-87 
401 1932-33 1983-34 1934-85 1935-86 
402 19:32-33 . ·1933-34 .. 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87. , 
403 1932-83 1933-84 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87 
406 1932-33 1933-84 
407 1932-33 '1.933-34 1934-85 . 1935-86 1936-87 
408 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87 
409 1932-33 1933-84 ... 
411 1932-33 1933-84 1934-35 1935-86 1936-87 
412 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87 
414 1932-33 1933-84 1934-85 1935-86 1936-87 
415 1932-83 1933-84 1934-35 1935-8() 1936-87 

H.M. '320 19~2-33' 1933-34 1934-85 1935-86 
00.270 1933-84. 1934-35 .1935-86 1936-87 

299 1933-84 1934..;15 1935-86 , 1936-87' 
384 1933-84 1934..;15 1935-86 
385 1933-84 1934-35 1935-86 1936-37 
400 1983-84 
418 1933-84. 1934-35 .1935-36 1936-37 
416 1933-84.. 1934-35 . 1935-36 
411 1988-84 .1934-35 193&-36 .1936-37 
418 1933-34 1934-85 .'1935-36 .1936-37 
419 1933-84 1934-35 .1935-86 1936-37 

B.H. 10 (12)., 1933-34 1934-35 1935-86 
Co. 331 1935-86 1936-87 .. 

420 ... 1934-85 1935-86 
421 , . 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 
422 1934-85 1935-36 1936-87 
428 1934-85 1935-86 
424 1934-85 1935-86 
425 1934-35 1935-86 
426 1934-85 1935-86 1936-37 
427 ... 1934-35 1935-86 
428 ... 1934-?5 1935-86 :1936-37 
429 19:54-85 1935-86 
430 1934-35 193s:.a6 1936-37 
43i 1934-85 1935-36 

. Total 48 53 50. 51 34 

. 'l'he testing of varieties is divided into six stages. . The' first· stage is 
when a few setts of a new variety . .are received and the. main object is tG 
increase the quantity f9r lat:er experiments. In the . seCOlld lItage the 

, 
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variety is pianted in· one· or two five (lent. plots for comparison against 
the 8tandard varieties. In the third stage it is planted in 1 acre in four 
I acre plots against standard varieties and in the fourth stage it i~ 
planted out on a field scale hy the Company without control plots. VarietieS 
which have given satisfactory results in all these stages are then issued 
to a few selected ryots (stage five) and if found satisfactory are then 
released for general planting by ryots (stage six). All varieties which have 
reached stage tbree are also planted in stage two t:r'ials and those" that 
have reached stage four are planted in stages three and two, and so on. 

Varieties reaching the stage for genei:al planting and also varieties 
known to belarticularly early or late are tested for maturity at fortnightly 
intervals an if considered desirable plantings are arranged at monthlY 
intervals between January and October. These monthly plantings have 
been done in. the case of Fiji 13, Co. 281, Co. 852, Co. 353, Co. 355 and 
P.O.J. 2878. . 

As a res!llt of information obtained froruthese trials Co. 281 has been 
introduced as an early variety and· Co. 35~ is also being developed: from 
this point of view. No suitable Inte"ariety has yet been discovered. 

Work in connection with varieties has been done chiefty with the cO-opera
tion of the Coimbatore Cane Breeding Station. The Government Experiment 
Station at Palur has been testing varieties but recent records of _ this 
work have not been available to us. A request in 1933 for a copy of the 
Agricultural Station Report for 1931-32 could not be complied with as on 
account of economy in printing only limited· copies of the Reports. were 
printed. 

Tile Palur Farm has always been open. to us and the Managers have 
always given us full opportunities for inspecting the farm hut more can 
be learned from records of results than from inspection in the field and 
we hope that it will be possible to obtain detailed results in future. 

14. Practically the whole quantity available within a radius of 85 miles of 
the factoty has heen dealt with. 

Tonnages 'crushed are gi~en below:-

Year. Tons. Maunds. Pol. J;lSr cent. Cane. 

1930-31 60,032 1,634,071 
191U-32 78,333 2,132,224 
1932-33 94,395 2,569,4.32 13-12 
1933-34 81,121 2,208,114 11·37 
1934-35 129,639 3,528,774 11·74 
1985-36 95,911 2,610,697 12·93 
1936-37 108,501 2,954,000 12'56 

15. GLne in this area isziot liable to dainagefrom jrr-st. 
Disell8es do not cause a great dralof damage. Red Rot "is occasionally 

severe following weakening of the crop by other causes. " Smut" . disease 
was very lIfivere in Co. 213 in 1933-34 and in 1934-35 other varieties were 
badly infected but by the adoption of control measures recommended by 
the Government Mycologist it has ·been· brooght ·under control and is now 
practically non-existent in onr own farms .. It has been found to be still 
present on a small Beale in ryots' .ratoon crops, hut is not at the· moment 
& Bouree of great anxiety. .. . 

The principal in.sect pests are Cane. Fly (PyriUa), Borers, Mealy Wing 
(Aleurodes), and Mealy Bug (Ripersia sacchari).. . 

Cane Fly caused severe damage in 1933-34 and aithough the attacks have 
since diminished in severity it still did considerable damage in certain 
localities in 1936-37 and is a cause of great anxiety to os: Estimating .the 
lOBS is very difficult but in 1933-34 it was probably responsible for ai 10 



per cent. reduction in tonnage and a 5 per cent .• reduction in lIuality. 
for the whole crop. 

Information regarding the damage done by borers is meagre but the 
damage is probably considerable. . A small survey early in 1936 indicated 
that 26 per cent. (by number) of the canes showed a red discoloration of 
the fibre chiefly as a result of borer damage and the percentage of unsound 
material was 9'88 by weight of the total examined. The juice quality j)f 
the unBOund canes was considerably poorer than that of the sound canes . 
and it was estimated that the total reduction in quality caused by borer 
attacks was about 2·83 per cent. 

Mealy Wing has not done a great deal of aamage in the past but the 
recently introduced Co. 281 appears to be particularly susceptible to its 
attack and since Co. 281 is being planted on a large and increasing scale 
the pest may assume considerable importance in the near future. It 
would be a serious matter both to ourselves and the ryots if Co. 281 had 
to be dropped on this account. ' 

Mealy Bug. does appreciable damage in certain cases the extent of 
which, however, cannot be estimated. 

16. During recent years adequate supplies of cane have been obtained, 
the area planted by our ryots having risen from 1,400 acres in 1926-21 
to over 2,000 acres in 1929-30, .over 4,000 acres in 1932-33,. over 5,000 acres 
in 1933-34 and nearly 6,000 acres in 1936-37. We have, however, to face 
considerable competition from other crops as will be seen from the areas 
of the principal crops grown in the three taluks from which we take 
practically all of our supplies. 

Paddy. Sugarcane. 

6,515 
7,966 
6,653 

Cotton. 

701 

Groundnut. 

1933-34 
.1934-35 
1935-36 

208,973 
189,655 
190,234 

1,889 
5,784 

161,266 
123,655 
112,905 

In the Cudda10re Ta1uq the cotton area has increased from 167 acres 
. m 1933-34 to 3,475 acres. in 1936-37, and there has been a falling off in 
cane supplied to us from our local sections from 3,700 acres to 2,000 acres, 
but we have been able· to obtain increased supplies from further afield, 
chiefly from the Tirukoi1ur Taluq where the cotton area has only increased 
during the same period from 43 to 200 acres, and where some ryots have 
turned over. from paddy to sugarcane. Sugarcane from this area has come 
to us only because jaggery prices have fallen from about Rs. 115 to B.s. 30 
per candy of 500 lbs. in 1935 to about B.s. 17 in 1937. 

In view of the very large areas of other crovs chiefly paddy and ground
nut, a rise in price for these commodities whlCh resulted in only a small 
percentage of increase in their areas might mean a serious decrease in the 
cane area and our cane supplied can only be assured by a su:fficiently 
attractive price.' . 

The principal varieties crushed in this factory are Fiji B, Co. 281 and 
P.O.J. 2878, the percentages of each for the past three seasons being as 
follows:-

Fiji B 
Co. 281 
P.O.J. 2878 
Other varieties 

1934·35. 

94 
4 

1935·36. 

76 
22 

1-3 
0'1 

1~36·37. 

71 
21 

7, 
1 

For 1937-38 we expect to have about 49 per cent. Fiji B, 28 per cent. 
Co. 281 and 21 per cent. P.O.J. 2878. 

The sucrose contents of the varieties are approximately 13 per cent. 
in the case of Fiji Band P.O.J. 2878 ~nd 11'5 per cent. in the case 
of Co. 281. 
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The average yields per acre obtained by the ryots during the past three 
seasons are as follows:-

1934.35. 1935·36. 1936·37. 

Variety. 

Area. Per lkre. Area. Per Acre. Area. Per Acre. 

Fiji B. . · 6,455 586 Mds. 4,031 495 Mds. 4,497 467 Mds. 
21'53 tons. 18'18 tons. 17·15tons. 

Co. asl • ~ · 127 .. 970 528 Mds. 1,072 549 Mds. 
19'34 tons. 20'19 tons, 

:e.O.J.2878 . · .. .. 17 • ,279 • 
-------

Total · 5,582 586 Mds. 5,018 502 Mds. 5,848 492 Mds. 
21'53 tons. 18'43 tons. 18'08 tons. 

The Co. 281 area included 112 acres of ratOJn in 1935-36 and 471 acres 
of ratoon in 1936-37. Plant and ratoon yields cannot be separated. The 
area of ratoons of other varieties is negligible. 

Our position can never be considered secure. unless the protection on 
sugar is suffioient to enable us to pay for our cane' in competition with 
other crops. In the !l1eantime, as explained elsewhere, we are endeavouring 
to increase,the return to the ryots by the introduction of improved varieties. 
We also help ryots in numerous other ways. 

17. There is no other factory competing for cane supplies. 
18. (a) & (b) There has been a substantial increase in the area of cane 

available to us since the introduction of protection largely due to develop
ment of transport by rail from more distant areas. Locally there have 
been some important reductions of area, vide answer to 16, paragraph 2. 

19. Restriction by Government is not neCessary in an area as we are 
able to contract only for the area we require. 

20. The colli; of cultivating 1 acre of plant sugarcane of the Fiji B 
variety by the average ryot is estimated to be about Rs. 240 for dry 
land and Rs. 190 for wet land as detailed below:-

Dry. Wet. 

Rs. Rs. 
Land preparation 12 15 

Planting 3 3 
Fertiliser sugarcane fertiliser 

Rs. 78-12 or groundnut 6, cds. 80 80 

Cultivation 21 18 

Irrigation 60 8 

Harvesting 15 15 

Transport Rs. 2-8x20 50 50 

241 189 

• On account of the large Quantity of cane used for seed purposes the 
field yield of P.O.J. 2878 is not accu1'lltely knowij., but it is estimat~d at 
llbQuL T. 30 o! 816 maunds pel: !lC!:e. 
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In neither case' is rental included 'but if the land had to be leased 
rentals would amount to about Rs. ;-)0 p£>r acre for"dry land and about 
Rs. 70 for wet land giving totals of about Us. 270 alj.d Rs. 260 respectively 
fol' dry and wet land. 

These costs allow for' payment of labour, but in many cases the work 
is done by the cultivator himself or members of his family 4A wl)iQh case 
practically the only out of pocket expenses are for fertiliser and perhaps 
a little extra labour engaged for harvesting and transport. 

For Co. 2B1 p~ant cane the cost per acre is probably less by about 
Rs. 50 per acre on account of s!l.vings of about one-third in the items 
manure, cultivation and irrigation as many ryots economise with' this 
variety.' 'For ratooned cane' of Co. 281 variety there would be a further 
saving of prpbably Rs. 10· per: acre on .account of laJld preparation 'and 
planting. 

The costs for the different varieties are therefore approx~ately as 
under, Our own farm costs are giveJ!. for' comparison. 

E. I. D, 
Ryots, 

Dry. Wet. 
(a) Plant Canll Fiji B. 

Land preparation 19 III ~5 

Planting 3 3 3 
Feltiliser 80 80 80 
Cultivation 29 21 18 
Irrigation 51 60 8 
Harvesting 20 15 15 
Traneport 49 50 50 

Tatar 251 241 189 
Including rental 285 271 2a9 

(b) Plant Cane Co. 281. 
Land preparation 19 12 15 
Planting 3 3 3 

Fertiliser 80 53 53 
Cultivation 29 14 12 
Irrigation 51 .40 6 
Harvesting 20 15 15 
Transport 49 50 50 

Total 251 187 154 
Including r~ntal. 2B5 217 224 

(c) BatQon Co. /281.. 
Land preparation 3 3 8 
Planting 
i'ertiliser 68 53 68 
Cultivation 11 14 12' 
Irrigation 41 40 6 
Harvesting 20 15 15 
Transport 41 50 50 

Total 1B5 175 139 
Including rental 221 205 209 

.....",. ~ -,-
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For P.O.J. 2878 the coste will be th& same as for Co. 281. 
Tbe average' yields obtained by ryots ll~e- gi~"n in our' ans";er to Ques

tion 16 and average yields for E. I. D. cane in reply to Qu~tioq 11 (e). -

Commenfs. 

(a) Plant Cane Fiji B.-Qur land preparation cost is higher than the 
ryots as we use stock tackle which is more expensive tban hand labour 
but is quicker. 

Our ~~ltivation I:Osts would be somewhat higher than the ryo.ts as we 
do better work and probably pay higher wages. - , . 

Our irrigation charges on dry fand may lie less by the iIse of oil engines 
on large areas.' ", 

Our hal'vesting cost is the average for lin varieties of plant cane and 
.he yield is apprecia bly higher than the ryots. 

Our transport charges are roughly the same as the ryots as we have a. 
heavier crop but somewhat shorter lead. 

(b) Plan,t Cane Co . .eSl.-The reduclion in the ryots' costs as compared 
to Fiji B is due to savings on manure, cultivation ,and irrigation. Our 
costs are the same as for Fiji B aa. we give Co. 281 the same treatment 
as for Fiji B and obtain a heavier yield. than the ryots (1936-37 Co. 281-
average yield ryots-T. 20·19, 'E.I.D. 26·84). 

(c) Ratoon Cane Co. 2S1.-Qur ~nd ryots' costs are less thaI! for plant; 
cane on acconnt of savings on land preparation, and planting. Our ferti
liser costs are -lower as the ratoon crops are not green manured. Cultiva
tion and irrigation costs are lowel' as the system permits savings on these 
items. ' ' - . -, 

21. The main difficulties of local cane-growers in the cultivation of cane 
are poor soil and- a water supply inadequate to .enable the ,comparatively 
weak Fiji B variety of cane to withstand the very hot weather experienced 
for several months' of the year. These difficulties are likely to be lessened 
by the introduction of more hardy varieties which are . at present under 
development. 

Another serious difficulty is the high cost oi transport to, the factory 
which varies from 5 per cent. to 30 per cent. of the total expenditure 
incurred. These problems have to be solved by more economic transport 
vehicles and reduced railway freights. Pneumatic tyred carts introduced for 
trial during the 1936-37 have carried cane at less than half the cost by 
country carts and the question of using open wagons for rail transport at 
lower rates than for closed wagons is already the subject of experiment. 

22. (a) We met with a certain measure of suc('e~s in obtaining land on 
lease so long as expansion was gradual and we were able to pay attractive 
rentals and at one time acquired a total of 2,371 acres. This urea however 
proved uneconomio and we have now reduced our area to the requirements 
of experimental Farms. 

hi view of the intensive cultivation of all crops praotised in, this area 
and the keen demand that exists for land we do not consider that in the 
event of oUP wishing to expand our, cane planting !"ap~dly i~would, be 
possible to acquire a sufficient area I)f the right type Q£ land in compact 
blocks without special measures bGing taken by Government for land lI-clj,uisi: 
tien and fixing of fair rentals. ' ' 

(b) We do -n~t consider that any special scheme for the allotment I?t 
areas in Southern India is necessary at present .. 

23. The same assistance as at present. 
24. (a) We are not in favour of fixation by Governm~t of a quota- for 

sugar manufacture by factories in Southern India. 
The production in Southern India is not sufficient fo meels requirements 

and we are ~trongly opposed to any AU-India fi~~ti.en o~ JI. qu.ota which :wou.ld 
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preclude any further expansion of the industry in Southern India and would 
prevent Southern India becoming self-llupporting .• 

(b) We are strongly opposed to licensing of new' factories or the licensing 
of extensions of existing factories in Southern Indian for the reasons alread:Jl: 
stated in (a). - . 

Ra.i1. • Gate. Tram. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

25. 1930-31 4'91 95'09 
1931-32 1(}75 89·25 
1932-33 22·67 77'33 
1933-34 37-42 62'58 
1934-35 48·94 51'06 
1'935-36 63'30 36'70 
1936-37 66·04 33'96 

The steady increase in pi'oportion of rail cane is dne to introduction 
()f concession freight rates enablinll us to go further afield for t4e increased 
supplies necessary tQ, operate out new factory at full capacity. It has also 
been necessary to go further afield as the cotton area near the factOQ'. 
has increased. 

26. Carts only are used. Average weight_of cane carried per cent. is 
about 13 cwts. 

We introduced 12 x 4 wheeled Dunlop carts during 1937 crop. The 
average load carried was 65 cwts. effecting a reduction in cost of transport 
by 50 per cent. i.'his form of transport will probably be developed but. 
the cost of the carts is at present very high. The 2 wheeled Dunlop cart 
proved unsuccessful in previous seasons. 

27. On thE- whole the mileage of roads ~ the vicinity of the factory 
can be considered adequate. Generally the condition of the main road ia 
good, but the feeder roads in most cases are bad. 

28. The maximum distance from which cane is brought by cart is 17 miles. 
but this is exceptional and most of the cane comes from les8 than 10 mile!!; 

Cane to be transported by cart is normally out and delivered at the 
factory within 24 hours, the average time probably being about 20 hours. 
In a few cases carts are covered by gunny paduthas chiefly with the object 
of making pilferage difficult, but in most cases no special efforts are made 
:to protect at the cane from deterioration during road transport. 

29. The cost of transport of cane by cart per maund per mile ranges 
from a»out 1·2 pies to 4'9 pies the average probably being about 2 pies 
per maund. 

A few cane·growers employ their own carts but in most cases. carts 
are hired. 

Rates are generally fixed at so much per trip according to the distance, 
the rate usually allowing for earnings b;y the cart owner. of about Rs. 1-8 
per day. 

30. No tolls or other dues are levied on carts Bupplying cane to our 
factory. 

31. Cart orders are issued for the following days requirements and the 
~rders are valid for 24 hours only (6 A.M. to 6 A.M.). SO far as possible 
)rders are issued in accordance with dates of planting. 

The normal pel'iod of detention at the factory is abod 2·hours. 
The recent introduction of the &ystem of having the orders valid for 

lilly 24 hours has improved control and the progressive increase in rail· 
)orne traffic has considerably lessened congestion. 

82. The maximum distnnce from wlaich cane is ·transported by rail is 
'1 miles, but about 85 per cent. of this rail can~ is within a 35 mile l'adiu~. 
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The average time taken between cutting and delivery at the factory would 
probably be about 48 hours. I 

We work in very close coo{)peration with the Railway Company and 
except that certain ef the wagons supplied are unsuitable for cane traffic, 
arrangements for transport are considered satisfactory. Negotiations are 
in progress with the Railway to ensllre a more suitable· type of wagon 
throughout. We are not in favour of a flat rate unless it means a reduction. 

33. Railway freights are calculated on a maundage and mileage basis, 
the present rates for closed wagons being 88 follows:-

Rate. 
Distances. Permaund. Per ton. 

As. P. Rs. A. P. 

0--5 milea 0 6 013 8 
6-10 '" 0 7 01511 

11-35 
" 

.010 1 6 9 
36-50 

" 
1 0 III 3 

51~() JJ 1 2 119 10 
61-70 .. 1 3 2 2 1 
71-80 .. 1 4 2 4 4 

These rates have been in force since the beginning of the 193s:.36 cane 
. Beason. 

The minimum weight charged for from the 1st· February, 1937, is 120 
maunds for all types of wagons. 

In December, 1935, the Railway Company announced that the rates 
hitherto in force would be increased from the beginning of the 1935-36 
cane season. 

The proposed new rates meant an increase of as much as 40 per cent. 
for a great .deal of the traffic, the average for all traffic being about 27 
per cent. The proposal was opposed by us and as a result the proposed 
increases were cancelled and new rates as at present were introduced. In 
the case of the more distant traffic the new rates are· a.slight ·improvement 

.on the old. 
Up to the beginning of the 1935-36 cane season the minimum weight 

charged for all types of wagons was 100 maunds. Early in that season 
we were able to get the minimum weight charged for reduced to 120 maunds 
for the smaller (B. type) wagons and from the 1st February, 1937, the 
Railway Company fixed the weight at 120 maunds irrespective of the type 
of wagon. . 

Towards the end of the 1936-37 sesson the question of using open wagons 
was taken up and will be still further explored next season. For traffio 
in the open wagon lower rates than for the closed wagons have been 
allowed the rates being as follows:-

. Closed Wagons. Open Wagons. 

0--5 
6-.J0 

11--30 
31--35 
36-40 
41-45 

Per maund. 
As. P. 

o 15 
o 7 
010 
010 
1 0 
1 0 

Per ton. 
Rs. A. P. 

0.13 S 
01511 
l' 6 9 
1 6 9 
1 11 3 
III 3 

34. We have no remarks to make. 
35.' We have no Tramway serviClt. 

II 

Permaund. 
As. P. 

o .4 
o 4 
o '8 
o 9 
010 

'011 

Per ton. 
Rs. A. P. 

,09 1 
o 9 .1 
122 
1 '4.5 
169 
190 

21 
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c' 36. We consider. that 6 Tramway systt'm could only be operated IIUCce~ 
fully with large compact cane areas and would not suit us. 

37. We are not able to estimate the extent of deterioration of cane 
owiu" to de~ay in. delivery but it is known to be rapid and very serious 
from the rmddle of April Qnwards when the weather becomes very hot 
in South Indiar 

38. (a) & '(b) We do not deal with agents orcontra'ctors and with one 
~mall exception all our cane is purchased direct from the growers. The 

, exception is in the case of a few money lenders who do not themselves plant 
but have cane registered in their 'names in order to recover money due to 
them and who finance the actual growers. The total area ,concerned would 
not at present exceed more than about 100 acres. 

39. ;In, December each year' the area of cane we require io be planted 
by ryots during the ensuing season is decided and the prices we are prepared 
to pay for this cane are published. 'This means that' at the beginning of 
~anuary, 193.1; we advertised the prices that will be paid for cane crushed 
In January I May, 1938. See Enclosure 1., 

With the Cane Prices Notice we, also, distribute a form of Application 
for Came Registration (Enclo$ure Il) Which is filled up and returned to 
us by the ryots wishing to csupply cane. 

These offers are accepted in full or part or' are- refused, according, to 
our requirements. In considering acceptance, due regard is paid to the 
history of the r:vots connection with the Company and 80 far· as possible 
those whose connection has been long and regular receive preference. An 

\ acceptance letter (EncloS'Ure III) is sent by us alid this completes the 
contract with the ryot. If the offer cannot be accepted a refusal letter 

, (Enclosure, IV) is sent. 
Advances f/.re given in cash according to Schedule (Enclosure V). 
We do not supply fertiliser directly ourselves, but we have a working 

flrrangement with Messrs. Parry & Co., Ltd., of Cuddalore, by which ferti
ljaers ,tested and approved by us are supplied on credit agaillst a bond on 
the crop which is to be supplied to the factory. 

A certain amount of seed is supplied by us and the value is usually 
deducted from the first cash advance. 

In some cases we also arrange for seed to be supplied by one ryot to 
:another, the value being adjustad iii. the respective ryots cane accounts. 

'the total cash, fertiliser and seed advances amounted to Rs. 3,94,122 in 
1934-85, Rs. 3,92,357 in 1935-36 and Rs. 5,05,632 in 1936-37. Tha advances 
in the .fQrm of fertilisers have increased greatly in recent years and now 
total about one lakh of rupees yearly. 

Other forms, of ,assistance toryots are hiring out pumping installations, 
8elling pumping installations and preparing land. 

We have also demonstrated in the ryotS plots measures for controlling 
'iDsects and disease, the cost of this work being as follows:-

,Insect Disease 
Pyrilla. Smut. 

Rs. Rs. 

1935-36 2,612 

'1936-37 281 271 

40. No commission of any 80rt is paid, 'Vide answer to Question No. 38. 
41. No. 
42. The arrangements for weighment oitane arl! as ,follows:-

.<a) Catt.-Cnne arriving by cart is, unloaded into our 'Own, tipping 
tl·ucks. Th~ Joadec} t..r:uck is then weighed on '~ Deni~on'~ 



. fraud-proof net weighing, ticket printing . nuwhme. Th~. net 
weight is stamped on a ticket which is handed 'to supplieJl 
(Enclosure VI). A duplicate of the weight and name,. etc., Is 
recorded oil a roll which is removed at the end of each 24 hourli 
and the cane supplied is credited to the suppliers account. 

(b) Buil.-canearriving by rail is weighed on our railway weigh
bridges at the entrance to the factory in the pre$(lnce .of a 
clerk appointed by the Railway Company, and the name of the 
Bupplier and the groBS weight of the wagon is reCorded. The 
tare weight is taken as ·the wagon lea.~ the .factory. T.lle 
net weight of the cane is then calculated and the caDe supplied 
credited daily to the suppliers account, A receipt ia pl·epared. 
(Enclosure VII) for each wagon load which is handed over Qr 
Bent to the supplier. 

Payment is made ill aceordanc4i with Company'. rules (Enclosure VIII)---

Per ton. Per md. 

its. As. 
43. 1930-81 19·4051 ~1-41 

1931-32 16·8194 9'89 
1932-33 15·6721 9·21 
i933-34 14'5398 8·58 
1934-35 14;7448 8·66 
1935-36 13'\1642 7'62 
1936-87 13·1042 7·7 

These are .the .av:erage 'pri~e& paid to ,ryots .and 40 ,nP:£ .~clude .cost ~ 
collection of cane. 

The 1931-32 and 1932-33 prices include a bonus of Rs. 1'096 per ton 
or A&. ,9·828 per ,",lIund and RH. H1836 per ton or As. 0'637 per maund 
respectively paid in accordance with our scheme for bonus payments on 
cane when .sugar prices exceed .a. basic amount aa Bhown in EnClosure.I. 

Prices are uniform throughout the season. 
44. Please see reply to Que~tion' No. 39 ~nd Enclosure I. 
45. Please see reply to Question No. 16, paragraph 2. 
Practically no jaggery is manufa'cturedwithin 25 miles of the factory. 
46. J aggery prices 'have fallen from about RH. 25, Rs. 30 per candy 

in 1935 to about RH. 17 now. The reason for this has not been ascertained 
but is probably dUe to overproduction of .jaggeryilnd lilWei'litlgar "elling 
prices. 

47. Prices are not fixed under the Sugarcane Act XV of 1984. 
18. Minimum prices have not been ·fixed by. the 'Goverliibent of Madras. 
49. We already pay different prices for differehtvatieties. 

Days. Da~. 
60. 1930-31 111 1<J34'-li5 100 

1931.32 124 
1932-33 143 1935-36 132 

1933-34 11.6 1936-37 135 

The variation is due to variation bf·crop tonnage.MGSt of these periods 
. have been too long for economical ·crushing as the quality ,falls off badly 

in May. With the present varieties grown the crop ~ould not extend over 
a period of more than 130 days which is very short. for economical working 

. but hitherto we .havebeen able to keep. the factory working lor a. further 
period 9f about 3'mont~ oil Pa.lmyrah Jaggery. 

2x2 
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51. We have' hopes of commencing earlieT with Co. 281 Ilnd Co. 352. 
Both are thin varieties however and Co. 281 has not been taken up by the 

,the ryots with sufficient enthusiasm to enable us to start earlier. Co. 352 
. has only been .issued to ryots this year. We are working for a longer 
crushing period but it is yet too early to state if our experiments will 

"prove successful. 
52, We are unable to keep in touch with the work of the Imperial 

,Council of Agricultural Research and with the exception of the meeting 
,of the Sugar Committee at Coimbatore in 1934 to which we sent representa.
tives have no information apart from Press Reports of its activities. 

We understand that e. sum of R;;. 60,000 has been allotted from the 
proceeds (If the Excise Duty for improvement of sugarcane cultivation in the 
,Madras Presidency but it is regretted that so far it has not been possible 
to obtain any part of this for work in this district. Enquiries on the 

-subject were made by us at the end of 1935 as we hoped to be able to 
obtain a grant and use it for the benefit of our cultivators, but we were 
infornied that the grants are only made to Co-operative Societies. For 
over a year we have interested ourselves in the formation (If such a Society. 
A draft scheme submitted to Government by the Society through the Co~ 
operative Department WIUI turned down ,and although a new scheme is now 
under discussion it does not appear lill:ely that, any useful work will be 
possible for some time ,to come. 

The inordinate delay in allocating funds suggests that the methods 
employed are not suited to the requirements of the situation and that 
something should be done to speed it up. 

We have received willing assistance from the Government Mycologist and 
the Government Entomologist in connection with the control of diseases and 
insect pests and the Officers of the Cane Breeding Station at Coimbatore 

, are- keenly interested in the production of cane varieties suitable for thill 
tract. 

53. Skilled 

Unskilled 

Total factory workers 

Crop period. 

254 

526 

780 

Silent period. 

. 83 
.-- 85 

168 

In addition to above we employ some 150 labourers unloading cane from 
rail trucks. 

54. None. 
65. We have not employed skilled labour from abroad for very many years. 
56. The labour comes from highly populated adjoining villages and 

hitherto housing has only been necessary for cE'rtain Adi-Dravidas for whom 
we have recently constructed 36 modern houses, 

A qualifi~d w!;tole time Medical Officer is employed, to look after health 
/lnd sanitation. Tiffin Room and Creche are provided with an Ayah in 
charge -of the latter. Sick leave on half pay up to a maximum of 14 days 
is allowed to employees with more than 2 years service. 

Privi!:;ge -lee.v~ for 6 days per annum,i,§. allowed to daily rated labour 
subject to certain 'rules regarding attendance. 

An annual grant of Rs. 1,000 is made to the local Mission School attended 
by children of some of our employees. 

EmployeE'S stores have been established for the supply of food stuft's 
aug I$upport is given to the Employees CD-operallivlI Oredit Socieiy., 
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57. The libre content of our cane averages between 10 per cent. and- 11 
Iler cent. and considerable quantities of coal are required. For the last 
7 years amounts spent are shown below:-

1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36' 
1936-37 

Tons. 
3,918 
4,267 
5,688 
5,329 
7,726 
6,678 
6,770 

Rs. 
66,391 
74,427 
85,952 

,72,724 
103,366 
87,849 

100,358, 

58. W eproduce Molasses, Spirit and Carbon Dioxide. 

59. 1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 

Molasses produced 
40 Be. 

Tons. Mds. 
1,733 47,170 
2,412 65,660 
3,385 92,139 
4,126 112,300 
4,322 117,700 
7,010 191,000 

Average price 
I/eAlised 'per Md. 

for Molasses. 
sold. 

As. P. 

4,932 134,3Q(fo ~ 

2 7'6 
II 2'4 
6 4·3 

60. Most of our'molasses are used up in our distillery. Sales are made 
in casks to various people and no special railway facilities have hitherto 
been necessary. Freight rates amount to Rs. 14-8 per ton to our mOlit 
distant market. 

61. No suggestions. 
62. No surplus bagasse. 
63. No. ,_' 

SugaJ' Stocks. 

Beginning of End of 
Crushing. Crushing. 

Mds. ToDS. 
64. 1930-31 41,070 1,509 

1931-32 41,210 1,514 
1932-33 M,Ol() 2,021 
1933-34 56,300 ,,2,068 
1934-35 91,920 3,376 
Ig35-36 96,550 3,547 
1936-37 " .. 186,000 6,832 

65. We can store 5,000 tons in &pecially built sugar godowns adjoining 
- our bagging room and can accommodate another 2,000/3,000 tons in other 

godowns in our factory compound. Our storage capacity hail been more 
than doubled in recent years.nd we do not contemplate any further 
additio~ meantime as space if required is available near the factory. Yi{e 
c()uld, if necessary, 8to~ th~ w!lQI~ Qf Q!1r g!~e ~~~o~ Qiltp'n~. 
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66. We ha.vEl nof; hitherto experienced any trouble on account of deteriora.
ti~~ durin/li storage. 

67. Any damaged sugar is remelted. 
68. We have no reply to this question as so far we have experienced 

no deterioration due to long storage. 
69. Damage in transit· is negligilile as special precantions are taken 

by us when loading the sugar at the rectory to 'p1'event rain water damage. 
Some damage occurs when transhipment is. n~cessary. 

70 & 71. No. 
72. We attach a statement. 
73. We attach copies of the report and balance sheet. These Dot only 

Clover sugal' but also the various other actjvities of .the Company. 
74. The amounts of depreciation wl'itten off in our books for the last 

7 years are as follows:-

193(),-31 
1931-32 
1932-83 

. , Rs. 
72,912 
72,17!l. 
61,371 

1933-84 
1934-35 
1935-36 

Rs. 
99,623 

1,02,315 
1,08,789 

Our rate 01 depreciation is not the.·same as that allowed by the Income
tax Depar~II)ent as we. ~epreciate in our books accordlllg to the estimated 
life of each unit. . 

75. The· following Il,mounts have been set aside for 'reservl1 during the 
last 7 years: ~ . 

1931-32""7£2,500 at Exchange h. 6d.=Rs. 33;333. 
19~£40,OOO at Exchange 1&. 6d.=Rs. 5,33,333 (set aside st>ecially 

against obsolescence of old factory buildings, plant and 
machine.ry). 

1935-3&-£15,000 at Exchange 1~. 6d.=Rs. 2,00,000. 
T~ese aInounts were reserved from the profit of the whole company. 

Ill;l.cl Jlot. Q[l~ fTQ;W the sugar factory;. . 
76. We attach a ~tatement showing the actual amount'"" of, divide~dllt 

distributed for the la~t 7 years. " ) 
'rhese dividends are of course paid out of the pl;'ofit elOrn.ed by the wh,ole 

concern and do not only relate to sugar. 
77. Our working capital is provided out of the Company's cash reserves 

and loan are obtained on the security of our stocks from banks. Interest is 
charged at bank rate with a. minimum of 4 per cent. and a maximum of 
7 per cent. 

78. Our annual head office fi!xpense!' and. Managing Agents' commission 
are as follows:-

193Q-31 
193J.-82 
1932-83 
1933-34 
1934-815 
1935-86 

.. 
These tiguresrepresent that· portion 

debitable to sugar. 

Office. 

Rs. , 
1,49,177. 
1,53,524. 
1,71,720. 

.1,71,117. 
1,93,030 
1,96,339 
of the total 

Managing Agents. -

Rs. 
6,182 

19,907 
32,759 
11,946 
18,829 
25,710 

which we calculate 

Commission is allowed to the Managing'AgEmts at the rate of 5 per cent. 
(In the nett profit calculated in India before charging deprociation in India 
and l\!unagel:s' C0!l1lIlis~i9n~, • ~ 
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79. On any industrial unde~king al!. average of at least 10 per cent. 
In such an industry as sugar profits are liable to wide fluctuations. As 

an instance a cyclone round Nellikuppan may result in such serious damage 
to the cane fields that the cane could.. not in sucn, year be worked at a; 
profit. 

80. Forms· are attacmed. 
81. The only figures available cover our actual cane working period and 

are given below:-
Per ton. Per Md. 

Rs. Rs. 
1929-30 64·01 1'98 
1930·31 56·63 2·06 
1931-32 51'07 1·87 
1932-33 41·59 1'55 
1933-34 40'02 1·47 
1934-85 35'40 1'31 
1935-36 35·00 1'286 

The reductioDl! shown a,re due to a combination of cau~es I, II, III and IV. 
82. Actual' factory working expenses including labour and' at factory, 

fuel, power, packing, etc., but excluding depreciation, Managing Agents' 
charges, silent period charges, etc., .mounted in 1935-36 tQ RII. lI5 p~ ton 
or Ra. 1'286 per maund. 

for the present season figures are not yet available ~ the sea~on has 
nolo been completed. We have, however, encountered very seriou!! difficulties 
in manufacture throughout the season and our wo1;k~ng cost!! ,{Qr ~i{\ year 
will not be lower than those in 1935-36. 

We do, however, look for an imprOVement by making certain additions 
and, alterations in the factory during the annual overhaul, by the introduc
tion of new varieties of cane with higher fibre contents and improvements 
in our arrangements for, the economic use of steam wpich should enable 
U8 to reduce our costs we hope to Re. 30 per ton or Rs. 1·10 per maund ot 
8ugar produced during a cane season not including depreciation, 'sihmt 
season expenses, selling ,and head office overheads. , 

83. Marketina.-We sell our sugar throughout the whole of South India. 
and more particularly in the following markets :-Tdchinopoly, Kumba~ 
konam, Tanjore, Madras, Tuticorin, Tinnevelly, Erode, Salem, Cloimbatore, 
Tiruppur, Udamalpet, Palachi. Also quantities are sold in Madras. 
Cuddalore, Ranipet and Vellore. 

We do not now usually sell :North of M~dr~ or to thE! West Coast ports 
such as Calicut, Cochin, ete. 

84. (0) We obtain offeI:s .from 01ll' up-country branches which arE! £OI:,. 
warded to our Madras Office. These offers are either accepted or refueed. 
At the time of taking offers a deposit of Re. 1 per bag is obtained from 
dealerH on the tem.s and conditions IlS set Ollt in the sugar' offer form, a 
copy of which is attached. . 

If business is accepted an acceptance is sent to the dealer and the goodll 
are despatched from our factory hy rail and Rail Receipts delivered after 
payment has been received by us in cash. 

In the smaller ma.rkets we accept 'orders for a \Dinimum of 5 bags but 
in the bigger markets we do not sell less than 50 to 100 bags; while we 
give a Rpecial concession of 2 annas per bag for anyone dealer taking 
600 bags at a time for one market, delivery to be taken within one month. 

Owing to our numerous up~ountry branohes we do not usually sell 
, IIlT~e !luantities ,to wholesalE! 1l\erchanta as our policy iB to endeavour to 

• Not pl'intea. 
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lIell direct as cheaply as possible to the comparatively small retail deale!' 
so as to reach the ultimate consumer by the most economical means. 

(b) In South India no contracts are usually made between wholesale dealers 
and retailers and most of the business is done through local brokers. Dealers 
issue a delivery order as soon as a sale is made and retailers take delivery 
subsequently. Payment is usually made within a week. 
. 85. The contract form used by us is suitable. We do not consider the 

Indian Sugar Mills' Association Contract form suitable for our business 
as we do not book large forward orders. 

86. We attach statements giving as much detail as we obtain. 
87. The wholesale and retail prices per bag do not usually fluctuate 

widely as retail dealers ILre always anxious to sell at a minimum profit. 
Usually the margin is between 2 to 4 amias per bag of '2 cwt. 

The retail price per lb. of sugar 01' pel' viss does Dot usually fiuLtuate 
to any great extent, and the difference 'between the wholesale selling rate 
per bag and the retail rate per lb. or· per· viss is approximately As. 10 
per bag of 2 cwt. Actually selling rates .of 7 years are not available . 

. 88. Wholesale dealers usually rent. separat.e well-built godowns but storage 
is often not properly supervised. If reasonable care was taken no damage 
would be experienced, i.e., sand is' llot laid on the floor, roofs are not 
properly inspected, etc. A certain amount of deterioration is therefore 
experienced if sugar is stored for more than 2 or 3 months in dealers 
godowns. 

Retail dealers usually keep stocks in· the premises, and owing to the 
• .small size of such stock deterioration is not usually experienced. 

On the West Coast, where the rainfall is very heavy, stocks deteriorate 
quicker, and dealers endeavour to avoid storage during the monsoon months 
from .May to the end of June when the humidity of the atmosphere is very 
high. 

89. The average Indian sugar deUlriorates more rapidly than Java or 
other imported sugars but llhe higher qualities now produced in this country 
show an increasing tendency to improve in this respect. 

, We have not noticed any definit.e improvement in the keeping quality 
of Indian sugars but it is still too early this year to state whether the 
general improvement in quality shown in the production of Indian sugars . 
will have any effect. . , 

20. In the past Java or other imported sugar has been usually preferred to 
~h8 average quality Indian sugar but the higher grade Indian sugars. now 
produced have been found to satisfy the requirllments of manufacturers 
of sugar candy sweetmeats, etc., who must use a sugar which will give 
a good and pur~ colour in solution. 

Sugar candy merchants this ~ear have used en:irel:r better grade. Indian 
sugars and their product has m no way been mfel'lor ·to that produced 
:when they used the best quality Java or imported sugar. 

91. The better grade Indian sugars produced this year have been equal 
to or above t.he usual quality of Java or other imported sugars. The 
average quality Indian sugar produce? is not, however,. equ~l to !ava. as 
it is smaller in grain, not so pure III colour and lacking III UnIformIty 
regarding keeping qU'lllity. 

92. (a) We ourselves hold stocks and endea.vour so far as possible to 
distribute our production throughout the year. 

This pI'ocedure is, so far as we are aware, adopted by all manufacturers 
in this Presidency, 

(b) Large dealers in the South· hold stocks of North Indian sugars but 
not usually for more than a month or two. 

When net'essary we 'hypothecate stocks to the Imperial Bank at the 
malket rnte ll'~S a margin of 20 per cent. . 
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93. A Government Marketing Survey of the Sugar fndustry would be 
of great use to the industry •. if it were likely to be followed by some form 
of control over prices which would ensure a reasonable return to the, 
producer. 

94. We are in' favour of a Central All-India Sugar Selling Organisation. 
95. We are in favour of standardisation of the Indian sugar. The basia, 

to be fixed by the Director of the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. 
96. (a) We have not actually booked any business on the basis of the 

sugar standards pre3Cribed by the Director, Imperial Institute of Sugar 
Technology for the reasons referred to under Question 97. 

(b) We have used the standards for grading purposes every day and 
output is compared with the standards and the quality of the sugar manu
factured is recorded. 

Should our quality fall below the minimum fixed' by us such sugar is'" 
stored separately and not put on the market as standard production. 

97. The standards at present are little- known except amongst manu" 
facturers and bazaar dealers have not purchased'sets. -

We consider that standards covering the greater portion of sugar at 
present produced in India should be more, advertised and the cost of 
these should be reduced so far as possible. The existing prices at which_ 
these are sold are too high and dealers will never purchase these standards
unless the cost is considerably reduced. If bazaar dealers do not purchase 
on a definite quality basis it appears impossible to introduce any All-India 
quality standards. - . 

The colour standards most in use' are those numbered 23, 24, 25 and 26 
while grain size can generally be found in A, _B, 0 or D. It is, however, 
almost impossible to decide the colour of a large grain sugar with the 
existing colour standards as these are small grain sugars. We therefore 
suggest that for each of these colour standards there should be four samples 
which would correspond to the grain sizes mentioned above. For these four 
colours there would therefore ,be sixteen samples in alL Then, if -it were 
known that a factory was producing sugar corresponding to Indian Sugar, 
Stljlldard 25-B, it would be a simple matter actually to S98 the class -of
sugar being produced. 

- 98.- We are strongly against the establishment of a "future" or "ter
minal" markets as the business would only pass into the hands of big 
merchants and' speculators who would eventually control markets. 

99. We estimate the normal consumption of sugar in India at between-
1,000,000 and 1,100,000 tons per annum. 

Consumption in the Madras Presidency, including the Indian States of 
Mysore, Travancore, Cochin and the territory -east of Hyderabad I Secundera-
bad in the Nizam's Dominions at 100,000 tons. • 

We do not consider that there are any possibilities of increasing con-' 
lIumption except to the extent demanded by the gradual improvement in 
the standard of living particularly in the rural districts. 

100. We do not consider that factol"y sugar is replacing gur to any 
great extent, but, as already stated, the use of white sugar should gradually 
become more popular with a higher standard' of living. 

101. 'Ve do not r.onsider that til ere is any possibility ns bazanr concerns 
already manufacture syrup, etc., from white sugar available locally. The' 
majority of the population prefer fresh fruit and tbe demand for canned 
fruits is very limited. 

102 & 103. We have no information. 
104. (a) & (b) Nil so far' as South India ia concerned. 

Export is, not, feasible until cane growing and manufacturing costs in 
India are approximately on a par with. other large manufacillfing countl'ies 
in tlle world. 
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105. (i) the net profit to manllfactuJ'ers was reduce,*. 
(ii) The net profit to manufacturers was still further reduced and entirely 

wiped out'. 
106. A large proportion of the molasses produced by us is used in our 

distillery. Small quantities are also sold by us locally and in South India. 
through Gur up-country branches but no special marketing arrangements 
ara made. 

107. There fa no reason why the export of molasses snould not be deve
loped lIB has been already done by the United Molasses Co., from areas 
where there are a large number of factories situated. 

It would be difficult to arrange the requisite transport facilities in the 
case of isolated factories. . 

108. The measures of protection have, we consider, heen entirely effective 
during recent years as it proved by almost entire cessation of imports. 

109. Quotations for Java Sugar for export have recently risen very 
considerably and it does not appear that present prices should be con
sidered when deciding the measure of protection necessary for the Indian 
sugar industry. 

During the recent years, it was, we understand, possible to purchase 
Java sugar at Rs. 3-8 per cwt. c.i.f. East Coast ports. The landed cost. 
therefore including duty would have been as follows:-

Per cwt. c.i.f. 
Landing charges per cwt. 
Dut;y ~nd. surcharge per cwt. 

Total 

Rs. A. 

3 8 
Q 3 
9 4, 

1215 

or Rs: 258-12 per ton. 
Allewing Re. 10 per ton as the value of the higher quality Java sugar 

ullually imported the Indian sugar industry must sell at Rs. 248-12 at 
terminal port to compete. If excise duty is deducted this is nett Rs. 208-12 
at terminal port. At the present price of cane in South India tho current 
duty and Burchage shOUld be maintained if the cane ryot and the sugar 
producer are to receive a. reasonable llrofit. 

. 110. We consider that concentrated efforts by the Agricultural Depart
ment should be maintained to improve the varieties of cane now grown 
in India. . The breeding of new varietie.~ of cane should be undertaken in 
consultation with fa.ctories who have already control over the varieties 
of cane· planted in their districts and who are at present carrying out 
considerable experi~ental work at theil' ~wn cost. 

Enclosure I (English original). 

THE EAST INDIA DISTILLERIES AND SUGAR FACTORIES, LTD., 
(Incorporated in England.) 

~B PRICES NOTICB, 1937-38. 
The Compan;f will pay on the following scales for cane delivered at the 

bctory in 1938:-

Sugar Price. 

Per ton 
2,240 lbs. 

Rs. 
275 
270 

Price including bonus. 
per tQll cane. 

Co. 281 
Fiji B. . and 

P.O.J. 2878. 
Rs. A. l' 

16 6 6 
16 2 9 

Rs. A. P. 

1215 0 
1212 Ii 
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Sugror Price. Pric_e including honn ... 
per ton ca.ne. 

Per ton Co. 281 
2.2401ba. FijiB. rond 

P.O.J.2878 

Bs. Rs. A. P. R9. A. P. 

265 15 15 0 12 10 0 
260 D 1511 3 12 1 6 

255 :: .. - l5 1 6 12 5 a 
250 ~ 15 3 9 12 ~ /) 

245 z 15 0 0 12 0 0 

!40 14 12 3 1113 6 

235, 14 8 6 1111 0 

230 14 • 9 1l 8 6 

225. 14 1. 0 11 6, 0 
~20 1313 3 11 3 6 
214 13 8 9 11 0 6 

213 13 8 0 11 0 0 

Irrespective of sugar prices the Cl\mpan:r will I?ay not l~s tha~~he 
followiBg prices for cane:-

:Fiji B, Rs. 1~ per ton,. 
CIl; 281, Rs. 11 per ton. 
P.O.J. 2878. Rs. 11 per ton. 

BvnulI-
Fiji B, 9 pies per ton C8.Jl\l for ~very r~p~ r~ in \lri~ Qf. sugar above 

B.a. 213 per ton. 
Co. 281 and p.Q.J. 2878, 6 pies per, ton ca.~e {or every rupes rise 

in prices o~ sUgar above ~. 213 pell ton,. 

Proportioaa.te bonus will be paid for every part 'of a rupee rise in 
the price of sugar above Rs. 213 per ton. 

The price of sugar means the average price realised on rails Nellikuppam 
for 1 ton White Sugar between 1st January. 1938, and 30th SepteIl!ber, 1938, 
after deduction of excise duty at' the rate or rates ruling between these 
dates. 

For general information the price realised for sugar during the 1936 
bonu,s pe.riod W88. as fullows:-

Rs. 219-4-6 per ton. 
The prices announced above will apply only to thqse ryots who make 

a responsible offer to supply sugareane as follows:-
(1) Submit on the prescribed form which is available in the cane 

office an offer to supply sugarcane. ' 
(2) The Company will signify in writing its acceptance of such offer. 
(3) The Company will not consider any off~r after the required 1I-rea hli.S

been registered in its books. 

Nellikuppam, 

91lh January, 1937. 

A. MoAvsUN, 

Generai Manager:. 
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Enclosure II (English original). 

APPLICATION FOR CANE REGISTRATION, 1937-38. 

The, East India Distilleries and Sugar Fltctories, Ltd., 

Sugarcane Season, 1937-98. 
Nellikuppam. 

Dear Sirs, 
I, son of 

residing at village, Post, 
Taluk, intend to plant 'sugarcane to 'the extent noted 
below during t'he 1937 Planting Season and hereby make application for 
registration of this area or such part of it as you may be pleased to 
accfjpt:-

Fiji B 
Co. 281 Plant 
Co. 281 Ratoon . 
P.O.J. 2878 Plant 
P.O.J. 2878 Ratoon . 

The Survey Numbers on which 
as follows:-, 

VitZagll Sur. No. Letter. 

I. intend 

Wet 01' 

Acres. 
4cres. 
Acres. 
Acres. 
Acres. 
to plant 

I!rY. 

Cents. 
Cents. 
Cents. 
Cents. 
Cents. 

the sugarcane are 

Acres. Cents. 

Further I undertake to supply the whole of the sugarcane grown on· 
the area accepted by you for registration, for cruShing in your factory at 
N ellikuppam during 1938 Crushing Season at the price of Rs. 13-8 per 
ton for Fiji B, and Rs. 11 per ton for Co. 281 !Wd P.O.J. 2878 plus' 
bonus at the rate of 9 pies per ton for Fiji Band 6 pie~ per ton for 
Co. 281 and P.O.J. 2878 for every rupee rise above Re. 213 per ton in 
the average price realised on rails Nellikuppam for one ton White Sugar 
between 1st January, 1938, and 30th September, 1938, after deduction of 
excise duty at the rate or rates ruling between these dates. 

I will not fail in whole or in part to plant the area accepted for 
registration and /01' to deliver the produce thereof as and when required 
by the Company and 1 agree to abide by the conditions printed on the 
back hereof. 

Signature. 
Date: 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 01' OFFER TO SELL SUGARCANE. 

The ryot undertakes to plant no variety other than Fiji B, Co. 281, 
and/or P.O.J. 2878. 

Cane will be cut and delivered to. the factory only in strict accordance 
with cutting orders issued by the Company. 

Each variety of sugarcane will be delivered separately but if mixed: 
the Company may reject such cane or accept at the rate for Co. 281 only. 

The Company may reject in whole or in part, any sugarcane that is. 
not free from tops and roots '01' if it is immature, diseased or otherwise 
damaged. .If by chance or otherwise bad cane is' put in the truck and 
weighed the Company has the right to pick and reject such cane before
crushing it, and the weight of such rejected cane shall be dllducted from 
the nett weight entered on the ticket. 

Rejected cane shall be Temoved by the ryot at his own riSk and the
Company is not responsible for delivering it back-. 

The accounts of Buch ryots as have taken no advaJl.ce en the sugarcane, 
P! otherwise owe no debt to th. Compa!lY will be settled preferentially. 
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(For Office use only.) 

No. 

Area Accepted. Fiji B 

Date of Acceptance. 

Co. 281 Plant .. 
Co. 281 Ratoon • 
P.O.J. 2878 Plant. 
P.O.J. 2878 Ratoon 

Enclosure III (English original). 

Ac. 
Ac. 
Ac. 
Ac. 
Ac •. 

Cents. 
Cents. 
Cents. 
. Cents. 
Cents. 

Cane Superintendent. 

THE EAST INDIA. DISTILLERIES AND SUGAR FACTORIES, LTD., 
NELLIKUPPAM. 

ACCBPTANCII OF CANII REG.ISTRATION, 1931-38. 

'1'0. Date 

Dear Sir, 
With reference to your offer dated , to plant sugarcane for 

lIuppJy to the Company during the 1938 crushing season we have pleaSUrE! 
ill informing you that we will' accept the crop from the following areas:-

Fiji B . • 
Co. 281 Plant . 
Co. 281 Ratoon 
P.O.J. 2878 Plant . 
P.O.J. 2818 Ratoon . 

Enclosure IV (English original). 

Ac. Cents. 

Total 

Yours f~ithfully, 

Cane Su.perintendent. 

THE EASt INDIA DISTILLERIES AND SUGAR FACTORIES, LTD., 
. . NELLIKUPPAM. 
To Date 

Dear Sir, 
With reference to your offer dated of sugarcane for 1931-38 

Beason we regret that as our requirements of the Fiji B variety have 
pow been fully arranged for we are not able to accept the ~cres of 
Fiji B offered by you. . . 

We are however accepting your offer of the Co. 281.and P.O.J. 2818 
variety I varieties and our acceptance letter is enclosed herewith. 

We are still in a position to accept. a small quantity of Co. 28i and 
P.O.J. 2878 and if you wish to plant either of these varieties in place of 'the 
Fiji ;0 that we are unable to accept· pleasl! Sl!nd us a further application 
immediately for our consider~tion. 

Yours faithfully, 

.cane Superintendent. 
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Enclosure V (English- odginal). 

CANE 4DVANCE; SOHEDULE, 1937-38. 

1. Rate of advances per acre:""';' 

Particulars. First. Second. Third. Total. 

Re. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Ryots with one acre or less 40 60 20 120 
Ryots with more than one 

acre but less than ten 60 60 20 140 
Ryots with ten acres I,lr more 70 70 20 160 

Special advances will be, t:ollsidered to .ryots with more than 20 acres, 
but in no case will the amount of such advance exceed Rs. 175 per acre. 

2. Time 0/ -ilavunus.-'-'-FirBtadvance ·'1;0 be payable three months after 
planting; ,subject to Cane InspeJtors being available. , 

Second advance in' July and August and not less than two months -after 
the first advance became payp.ble. 

3. Sureties.-Two or more good Bureties must be produced whose com
bined ar~ is not less than twice that 'of the _eaof thb applicant for 
advance. ! 

-4 • .HatoM Cune.-AdvanCes 'lLt half the above rates will be made on first 
ratoon crops of Co. 281 and P.O.J. 2878 subject to the crops being properly 
manured, watered and' cultivated. ;No advance wnl 1!e made qn ratoon. 
crops of other varieties or on se90nd ,ratoons of Co., ~1 or P.O.J. 2878. 

5. Top8.-The value of tops supplied by thB CQIIlpant will be recovered 
from the first advance amount. ' 

6. Interest.-Interest on adv.nce' amounts ,will be eharged 'at' the rat~ 
of 5 per 'Cent. per "BIIIIU1I1. 

NOTB,-The CompaIly4,oes no!; binll itself to grant !J,dvances to any ryQt. 
and r~ser\;es the right to refuse same without assigning any I'eason. 

Nellikuppam, 

9th January, 1937. 

'Enclo~ure VI. 

THE EAST 
INDI~;oIS· 
TILLERIES 
AND su
GAR FAO· 
TORIES. 
LTD.' 

Ryots 
No. 

A. McAu8LAN, 

General Matt.al1er.. 
The Ea&t India Distillfries and 

. Sugar FaCiorieS. LiniiteH. 

Truck Variety. Date. Tons. Cwt.Qr. Lb. 
No. 'Nett. 
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Enclosure VII. 

'.l'H£ EASttNbUDIStItLE:RIES AND filUGAR FACTORIES. LTD., 
NELLIKUPPAM. 

Truck Cane. 

Ryot'iI serial No. ----, -..;.., -_._ ......... -................ ; ................................... , ........................... . 
Name • 

•• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ........ _ •••••••••••••••••• _···_··_··············.··;:··· •• •••• •••••••••• w ................................................. ..-....... . 

S. 1. R. Truck No . .. V.~;i;ty.~f.C~~~:' ............................................................ ,.· .... c ............................. . 

··D·~t;·~f·~;(;~i·p;;: .. · .. ·· .... ···' .. '"· .. ····'''·'·· .... · .... ·· .... · ......................... : .......................... .. 
·N;;;t··;;ight·: .. ················T~~~:················· ............................................................. . 
..... -......................... ~~ ........ , ...... -.. --... -.-..... -.--............................ ~ .. : .... ~ ........ -.................... _-_.-.-

Enclo9u~e VIII (English origibal.) 
"THE EAST INDIA DISTILtERtES .ANi> 'SUGAn 'FACTORIES, L'fD., 

(l'ncorpbrared ,in England:) 
PBOOEDUU ~ SETTLlNG RY\ltll: c.NB ACCOUNTS, .1937-38. 

.. 1. phment,on. the basis of our 'gua~anteed ~inimu'mprices; will be 
made at Nellikuppam about 15 dliys a.fter. receipt tIf lliforma.tion .fr.omitlill· 
,ryot that h,is cane harv"sting is. over, .provided ,that there. is no surety 
'liability. . , . . .. . . 

2. Advances against cane deliverieil will be aliowed pending settlemetlt 
of accounts &sin para: 'I abclve 'subject to' previous advances ",nel liability 
as sureties for advances of others. 

3. Pkyment of bonus, if aiy, will be made about the middle of October 
after the Cane Sekson Sugar Sales ACclount has been cQmpleted. 

Nellikuppam, 
9th January, 1931. 

Enclosure IX. 

A. :M:CAInILAN, 
Genera;, ·~ani.ig~r. 

SUGAR FREIGHT RATES FROM: NELLIKUl>PAM TO VARIOUS 
PLACES. . 

From Nelliknppam to Per manrld. ~e~ ton. places. 
AB. P. its: A. P~ 

Badagara. 9 ~ 16 0 8 
Calicut . . . 9 II 5 '14 IS 
Cochin (Ernakulam) 9 $ 15 '14 IS 
Cannanort 9 T 16' 7 6 
. Mangalor& - 10 0 1.1' 3 (') 
Tellichery 9 IS 16' 3 0 
Madras 5 3 g'O ii 
Tuticorin 5 0 ll~ 6 
Upcount.ry ~ 1 0 6 

to. to 
12 ~ 2i H 8 
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Enclosure X. 
Average nett, priC8& at NeZZikup~ Factor1l at which lUgaf' haa beef!, 30ld 

(Question 

October. 1929. to Sep. October. 1930. to October. 1931. to 
tember 1930. September. 1931. September. 1932. 

--
Nett rate Nett rate Nett Nett rate Nett rate Nett rate rate 

· per Md. per ton. per Md. per ton. perMd. per ton. 

Rs. A.. P. Rs. A. P. R8. A.. P. R8. A. P. Rs. A.. P. R8. A. P. 

Badagara · · 8 9 4, 233 9 10 .. .. 912 5 266 1 6 -Callcut · · 8 8 1 231 9 4, 815 2 243 9 3 10 6 0 282 7 2 

Cochin , . · 10 1 10 275 4, 2 810 4, 235 4, 8 10 1 3 274 5 7 

CaDnanore • · .. .. 8 15 1 243 7 5 9 12 2 26510 1 

Mangalore • · 8 8 8 232 9' 0 9 4 7 25213 5 915 9 271 12 6 

Tellicherry • " 
8 ,9 0 233 2 4 9 1 8 247 14 7 9 13 10 268 711 

Madras · · 9 7 2 257 210 814 5 242 all 10 4 5 279 12 2 

Tuticorin · · .. .. .. .. 9 3 10 251 8 6 

Up-Oountry mai" 
Markell/. 

Bangalore • · Coimbotore 
Cuddalore and 

surrounding 
areas · · Erode · Kumbakonam 

Madura 
Negapatam • 
Tiruvarur and 

surrounding 
9 7 5 257 10 3 9 4, 2 252 0 2 10 910 28815 4 areas · Palghat · Ranipet · Salem · Tanjore · Triohinopoly 

Tinnevelly , · Dindigul • 
Pudukottah 
Nilgiris · · Pollaohi 
Udamalpet. · Vellore • · 
A yerap;e net 'at 9 6 8 256 'Z 4 9 210 ,249 J4 5 10 7 3 284 8 5 

Factory for ail 
markets. 
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by tU /0'1' de3patch to Port, and Up-CC1unlry Centrts. 

No. 72.) 

October. 1932. to October. 1933, to October. 1934, to October. 1935, to 
September. 1933. September. 1934.. September. 1935. September, 1936. 

Nett rate Nett rate Neh Nett rate Nett Nett rate Nett Nett rate 
:per Md. per ton. rate per ton. rate per ton. 

pate 
per ton. per Md. per Md. per Md. 

R8. A. P. R8. A. P. R8. A. P. Rs. A. P. R8. A. P. R8. A. P. R8. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

9 13 10 268 9 5 9 311 251 11 4 8 15 8 2" 7 II .. .. 
9 13 7 268 I 7 9 6 3 255 9 10 812 6 239 1 7 8 15 4 24314 3 

9 12 6 266 4 6 9 2 8 249 9 1 8 10 11 236 510 .. .. 
9 14. 1 269 0 2 9 4 4 252 410 9 1 8 24714 3 .. .. 

10 1 5 274 10 10 .. .. 9 6 6 256 1 9 . . .. 
9 14 1 26814 8 9 4 2 252 0 0 9 5 4 254 0 0 .. .. 

10 0 9 273 6 9 910 S 262 611 9 1 11 248 3 6 8 13 8 241 0 8 

.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 

10 6 2 282 10 3 9 14. 3 269 410 9 710 258 5 4 9 3 G 250 1 8 

-' 

. / 

10 3 10 278 II 4 9 Ia 3 267 8 8 9 5 9 254 .14. 3 9 J 3 24812 U 

2K 
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Enclosure XI. 

THE EAST INDIA 'DISTILLERIES AND SUGAR FACTORIES, LTD. 

Statemenl .. 10_ng dividenJa distributed !In !PreJerence and Ordinary ,shures. 

(Distributed out of profits of the whole Company.) 

For the year. Preferenoe. Ordinary. Total. Exchange. 

(Less tn.) 
£ £ £ ... d. Rs. A. P • 

1929-30 14,000 8,000 22,000 1 6 2,93,333 5 4 
1930-31 14,000 2,000 16,000 1 6 2,13,333 5 4. 
1931-32 14,000 8,000 22,000 1 6 2,93,333 5 4 
1932-33 14,000 8,000 22,000 1 6 2,93,333 5 4 
1938-34 14,000 6,000 20,000 1 6 2,66,66610 B 
1934-35· 14,000 8,000 22,000 1 6 2,93,333 5 4 
1935-86 14.000 8,000 22,000 1 6 2,93,333 5 4. 

Enclosure XII. 
lIADRAS lURKE1'. 

Whole8llle Suga'l' Prices, Imported ana Indian. 
Imported Indian. 

Honth·.and year. per Md. per Md. 

From To 

lb. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1981. 

March 9 0 0 
April 9 0 9 ... 
May 9 7 4 
June 9 5 2 
July 9 4 5 
August 9 4 0 
September 11 0 4 
October 11 1 1 
November 11 0 0 
Deool_ber 11 5 6 

1982. 
JanUal'f' 11 S 0 
February 1015 7 
March 10 4 r 
April I • 10 6 5 
May 10 5 8 
June 10 9 9 
July 10 12 8 
August 10 10 10 
September 1012 8 
October 11 I) 6 
November 11 2 2 
Dooemb6l' 11 3 3 
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Importea Ind;a 
Month and yeu. per Md. p.l'dd~ 

From 1'" 
B.s. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A." 

1988 . 
.January 10 7 6 

February 10 8 3 ". 
March 10 8 I) 

.April 10 7 !! ... 
May 10 13 4 ... 
June 10 9 0 
July 10 9 0 . 
A.ug\lst 10 7 1'1 

September 10 9 4 
October io 10 (I 

November 10 3 6 

December 10 1 8 

199,6. 

JanU1l1'J 9 14 S 9.11 Q ~H Q 
February 10 1 II 911 9 914 II 

IIIareh 10 1 8 911 9 914 8 

April 10 4 7 9'13 8 10 0 ~ 
May 9 13 7 910 a 9 12 '6 

June 9 12 10 911 5 

July 10 011 913 3 914 0 

A.ugust 913 7 9 12 1 91210 
Septemb8l' D 15 1 II 13 S t14 0 

October 9 lQ 3 
November D 15 5 

December 9,12 6 9 4 5 9 810 

1995. 

January 10 1 '8 910 3" 11'14 a 
February 10 0 2 9 4 5 9 t$U 

. March 9 .3 8. 9 Ii 2 
April 9 .511 9 810 

?tJay 9 '7 4' 911 Q 

Juna 9 '8 I' 9,12 ~ 
July 9 7 4 Ii 10 ;} 

"August 914 8 9 ,7 4. 911 It 
September 10 3 1 9 15 5 '10 on 
October 10 6 1 10 4 7 

November 9 1~ 6 9 810 

December 911 " 9 7 4 9 8 I\) 

2K2 



Month and year. 

1986. 

Janua.ry 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
'October 
November 
December 

1987. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 

Enclosure XIII. 
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Imported 
per Md. 

Re. A. P. 

911 0 
911 0 
911 9 
911 9 
911 9 
911 9 
911 9 
911 9 
911 9 
910 3 
910 3 
9 8 10 

9 810 
974 
9 810 
974 

COCHIN MARKET . 

Indian 

From 
per Md. 

Re. A. P. 

!) 5 2 
814 7 
9 0 0 
814 2 
8 12 4 
812 4 
8 10 1 
8 7 2 
8 5 9 
8 1 4 
714 4 
7 5 7 
8 1 4 

7 7 0 
7 1 2 
7 3 5 
7 0 5 
614 2 • 
613 6 

To 
Re. A. P. 

911 0 
9 511 
9 7 4 
9 8 1 
9 4 5 
9 6 7 
9 5 2 
9 4 5 
9 4 5 
9 0 0 
8 8 8 
8 4 4-
8 4 4t, 

8 4 4 
711 5 
711 5 
711 5 
7 8 6 
7 8 6 

. WhoZeaals selling prices 0/ imported and Indian Sugars. 

Month and year. 

Janua.ry 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
'August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

19B! 

Imported 
Rate per Md. 

Re. A. P. 

11 0 5 
1014 0 
1014 6 ' 
10 8 8' 
10 13 7 
10 9 9 

* Old crop. 
t New orop. 

Indian 
Rate per Md. 

RB. A. P. 

11140 
11 13 6 
11 13 6 
1010 8 
10 6 9 
10 6 9 

9 15 0 to 11 0 5 
9 13· 1 ,,10 8 8 

915 0 
9 15 0 to 10 15 1 

11 8 3 
10 0 11 to 11 8 3 
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Month and year. " Imported "Indian. 
Rate per Md. Rate per Md. 

,Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Its. A. P. 
1988 

January '10 9 8 ,10 2 n.to 11,-4 4 
February, .. 10 8 8 9 13 1, " 10 14" ,6 

March 10'11 1 915 O. " 10 8 8, 

April 10-13 7 913 1 " 10 6 9 
May 10 8 9 10 011 " 10 6 9 

June ,10, 7 3 9 1,5 0 " 10 8 9, 
July 10.10 6 9 1,5 0 " 10 8 8, 

'August 10 310 915 0 " 10 210 
September 10 5 9 9 6 4 " 

915 0 

October 10 410 9 3 5 
" 

9 9 3 

November 

1984 
January 
February 
March 915 8 9 15 6 to 10 4- 7 

April 915 1 
May 912 1 
June 9 12 1 
July 10· 1 ,5 

August 9 12 1 
September 911 6 

October 9·10 4 

November 915 1 

December 9 5 6 

1985 
January 9 711 
February 9 5 5 
March 9 :I 8 

April 910 4 

May 913 9 

June 915 0 
July 915 0 
August 10 1 4 

September 9 14 (, ... 
October 915 1 
Novembert . 9 9 0 

December ,. 9 9 0 
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. Month and year. Imported Indian . 
Rate per Md. Ita te per 'Mel. 
Rs; A. P. Rs. A. P. 

19~6 

Januar; 9 9 0 .... 
Febtllart 9 9 0 
Maroh 9 9 0 
'April 9 12 0 9.1 0 
l\lay 9 18 0 9· 1 3 
June 810 2 
July 8.4, 5 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

August 8 S 8ta 815 II 

September 8 .8 o· " 812 9 

October 8 5 5'" 8 10 9 
November : 8 4, 4, 

" 
8 9 8 

December 8 6 " " 8 9 9 

1997 

January 7 6 3 to 8 0 II 

February 7 4, 9 ." 7 8 5 

March 7 2 0 
" 

7 " 10 
April 7 " 0 

" 
7 6 9 

May 614 9 .. 61511 

Enclosure xnt. 
OALlOUT MARKET. 

Whole3ale ,cUin.g priCei 01 imported afld Indian 8ugan lor t1le fait Ict'en 
year •• 

Month Bnd year. Imported Indian 
R&te per Md. Rate per Md. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
1990. 

MarC)i 9 8 9 10 4 ., 
'April 9 8 9 10 5 1 

-May 0 8 9 10 1 8 

June 9 511 912 9 

July 9 4 .5 9 610 

August ~ 9 211 9 7 4, 

September. 8 13 1 8 15 0 

October :8 9 .5 815 0 
November . 8 5 0 814 0 

December . ,8 711 S 14 0 
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M:onth and year. . Imported Indiall 
Rate per Md. ; Rate pe~ Md. 

Its. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1981. 

l"anuary 8140 I:i 815 Q 

February 9 2 2 9.12 9 

March 9 3 8 911 3 

April 9 7 4 9'11 3 

May 9 8 9 10 0 8 

June 10 l.I 1 10 4 .7 
July 914 9 10 " 8 
August 911 9 1} 15 8 

September. 10 7 6 '1110 1 

October " 11 3 " '1~ 10 6 

November 11 12 1 12 5 3 

December 11 5 6 12 111 

1985. 

Jauuary 11 Q 4 ,11 11 :a 
February 11 6 2 ,11 8;2 

March 101410 ·11 6 2 

April 10 8 3 '1012 is 
May 10 811 '10 8 6 

June 11 4< 9 U ,8 ~ 
July 11 3 4. ,11 ,1 1 
August 11 0 4, ,11 6 3 

September. 11 0 4 11 7 t 

October 1015 7 12 111 

November 1015 7 12 HQ 
Deoember '1013 5 ,1213 " 

193.1. 

January 10 7- 6 .11 0 " February 10 9 8 ,1112 /) 

March 10 14 5 '1013 " 
April 10 9 8 10 II fi 

May 1012 8 .10 12 /) 

JUl)e 1010 6 1012 /) 

July 1010 6 1011 1I 

August 10 6 1 11 1 5 

September. 101111 .11 1 8 

October 1011 3 11 1 /) 

Noveinber 10 6 1 '1015 4 

DeQtm\ler, 10 6 9 '10 15 4 



~as 

Mon'h and year. 
Imported Indian 

Rate per Md. Rate per Md. 
RI. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1934. 

Januar;- 10 010 10 1 8 

February 10 3 2 10 1 8 
,March • • 10 2 5 10 1 8 
April 9 13 2 914 9 

May 914 9 914 9 

June 9 14 9 914 9 

July 10 3 1 10 6 7 

August 91410 
September 911 " October 9 12 6 
November 10 0 2 
December 9 9 6 

1935. 

January 914 1 910 9 

February 9 9 6 910 9 

March 9 8 9 9 8 9 

April 911 9 910 9 

IMay 10 010 915 8 

June 10 4 7 10 6 1 

July 914 9 

'August 91311 

September ,. 914 " October 914 9 

November 9 10 " December 9 9 6 

1936. 

January 911 9 .;-. 

February 910 8 

March 910 8 911 9 

April 9 611 

May 9 7 4 

June 811 7 

July 8 9 5 

August • 8 5 0 

September. a 
,8 1 4 

October 8 7 2 

November • II ... 8 8 7 

December • ... 8 " S 

1937. 

January • II .... 8 1 4 

February . • 7 8 6 

Maruh • '7 4 10 

:April • '7 410 

l!~y. II • UK' 7. 1 2 
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l!:nclosure XV. 

MADURA MARKET. 

,Wholesale and Retail Selling Price3 0/ Imported and Inditm Sugars. 

Month and year. 
Wholesale prices. Retail prices. 

Imported Indian Imported Indian 
per Md. per Md. per Md. per Md. 

RB. A. P. Rs. If.. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P~ 

1990. 

April 914 8 914 2 10 4 7 10 4 1 
May 10 9 () 11 1 9 
June 9 6 7 9 14 0 
JulJ[ 98 1 II 14 0 
August ,9 810 9 14 0 
Septembe\, 9 810 ... 914 0 
October 9 0 9 9 7 5 
November 9'0 9 9 011 9 7 5 9 7 5 
December 9 1 6 9 7 5 

1991. 

January 911 9 10 4 7 
February 9 8 5 '9 710 iO 4 7 10 4 7 

. March 914 '8 10 4 7 
April' 912 6 ... ~O 4 7 
May 10 2 8 1011 2 
June 9 15 €i 9 8 9 " 1011 2 1011 2 
July 911 9 104 7 
August 10 0 2 10 4 7 
Septeinber 11 10 0 11 11 1 12 5 15 12 5 & 
October 11 7 10 11 9 8 12 5 6 12 .5 6 
November 11 137 11 5 3 12 5 ,6 12 5 6 
December 11 n 10 11 3 4 12 5 6 12 5 6 

1999. 

January 11 7 4 12 5 6 
February 11 7 0 11 8 2 11 14 11 11 1411 
March 10 6 1 11 14 11 
April 10 12 0 11 1 9 
May 10 14 11 io 11 11 11 1 9 11 1 9 
June 11 0 4 1011 5 11 8 4 11 8 ,4 

July 11 1 10 1011 0 11 8 4 11 8 4 

August. 11 6 4 1011 5 11 14 11 11 1411 

September 11 1 10 101211 11 ~4 11 11 14.11 

October 11 5 10 1013 5 11 14 11 11 14 11 

November 11 6 2 10 15 10 ii 14 Ii 11 1411 
]i)egember 11 0 0 ' .. 11 '8 , ... 4 . ... 



Month and year. 

1933. 

January 
February 
March 

April 
May 

June 
July 
August 

September 

October 
November 

Dece~ber 

195,4. 

January 

February 
March 

April 

May 

June 

July 
August 
Septemper 

October 
November 

December 
1935. 

January 
February 

March 

April 
May 

June 
July 

August 
September 
October 
Noyember • 
December 
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Wholesale prices. 

Imported 
per Md. 
Rs. A. P. 

101010 

101111 

10 8 7 

.10 13 0 
11 3 3 

10 14 6 

11 0 II 

10 13 5 
10146 

10146 
10 10 1 

10 S 3 

10 5 8 

10 6 5 
10 711 

10 6 5 
10 4 11 
10 6 1 
10 7 2 
10 5 4 
10 2 ~ 

10 2 9 
10 3 51 

915 9 

10 2 4 
10 0 2 
915 9 

10 2 9 

10 6 5 
10 5 4 
10 i 11 

~O 12 0 

1010 6 

10 411 

10 4. .'{ 

Indian 
per Md. 

Rs. A. P. 

10 7 0 

10 B 0 
io 8 6 

)012 5 

11 1 9 

10.1311 

101111 

10 9 6 

10 0 8 

10 0 2 
9 15 8 

10 .. 7 
10 2 8 
10 1 2 

10 4 1 

10 4 1 
10 4 1 
10 3 1 
10 0 51 

914 2 

911 9 

911 3 

10 2 ! 

106 7 

10 I) 1 

10 9 9 

10 8 6 
10 8 6 
10 2 2 
9 1~ 8 

Retail prices. 

Imported 
per Md. 

Re. A .. P. 

11 B 4 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 

11 8 4 

11 B 4 
11 8 4 
11 8 4 

11 ·8 4 
11 ·8 4 

11 8 4 

11 1 9 

11 1 9 

11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 

11 1 9 

1011 2 

1011 2 

1011 2 
1011 51 

1011 51 

10 4 7 
10 4 7 
10 4 7 
10 4 , 

10 11 2 
1011 2 
1011 2 
1011 51 

1011 2 
11 1 9 
1011 2 
10 11 2 

Indian 
per Md. 

Rs. A. P. 

11 8 4, 

11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 

1~ B 4 

11 8 4. 
11 8 4 

11 8 4 
11 8 4 
11 B 4. 

11·1 9 

11 1 9 

11 1 9 
11 1 9 

11 1 9 
11 1 9 
11 1 9 

11 1 9 

1011 2 
1011 2 
1011 2 
1011 2 

10 4. 7 
10 4 7 
10 ( 7 
10 4. 'f 
1011 2 
1011 2 

1011 2 
. 1011 2 

1011 51 
11 i 9 

. 10 ~1 2 
1011 2 



Month .. ad year. 

1996. 

January 
February 
March 
April 
'May 
June 
July 
Augus1; 
September 
October 
Npvember 

Deoember 

1997. 

January 
February 
!rlll.rch 
April 
May 

Enclosure XVI. 

Whol8lale 

Month and year. 

1990. 

January 
February 
March 
April .' 
1\Iay 
June 
July 
August 
SepteIl!ber 
October 
November 
DIlcember 

!91 

WholesAle pricea. . 

Imported Indi .. n 
per Md. per Md. 

RI. A. P •. 

10 1 2 
10 6 9 

Rs. A. P. 

10 1 2 
10 2 2 
911 9 
989 
993 
9 1 11 
910 3 
9 910 
815 8 
909 
900 

to 
813 1 
900 

to 
B ( B 

810 
114 II 
B 1 4, 

Retail pridea. 

Imported Indiall-
per ~Id. per Md. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A •. P. 

1011 2 1011 2 
1011 2 1011 .2 
10 '11 II 1011 2 

10 4 f 
10 4, 1 ... .914 0 
914 0 
9 14 0 
9 010 
it 010 
·9 01</ 

9 010 

... 9 010 
9 010 
9 010 ... 

TUTJCORIN ~ARKET. 
8elling pri&e,. DI imported .{Joo India,,!, Sug04"8. 

Imported Bug ..... Indiao Sugarti.. 

From. To F~ "l'o. 
per Md. per Md. . per ~d. per Mel • 

Rs. A. Rs.A. Ita.A. Rs.A. 

9 .0 ... •.•.. 
811 
9 '( ~ ... 
912 

10 " .~ 

10 3 ... 
9 l- , .. 
9 Ii ... 
9 0 , .. 
814 , .. ... .,:-

814 ... 
813 ~ .. ..... . .. 

'" 
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Month and year. 
Imported Sugars. Indian Sugars. 

From To From To 
per Md. per Md. per Md. per Md. 

Rs. A. Re. A. Re. A. Re.'A. 
198.&. 

January 914 9 15 
February 10. 0 
March 10 1 
April 10 1 
May 9 9 10 0 
June 9 9 10 0 
July 9 9 10 1 
August 10 0 10 2 
September 9 15 10 2 
October 9 9 911 
November 910 
December 911 9 15 

193/i. 
January 9 9 9 15 
February 9 5 9 9 
March 9 6 910 
April ~ 9 9 
May 913 
June 10 0 
J'Uly 10 0 
August 914 
September 9 15 
October 10 6 
November 10 1 

December, 9 15 10 1 

1936. 

January 9 14 .. ~ 
February 9 15 
Maroh 9 15 9 15 
April 9 15 9 15 
May 915 9 10 
June 9, 4 9 5 
July '9 0 9 6 
August 9 0 9 6 
September 8 13 9 0 
October ~1O 814 
November 9 0 8 10 814 
DecelJlber. 8 7 810 
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Enclosure XVII. 

COCANADA MARKET. 

Wholesale and ]letai7, Selling Price, 0/ Imported. aAd Indian Sugar •• 

Wholesale prices. Retan prices. 
MontI! a.nd year. 

~mported Indian Imported Indian 
per Md. per Md. per Md. per Md. 

·n.s. A. ·Rs. A. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

,1930. 

JauQary 914 9 14 10 4 .7 10 4 7 

Febl'uary 913 913 10 4 7 10 4 7 

March 10 3 10 4 10 4 7 10 4 7 
Ap~il 10 3 10 8 1Q 4 7 "10 11 2 

May' 10 3 10 8 10 47 1011 2 

June 10 3 10 4 10 4 ,7 1011 2 

July 915 9 15 10 4 .7 10 4 7 

August 9 15 10 0 10 4 7 10 , 7 

September _. 915 9 8 10 4 7 914 0 

October 9 15 9 4 fo 4 7 9 7 5 

November 915 9 0 10 4 7 0 .,. 5 

December 915 9 1 10 4 .7 9 7 ii 

1931. 
January '9 0 9 0 9 7 5 9 1 5 

February 910 912 914 0 914 0 

March ' 9 10 912 914 0 ' 9 14 0 

Apcil 910 9 8 914 0 914 0 

MIlY 9 10 912 914 0 914 0 
June 9 10 10 2 914 0 10 4 7 

Juiy 10 0 10 2 10 4 7 '10 4 7 

August 910 9 6 . 914 0 914 0 

September 10 0 10 0 10 47 10 4 7 

Oetober 11 5 11 5 11 14 11 111411 

Noyember ,11 5 n 9 11 14 11 12 5 G 

Del'ember 11 5 12 0 111411 l~ 5 6 

,1932. 

Jaftuary 1114 n 7 11 8 4 11 S 4 

February n 0 1015 11 1 ,9 11 1 9 

Ma,rch 11 6 , 11 7 11 8 ,4 11 8 • 
April 1010 10 9 11 1 9 ;U 1 9 
M~y 1010 1011 11 1 9 11 1 9 

June 1010 1012 11 1 9 11 1 9 
Jllly 1012 ' 1014 '11 1 9 11 1 9 

August 1015 1015 '11 1 9 11 1 9 

September 1012 ' 1011 11 1 9 11 1 9 

Oetober 1010 1012 11 1 '9 n 1 9 

NOTember 1014 ·1014 11 1 ,9 11 1 9 

December 10 15 ,11 0 11 1 ~ 11 1 9 
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Mon~ &Ild year. 
Wholeaa.le priees. Retail prices. 

Imported Indian Imported Indian 
pet Md. perMd. per Md. per Md. 

Rs. A. Re. A. Rso A. 1'. Rs. A. P. 

1988. 

January 1012 1014 11 i 9 11 i 9 
February 10 12 1013 11 1 9 11 1 9 
:March 10 12 1013 11 1 9 II 1 9 

• April 1012 1013 11 i 9 11 1 9 
:May llr12 10 13 11 .1 9 11 1 9 
June 1010 1010 11 1 9 11 1 9 
July 1010 1010. 11 "1 9 11 1 9 
August 10.l0 1011 n .. l 9 n, 1 9 
September 10 8 10 8 n 1 9 11 1 9 
October 9 8 9 8 9n 0 914 0 
November 10 4 II) 4- 11 ;t 9 11 1 9 
December 10 4- 10 4 11 1 9 11 1 9 

198-'. 

January 9n I) 0 914 0 I) 010 
911 9 14 0 

February 911 9 0 914 0 9 010 
It 12 914 0 

:March 9 12 9 2 9 14 0 9 010 
9 13 914 0 

April 9 12 I) 2 9-14 0 9 010 
913 1/ 140 

:May 1/ 13 It 2 914 0 9 010 
9 1~. 914 0 

.June 9 14 1/ 2 10 4 7 9 010 
9l4. 10 4 7 

July 914 It 3 10· 4 7 9' T 5 
9 14- 10 4 7 

August 914 9 2 10 
" 

7 9 7 5 
9 13 10" 7 

BepteJUber 10 0 9 7 10 4 7 914 0 
III 0 10.4 7 

October 10 0 It 7 10 .. 4 7 914; 0 
10 0 10 4 7 

Noyember 015 9 7 104 ? . 914 0 
It 13 

. Dilcelllber 9 12 I) 3 9 14 0 914 0 

~ ~ 9 7 5 
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Month and year. 
Wholesale prices. Retail !'rices. 

Imported -Indian Imported Indian 
per Md. per Md. per Md. per Md. 

Re. A. Rs. A. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

1935. 
January 9 0 9 010 

9 9 914 0 
February 9 0 9 010 

9 13 914 0 
March 9 4 9 010 

9 13 914 O. 
April 9 1 9 010 

915 914 0 
May 9 2 9 010 

911 914 0 
June 9 2 9 010 

911 914 0 
July 9 0 9 010 

9 8 914 0 
August 9 0 9 010 

9 9 914 0 

September 9 0 9 010 
9 7 914 0 

October 9 5 9 7 5 
10 6 10 4 7 

November II 0 9 010 
9 8 914 0 

December 9 0 9 o 10 
! . 9 1 9 7 5 

1936. 
January 9 0 9 010 

9 8 914 0 
February 9 0 9 010 

9 4 914 0 
March 9 1 .... 9 010 

9 6 914 0 
April 9 0 :. .. 9 010 

9 4 g 14 0 
May 814 \.ii.' 9 010 

9 1 9 7 5 
June 8 8 .... 810 3 

812 9 010 
July 8 8 810 3 

812 9 010 
August 8 4 8 3 8 

8 6 810 3 

September 8 0 8 3 8 
8 3 810 3 

October 8 0 .... 8 3 8 
8 8 810 3 

November S 0 , .. 8 3 8 
8 3 8 10 3 

December 710 .... 713 1 
712 8 3 8 



Enclosure XVIU. 

NOTE ON THE COST OF CROW.INC CANE IN SOUTH ARCOr 
DISTRICT. MADRAS PRESIDENOY. 

Towards the end of 1936, 53 Ryots representaiive of the whole of ou2' 
area were interviewed with the object of ascertaining their costs of cane 
cultivation. : 
- Few, if any, ryots are -able to make a reliable statement of their 
total cost and it was only by eliciting one fact at a time and accepting 
the_ ryots personal views on each that approximate total costs could 
be arrived at. . 

:rhe result showed a variation from RH. 161 per acre to Rs. 357 per 
acre with an average of Rs. 251. 

. The items covered were Land Preparat.i~n, Planting, Manure, Cultivation,. 
Irrigation, Harvesting, Carting, Railage. ...-

; The heada under which the chief variations occur are Manure, Iniga-. 
tionand Transport (Cartage and Railage), also cultivation •. 

Lowest expenditure on Manure was Rs. 33 and highest Rs. 175 • 
. Irrigation (highest was Rs. 100 and lowest RH. 6. - . . 
Transport varies with distance from factory and yield, and the latter. 

was usually baaed on what the Ryot thinks he gets (or hopes to get). 
Usually the Ryot will say that he. gets yields very much, in excess· of his. 
actual yield. . 

The highest yield obtained by any of these 53 ryots was 44'11 tons per 
acre and the lowest 7'82 tons-the average being 21'57 tons. 

The average 'cost per ton of cane was therefore Rs. 11'63. 
Taking a line through our own costs in which uneconomic doses of 

manure and irrigation are· avoided we estimateryots costs at Rs. 9.41 
per acre for 'dry land and Rs. 189 for wet land, rental being exclud~ in 
both cases. 

With expenditure at these rates the ryots ought ·to be able to obtain 
average yields equal to OUT own which for 1936-37 amounted to Rs; 27'20 tons 
per acre (mostly new varieties Co. 281 and P.O.J. 2878 Plant. and Ratoon 
excluding normal setts only), with costs of Rs. 8'8 per ton on dry land 
RH. 6'95 on wet land. . 

Roughly 50 per cent. of ryots cane is grown on dry land and 50 per 
cent. on wet land. The. average cost of growing may therefore be taken 
as the mean of RH. 241 and 189 or 215 per acre. 

This expenditure ahouldbe more or less constant whatever the variety 
and based on the yields shown below, Wlhich are the averages of several 
years extensive experiments made by us the costs per ton of cane should 
be a8 shown opposite the variety:-

Average Coat Tons Yield Rupees Area represented Variety. from Ex; 
perimental per ton by tests. 

Plota. Cane. 

Fiji B 22 9·32 64 x 1 acre plots. 
00. 281 32 6'72 40xi 

" " P.O.J. 2878 36 6·00 24xl 
" " ·00. 349- 43 5·00 4x!-

" 00. 419t • 46 4-65 4x! " " 
- 6 x 1/20 acre plots gave average yield of tons 40·25 I?er· acre oveI' 

8 seasons. . 
t 5)(1/20 acre plots gave average yield of 42·85 ton~ ~ver3 seasons. 

II 2 L 
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These comparative yields may find independ~nt corroborati~n from the 
resqlts obtained ~j; Palul', Government, F,arfD" 

Madras, 7th Julll; 1997. 

(2) ,Letter date4 the 15th July, 1937, 11'0,"" the, East India Distilleries and 
,Sugar J!'actorie8~ Ltd.' 

We shall be much obliged if you will correct the answers to question 43 
in our, reply to your qupstionnail'e as follows:-

Rs. ' R.s. 
1930-81 20-9404 1934-85 14-7449 
1931-3~ 18'2926 

1932-83 17'0888 1935-86 12'96'80 

1933-34 15'9271 1936-87 13'1042 

'The errbr aTiae by the omission, of the ,half caI1; hire paid to the ryots 
by 11S previous to 1934-35. 

(8) Letter irom the Tariff Board, No. 452, dated the 11th July, 1997. 
, During the examinatio~ of Sir William Wrighi and Mr, A.McAuslan 
before the Tariff Boar~ at Madras on 8th July, 19,37, inform!l~ion on th~ 
following poi~t!l was prgmised t.o be, given in a ,.separate note:-

(1) An estimate for block capital now Tequired for a sugarcane 
'factory of the size at Nellikuppam.' 

(2) 'A ; note on the, comparative purity of cane juice from damaged 
, .and undamaged cane. 

(3) In'the writtoen reply to question '109 of the general questionnaire, 
c.Lf. price for Java sugar is given as Rs, 3-8. The' date for 
which this 'price has been taken may kindly be given. 

(4) A note' on' the, utilisation of funds contrlbutl1d by the Govern-
ment of ,India from sugar'excise duty." ' , 

(5) Figure9 ~f' p;~duction, Ilnd pr~c\l l'elliiied :~or carbon dioxide 'and 
, spirit produced at~he Nelhkup'pam factory.' ",' , 

(e) A note on the palmyrah tapper~ ,l\nq jaggery 1Ilanufacturers. 
\1') A note on the overhead cha~geswhich should be added to the 

cost of manl-J,facturll :giyen'!ln page 4 of :the reply submitted, 
by',SamalkQt refinery. ' 

" W Letter dated the 14tk'July, 1!J8'r,' Iro~ Ute' East India Pisti1leries and 
I ~ugar Fa~torie8; Ltd,~ , 

In reply 'to' your letter "No. 452,' 'dated the 11th inlltant, we' enclose 
herewith, notes dealing with· points 2 'lj.nd 4 as well as a note giving areas 
crushed at Nellikuppam and average prices paid during' the last seven, 
years. ,. ' • f'" 

Information on the ~ther, pqints, ref~rred to in your, letter ~n~er ,reply, 
will be sent shortly. .. , .• 
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Enclosure No.1. 

NOTa ON 1'OJUlArION 01' CO-OPERATIVE SOCIEiIES IN' NELLIK~P4ll USA .FO., 
VTILI8ATION 01' GJlANT 1'ROll SVGAR EXCISB ~VTY BY GOVERNHEN~ OF, INDIA. 

The question of the fo~matio~ .of cO-9plli-a,~iv\l s~ie,ties in. ,t.b,is' distt~ct' 
to take advantage of the subsidy Wl!~' !icrsl< fa~Il,d!, by. U.lf {1C?ellll , Depqty . 
Director of Co-o~erative Societies early in Del)ember., 1935. 

Draft by-laws were suhmitt~ to nil for. our views . early in January •. 
1\l3~, but they did not meet with our p.pprllval as it p.ppeared ·that the. 
principal busine&& of the so.cietywoqld .be duplication. of work at, pr.esen1o· 
carried out by us, viz., the granting of ~vances on tl;1~ secw;it;f o! the 
augarcane crops planted by the member. 

We considered that if funds 'were available they could be spent to. the 
greater advantage of the ryottl on demllnatrations' of improved methods, 
of cultivation and combating pests,. chiefly Pyrilla,· etc. 

On the 11th February, 1936, the Di~ector of Agricultllre.· waa inter;'· 
viewed at Madras in this connection. We were referred to the Rtlgistrar 
of Co-operative Sllcielies wh9 was also intel;'Viewed at Madras apd later 
we called on him when he was camping in Nellikuppam on the 16th February, 
1936. On the 21st February we submitted a note to the Rtlgistrar of 
Co-operative Societies expll\ining what we 'had done in' connection with 
demonstration and research a~4 l!uggesti~g ·that pending the fo:\'mation, 
of a Co-operative Society wJlich was likely to take some time, arrangements 
might be made to secure .~ . grant to be administered by this Company. 

To this the Registra:\'.' replied on 31st March. 1936, that the local 
Dl'puty Registra:\' of Co-operative Societies had been instructed .to form 
a Co-op,erative Society.in this district and the'subsidy would' be adn;linistered 
by this Sooie!!y. ' , ,. '. ' 

In the meantime we had been il1 touch with the Deputy Registrar and 
we sent a representative to a meeting of ryots held at Nelliltuppam on 
the 16th March at which the formation of the Society was agreed. upon. ' , . 

A meeting of the Society was held on the 19th April, 1936, p,t, which, the 
Board of Directors was ell'Cted, one of whom was .a representative of 
this Company. At a meeting it was' decided to apply' to Government for 
a grant for this dis~rict. 

On the 20th April, 1936, we became members of the Society' by remitting 
Rs. 20 towards the share capital and .Rs. 1-4 registration fees. 

Nothing more was bearc,i by us for some time and on t\W 6.t4 August 
we wrote to the Deputy Registrar of Co-operative SoCieties asking what 
progress had beep made .. ' To thiQ we 'received on tile 25th August a rather 
surprising reply to the effect that .. r(Wised, esttmate- for' spending the 
subsidy had been forwarded to ,the Director of Agriculture;··but 'no final 
reply had been' received e.ither from tqe D.eputy Di.rect~ or .Director 
of Agriculture. We were nl!t consulted in the preparation of t\l.is·estimate. 

On the ~6t~ August we asked th~ Deputy :Reg~trar: for ... w,py of the 
estimate. 

On the 2nd'~eptember we receiv\ld ~li~ reply;' qi~ecti~'U$ to (tJl,ply tq 
the Director of Agriculture. 

We wrote to tbe Director of Agriculture the sa,me da:y: and, on September 
15th we were lIdvised to. apply to 'the. Registrar of Co.operative Societies. 

A copy of the scheme was received from the Joint Registratof Ccn 
operatiye Societies on the 20th October, ).936. 

On the 21th Octabel' we wrote to the Deputy Registrar expressing 
~ur di8apl'0intme~ttha,t lhe scheme ha,d. beell put through without our 
being afforded I1n opportunity of expressing our views anI! a~ked for an 

2L2 
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~arly opportunity of discussing the matter as the proposals afforded consi. 
derable j1;rollnd/i f()r criticilijll. A discussioo was held !In the 6th Novtlmber. 
1936. 

No further proj!;ress was made until early April, 1931, when the Deputy 
Jtegistrar arranged a meeting with us oq the 23rd April which however 

- he later postponed until the 30th ApTil. 
At this meeting we learned that the scheme had been turned down liy 

Government and. certain amendments to the by-lawil were suggested. The 
amendments were generally approved by UB, but a few points were not 
clear and a further discussion 'Was held on the 2nd J~e, 1937. 
. rI'hat is the position at present. 

The exact grounds for Go.,ernment turning down the original scheme 
are not known to us and the information can no doubt be obtainell 
from lIhe Registrar of Co-operative Societies. 

Enclosure No.2. 

NOTB OP JUICB PURITIES ASKED FOR BY MR. RAUIlITOOLA. 

Bepliea to Question No. 15. 
Mr. Rahimtoola asked for the comparative Juice Purities of the sound 

'lLnd unsound canes. These are given below:-

Brix 
Pol 
furit, 

Jl!nclosure No.3. 

T 4 per ('en~. 26 per cent. 
Sound Unsound 
canes. oanes. 

20'13 
11'91 
86'40 

19'32 
15'96 
82'61 

OANB ,ABEA. PRUSUBD AT NELLlXUPPAH FACTORY AND AVERAGB PRICES 
. rAID DUJ\lNG TUB PUT SBVII\N YEARS •. 

Average 
Season. Area crushed. price paid 

ger ton. 
Acres. Re. 

1930-31 8,865 20'9404 
1931-82 s ',120 18'2926 
1932-33 4,556 -17'0888 
1933-84 5,761 15'9211 
1934-85 5,982 14'7448 
1935-86 5,168 12'9680 
1936-87 5,955 13-1042 

. ' 

(5) Letter dated the 7th September, 1981, from the E~t I~ia Distillerie~ 
and S'U{Jar Factorial, Ltll. 

'We Tllfer you to your letter No. 452, I!ated~he ~lth July, 1937. 
We have already answer~ your queri!ls ~os. 1, ~ ~n~ 4 a~d now deal with 

tile remaining ones 1- . 

(8) Business was hooked locally in Madras for Java sugar on 12th 
·Yardh, 1931, at Rs.8-8 percwt. liz-Madras Harbour godowns, 

(0) We en~lose ~wQ 1!~~teI)lep.t~ A !-l~4:a . Sivinre th~ ti~qrel! 1!11t 
r~!Jlnr!.t. 
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(6) We enclose a note. 
(7) We have now completed forms 1, 2 and 3 covering our S;!maikot 

factory. 
The overhead charges which we have shown have bel!n calculated as 

followa:·-
(0) The rate of depreciation is not the same as that allowed by the 

Income-tax Department as we deprl!ciate in our books according 
to the estimated life of each unit. 

(c), . (d), (e) and (I) represent a percentage of the actual charges 
incurred the balance being debitable to th!! Distillery. Confectionary and 
CO. concerns at our factory. 

Enclosure No.1. 
STATEMEN~ A. 

CAlI.BONIC ACID GAB. 

Total produo. 

SelUng price after 
deducting bonus, railage 

and oharges. 
tion. 

Total amount. Per lb. 

Lbs. Rs. All. r 
1929-30 1,487,086 2,59,415 2 10 
1930-31 1,387,422 2,26,513 2 7 
1931-32 1,043,822 1,51,302 2 8 
1932-33 1,022,350 1,81,747 210 
1933-34 986,881 1,86,835 3 0 
1934-35 988,998 1,74,584 3 0 
1935-36 655,966 1,64,851 3 6 

MadTa" 7th. Septe,,~ber, 1981. -
Enclosure No. 2. 

STATEMENT B. 

NBLLIXUPPAM SpmIT STATEMENT POR 7 YUBS. 

Quantity Nett 
Nett rate pel' Year. BOld in Proof Amount. Proof Gals. Gallon. 

RII. Rs. A. P. 

October, 1929, to September, 
1930 611,152: 1J',75,078 1 9 6'5 

October, 1930, to September, 
1931 ' • 445,811 7,07,551 1 9 4-1 

October, 1931, to September, 
1932 421,67a 6,53,021 1 8 9'3 

October, 1932, to September, 
1933 392,084 5,64,511 .1 7 0·4 

October, 1933, to September, 
1934 390,98!J 5,17,338 1 5 2'5 

October, 1934, to SeptembeF, 
1935 528,365- 8,06,279 1 2 4·3 

October, 1935, to September, 
193e 529,221 6,49,394 1 3 1'5 
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EncIoslIre No.3; 

JAGGEBY INDVSTBY IN SOUTH INDIA •. 

Area.~We putchase' ih three areal-:-2 in· the South and 1 ih the 
North, i.e.:-

(1) The taluks of Palgbat and Waliuvanad in the Malabar-District. 
(2) Tinnevelly District .. 
(3) Theatea. round Nidadavol, Attili nnd Tadepalligudem in the West 

Godavari. District and Kistna District. 

A certain amount of jaggery is also produced in Travancore: - The size 
of the crop is, however, smaller than in the areas mentioned above. 

The approximate amount ·of Jaggery produced in each centre for an 
average year is as follows:-

Palghat 

Tinnevelly 

Nidadavol 

Travancore 

Cds. of liOO Ibs. _h. 

20/25,000 

between 80,000 and 90,000 

50,000 tq 60,000 

io,ooo 

All this jaggery is not, of course, taken to' refineries' but considerable 
quantities go into direct cortsumption locally. 

Number of tappe~ empioyed.-It is difficult to estimate in the Palghat 
and Tinnevelly areas, hut 'we know' that in Nidadavol between 60,000 and 
70,000 souls are dependent on the industry during the season, and we 
estimate about 40 to 50 thousand in Palghat while the Tinnevelly figure 
must be higher th!ln eit.er. These figures include the, tapper and his 
dependents. 

Tile industry is a very old established one and provicles work and a 
means of livelihood roa large number of people who would not otherwise 
during the tapping season be ",ble to obtain other employment. During 
the rest of the year' the tappet and his family usually work on the 
land and after tile tapping 'Season return to such emploYment. 

Method 0/ manu/acture.-.ln all areas approximately the same system 
is followed, there being only slight variations according to local conditions. 
lind customs. The manufacture can be divided into three stages:-

(a) PTf'paratioll 0/ 3pathes."'-"This consists of. the remonl of surplus 
leaves from the trees and the trimming and cutting of spathes. 

After t.rees start' t.o yield, spathes are trimmed twice daily 
in the morning and the evening. 

Spathes consist of two kinds-those appertaining to the male 
and the female trees and the method of dealing with each 
tliffel's slightly in detail. ·The ·male and female spathes also 
yield at different times, the male yielding earlier in the season 
than the female. . 

(b) Collection of Juice.-From 3 to 6 days after cutting the spathes, 
earthenwate pots in which is contained a certain quantity of 
lime are tIed over the ends,01' where the spathe is inaccessible 
or pots insufficiellt, a channel of ,palmyra'" lea.yes may be used 



to lead the juice of several spathescinto One, J:l0t~ , The 1uica 
is brought down the tree once daily between 5 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
but if trees are YIelding well the juice is occasionally also brought 
down later in the day. , _. . 

Spathes are I).lso trimmed at least once a daY' in the evenlDg. 
A tapper may tap between 20 and 30 trees daily. 

(c) Boiling of Jaggery.-The limed juice from the pots !s bToug~t 
down from the trees and taken to the tapper's WIfe who IS 
responsible for the boiling, of the juice. The Doiling usually 
commences in the early morning and is continued for 2. to 
3 h~urB 'in a large iron pan or other suitable vessel unttl a 
small sa,mple dropped into <lold '\fater, will ha.J'den. :.t'h!l boiling 
is then decanted into another vessel and, after stlrrlDg well, 
poured into palmyrah baskets or gunny moulds and allowed to 
settle. 
During boiling constant siirring of' the' juice ana' removal 

of the scUm are essen~ial. Also 'Care' must be taken to ~!Lin
tain a uniform heat. 

In different areas, different kinds of jaggery are produced. In Nidadavol 
'only one kind is produced which we usually, purehase.ll1. ,Palghat twq 
kinds are produced-one called • Mat' which goes direct into consutllption 
Imd is of slightly superior qua1ity and the otdinary quality whi~h is 
purchased by us. 

In Tinnevelly there are three kinds~Shen, Thondi and Pa,tt!,-i. 
Shell jaggery is produced by pouring coolea juice tnte cocoanut shelUl. 

This i. for export 01" household USB. ,Thondi jaggery is produced . .by 1I0uring 
eooled juice into large size palmyrah baskets and is usually purchased by 
us or by other refineries. Pattai jaggery is produced by pourin,g, cooled 
juice into cup-shaped containers and is also usually supplied to: l'~finetie~. 

During boiling castor seeds are sometimes added 'to preven,t loii~ by 
foaming. ' ", 

The wood required for boiling the jaggery is, usuaily coliected' by th~ 
children in the family, but if supplies are short it is sometimes necessary 
to purchase fuel. " 

Tappers implementi.-Each tapper has a special outfit ~bnsistlng'" hf ,a 
belt for climbing, a knife for cutting spathes and tapping, 'mlld pots 
for collection of the juice and pots or pans fot boiling the juice. , " 

Effect 01 manujactwring methods oj the quality '01 iaggery.-'1'be,faiit 
that the tapper is his own master and works without supervision is a 
prime f.ctor in the variable qualit1 of the jaggery produced;· soll:te being 
more skilled, careful or, more industrious, th!Ulo othera; 

The proper liming of the collecting pots is also of prime imtlOTtance, 
Under-liming involves the' risk of fe'rmelltatilHll ,with consequent, decrease 
of, sucrose contents in the j4P:gety ,whilst over~iming prevents,,full ,recovery 
of the Bugar present during the tefi~ing pro!ies9j. , 

Other factors aUlo affect the quality, such as, the use' bf leaf channels 
which results';n inversion of sugar wltile draining from spathes to the pot, 
undue delay in the,. boiling, of the juice collected, the addition of fresh 
juice durin~ boiling, the addition of badly prepared jaggery to fresh boil-
ings., ' 

Coat 01 production. ....... AcClurate figures are almost impossible to obtain 
but we have endeavoured to give tappers' costs in, the 3 areaQ in which 
we buy. on .. similar basis. Even $0, we have found, it impossible for 
,v!lrious }'easons which we ha,ve explained briefly, to give a -d(!tailed co'mpa. 
rls~n. 

" ,You'will 1)0 doubt JJ.pprecinte-that (Jbtaining accurate figures for an 
ipdustry, which is a cottage industry, is extremely difficult. 
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-Yi''!I, firs:\i of -all, give a summary of the 3 aTeas: ..... 

,l'roduction Tapp rs Middle.. 
per e man'. 

Agency. tappel.' outlay chargea 
per per per 

season. season. candy. 

Ods. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Nidadavol (a,verage) 5 to 6 41 8 2 8 
to 

68 0 
Tinnevelly ~ 21 to 4 ,24 4 -2 3 

to 
3 0 

Palghat 2 to 3 18 10 2 0 

. Middleman's charges include cost of the gunnies, transport from topes to 
buying centres, provision againsi bad debts, wastage, interest on loans given 
,to tappers and a small profit. 

Details Qf the _total outlay per tapper per season are as per Statement I 
-attached. 

We regret we cannot produce figures for Palghat and Tinnevelly on 
,the same lines as Nidadavol which we have given in more detail, 

Oil ...... you will note that this item at Palghat is heavier than at the 
,other 2 centres as gingelly oil is used which is apparently more expensive 
-than the castor oil used in the other 2 areas. • 

F'UeZ.-In Tinnevelly and Palghat 'brushwood and other such materials 
-can be collected in sufficient quantity but in the upland in Nidadavol fuel 
~must be imported into the areas as adequate supplies are not available. 

Tree ,Bent.-In Palghat only 15 trees are rented on an average while 
:in Tinnevelly 40 trees and in Nidadavol 60 trees are required. For this 
'reason the outturn per tapper in the Palghat area is lower than, the outturn 
'per tapper in tlhe other 2 areas. ' , 

-In Palghat and Tinnevelly areas, the outlay per t~pper per season 
-does not vary to any great extent and also the outturn per taper per season 
'is within Teasonable limits. We can thereforE! give, as we do in the 
:attached Statement ll-the profit per tapper per season taking the highedt 
·and lowest outturn. ' 

'In the Nidadavol area, however, the amount expended varies according 
'to the outturn per tapper per season. Also the production varies from 3 
:to 10 cds. 

We regret it is impossible to obtain the varying expenditure figures 
'according to the amount of jaggery produced per tapper per season and 
'we therefore take only an average production per tapper per season of 
;from /) to 6'cds. 

'The above figllTes are the' best we ca,n produce and we again wish 
'to stress that it is almost impossible to obtain accurate figures from 
-tappers. 

It is, however, clear that the industry does little more than afford work
'and maintenance to tappers during a season when other employment is 
'not easily obtainable. During the remainder of the year the majOTity of 
'the tappers find other work such as agricultural, road-making, etc. 

Besides the profits to tappers shown in our figures, the tapper and h"is 
(amily manaJl:e to live by drinking sweet toddy and eating roots and nuts, 

'etc., c;ollected and their exoenaes tlherefore are mainly for tlie ou~hase of 
rice. 
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It is also poesible that the average tapper may make a small income 
out of aale. of toddy or liquor illicitly distilled. We cannot, however, give 
an estimate of any possible inoome deriv!Jd from this fll:!urce. 

It does not appear that the tapper can reduce his costs still further 
and the rate we are now paying for jaggery cannot- consequently be 
I'educed. 

The fact, however. that we purchase large quantities of jaggery-during 
the season does mean that considerable sums of money are disbursed in 
the tapping areas. The approximate figures helow are our own expenditure 
and to these must be added the value of jaggery going into direct Cl1nsump-
~ion and that purchased by other refineries: - . 

Palghat.-17/18,OOO cds. at Rs. 16 - per candy-Reo 2,72,000 to 
Re. 2,88,000. 

Tinnellelly.-About 25,000 cds. at Re. 13 per candy-Rs. 3,25,000. 
lfidada.llol.-50/60,ooo cds. at Rs. 19 per candy-Reo 9,50,000 to 

Re. 11,40,000. 

Purehcuing a~gementl.-At Palghat, Tinnevelly and Nidadavol we 
maintain central offices which control our purchases through a number of 
buying centres to which jaggery is brought by dealers or tappers direct. 

The middleman, although reducing the profit to the tapper, has a. definite 
function in the industry as he finances the tapper at the commencement 
of the season and collects his debts against jaggery subsequently purdhased. 
It was estimated that Re. 1,50,000 was advanced to tappers iu the Nidadavol 
area for the 1937 season by petty dealers and most of this was used to 
finance the Tecent strike in that area. 

The middleman also is only in direct touch with petty dealers or tapper; 
over a comparatively small area. It is therefore impossible for him to 
make excessive profits as a tapper is always -at liberty to go to another 
middJE'man or direct to us, if he is dissatisfied with the treatment he is 
l'eC.'eivins. • i 



Particulars. 

Knives, Belts, etc. · · · · 
Pots (Juice) · · · · · 
Boiling pam and pots · · · · 
Lime · · · · · · · 
Oil · · · · · · · 
Fuel · · · · · · · 
Hut · · · · · · · 
Tree rent · · · · · 
Travelling Espenses · ~ · · 
Sundries · · · · · · 

TOUL · 

1930. 1931. 

Ra. Rs. 

3 3 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

1 1 

16 11 

.. .. 
28 24 

2 2 . 
3 3 

68 159 

STATEliENT I. 

Details oj Outlay. 

NIDADAVOr.. 

1932. 1933. 

Rs. Rs. 

2 2 

5 4 

5 41 

4 4 

1 1 

12 11 

.. .. 
23 231 

·2 2 

4 .. 

58 52 

1937-No produotion. 

Tinnevelly P&lghat 
-. (Average). (Average); 

1934. 1935. 1936. ,. 

Re. Rs. B.s. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

1 1 1 o 12 - 0 6 , 
3 3 3 2 8 l 9 

4 4 : 4 ·2 0 4 1 

2 2 21 2 8 I Ii 

1 1 1 0 8 310 

71 7 10 .. 0 8 

.. , .. r. 1 0 . . 
17l 171 171 111 0 " 0 

2 2 2 .-. .. 
4 4; 4 .. 1 0 

42 411 - 45 24 4 ' 18 10 . 



Rate at 
buying 

Yellr. station 
per oandy 
of 50G Ibl. 

" Ra. A. 

1931 · · · · 15 8 

1932 • · · · 16 6 

1933 · · · · 16 4 

1934 · · · · · 1415 

1935 · · · 24 1 , 

1936 · · 2(1, 5 

1937 • · · · .. ' 16- 13 

Middleman 
chM'ges ; 

Transport. 
eto. 

Rs •. 

2 

2 

2 . 
2 

2 

2 

9 

STATEMENT II. 

Gross pro. 
ceeds to 

tapper per 
candy of 
of 500 Ibs. 

Rs. A. 

13 8 

14 6 

14 4 

12' 15 

22 1 
; 

I 
19 /,; 

1+ I3-

Tapper. ProJU.

PALGH.lT. 

GroBs proceeds to 
tappers Jler Be&80n. 

lIt'd&. 3 cda. 

RI. .... Rl!. .... 
27 0 40 8 

28 12 43 2 

: 

28 8 42 12 

2514' 381a:-

441 2 
i 

.663 

3610 5415 

29> 10· 4+ 7· 

Lowest produotion 
Highest production 

LeSB: 
tappers 
outlay. 

ID! ....... 

18 10 

18 10 

18 10 

18' 1(J 

18 10 

1·8- 10 

Ht HI· 

2 cds. 
3 cds. 

. 
: 

Tappers nett e .. mings 
in 0 montha. 

2 cds; 3 ods. 

Rs. A. Rs" A. 

8 6 21 14 

10 2 24 8 

9 14 24 2 

7' (: 20 8' 

.25., 8 47 9 i 
I 

18 O. ,. 36 5 

Ho O· ,25- }.3. 

Tappers nett e .. rrung. 
per month 

in a season of 
5 months. 

1I cds~ 3c~ 

RS .. A. P. Rs ....... P • 

1 11 0 4 6 () 

2 0 5 414 0 

1 15 7 413 1I 
.. 

l' 7 2 4. 0 7 

.~ L ·7 ~ 8 2 

3 .9 i : 
7 4- 2 

I 

2- 3- 2. 5-2- l 



Rate at 
buying 

Year. station 
per candy 
of 500 Ibs. 

Rs ..... p. 

1931 .. · · · · 18 1 0 

1932 • · · · · 19 115 . 
1933 . · · · · 15 10 5 

1934 • · · · · 16 15 2 

1935 • · · · · 19 15 5 

1936 • · · · · 19 1 4 

1937 • · · · · 13.12 5 

STATEMENT II":"'conid. 

TINNBVBtty. 

Middle. Gross pro. 
man's ceeds to 

charges ; tapper per 
Transport, candy of 

etc. 500 Ibs. 

Rs ..... Rs • .4. 

2 12 15 5 

2 15 16 12 

2 S 13 2 

210 14 /; 

3 0 16 15 

3 0 16 1 

2 3 11 9 , 

Lowest production 
Highest production 

Gross proceeds to 
tappers per season. 

21 oda.· 4 ods. 

R8. A.' Rs. A. 

38 O. 61 4 

41 14 67 0 

32 13 52 8 

35 12 57 4 

42 6 67 12 

40 2 64 4 

2814 46 4 

LUB 
tappers 
outlay. 

Ra. A. 

24 4 

24 4 

24 4 

24- 4. 

2' 4 

24 , 
24 4 

21 cds. 
4 ods. 

Tapper nett earnings 
in Ii months. 

21 cds. 4. cda. 

Rs. A. Ra. A. 

14 1 37 0 

1710 42 12 

8 9 28 4: 

11 .8 33 0 

18 2 43 8 

15 14 40 0 

410 22 0 

Tappers nett earning. 
per month 

in a season of 
o months. 

21 pda. 4cda. 

Rs. A. Rs. A. 

213 7 6 

3 8 8 9 
~ 

.00 . 
III Ii 10 

2 5 610 

310 811 

3 3 8 0 

015 4' 6 



STATEMEN'l' U-eoncld. 

Rate at GroSI • Tappen 
Tappers 

buying 
Middleman '8 prooeedlto No. Gross Las. net. 

nett 

Year. atation 
charges ; tapper of prooeeds to tappers earnJng8 

earnings 

per oandy of 
Transport, peroandyof cds. tappers. outlay. in 

per month 

500Ib,. 
etc. 500Ih.: 6montha. 

in a season of 
\ 

6 months. 

Rs. ,A. Rs. A. Ra. A. Rs. A. RI. A. Rs. A. Ra. A. 

'IISO · · · · 27 0 2 8 24 8 6 122 8 68 0 54 8 10 14. 

1931 · .' · · 20 0 2 8 17 8 61 96 " 59 0 37 , 7 7 

1932 · • · · 21 0 2 8 18 8 51 '101 12 58 0 ~ 12 812 

1933 · • · • 20 Ii 2 8 17 8 6 105 0 52 0 53 0 1010 

193' • · · · 18 0 2 8 15 8 5 77 8 i2 0 35 8 7 1 

11935 • · · · 19 8 2 8 16 12 5i 92 2 '1 8 1010 10 2 
, 

1936 • '. · · 19 8 2 8 17 0 5 85 0 is 0 iO 0 . 8 0 

1937-No produotion. 
• Average produotion. ' 
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The India Sugars and Refineries, Ltd.~ Bellary. 

Letter No. ~697, dated tAe 21st July, 1937. 

With reference to your letter No. 6-T. of th~ 12th instant addressed 
to our Managing Agent, we beg to enclose herewith 6 copies of our aDllwel'S 
to the Questionnaire together with the Balance Sheets and StateJllent of 
Costs, etc. 

Enclos\lre. 

Production 0/ lugar-Introductory. 

1. 'fhe erection of our factory was completed in December, lQ34, and 
we crushed 4,686'8 tous of., cane ·jn 19.34-35,· season as· an experimental 
measur-e to see whether the machinery was alright. .'.. 

Thqugh the crushing capacity of the plant is 400 tons per pay, we 
were able to crush as much as 550 tons daily during the last seaspn, i.Il., 
1936-31 after effecting ce\,tain additions_ a.nd alterations. ; 

2. Only one quality of sugar, viz., Ja1'a White Cry~tals is produced. The 
Qutput durillg th~ last ~hree lears has belln as follow!\: -. " ' 

1934-35 

1935-36 

1936-37 t· '. 

Tons. 

446'2, 

2,336'6 

,3,~'1{i 

3. (a) Although there are abOiit 5,000 acres of' cane' within a r~dius of 
10 milils from the factory, Hospet being a jaggery m~ing' centfJl, cane 
s\lpply is always affected by 'the p'rice of jaggery"and &0 tb,ere is a lot o~ 
uncertainty, regarding adequate supply. ". ' 

'The ryots have taken to'-grow'ing the improv'ed 'variety ~ ·up.e afte~ 
we caqied the necessary pro~aganda work. !. 

(b) Yes. The factory has' an--up-to-date Railway sidingwithinj a mile 
from tpe Railway station and also a good road.. '. j . 

(c) The unskilled labour supply is adequate and cheap, and ~he local 
unskillild labour has also been trlllned ,by Ul; • for less diflicult oPllrations. 
The s~iIIed labour such as panmen, process chemi~ts, e~c., hay, to be 
importlld. 

4. '.fhe process of· manufacture is double -IIulphitation: . 
5. 'fhere was no change made in the layout of the factory after Ilrection. 

Two new sugar godowns have been added, alId the seilding arra~genlents 
for pap. work installed. ., .' . 

In ~ll tlie cost of the additions' works' up to Rs. 40,000, . 
6. ~othing until the concern begins'to pay. 
7. (a) The determining' factors for the economic size of 0. sugar plant 

are thjl quality of the 'cane imd tIie duration 'of the season. 
(b) In this area. it would be 500 tons a dav with 'a duration of not less 

than 150 days.' . . . . r . 

8. Simple parts such as cast iron tanks and pipes and other plants 
comparatively easy to manufacture are obtainable in I~dia.· Generally 
speakipg, sugar machinery is a specialised manufllcture and hI\B to be 
i.mported •• 

9. No satisfactory technical assistance is available from (i) the Imperia.l 
Instihite of Sugar Technology, (ji) nor 'from .the In<lustries Department of 
the Madras GOVel'mnent. 



Item (i) above may give immediate eriticism8 On thll f~tnightly reports 
of the workings of a factory instead of merely filing and compiling papers. 
Thili will facilitate any improvementa that may be immediately possible. 

Item (ii) above have no qualified man who can give any assistance in the 
Bugarline. They could appoint at least a consultant on a retaining fee whose 
advice may lie sought for by fact~l"ies from ,~im~ to ,t~~., 

Baw Materials. 

]0. Yes. On lease. Rente are exIiorbitant. Also they demand it in 
kind, "is., jaggery. . 

Purchase of land 'is unthinkable for the prices demanded, are above 
Rs. 1,000 per acre. 

11. (a) 350 acres. 
(b) 200 acres. , 
(c) P.O.J. (Java) 2878' and Coimbatore variety. 
(d) Rotated with paddy or green manure crop such as diancha after two 

consecutive cane crops.' ' . 
(e) 30 tons per acre. This is due to certain abnorma.l conditi?ns. All 

planting is donI! after Silt OlearanCt> of Channel, during March and April 
and harvest commences during January to April, i.e., the plant gets only 
11 months for growth, whereas 14 months are the minimum period for the 
av\>ve canes. The operation' of Silt Olearailce takes 45 dllY. anq jJlerefol'e 
no planting-'Whatsoever CaD. be dlUle during. t.b~ period. 

Sucrose--
P.O.J. (Java) 2878-13 to 15 per cen;t. 
Cq. (Coim~ator?) 29{}-12 to 14 pe~ cen,t. 

12. (q) & (b) 20 acres. 
13. Varietal ezperimeni.-T~e fol)owing va~ietie~ are: und~r Ilxperiment:

Cq. (Coimbatore), Java, ;Hebb.al Mysore, (H¥.) a,nd .101111\ fql!dya. 

We tried Co.· (Coimbatore) 281 118 au early maturing variety j but as it 
has yielded a low tonnage it has not attracted ally ryot.· Unless he 
obtains ,the same tonnage as. hili neighbouJ: whQ grQws ~ late maturing 
varieiy, ·he is n~t 1i~ely to gr?w t~is o~e.. . 

Du-ration Ezperim,ent.-Planting, is cj.one .duriJilg all the mOJiltl!s of the 
year and kept in the field for a period of 9 to 18 months with a view to 
find out the best season for planting and the effect, of keeping Ulem long 
on the field with regard tq yield and sucrose. 

ManuTing.-(l) Ammonium 'Sulphate'13 cms. in thteedozeii mixed with 
pil-cake, groundnut, castor or safllower. 

(2) Nicifos in place of Ammonium Sulphate and treated as above. 
(3) Ammonium Sulphate 2 cwts. plus Superphosphate 1 cwt. with cake 

as above. 
. . The Agricult\lral Departme~t 'have noi relu~ered any help worth. ~en" 
tioning. . ' . . 

14. (q) Though the total area. of ca,ne I1!a~ted has not incrllased, the are~ 
under variety cane is increasing ye!1r\>y yea.r from 1934 'onwl\rds. SiD,ce 
it yields a greater tonnllge per acre, the quantity has increl\sed. 

(b) For the above ~easons the quality ,has imp,roveil, 
15. No damage frOl!1 fros~, lIqt fro!D ea,rly stem borer, late ·top bore~ 

and in general red ro~. . . 
The estimate of los8 is 5 per cent., 5 per cent. and 20 per cent. respec-

tively.· . 
16. Not assured, ae the jaggery' mark~i . influences ·thl! availability ot 

caae to the factory.. --,. 
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Pundya (Hospet looal), Co. (Coimbatore) 290 and P.O.J. (Java) 2878. 

Pundya (Hospet local) 
Co. (Coimbatore) 290 
P.O.J. (Java) 2878 

Yield per 
acre. 

18 
85 
30 

Sucrose. 

Per cent. 

10-12 
12-14 
13-15 

17. Local jaggery market controls the supply and price of calJe here. 
There has been no competing factory in this locality. 

18. (a) Yes. The local variety which is a 10 to 11 months crop, does 
not withstand the summer heat j hence it has to be harvested by the end 
of March as deterioration sets in the hot months. . 

18. (i) Deficiency in rainfall stunts the growth. 
(ii) No. 
(iii) This is one of the oldest gur manufacturing areas in South India, 

and in case of any rise in the price of gur, the supply of cane to the 
factory declines. 

(iv) When the gur price falls, the ryots prefer to take paddy crops. 
19. At present not in excess of requirements. .No restriction is necessary. 
20. The cost of cultivation including the lease' amount is RB. 180 per 

Ililre and the yield is 20 tons (cultivation on improved lines)-

Preparatory cultivation 
Seed bed 
Setts 
Planting 
Manuring .• 
Earthing up 
Irrigation and watching 
Weeding 
Harvesting 
Carting 

!-ease !/omou!lt 

~ 

• iii 

Rs. 

10 , 
25 
S 

29 , 
5 
8 

12 
20 

120 
60 

180 

The cost of cultivation to the ryot therefore amounts to RIt. 6 per ton 
including delivery but without taking le88e into account which alone comes 
to Rs. S per ton. But if he takes up to growing improved. varieties of 
cane, in which case he will get an average yield of 30 tons per acre, the 
costs will be Re. 4 and Re. 2 respectively. 

21. (i) Lands heavily mortgaged and abnormal lease amounts. 
(ii) High rates of interest and commission by Dalalis and also eom

pulsion by them to manufaoture gur on which alone they can collect their 
maximum commission and premium for shortage, including charity, go 
fund, contingencies, godown rent, etc., irrespective of the actual state of 
affairs. It may be mentioned that like other sweet products jaggery is 
hygroscopic II,nd actlJally should ~aill weil?;ht insteact of losing on keeping 
through the rainy season. . 



(iii) The ignorance flf the ryots in not taking up to improved varieties. 
(iv) Roads very badly maintained by the District Board and Muni

cipalities and in certain places no connecting roads at all. 
We have to make the following suggestions:-

(i) Lease amount to be fixed by the Government. 
(ii) Construction of feeder roads. The roads to ·be improved and 

the supcI·vision of this to be done by the District Collector. 
(iii) Free distribution of seeds of improved varieties for tht-ee years. 
(h') Improvement of Live Stock for draught purposes. 
(v) Redemption of the mortgages of the ryots by long term loans, 

payable in easy instalments, the current expenses being financed. 
by Cane Growers' Co-operative Societies. We would also suggest 
that the mortgages be redeemed through the Cane Growers' 
Co-operative Soc1eties who finance them for current expenses 
so that the recovery of the 10a11s !!lay be better assured. 

We may mention the case of Olle ryot who was helped two yeal's D.go 
hy the Company. The interest paid by him. amounted to 4 times the 
principal borrowed by him. 

22. (a) Due to smal1 holdings considerable loss is incurred aR detailed 
""low:--

(i) Loss of land on account of the irrigation chanBels having .to run 
along the contour of ellch S. No. sepautely. 

(ii) BUilding and draining up of ench S. No. separately. 
(iii) Wastage of a large amount of water by independent irrigation. 
(iv) Grouping the small holdings into large blocks would facilitate 

mechanical cultivation with success. 

To Jl'reven. the a.foresaid losses the alternative to oompulsory acquisition 
would be the grouping of small holdings on Co-operative lines. This would 
require very efficient propaganda and organization on the part of the 
Departments of Co·"peration and Agriculture. 

The following lines are suggested for the organisation of such cultivating 
Co-operative Societies:-

(i) The land holders of each village shall become members of the 
concerned Society. 

(ii) The lands must be completely re-surveyed and levels taken so 
that they may be made into rectangular blocks of a convenient 
size say 30 to 50 acres. 

(iii) The Societies of different villages shall become members of one 
Union which would purchase and distribute tractors and imple
ments and recover a proportionate amount of the actual cost 
ac('ording to the area controlled by each Society. 

(i\") 'fhe Pllblic Works Department should hand over the control of 
the channels and the distrihution of the water to this Union 
and the loe;}l Public Works Depnrtment Officials, who hnve 
been up to now handling this work, should work in co-operation 
wiih this Union. 

(\.) Since lIugarcane, as recognised by the modern agriculturist, is a 
crop of 13 to 14 months' dumtion and can be planted all tl e_ 
year round as is the case in Hawaii, the Government should 
alter the present system of collecting taxes, so that a llniform 
charge per year is levied instead of a variable tax on Ilingle 
and double crops. . 

The other details 118 to efficiency can be worked Qut when such a scheme 
is t.aken up. 

(b) Yes; we are in favour of ~uch zoning, but it does not arise in Ollr case. 

u 2M: 
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23. In any case, we are prepared to assist the ryots with advances of 
cash, supply of seed, fertilisers and technical advise, which we are now 
doing through the Cane Growers' Co-operative Society. 

The development of the feeder roads will have to be done by the 
Government. 

24. (a) No. Fixing such a quota without fixing the price of sugar and 
assuring the minimum quantity of raw material to th!! factory, and also 
the price at which it is to be supplied, would be very harmful to the 
working of the factory. In other words, whatever the quota may be fixed, 
it should enable the factory to cover depreciation, yield It reasonable interest 
on the invested capital and provide for the loss incurred in the past. 

(b) (i) No more new factories should be given licence as it would lead 
to unnecessary and unhealthy competition amongst the existing ones. 

(ii) The extension of existing factories is necessary so that they may 
work more efficiently and economically. 

25. (a) Gate cane-8B'2 per cent. 
(b) Rail cane-U'B per cent. 
(c) Tram borne cane-Nil. 

The operation has varied from year to .year as below:-

Gate cane 
Rail cane 
Tram borne cane 

1934-35. 

:All 

1935-36. 

Per cent. 
93·2 

6'B 

1936·37. 

Per cent. 
88·2 
n'8 

The rail cane was increased because we could get that cane a.t reasonable 
prices .. 

26. Gate cane is entirely transported by bullock carts. 
The average weight of cane carried per cart is 20 mllunds. 
Rubber-tyred cart can 'be used if the present roads and the Jive stock 

are improved. But the poor ryots are not able to incur the heavy· invest-
ment that would be required on such carts. . 

27. Not adequate. 
Main roads are neglected and feeder roads practically none. 
2B. From a maximum. distance of 10 miles cane is brought to the 

factory by roads. 
12 to 24 hours is the a .... erage time taken for delivery at the factory 

from the time the cane is cut .. 
No protection from deterioration. 
29. 2 pies per mile per maund by bullock cart. 
Some employ their own carts, i.e., about 15 per cent. and tbe rest are 

hired at the rate above stated. 
30. Yes; the Municipal tax of Rs. 2-9 per cart for each of the half-years 

ending 31st March and 30th September is levied. :As the cane is carted 
from January to :April, the cartmen are made to pay for two half-years 
for only four months work. This being unfair scares the cartmen. The 
Government should therefore advise the Municipality to be more reasonable. 

31. Gate supply. Factory controls by issuing Permit Cards, etc. 
The period of detention of a cart is 6 hours. 
The carts are released quickly by the extension of stacking yard near 

the cane carrier and rapid weighment of carts; also the harvesting permits 
lo,' weighment are issued 21 hours in advance to restrict the ga.te cane to 
Imit the factory requiremonts. 

32. Cane is transported by rail from 3 to 12 miles. 
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Average time taken between cuttiug of cane and delivery at factory 
is Ii to 2 days. 

No. Alihough the cane is loaded into wagons within 12' 'ours of the 
harvest, the wagons are not immediately brought to our siding. 

33. Flat rate per wagon irrespective of the distance or the weight carried. 
34. Railway freights OD all stores shoul" be reduced, particularly those 

on coal, lime, gunny bags, manures, lubricating oils and the heavier 
machinery lIPares. 

35. Nil. 
36. Tramway system is advantageous and would solve the problem of 

rapid transport. The difficulty is' in obtaining the permission of the local 
boards to lay them and also lack of feeder roads into the interior so that every 
one gets the benefit of the Tram line. The investment is large and we 
cannot undertake it without assistance. . 

37. The eld;eni!o.,;f deterioration is 2 to 4· per 'cent, on cane. 
38. The greater part of cane direct from ryots and the rest through 

the Dalalee merchants. 
39. By agreement to supply a specified tonnage at a specified price. 
Yes; we have established a Dane Growers' Society to whose members 

we provide every assistance like cash advan.ce, and assist them by providing 
them . with manure and seed, etc. 

40. The price paid to the merchanft is usually inclusive of commission 
also. 

The merchants collect the commission from the ryots. 
41. 15·8 por cent. of cane supply was obtained through the Hospet 

Sugarcane Growers' Co-operative Society, Ltd., Hospet, at a special rate 
of Rs. 11 per ton. -

42. We have got cart weighbridges alld lorry weighbridges fOJ; weighment 
-of cane. 

We are making hi-weekly payments. 

1934·35. 1935·36. 

Rs. Rs. 
43. Private cane 13 12 

Society cane 12 

1936-37. 

Its. 
9 

11 
Prices do) not tend to Yary at different periods 'Of the ~. 
44. No. Depends on the local iaggery market. 
45. This being ,;, main gur producing area, the price and supply of ~e 

depend mainly on price of gur. 
46. Yes. 
(i) Old sterk of jaggery heing htlid waiting for better price tends . to 

drop tbe price of new jaggery. 
(ii) Also quality of jaggery has 1ietel"iQratecl 
47 .& 48. No minimum price was fixed in tbisPresideD.CY •. 
49. We consider that fixing a minimWn pricepreventJ ryots ,gr(lwiug 

cane at a cheaper cost. The question of fixing a " bonus" for better Cll-nes. 
ete., should be left to individual factories and circumstances. . 

50. The duration. of crushing season is as follows:-
1934-35-48 days. 
1935-3&,-116 days. 
1936-37-109 days. 

Results have proved that· the longest period we have worked so far 
is also eoonomical. We consider that a period of 150 days is necessar; 
.itll (IIII' cliPacity. fOl' !ill economical working of a ~Il. . 

2M2 
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51. The possi~lities are latent. But the Department of Agriculture is 
not doing anything in this direction and large scale demonstrations are 
necessary to achieve this result. 

52. No help has so far come to us from the Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Research. Neither the Agriculture nor the Co-operative Depart
ments in our Presidency have succeeded in ubtaining for the local ryots 
the subsidy granted by the Imperial Government. 

As to the practical ways in which they: can help the ryots and the 
factory, we would draw your attention to our answer to Question No. 22. 

Crushing Seaaon. Silent Season. 
53. LNbo1t9'

Skilled 
Unskilled 

160 
392 

24-
33 

54. The panmen, qrmdruple opentors, in all a dozen are imported from 
N ol'thern India. 

55. 'Ve are ketping all European in_ cbarge of our Engineering Depart-
ment. . 

66. We have got Officers' QullJ'ters, Clerks' Quarters and the Labour 
Colony .. We have a Do~1;or and Dispensary attache~ to·the factory. 

Powef'. 

57. We hQve to supplement our bagasse WIth coal to the extent of 
4'054- per cent. on cane. 

The amounts spent on fuel are as detai'led belo~:
Season 1934-35-Rs. 12,84-0. 
Season 1935-36-Ra. 26,603. 
Season 1936-37-Rs. 28,547. 

By-producb. 

58. No by-products are produced by us except molasses. 

59. Our outturn of molasses for the pasj; three years is as detailed 
below:....,. 

1934-3~,359 maunds. 
1935-36-27,288 maunds. 
1936-37-02,800 maunds. 

We hUove not been able to sell :our molasses at all. 

60. No market. Until a market is found, it is difficult to say anything 
. about the other points. . 

61. We are running the molasses into the open pits th;rough which it 
gradually perciolates· into the ground. 

We have the following suggestions to make for the utilisation of the 
molasses :-

(i) Production of alcohol/of' human conmmption.-Ai present the 
. alcohol that is consumed in the ceded Districts is produc~ 

from jaggery which is wasteful. The Di~tilleries it}. these 
Districts, viz., those at BeJlary and Tadpatri should t.herefore 
be compelled tQ utili~e.p101allSe~.iuste~d of juggery .. Other1l'is9 
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'9Ie &hould be allowed to distil the spirits and supply the sama.· 
to the Abkari Department. . 

(ii) Production of Industrial Alro/wl.-We understa.nd it is the practic& 
in Great Britain to permit, the admixture of the absolute alcohol 
with petrol to the extent of 25 to 30 per cent. 

(iii) production of Industrial Alcohol for Motor Cars and other Internal 
Combustion Engines as ethcrised spirit (i.e.), a rnixt'lIIl'B oj Alcohol 
and Ethel' by a special process.-Thi& was being done in the 
Havaiian Islands during th!! war· when it was difficult to get 
petrol for use in the Islands. 

Unless a definite market is found for the molasses produced in all the 
Indian factories, the calculations mad" by the previous Tariff Board have· 
been and are very misleading and the sugar industry in this cOUll1try will. 
always be faced with a serious problem. 

62. Since there is ·no surplus bagasse left, the question does not arise. 

63. Nil. 

Storage and Tro.n~rtation of Sugar. 

Cwts. Lbs. 
6t. 1934-35 5,449 81, 

1!l35-36 35,5.76 

1936-37 65,103 96 

65. We have erflcted one godown which can hold 20,000 bags of sugar. 
An additional godown is under construction which call hold 20,000 bags. 

66. Our sugar has not deteriorated either in 'colour or i,n crystals and: 
no damage has occurred up-to-date to the stored stock of our sugar. 

67 & 68. Nil. 

69. Our constituents have nol; complained so far of any damage in transit. 

70. None. 

71. The wagons could be made more water-tight. 

72. The statement is enclosed hcrelvith for years 1934-35, 1935-36 and 
1936-37. 

73. The published Balance Sheets for the years ending ):lIst March, 1934, 
31st March, 1935, and 30th September, 1936, are enclosed. 

74. We give below the amounts of depreciatioll. written off bJl us on, 
furniture and fittings and motor and lorry:-

Furniture and fittings 
Motor car and lorry 

1934·35. 

Rs. A. P. 

4051010 
593 1 7 

1935-E6. 

RII~ A. P. 

57411 2 
1,061 0 0 

We propose to ·provide for the full depreciation in respect of the other 
Assets at the rates allowed by the Income-tax Department. 

75 & 76. None. 
77. Borrowed. The rate of intereS£ paid is 6l per cent. 
78. Rs. 800 per mensem is paid towards Office expenses: 
The Managing Agent is entitled to a commission of 7l per cent. on 

the net annual income of the Company after paying all interest charge!J 
and after making all proper and necessarynllowances a!)d dllductions from 
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revenue for working expenses chargeable against profits and aner allowing 
for depreciation at rates not higher than those from time to time in force 
for the purposes of British Indian Income-tax, but before ~etting aside 
any sum for reserve or bonus or any suspense account or for payment of 
income or super-tali or any other tax on income or any expenditure on 
Capital Acconnt. 

79. We consider 12 per cent. as a fair returll on capital. 

Effjcie'lt.cy 0/ Production_ 

80. We enelose herein the forms duly filled in as required.-
81. As our working during 1934-35 was an experimental one, we give 

below tbe comparison of the working costs for the years 1935-36 and 1936-37, 
without providing for depreciation:-

]935.36. 1936·37. Reduction. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Working cost per ton of 

sugar produced 43·47 32'80 10'67 
Overhead cost per ton of 

S\lgar 37-38 24·51 12'87 

The reduction in the costs in the year 1936-37 as compared with t.hose 
of 1935-36 was due to the reduction ill' the overhead charges and crushing 
more cane than in 1935-36. 

82. No scope for further reduction in working costs unless ihe duraiiion 
of the crushing season is increased and the quality of cane is improved. 

Markdin.g. 

83. The following are our principal centres for our sugar:-
Hospet, Kopbal, Gadag, Bagalkot, Hubli, Bellary, Nandyal, KUlDool, 

Yerraguntla, Raichur and Guntakal. 
84. During 1934-35 and 1935-36 and up to 1st March, 1937, the sales 

were operated directly by the Company's Sales Department with the dealers. 
J.s from 1st March, 1937, Messrs. Volkart Brothers have been appointed 
as the Sole Selling Agents. 

85. We have not so far found lilly necessity for making use of contract 
forms for the 'sale of our sugar. 

86. Statemeni is enclosed. 
87. There is a wide margin b6tween the retail and wholesale price of 

sugar. The fluctuation in the sl'gar price bas little influence on the retail 
price since the !lugllr passes through mnny middlemen before it reaches 
the consumer- who is also little aware of and som~times negligent of the 
movement in the wholesale ~ices. 

88. E¥ery priBcipal trader has one or more godowns in which he stores 
many commodities along with the sugar, which seldom exceeds the quantity 
required for consumption iIi a month, and the retailer draws only four 
or five bags at a, time from this pFincipal trader and sells it away straight 
to the consumer. , 
\ Since the storage is' for ollly a ~hc"i·t period, there is no rea!lon for any 

deterioration. 
89-91. Our sugar compares very favourably with that of Java. Java 

Bugar does not find a place in our markets now . 

.. Not printed. 
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92. We spread over our whole Bnmlal production till our next manu
facturing season and the trader buys from us only the minim~ monthly 
demand of his market. 

Our stocks are held on produce loans. 
ea. Yes. 
94. Yes; if unhealthy competition can be avoided. 
95. Yes; on the basis of the coJour, size of crystal and keeping quality 

of t~,sugar. 
96. (a) No business haa beeB' done on tbe basis of sugar standardisation. 
(') wiJ have adopted the 23-C of the Sugar Technologist's standard 

and;our pan boiling was regulated to maintain the above standard. 
,t!. Until the consumers' tastes are regulated by' quality and not by 

thl! price, there is no use for the different. stalldards set up. , 
99. The Sugar Mills' Association estimates the annual consumption of 

sugar in India at 11 lakhs of tons. 
There are no possibilities of increasing the consnmption of the same 

unlesa the purchasing power of the mLoses is also increased which in turn 
d{'pends upon many other facturs. 

100. The progresa of replacement of gur by factory sugar has been 
steady but very slow. 

101. Being a tropical country, the p{'ople are accustomed to taking 
fresh food stuffs. As such fruit preserving and canning industries are 
not likely to be developed in the near future. 

102. There is no import of foreign sugar in our markets, 
loa. We are not in a position to give any information on this point. 
104. We are of opinion that special facilities should be offered for the 

export of Indian sugar to dominions. 
lOS. The excise duty . levied in 1934 has prevented the newly floated 

factories finding a footing and the addition made in 1937 has made the 
position litill worse. 

106. Nil. 
107. No, not ours. The possibilities of inland consumption should first 

be ex~lored and then qllestion of the export of the surplus to foreign 
countl'les should be taken up. . 

Claim lor PTotection. 

loa. The protection so far enjOY6d by the industry has been effective 
to the extent of keeping out external competition. 

109. We consider that this protection should be continued for the remain
ing period, especially because the cost of cane as grown by our ryots is. 
still high and the quality very poor. Until tliis side of Ithe sugar industry 
is developed. we shall always go in fear of being wiped out by foreign 
competition. 

110. The utilisation of molasses to its fullest value is necessary and at 
present the permission to distil alcohol is vested with the Government. 
They must grant permission to every sugar factory without reservation 01' 

open central distilleries at the ports from which the p{'troleum companies 
CBn be supplied with absolute alcohol and be compelled to mix at a certain 
proportion with the petrol. 

For further particulars please refer to our answer. to Question No. 61. 
The Government may also refund to factories recently started which. 

have not been able ,to set apart towards depreciation and worked at loss 
. equivalent amounts to the' above sum from the excise dllt., paid by them. • 

111. For obvious reasons, DO indnstry based on utih~ation of molasses 
oould be affected adversely in India. ---"-
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APPENDIX. 

Statement oj Sllgar prices realised from the commefl,cement of the /actcJ1U, 
1934-95, 1935-86 and 1936-37 seasons in the following mcrrkets. 

Name of Town. 
Railway Average ex.godown price. freight from 
Factory. 19:t4·35.* 1935·36. 193.6·37. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. Rs. A. 

Hospet (Factory) 2511 2~ 14 
KOllbal 0 5 4 2510 22 12 
Gadag. 0 8 9 25 4 22 9 
Hubli o 12 6 25 4 22 1 
Belgaum 1 4 0 24, 13 
Davangere 1 4 0 24 12 
Bijapur 1 5 0 2411 2015 
Bagalkot. 013 6 25 2 21 15 
Dellary 0 8 0 2415 21 13 
Guntakal 010 6 26 4 
Adoni o 12 6 25 4 21 4 
Raichur 1 1 0 24 7 21 0 

The Coimbatore Lakshmi Sugar Mills, Ltd., Coimbatore. 

(1) Letter dated the 27th April, 1937. 

The history of this concern begins about 40 years back when some enter
prising gentlemen. of this town took into their minds to start a sugar 
factory. It was then refining Palmyrah jaggery. The competition then 
prevailed in purchW!ing the raw material and the consequent high cost of 
production of sugar could not stand with the low price of foreign sugar 
and hence it worked only for a f"w months in the year and stopped. Then 
the factory went into the hands of Rao Bahadur A. T. 'Thiruvengadasamy 
Mudaliar who also lost heavily and stopped working the factory. In 1932 
when the new Act was passed protecting this industry Mr. V. Ramakrishnan, 
I.(J,S., the then Director of Industries, advised Mr. A. T. Krislinasmny 
Mudaliar to improve the factory in modern lines. Mr. Mudaliar purchased 
new plant.s for crushing cane wit.h a capacity of 50 to 60 tons per day. Only 
in 1934 it began to work by which time the excise duty was introduced and 
the factory being very small eould not withstaud with bigger factories' 
competition and was again stopped, when this factory fell into the hands 
of the present management. 

Jaggery making. fi'om sugarcane is the practice iii the Coimbatore 
District from the time immemorial. It is very difficult to organise for 
cane supply for a sugar factory in this District as all cultivators would 
refuse to supply cane to the factory if there is a slight increase in the 
price of jaggery; or they will send all the useless condemned canes to the' 
factory keeping the good ones to the manufacture of jaggery. Most of the 
present Board of Directors are big cultivators, and in order to avoid 
the wasteful method of making jaggery from cane, the present owners of 
this factory purchasea this with the hope of crushing then- own CRnes aIlll 
saving the loss of sugar by converting their canes into jaggery. To avoid 
the difficulty in organising the cane supply they have recently started 
a Sugar Cane Growers' Association with the help of the Co-operative 
Department of the Government. We can have a regular supply of sugar
cane in future and with full working capacity we hope to work the factory .. 

• All the production was sold wholesalE! Ilt Rs. 25-4 ex-godown. 
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''I'here was Dot sufficient rain during the past four years' and so, sinee' 
we wok up the management of this klctory, we could not have any smootb' 
running of the factory for want of the regular supply of good eanes. Due 
to the scarcity of the rain, many of the sugarcane cultivators have now' 
given away this crop, and they are growing cotton and choliam instead. 
As we found that we could not work the factory to pay a good remunera
tion to the sugarcane cultivation due to the excise duty, we approached, 
Sir Md. Zafarullah Khan, the Commerce Member to the Government of' 
India, and explained to him in detail that the Government must exemp~' 
those mills which hayt) a crushing capacity below 50 tons a day from excise 
duty as they have done in the caNe of .Match Industry. He promised to 
consider the matter and do the needful immediately he reaches Simla. in· 
consultation with the Finance Member. 

With all these difficulties, there is another thing-the. foreign competi
tion. With the Ac\ of 1932 of imporil duty, we are now able to compete 
with the foreign sugar in spite of the present difficulties stated above and· 
unless the industry is protected with this Tariff by the Government the 
sugar industry in India cannot survive as it is not at present working. 
in well organised lines and it requires some more time to get improved in 
organisation and technic. Until then such protection must me made to. 
this industry without which the industry will perish in. no time. We, 
understand that the Government is of opinion that the industry is not 
doing enough to help itself-but if the Tariff Board understands how the. 
Mills in South India are working together as regards the supplies of raw. 
material as well as the sales of the finished product and we have great 
hop<!s in working together even more closely in future they will realise the: 
co-operation and measures taken by the big and small factories in South 
India to elevate the industl,y to work in better lines. 

'l'herefore we beg to approach the Tariff Board tQ help this industry by 
protecting it for a longer time until the indus~ry get~ more organised in 
the purcbase of raw material, in the technic, manufacture and in the sales 
of the finished product, so that the sugarcane cultivators might get their 
proper share of remuneration to develop Agriculture and to stop the wasteful 
methqd of jaggery making. 

(2) Belllie. to questionnaire from Cai-mbatore Lakshmi Sugar Mills, Ltd., 
Coimbato·re. 

1. This factory was in existence since the last about forty years as til 

refinery of Palmyrah jaggery. But in the year when it was under the 
management of Mr. A. T. Krishnasamy Mudaliar, this factory was remodelled 
to work along with jaggery refining with about 50 tons of sugarcane. 
Then the factory 1\'as passed into the hands of the present management 
in the year 1934 and since that date the Company is working. The present 
equipment of the factory with all the remodels and improvements is to 
enable to crush about, 60 tons of cane pel' day. 

2. The output of the factory in previous years are appended herewith." 
.We do manufacture-only one grade of crystal white sugar. 

3. (a) The factory IS situated about a furlong away from the Railway 
station of Podanur on the main road Podanur to Coimbatore. There was 
very extensive cultivation of sugarcane during the past years on both sides 
of this road and the factory could command the required supply of sugar-' 
cane within two or three miles radius of the factory. But now 'since the 
last three or four years, due to want of adequate rainfall and the conse
quent in"~flici,ent water supply most of .the ryots have given up the sugar
cane cultlvatlOn. But the factory bemg of very small capacity, there 

" Not printed. 
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did not occur muc~ difficulty in securing the required raw material all 
the cane cultivation in the Coimbatore Taluk is enormous and the require
ments of the factory is only a fraction of it. So there cannot be any 
difficulty for the raw materials in consideration with the location of the 
factory. Other raw materials as limestone and other chemicals are also 
very easily ac(,essible. The factory stands in a place from where with only 
very little freight expense, the commodity can be sent to markets in 
different districts BS Madura, Trichinopoly, Nilgiris and Malabar as these 
districts are only about 30 miles away from the factory. The marketing of 
the finished product is not at all difficult in this factory as what is produced 
in this factory with the present capacity is only a fraction of the demand 
iu Coimbatore market which is within foul' miles distance from the factory. 

(b) As already stated the factory stan~ on the main road that connects 
Podanur 1lo Coimbatore, Palgtlat, Udumelpet, etc., and it is only about 
a furlong away from the Railway station and it also can be said that the 
location ,of the factory is about the heart of cane cultivation. There is, 
therefore, ample facility of the factory of railway, road and othllr com
munications. 

(c) Podanur is a small village surrounded by a number of smaller villages 
all clustered around Podanur and so there is ample inhabitants of labouring 
classes facilitating the factory with plenty of supply of the required labour. 

4. The proeess of sugar manufacturing in our factory is by double 
811lphitation. Though it is possible to obtain better sugar by the carbonita
tion process as well as the vegetable carbon and animal eharcoal process 
than that obtained by the sulphitation method, the difficulty in procuring 
the chemicals and other materials in the former processes and the high cost 
involved thereby and the comparatively easy availability of the chemicals 
and the cheapness with which these are got for the latter method, provides 
great advantage in the sulphitation process for our factory conditions. 

5. The changes made in the layout of the factory and the alterations 
'or additions in the machineries is not much. Very slight changes to 
facilitate easy working and better output have only been made during the 
past few years. The details are given in Appendix V as to the improve
ment made in the land, building and the machineries and the respective 
amounts spent. 

6. As the present size of the factory is too small for economical working 
the managements are contemplating to increase the present capacity to 
150 tons per day. The cane is available in larger quantities and the 
duration of the season is longer in this District. So the hope of exten
sion will be a successful one. But the present depression in the 
sugar trade discourages' the public and so no capital is advancing for 
the extension. So the present partners have applied for a Government 
loan for the extension and if such loan is sanctioned from the Government 
there is every chance of an extension of the factory to 150 tons in the 
near future. 

S. Almost everything required for a sugar factory is available in India. 
Though most of these requirements are manufactured only outside India 
many dealers have imported stoek tlf these artie\es for ready bupply on 
demand. In 80me cases the manufacturers themselves. have· their brancl:es 
in India. So there is no diffieulty in obtaining the sugar factory equip
ment in India. 

9. (a) The technical assistance given by the Director of Imperial Insti
tute of Sugar Technology is by sending us returns and statements every 
month collected from all the working factories in India. These returns 
posses; some technioal information as well as very rare manufacturing 
control of the factories with the help of which we are able to make altera
tiolls and improvements that can be effected. In addition to this they 
are providing us with all the necessary forecasts and market reports and 
!>ther useful information necessary for liugar manufacture. So we are 
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extremely 8atisfied .ith tbe 8IIIIistance given by toe Imperial Institute o' 
8uga.. T~hnology. 

(b) The Industries Department are also doing UI with the necessary 
help that is in its province. As they aranot able to do' any service parti~ 
cular and special to this industry we cannot say we are getting any 
useful assistance from them. We would suggest the Provincial Industries 
Department possess a Technical Expert in service always as they have II 

Government Textile Expert iI\, service to shoulder the difficulties arisen. 
in the private textile factories. As this industry is next in importance 
to the textile industry and growing with great rapidity, the services 
of a Government Sugar Expert will be of great· help to the mill-owners 
to solve their practical difficulties. 

BaUl Materiai. 
10. No. 
11 .I; 12. Nil. 
13. As we do ~ot possess any land for cultivation we do not try any 

experiment. But these are left to the Agriculture Department and we 
are guided by their advice. 

14. The cane that is available locally in former years were called 
Poovan and "ellai. These canes are of very high sucrose content and very 
soft variety also. But these varieties require a very high water supply, 
manuring and other intercultivation. The average yield would be normally 
30 tons. The former practice of this tract and which is still continued 
is to make gur out of cane and the~e local varieties Poovan and VelIai are 
most suitable for the country mills. The Agriculture Department intro
duced the improved strains of Coimbatore Nos. 213, 290, etc., which are 
heavy yielding up to 40 to 60 tons per acre. But these canes were not 
luitable for the country mill and the ryots were no\ very eager to take 
np these varieties. In this juncture the cotton industry in this district 
began to flourish by the rising up of more than a dozen textile mills in 
and around Coimbatore. The rainfall in this district began to decrease 
and the last three or four years there waa a very great scarcity of rain. 
So naturally there was a tendency amongst the ryots to give up the 
sugarcane cultivation in preference to cotton cultivation as they could 
not only cope with the scanty rainfall, they could find an easy market 
in these textile mills. People who took up sugarcane cultivation began 
to give up the local varieties in the place of Co. 213, 290 to cope with 
the scanty rainfall. But these hard canes were not suitable for their 
country mills. So they have to leave cane cultivation. Consequently the 
quantity of cane available became reduced year by year and due to the 
natural climatic change of the district even th'l small quantities of cane 
that were cultivated were not of good quality. The good quality canes 
as Poovan and VclIai were not possible to be cultivated under the existing 
climatie conditions and the Departmental varieties are far inferior to local 
varieties in quality. So during the past seven years cane cultivation waa 
decreasing year by year and the quality of cane was going from bad to worse. 

15. The climatic condition of Coimbatore district is such that there 
will not" be excessive heat or frost as we have in Northern India. So the 
canes here are not affected in any way by frost. The insect and the 
fnngrid diseases damage the cane to a great extent. The cane area round 
about the factory was yielding about 50 to 60 tons per acre but due to 
these diseases and thll insect damage the yield decreases to less than 25 
to 30 tons. 

16. As already stated the location of the factory is in the heart of eane 
area and with no difficulty a small factory as ours can command sufficient 
cane supply from within a radius of two miles from the factory under 
normal conditions. But at present due to aforesaid reason of deficient 
rainfall many ryots have given up cane cultivation. But even now the 
total acreage round about the factory to a radius of about 20 miles the 
total average under cane is about 2,000 acres providing ample supply' 
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for a 200 ton factory. But the limiting factor is the price £If jaggery. 
The usual practice of cane cultivators of this tract is jaggery making .from 
cane, and as there is great fluctuation in the price of cane jaggery the 
supply of cane to· the factory is not a definite one. "'hen the price of 
jaggery I gur is Tess there will be ample supply of cane to the factory. So 
the non-supply of cane to the factory will never be for want of cane-but 
the price for the cane is the limiting facto!,. That is the price offered 
by the factory must be more than the equal amount of jaggery that can 
be obtained with that cane. But according to tbe present arrangement 
of the factory with the Sugar Cane Growers' Association of Coimbatore 
the factory undergoes an agreement that the factory should purchase and 
Association should supply the required quantity of cane to the factory, for 
which the. factory is paying premium to the Association. According to 
this agreement the supply of cane to the factory is assured for ever. The 
principal varieties crushed in our factory is the local varieties called the 
Poovan and Vellai. In addition the Coimbatore strains No. 213, 219 are 
also largely crushed. Recently the Agriculturt'l Department has introduced 
the Co. varieties 413, 419 which aro also supplied to the factory 
o.nd in view of the latter cane's superiority in quality, it is hoped that the 
future supply will be replaced completely by Co. 413 and Co. 419 varieties. 
These canes are very good varieties both for the cultivator as well as the 
manufacturers. The field yield of the local varieties are from 25 to 30 tons 
per acre having a high sucrose content of about 18 per cent. on juice, 
whereas the Co. 213, 219 varieties are heavy yielding varieties up to 40 
to 60 tons per acre but the sucrose content is less only up·. to 13 to H 
per cent., whereas the Co. 413 and Co. 419 are both high yielding high 
sucrose content varieties the latter of these two is softer. 

17. There is no other factory in existence around our factory to a 
radius of about 200 miles. Therefore there cannot be directly any com
petition or influence of other factories in the cane supply to 0111' factory, 
as all the cane that are required by our factory can be got from within 
a radius of 12 to 15 miles and other factories from far off places cannot 
make any influence on the canes that are so near to us but the supply of 
cane and the price at which it can be obtained is indirectly influenced by 
other factories all over India to a very great extent. Because the supply 
of cane to our factory as already stated mainly dependent on the then 
existing price of jaggery I gur when the price of gur is limited it is possible 
to get the supply of cane to the factory only by paying higher price to the 
('ane than the jaggery price. The influence of other factories in the pur
chase of canes to our factory is done by either increasing or decreasing 
the sugar price. That is when other factories reduce the price of sugar 
in the market we become unable to pay more for the cane and so the 
price can be offered by us is only less than the jaggery price so mu('h so 
we become unable to get any supply of cane for our pricl;. But when 
the sugar marln>t is high our offer also becomes higher comparatively and 
so we get a good supply of cane. Therefore it can be said that though 
the supply of cano to our factory and tho price at whic~ we can. pu~cbase 
is not directly influenced by any other factory, all factones have lIluIrectly 
a very great influence on our purchase. 

18. (11) It has already been stated that though it is possible to get the 
adequate supply of cane for our factory within a radius of 2 to 3 miles 
around the factory, now-a-dnys it is possible for us to get our cane only 
from a distance of 15 to 20 miles and this shows that arca under cultiva
tion from which we were getting our supply of cane is undergoing consider
able variation. Yoar by year the fertility of field is hecoming inferior and 
the ryot find it impossible to cultivate such a highly cared crops as Eugar
cane. So the total amount of average that was unuer cane cultivation 
a fcw years back has been docreasing year by year. 

(b) The main cause of the decrease in the acreage under cane cultivation 
during the pnst years is the clemnnd for the alternate money crop in t.hese 
localities. It has already been notified formerly that during the past few 
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• years a number of textile factories have arisen round about Coimbatore and 

the demand for cotton is increasing year by year. Thet'efore the cultiva
tors have a tendency t. prefer cotton to any other crop and find an easy 
market for their produce. 

(1) The rainfall was not plenty during the last fevi years and it was far 
below normal. The other climatic conditions are also very bad during the 
past years. These adversa climatic conditions did not permit, the cultlivators 
on this side to go in for sugarcane crop which requires plenty of water 
and manure that was not possible during the last years. If they take up 
more draught-resistant varieties as Co., 213, 290, etc., ,it was not possible 
for them to get them milled economically with their country mills. They have 
to find a market. only in the factory which is not possible for theln. So to cope 
with the climatic and rainfall condition the area under sugarcane cultiva
tion has been undergoiong considerable variation year by year by decJ"easing 
continuously. 

(2) The supply of cane to the factory is not the only and main market 
of the produce of the sugarcane-growers in these tracts. This is only 
secondary thing. So the low price of sligar cannot have any effect on the 
sugarcane cultivation in these parts. Probably if the price of sugar is 
high and consequently the factory is iii a position to pay a higher remunera
tion for the cane there might be some increase in the cane cultivation. 
But the low price of sugar that exists now does not bear any influence on 
the decrease in sugarcane cultivation. :rhe decrease in the area of sugarcane 
cultivation might be perhaps due to any low price in the price of jaggery. 
But now it is a difficulty with which they are able to get the required 
DuUurn of jaggery per acre is the main reason of the decrease. ' 

(3) As stated above the price obtainable for jaggery I gur is also one 
of the causes of the decrcase in the area under cane cultivation. The 
fluctuation of the jaggery market and the uncertainty of the price that 
would be got for the jaggery does not encourage the cultivators to venture 
in sugarcane cultivation. So there is this variation of cane area. 

(4) It has already been told that the starting up of a number of textile 
faC'tories in this area has produced an easy market for the cot.ton. So 
this has the main influence on the decrease in the cane cultivation iD. this 
area. 

19. The sugarcane cultivation is highest in 1936-37 all over the world 
but it is below normal in Coimbatore District and 80 it was not in excess 
of what is required in this tract. So no restriction is necessary. 

20. The cost of cultivation of sugarcane in this tract is more than an 
average cost in other parts of India. Heee an intensive intercultivation 
and manuring is done. The rent of the land also is, fairly high-the water 
that""1s used for the local varieties as Poovan and Vellai is very great 
and so the water lifting charges are also more. But when the cultivator 
undertakes the growing of 'the Coimbatore strains as Co. 213, 290, 413, 490 
the cultivation charge gets reduced considerably. 

Cultivation charges for Poovan andVellai varieties-

Preparatory cultivation 
Manure and manuring 
Seeds aud sowing 
After cultivation. • 
Irrigation and watering 
Rent and land, etc. 

.' 
a -. 

Average yield per acre is 30 tons of cane at Rs. 15 

Rs. 
15 
25 
40 
15 

100 
60 

255 

per ton comes to 450 

Net income per acre 195 , . 
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Cultivation charges for Co. 213, 290, etc.

Preparatory cultivation 

Manure and manuring 

·Seeds -and sowing 

After cultivation . 

Irrigation and watering 

Rent 

Average yield is 45 tons per acre at Rs. 10 per ton 

RH. 

15 

20 

40 
10 

40 

60 

185 

comes to 450 

Net income per acre 265 

~1. The main difficulty with the cane cultivation is the low net price 
or cane. That is after deducting the amount they have spent either 
or jaggery making or .cart-hire and other charges for. cane supply to 
he factory, the net income. is, very low considering high expenses and 
abour incurred by them. At present the difficulty for water in the 
hannels as well as in 'the wells and the other climatic conditions are the 
lain difficulties. 'Secondly, tbere are not sufficient roads for the trans-' 
.ort of cane. But this does not mattel' much in as much the cane is 
Ltilised onl;v for jaggery making as the jaggery making is done only in 
he fields so no road facility is required for the transport of cane. So 
he difficulty of the .cultivators in supplying the cane to a factory is want 
If sufficient number of roads and other transport facilities. 

22. (a) We agree with· the former report 22. 

(b) We welcome the idea of allotting special area for different factories 
or the supply of cane .though at present we do not feel the competition 
,f other factories in our' purchase directly. Until we are able to extend 
IUr factory to a paying business it will be unwise to allow other factories 
,0 draw their supply of canes from this area. Zone system will reduce 
10m petition in the purcha.se of raw material and so the working of the 
actories will be in a better place. But we are of opinion that this zone 
Iystem should be put to force only after limiting the number of exist
ng factories and the extension of bigger factories to still bigger sizes. 
3ecause very small iactOl'ies like ours .will get a comparatively very small 
:one for our cane supply so' the . rest ,of cane area should be sending to 
lOme other factories which ill far 01£ .thus entailing all increased cost of 
,ransport. Therefore aftel' specifying the size af the factory for a parli
mlar locality of calle area, the zone sYb'tem is introduced, this will be a 
:ood working problem. ' 

23. Though at present we are not in a position to contribute anything 
,n the way of advance to the cultivators or in the development of feeder 
~oads, we, however, can extend our full measure of ·co-operation by the 
'equired contribution and the advance when Ollr business is extended to 
I paying concern. 

24. (a) Considering the present iluctuation of the sugar market and 
,he cut-i.hJ:oat internal compe1;ition, the idea of a fixation of quota of 



trugar manufacture .ill be a hleli/ling in disguise to the industry. By 
this fixation of· a quota, the su~ prices will not be unduly ,lowered, ~ 
the manufacturers will be in a position to pay better for their raw materials 
and the agriculturists to spend, pay better attention to the improvement 
of the crops. So not only the fixation of & quota will place the industry 
ill a .ound basis but also the cultivators get up to a higher standard of 
life. 

(b) (1) The licensing of new factories may be favoured in particular 
places only where the competition of other existing factories is not muc~. 
Considering our position, it is not wise to license any other ~act':lrylD 
our district because already our factory is not on a sound basls, 1£ any 
other factory is licensed, both .ours and the new factories will be doomed, 
as the present capacity of our factory and the capacity of any other 
factory that could be licensed in this locality will be far below ,the mini-
mum capacity for economic working. , 

(2) But on the other hand if any licence is granted to our factory 
for an extension, it will be an idea of supporting the industry. Because 
the cane that is available by very easy transport in this locality is to a 
factory of about 200 tons. ,So instead of licencing another factory of similar 
small capacity it will be advantageous to license the extension of our small 
capacity to a bigger capacity. So the licencing of new factories and the ex
tension of existing factories a~ to be restricted and granted according to the 
locality. Our tract favours both restriction .of new factories and the 'exten
sion of the existing factories. 

25. As regards our cane supply. all the canes are gate canes. No 
\Tariation. 

26. Our' gate canes are me.inly transported by bJlllock carts and the very 
small quantity is brought by lomas. On an average about 8. ·ton of cane 
is carried by a one double bullock cart. But this quantity varies widely 
according to the distance carried and the ·condition of the I·oad. When 
canes are carried from longer distances If-sS cane is loaded. A fOllr wheeler 
rubber-tyred cart c·an carry a load of about three times of .the osdinary 
two wheeler double bullock cart. But we have nm used any improved 
type of cart for our transport. . ' 

27. The mileage of roads in our vicinity is adequate. The condition of 
the main roads are fairly good. But the feeder roads are greatly neglected. 
In some places there are no feeder roads at all. 

28. Cane ia brought from about 12 to 15 miles by road and the average 
time taken by this transport ranges from 24 to 36 hours. This time 
includes the delay in loading the cart and the interval 'between the loading 
the cart and the commencement of actual transport. That is usually the 
canes are cut during the day and the carts are loaded in the dark. The 
actual transport commences late in the night so that the canes are delivered. 
next day morning: But the actual transportation does not exceed 6 or V 
hours for this distance. All the protection tha.t is made to prevent the 
deterioration of cane during the transport is covering the cane bundles 
with the straw so that there might not be excessive dryage of the .cane 
during the day. Nothing special is done. 

29. The average cost of transport by bullock cart in these parts is cne 
pie pel' mile per maund. Oane-growers rarely go out for bullock ·cal'ts on 
hire. They try to manage with their own carts. If on any occasion they 
find it impossible to ma.nage with their own carts, and they require more 
carts they follow the system of exchanging carts .. That is four or five 
Tyots would lend their carts to one particular occasion in exchange of 
lending his cart to them on some other occasion. In this way they avail 
as much as possible engaging carts on hire. 

30. No tolls or any other" dues are levied on carts supplying Canes to 
our factory. 



In. The major portion of our gate cane is purchased through the agency 
· of the Sugar Cane Growers' Association. The Association has made an 
· Ilgre~ment with the factory to supply regularly the quantity of cane we 
reqUlre . every day on fair price in l·etu.rn of which the factory is paying 
a premlUm of fouf annas per ton of cane to the Association. Normally 
the cal·tmen afe not made to wait for any long time unless in extraordinary 
c~ses when there is over-supply of cane, they are made to wait for some 

· time. The arrangement of supply is made jn Buch a way that each cart 
as it enters the factory gate is weighed and the tare weight found by a 
·second balance and the cll'rt is sent out immediately. So there will not 
be much detention of the cartmen. 

32. We do not have any Railway cane. 

35. N.o tramway serve our factory. . 

36. A tramway system is most ouitabl() for this tract for the transport 
·of cane. The major portion of cane culth'ated in this area is in wet lands 
and the cane area extends far into the iuterior of the main roads wher,ce 
it is impossible to provide suitable feeder roads. Now-a-days th~se cnnes 
are brought to the main road only by manual labour which not only delays 
the work but also costs very heavily. So if transports are establiEhed 
·instead of the feeder roads, the transport will be much cheaper and 
quicker, without affecting the ad.iacent fields. The feeder roads will entail 

'11, long extent of land whereas this tramway system will not be so. In 
the place of these tramways nothing can be more profitable substituted 

.except perhaps ropeway transportation. 

37. The deterioration of cane due to the transport by road or rail is 
·not much at present as the delivery of these canes does. not take much 
delay. But sometimes the canes are transported after a long time after 
the cutting of cane lind so some deterioration takes place, in sllch cases. 
But no estimate of the extent of deterioration in this case can be exactly 
mentioned. 

38. (a) About 50 per cent. of our cane is purchased direct from the 
cane-growers. 

(b) The rest 50 per cent. of the whole cane supply is through the 
agency of the Sugar Cane Growers' Association. 

39. We do not make any arrangement with the cultivators direct fOf 
our canes. In fact we do not have any reliance of their regular supply. ·We 
purchase what quantity we are supplied and the price is paid in cash 
when. it is demanded. We do no1; make any advance of money or manure 
or seed or any other thing to the cultivators. But these advances of cash, 
manure, seed, etc., are made by the Sugar Cane Growers' Association 
mentioned already and they make the necessary arrangement for the market
ing of the canes of the members. 

40. As stated before we purchase only 50 per cent. of the whole cane 
supply direct from the cultivators and the rest 50 per cent. througb the 
tlgeney of the Sugar Clane Growers' Association, for which we pay a premium 
of four annas per ton of cane to the Association, which Association after 
making aft the overhead charges of the Association, declares a dividend of 
this premium amongst the cane suppliers. . 

41. As stated above' 50 per cent. of our cane is obtained from the Sugar 
Cane Growers' Association with the agreement that we should purchase and 
they should supply the canes we require for running our factory, on 1Ihe 
terms that we should pay them an extra premium of four annas per ton 
over and above the fair price of the cane by the antilysis and the Associa
tion should supply u~ cane irrespective of the price of jaggery. 

42. Tke payments for the cane is made when it is demanded by the 
!'!ullplier. USWllly the AS$ociation is paid once in a week. 



1st season 
2nd sell800 

529. 

1934·35. 1935·36. 

Rs. 
11 
11 

Ra. 
10 
10 

1936.37. 

Bs';A; 
110 
7 8 

The price of cane in our place do not -.:ary in different periods of the' 
same season unlesa there is variation in the price of sugar. But 'so far 
there was nol: much variation in a single season., " 

44. The price at which our canes are purchased mainly depend upon.. 
the ruling pl'ice of sugar in ~e market.- We fix the price of cane only 
according to the price of sugar and- the available 1iugar in the cane' 
purchased. 

45. The supply of cane is much intluenood. by the price of jaggery/gur. 
When the price of jaggery is increased the supply is much reduced and.
the price at which it is obtainable is increased to a great extent. 

46. There is great variation in the price of j.aggery in our tra,ct during 
the last few years. But the cause of such variation cannot be definitely 
mentioned except that it could be due to the supply and demand question._ 

47. The price of cane' is not fixed in our ,tract under ,the Sugarcane' 
.let, XV of 1934.' 

48. No answe!;. 
49. The system of bonus payments can be encouraged for superior 

early or late varieties as the system of payments will serve the cultivators
to go in for the superior elldy SDd. late varieties enabling the factory to· 
work for a longer duration and to- place the i-ndustFyin a sound basis in.' 
the world market. 

60. The duration of crushing season during the last years is appended." 
The cause for any variation is mainly dependent in the supply of cane to-' 
the factory. There are two seasons' of cane harvesting in and around 
Podanur the first season commencing in about the middle of December and 
fasting for aI'lout fOUT 'months. The second season commences about the 
middle of June and last for about two months. So ordinarily the crushing 
of sugarcane in this factory can be extended to a minimum of about six 
mon1!hs, in the year whereas if the supply of cane is well organised with 
sufficient early and late varieties planted in both the seasons the crushing, 
8eason of this factory ean be extended to about eight months, in theyear. 
But- we see that the present working of the factory does not exceed four 
months in the year and the duration gradually decreases year by year._ 
The main reason for this would be is the slump in the sugar market and. 
the steadiness with which the jaggery market stands. As already stated in. 
previous paragraphs; when the jaggery' trade is, steady. the supply of' 
sugarcane dwindle very much if there is any dullness in the sugar market
due to internal competition of the bigger Bugar factories. Besides this. 
main reason, the decrease in the variation of the duration of the crushing 
leason is dUIJ to unfavourable climatic conditians tliat prevail in these parts. 
during the past few years. Due to the lack of sufficient rainfall the culti-
va tors are nof; able to produce good canes and consequently the value on': 
the price of Buch canes in the factory decreases considerably in proportion. 
to the sugar contents and so the suppliers stop sending cane to the factory joe 
so the duration of the crushing season in the factory becomes very short. " 

61. The possibility of increasing the ..duration of erushingin this ,trac1> 
iloes not only depend upon the control of the BugaJ' market but also ,io 
the hands of the Department of Agriculture, who by the introduction of 
early and late varieties and advocating their merits to the ryots, ~ 

II 2~ 
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assist the factory to crush for a. longer time. But unless the Bugar market 
is controlled, unle&& a. ". quota." for sugar manufacture is imposed on aU 
the f~o~ies and unless any restriction of: over-production by very big 
factorle~. 1& made and unless the price of cane jaggerf is maintained at a 
mmlmuUl, whatever attempts >U"e made by the Agriculture Department by 
the introdUCltion of late and early varieties to the cultivation, the supply 
IIf cane cannot last long enough to' extend the duration of crushing of 
o~r factory. 
. '52. The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and the Co-operative 
Department 'of our 'Province does not do much work in the way of 
helping our. factory. .But the Department of Agriculture is rendering aU 
i,heh' services by the introduction of different varieties of sugarcane to suit 
the profitable worlW.ng of our factory. 'We are extremely satisfied with their 
work. '. " . 

'We would. suggest the Imperial Council of. Agricultural Research might 
open Bugar research. and testing stations in two or three places in the 
south and make the necessary resear.ches with the local varieties. This 
will be greatly helpful not only to the cultivators but also to the manu-
facturers. ' 

Labour, 

53. We employ the: whole labour on monthly wagetr-both skilled mtd 
unskilled. We retain ,the unskilled labourers only during the Be!lSOn but 
all skilled labourers are held in service throughout tbe year~ eV.en during 
off season. 

54. Skilled labourers are only local people. As the factory was in 
,existence since. the .. last about 40 years most of the local people Bre 
,acquainted with tp.e technical works and they have become skilled labourers. 
We do not import any labour either from abroad or f~om o~her parts 
of- India. 

55. We did not feel the necessity of employing skilled labou,r from abroad 
to see how it is possible to replace those labourers from outside India 
by local people. Probably in the beginning of the working of this factory 
that is about 40 years back skilled labourers might had been brought from 
outside. But now everybody is replaced by local people. 

56. We have not provided our labourers with any housing at 
present but we are in the hope of providing them with all the 
comfort8 as Boon as our factory gets established in a sounder basis. As 
regards other comforts we have made all the necessary arrangements that 

·the Factory Acts require us to do. We are giving complete satisfaction 
to the Inspector of Factories. 

Power. 

57. We are unable to meet the whole of our requirements of ftiel from 
:the bagasse available in our factorY. We are provided with only two mills 
.of three rollers each and so the extraction of juice is far incomplete, retain
.~g the bagasse not only a large amount of sugar but also a great quantity 
. of.. moisture. So when the bagasse is put inside the boiler most of the 
,~eat that is produced by burning bagasse inside the furnace is utilised in 
tlu~ evaporatiQn of the retained moisture and in drying the bagasse. So 
~we arl' unable' to manage with tho bagaSSE> produced by our factory. We 
'are'suppkmenting our fuel requirements by additional use of firewood to 
about f" p'er ceni!. on the cane crushod along with some electricity purchll.sed 
hom outside. A statement of the figures of the amount spent for power 
''in different year.s is hel'ewith appended. We do not bale our surplus bagallS&. 
": ~ f • 

By-productl • 

. SS: !lTolasses is the main by-product prepared in our factory in addition, 
~o bagasse and filtermud. 
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69. The production of moiasses during the previou~ years is appendell 
.ith the prices pet maund factory delivery. The variation in quantity of. 
production is due to the quantity of raW' material used for sugar ,mann
facture. The variation in the price of molasses cannot be definitely told 
by WI lUI we are not aw,are of the exact use' of the molasses we supply 
to the purchlUlers. All that we B&J' abllut the variation in the price is 
due to the law of demand ,and supply. 

60. We give OUr whole production of molasses to III Contractor 'in Tinne. 
velly District. The transport is by rail and the buyer pays the freight 
charges. The Railway facilities arEi adequate. The freight rate from the 
factory to the godown of our Contractor is about six annas per miund. 

61. We do not get adequately paid for the molasses. If wi! have III 
distillery att4ched to our factory we would realise better returns from the 
mola8Se&. 

62. As the quantity of bagasse produced in our factorY', is insufficien6 
lor our own use we do not have any surpluS to think of. 

63. The filtermud is the by-product we have other than bagasse and 
JIIolasses. This mud we dispose of to gardeners and other cultivators as 
manure to their fields. The boiler ash is also another by-product which is 
also taken away by cultivators as manure. Besides the!19 we do not ha.ye 
anythin~ else. 

Sto7'age and Transportation 01 Sugar. 

64. The stock of sugar in each crushing at' the beginning and at the 
end is herewith appended. 

65. An the arrangement we have for the storage of our sugar' is t<J 
pile them stored in 2 cwts. bags, 11 cms. bags and. 24 lbs. bags in our 
godown. Our godown can hold 50 tons of sugar at a time. We have not 
increased our godowB during the last few years and we do not' contemplate 
to increase it in the near futu~e. 

66. Our sugar deteriorates to a great extent during proTonged storagE'" 
due to the existing climatic conditions of this place. By the rapid oxidation 
of the sugar surface, a yellowish tinge appears on ~he 'sugar thus affecting 
the colour. The atmospheric and the climatioednditions of this localit, 
makes the sugar to undergo a. sort of fermentation, most of it getting inverted 
to reducing sugar giving the stock a. sort of wetty appearance' unfit for good 
marketing • 

.JitI. The disposal of the damaged sugar is by mostly selling the product 
for a reduced price according to the quality as reconditioning is more costl;, 
for us. 

69. Sugar is not much damaged in transit as the packing is very carefully 
done in the factory. If at ,all there is any damage in transit it must be' 
due to carelessness of rain and frost, etc. 

70. No. We have not so far felt the difficulty of getting wagons foJ,1 
the transport of sugar or the delay in transit to the market. CoimbatorEi 
is our main market which is about S to 4 miles from the fa<ltory and thE! 
sugar iii sent by bullock carts within a couple of houl's, during which timE! 
neither any, damage nor any delay can be expected. To slightly farthel'; 
places we send the products by lorries and the rest only we send bVJ 
Railway. So we do not feel the difficulty of securing wagons for our tra~ili.; 

12. The required statement is appended (Appendix II). 

Capital A.ccount and Overhead Charges. 
73. Copies of Balance Sheet is apPllnded herewith. 
74. No amount is written off for depreciation so far. 
75. No amount is set aside- as reserve. -
76. No divjd!!nd is. decla!ed s~ f~r, 
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77. A' major portioIl.~of our working capital is financed by the Central 
Bank of India, Ltd., on Open and Key Loans at the rate of 41 and 4, 
per cent. per annum respectively. 

78. We have not spent any amount so far WI our head office expenses 
and the Managing Agents commission. The Managing Agents' remunera
tion is about 3,000 .rupees per annum and 10 per cent. of the profit. 

79. At least 6 per cent. 'on the paid up capital after allotting for the 
depreciation and reserve is a reasonable dividend for this factory. 

EfficieltC'!/ 01 Production. 

80. The cost of manufacture and recovery rates are appended herewith.· 
81. It was possible for us to reduce the cost of produ(·tion by slight 

extension of the plant by minor alterations here and there. Total cost of 
manufacture in the year 1935 is Rs. 2,55,940-6-6 whereas ill 1936 
Rs. 2,47,966-14-9. Though there is an increa~e of about Rs. 22,026 the cost 
per maundof sugar has decreased by Rs. 1-13-1. This is mainly due to 
the increased outturn daily. Thl're is a reduction of R~. 1,705 in salaries 
and wages account. About Rs. 800 saving in repairs and renewals. About 
Rs. 8,700 is saved from l.he miscellaneolls account. 

82. The canes that were being supplied these years were of very infcrior 
quality, as already stated before. due to adverse climl\,tic conditions. The 
recovery consequently was very poor thus h",reasing the cost of production 
to a great deal. So there is ample scope for further reduction of the cost 
of working by' getting better varieties of cane and increasing the daily 
outturn. As already stated the crushing unit of the plant is not complete 
and by equiping with more efficient machineries, there is a~ple scope for 
greater outturn and further reduction in the cost of productIon. 

83. Sugar marketing centres are appended herewith. 
84. 'l'he arrangement between our factory and our dealers in selling our 

sugar on commission basis-we pay a commission of 2* per cent. of, the 
sale. The arrangement of the dealers with the retailers is not known to UII 
and '0 we aro not in a position to state anything on this. 

8/'i. We believE!' the present sugar contract form is suitable and we do 
not have any other suggestion. . 

86. The prices of sugar is appended herewith. 
87. There i9' not much fluctuations between the wholesale and retail 

prie8S in this tract. 
8R. Our dealers do not stock sugar in their godowns as they order tho 

sugar only whenever they require. The storing work is done only in the 
faetory .. 

89. So far as we have seen Indian sugars do not deterior~te as rapidly 
as the imported sugars and the keeping quality of our sugar is always better . 

. 90. Java and other imported sugars are pr~ferred by very high class 
people-the reason of the preference cannot be definitely stated as thero is 
not much difference in the quality of the sugars. But probably those high 
class people think that Indian sugars have not come up to the rank of 
foreign sugars in quality. .' 
. 91. It has already been told that Indian sugars. afe equal in all the 
l-espects to foreign sugar. 

92. Our factory has a working season of about 11 months in the year 
including the off.' soason refining of palmyrah jaggery. So there is no 
noeossity of stocking the sugar for a long time. The whole stock is with 
the manufacturers. Our dealers do not stock sugar they get the sugar 
whAnever they find an order for that. The stock is financed by our bankers 
on key and open loans account. 

I 

" Not pr~nted. 
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93. We do consider a marketing survey of the sugar industry would be 
advantageous. 

94. We do favour a central All-India Selling Organisation. 
102. The consumption of sweets and syrups is not so much in India 

that it will permit the starting up of a number of such subsidiary industries. 
nut if this consumption is increased by 110mB means it is possible ,to s~art 
lIuch industries. As regards the industry of fruit preservation, and cannmg, 
there is not much fruits available in lind around these places, so such an 
industry also cannot be a paying concern under the present circumstances. 
Unless there is an increased -availability of the raw materials and an 
increased market for the finished product, it is not ppssible to start such 
industries. .-

105. The eRect oj the sugar excise duty 0/ 1991, and the enhancement of, 
it in 1937.-When a Tariff bar was introduced protecting the import of 
foreign sugar into India in 1932, a number of sugar factories sprung up 
and began working in all parts of India but though there was an increase in. 
the number of the iRdustrial concerns no care was taken by the capitalists 
to place the industry in a better standard. That is no measure was tak.>n 
to place the industry in an economia condition and nothing was cared a8-
to how to compete the world mark",t at a latter age when the Tariff bar 
would be removed until later on it was found that unless some restriction 
ill made in the margin of profit by institnting excise duty on factory made 
iugar, India cannot withstand the international competition in the sugar 
market for ever. But when the Government found that though it was 
losing a large amount of import duty by the stoppage of foreign sugar 
import, there was no advancement 'in the industry locally. So the Govern
ment introduced excise duty to restrict the margin of profit of the industry 
thereby ,compelling the manufacturers to pay more attention in a better 
economic method of working. Consequently, when a' large portion of the 
profit was taken away by the Government in the form of. excise duty, the 
manufacturers were compelled to be more careful about the industry. 
Then when the Government found ·that the industry has not yet reached 
the Jevel to, compete with the world IIlJI.rket, they further increased the 
excise duty in 1937, so compelling the capitali~ts to encourage the really 
technical stuff and go ill for better working. Thus the introduction of 
excise duty of 1934 and the enhancement of it in 1937 has formed th0 
industry into a better shape than ,the previous years thus attempting to 
raise the technical side of sugar manufacture which is in its infant stage in 
India to the level of other sugar producing countries of the world within 
another ten years 80 that by the removal of the Tariff bar our country 
also attains a standard to compete with the world market .. 

lOt!. ERect oj Sugar Protection.-By the pr~te~tive duty to sugar industry 
a large nulfltJer of sugar factories have 'sprung up in all parts of India, 
the cultivation of sugarcane has increased to a very great extent and a 
large amount of money is saved from going outside India. The cultivators 
are in a better, status of life than on previous years as they have taken 
up the more paying sugarcane 'crop' in the place of the paddy,' etc. Thus 
the l'rotective duty has made India -advance in Industrial, Agricultunl and 
in economic aspects. 

109. Reasons Jor making no' change in protective· duty.-The protection 
has been guarding the gradual development of this particular industry in 
India. But India has not fully developed in the industry as other countries 
and this is only the beginning stage of a combined work of the Agriculture 
and' Industries· Departments for the development of this industry .. , Year 
by year we see pr!>gress of the industry especially in its technical side. 
'As the cost of production statements show. every year there is a decrease 
of cost of production, efficiencx of ~ork. being increased, yet the industry 
has' ·not -got up to the state to compete with foreign trade. So it is 
necessary for the Agricultural Department to produce still more improved 
aMaiu,s o£ cane and early and late !~!ieties so that the durlltion of 



~hing and otlier kinds Qf efficien~ works might. advance still further. 
Only then India will be able to compete with world market. So we would 
request the Board to recommend for the continuation of the tariff for a 
longer time. We would also say that as the price of Java sugar does 
not compete with local sugar it is 'not necessary that the Board should 
recommend for an increase tariff. But the tariff bar should not be removed 
for some 'more time until the industry gets still better established. ' 

110. Other /orms 0/ A88i8tances.~The lither forms of assistances that 
the Board can 'recommend for the development of the industry are in 
va,rioue ways. Agricultural developments may be made by establishing 
I;ilore research stations and Demonstration farms, introduction of improved 
strains of early and late varieties to prolong the crushing of the factory 
and production of drought resistant and disease resistant canes to cope 
with the climatic changes of India that. occurs so often. 

Technological develop.rrtent may ba effected by establishing institntions for 
the training of technical people, for making research work in Ule technical 
side of the industry and other improvements necessary in the machineries. 

Marketing facilities should be made for better marketing of the finishlld 
I,>rodnct, i~ a IDore organ~dma~lDer. I 

APPENDIX I. 

(Refer Qnestion No.5.) 

Im,pTo'llement3 0"' Land, Building and Machmery. 

Up to 80th September, 1935. 

Land and Bnitaing-original value 
. Additions during the ye~r 

Machinery (general)
Original value 
Additions during tbe year 

Up to sotk September, 1986. 

Land and Building as per first year 
:Additions during the year 

Machinery (genera.1)-

'AI! per first year .... 
'Additions during the year 

[,888 a.n;IOU)lt. forgone by the seller 

~ 

Machi,nery-EI~Cj;;ioal-
:As per irst year . v 
t4,dditions during the ye"r • 

Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. 

25,000 0 0 
5,398 4 0 

1,26,000 0 0 
93611 0 

30,898 4 0 
15,69013 0 

1,26,93611 4 
3,491 1 O· 

670.0 0 
502 13 0 

30,398 4 0 

1,26,936 11 0 

36,069 1 0 

1,30,42712 4 
10,000 0 0 

1,20,427 12 , 

1,17213 0 
:L 5 5 '"" 
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APPENDIX H. 

(Refer QuestiollNo. 72.) 

Di/lef'en' maf'kefB f'UPpliea by aUf': Jactof'Y in different yeara and the 
flIIGntitiBII with. tAe freight ratBl from Pooonuf' Station. 

Per 1934. lil35. 1936. l!l37· , Maund Distriets. freight 
rates. Tons. Cwts. Tons. 'Owts. Tons. Cwts. TOIlli. ewts. 

------ -,-.-.--~ 
As ••• 

Coimbatol'8 '. ... 601 .. 4i)0 14 409 '10 49 19 

Malabar • · 1 I) 26 15, 184 6 182 11 6, , 19 

Salem · · " 6 1 .. 44 3 85 14 .. .. 
Trichinopoly 6 1 12 lQ 39 7 2Q .. 5 ., 
Tanjore · ., ,4 .. .. 25 .. 3 6 .. .. 
Madma · " ,6 .. .. 16 8 3 11 .. .. 

-
Nilgiri · · I) 0 .. .. ... .. 6 I) 8 3 

Cochin · I) 9 '8 17 18 10 67 9 1& 17 
" 

(3) Bepliea to question No.2 from the Coimbatore LakshmiS'UfJar Mills, Ltd., 

1. The factory waS in existence under a different management as Sri Ram 
Sugar Works since the last forty years. But the present management pur: 
chased the old factory in September, 1934. and since then it is working 
under the present' name" The Coimbatore Lakshmi Sugar Mills, Ltd.". 
The present maximum capacity of the factory is to melt about 40 Candies 
jaggery or 240 maunds jaggery per day. We crush sugarcane for several 
months ill the year and refine palm~rah jaggery during offseason. 

,2. We refine sugar froln'palmyrah jaggery. We manufaCture two grades 
of sugar I. The crystal white sugar 2. The soft brown sugar. 

8. We are able to supply figures only from year 1934 as the factory is 
working only since that date, under the present management. The outpull 
of sugar refined from palmyrah jaggery is sppended herewith (Appendix I)., 
The season in 1936-37 is not yet complete. The completion of each year, 
season is only in the month of September. So the figures for 1936-37 is' 
given up to the end of the month of May. There is a gradual increase in 
the total output of the sugar every year and this variation is due to' 
slight alterations in the machineries during each' year and due to morElj 
efficienii work and management during the latter years . 

. 4. There is no difficulty in getting the raw material. The jaggery areal 
around this factory lies within a radius of about 30 to 40 miles only whence 
we can command a large supply of jaggery. In former years there was 
coDIP.lltition among the factories for the purchase of raw material. But now.. 
we have co-operated with :Messrs. Parry & Co., in the purchase and sale of. 
our raw material Bnd the finished product and also in technical works' so,. 
that ·there is no competitioll or difficulty in the purchase of jaggEn'Y for ~his 
factory. The quantities of raw material purchased by us during the previous, 
years and the ",verag~ pti£~ :we pa,id f()r delivery !l,t our godown is appended 
(Appendix I)..-' - - _. 



. 5. The main source of our ilUPpl7 i~ from the British Malabar in anel 
.around Palghat. Besides this area we also ge~ jaggery from Perundurai and 
round about Erode of Coiiubatore District whick is also about the same 
distanoe for our factory as of Palghat. Occasionally we get supplies from 
Tinnevelly Circle which. is about 200 miles from factory. But the purchase 
from the Tinnevelly Circle is undertaken only when we get very cheap so that. 
our factory delivery prioes do not go above that of the purchaaes done at 
nearer places. The method of transportation is mainly by railway. 

6. The average recovery of sugar during the previous years is appended 
(Appendix I). 

Ja) The improvemeDt in the method of manufacture of the raw material 
is gradually taking place. In the Palghat area the jaggery making have 
improved very much more than the previous years to lIuch an extent that in 
future much improvement is impossible. But in Perundurai area the jaggery 
making is at an early etage, the sbuff produced is of very inferior qU6lity 
unfit for refining purpose There is a lot of work that requires to be done 
to improve the method of mMlUfactllre. The present stllff contains excessive 
percentage of reducing sugars and ash so much so the Outturn or Rendement 
is reduced·to a great extent. The main defect in this method of manufacturo 
is lack in the addition of su!ffi.cient quantity of lime and frequent overboiling 
.of the liquor. 

(~) Th~. process of Tefining does not require much improvement. as the 
present working is already an efficient one. If Imy improvemed can be made, 
it is only.by the extell8ion of the factory .and the introduction· of Bew and 
up to date machinery. 

7. The'cost; of manufacture of one maunel sugar is appended (Appendix 
11).* • 

• The variation is the gradual reduction of the cost of production. r:r:he 
IJIain reason for tWs reduction is. by increasing the daily output and mam

. taining the total expenditure as the same as in previous yea1'8. There is 
slight decrease in the overhead charges in the latter years. The price of 
raw material is also decreasing year by year due to lack of competition in 
the purchase after the purchase-contract with Messrs. Parry & Co. It is 
possible to reduce the cost of raw material only to a certain minimum point 
that will enable to manufacturers jaggery making as their livelihood which 
point is almost reached. A further reduction in the cost of raw material is 
not very possible. 

8. Our sugar compares fairly well with other factory sugars and in some 
instanoes we have produced better quality sugar than other factories that. 
are near ours. The prices obtained for our sugar during the last years are 
appended (Appendix I). The sugar manufactured by refining does not differ 
in quality from that manufactured out of cane. 

9. The markets we supply our sugar and the freight rates from our 
f/I:Ct",ry. statiol! are supplied in Appendix III. * . ; . i 

10. The output of molasses in each year and the respective is ·appende4 
(Appendix I). . 
, Ii. §hgar excise duty has no effect on our palmyrah jaggery. indus~ry. 

direotly. But by the imposition of the excise duty on cane sugar the prll'e 
of sugar does not go too low, so much so there is a slight protection for this 
refining industry and so if this duty is removed, tho jaggery refining industr.y 
cannot survive with much profit. But if the same duty is imposed on thIS 
industry also, not only this industry of refining will have to be cIos~d but 
also the cottag() and the agricultural industry of jaggery making WIll get 
perished leaving thousands of labourers who live on jaggery making to become 
unemployed as there is no outside market for this jaggery ot):ier than 
the factory consumption. 

* Not printed. 



12. Refining industry can operate in competition with other cane sugar 
factories only when there is excise duty for the cane sugar and this refined 
Bugar is exemptl"d from'it. Because of the high cost of the raw material, 
and the impossibility of reducing this cost of raw' material to any further 
extent (as Buch reduction in the price of jaggery will kill the cottage industry 
of jaggery making' affecting a lot of industrious labourers) and the 
consequent increased coat of production of Bugar out of jaggery, cannot com
pete with the sugar factory sugar if either the same excise duty is imposed 
on this jaggery refining industry or the excise duty on cane ~ugar is removed. 

APPENDIX J. 

Particulars. 
Reference 

1934·35. 1935·36. 1936·37. question. 

()utput of palmyrah jaggery sugar 
during the year in maunds 

Quantity of jaggery purchased 
Price per maund factory delivery 
Recovery of sugar 
Price of sugar . 
Output of molas898 . . 
Price of molas898 at factory 

12,657 
33,944 
3-15-9 
56·36% 

10-0-0 
7,721 
0-8-0 

15,463 
33,651 
3-12-1 

48·4% 
9-0-0 

10,598 
0-10-6 

No. 

11,378 3 
26,865 4 
3-10-8 4 

57·1% 6 
7-8-0 8 

10 
10 

The Kalyanpur Sugar Mills, Ltd.. Kallianpur, South Kanara. 

LetteT No . .487, dated the 23Td Jwn,e, 1937. 
In continuatior. of the letter dated the 17th instant addr,essed to you by." 

our Director, Mr. Venkatesh Pai, Esq., Mangalore, we have sent by separate 
parcel the anBwer to the General Questionnaioo as 'also the Forms I;' II, III, 
with six spare copies of each and a copy of our annual report for your 
kind reference.· We' beg to invite your kind ·attention' specially to, the follow-
ing items in the forms:- ' 

1. MafI/U/acturing ezpenses-3 (c).-The salaries 01 Technicall1lnd no 
tech.nical staR.-The off season salaries of the staff have not been taken into 
account. AgaiD these have not been charged fully as the staff had not been 
completely organised, and, many were taken as apprentices without pay for 
Bome months. 

2. O",eThead· chai-ge~.4 (d).-The Directors of the· company have waived 
their claim for their remuneration (sitting fees, etc.) this year and the 
Auditor's fee having been paid in May, has not been included. 

Enclosure. 
THE KALYANPUB, SUGAR ,MILLS, LTD. 

1. In 1936-37. 60-75 tons (daily crushing capacity). 
2. 1936-37 season-Grade I, 4,262 maunds, Grade II, 90 maunds. 
3. (a) Yes. 
(b) There is no train communication, but ,there is communication by water' 

qp to distance of 20-25 miles, the location of the factory being at the 
jnnction of 8 rivers. It is near to the Malpe and Hangarakatta Ports. 

(e) Yes. 
; .t. Single Sulpbitation. We have not tried' any other method and hence 

can't give personal opinions. 
5. Does not arise. 
6. Modifications to, work the factory to its fullest capacity in 'the light 

of experience gained this yeai' have been made. Double sulphitation will 
be adapted. We propose ~ make it !l 150 tODB unit. 



, 7. (a). The eost of pro,duction per ton of cane, dependi~g upon the capacity 
of. t.hemlll, and extractu:ln, economy of. steam c~nsumption, efficiency of the 
bOlhng house and capaclty for producmg qualIty sugar, granting regular 
supply of cane (good) at moderate rates ,is available for a reasonable period 
of at least 120 crushing days. . 

(b) 60-75 ton,. Economio feasibility of this depends upon the rate of 
sugar being, moderate and cane oultivation and the supply being under 
factory's "ontrol. 

8. Important parts are not available. 
9. (1) Fairly. Assistance and guidance should be further enlarged. 

Prompt advice should always be given. Papers of interest to sugar fac
tories in· general dealing with the technical di,fficulties and solution should 
be intimate4 to the factories to ensure progress of sugar industry. 

(2). Yes. Periodical inspections should be more frequent. Selection of 
sites for tube wells, artescian wells, arrangements to fit up small pumps .and 
such ;other irrigation facilities shOUld be given wherever it is possible. 
Propaganda work in utilizing in the help of machines and pumps for oultiva
tion purposes may be carried on. 

10. Yes. Obtained it on lease this year. Propose to extend cultivation. 
LandS were not 'purchased outright. Irrigation facilities are found wanting; 
getting compact blocks is dilflicuHi. 

n. (a) Only experimental oultivation-IO acres. 
(c) Varietal trials:-H.M. 607, H.M. 320, P.O.J. 2878, Co. 4.19, M. 55, 

Co. 218, 352, 353, 355, 421, H.M. 544, Co. 400, J. 247, etc. The principal 
variety grown in our parts is Red Mauritius. 

(d) The ryots follow their own fancies. 
(e) 25-30 tons per acre, sucrose oontent 10'5 per cent. on cane. 

:Variety:-Red Mauritius. 
(j) Rs. 180 to 230 per acre. 

Rent 
Irrigation Labour 
Ploughing, planting, etc. 
AD coolies, charges for growing canes, 
, earth, cattle manure, ete, 
Artificial manureS 
Seedlings 

ash, burnt 

Total 

Rs. 
40 
35 
50 

23 
25 
25 

'200 

12. (a) 10 acres this year. 
(b) Nothing. 
13. We are having varietal trials' to'. find out which,' variety suit our 

climate and soil conditions and how best we can extend the crushing. Early 
and late varieties of .(Jane has been tried. The Agriculture Department 
had been helping us in supplying seed material ~lnly so far. More assist
ance has been sought. 

14. Does not arise in our case. 
15. White ant attack lind red-rot disease are not very uncommon. Heavy' 

rain and standing floods damage the crop: 
16., Not lit presen1(., Red Mauritius only. Field!1 etc ... have been stated 

already. ' ',' . 
17. No other factories here in this district. 
18. Not ,very considerable. 
19. NC). So no reAtrictioIlS are necessary. On the other hanG CIiDe 

cultivatioIl has tl! be encouraged ~~ ~ tQ ex~nd the sea.90~. 



20. Some answer as 11 (t). 
21. (1) Good seed material. 
(2) No knowledge of improved method. 
(3) Irrigation facilities. I, 

(4) Conveyance facilities. 
Buggutiona.-Regarding (1) and (2) the Agriculture Department- should 

establish seedling stations and hold demoJlstrations. Regarding 3 where 
large scale cultivation can be had, Industries Department should look into 
the possibilities of sinking wells, artescian wells, etc., for sufficient water 
supply. Regarding (4) feeder roads from the fields to the river side and to 
the road side by the local Government should be had. 

22. Cannot comment. 
(b) Does not arise in quI' case. 
23. There is no need of such a ~ystem here. 
24 (a) & (b) Yes. Provided small sugar factories in existence now are 

Blbwed a quota and an extention of their 'capacity to the economic unit as 
decided by the Tariff Board. . 

This is to avoid ugly competition when the industry ill in a state of being 
built up. Factories once ,started should ,be given reasonable time tit attain; 
stability, better efficiency and better production of sugar. ' 

25. All gate canes. ' 
26. By carts and by boats. i a ton per cart and 2 to 3 tons pel' boat. 

Rubber tyre carts used by us in the factory premises carry ! of ton. 
27. No. The feeder roads are very bad if there be scarcely any. 
28. From as far as a radical distance 10-12 miles from the factory. Time 

taken is usually one day. It can be better organized in the next season. 
29. No proteotion whateoevel'. 3 ,to 31 'annas per ton per mile is the, 

usual hire for carts.. Partly transport is by their' own carts and panly by 
hired oarts. 

SO. No. 
31. We get canes more by 1l0ate through agents and 'during hig, h' ,tide. 

The detention will not be more than 10 to 20 hours. 
32. No railways. Does not arise. 
33. Does not arise. 
34. Nothing. 
35. No tramways. 
36. We have not given a thought to this and nothing from ,Practical 

experience can be said. 
87. Experiment in our factory' on eeterioration on can~ 

1st day 
2nd day 
3rd day 
4th day 

Pol. Purity. Glucose. 
17'68 86'66 1·83 
16'89 85'10 2·26 
15·65 76'94, 3'58 
15'26 67'80, , ~'25 

and so on. 
38. Mostly through agents during the previous &eaSOll and partly from the 

growers. " 
39. No definite arrangement hitherto. Advance in. cash and 'ki~d are 

~ade. 

40. A. commission of As. 4 per ton of cane he supplies is paid. 
41. Yes. On the same terms. 
~. The cane i~ weighed at ~he weighbridge!!t ~h!! f~t.Qry premjses.One 

day IS the usual Illterval., ' , . 
~3. D.Qes no~ arise. 
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44. This year the prioe was paid on the total solids. Next' year onwa,rds 
it will be paid on definite relation to the price of sugar and the expected 
recovery. 

45. The supply and the price of cane is solely influenced by the price of 
gur. 

46. Not much. 
47. Does not arise, as there has been no such fixation. 
48. Does not arise. 
49. This will not arise when we pay on the expected recovery and sugar 

price basis. 
50. Does not arise. 1936-37 season. 87 crushing days. The period is not 

sufficient for economical wOl'king. 
51. lhere are possibilities of extending the crushing season to 200 days 

in a year by changing time of planting and introducing late and eal'ly 
maturing varieties. 

52. Yes. The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research by investigation 
etc., and proper advice to the factories for the improvement of the crop and 
suggesting si!llple remedies for diseases, etc. It should aim at the increasing· 
yield of cane to the Java level. Unless this is done, the industry cannot 
survive and attain efficiency; and it will be entirely at the mercy of the 
Government. The Agriculture Department should establish demonstration 
farms as mentioned already in those parts as there are none here and should 
find out what variety is best suited for UB, how best to reduce the cost of 
cultivation, how to Improve the yield and how to ext-end the season., etc. 
H this is seems to be a lot of expenditure, the Department should at leallt. 
help the factory and any other body who actually do this research work by 
suitable subsidies considering their merits. 

The Co-operative Department can very well help the ryots by loans on 
crop hypothecation and t.he dues recovered from the factory to which the 
cane is supplied or the factory can make advances in cash or kind or seed 
material, the Co-operative Department co-operating with the factory to 
realise the amount. 

53. We had only one season. 
54. The Chemist is from Andhra and the Panmen from Northern India. 
55. Does not arise. 
56. None hitherto. 
57. No. To the extent of 45 per cent. of our full requirements during 

the· last season which is the first season. 
Does not arise. 
58. By-prod1'CtS :-Molasses and Press cake. 
59. Does not arise. 
60. No market. Does not arise. 
61. It is thrown out. Central distilleries should be 'established in the 

neighbourhood of the sugar factories. These distilleries should buy regular 
stock of molasses from the sugar factories in the vicinity; 

62. DOes' not arise. 
63. Press cake can be used as manure. 
64. Does not arise. 
65, Stored in godowns. Have proposed. to increase the capacity. 
66: Deterioration in colour and absorbs moisture. The process of manllfac-: 

ture being single sulphitation and the size of crystals being small and godowns 
being damp. . . 

67. Yes. Reconditioned . 
. '68. Double ~ulphitation: '-:'Cohtrolling moisture. content, producing big. 

size crystals, seeing that no film of molasses adhere to the crystals is expected 
to improve the keeping qualities. . . .. . . .' 
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69. As this· is the first year not!Ung can be said. 
70. Does not arise. It is transported by carts and lorries. 
71. Does not arise in our case; 
72. Does not arise. 
73. Copy of the balance sheet has been included (for the season: 1936-37). 

In the halance sheet, off season salaries, etc., have not been included. As a 
good many were taken as apprentices and probationers, etc., establishmenii 
charges has been considerably low during the working season and as also 
it had not been well organized. 

74. Depreciation has not heen written off this year. 
75 &' 76. Does not arise. 
77. By shares (a limited liability). 
78. Reference answer to question 73. 
79. No managing agents. 
811. Forms have been included.· 
81. Does Dot arise in onr case. 
82. There is every scope for improvement. 
83. South Kanara .is the market. 
84. (a) No definite arrangements tbis year. 
(b) Sales by cash or credit. 
85. Cannot comment as it does not affect us much. 
86. Not in a position to supply. But 2 or 3 years back the price of 

sugar was as high up as Rs. 270 per ton while it has, now come down to 
Rs. 180 per ton including excise duty, freight, commission, ·etc. 

88. Godowns absorbs moisture. 
89. Yes. Yes. 
90. In view of the very competition price at which Indian sugar i~ sold 

Java sugar is not so much preferred nowadays. . 
91. Indian sugar does not equal the quality of Java sugar or other 

imported sugars though there are a handful of factories in India which 
prod.u~ sugar to compa~. fav~urably with J av~ ~ugar except in keeping 
quahtles. In sugar qualIty, SIze, shape and brIlhance of crystals and in 
keeping qualities. 

92. No high stock of sugar is usually carried on by dealers in our parts. 
93. Yes. 
94. Yes. Reference answer to question No. 24. 
95. Not in favour of standardization at present as it will kil~ the industry 

before the factories recently started have reasonable time to attain the 
stage of producing standard sugar. 

96. (a) & (b) Nothing has been done last year. 
97. Nothing lit present. 
98. There are very few sugar factories in Southern India, while in 

this respect Northern India had an enormous growth. Southern Indian 
factories can maintain better efficiency as tonnage of cane per acre is 
double and can be made double if it is not now, than that found in 
Northern Indian conditions where only 18 tons per acre have been so far 
obtained. Considering this aspect, sugar factories in Southern India have 
got better chances in the long run if proper attention is paid to cane 
cultivation. But it is found that Northeru Indian Sugar factories having an 
early start, now dump down sugar in our markets at such low rates and 
competition prices that the sugar factories recently started with some courage 
in Southern India and which are only a handful, are not allowed to k~p 
their heads above the water level. Considering that it is the Southern 

• Not printed'. 



India.n Sugar factories that can and will attain better elfficiency provided 
suffiCIent protect~on and re~sonable time is~iven for their growth; dumping 
of Northern IndIan Sugar III Southern IndIan markets at competition rates 
should be stopped. 

99 & 100. Can't give personal opinion. 
101. Yes. Where there is abundant supply of fruits and good exporting 

market with transport facilities, etc. 
102 & 103. Does not arise. 
104. The export of our sugar is feasible if preference is given in the 

United Kingdom or any other country which imports sugar whose preference 
shall be reciprocal with regards to their products and which we' usually 
import. 

105. The present competitive prices and the enhanced duty make the ryot 
give up cane cultivation entirely and if this state of affairs continue many 
factories 'in Southern India. cannl)t hope to survive. The ryot's lot had 
been something wh!'ln they were cultivating canes and when the factory used 
to buy it at moderate rates. Now the factory finds it very difficult to give 
the growers old rates because of the enhanced duty and competitive prices 
for sugar. The Government knowing this, have brought down their fixation 
of price to less than Rs. 6 per ton of cane in United'Provinces, Bihar, etc., 
which step is bound to tell disastrously on cane cultivation next season. It 
need not be said that the return of the ryot is worse with other crops. 
The industry has received a blow before it is able to stand itself and the 
ryot. is hard hit by this. It is doubtful whether sugar factories' in Madras 
Presidency- can be successfully worked under present circumstances next 
season. 

106 & 107. Can't say anything from practical experience. 

Claim for protection. 

lOS. The protection given has not been very effective in Madras Presidency 
apecially. Very few sugar factories were started in these parts after the 
protection was granted. None can dispute the fact that Southern India 
is best suited for running efficient factories, with better elffi.ciency than the 
Northern Indian factories, given SUfficient protection and reasQnable time for 
growing healthily as there will be economic cultivation. of cane. 

109. Madras Presidency has to be given special consideration in this 
respect. Though protection was granted in 1932 it was not availed of. 
Sugar factories did not prosper as man'y were started recently and before 
attaining stability and e:fficiency excise duty and internal competition dealt 
a blow which they could not withstand. That is why and how sugar factories 
in Southern India such as:-

(1) Etikoppake Sugar Factory, Etikoppake, 
(2) Sri Ramakrishna Sugar Factory, Kirlampudi, 
(3) Vizagapatam Sugars and Refineries, Ltd., Anakapalle. 
(4) lOoimbatore Lakshmi Sugar Mills, Ltd., Podanur, Coimbatore 

District, 
(5) The Rospet Factory, Rospet, 
(6) Vuyyur Factory, Vuyyur, 

(7) The Kalyanpur Sugar Mills, Ltd., Kallianpur, 

and such others, which form a majority in the presidency could not make 
headway. In Madras Presidency, west coast deserves special mention. There 
are only two sugar factories this side. It is quite impossible to run these 
factories successfully owing to the enhancement of the excise duty and 
internal competition. If protection is removed, all these factories will die 
out instantly and if more protection is not given from outside influences 
esp6cially to Madras Presidency aU these may suffer a lingering death. 
'J'hl' preseRt protectiqn should therefore continue. The policy of protection 



.hould be iuch a8 to 'encouraging the growth o{ the Industry on more 
efficient lines, especially in regard to economical cultivation of cane. Though 
the yield in our parts, owing to the ignorance of the ryots, is 25 to 30 tons 
per acre, 40 to 50 tons per acre can be had easily by proper cultivation. 
We have come across cases this year where ryots who properly looked after 
cane cultivation harvested 40 tons per aC1"9. We wish to stress this aspect 
and the aspect that there are only two sugar factories on the whole of the 
west coast in the Madras Presidenoy, worthy therefore of special consider
ation, conoession and pro~ion and time to attain stability and efficiency. 

110. For Madras Presidency, concession in excise duty is sorely' needed. 
Restriction on import of Northern Indian Sugar which compete and impede 
the growth of the industry in this presidency is badly J,"equired. 

111. Cannot give person,al opinion. 

The Stee Ramakrishna Sugar Mills, Kirlampudi, East Godavari. 
Letter 'dated the 1/,tlf, ~wne; 1937. 

I have to-day sent separately by registered book-post answers to the 
questionnaire issued by the Sugar Tariff Board. 

Enclosure. 

ANSWBBS BY RAG BAHADUB O. V. S. NABASIMHA RAm G-lHU, MANAGING 
PAHTNBB 011 SHBB RAMAKRISHNA SUGAR MILLS, KIBLAHl'UDI, EAST 
GODAVARI DISTBICT. 

froductiofl, of Sugwr--Introductory. 
1. The manufacturing of sugar was begun in SreeRamakrishna' Sugar 

Mills, Kirlampudi on or about 23rd· February, 1935, by which . date, the 
erection of the plant and machin~ry was completed. Its original crushing 
capacity was 1,900 maunds per day and ,its present capacity is 3,300 maunds. 

2. The information regarding the 'number of maunds of ;cane: crush~, 
maunds of sugar produced are' given hereunder: - ' 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maundsof 
cane crushed. 

99,447'6 
163,500'0 
288,082'6 

In this factory one grade of sugar is manufactured. 

Maunds of 
sugar produced. 

6,533 
10,764 
20;640 

3. (a) There is su:fficient cane supply for this factory. The average yield 
of cane per acre is 1,100 maunds, and the factory requires per day cane 

·grown in 3 acres. The crushing season cannot be more than 160 days having 
regard to the local conditions and the varieties of cane available and there-
fore cane grown in about 500 acres is enough for the factory and within a 
radius of four miles of the factory there are at least 1,200 to 1,500 acres 
with cane every year. 

In this factory we are using shell lime whose magnesium contents are 
below 2 per cent. This is available in large quantities at Cocanada, 20 miles 
from the factory site .. The price of one maund of lime is As. 10 e3l-factory 
delivery. 'Foresb fuel i~ available at As. 2-4 per maund ez-factory 
-delivery. 

The two important sugar market!! of the facfoi-y are Cocanada and 
Rajahmundry and the carting charges fol' one maund of sugar are As. 1-6 
anrl As. 2 respectively. A port;on of the sligar of this faotory is being 
Bold in Bezwada, Warangal and Hyderabad. The carting charge~ fOl: sugar 
to Samalkota Station i!I one anna per mauwl. ' 
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. (c) There is ample labollr supply. The wages for unskilled labour are' 
Rs. B per month and for the skilled labour Re. 9 to 15 per month and in the' 
case of panmen Re. 35 to .50. Engineering staff Rs. 40 to 120. The chemica' 
staf! from Re. 25 to 85. The panmen. are being brought from Northern 
.India. 

4. J?ouble. sulphitation is the process adopted for the manufacture of 
sugar m the factory. 
. 5. ~o changes ~ave been made in the lay-out of the factory. For 
mcreasmg the crushmg capaoity of the factory from 1 900 to 3 300 maund's. 
per day the following additional plant and machinery' was inst;Ued:-

(i) Second boiler at a cost of about . 
(ii) Third Bet of mills with engine and gearing 

(to convert eight roller into eleven roller) . 
(iii) Third evaporator vessel costing about 
(iv) Second pan 
(v) Two more centrifugals 

(vi) Filter press 
(vii) Additional cooling arrangement for the 

vacuum system 

Rs. 
3,000 

10,000 
7,000 

11,000 
6,000 

800 

3,000 

40,800 

6. It is under contemplation to add a bigger first vessel to the present 
triple effect. At present we are crushing a little over 135 maunds per hour, 
but when the rate is increased to 162 maunds per hour the crushing will be 

. better and there will be enough baggase fuel for both the boilers. But this 

. increase in capacity requires the fourth vessel and its addition will enable 
us to increase masceratioD which will result in higher percentage of recovery 
of sugar. There will also be reduction in the cost of production of sugar. 

7. (a) (1) Capacity, (2) Percentage ·of recovery, (3) cost of manufacture, 
(4) the cost of transport of raw materials to the factory and of manufactured 
sugar to the markets, (5) the sucrose content of canes and (6) the period 
of crushing will deterinine the size of an economic plant in sugar industry. 

(b) On account of (1) the levy of increasing excise duty and (2) the' 
continuous fall in the price of sugar it ,is nO.t ea~ to determine :tJfe smallest 
unit for the production of sugar. However, in my view a pl/nt crushing 
4,000 maunds of cane per day wilfbe an economic unit in these parts. 

8. Sugar factory equipment is now obtainable In India with the exception 
of steam pumps and steam engines and boilers. In our factory the 3rd set of 

. mills, the required gearing for the same, filter press, crystalIizers and a~I 
tanks are made in India and by Indian firms. The vaccum pan and centrl-' 
fugals of Thummapala factory were manufactured in India. 

9. (1) Now and then we refer some of our problems to the Imperial 
Institute of Sugar Technology and obtain prompt and useful information 

. from them. But they have got a ·table of fees payable to them for consulta
tion on certain matters. These fees are prohibitive .to small factories' like 
ours. It is desirable that a 'technologist of the Institute Bhould visit all the 
falltories once in a year and give the factories the necessary advice far 
improvements or rectification of defects. 

(2) The factories are not deriving any assistance from the industries de
partment of our local Government because the ·~epartment hilS not got. 
any suitable technical man on' ,its staff. It is desirable that in Madras the' 
industries department shall have on its staff an experienced technologist w}ra 
can command the oonfidence of . the factories. Then only the industries 
department will he in a position to give reliable advice for the expansion of 
sugar industry in this provine&. 



... :.Raw Materials. 
10. We do not cultivate our own sugarcane. It is possible to obtaim 

land on lease to have our own cultivation of sugarcane but rent will be 
high and uneconomical and it is not possible to obtain a contiguous plot 
.f at least 300 acres in one block. . . 

13. The agriculture department of thiil provitree, has taken up the' 
problem of growing varieties of csne suitable to this area but it cannot' be 
'said that effective results are achieved at yet. Co. 281 and Co. 313 are· 
the two early varieties but these two varieties are not popular among the 
growers of the cane because the yield of cane per acre is very 'poor and' 
Co. 313 is badly lodging and is eaten away by rats. No attempts at-e made 
as yet to remove the above mentioned defe~s.The only late- variety known 
in these parts is J, 247. Either heavily manured or late planted J. 24f 
·will have satisfactorily high sucrose and· purity as late as 1st May but 
when once it begins to deteriorate on account of dry weather and want of
moisture in the land it deteriorates very rapidly, the purity falling from· 
84 to 75, ,in a short period of 3 or 4 days. Even early matured Co. 281' 
maintained a purity of 84 in the middle of May. A proper tackling of the' 

. problem of evolving a suitable variety of cane for ·late crushing is very
important and the agriculture department and the factory owners haTe to
tackle this question both in the interests of the cultivator and the factory. 

14. (a) There is II perceptible increase in the are& cultivated with sugar-
eane and more especially in the immediate neighbourhood of the factory. 

(b) No attempt is bejng made to improve the quality of the cane but 
on the other hand tliere is deterioration on account of increased manuring 
with ammonium sulphate alooe, and decreased application of farm yard' 
manure. The· main cause for the decrease in quality is due to the adoption 
of a fiat rate of price paid by tlie factory for the cane delivered. . 

15. In this area' no damage is done to the cane from frost, disease or' 
insect pest but in the case of lodged crop, there is some damage by rats a.nd 
no estimate of the percentage of loss can be given. 

16. The factory is assured of a sufficient supply of cane but it cannot be 
said that the supply is of suitabTe varieties. 90 to 95 per cent, of cane grown 
in the neighbourhood of the factory is J. 247. A great deal of work is yet 
to be done by the agriculture department and the factory by adopting' 
demonstrative methods in growing suitable varieties of cane for early crush
ing and late crushing. In addition to J. 247 we crush Co. varieties of 
which Co. 213, is the main· early variety. The average yield of cane per 
acre in the case of J. 247 is 1,100 maunds, Co. 213 is 800 maunds and 
Co. 281 ill 700 maunds. The average sucrose contents of mixed: juice froni' 
those canes is U, 15, and 15 respectively. 

17. There is no competition for the supply of cane by any other sugar 
factory in the locality. There is yet scope for two or three sugar factories 
of 150 tons capacity in the locality. On account of the low price for jaggery 
the cane-growers of the locality do well come the erection of sugar factories
in the locality and such factories are necessary to give relief to the cane
growers of th\l loc~lity. 

18. (a) There are not considerable variations hy way of decrease or
lncrease in the area cultivated with cane. 

-(b) Sugarc.ane i,s the only cas~ crop for,the Ioc;ality. T.he growing ofioad' 
crops is not at all economical and does not gIve slllffi.Clent return to the
euItivators~ 

(i) AcCording ta the prevailing practice of tlie supply of irrigation water
once in IS days the locality may be said to be well irrigated but in the 
yeats of draught' water supply: in the river Yeleru fails and once in fou~ or
five years 'Buga1'Cane crop WIll -be badly dama,geci for want of sufficIent 
irrigation in May and part of June, there bemg ~~ !!econdary 8Ou~ of' 

_ irrigation in thill area such sa wells and tanka.' 



(ii) The price obtainable for 'sugar is the main factor in determining the 
price ·of cane and it is apprehended that there will be considerable canteao
tion in the area cultivated with cane in case the present low price of jaggery 
C.'OIltiDues. . 

(iii) In this locality the manufacture of jaggery from canes is a very 
old and well established industry. In the y('an; 1934 and 1935 the price of 
jaggery used to be more than B.s. 4-8 per maund and the grower of ('ane 
was inclin~ to make jaggery instead of selling cane to the {actory at As. 6 
pel" maund but new on account of the low price of jaggery at Rs. 2-8 per 
maund. he i, more anxious to deliver his cane to the factory .t As. ;l-6 
per m*md but the factory .iD not be able to pay next year even As. 4 per 
maund of cane delivered dD. aooount of the decrease in the price of sugar 
end the recent increase of excise duty. 

(iv) There are no other alternative cash crops Buch as (i) Oil seeds, 
(ii) Tobacco, (iii) Onions, (iv) Chillies in. this locality as these cannot be 
grown on the oane fields. Here and there plantains are grown on a large 
.liICale but the same is 110t remunerative on account of the lew price for 
"lantains. 

19 .. The production of sugar by the existing factories in our area is not 
ill excess of our requirements. The surplus requirements of the area is 
being imported from Cawnpore. There is need for the regulation of import 
.of Oawnpore sugarcane factories in order to give relief to the cane-growers 
of the area. 

20. In this locality sugarcane is grown on partnership basis by the ryot 
.and the labourers. Ordinarily a ryot prepares the land by tilling the same 
.a to 4 times and hands it over to the labourers to grow sugarcane thereon . 
• The ryot supplies (1) the preparE'd land, (2) half the seed material, (8) half 
the manure and (4) the cane mill, The pan and bullocks for the cane mill. 
The labourers supply half the sl!ed material half the manure 1!ond all the 

'proping bamboos and attend to all the agricultural operations such as plant
ing, hoeing, digging drainag~ channels, wrapping and propiftg, preparing the 
canes for milling, milling the canes and making jaggery. The ryot and the 
labourers eqll8l1y divide the jaggery. Tho assessme.nt or rent of the land is 
entirely borne by the ryot. "'hen cane is sold to the factory, the labourers 
prepare the cane, cart the same and deliver it to the factory instead of 
making jaggery. In that case the price of the cane given by the factory 
will be divided half and half between thoe ryot and labourers. There are 
some cases where the ryots half crop of cane is delivered to the factory and 
the labourers half ('rap is converted into jaggery and that was the case in 
1934-85 but in 1936-37 both the ryot and the labourer were anxious to 
deliver the cane to the factory at As. 4-6 per mauud on a<'COunt of the 
low pri('e of jaggE'ry. Taking IIVE'rnge yield of eane from one at.'re at 40 tons 
the factory pays Rs. 300 to the r~'ot and the Inbo\lrers. Out of that Rs. 150 
share of the ryot, the following deductions will ha\"e to be made:-

(i) Rent of the land 
(ii) Preparation of the land for cultivatioll 

(iii) Half the cost of manuring . 

(iv) DE'preeintion in the nlue of Bulls and Mill 
Pan per year 

and 

Rs. 
50 
15 

15 

;l5 

125 

Thus the ryo!; \ViI' have a net profit of Rs. 25 per 8(,Tt'l. In this caroulation 
the value of el'ed' material is not tnkl'n into considl'ration becaU9Il there 
:will ~. alwa~'a seed material over and ab~ve the 40 tons deliTered to the 



factory. But when we calculate'the wage!! of the l"bou:seN there is not any 
margin for them. 

Rs. 
(i) The cost of planting in one acre with sugarcane . 5 

(ii) Hoeing the sugarcane field of one acre' (three 
times) 20 

(iii) Digging drainage channels twice in o.ne acre 15 
(iv) .Manure half (lost for one acre -15 
(v) l cost of proping bamboo posts af the rate of 

3,000 per aere at a cost of :Re. 50 per thousand . 40 
(vi) Wrapping four times 15 

(vii) Preparing cane and carling. the same to the 
. faetory at the ra~ of Re. 1 per ton • 40 

150 

21. The main dAlfficulties of cane-growers in the cultivation of cane are:

(1) Failure of the timely supply of sulflicient irrigation water. 

(2) The nOIHIperation of credit !lOcieties to give loans for the cultiva
tion and manuring of cane. There is real need for proper 
organisation and working of credit societies. In the case of 
Co-operative Sugarcane-growers' Associatioll of Kirlampudi the 
said association was not able to secure any loans frtlm the 
Co-operative Central Bank of Cocanada. On account of easy 
collection of the loan amounts through the factory from the 
members who deliver cane to the factory it is easy to organise 
and run a credit society for the benefit of the cane-growers, 
There is not any diJfficulty in delivering the cane to the factory 
excepting the non-existence of culverts over irrigation channels 
and well demarcat~dcart tracts. 

22. The compulsory leasing of land for cultivation of cane by factorielf 
will have to be examined by this Board again. 

24. (a) I am illl favou.r of fixation ot a quota for sugar man~facture by 
factories. There is overproduction of sugar in India aud there are nj) 
facilities for the export of sugar from India to other places and the price of 
lugar is declining very ra.pidly and the price paid to the cultivator is 
consequently becoming inadequate and· the factories are being obliged to 
sell their sugar below the cost of production; when quota system is intro. 
duced a reasonable economic level of the price of sugar, having regard to 
the interests of the oonsumer, the cultivator and the factory, can be 
maintained. • 

(b) New factories.-As a matter of corrQlary to the above proposition, th'e 
li~nci~ of (1) new factoriel! and (2) extentiODs to the existing fao!tories will 
be neOO88&ry. 

25. All the cane supplied to the factory is gate cane. 

26. The substitution of rubber tyred carts for the country carts wiI,l be 
a great. advantage to the cultivator but he cannot afford to .purcbase them: 
The weight carried by a country cart is 24 maunds. ' 

27. The mileage of metalled road in the vicinity of the factory is 
adequate but there are no feeder roads to this road. The .cane-growers are 
feeling great diJfficulty in bringing the cane from their fielda to the main 
road. 

28. Cane is brought to the factory oroinarily from. a maximum distance 
of four miles of ",hich two or: :three !lIiles i!! metalled ~ad.The average 
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time taken between-cutting of the cane and delivery at the factory is 6 t!> 
>2~ hours. 

2g. The average cost of transport of cane by cart per maund per mile is 
about 2 pies. The cane-growers employ their own carts but there are 
instances of same individuals using hired carts. The average cart hire is 
6 pies per mall1l.d. 

30: There are no tolls or other dues levied on carts supplying cane to 
the factory. 

131. We ha"e adopted the system of issuing permits for the control of 
cane supply to tile factory and this is working satisfactorily. The carts are 
not detail1lld in ;l;he factory foc more thap 30 minutes. 

88. The whole quantity of the. required cane is purchased direc1l!y from 
cane-growers and there are no intermediaries between the factory and the 
gro1rer. 

39. We begin 1b >enter into contracts with the cane-growers for the 5upply 
of canE! to the factory before we begin crushing of the cahe and contracts are 
entered into for the supply of cane even after commencement of crushing. 
At the time of con'ract We are giving ill. some cases some advance and we 
!Io nbt provide Beed or manure or render any other help. 

41. Our cane supply is not obtained from any cane growing or cane 
supplying as!\pciation. 

42. We maintain one cart weighbridge in the factory. No payment is 
made at the time of the delivery of cane. Ordinarily the interval b,etw,een 
delivery of cane and payment is 15 days. 

43. We paid in the y~ar 1934-35 As. 7 to As. 6-6 per maund, in 1935-36 
As. 6 per maund and in 1936-37 As. 4 per maund of Co. 213 and As. 4-3 per 
maund of J. 247. 
> 44. The price at which we purchase sugarcane bears a definite relation 
to the price of sugar. At the beginning of the crushing season of 1936-37 
the price of one maund of sugar was Rs. 7-8 per maund Cocanada Port. 
Taking this into ('onsideration and that our average recovery will be 7'5 
per cent. we have fixed the price of cane at As. 4 to As. 4-3 per maund. 

45. In thesll parts the price of cane is influenced by the price of jaggery 
and their question has been answered to question No. 20. ' 

46. In t.he price of jaggery there has been considerable variation from 
time to time. The> price of one maund of jaggery was Rs. 5-8 in the years 
1918 to 1924. tn the years 1924 to 1929 it was Re. 5 from 1929 to 1933 it 
was Rs. 3. 1n 1934-35 it was Rs. 4-8. In 1936-37 it is Rs. 3. When there 
is decrease in the production of gur in Northern India on account of frost 
or any> other rause, price of jaggery rises in thes!' \larts. Most of the jaggery 
of Godavari District used to be sent to Ellore, Bezwada, Guntur, 
Narasaraopeta, Jaggayyapet and Hyderabad; or late there is considerable 
fall in sending jaggery from East Godavery to these places, the main cause 
being the growing of sugarcane in· Hyderabad state and Guntur and Krishna 
;Districts. Hyderabad is now sending its jllggery as far as Rajllhmundry. 

47. No·prices are fixed under Sugarcane Act 15 of 1934 for this locality. 

48. The basis on which minimum prices are fiXed in other provinces and 
an attempt was made to fix in this province is not satisfactory. The price 
of sugarcane must bear a definite relation (1) to the price of sugar, (2) 
efficiency of the factory at which the cane is delivered and (3) the sucrose 
content of the ('ane delivered. The prices of one ton of Cllne will be undel' 
the present ('onditions rougl11y half the price of sugar manufactured from ona 
ton of cane in the factory concerned. In this formula the sucrose content 
of the ('Rne will be an important factor for the benefit of thl[! cultivator that 
grows good varieties and properly manures them. 

49. > In the> interests of the factory and also that of the cane-growers 
payment of bonus over and above the basic ·rate will have to be introduced 
for the early and late varieties. On account of early and late varieties of 
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cane the period of crushing will be extended and thereby the overhead 
charges will decrease and therefore the factory will be able to pay bonus at 
the rate of As. 8 to Re. 1 per ton . or 3 pies to 4 pies ']I9r· maund and, 
thereby the ryot wi.Il be induced to cultivate early and late varieties. No 
bonus need be paid to growers of superior cane because the formula' for 
payment of price advocated with rE\gard to answer to question' No. 48 will 
satisfy them and higher price wiJI be paid for superior cane when price is 
fixed on sucrose content of the cane. . . 

60. Our factory worked in 1934-36, 74 days, iii 1936-36, 116 days and in' 
1936-37, 130 days. Under the existing circumstances our normal period o~ 
crushing will be 160 days but there is every possibility for extending the 
period by introducing early and late varieties. When the factory works at 
least 180 days in the 3'Ilar it will certainly be very economical. 

61. The crushing of cane may be begun by 1st November and continued 
till 16th May in this locality when bonus is paid for early and late varieties 
and when the factory has its own cultivatiQn. 

62. (1) The Imperial Council of Agricultural :Research. 

Some grant is being given by them to the Agricultural Research Station 
at Anakapalli for work in relation to sugarcane, the results so far achieved 
Ift'e not rapid enough. It may be necessary to place the wlaole work under 
the personal and immediate supervision of a sugarcane expert. 

(2) This factory is not getting any assistance from anyone of the depart
ments mentioned in this question. There is not a single instance of any 
of the officers of said departments visiting our fao(;ory and studying our 
problems. It is necessary to have once a year a conference of the said: 
officers, representatives of cane-growers, and the general manager, and the 
technical staff of the factory to disc\lsS the various problems concerning 
oane-growing ~nd varieties to be grown. The officers by such conferences 
can learn the actual dilfliculties of· the factories and cane-growers and then 
only they can pay their attention for the solution of those difficulties by 
adopting necessary measures ill the cultivation of cane, in the Go~ernment 
Agricultural Stations. 

53. (i) Skilled Labout":-

(A) CHEMICAL SECTION. 

Per1t'tanent. 
1. Chief lChemist. 

Seasonal. 

2. Three Assistant .Chemists. 
3. Three Analysists. 
4. Three Eliminatormen. 
5. Three Subsidermen. 
6. Three Triple effectmen. 
'I Three panmen. 
8. Four Centrifugal Mis£rys. 

(B) ENGINl!ERINO SECTION. 

Permall.ent. 

1. Engineer. 
2. Three ;Mechanics. 

(B) ENGINEERlNG SECTIOM-JlOntd. 

Seasonal. 
3. Fifteen Engine Drivers. 
4. Nine Oil Boys. 
[5. 1:hree Firemen 

(C) GI'lNERAL SmC'rlQN •. \ 

. Seasonal. 
1. Weighbridge SuPervisor. 
~. Thr&e Weighbridge. ,Clerks. 
fJ. One Assistant Accoun:i;al;lt. 

Pe1'mane1l£ 
4. One Supervisor. 

Beasor&al. 
6. One Time-keeper .. 
6. Three Sugar Supervisors. 

Permc.nent. 
1. One Accountant. 
8. Peon. 
9. :Watcher. 



(ii) U n8killf:d labour."
Seasgnat 

·1. Three persons fOI: sulpher 
burning. 

2. Three persons for lining. 
8. Twelve at Centrifugals for sugar 

and bagging, etc. 

4. 1:hree to help the panmen. 
5. Nine to help to nremen. 
6. Twelve at the cane carrier. 
7. Eighteen at the Mills. 
8. Boys. 

64. No skilled labour was imported from abroad except in the year 
1934-35. One Mr.· J. L. Jobsis of Java was employed by the three factorieg 
of Etikoppaka, Kirlampudi and Thummapala for technical advice. We are 
getting our pan boilers from N orlhern India. 

55. After one year we fouild the services of Mr. J. L. Jobsis were not 
~ecessary . 
. '·56. We have not made any arrangement for housing our labourera and 
have not adopted any measures promoting the welfare of the labourers, 
because we are being financially cripled day after day by the excise duty and 
the reducing prices of sugar. . 

57. We are not able to meet the whole of fuel from baggase ayailable 
in our factory. We are supplementing by forest fuel at the rate of 8 per 
£ent: The amount spent on fuel is as follows: ~ 

1934-35-Rs. 4,068-4. 
1935-36-Rs. 5;805-3. 
1936-37-Rs. 6,042-10-6. 

By-products. 
58. The by-products produced in our factory are molasses and press cake. 
li9. Our production of molasses was as folloWll:-

1934-35-364 maunds. 
1935-36-8,000 maunds. 
1936-37-12,000 maunds. 

60. There is no market for our molasses. 
61. We send away our molasses after complete fermentation by throwing 

it into the irrigation supply channel. 

64. 1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

SlOrage al\d transportation. r;;. 81.I!1ar. 
Beginning. 

Mds. 

.... 
1,300 

End. 
Mds. 

280 
7,478 

17,324 

65. The factOl"y godOWDS hold 8,000 maunds. We have just now completed 
godowDs accommodation for another 8,000 maunds. An estimate ..for the 
construction. of another godown for holding about 20,000 maundB is under 
preparation and the said godown will be ready for the next crushing season. 

66. Our sugar absorbed moisture in 1936 and drying halls were constructed 
\0 dry sugar for a. longer pe!:iod before packing. The deterioration of sugar 
owas due to absortion of moisture by sugar and this may be due to two 
causes (1) insuffi('ient drying of sugar befe·re packi.ng an~ (j!) the presence 
pf collides in the manufactured .Sl1gar.~ 

67. We sold our dama.ged sugar partly at Cocanada to persons that manu
facture Ilugar candy and also at Berhampur for thll' manufacture of lump 
sugar without reconditioning the same. 

68. The keeping quality of sugar will have to be improved by· adopting a 
}Jett~r system 2f clarification aild by drying the ~ugar by' ~uperh~!t~d !!e!Wl if! 
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the centrifugals and some improvement waS e~ected ill these two directions 
during the current saasoa.. 1 believe tbat it is necessary for the central 
institute to do research work in. improving the keeping qualities of Indiall 
augar. It may lle noted that the Java sugar keep~ its q1la.lity for 3 years. 

69. I do not think that there is any damage to sugar in transit from the 
factory to the dealers. 

70. We have not experienced any diJfliculty in obtaining wagons or delay; 
in the delivery of eugar in the madr:eta, we supplied. • 

fl. I haye DQ 8uggestions to make for improvements of. rail transports of 
lIllgar. . 

72. The prices at which we Bold our Bugar· at. Cocanada is giveD 
herellI1der : ....., 

193(,,35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Maximum. 
Rs. A. 

9 0 
8 0 
7 .8 

CapitaZ account aM overhead charges. 

Minimum. 
RS.A. 

8 8 
7 8 
7 0 

73. The. balance sheet for 1934-35 and 1935-36 and the trading account Qf 
1936-37 is Bent herewith. 

74. The writing off on account of depreciation is a8 follows:-
1934-35: No amount was written off as depreciation as fa£t;ory worked 

only for a part of the season. 

1935-36: The amount wriiten off was Rs. 13,105-13. 

1936-37: The amount to be written off will be 'Rs. 14,000. 

We ·adopt the rules of income-tax rules, in calculating the. depl'eciation, 
75. We have not got any reserve fund. 
76. No dividends or profits. 
77. The working capital is provided by having, (1) aQOIrt Its. 6,000 at the 

heginning of the season and (2) by borrowing; on the {'ledge of manufactured' 
. 8ugar at 5 to 6 per cent. per annum. 

78. Bead Qlllice expenses are Rs. 500 per year. No. managing agents 
commission wae paid to the Managing Partner as there were no profits. 
The Managing Partner is entitled t.O 25 per cent. of the. profits l!ubject til 
a maximum of Rs. 6,000 when the profits are over and above 8 pet. c;e!!1i. 
depreciatiQIl and 9 per cent. qf interest of capitaJ invested. 

19. 10 per cent. will be a. fair rate of dividend. 

E/liciencll 01 Production.. 
80. Forma filled up and attached hereto,· 
81. (1) The plot was extended from a crushing capacity of 1,900 maunds: 

per day to 3,300 maunds per day. 
(2) In order to improve the Sfliciency-

(A) Steam. &upply improved by adding one boiler. 
(B) Eight roller mills connected into 11 roller mills. 
(0) I)quble effecll converted into, triple effect. 
(D) One pan added. 

(3) The overhead charges were reduced on account of increased eapacit,.;·. 
(4) No ()ther measute of economy adopted. 

*;Ngil llrinted. 
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. ·'8~. There IS bO room for 'further reduction of working cost but improve" 
ment in the percentage recovery of sugar is possible by adopting the system 
of crushing Co. 213 canes in the months of December, January and February, 
J. '247 in March and April and by not having aI!y crushing in 'May except 
when late planted Co. '201 is available. 

Marketing. 
83. Cocanada, Rajahmundry, Ellore, Bezwada and Warrangul. 
84. We 'have got Volkart Bros. as our selling agents and we have now 

entered into an agreement with Hazee Jamal Noor Mahammad to sell our 
sugar iii Godavery Districts. 

93. A marketing survey of sugar industry would be advantageous. Some 
speculators enter into advance contracts for the purchase of sugar in 
Northern India and dump the same in various- markets without knowing 
their requirements. , ' 

94. A Central All-India Selling Agency is a. clear necessity to maintain 
fair and economic price of sugar. 

96. (a) We are not doing any business on the basis of the sugar lItandards 
prescribed by the Director- of the Imperial Ins,titute of Sugar Technology. 
Our selling agents take samples of sugar from us and show them to their 
dealers and book orders as per samples shown to them. -

(b) We have not adopted the standards fixed by him in grading "Our: 
sugar. 

105. The sugar excise duty of 1934 and addition made to it in 1937 .has 
completely crippled all the new fac~ries in general and the small ,factoi'ies i.n 
particular. 

106. There are no marketing arrangements for molasses. 

Claim Jor Protection. 
>10S'. The protection has enabled India to be self-supporting to a gieat 

extent. It is necessary in the interests of the sugarcane-growers of India to 
increase protection so that no foreign sugar may be imported into India. 

109. At present sugar from England and Java is still being imported into 
India and as there is overproduction of sugar in India, it, is necessary to 
increase the protection duty in order to prevent the import of foreign sugar 
into India. ' 

110. As sugarcane crop is the main cash crop ttf India it is necessary for 
the 3tate to develop sugar industry in India and as there is already over-' 
production of sugar in India over and above the requirements of the country, 
the Central Government should purchase the surplus sugar and export into 
other Countries in general and to United Kingdom and British Dominions in: 
particular and sell Indian sugar in the markets thereof; There will certain
ly be loss in selling Indian sugars abroad but the loss will have to be met by 
the Central Government both from the excise duty on sugar an4 its general, 
l'evenues. 

The Srimati Sugar Mills, Ltd .. Lalgudi. 
Letter dated th.~ 29r,d June, 1997. (: 

We have the honour to submit, with reference to th~'questionnaire on 
lIugar factories communiC'ated to us for answer, that our factory proposed to 
be started at Lalgudi hos not yet started work. The Oompany was got 
rep:istered only in ~Nlmber last and we are at present engaged only in 
collection of the required share amount. We therefore, attempt below to 
answer such of the general questions in which we feel we have sufficient 
experience. 

1. The factory is expected to start work only in the next year (193S). Its 
«)apacity is tc? be 250 tons with facilities for extension. to 400 tons. 
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3. (a) The cane area is about 2l times aa much as the factory could crush. 
Lime¥tone is available within & distance of 5 miles from the factory Bite. 
Important markets for sale of sugar lie within a radius of 75 miles and good 
general roads and Railway lines connect these places from the factory area. 

(b) The rail snd road communications are good. 
(c) Any ,mount of labour could be got from villages near the factory. 
7. (a) A factory dealing with 250 tons of canes per day is in our opinion, 

an economic unit of minimum capacity. The running expenses by way of 
establishment, etc., and the output of sugar go to determine the size of the 
economic unit. . 

9. (a) The maintenance of a special qualified Engineer and a Technologist 
by the Industries Department particularly for periodical inspeetipn of the 
various sugar factories in the Presidency will enable the factories to get the 
zequired technical assistance. 

11. (a) '1'he total area under cane is roughly 3,000 acres in our area. 
(b) The average area under cane stands at 3,000 acres. 
(c) The local reed cane, the improved thick canes of J. 247 and Fiji B 

'and the improved thin canes of Co. 281 and Co. 352 are cultivated. Other 
improved varieties like P.O.J. 2878, Co. 419, Co. 290 are gaining ground 
gradually. 

(d) Sugarcane is rotated with paddy once in 3 years. Sugarcane is grown 
mainly in wet lands. Sheep penning, applying oil cakes, Ammonium 
sulpbate and Phosphatic manures form the manuring. 

(e) The average yield of local cane 15 tens per acre and of improved canes 
is 25 tons per acre. 

(!) The cost of cultivation of local cane---Rs. 75 per acre and of improved 
canes Rs. 100 per acre. . 

13. The short duration Sorgum hybrids like Co. 352, Co. 353 and Co. 355, 
and 00. 281 and late varieties like P.O.J. 2878, Co. 290 and Co. 419 have 
been introduced and attempted to be spread by the Agriculture Department. 

14. (b) The area under improved varieties is gradually increasing. 
15. Due to insect pests particularly 'stem borer' in the initial stages of 

the growth, slight damage results. 
19. We don't feel that it is in excess of the requirements of our area. No 

restriction is necessary for this part of .South India. 
20. The cost of cultivatio~ of local and improved canes per acre are 

respectively Rs. 74-4 and Rs. 102-2 as shown hereunder. The outturn of 
local cane is 15 and of improved 25 tons per acre. 

Cost of cultivation.. 
. Particuiars. Local. 

Preparatory Cultivation 
Manures and Manuring . 
Seeds and Sowing 
After Cultivation 
Irriga tioD. 

Rs ..... 
11 8 
22 0 
22 12 
6 0 

12 0 

74 4 

Improved . 

Rs ..... 
16 0 
41 8 
20 4 
12 6 
12 0 

102 2 

The cost of crushing by bullock power is on an aver~ge Rs. 6 per ton of' 
cane-both local and improved. 

21. The main dilfficulty we observe is t!>e transport. Su~table arrange-
ments for transport through reduction of Railway freiglit !!nd lIDprOVeplent o{ 
feeder r!!ads. will be useful. 



· 24.. We are not in favour of a quota for sugar manufacture. As Madras 
Province siill depends on outside sugar, the restrictions are not to be desu·ed. 

(a) No licence is necessary. 
(b) No limit need be fixed. 
27. It can be !aken as nearly adequate. The main roads are gravelled. 

The conditioBs or the feeder roads require iJnprovement. 
30. No. 
46. There had been considerable fall in jaggery price since 1930. From 

1930 onwards the prices are uniformly low. 1:he production of white sugar 
and its increased consumption have caused to some extent the fall in prices, 
in addition to general depression. 

49 .. The introduction of bonus payments is desirable, as the ryots will 
be induce4 ,to cultivate such of those varieties as are required by the factory. 

51. We tliink that with proper introduction of early and late maturing 
varieties of canes, a factory can have crushing work for over 7 months in a 
year in these parte. 

101. The subsidiary industries could be statted and there are lICopes for 
these. 

109. The protection should be continued at the present rate up to March. 
1946, to enable the Indian factories to set at proper work. The difference 
between the excise cHty and the import duty as is prev"lent at present 
should be continued kl be maintained. 

The MYlOre Sugar Company, LteL, Mysore State. 
(1) Leite-r dated the 17th April. 1937. 

With reference to your Oireular dated the 5th April, 1937, inviting 
representations from interested bodies on the subject of protection to 
the Sugar Industry, we wish to inform you that we have this day sent. 
to YOIL under separate Registered Post our representation together with 
six spare copies. as desired by you. ---
Enolosure. 
REPRESENTATION OJ' THE MYBORB SUGAR COMPANY, LTD .• PRESENTBD TO THE 

StrGAR TABUi' BOARD OJ' 1937. 
The Mandya Sugar Factory: Area of cane ,upply.-The sl1gar factory 

established by the Mysore Sugar Company, Ltd., is located at Mandya~ 
the headquarters of the taluk of that name in the Mysore Distriet. 
Mandya is a station on the metra gauge railws'y line between Bangalore 
and Mysore, and is 28 miles distan.t frOID Mysore and about 60 miles from 
Bangalore. The factory draws its suppliE's of cane chiefly from the Mandya 
taluk, and panly also from the- adjoining taluks of Maddur and French 
Rocks. Sugarcane has always been an important crop.o in the Mysore 
State generally, but the cultivation of cane had been practised only 
to a slight extent in the area served· by t.he Mandya factory, the soils 
being mostly poor and the tanks, the only source of irrigation, being 
extremely shallow and holding very little watE'r during the summer. The 
rainfall is below 30 inches and the area. is one which generally suffers 
from drought. The establishment of a· sugar factory in the area was the 
natural development of the steps takol.'l by· the ·GovernmE'nt of Mysore to 
protect this tract against drought· by the construction of the Krishna-
rajasagare. reservoir on the Cauvery river. ' 

2. The reservoir has a capacity of 44,000 million cubic feet and when 
t.he system of canals is completed it will havil brought under irrigation 
120 000 acres of land in the Mandya, Maddur and Malavalli taluks of the 
f\fy~ore District. The extent 80 far brought under irrigation is 52,000 acres. 
In order to p~vent insanitary conditions by excessive irrigation and to 
enable the ryots to grow relatively valuable crops, the lands commanded 
)Iy e!ch distributary ~r! divid!!d i!!to 3 ~!o!:k~ :wi~h ~ 1IiB!llli!l !O~~tioD 
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of 6I'OPS, vie., paddy, an irrigated dry crop and sugarcane (or other money 
erop with intermittent irrigation throughout the year). Wa~r was let 
into the canals in 1932 but difficulties were experienced in getting the ryot!! 
to take advantage of the irrigational facilities provided. They were mostly 
unaccustomed to the" cultivation of cane and before they would take to 
Bugarcane cultivation on a large scale, they wanted to have an assurance 
as to the availability of a ready market for the cane grown by them. The 
passing of the Sugar Industry (Protection) Act No. XIII of·1932 in British 
India, whereby the Government of India promised protection to the sugar 
i,ndustry in India for a period of 15 years, was in the circumstUlces, most 
opportune. 

3. Initiativll taken liy the Government.-The industry would not, 
however, have been started but for the initiative of the Government of 
Mysore, since, on the one hand, industrialists were not prepared to invest 
money in putting up a sugar factory lIefore cane cultivation was estab
lished in th" tract, and on the other hand, the ryots would not cultivate 
cane until a market for the cane should be assured by the establishment 
of a sugar factory that would purchase the cane grown by them at reason
able prices. 

4. The Government had already established in this locality an agricul
tutal farm with the object of experimenting on the various crops as to 
their suitability to the area and to the system of irrigation prescr~bed. 
and in particular to experiment on the one crop, sugarcane, which was 
expected to dominate the cultivation of the area for some years. °Here, 
1Itarting with 10 acres of H.M. 320 (a variety of cane produccd as a result 
of the breeding work carried out by the Agricultural Department in the 
Hebbal Agricultural Farm, and found to be well suited for manufacture 
of sugar), about 200 acres of this cane had become available as seed for 
distribution during 1933, for an arca of 2,000 acres. Government also 
authorised the Agricultural Department to start 3 new sugarcane fanns 
covering an area of about 800 acres wit,h the intention of eventually, 
l1anding them over to the Sugar Company after it should be established. 
They also sanctioned a scheme of advances in the shape of cash, iu:ple
ments and fertilisers to ryots who undertook to grow cane and supply it 
to the factory at an agreed price, these advances also being eventually to 
be taken over by the Company. 

5. Formation of Joint Stock Company.-A ioint stock company with, 
a capital of Rs. 20 lakhs was floated with the obiect of establishing a 
sugar factory in the locality, Government subscribing 60 per cent. of thE! 
ehare capital with a corresponding preponderance op. the Board of Directors. 
Orders for the machinery required for the factory were placed in January, 
1933, and the construction was completed well in time to deal with 'thE! 
crop planted in the 1933 planting season. 

6. Plant.-The original plant was designed to have a 'crushing capacity· 
of 400 tons and to be capable af being expanded to one of 700 tons, 
employing the Double Sulphitation Process of manufacture of. white sugar. 
The milling plant. consisted of a 15 Roller Mill of 24" x 48u, driven by 9. 
Corliss Steam Engine of 32" dia.)( 60' IItroke, with a suitable set of Sub
eiders, one Quadruple Effect Evaporatol' with a heating surface o. 
8,000 sq. ft., 3 Vacuum Pans, 8 Crystallizer! and a group of Omtrirugals. 
Provision was made for this plant being. Bemi-electricaJ.J.y driven, the 
electrical plant consisting of a Bellis Morcom Generating Set of 250 K. W, 
capaoity. 

1. The factory commenced milling in January, 1934, and during thE! 
first season it crushed 53,199 tons of cane, of which 19,502 tons were obtained 
from the Government's and Company's fanna, and the remaining 83,691 
tons from ryots, who had given agreements to grow 'and supply cane to 
the factory and had obtained advancos. The price received by the ryots 
was Rs. 12 per ton (As. 1-1 per maund), and in addition half the transport 
charge~ we!e !!.IsQ bQrDe by' the CQmpany, Il!! !!- EpeC!a! c!l~ fQr tbll~ y'ear... . 
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, 8. Expansion oj -Factory.-The successful working of the factory and 
the attractive prices paid to the ryots growing cane for the factory brsmght 
about within three months of the starting or operations a keen and 
insistent demand on the part of the ryots to be permitted to grow cane 
for supply to the factory. 'fhis necessitated the immediate espansion of 
the factory and the management decided to raise its crushing capacity to 
1,400 tons per day. The requisite finance WIIB raised by means of a. 
Debenture loan subscribed for by the shareholders themselves, and with 
the sum obtained an additional milling plant of a larger capacity wali 
ordered with suitable additions to the Boiling House and to the battery 
gf Centrifugals. Some slight changes in the manufacturing processes were 
also effected with a view to assimilate the system to that commonly adopted 
in Java, known as the Double Curing )lethod. 

9. Capital Cost.-Two statemen1;s are annexed, the first showing the 
capital cost of the factory as originally constructed, and as subsequently 
expanded, classified under various heads, and the second giving the details 
of the working of the factory from the commencement up to tpe end of 
March, 1937. From the first of these statements it will be seen that the 
cost of the original plant (exclusive of the Distillery Plant) was Rs. 16,42,253 
and compares favourably with the estimate for a plant of a similar capacity 
contained in the report of the Sugar 'l'ariff Board, 1930, and that the cost 
of the enlarged fl,\ctory with the crushing capacity of 1,400 tons amol;lIts 
to Rs. 33,57,020. Subsequent additions made to the equipment of the 
factory bring up the total capital CO"t so far incurred to Rs. 35,81,446. 

10. Besults oj operations.-The salient, features of the working of the 
factory so far, are summarised below (vide Staiement II). During the first 
year of operation, the mill worked for 196 days, during the second yeaI' 
for 262 days and during the third' year for. 269 days. The quantity of 
cane crushed during the past three completed years· of its existence was 
53,199 tons in 1933-34, 83,383 tons during 1934-35 and 226,696 1;ons during 
1935-36. The amount paid to cult.i,'ators fer cane (that is, excluding the, 
cane grown in the Company's farms) was Rs. 4,20,330 in 1933-34, Rs. 9,06,738 
in 1934-35 and Rs. 24,60,718 in 1935-36, the average price for each of the 
three years being Rs. 12'9 (inclusive of halI the cost of transport), Rs. 12 
and Rs. 11·05 respectively, per ton of cane. Ryots have been helped with. 
advances to the extent of Rs. 1,48,000 during the first year, Rs. 4,11,000' 
during the second year, Rs. 5,10,000 during the third year and Rs. 6,90,000 
during the current year. 

11. Th& production of sugar increased from 5,245 tons in 1933-34 to 
8,072 tons during the next year and to 23;248 tons during 19~6, the 
average recovery of sugar being about 10'4 per cent. per ton of cane. 

12. The cost of production including the price paid for cane during thl!! 
three years respectively has been Rs. 209-13-4, Rs. 209-15-8 and Rs. 171-14-10 
per ton of sugar. ,Of the cost incurred, the price paid ,for cane during 
the three years respectively amounted to Rs. 121-6, Rs. 125-8 and 
Ita. 118-11-9, representing 57'9 per cent. 59'78 per cent. and 63·24 percent. 
respectively of the total cost of sugar manufactured. 

13. Molasses.-In the above- calculation of cost of production, no credit 
bas been allowed for the value of molasses produced in the factory, as this 
has been negligible. With the object of finding an outlet for thl! molasses, 
the Mysore Sugar Company has secured the contract for the supply of 
potahle alcohol to the Government Excisa Department and has put up a. 
Di&tillery as an adjunct to the sugar factory. The quantity of potable 
alcohol supplied. during the two years during whieh the contract has been 
in existence was 166,000 and 153,000 gallons of 85° U. P., or an average 
of 159,500 gallons. The equivalent of this in terms of 96 per cent. alcohol, 
which is the strength at which the Dist,iIlery is capable of producing rectified 
spirits, is 63,800 gallons and ,the quantity of molasses consumed on this 
account would be 1,060 tons a yell1', whieh would absorb 13 per cent. of 
the .molasses px:oduced by the §uga! factory at· its pre~eut capacity. 
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14. The requirements of the Excise Department in respect of potable 
alcohol would not give work to the DiRtillery for more than three months 
in a year. The distillation plant is designed to produce rectified spirits 
'and is capable, with the addition of an extra column of producing absolute 
alcohol, which, with an admixture of petrol, could be used as motor fuel. 
The possibilities in this direction can be tried out only with the support 
and encouragement of the Government of India. Meantime, the Company 
bas had to seek other outlets for the spirits produced BO as to keep the 
CO!l'lern working for a larger number of days: . 

15. A small market for denatured spirits has been lmilt up arid a 
certain quantity of the spirit· produced is also used on locomotives and 
lorrIes in the Company's transport system. The quantity of 96 per cent. 
alc'lb,)l used in tRis way is 174,714 gallons, which accounts for a further 
'.!,HOO tons of molasses. Having regard to 'the realisations from the disposal 
of potable alcohol and other spirits, the molasses used ill ·the Distillery 
may be considered to bring in an income of Rs. 7 per ton or Rs. 27,000 
·in all. A 8um of Rs. 2,000. is expected to be realised for the . supply of 
molasses to the Public Works Department during 1935-36 for experIments 
in road 8urfacil1g. Taking into account the'income from all these sources 
the reduction in the cost of manufacture of sugar on account of the value 
of molasses would be only Rs. 1-3 per ton of sugar produced. The rest of 
the molasses is used for manure by way of experiment, chiefly in the 
Company's farms, or is burnt under boilers. It mal' be mentioned here 
·that the value of molas~es as estimated by the Sugar Tariff lloard was 
10 annas 8 pies per maund of sugar 01" Rs. 18 per ton. 

16. Markets.-out of a production of about 5,230 tons of sugar during 
the first year of operations of the factory, 3,286 tons were sold in the 
Mysore State and the balance in the neighbouring British districts and 
in the Hydel'abad State. During the second year 8,028 tons have been 
Bold, out of which 3,864 tons were disposed of in the Mysore State, 860 tons 
in the West Coast, 1,197 tons in other parts of the Maci1ras Presidency 
and 2,068 tons in the Southern Mahratta country and Hyderabad State. 
During the third year 22,400 tons of sugar have been sold, out of which 
sales in the Mysore State accounted for 6,242 tons; 6,266 tons were sold 
in the West Coast and 3,800 tons elsewhere in the Madras Presidency, 
and 6,087 tons in the Hyderabad ~tate and Southern Mahratta country. 
The factory is favourably situated to cater to these markets, as the total 
production of sugar in Southern India is considerably below the consumption. 

17. The factory has realised. an average selling price of B.s. 257 per ton 
during the first year, Rs. 253 during the second year and Rs. 2« during' 
the third year, whereas the average price realised during the current year 
(1936-37) till the end of February, 1937, has been Rs. 216, which has 
further fallen to Rs. 206-12 during the month of March, 1937. 

18. Excise Dut1l.-In the year 1934, "ery soon after the factory com
menced operations, the Government of India. levied an Excise Duty of 
Rs. 26-4 per ton of sugar, which was intended to counterbalance, to some 
extent, the loss of Customs revenue due to decreased imports of sugar 
from Java. The Government of Mysore too followed the lead of the 
Government of India and levied. an Exci&e Duty of the same amount on 
the sugar produced in the Mandya factory. This was, however, not felt 
to he too heavy a· burden during the first three yl;lars of the Company's 
working as there was a sufficient margin. between cost of production and 
selling price, which, even after paying the Ex~ise Duty, left a substantial 
balance from which to pay a return on the capital. invested and to lay 
by a reserve. The position, however, became unsatisfactory from the current 
year owing wo the fUl'ther raP.id and phe~oIUenal fall in sugar prices, an~ 
the margin of profit after paying the EXCIse Duty of Rs. 26-4 became very 
slender, 

19. From Ma.-ch, 1937, the Excise Duty has been enhanced simulta
neously in Britisk India and in Mysol'll to ·RH. 40 per ton. At the time 
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of levying this additional duty it seems to have been thought that thE1 
increase would be transferred to the purchaser and that the level of sugar 
prices would rise to a corresponding extent. Tbis hope has not lileen 
realised and there has been no improvement in the price of sugar, with 
the result, that the already slender margin between the cost of manufac.
ture and the selling price has been prllctically wiped out. As far as the 
Mysore Sugar Company is concerned, the Excise duty levied bears d 
proportion of 78·4 per cent. to the margin of profit during March, 1937, 
as against 53·6 per cent. prior to the enhancement of Excise duty. 

20. Price oj imported 8ugar.-During the period under review, the cost 
of Java Bugar landed in Indian ports has varied from Rs. 140 to Rs. 81 
per ton, and the Indian sugar industry would not have been able io hold 
its own to the extent it has done, but for the protective customs tariff 
of Rs. 7-4 per cwt., which with surcharge at 25 per cent. amounted to 
Re. 181-4 per ton, and now stands at Rs. 145 plus Rs. 40, imposed to 
counterbalance the Excise duty levied on Indian sugar. 

21. Effect of Protection.-The Sugar Industry (Protection) Act has 
more than fulfilled the obiects with which it was passed. Within the shori 
space of four years, the production of sugar in India has been increased 
from 158,580 tons to 912,000 tons, thereby meeting the whole of the Indian 
demand. The efficiency of the manufacturing process has been improved, 
the average recovery having risen from 8 per cent. to 9·4 per cent. The 
price paid by the consumer is substantially lower than what prevailed at. 
any time previously. Above all, the agricultural population has been BUb
stantially benefited. In the Mandya area alone, the cultivators have 
received no less than Rs. 24,00,000 during 1935-36 as the price of cane 
supplied to the factory. If the cost of imported fertilisers is deducted, 
the amount of new money that came into the tract last year is Rs. 21,000. 
The unexpectedly rapid growth of the industry, without adequate time 
for its proper organisation and consolidaticn, has doubtless created 
problems which require early solution; but there is no reason to think 
that given the sympathetic support of the Government, the problems would 
_prove impossible of satisfactory solution. 

22. The Sugar Protection Act of 1932 has guaranteed protection to the 
iI,dustry for a period of 15 years; the question now before the Tariff_ 
Board if> whether the protective tariff should be continued at its present
Ie,'!'!!., or whether it should be euhanced or reduced, !Iond if so, to what 
extent. 

23. Fair selling p.,.ice.-At the stage it is necessary to indicAte what, from 
the point. of view of this Company, would be a fair selling rate for sugar, 
with reference to the manufacturing and other costs. The cost of manufac
ture during the current season is estimated IlS below:-

Cane (at an average price of Rs. 10-12 per 
tOll and on It recovery of 10 per cent.) 

Other Raw Materials 
Labour 
Power and Fuel . . 
Supervision, Office Charges, etc. 
Current Repairs 
Packing . 
Miscellaneous 

Add Denreciation and Interest 
Total 

Per ton. 
Rs. 

108-75 
4·7 
8-1 
5·75 
8-1 
3·7 
4-4 
2·75 

,146-25 
15 1 6 

161 5 6 
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The total cost of productioB is thus Rs. 161-5-6: Allowing Re. 20 per 
ton as profit and adding the Excise Duty of Re. 40; the fair selling price 
would be Rs. 221..5-6 e:Il-Factory. The corresponding price at the nearest 
port, Madras, would be Rs. 236, the present specially reduced freight to 
Madrae being Rs. 15 per ton. Since our largest sales are on the West 
Coast, Bnd a great" portion of the output of our factory has to be 
BOld in markets like Hyderabad and the Southern Mahratta country ~ 
and the freights to these stations range from Rs. 21 to Rs. 29 
per ton, a selling price (If Rs. 236 at the port, with differenti,aJ. 
yates to other stations, based ~n the freight from the factory and from 
the ports,· would be approximately sufficient to ensure an ez..Factory price 
of Re. 221. 

24. COlt of Ca;n,e.-A reduction of the fair selling rate arrived at above, 
would be possible only either by·bringing down the cost of production Dr by 
reducing the Excise duty. As regards the first alternative, no a)?preciable 
reduction is possible in the present costo of manufacture, which compares 
favourably with what was laid down by the Sugar Tariff Board of 1930 as the 
tlcale of Dlanufacturing charges to be reached at the end of the period of pro
tection. The cost of production of sugar could be reduced only by obtain
ing a reduction in the price of cane. The average prices paid by the 
Mandya factory have been Rs. 12·9 in the first year, Rs. 12 in the next 
year and Rs. 11'05 in the third year. It has been always recognised that 
the cost of producing cane iR Southern India is appreciably higher than in 
the North. In the area round about Mandya sugarcane is practically a 
Dew crop and the factory is able to obtain supplies of cane only by entering 
into agreemeRts with the cultivators 12 to 18 months ahead and under
taking to pay them prices fixed in advance, with the additional proviso 
that if Government, under the Sugar Industry Safeguarding Regulation, 
should prescribe higher minimum prices, the Company would pay such 
·higher pricee. Thus, for the milling season of 1937, the minimum· price 
fixed by the Government is Rs. 10 per ton, but the agreements executed 
by the cultivators provide for their supplying cane at Rs. 10 per ton in 
the first half of the season and at Rs. 11 per ton in the second half. 
This meaRS .an average ~ Rs. 10-12 per ton, since the quantity of cane 
milled in the second half .of the season· is much more than in the firllt. 
For the next year's milling, agreements are now being obtained to supply 
cane at Rs. 9 in the first half year and Rs. 10 in the second half of the 
year, but the cultivators are showing no keenness to supply cane at these 
rates, which they protest would be unremunerative. They are, of course, 
aware that if sugar prices in 1938 s40uld be better than at present, Govern
ment will fix highlll" minimum prices than what they have contra.cted for; 
which the factory will be bound to pay. 

25. It is re~lised that the price which the Company caIJ afford to pay 
depends on the selling price of sugar and that ul1jimately ~hen the period 
of protection terminates and the Indian industry. will have the benefit 
of only the ordinary revenue duty on imported sugar, the success of the 
industry will depend upon factories being able to obtain their supplies of 
cane at prices approximating to those obtained in other countries, like 
. Java. Every possible effort towards this is being made by the State 
Agricultural Department and the Government. 

26. The experimental work done on the Government farm is largebr 
directed towards producing and supplying strains of cane that will yield 
higher tonnages. The Company maintains a number of farms with a total 
extent of 1 526 acres, which serve to demonstrate to the ryots the possibilities 
of obtainin'g good yields of Dane even in the poor soils generally met with 
iu this tract. The Company also maintains a large staff of inspectors and 
fieldmen whose duty it is to supervi!l8 the cultivation of cane by the ryots 
who undertake to grow cane for the factory, £0 see that planting, manuring, 
irrigation and control of peets are properly attended to, and generally to 

,iBst"uct and guide them 4! the methods of cane cultivatiQ.n;,so as t51 ()bt!!,i!! 
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the best yields. The Company has also instituted a system of prizes to the' 
ryots obtaining the heaviest tonnage of cane on their lands. That these 
measures are bearing fruit iB apparent from the fact that the average 
yield of cane on ryots' lands has increased from 16 tons per acre in 1933-34 
to 19 tons in 1934-35 and 23 tons in the year 1935-36. The average outturn 
of plant cane QIl 'Oompany's farms was 30 tons, 32 tons and 36 tons respec
tively in the Bame three years. Yields of 53 tons have been obtained on 
IImall plots on the Company's farms, while there are mstances of individual 
ryots who have obtained yields of 41 tons per acre. There are, thus, hopeful 
indication9 of gradually increased yields of cane being obtained by the culti
'Vator, .and some further progress in this direction may be expected to be 
achieved before the expiry of the 15 years of proteetion now guaranteed, 
But very marked improvement in this direction so as to obtain yields 
approaching what obtain in other countries can be effected only as a result . 
. of intensive scientific research carried out over a number of years. 

27. As regards the period on which .the industry has now entered" 
although agreements to supplJ> cane ail Rs. 9 per ton for cane supplied in 
·the earlier months of the season with the addition of an extra rupee in 
·the later months are being now taken, the general feeling among cane
growers in the tract is that a price lower than Rs. 10 per ton would not bee 
.remunerative, and it must hi! conceded that the experience of the Company 
on its own farms tends to support this view. A reduction in the cost of 
cane is thus not possible of early achievement. 

28. Northern Indian factories obtain their cane much cheaper. During. 
the last three years, the minimum prices laid down by the Governments of 
Bihar and the United Provinces have declined from 5l annas to .31 annas. 
a maund, and in the past few weeks even 31 annas and 3 annas a maund 
-appear to have been paid. How far these prices are remunerative to the
cultivators is 'a point on which we can express no opinion but it is nndoubted. 
'that the fact that the North Indian sugar factories can obtain their supplies. 
of cane at very favourable rates when compared with the prices paid in 
Southern India, is one chief reason why sugar prices in the markets open 
to the factories in Southern India have fallen to such low levels. 

29. In the foregoing paragraphs the possibility of the Mysore Sugar
Company reducing its cost of production by reduction in the cost of cane 
has been discussed. U' has been explained that this is not immediately pos
'sible and that the Company can make a reasonable profit only if- it realises an 
ro:-Factory price of Rs. 221. In point of fact, the ex-Factory price realised 
in the month following the enhancement of the Excise duty (March, 1937), is. 
only Rs. 206-12 and the April realisations are likely to be even worse. Market 

.reports indicate that prices show no signs whatever of recovery" but on 
the other hand continue to fall. 

30. Excise Duty.-In these circumstances, the recent enhancement of 
the Excise duty on sugar has gravely affected the prospects of the sugar 
industry, aL any rate, in Southern India. Unless prices improve, factories 
may have to close down, or cultivators will have to sell their cane to the 
factories at unremunerative' prices. In either case, the result will be
disastrous. Not only will the capital sunk on t.he factories be lost, but 

'there will be seriuus contraction in the cultivation of the one money crop 
now available to the agriculturist. ' 

31. With the present level of sugar prices, the Excise duty is strangling 
'the industry, and unless the Government are prepared to face with equani
'mity the collapse of the industry, and the loss of a great part of the 
capital Bunk on it, it is' necessary that the recent addition of Rs. 13-12 to 
lhe Excise duty should be t.aken off without delay. It is doubtless the 
fact that the Customs revenue of the Government ha's fallen considednbly 
'('onsequent on the fall in, and practical stoppage of,' imports, and that by' 
the Excise duty of Rs. 26-4 per ton, only a small portion of the loss was 
recouped. But the Government must not expect this new industry to make 
·good the entire 1088, but should take into consideration, ns a set-off· against; 
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of industry and trade, the improvement of railway earnIngs, the additional 
source of employment to labourers and educated classes and the innumerable 
other benefits to the country, direct and indirect, due to the growth oli 
the sugar industry. 

32. Inertla,e 01 Sals Price.-As regards the possibility of this factoryr 
working at a profit by a rise in the selling price of sugar, the position is, 
a8 follows. The price which the Mysore Sugar Company can get for its, 
sugar depends chiefly on the prevalent price at which competitive sugara 
C8n be had at the variou8 distributing markets, especially at the ports. 
and in the west coast markets. Till recently, these prices were regulated. 
by the price at which Java sugar could be imported. During the last. 
and the current year, however, the prices obtainable are controlled entirely;, 
by the prices at which Northern Indian sugars can be had at the various 
markets. Due to internal competition and an anticipated overproduction 
of sugar in North India, the sugar mills there are anxious to secure markets
for the disposal of their annual output. ,With this end in view, instead 
of spreading sales throughout the twelve months of the year, as is the
practice in Southern India, they enter into contracts covering disposal of" 
their entire output produced in 'five months, in many cases, for immediate 
delivery. Aided by exceptionally low rates of railway freight, the dealel'll 
who buy the output of these factories are able to dump the sugar at rateS 
with which the South Indian factories cannot compete except at a loss. 
The means whereby prices could be improved in South India, are the 
following: -

(1) The grant of specially reduced railway freights, thereby aiding 
uneconomic competition, should be stopped; 

(2) The industry itself should take steps to avoid uneconomic com
petition. The importance of this has been realised by the 
general body of sugar producers, and the Indian Sugar Mills' 
Association has been considering a scheme for creating a common 
sales organisation. This, however, is necessarily a matter of 
time. Meanwhile, some of the sugar companies in South India, 
including the Mysore Sugar Company, have arranged to avoid 
competition among themselves by appointing common selling 
agents. 

(3) An outlet should be found for the disposal of the excess..production 
ef the Northern Indian factories by giving special facilities for 
export outside India, assisted, if necessary, by subsidies from 
the State. In view of the national importance of the industry, 
such assistance would be fully justified for a few years, during 
which the industry might organise itself by restricting output, 
carrying on propaganda for incr~ing consumption and such 
other ways. 

33. Basi, lOT Minimum Price lOT cans.-As stated above, when the 
Excise duty was recently enhanced, it appears to have been anticipated that, 
the increase would fall on the consumer. In Southern India the increase 
hlUl actually fallen on the manufacturer. In Northern India it would appear 
to have been passed on to the cane-grower. The chief consideration in 
favour of protecti.on to t~e su~ar in~ustry is the. bene~t that w?uld accrue 
to' the agricultunst. ThIS object ~III not be gamed if the. prIce. of. cane 
is reduced at frequent intervals WIth reference to the fall m the pnce of 
8ugar in the Cawnpore market, irrespective of the cost to .the grower, as 
the sugar produced fro~ th! lower paid C8!,e _ will only further weaken the 
market. What is reqUIred IS that cane prICes sho,uld be so fixed that the 
grower gets a reasonable return, and at the same tIme he should be enabled 
to shsre with the manufacturer in any improvement in prices; that is to 
lI&y,- the grower should get a minimum price independent on the price of 
BU&ar. 

II 2p 



34. E1Iol!(lncement of Protection '/I,()f; required.-It' has already been, stated 
ilhat the }>rice of sugu in India. is Il0 longeJr regulated with reierence, t9" 
the pr-ice IJf Ja'f"a sugar., The lowest price a.t ,which Java sugar has been' 
landed at the ports so far appears to be about Rs. 3-12 pel' cwt. It is not. 
likely ~hat ,the price ,can go down much further. With the present ,rate ot 
dUty, the: pTice at which Java sugar, can be sold at the perta is Re. 13 
percwt. Glr Re.> 260 per ton, which is appreciably higher than the fair' 
selling' price of Indian sugars, as calculated above. It itJ obviuus that the' 
answer to the 'question whether the present Cllstonut tariff on imported: 
sugav should' be enhanced, must be in the nega'ti'te, provided' it is under~ 
stood and definitely laid down that any Excise duty levied 611. Indian 
sugar is counterbalanced by the addition of an equal amount to the pro,. 
tective duty of Rs. 7-4 per cwt. 
" 35. Redu.ction oj Protective Tariff not possible.-The rate of protective 
duty cannot also be appreciably reduced. If' the fair selling price ot 
Mysore sugar is R.i. 221 ex-Factory or Rs. 236 at the ports, and if a differ
ence ot 8. annas a cwt. or Rs. 10 per ton is to be maintained, in view of 
the superiotquality of the Java product, the s.elling price of Java sugar 
will have to be not less than Rs. 246-4 per, ton or Rs. 12-5 per cwt. 
" 36. $v.mmar1l of Representation.-From the above paragraphs, it will 
be seen that .In the view of the Mysore Sugar Oompany, the following. 
meaaures, ar., necessary to assist the sugar industry and to place it on a 
stable, basis: - ' 

, (1) The~uantum of protection to be fixed for -the remaining period 
in which protection has been promised to the industry, shouid 
be: the same' or very neaTly the same as noW" presccibed .. 

(2) The additional Excise duty recently levied, should, be withdrawn. 
(3) Minimum price of cane should be fixed so as to give a .reasonable 

return to the grower, irrespective of the price of sugar.' 
(4) 'The prohlem of improvements in the cultivation of cane, so as to 

, enable manufacturers to obtain cane at lower prices without 
,reuu(Oing the return to the cultivator should be vigorously 
tackled. In particular, breeding of new varieties of cane suited 
to the various climatic and soil conditions of the cane 
growing areas which give better yields and better sugar content, 
should be undertaken on a much larger scale than at present. 

(5) E1ncouragement should be given to the manufacture of Power 
- Alcohol from molasses and research carried out to find other 

profitable uses for molasses. 
(6) An outlet should be found for the excess production, of sugar in 

India by facilitating, and if necessary, subsidisillg for a time, 
exports- to othel! countries. 

STATEMENl' No. I. 
(Enclosure to the Representation presented to the Sugar Tariff 

Board of 1937..) 
Showing thflCOst 0/' ~riginal ZJlant and enlarged factory. 

Particul&ra. 

1. Site • . 
2. Railway Siding. . 
I. Plant including Laboratory 

and' Workshop Equip
ment 

Carr.ied over 

Value of the 
plant. of 400 tons 

capaoity. 

&S. A • •• 

llt,41615 9 
53,806 13 2 

10,37,223 9 11i 
L ' 

Total value of 
enlarged factory with, 

1.400 tons 
capacity as on 30th 

September, W36. 
RII. A, ••• 

18,824 14 2 
59,243 11 0 

23,77,57.2 9 9 
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STA.TEMENT No. i-ccintd. 

Particulars. 
Value of the 

pIant of 400 toM 
capaoity. 

Brought forward 
4. Factory Compound Wall 
6. Factory Buildings inclu:ling 

Office, Stores and Work" 
shop 

6. Godowns 
7. Residential Buildings-

(a) Manager's Bungalow, 
etc. 

(b) Staff Quarters, furni
ture, etc. 

8. Cold Water Supply 
9. Weigh bridges, etc. 

IG. Locomotiv811 
11. Cane Cars, including Motor 

Car, Lorries, etc. 
12. Molasse& Tanks • 

13. Distillery Plant • 
14. Distillery Buildings 

Total 

.... 
11,958 7 10 

1,84,621 4 7 
14,917 15 '1 

49,392 4 7 

99,766 3 I 
31,28411 8 
41,()04. 9 0 
16,275 4- 3 

76,48710 3 
12,047 1010 

16,42,263 7 11 

16;42,253 7 11 

'iotal value of 
enlarged factory wiih 

1,400 tons' 
lIapaocity a& oil 30th 

Septelllber, 1936. 

13,1731010 

3,18,123 9 2 
45,37513 1. 

14,9i9 i 6 

1,50,022 6 2 
40,284 IS '1 
63,018 1~' 11 
49,4l5 4- 3 

1,22,042 12 0' 
26,502 0 9' 

33,57,0111 10 2 
1,33,7911 8'7 

92,489 . fo' lQ 

as,83,308 13 7, 

(2') Repliu to General Qu.estion.aire of Ta;i,,. Board. From Mysore Sugar 
Co., Ltd., Mandya. 

NDTB.-The financial year of the Mysore Sugar Co., .Ltd.,. is, h·om 1s11 
October to 30th September. The statistical and other i!1forma
tion furnished below relates, to the respective financial year!!' .. 
except where it is otherwise indicated. 

Production of Suga'FFlntrod!uetO'l'Y. 
1. In January, 1934. 
The present capacity of the plant is 1,400 tons of cane per day of 

24 hours, and with the additional rollers now iD. CQUTSe 'of erection, the 
crushing capacity will be 2,000 tons from lilt A1igust~ 1937. 

2. 5,245 tons or 142,769 maunda' in 11133-34. 
8,072 tons or 219,720 maundi! in 1934-35. 

23,248 tons or 632,811 maunds in 1935-36. 

Only one class of sugar is now produced. 
3. (a) The Mandya Sugal" Fli.ctorY' is advantageously situated with refer-

ence to cane supply and important· markets. 
(b) Yes; there are facilities of rail; road· and other communications\ 
(c) The factory is conveniently situated for the supply of labour . 

. 4;. Double Sulphitation, with liltration of ,syrup an4 remelt Bugar before 
8ulphillation. The double sulphitation procesS'· was adopted as we consider 
~hat the p~oducj; has good keeping qualitieS and, we ~ve no good soutce 

2p2 
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of limestone or cheap fuel which are essential for the successful economio 
working of the Carbonization process. 

5. The following extensions have been mad" since the factory com
menced working in 1934:-

(1) An additional Boiler, an additional Vacuum Pan and additional 
Filter Presses were put in in 1934-35 at a cost of Rs. 89,077. 

(2) The capacity of the plant which was 400 tons at the commence
ment was increased to 1,400 tons in 1935-36 by the addition 
of 'one new 9-Roller Mill, 3 Boilers and Engine, additional 
Vacuum Pans, Evaporators, Centrifugals, etc., at § cost of 
Rs. 12,69,121. . 

(3) Six additional Rollers, with Boiler and Engine 'and a few Centri. 
fugals are being erected in 1936-37 at a cost of Rs. 1,56,892. 
(The work is near completion.) 

The above additions did not necessitate any change in the original lay' 
out as these extensions had been contemplated frQm the beginning. 

6. We do not at present contemplate further extensions to the plant 
except some minor alterations to improve the classification of sugar. 

7. (a) The availability of an adequate 'supply of cane, cheap fuel and 
a market within a reasonable distance. 

(b) With the present Excise Duty of Rs. 40 per ton and the low prices 
at which sugar is now being sold, no plant can be operated economically. 

With an Excise Duty not exceeding Rs. 26-4 a ton and the cane prices 
being at the present rates, viz., 6l annas a maund, .the smallest economkal 
unit in Mysore would be one crushing 800 tons of cane per day and producing 
not less than 10,000 tons of sugar a year. 

8. To no extent, as far as economic units are concerned. 
9. (i). We have not had any occasion to utilise their services. 
(ii) We have had no occasion to refer any problems to the local Indus. 

tries· Department, but we aTe in close touch with the Department here 
as the Director of Industries is a member of the Board of Directors. 

Raw Material,. 

10. Yes; chiefly with a view to demonstrate to the ryots what can be 
done on poor soils, and also for supply of seeds to ryots, if required. 

We have obtained the lands on lease from the Government of Mysore. 
;We have experienood no difficulty in obtaining the same. 

11. (a) The total area held at present is 1,532 acres. 
(b) The average area under c~ne each year has been as follows:-

Calendar Year. Area. 
1933 581 acres. 
1934 919 

" 1935 569. 
" 1936 800 
" 

The areas given above for 1933, 1934 and 1935 include both plant cane and 
ratoon cane. 

(c) The chief variety of cane grown in the area is H.M .. 320 and we • 
have now an area of 140 acres under P.O.J. 2878. 

(d) The' system that is adopted is to plant cane in the first instance 
and after cane is harvested for supply to the factory or for purposes 
of setts, the land is ploughed and allowed to lie fallow for about six 
months, when a crop. of green' manure is raised Ilnd ploughed in .. ThQ 
hind is then ready for Jllantin~ cane again, . 
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(e) 'the average yield of cane during the three yearS has b~el1 ,.. 
follows (this relates to plant cane and excludes tatoon cane):= 

Year. Variety. Yield. 
1933-34 H.M. 320 29·9 tons. 
1934-35 H.M. 320 32·2" 
1935-36 H.M. 320 39'1 

The sucrose content of th~ cane varies between 13 and 17 per Cent. 
(/) The statement marked 'A' annexed*, gives the cost o~ cultivation 

per acre on the Company's Farms during the 1Ihree years. 
12. (a) An area of about 30 acres has been r(lserved on the farms for 

experimental work. Experiment,s in this area aTe confined chiefly to 
manurial and varietal tests. 

(b) Though no partiCUlar plots of the farms are set apart for seed supply, 
the entire area is available for seed purposes whenever and to the extent 
required. 

13. We have not conducted any experiments with Teference to early, 
and late varieties of cane. Our experience with H.M. 320 has been that, 
by varying the time of planting, we are able to secure mature cane 6vet 
a prolonged milling season. We have also conducted experiments to ascertain 
the effects of varying quantities of nitrogen and phosphoric a~id in the 
manures applied. 

The local Agricultural Department have an experimental farm in the 
Irwin Canal area where they are carrying on experiments to ascertain 
the changes in yields and sucrose content for cane planted in variolls 
months of a year and harvested at different periods of maturity. We 
are in close touch with their work and. they have b~en of .considerable 
assistance to us. 

14. (a & b) The area under cane has increased from 3,100, acres in 
1933 to 12,197 acres in 1937. The area has grown with the expansion 
of the factory. Cane is grown exclusively for supplying the factory and 
Buch area is regulated by agreements entered into with the company. 

There has been no change in the quality' of the cane. 
15. There being no severe winter, there is no damage to the crop by 

frost. We have had cane affected by the borer pest. The estimated loss 
on account of this has 80 far not exceeded 10 per 'cent. 

16. We are assured of a sufficient supply of suitable cane. The principal 
variety of cane crushed in the factory· is H.M. 320. 

The average yield of cane (H.M. 320) obtained by the ryots is now; 
about 23 tons to the acre. The sucrose content may vary from. 11 tp 17 per 
cent. depending mainly on the time of harvesting. 

17. There is no such competition as there is no other factory. 
18. (a) No, "ide answer to question No, 14. 
(b) Nit 
19. The supply is not in excess of the milling capacity. We do noli 

consider that any restrictions are necessary in this area. 
20. The statement marked • B' annexed, furnishes 'the average cosli' 

of cultivation by' an ordinary ryot, and the average outturn would. be 
23 tons of cane or 1,891 maunds. . . -

21. There are no particular difficulties; either in cultivation or in delivery 
to the factory. -' • . 

22. (a) This question does not arise in our case since our factory has 
been put down with the object of helping the ryots in the area io grow 
sugarcane. 

• Not printed. 



(~) This .question also does not arise in the case of Southern India at 
present. But w~ \l.rl1 ~n. favour 9f allotting speci!!,l areas to different factol'ies, 
if the necessity arises. 

23. Tlie question· of allocation of 'zones' does not arise here. 
We have been from the beginning giving advancel$ by way of cash, 

mallllres. aDd seeds to thJl ryots. ThJl imprQvllment of communications is 
the ~uty 9~ the public authorities (Government, District ancl T!lluk Boards, 
and Village Panchayats & Unions), but the Company has in tl;le past made 
substantial oontributions for the development of roads. 

24. (a & b) We are in favour of fixing a quota for sugar to be produced 
by each factory, as well as for the licensing of new factorjea aDd extensioJl!l 
flf e~isting factories. 

!tis COUlman kDowledge that the production of sugar in India has grown 
with the utmost rapidity. In four years it rose from 15B,520 tons to 
912,000 tons. As regards the current Year; the forecast gfthe Director, 
Imperial Sugar Institute, is that the total productioD of white sugar 
in factories will amount to 1,072,000 tons and that this will, after meeting 
the entire demand of the country, leave a carry ()ver of about 100,000 toJ).~. 
In some quarters there is doupt as to whether production is really in 
excess of de!lla!ld, !Jut in any case, with the opening of new factories no"," 
~nder erection or under contemplatiQn, extensions of existing factories 
,and ~mprovemellts in cane yields and manufacturing processes, it is certaiu 
that in the immediate future the production will be substan~i!llly in exc.ess 
9f the demand. As. it is, the feeling in the tl'ade appears to be that 
the p'roduction is in excess of requirements and this has led to the inevi
table result of a stelldy and phenomenal decline in prices. For stabilisation 
of prices it is essential that there should be limitation of, production. 
\' oluntary 'limitation of production is out of the question' at present: 
It is, therefore, necessary that a quota should be fixed for each factory, 
having regard to its capacity and maximum production, and as a corollary, 
wection of new factories and extensions to existing factories should also 
be strictly controlled. The industry cannot complain if iuch limitation of 
production and ~olltrol are enforced during the period in which it enjoys
the lIenefit of a protective duty. For obvious reasons, the fixing of quotas 
and the licensing of new factories, etc., should not be .left to the Provinces 
~r- States, hut should be i~ the hand~ of /Ion All-India Statutory Body . 

. 25, (a) 45 per' cent. Gllte cane. . 
(b) 28 per cent. Rail cane. 
(c) 27 pei- I!eBt. by lorries.: . 
The proportion h~9' vari~d slightly, rail-borne traffic' being recently 

:increased and lorry-borne traffic reduced~' due to the' el!taplishment of more 
loading 'Centres on the railroad. ' ' 

26. The gate enne is mainly transported by ox carts. The weigbt carried 
'by an ox cal"t varies from I ton to 1 ton (20 to 27 maunds). 

The country cart can bs considerably improved by tbe· widening of 
wbeel tyres and also by putting ball races to the axles. The rubber-tyred 
C1J.fts are not popular in this area. 'If there are good Toads, the ordinary 
country cart would be preferred by the fyotli to the rubber-tyred !)art on 

.a.,ccounj; of i~ cheapness and Buitability for otherusBli also. 
" 27: The milllaga. of roads i~ the vicinity pf the factory is fairly adequate, 

:although tbere is room for still furtker development of feeder roads. . 
-The conditio,," of the feeder and main roads is Vf'ry fair. 
28. Arrangements for delivery c~ntres have been so made that no ryot 

will normally have to tnnsport hiS c!!ne f{lr more than 5 miles bef01'e 
his Cf).ne ilj taken chf).rge'lf by the factory. 

The average time between the cutting of cane and delivery at the factory 
is 48 hours. The cane is not subject to much deterilll'atioll during road 
triloilsportl. 



29. The ateragl! cost of transport woUld be 3 annas per ton . Pet ~i1e. 
'91" about H pie per maund per· mile; Normally; cane· growers' employ 
t.heir O'IVn carts for purposes of transport, but if they hire, they do' not 
pay more than the above rate of Ii pie per maund per mile. 

30. The Municipality at Mandya levies a toll of 2, annas for every loaded 
cart coming to our gates. • . 

31. Continuous and uniiorm· eupply of gate cane is eJisured by the issue 
of permit cards to the ryot8 so as to regulate harvesting. Ev-ery. week 
the quantity of cane required for lIupply to the factory daily is fo,recasted 
and permits are issued to the ryots for supplying the requisit!! quantity. 
This system has worked satisfactorily during the last 3 years. 

1£ the factory is operating normally, the. periQd of detention of a. 
ox cart is the time it usually takes the ryot to transfer his cane fro~ 
the bullock cart to .our little cars, which would be about half-an-hour .. 

We have ~ecently added t~ the number of weighbridges in the cane 
delivery stations 80 that there can. be J;lo· delay in releasing carts. 

32. A. maximum distance of 16 miles,\with the exception of a. sniall 
quantity of ClIlne that comes from Bangalore and Hassan, which are from 
69 to 100 miles. 

48 hours. 
Yes. 
33. Please see statement marked • C' annexed. 
We would prefer a flat rate to a maundage rate. 
034 Yes; . they are generally too high. Recently, the l'aHwaJ'l'. have 

enhanced.. the l"ates of manures. They have also ch!.ssified ·Limbnx'.(lime} 
which we obtain for fabrication purposes in the fac1lory, lIB ... Cbemacals. ''-;: 
thereby subjecting it to a heavy railway freight. 

35. There is no' tl"amway system here. The average Cost oftraruiportl. 
per maUJld is 101 pies aad -is borne by the grower! . . , 

37. In this area cane does not appreciably de~e~iorate for ,about 3 day. 
after it is cut. We therefore have had hardly any cases "of deterioration 
owing to delay iD delivery. ' 

38. (/I & b) We buy directly from ,the growers. 

39. We have a system under which our growers execute contraets- io 
grow and deliver cane to the factory at th~ time speci.fied by th~r.'laC'Wry. 
The contrads also provide for the supply by the Oompany, ,of mantU"e, cane 
setts, etc., and agricultural implements" ii required, anei 81<:10 for·, ,the 
deduction of these advances from the cane bilh wheu. cane is supplied 
to the factory. . 

41. No. 

42. ·We weigh can.e at the. place wh.ere the 11'ot -is asked to deliver 
it.- This may be an outlying weighbridge from where the ·cane is tranS'" 
ported by lorrie~ to the transfer yard, or at a railway· 8tati01l 'where 'our 
,own gangs. load. :cane after wei~hi:n~, ,01:" a1l 9111" gate weighbridges. 

The ryot is gi"ell a dnplieate ,of the woighbri·dge ticket ~n which the. 
gross weight and the tare are punched. 

No payment is made at the time of delivery, buj; the riot is pphl Rs. 2) 
pel" ton, if he so desires, as cane cutting advance. The final payment is 
made when the ryot has delivered all the cane for which he had permission 
to cut. The interval between delivery ,of cane and the .final J;layment is 
f~Dm' ~hrl!e't~ four< weeks BcCording ·tothe quantity delivered. . , .. 

43. The average price paid for cane is as folIows;-
1933-34 ·crop-Re. 12·9' per ton, or As. 7-6 p,:r maund. 
19M-35 crop-Rs: 12 per ton, '01' As. 7-4 per maund. 
193fi..31l crop-Rs.~ 11·67 p~r t9D,· or As. 6-9 per maund. 
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\ We pay the ryot one Rllpee more per ton for cane supplied during the 
lIecond half of our milling season, viz., between A'Ilgust and December. 
D'his is .done to compensate the ryot fQr not being able to raise !l paddy 
£lap after harvesting his cane crop. 

44. No. 
The price was originally fixed with reference to the price of jaggery, 

At present it bears no relation to the price of sugar. 
45. To no extent, at present. 
46. Jaggery is not manufactured in this area as all cane that is grown 

in this area is grown only under agreement for supply to the factory. 
47. The minimum price to .,be paid for cane supplied to the factory 

has for the first time been fixed this year under the Mysore Sugar Industries 
Safeguarding Regulation. During the first half of the milling season, 
the price paid is equal tQ the minimum fixed by Government. In the 
second half, the price will be Re. 1 per ton, or slightly over 7 pies per 
maund, in excess of the minimum laid down by Government. This is 
because thll agreements entered into with the ryots provide for such 
increase. , 

48. Under the Sugarcane Safeguarding Act XV of 1934 in force in 
British India, the, power to frame rules for the fixing of the minimum 
price of cane supplied by ryots to a factory hlJ.S bllen delegated to the 
local Governments. 

We are of opinion that the existing formula which relates the price of 
cane to the price of sugar and the existing 'practice in the United Provinces 
and Bihar which entails revision of the 'Price of cane every fort-night are 
both unsatisfactory. A fall in the price of sugar leads to a fall in the 
price of cane, this in turn leads to a fall in tihe price of sugar and 
so the process goes on. A fortnightly revision of the price creates un
desirable uncertainty both in the minds of the ryot and 'of the factory 
owner whose stocks of sugar produced from cane bought at a higher 
price deteriorate in price when the cane price is subsequently lowered. 
The price of cane should be disconnected from the price of sugar and 
should, it is suggested, be fixed on the cost of production, as ascertained 

'by the Tariff Board in its present enqliiries. The price once fixed at the 
commencement of the crushing season should be maintained for the whole 
of that season. . 

49. TVe do not consider the payment of a bonus over and .above the mini
mum for early and late varieties of cane, to be quite practicable. There 
should he no great difficulty, in paying higher price for a superior variety 
which gives a better recovery. 

50. During the year 1933-34, we milled for 196 days; during 1934-3~ we 
milled for 262 days and during 1935-36 we milled for '269 days. ' 

This period would be 8 months, more or less, :which '!Ve consider is 
quite favourable for economical working. 

51. None, in our area. 
52. We are- in close touch with the 10cltl Agricultural Department and 

they have been of considerable assistance to us. Moreover, the Director 
of Agriculture is on the Board of Directors. ,.' 

There has been no occasion for us to utilise the services of the local 
Co-operative Department. -

Laliou,.. 
53. (a) The following. fIgures give the 

employed in the factory:-
1933-34. 1934-35. 

(i) 131 203 
~ii) 486 846 

skilled and unskilled labour 

1935-36. 
189 

1,007. 

1936-37. 
193 

1,073 , 
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(b) So far, all employees have ·been kept on during the silen't S8ason 
also in view of extensions, additions and alterations to the plant and 
the large amount of overhauling work to be done. 

64. Besides the EUropean stalf,whiph consists of a General Manager 
and Sugar Technologist, a Factory Manager ~nd a Chief Engineer, we 
have imported two Chinese pan boilers from Java and three pan men 
from Northern India. 

55. One of the Chinese pan boilers has been sent back, and we have 
a sufficiently large. number of young men under training to repl&Cill 
even the imported pan men from the North. 

56. We have made arrangements to provide accommodation for our 
skilled labour. Ordinary unskilled labour comes from 'the neighbouring 
villages. So far, we hav.e provided accommodation for 181 labourers. The 
quarters have water laid on, and have modern sanitary fittings. 

We have provided a dispensary where free medical aid is given. We 
have also an aided Stores where provisions' can be obtained. A club .house, 
hockey ground and 'a park have been also .provided. 

POWI!Ir. 

67. Running 'at ,full capacity .without any stoppages, we should have 
just enough bagasse for our full requirements. Actually we are obliged 
to use a great deal of e:z;tra fuel and outside electric power when our 
generators are stopped. 

The following figures show the quantity of w,ood fuel consumed and the 
price paid for the same as also the amount paid for outside electrio 
power. 

Wood fuel. Electric 
Year. Power • 

. Quantity •. Pri~e. Cost. 
To~s. Ra. Rs; 

1934-35 5,211 45,968 16,453 
1935-36 . 14,125 . 1,11,~ 29,756 
1936-37 (October tQ " 

March) 8,689 78,071 14,182 

BlI-'PI"oducts. 

58. The only by~prod.uct obtai~ed in the factory is molasses, 'part of 
which is converted into alcohol. 

59 .. The details qf molasses produced d~ring ihe last .three years are 
furnished below:-

Year. Quantity. 

1933-34 2,050 tons. 
1934-35 3,200 
1935-36 8,700 v" . 

We have not had any sales for the molasses e:z;cept small quantities 
to the ·Public Works Department. at a nominal price of Re. 2 per ton or' 
As. 1-2 per maund. For the molasses used for the production of alcohol, 
the fo.ctory ill given credit at Rs. 7' per ton or As. 4-1 per maund. The 
price thus realised is Rs. 1,481 in 1933-34, Rs. 12,498 in 1934-35· and 
Re. 28,464 in 193P-36. . .... " 

The increase in the production of moiasses is ilue to the larger quantity 
of cane milled. The production varied Qnly slightly per ton of cane. 
In 1934-35 25'5 ,tons of cane produced one ton of molasses; in 1935-36, 
25'8 tons ~f cane produced one ton of molasses and during theeurten!; 
year 27·8 tQns of ca,ne produce one ton of molasses. 
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60. As already stated, there is no market for our molasse!l, except for 
!the small qu.antity supplied to the State Public Works Department. There 
are no railway facilities to transport large quantities. 

61. We US6 about, half of oW' production of molasses for the manu
,facture of alcohol for potable purpases and for use as denatu~d spirits. 
A small amount, is wed for fertilising greeR manure crops !LIld some 
quantity is issued to the Public Works Department for road surfacing. 
The' re~ is burnt under our boilers. 

With reference to ether methods of utilisation of molasses, we wish to 
suggest that it should be used fOf' the manufacture of absolute alcohol which, 
1\111 • in other coulltries, could, with an admixture of petrol, be used as 
motor fuel. We have carried out certain experiments with reference to 
the proo1Jction of 96 per cent. alcohol which we have been using as a 
motor fuel on our transport system, either by itself or with an admixture 
(If petrol, subject tit certain changes being effected in the engines of the 
v~hi.c~s. FrQm our experience, we consider it possible ,to produce absolute 
alcohol at a cost which would enable it to hea.r a duty equivalent to what 
is levied on petrol. 

62. We have no surplus beggasse, and no suggestions to offer. 

63. The filter press cake has manurial value and we use it on pur Farms. 
There is no other by-product. 

~torag6 and Transportation. o/sugar. 

64. Our stocks of Sugar at the commencement of each book year were 
as follows: - ' 

Ootober, 1934 
October, 1935 
October, 1936 

TOBs. 
8·7 

96'8 
934·0 

Our milling season COmmences allout the' third week of January and 
with breaks (May to July and December to January) continues till next 
January. For the purpose of this question, we note below the stock just 
before and after the long shut-down (May to July):-

1st June, 1934 
1st August, 1934, 
1st June,1935 
1st August, 1935 
1st June, 1936 
1st Augus~, 19?6 
1st June, 193r 

Tons. 
143'9 

3-1 
7M'0 
228'5 

2,885-1 
84'0 

"4,537'6 

65;'W~ have a' good sugar godown in the factory compound which has 
been,twice increased in SW! and can now hold 4,200'tons of sugar. We 
cQ~template a further increase if tlhe present depressed state 9f the market 
contiJ;IU8S. 

66. So far, we have Rot had any instance' of deterioration or damage 
of our sugar in storage. 

67. As stated above, we have had no ~mag,! through long sto~a~e. 
But in cases where damage OCClJrs on accoul}.t Qf r:.\~ wa~, we recondltloll 
th~ sugar before sale. 

, 68. Our sugar has good keeping quality ~nd there is no question of 
effecting improvements iB. this respect. 



69. There bave b\len ~s of d!lJm!.ge ill. traru;it ",Uhough !IDly to a very 
Im~ll exj;eut (l1Jl!l\lr 1 Per ~lI.nt.) d.~ t9. "-ajp. lW!ltf.)r getting inside- railway 
wagons. 

70, :Np greatdilficult41s h.ave .b~n. ~xperi~p.ce!l. OCC3!liOllal1y there is a 
Bhortage of wagons, but seldom fp.r!Qnger thaI!- ~ day. 

71. Improvement could be effected in- preventing the inflow of rain water 
tbrough the doors on the floor. A semi-circular angle iron, rivetted or 
welded to the Hoor. from door post to d09r post, will preven~ this. At 
present a san4 barrage is used. We have offered some suggestioIlJl to the 
Mysore Railways and they contemplate· taking action. 

72. The f.ollQwing statement furnishes the average priees' at which our 
sugar has been 80ld a't tbf.) ports and at other important up-country 
Ilj.arketll. . .-

l'pip~ Pill' b)allIld. 

l!l35, l~36 .• 1~37., 

Rs. Re. Re. 
Calicu. 8 15 0 8 9 6 615 0 
ErnakJIlum 8 15 0 8 .~ 6 6 15 9 
Tellicherry 8 15 0 8 9 6 6 15 0 
Mangalore 8 15 0 8 9 6 615 0 
Bangalore 9 9 0 815 6 710 0 
Davangere 9 8 0 8 14 0 7 8 6 
Hubli 9 3 6 810 6 7 9 0 
Belgllum 9 4 6 8 9 6 7 6 6 
Hyder~bad 9 8 0 8 8 6 7 0 0 
Salem 9 9 '0 8 12 0 7 6 6 

The freight rates to the marlt~ we s)lpply are ... S follows:
Railway Jreight per maulld 'on sugar booked irom Mandy& to-

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Madras 0 8 1 Davangere 0 9 .3 
Calicut 0 7 6 Hubli o 12 4 
Ernakulam 0 8 4 

BelgauJll TeIIicherry 0 7 6 012 5 

Mangalore 010 3 Hyderabad 1 1 5 
Bangalore 0 3 3 Sl!,lem 0 9 0 

Capital Accownt and Overhead Charges. 

73. Oopies of all Balance Sheets of the Company issued so far, are 
enclosed herewith. 

U. ThE' amounts set apart for depreciation during the last three years 
are as follows:-

1933-34 ~ 

1934-35 
1935-36 

Rs, 
80,865 

1,19,135 
3,23,104 

The rate~ provided for depreciation are those allowed by the Income-tax ~ 
Department, except in the case of mot~r lorrie~ and electrical· machinery 
for which we adopted last yell1' a ra~ shghtly higher thall tbat IIllowed by 
the Income-Tax Departmen1;. 
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75., The amounts set apart for Reserve Fund have been Rs. 50,000 
during i933-34, Rs. 1,00,000 dur1'ng 1934-35 and Rs. 7,50,000 during last 
year. 

76. The amounts distributed as dividends on capit..,l, which is only ot 
one class, viz., ordin!!,ry, are a~ follows:-

1933-34 

1933-34 

1935-36 

Re. 

2,00,000 

2,00,000 

3,00,000 

77. Normally, the' funds at our disposal are adequate to meet working 
expenses. Recently, owing to accumulation of stocks of sugar we have 
borrowed funds at 3 per cent. from the Bank. 

78. The Company is managed by a Board of Directors and the expendi
ture incurred on !1ccount of such management' is as follows:_ 

H. O. Expenses 

Directors' Fees 

Total 

1933-34. 1934-35. 1935-36. 

22,916 

2,130 

25,046 

38,975 
'1,445 

40,420 

38,156 

4,680 

42,836 

79. We would consider that a dividend of 15 per cent. on the sharso 
capital, or 10 per cent. on the block account, would be a fair return all 
the capital invested. 

E'jficiency of Production. 

80. The information called for is furnished in the enclosed statements 
(Forms I, .II and III). 

81. The works cost has been reduced, from Rs. 2-0-10, per maund of 
sugar in 1933-34 to Rs. 1-3-2 per maund in 1935-36, due mainly to increased 
production. 

82. A slight reduction in working expenses and an improvement in 
recovery will be possible after the extension to the mill and boiler plant, 
now in course of erection, is completed. It is expected thereby to attain 
a higher mill extraction and more regular running and easier steaming with 
consequent saving in fuel. 

MCU'l.eting. 

83. The principal marketing centres in which we deal are Calicut, 
Tellicherry, Badagare, Cannanore and Cochin in the West Coast, Madras,. 
Hyderahad, Secunderabad, Belgaum, Huhli, Bangalore and Mysore. 

84. We sell directly to \lealel's in Mysore and to accredited selling agents 
in other areas. 

The usual practice in Mysore is that deaTers pay an advance of Rs. 2' 
per bag against orders booked and' pay the balance against rail receipts. 
The dealers in their turn, distribute to retail merchants giving them credit 
for a month or, two. 

8S.The contract form as used in Northern India is not adopted in 
Southern India as' no forward sales spreading deliveries over 'an extended' 
period are undertaken. 
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86. At present in the Bangalore market,the wholesale price is Rs. 20-8 
per bag of 2 cwts., or Rs. 7-7-6 per maund (the Company's sale price being 
Rs. 20-2 per bag, or Rs. 7-5 per maund, ex-godown, Bangalore, equivalent 
to Rs. 7 per maund £x-facj;ory). The retail price is 5 annas a viss, or 
Rs. 8-3 per Bengal maund. .".' • 

We have no definite information as regards previouS years, or other 
distributing centres. I 

87. There is not much fluctuation ,in the difference between wholesale 
and retail pTices. 

88. Dealers in Mysore store their sugar in ,well-built mundies. While 
in storage, our sugar does not generally deteriora.te. 

89. We have had no complaints from our dealers about our sugar 
deteriorating. 

90. For certain purposes in the confectionery trade and for the manu
facture of white sugarcandy, Java sugar is occasionally preferred. 

91. We consider that the present quality of Mysore sugar is equal to 
that of imported Java sugar and is in a position to replace it. 

92. As far as our factory is concerned, sales of sugar are spread over 
the 12 months. of the year and stocks are carried in our own godowns. 
Dealers carry just enough stock that is required for day to day business. 

93.' We consider that the' conducting of a marketing survey ~f the sugar 
industry would certainly be advantageous and are in favour of it being 
immediately undertaken. - ' ' 

94. We are in favour of an All-India sugar selling organization as we 
consider that the interests of sugar manufacturers can be secured only by 
mutual co-operation and goodwill. 

95. We are in favour of standardising Indian sugars. We would suggest 
that the number of standards by which Indian sugar is to be classified 
should be limited to three or four. 

96. (a) No business lias been done on the basis of sugar standa.rds, so 
far as we are aware. . 

(b) Attempts are being made by individuai mills like us to grade sugaJ'
on the standards prescribed by the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technology. 

97. We w.ould suggest that the number of grades on which sales are 
to be conducted should be'limited to three or four. 

99. Based on the statistics of production of white sugar. in India ,and. 
the import figures of refined sugar to India during the last five years, 
the consumption of white sugar may be estimated to be ~etween 11 
and Hi lakhs of tons. 

100. Factory sugar has definitely replaced jaggery in the sweet-meat 
trade and also, to some extent, in the domestic consumption of tlie middle 
and upper classes in urban areas. 

10!. There is very little scope for' starting subsidiary industries Jor 
the manufacture of sweets and syrups, fruit preservation and canning. 
There are a number of small factories -in' Southern India which are' 
engaged in the preparation of sweets. Their consumption of white sugar 
is not very appreciable. As regards fruit preservation and canning, 
unless the price of fruits' goes down and difficulty is felt in obtaining fresh 
fruits of one kind or another right through the year, the market for 
preserved fruits will be very limited. 

103. In the" ports '~b~ut which 'we, have i~formation, we understan~ 
that Java sugar, has been landed at so Iowa prIce as Rs. 3-12 a 'cwt., eqUI
valent to, Rs. 2-12-3 per maund, which seems to be unremunerative. 

104. Tbe following statement furnishes figur!<ls relating to ,export.. Qf 
IIugar from India both by sea ~nd by land: 



Year. 

1930-31 • 
1931-82 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

Ea:POT't of mgar (in tona). 

,By sea. 

4113 
226 
437 
425 
363 
389 

.-Q21 

Byland. 

40,126 
28,885 
27,729 
33,110 
34,034 
25,836 
23,381 (for 10 
months up to 
January, 
1937). 

In our opinion, facilities should be offered for exports of Indian sugar 
to the United Kingdom by admitting it at certified colonial rates (13 5·3d). 
Exports will become possible when the Indian price plu3 freight plus this 
preferential rate is equal to or lower than the price of non-IBdian sugar 
landed in England after paying, the regular customs duty. India at ,the 
moment does not make sugar of 96° polarisatioll as there is no internal 
demand for it. Indian sugar has a polarisation of 99° and upwards. 
, 105. In the years 1934-35 and 1935-36, the price realised by the sale 
of sugar was such as to leave a substantial margm. of profit after deducting 
manufacturing and selling charges, and the original duty of Rs. 26-4 pel" 
ton, although heavy enough (being in addition to income-tax)' was not an 
nnbearable burden'. But the selling price of sugar has in the meantime btlen 
continuously declinittg during the past three years-steadily and 
'slowly during the year; 1934-35 and 1935-36, but rapidly and phenomenally 
during, recent mQllths-and the plargin between saJe price and cost price 
nad shrunk so greatly that the ()Id duty of Rs. 26-4 per ton was itself 
proving an unduly heavy burden .. The ,enhancement of the duty to Rs. 40 
pel'to:a haa mads the' burden intolerable. This position will be clear from 
the su~joiDed statement:-

193'-35 1935-36 1936-37 March, April,. May, - 'Ootoberte October to October to 
September. September. February. : 1937. 1937. 1937. 

Per ton. Per ton. Porton. Parton. Per ton. Per ten. 

Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Re. 
1. Average cost 

of production 209'98, 171'93 167"13 155-79 157'55 16('9S' 
inoluding -
i d le-t i m 41 . 
charges, 

2, Average sell- 253'42 244'12 216'40 206'75' • 195'69 18~'5() 
ing price. 

3: Margin of 43'44 72'19 49'27 50'98 38'08 23'52 
profit. , 

4, Excise Duty. 26'25 26'25 26'80 40'00 (()-OO 40'00 

5. 'Percentage of 60'40 36'40 63'110 78-40 105'06 170'10 
]!lxcise Dllty 
to margin 
of profit. 

I 



106. We have DQ m8.l'keil for ,molaises. 

Claim Jor Protection. 
. . . . . 

108. The me8S1Il'l! of proteetiolf enloye'd by ~h&. industry has beeir' quite 
etfective &8 evidenced by the fact that there has been a rapid ,development 
of the industry and the faet·l>ties established in India ar~ now capable 
of producing sugar approximately equal to the normal eStimated consump~ 
lion of thl[! country and owing to inter:u.al. ,competition _are selling sugar 
at a price, the lowest ever known. -

The price of Bugar in India. is no longer regulatea' with -referenC!! ., 
the prU:. of Jav.'sugar. The lowest 'pl'ieeat'which Java sugar has been 
landed at the ports so far appears to be about Rs. 3-12 per ewt. It is not 
likely that the price can go down much- f.1Irlher. With the prealln1i rat!! of 
duty, the price at which Java sug8.l' can be sold at the ports is Rs. 13 
per cwt." or Rs. 260 per ton, which is appreciably higher than the fair 
selling ptiee of' Indian sugar:' It is obviouS' that- the answer to the question 
whether the present extent of protection should be inCl'ea'Sed, 11l1tst be in 
the negative, pr.evidecl it is: UBdea'silood _ddefutitely ,laid down that any 
Excise Ditty levied. on IndiaDl ,sugar is counter-ballaneed, ,by the addition 
of an equ~ amount to the pr~tect~ve d.ilty ~f Rs. 7-4 :per ewt. 

109. The ra~e o~ pr~teetive d\lty cannQt also be appreciably .:reduced, 
since, for reasons given in our Memorandum dated the 21th; April, W37, the 
fair selling price of Indian 'sugai' a.t 'the ·ports would be about' ,B.s. 236 
per ton. Allowing a 'difference of' 8' imnas a cwt., or Rs. 10 per ton to be 
maintained in view of the superiol" qua~ity of the Java ptodo.ct ·1IlS compared 
with the- prodlJct Qf the large majority of IndillJll factoriell\- ithe selling 
price of.J~ sugar will have to be not less than Rs. 246 per ton, or 
Rs. 12-5 per C')Vt., ""hidh means that the present protective duty has to 
be contiD.U8d. practically withouj; reduction. 

110 . .In addition' to the protective duty, the 'f'olll>wing measures Iippear 
to be necessary for the development of the industry and placing it on a 
stable basis:-

(1) The additional Excise Duty recently levied, should, be withdrawn., 
(2) The minimum price of cane should be fimd once every year and 

,not be subject to fluctuations due to the price of sugar every 
fortnight as is now being done- in Northern. India and should 
be' so fixed as to give a reasonable return to the grower. 

(3) The present uneconomic railway freight. allowed for sugar that 
is being transported from Northern India to most of the port 
towns in Southern India, thus enabling sugar being dumped 
at'. unremunerative prices, should be modified so as to stabilise 
the prices at which, sugar co~ld b~ sold: at, these ports •. 

(4) Opening of new. factories and, furthez:' exten"i.ol1& .of existing 
factories should be strictiy controIle~. 

(5) Production 'of existing' factories' should- &e .. controlled during the 
period of protection,' and· quot'as fixed for protection with refer
ence to existing capacity, maximUm' production in the past 
lind othet' rele'l'ant conlliderations .. 

(6) The problems of improvemel1ts ill the.cm.ltivatittn of cane $0 as to'l 
enable manufac,turers to.obtl4-in canlt' all, rower prices -without 
nducing i the ret~rn to. the . c~ltivator, should. b~ vigorousty 
tackled. In partlcula'l', breedlDg of. new Val'letles of cane 

, suited to the V'Brious clim~ti() and soif conditions of the cane 
growing Meas which -give ·bette!" yieTds and better sUgar contents, 
.hould be- undertaken not only . bl' tlie Central Government 
but also by the. PrQ.vinci~l GQver~E!nt~ 'OB: a lIlu9h; lllrg.er scale 
!h!n at p~!6en~. 



(7) Encouragement should be given to th.e manufacture of Power 
Alcohol from molasses for use 8.1! motor fuel with an admixture 
of petrol. I 

(8) Encouragemtftlt should be, given to sugar producers finding an 
outlet for their production in foreign markets, like Afghanistan. 
Nepal, Arabia and also by giving pr~ferential treatment for' 
exports to Great Britain. 

STATEMENT B. 
A verage cost 01 cultivation by an ordinary ryot. 

Particulars. C!)st per acre. 
Rs. 

1. Preparatory cultivation-
Ploughing, levelling, furrowing, etc; 8 

2. SettB-I0,OOO per acre 23 
3. Manures-

21 bags of Ammonium Sulphate, 1 b!lg of Conc. 
Superphosphate and 6 bags of oil cake -58 

4. Irrigation wages 18 
5. Weeding 5 
6. Earthing up 4 
7. Harvesting (12 annas per ~on). 18 
8. Transporting • 31 
9. Interest()n principal 8 

Total 173 

(This is exclusive of L!lnd Revenue payable to Government.) 

STATEMENT O. 

Schedule 01 Railway Freight ,Rates of Mysore Railways lor cane supplies 
to Mandya Sugar Factory. 

(See Ques1ion No. 33.) 
Railway 

Stations. Distance. freight per " 
ton of cane 
OR.CC. L. 

Miles. Rs. A. 

Bangalore to M!lnaya 61 1 4 
Kengeri to Mandya 50 1 4 
Closepet to Mandya 38 1 2 
Ohennapatna to Mandya 24 I 0 
Settihally to Mandya 18 0 
Maddur to Mandya 12 014 
Hanakere to Mandya 7 014 
Induval to Mandya 31 010 
,YeliIUr to Mandya 5 014 
Byadarahalli to Mandya 12 014 
French Rocks to Mandya 17 014 
Hampapur to Mandya 52 1 4 
Hassan to Mandya 102 1 10 
Bhadrllvati t~ MandJ(~ 200 3 4 



(3) Letter 'No. B-128~/I01288, dated the Sl2nd July, 1997, /,rom. t1te.MYfDr8' 
Sugar Company, Ltd., Bangaiore. 

I am forwarding herewith certain additional information. wliicli :we had
promised to send to ,the Tarifli Board. 

EnclosuH. 
ADDITIONAL, INFORMATION BEQUIRED BY TliB TAlIIPlI' Boo~. 

I. In regard to the question of fixing the minimum price of cane supplied;: 
to sugar factories and the view expressed by us that the minimum price
should be fixed with reference to the eost to tae cultivator, I was. asked ,as, 
to whether I had any, other suggestions to offer. I answered that I had 
nothing to add to what had been, ,stated in our Memorandum and- in the-
answers to the Questionnaire. ' 

It has since struck me that in ,thisconnectioXl I mfglit have referred to 
the connected question how the cultivator, is to get the benefit of any 
increase in the price of sugar. When the Government of Mysore decided' 
at the beginning of the 1937 milling season to fix a minimum price for cane, 
we gave some thought to this question and had 'a proposal under considera
tion to give a' bonus to the suppliers of cane at t.he end of the milling season 
(over and above the price paid at the time of supply} in case the price 
realised during the whole of the season enabled. the Oompany to do so 'on 
the basis of half the price of sugar being paid as price of cane. But'the 
question was not further pursued owing to the fall in the price of sugar. 

II. With reference to the statement in paragraph 34 of our Memorandum 
that the lowest price at which Java sugar had been landed was Rs. 3-12, the 
question was asked whether this included landing charges. Our information 
is based on the published report of D. N. Marsliall of Bombay and we find 
that we have mentioned is the c.i.f. price. The landing charge, estimated 
at 2 annas a cwt., has to be added to this. This would make the selling 
price of Java sugaJ." at the ports Rs. 13-2 instead of Rs. 13 per cwt. 

III. The two Statements referred to in the answer to Question No. 80 give 
figures up the end of the Oompany's last financial year ending 30th Septem
ber 1936. Figures for 1936-37 could not be given as the year is not yet 
over; but as desired, the statements have been now. brought up-to-date, i.e., 
up to end of May 1937 when the . mill was closed for the long shut down. 

IV. Iu regard to the particulars for arriving at the "fair selling price '" 
of sugar, furnished at page 12 of our Memorandum, I was asked for details. 
of the entry under .. Depreciation' and Interest", and how the profit of 
Rs. 20 per ton was arrived at, and whether the caloulations'were made on 
the basis adopted by the previous TaJ."iff Board in thElir Report. I explained 
that depreciation was calculated according to our practice (which on a few 
items is slightly higher than is allowed by the Income-Talf' amthoriUies), that 
the interest was what was actually payable on account of Debentures and 
Ilot on working ca.pital and that the profit was calculated at a pereentage> 
ef the sale price; and also that our caleulations had reference to oup estimat&
ef costs under the conditions existing at the time of writing and pot with
reference to possible reductions and impnwements that might be. expected 
to be effected hereafter. I was desired to furnish a fresh calculation ot tha 
•• fllir selling pa-ice" on. the basis. adopted by the Tariff Board. Accordingly,. 
revised figurt;s are given below:-

n 

Cane (at an average price of Rs. 10-12 pe~ ten and 
on a recovery of 10'51) 

Other raw materials 
Labour 
Power and F~el • 

Carried' over 

Rs. 

103'26 
4:64 
7'83 
0'43 

2~ 



, ,Brought forward 
Supervision, Office charges, e~. • 
Current repairs ' , 

,Paokin& :-
Miscellaneous 
Selling commisSion. 

Total 
:.tdd Depreciation ami Interest (9'91 and 1'65) 

Excise Duty 
" Profit (at 10 per cent. on capital) , , 

Fair Selling Price, e:»-Factory • 

Its, 

8'19 
a'61 
3'65 
l'OS 
2'00 

• 139·69 
11·56 

II 

151'25 
40'00 
16'51 

207'82 

For the revised fignres, 'we 'have taken into consideration a production 
lof 23,000 tons of sugar with an average recovery of 10-51 as against a recovery 
'of 10 pel' cent. adopted for the original statement. (By the installation of 
additional Rollers and' an additional Boiler, already coJIlpleted, we expect 
tthis better recovery): ' , ' 

As regards Depreciation, we have now provided for this only ander the 
Eltatutory Rates, which amounts to Rs. 2,28,000 on a. block capital of 
Its. 38,11,878. 

As regards interest, an a.mount of Rs. 48,000 is provided, being interest 
at 6·1 on a sum of Rs. 8,00,000 which is the amount required for working 
capital especially as our recent experience shows that we will have to keep 
11. considerable stock of su~ar unsold throughout the year: - ' , 

Stock of 20,000 bags at cost • 
Outlay on Farms . 
Cane purchases' and other stores '. 

, , 

Rs. 
2,80,000 
1,20,000 
4,00,000 

As rega.l"da'profit, a sum of Rs. 16'57 is provided for and it is arrived at 
on the basis of a return of 10 per cent. on a capital of Rs. 38,11,878 which 
,is the sum spent for putting up the factory with a Cl"ushing capacit.y of 
1;400 tollB ,,!f cane per day. 

The Nizam Sugar Factory, Ltd. 

Letter dated tTl. 7th/8th August, 1937. 
, I am for'ltarding herewith a copy of the answers drawn up by lIr. Athalye 

.\0 such: of' tho questions contained in the Questionnaire of the Sugar Tariff 
,Board Committee as are of general interest or applicable to the Nizam 
Sugar Factory,- Ltd., and hope that. they will be found. interesting and 
pos.~ibly, useful in discussing the subject with the Members of' the Tariff 
Boara. i:~ .. , -' . 

. .ANSWERS TO 'THE QUEsTIoNNAmE. 

1. It; is ;u~d~ erection. The capacity is '1,000 tonS. 
S. (a~ Tile cltne supply in lhe immediate' neighbourhood' is not adequa.te 

!lot present bilt ean pe develope~ t'! satisfy the requirelI1ents in a ~ear or 



two. Supply of lime-stone is not. within a. !If)nvenient distance. . It has got 
the advantage of the markets in H. E. H. the Nizam's Dominions. 

(b) The railway and road facilities are good. Internal eommuniOlltions 
require improvement and extension. . 

(c) Labour supply fair. 
4. Double 8ulphitation. 
7. (a) Quantitly and quality of cane-supply, facilities and time of trans

port, facilities for the profitable disposal of exhaust mola.<oSes. 
(b) A plant of 600 tons capacity. This unit will have to be increased as 

the sugar market depresses. 
9. reB. 

Raw. Materials. 
10. Yes, in part. The rest to be obtained from Ryots by JKIrphase. We 

had 10 far nf) recourse to purchase or lease of lands lIB the Government 
have acquired some lands for C'clmpany's cultivation. 

11. (a) Approx. 3,600 acres. 
(b) This being the first yealr, about 125 acres are planted for seed. But 

the area of Company's cane will be increased to. 1,500 acfeS shortly and 
more later on. . 

(c)P.O.J. 2878 and Co. '29Q. 
(d) We propose to adopt a two year rotation. 
(e) & (f) Cannot be answered, this being the first year. 
12. (a) & (b>' None at present. 
13. NItRe 110 far. Too Government Department is conducting experi~ 

menta and they may be of guidance to UB. 

16. There are immense possibilities but the supply has got to De Qrganised 
and developed. '. 

17. There is nO' other competing factory. 
22. (a) The compulsory acquisitiou being not practicable, it is. necessary 

that the Government 8hould help the factory-owners by facilitating. leasing 
of lands that are require<J for their cane cultivation. Without such help 
the factories may not be able to get their cane supply assured and will have 
to work uneconomically. Private purchasing of .14nds is sometimes 
economical. 

(b) We are of the opinion that in areas having local cane growers with 
a tendency to use their cane Eor the manufacture of gur it is not safe for 
a sugar factory to depend entirely on the local supply. A system of " Zones" 
can work well only if the factories and cane-growers operating in a part~
cuIlid' zone are prohibited by legislation from encroaching upon other zones. 

23. Ordinarily. i_ is risky to advance cash to cultivators. The develop
ment of feeder roads and if possible the provision of facilities of quicJ" 
transport are necessary and will be helpfW, to the factories as well as to thts 
cane growers. 

24. (a) We are noil in favour of placing any restrictions upon thQ natural 
development of sugar factories in India but would 9n the Icontf'ilry suggest; 
that the Government should .encourage the expansion of this· 'Industry b~ 
facilitating the sale of Indian sugar in the neighbouring foreign markets. 

(b) The sugar industry being largely a rural industry, is definitely. 
helpful to the agricultural population. It helpli the agriculturists by 
securing money-return for his crop. and provides employment to the landed 
labour in the slack Be8SQn. India being mainly an agricultural country, the 
Governlllent should help the stabilisation and expansion of the sugaJ:: 
industry by all p()!;Sible means. . 

27. The main roads are good. Feeder roads ~i1l hll,"ve to he jlI\Proved 
.2! plJ!da. 
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33. 'Freight rates on the transport of cane by the Nizam State Railway 
are under consideration. Certa.inly a maundage rate on waggon load basiB 
.would b9 preferable to a flat waggon-rate per mile, since cane cannot be 
packed in waggons as some other goods. 

34. Reduction 'of freight rates on coal and lime is very desirable in lower
ing the cost of sugar manufacture, as also reduction of freight. in oil-ca.ke, 
agricultural implements, etc., for economic cultivation of. sugarcane. 

36. Yes. 'fhe tramway system will be definitely advantageous for the 
quick transport of cane from the fields to the ]i'actory, as well as from the 
point of economy. For the Trunk lines passing along the metal roads per
mission for the uoo of narrow strip of land will have to be obtained from 
the Public Works· Department and for feeder lines, the necessary land may 
have either to be acquired or obtained on long lell.'!e. In this respect the 

, help of H. E. H. The Nizam's Government can be relied upon. 
45. The price of cane acceptable to cane growers, depends on the pre

vailing price of. gur, the supply of adequate skilled labour required for 
harvesting in the specified time, the distance of the cane fields from the 
factory, the facilities of transport to the factery, correct weighments and 
prompt payments of cane bills. Cane growers having an option for the 
manufacture of gur will expect a price equivalent to :tJhe price of gur minus 
the cost of its manufacture. 

46. Yes. The variations in the price of gur from time to time and in 
the same year are very common in the cane-arell.'!. Among other causes 
these variations may be attributed to the extension of cane cultivation, -
condition or cane crop, accidental damages by frost, sugar-cane diseases and 
pests and ca.la.mities like earthquake (as in Bihar) and also to the fluctuating 
demands for gur from the rural areII.'!. 

49. The "bonus" system will oertainly encourage the plantation of cane 
according to the early and late requirements of the sugar factories and 
should be rated on the basis of varieties and the early and late seasons, i.e., 
say 15th October to 15th of December and 1st of May to 1st of June. 

51. Extension of the crushing season is one of the vital necessities under 
the present conditions of the sugar Industry. This can be achieved only 
by the introduction of early and late maturing varieties and of such other 
varieties as can withstand the hot weather conditions as obtained in the 
later part of May without considera·ble deterioration. Certain Coimbatore 
varieties have given promise of their long standing capacity. 

52. The Agricultural and Co-operative. Departments of this Government 
have been and will continue doing their. best to guide the sugar factory in 
the matter of experiments on sugarcane. It is, however, desirable that the 
Imperial Cotincil of Agricultural Research should establish a resea.rch and 
testing station in the neighbourhood of the Nizam Sugar Factory Ltd., 
and work in co-operation with the local agricultural experts. 

56. We are providing pUCC& quarters' for housing skilled and unskillcd 
labour. They are now under construction. We have also opened a dispen7 
eary for medical' help and shall. shortly construct a permanent dispensary 
building with necessary fittings and equipments. It is also proposed to 
supply filtered and purified drink water for the labour and the residential 
staff. -- . 

Marketing .. 
105. (i) Tho levy of excise sugar duty had the immediate effect of large 

-reduction in the margin of profit 'of the factory owners. It also eompelled 
the factory owners subsequently to introduce the moosures of ec.onomy iii 
the supply of cane and the manufacture of sugar. ' 

- (ii) The increase of Excise Duty by Ans. 11 per cwt. ~inee 1st March, 
1937, has hit the factory owners very seriously on &ccount of present low 
level of the prioe of sugur. With the present cost and methods of manu
facture and prevailing price of sugar, the inci<lenoe of Excise .Duty exceeds 



the margin of nett profit even in the cases of the most efficiently and econo
mically managed sugar factories. This being a fixed charge on the prQduc:
tion of sugar, the duty acts more severely than the levy of an income-tax. 
This heavy burden has made the position of small factories very precarious 
and under the strain of increasing competition and the decline of sugar 
market, they may have to be closed sooner to later. In the case of khand
sari Sugar Mills, the Excise Duty has virtually resulted in driving them 
out of existence. 

106. In the case of the Nizam Sugar Factory, Ltd., arrangements for 
marketing the molasses when the factory is in operation are not still in 
sight, and we are afraid the molasses will have to be disposed of without 
any appxeciable remuneration. 

Claim lOT Protection. 
108. The rapid rise of the Indian Sugar Industry and the increase of 

sugar factories all over India. can be attributed entirely to the protection 
given by the India Government against foreign imports. 

100. The very fact that foreign sugar amounting to about 3 lakhs of tons 
is imported into India in spite of the heavy import duty, justifies the reten" 
tion of the protective duty at least on the present level. We therefore 
suggest that the Import Duty at the prevailing rate should be continued to 
31st March 1946 and the position as regards its reduction or otherwise be 
examined -in the year' 1945. In India. the cost of production of cane is 
'comparatively much higher than that obtained in the importing foreign 
countries. India therefore stands in need of protecti.·)ll, 90 long the cost 
of production of cane per ton is not substantially reduced or brought to the 
level approaching that in the foreign countries. If the protective Duty 
is reduced, the sugar concerns will have no alternative but to reduce the 
price of cane paid to the cane-growers. The reduction therefore will give 
a harder blow to the cane-cultlvators than to the factory owners. 

110. (1) Introduction of.. such measures as will reduce the cost of p11rchase 
of manures, implements reCibired in the cultivation of cane and of coal, lime 
and such other stores as are required in the manufacture of sugar. For 
example reduction -of freight rate on these uticles from the centres of pro
duction to the centres of coru.umption. 

(2) Re<luction in the existing water .. ate of cane-crop. 
{3) Research wo .. k aimed at the improvement of yield and the reduction 

in the cost of cultivation of sugarcane. I 
(4) Research in the economy of fuel consumption. 

New India Sugar Mills. Ltd.. Darbhanga. 
Letter dated tl!1l 8th. October, 1937'. 

As desired by you, we, are herewith sending our repli~ to the general 
questionnaire issued by the Tariif Board and we hope you. wIll find the same 
in order. 

Please note that the accounts of 1936-37 season, are under- -audit and 
we are sending you the approximately correct figures- for this seasolf. 

Enclosure. 
REPLIES ro GBNERAL QUBSTIONNAJIUI. 

1. 1933-M~ 800 tons. 
2. 19~7,420 Msunds. 

1935-36-135,729 Maunds. 
1936-37-286,999 Maunds. 

3. Double Sulphitation. ..' 
4. (1) Two 3-Roller Horizontal Sugarcane MIlls ~av.t1g z:oU!'rs 26" di~. xl 

54" 4lng. J()!lIJl~ls 13" di~. x 15" long ~Il ~n6!a 



- (2) One sIngle cylinder Horizontal high pressure steam engine having 
cylinder 24/1 dia..)( 42" stroke. Working pressure 120 lbs. per square inch 
exhausting against 10 lbs. per sq. inch and gearing. 
, (3) Three unchokeable pumps D. couple motor. 

(4) Qne 42-Chamber side Fedd filter press having 000 sq. ft. filtering 
surface with plates and frames 34i" Bquare and accessories. 

(5) One Horizontal high velocity juice heater having 500 sq. ft. heating 
surface piping, etc, 

(6) One Standard cast iron vertical triple effect evaporator havihg mild 
steel- tUbepla.tes and solid drawn brass tubes, giving a total heating surface 
of 4,500 sq. ft. and complete with all the usual fittings and mountings 
including la.gging. -,_ 

{7) One Steam driven vertical double ram Flywheel pump for Calandria. 
dram. 

(8) Olie Steam driven vertical double ram Flywheel pump for syrup elll
traction. 

(9) Two caSt iron calandria Type vacuum pan. 9'-0" dia. having a. strike 
ca.pacity of 22 tons of masseeuite fitted with mild steel tubeplates and solid 
drawn brass tubes giving a heating surface of 850 sq. ft. complete with 
all the usual fittings and mountings and piping, etc. 

(Hi) One Oast iron central Barometrio condenser complete with internai 
baffles, etc., piping, etc. , 

_ (Ii) One Horizontal steam driven dray slide lValve vacuuml pump having 
steam oyelinder 16/1 dia. air cylinder 26" dia. x 24/1 stroke, cQmplete with the 
necessary fittillgS a,nd mountings piping. 

(12) One steam driv,!n centrifugal water 1>ump capable -of delivering 
about 225,000 ga.llons liel' hour, complete with strainer, non-returning valve, 
sluice valve and crankshaft Governor and piping, etc. 

(13) Four Mild steel OrystsUizers of the No~ketted open" U" type 
each 5'-6" wide x 6'-0/1 deep x 21'-08 long. 

(14) Nine 42/1)E 24" Water-driven suspended self-balancing Oentrifugal 
Machines ha.ving perforated steel baskets to run at 950 R. P. M., etc., 
complete. -

(15) One Horil!lontal Duplex steam Pump 24H)( 12" x 15" to drive 9 42/1 x' 
24" centrifugals only with a net effective steam pressure of not less than 
70 Ibs. per square inch. 

(16) Sundry Plant. 

Land 
Buildings 
MaChinery , . 
Railway siding 
.;Weighbridges . 
Motor Cars 
Furniture • 
Molasses Tank . 
Bundh (Embank-

ment) 

Total 

Block. 
1934-35_ 1935-36. - 1936·37_ 

Rs. A. p- Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

23,975 9 3 23,975 9 3 23,975 9 3 
2,44,569 9 6 2,69,555 0 0 3,22,805 9 3 
7,35,272 9 6 7,42,489 7 6 12,24,530 14 4 

26,491 9 9 26,921 I! 9 26,921 9 9 
13,654 7 3 16,681 11 3 16,681 11 3 
8,54014 0 2,303 0 0 1,630 15 0 
4,761 4 9 4,973 15 9 5,46815 9 

10,978 a 3 

~O 2 3 

10,57,266 0 o 10,86,900 5 6 16,33,933 10 1 

about 
49,900 5 6 85,000 0 0, Less Depreciation 

GBAND totAL • 10,57,266. 0 0 10,37,000 0 0 15,48,933 10 1 



6. Cannot s:i.y definitely. 
6. No~ . 
~. 1934-35-99 ,days. 

1935-36-120 days. 
1936-37-1M days. 

) 

S. 1934-35 
1935-86 
1936-37 

9. Built one Sugar, 
1936-37. 

Godown 

583 

Beginning. End. 
Mds. ·sra. cbs. 
30,98720 0 
66,3723312 

..... 117,754 20 0 

in . 193(}.37. One ,New Molasses Tarilt in 

10. V_we had been able to reduce our. cost of. production by extendingj 
our ple.nil and installing new machineries and also have reduced overhead 
charges. We have also tried to reduce our costs by' employing wori, eilment 
la.bOu,rB!8. -

Capital' Ac.count imd Overhead Charges, 

1. (a) & .(b) Attached in separate sheet.* 
(c) 1935-36 Rs. 49,900-5-6. 
(o,.d) Attached in separe.te sh~t.· 
2. No. 
3. 5 per cent. in 1934-35. 

, 4~ Thtou~ the. :Managi~g . Agents and by borrowing on stock of sugar 
from Imperial Bank of India. Rate of Interest 31 per cent. . 

5. Head Office' Expenses 
Managing f\gell:ts Qom

mission 

. , 

1934:35. 1935-36. • 

14,526 6 11 9,209 7 3 

1,336 15 0 10,694 0 0 

The Belsund Sugar C1)., Ltd., Muzalfarpur. 
Letter ddted, thil 7th October; 1937. 

1936.37. 

~ ... 

Further' to our lett:er of 23rd ultimo, ive send yoii here,*ith our feplies to 
the supplementary questionnaire enclosed with your letter N <i. 684 of Utli 
idem. Form 1 has noil, yet been completed and will follow. .As the Com
pany's fip.an~!al ;year only ended oil 30th ultimo,' we regret .we. cannot send. 
you our Balance Sheet for 1936-37, but' the' Com'pany's printed Directors', 
Reports and Statements of Accounts for the years ended 30th Septelllber. 
1933, 1934, 1935 and 1936 e.re enclosed herewit.h. 

Enclosure. 
RIiPLIESTO QiiEliTloNNAmES 'ENcLOSED WITH CIRCULAR No. 684, DATED rHE 17TH 

SBPTElIIBEB 1937, FROM THi!: SECRETARY, SUGAR TARIF. BOARD. 

1. The Belsund Sugar 00., Ltd., completed the erection of their factory 
and- et3rted crushing operations on 4th December, 1933, but in the .Eartlr 

.. NQt printed. 



-quake of 15th January, 1934, the factory buildings and plant were so badly 
--damaged as to necessitate complete dismantling and re-erection and manu-
facture could not be ;resumed during the 1933-34 season. 'In the sbort period 

:of operation in Season 1933-34 only approximately 300,000 maunds cane were 
'handled and the factory may be said to have started operations finally on 
~17th December, '1934. Present. average crushing cap/lKlity S;S tons per day 

,'season. 

-2. 1933-34" 

1934-35 
1935-36 

1936-37 

3. Double Sulphitation. 

Cane Crushed. 

Mds. 

295,733 
1,052,309 
1,836,200 

3,392,730 

Sugar manu- Recovery of 

factured. Sugar per cent 
Caue. 

'Mds. Per 'cent. 

18,881 6'38 

86,820 8'25 
167.~20 9'11 
309,295 ,g·l1S 

4. Our original <factory was designed for a crush of 450 tons cane per 
11ay but was 110 arranged as to be readily capable of extension. During the 
off-season of 1935 we spent approximately B.s. 19,500 in providing spare 
pumps and electrical parts and in making minor modifications to plant as 
'had been shown to be desirable but no attempt was made by this .expenditure 
to extend the operatin~ capacity excepting in a. minor way by improving 
the operation of the existing plant. 

. During. the off-season of- 1936 extensive alterations were ~9.de to the 
factory and these had the effect of increasing its operating capacity up to 
875 tons cane per diem. On these extensions an amount of approxima.tely 
B.s. 1,10,000 was sp~nt and the major items of plant included the following:-

Juice pumping equipment 

Extensions to Main Switchboard and electricity 
distribution 

Pre-evaporator 4,000 sq. ft 
Alterations to' existing evaporator 

One Calandria Type \'acuum Pan 20 tons 

One SE!lld Mixer 
One Magma Pump 
Four 42" x 2O~ ~. D. Oentrifugals with Molasses 

B.s. 

8,243 

1,685 
19,600 

5,690 
28,272 -

3,991 
2,632 

pump 17,927 

Four Filter Presses, eooh 500 sq. ft. and sundry 
, minor modifications 17,598 

..:... 

The above are erected costs. The item, Four Filter Presses was provided, 
not to increase capacity but to improve quality of outturn. 

o. We have no further extensions or additions to the. plant for the 
purpose of increasing the crushing capa.city in view for the time being. 

6. We do not cultivate any of our supply of cane • 

• Earthquake ~topped further operations lor the season on 15th January, 
1~34. 
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Season •. Starting date. Closing date. 

~. 1933-34 4th December, 1933. 15th January, 1934. 

1934-35 17th December, 1934. 21st March, 1935. 

1935-36 14th November, 1935. 26th March, 1936. 

1936-37 25th November, 1936. 1st June, 1937. 

The 1933-34 season was brought to an abrupt close by the Earthquake of 
15th January, 1934. The closing dates since have been dictated by the 
exhaustion of available cane supplies, the very favourable conditions for 
eane growers dqring season 1935-36 being responsible for the great quantity 

.. :of caDl~.grownaccount Season 1936-37 which. permitted of crushing being 
continued up to the beginning of June this year .. Th~ opening dates have 
been dictated by the readiness of .the factory to operate in conjunction with 
the ripeness of the cane and price of sugar. By agreement with the majority 
of other factories in Bihar, Season 1936-37 was not started in earnest till 1st 
December 1936, the period from 24th/30th November being occupied in, 
(lJ'ushing small quantities of gate cane only to tryout the factory. 

8. Sugar 8tock~ . 

.season. 

1933-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 

At opening of Season. 

Unsold. Sold. 
Mds. Mds. 

21,015 8,220 

At close of Season. 

Unsold • 
Mds. 

13,Q40 
62,720 

108,255 
33,918 

Sold. 
Mds. 
2,046 
5,265 

20,930 
143,070 

. 9. The factory now have three sugar godoWns with a total storage capacity 
of !15,OOO maunds during the working season and 225,000 JDaunds after the 
close of working. The largest of the three godowns with a capacity of 
105,000 maunds was added during off-season 1936. We are not contemplaj;., 
ing increasing the sugar storage capa.city further for the time being. 

Capital Account and Overhead Charges . 

. Other 
Plant Assets, e.g., 

-- Lands. Buildings. aud Rly. Total. 
Machinery. Siding, 

Furniture, 
etc. , 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
I. (a) Block 1933·34 (1st 36,544 4,92,674 12,81,112 93,912 19,04,242 

year of working). 
36,544 3,75,923 lI,22,964 98,649 (b) Depreciated Block 16,34,080 

1935·36. 
(c) Total depreciation .. 32,056 i,56,505 12,414 2,00,065 

to 1936 inclusive 
. Value of Block 1,65,000 1,85,000 .. 3,50,000 

wiitten oft by 
High Court 
Order as a result 
of earthquake. 

80,306 1,82,447 17,151 2,79,904 (d) Renewals· and " Additions to 1936 
inclusive, 
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2. Nothing has 80 far been set :i.Eide for reserve fund the conipany 

having so far made a loss each year. 
3. Nil. 
4. Working Capital is- provided by tI,e Managing' Agents, interest a!l 

4 per cent. being charged on ,debJt balances. 

Head Office Managing Agent's 
Expenses. Commission. Total. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
O. 1933-34 9,000 3,098 3,098 

1984-35 9,000 14,448 23,448 
1935-36 9,000 13,736 22,736 
1936-37 9,000 (Est.) 37,424. (Est.) 46,424 

The Managing Agent's Commission' due account 1935-36 was Rs. 27,472 
but in view of the disappointing result of the year's workin/l; the Managing 
Agents volunteered to forego half their commission for the year. 

The Managing Agents' Comp}ission is calculated at 2 per cent. on the 
gross proceeds of sugar and molasses sold. 

The Managing Agents' undertake the selling of a. portion of the factory's 
output without additiona.l remuneration. 

Sbree ,Ranumali Sugar Mills, Ltd., Champaran. 

Letter dated the 9th October, 1937. 

With reference to your letter No. 684 of the 17t.h ultimo we beg to inform 
you that the, balance sheet for the year 1936-37 is not ready and therefore' 
,we are sorry we-cannot send you the same; As regards other pa.rticulars we' 
give below the same:-

Oapital Account and Overhead, charges. 

1. (a) ()ur Fadoly started in the year 1932-33 
, and the,block capital at that time was 

(b) 1he block ;capita.l on the 80th SepteJIl-

Rs. A. P. 

13,07,773 0 9 

i ber, 1936 was • .. 15,28,584 9 5 
(c) The depreciation written 011' is 2,08,000 0 0 . , 

Changes and additions during the interval luive been' as follows:'=; 

(i) Land 
. (ii) . Buildings. 

. (iii) Plant and Machinery '. 
(iv) Other tssets. sucn as RaiJw8.Y; siding, 

Electric) Installation, ete.. • : ' . 

RS.A. P. 

1,042 'I 9 
34,043 9 9 

1,'10,192 9 4. 

15,532 13 10 
2. We have not been able to keep aside any reserve in any oftbese years, 

a.s our Factory was badly affected during the earthquake. 
: S. We have clistribllted the dividend at 5i per oont. orily amounting to 

Rs. 55,000 on the ordinary shares for the profits of the first searon 1932·33. 
4. The' working ¢apital is being provided by the Managing Agents and 

the 1.:a.te 9'w.te~e§~ ~.As...~ .(a.nn~.nine) only pe!: cent" - -



o. The Managing Agents' Commission is :6.xed a~ provided in: the Articles 
of the Association, namely, an allowance of Rs. 500 per month and a C01l1'

mission at 1 per' cent. o~ the wtal sale proceeds of the product. of the 
Company. 

The annual amount of Head Office expe\J.Ses a.re ~ follolVs: ~ 
For .he year-

1932-33-Rs. 17,853-6-2 .. 
1933-34-Rs. 16,711-3-9. 
1934-35-Rs. 19,449-1-3. 
1935-36-Rs.·17,109~-3. 

The total amounts of allow.ance arid 'cotmliission paid to the Managing 
·A.gents in the diffElrent years are as follows:-

1932..:J3-.Rs. 16,428-12-0. 
1933-34-Rs. 12,391-15-6. 
1934-35-Rs. 14,894-14-6. 
1935-36-Rs. 17,335-1-9. 

GIDiERAL QUEs'noNNAml!l. 

'1. We IItarted manufacturing sugar hi November, 1932 (Season 1932-33), 
and our capacity was 400 tons of cane a day and now our capacity is increased 
W 600 tons daily. 

2: We have been able to m .. nufacture sugar. as follows:-
In the year-

19112-33-151,342 maunds (including sugar from Gur Refinery). 
1933-34-58,114 maunds. . . 
1934-35-118,605 maunds. 
1935-36-156,844 malinds. 
1936-37-244,103 maunds. 

3. We manufacture Bugar with double Bulphitation process. 
4. We have mad!! extensions in the milling plant boiling house as well as 

curing since we first installed the Factory. 
5. We are contemplating to add one pan and a few centrifugal ,machines •. 
6. We do not undertake suga.r cane cultivation. 
,7 .. The dura.tion of the crushing season has ~een as follows:-

1932-33-179 days. 
1933-34-82 days (owing to earthquake). 
1934-35-11S day. (shoriage of cane). 
1935-36--'-144 days. 
1936-37-166 dayS (too much cane). 

8. We give below the "tacks of sugar at the end of ou1' cruShing season r
In the end of-

1932-33, i.e., 30th September, 1933-

Cane Sugar. 
Gur Sugar . 

. Total 

1933-34, i,e., 30th Sept., 1934--Calle Sugar '" 
1.934-35, i.e., 30th Sept., 193~me Sugar'. 
1935-36, i.e., 30th Sept.,1935-Pa:ne Sugar'. 

Mds. Brs. Ch'. 
6,457200 

15,702 20 0 

'22,160 0 () 

. 5,808 30 8 

. 9,77$1 20 0 
'32,30a 6 " 
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, 9. We havo increased the storage capacity and are contemplating to 
Increase further. . 

10. There has been some reduction in the working cost since the pla.nt 
was extended and some efficient machinery installed. As our Factory was 
badly damaged by Earthquake in the year 1934, which was the second year 
of our working season, t1!e exact amount of saving under each heading could 
not be ~timated. But it may be presumed that our fuel bill and o'l'erhead 
charges are reduced by extending the pla.nt. 

Motilal Padampat Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., Champaran. 
Letter dated, the 10th November, 1937. 

-With reference to your letter No. 684, dated the 17th September, 1937, 
and subsequent inquiry, No. 920 of the 6th instant, we submit our replies 
to the general questionnaire in the attached sheet. 

Enclosure . 
• ANSWERS TO THE ExTRAOT FROM GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1. Our Factory commenced manufacturing of Sugar from Ja.nuary, 1933. 
2. The output of the factory for the last five years is detailed below:-

1932-.33-127,441-15 Maunds. 
1933-34-71,~ " 
1934~5--102,519~ " 
193.'Hl6-214,028-25 " 
1936-37-326,632~5 " 

3. The process of manufacture is Double Sulphitation. 
4. E .. "tension of machinery was made as detaillld in the annexed state-

ment comprising of Capital a.nd overhead charges. 
5. No further extensions or replacements are in contemplation. 
6. We do not undertake cultivation of Sugar Ca.ne. . . 
7. The duration of the crushing season for each of the last five years is 

detailed below and cause of variations explained:-
Year. Duration. Reasons of Variations. 

Days. 
1932~ 141 The first year of operation hence the factory was 

started late: 
19~4 98 Due to Bihar Earthquake of 1934, which damaged 

machinery a.nd building a.nd thus crushing had 
to be suspended. 

19~ 107 Due to shortage of ca.ne supply a.nd machinery 
trouble. 

193~ 133 Shortage of Cane Supply. 
1936-37 178 This is the normal crushing peri!)d. 

8. The figures are as under:-

Year. ~tock at beginning. Stook at end. 

. Mds. Sr!!. Mds . Sm. 

1932~ 80,225 0 

1933-34 10,257 20 17,972 20 

19~5 107 20 56,421 36 

193~6 7,889 16 106,347 24 

1936-31. • .. 26,049 24 l~l,401 39 



9. It has been increased last year, but we do not coritempls;te further 
increases. 

10. It is not possible to give an idea about this as our factory has had 
to meet abnorma.l circumstancee from year to year' &ince its start. It· will 
be noticed that the factory was started in January, 1933. Immediately the 
following year there was an earthquake which damaged the factory consi
derably. In the 3rd and 4th years there was shortage in supply of cane 
due to under production of Sugar Cane on account of damage caused by the 
earthquake of 1934 in Bihar ~ovince, in which our Factory is situated and 
we had to close the factory much earlie.!". The extensions that ha.ve been 
made are only on an' experimental measure and we require at least three 
years to watch the economy that can be-made. It is therefo.re regretted 
that. this information is not available. 

Capital Account and Overhead Cha1'ges. 

1. (a) Block Capital in 1932-33:-
Building 3,41,000 
Plant and Machinery 10,39,000 
Land 9,700 
Other assets 35,300 

---
Total 14,25,000 

---
(b) Block Ca.pital in 1936-37:-

Bnilding 4,lil,000 
Plant and Machinery 15,33,000 
Land 9,700 
Other assets 00,000 

---
Total .. 20,43,700 

(1') Depreciation.Written off durmg this interval"is Rs. 4,02,000. 
(d) Renewals and additions:-

Lands 
Building 
Plant anei Machinery 
Other assets 

Total 

Rs. 

1,10,000 
4,94,000 

14,700 

6,18,700 

2. The amount set· aside for Reserve Fund during the last 5 years is 
Rs. 1 25 000. It was done in 19~4 and thereafter no increase of this fund 
could' b~ made owing to loss in the factory. The amount is invested in 
business. -

3. No dividend has been declared so far since inception of the Company. 

4. The working Capital is provided p~ly by allotmimt .of ~ares and 
partly by borrowings. The usualra.te of mterest on borrowmgs IS, Rs. 61 
per cent. per annum. 

S. The head office expenses amount to Re. 2,~ ~er annum, We have 
no Managing Agents. The question of their commission therefore does not 
arise. 



New Sayan Sugar aDd Cur Re6ning Co., Ltd., Saran. 

Letter ~~~ted;the 6th October, 1937._ 

As requested in your ~tter No. 684, dated the 17th September. we have 
plelUlure in enclosing herewith three copies of our' Balance Sheet as at -31st 
May 1937, together with replies in triplicate to the extract from the general 
questionnaire and three copie& of Form I.· 

We should like to make it clear that it was not in any way due to un
"Willingness to ll-'SSist the Board that we refrained in the firSt instance from 
'replying direct 'to the questionnaire. We nnderstood that all essential 
statistics would be incorporated in 'the Indian Sugar Mills' Association's 
-memorandum and that it would be redundant to submit these separately as 
:well as tnrough the Association. 

REPLIES TO ExTRACT FROM GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

1. This Company commenced operation lUI a Publio Company on the lOtli 
July, 1919. It was registe~d on thl) 18th. December, 1918. Formerly if! 
had been opera~d ~ a ?riv~te Compan;r but no records are available of its 
working during this period. 

The Crushing capacity is 800 tOns per 24 hours. 
2. The output of sugar of our Factory 'for each of the last eight ye~rs 

has been as under:-

Year. Superior Crystal. Crys~ ~o.l. Crystal No.2. Total. 

1929-30 • .. 37,727 (45'2;J%) 45,710 (54'77%) 83,437 

1930-31 • · .. 64,485 (55'41 %f 51,880 (44'59%) lI6,365 

1931-32 • · .. 82,491 (62'2%) 54,372 (39'8%) 136,863 

1932-33. .. 90,124 (61'53%) 56,337 (38'47%) 146,461 

1933-34 • .. 125,053 (71'79%) 49,162 (28'21 'Yo) 174,215 

1934-35 • · .. 144,663 (87'~6%) 21,306 (13'24%) 165,969 

1935-36. · .. 262,958'9 (96'76%) 8,846 (3'24%, 271,804'9 

1936-31 • • 219,2i2 (74'36%) 16,109 (25'64%) .. 295,321 

3. Our ,prooess of manufacture is Double Sulphitation. 
4. New machinery installed in our Factory sinee 19:J> is as follows:-

1 Mill Engine (Replacement). 
1 Cane Carrier Engine (Replacement). 
1 Cush Cush Elevator (~placement). 
1 Bagasse Elevator (Extension). 
6 Multitubular Boilers (Replacement). 
2 Watertube Boilers {1 Replacement, 1 Extension). 
4 Sulphuring Tanks (Replacement), 
3 Juice Heaters (Replacement). 
1 Evaporator (Extension). 

• Not printed, 
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1 Vaclium Pan (Extension). 
" New Condensers (2 Replacement, 2 Extension). 
1 Vacuum Engine (Replacement). 
2 Oondenser Water Pumps (1 Replacement, 1 Extension). 
3 Orystalliseril (1 Extension, 2 Replacement). 

16 Centrifugals (10 Replacement, 6 Extension). 
2 Pressure PU,mp for driving Cemrifugals. 
6 Filter Presses (Extension). 
2 Sugar Dryers (1 Replacement, 1 Extension). 
1 Sugar Elevators (Replacement). 

Expenditure on the above, and on millot itelps auxiliary thereto, from 
193(h'l1 to 193~7 has amounted to Rs. 6,86,472. " 

5. We contemplatequterations to our"Cl")lshing plant in order to reduce 
sugar in bagasse. We are &IsO c!onsidering improvements in our Boiling 
House plant in order to improve t.he quality of our sugar .. We.have ho'Wever 
no ,intention of deliberately increasing, _capacity, nor of replacing plant 
except when same becomes worn out, obsolete 'Qr inefficient. 

6. We liD noli undertake Dane Oultiva.t;iOJ1. 

Year. Duration of Year. ;Duration of 
Season. Season. 

Days. Days. 
1980-81 -ISO 

1934-35 120 
1931-32 156 

. 
1932-33 146 1935-36 159 

1933-34 153 1936-37 162 

The duration of the season is entirely oontrolled-' by the eane 'supply 
available. As an, exa.mple, 1934-35 wllB a short crop season and, only laste_d 
120 daye. 

Stock of sugar 
at beginning Stock of sugar ' 
of crushing at end of 

season. season. 
Cwts. bwts. 

8. UJ34-35 1,493 89,283 
1935-36 118,876 

• 193~7 3,056 70,273 

We regnlt figures for the seasons previous to i934~ ar~ not available. 
9. Two, new godowns have· been built in' recent years,' one in 1933 and 

one in 1936. The capacity of .each of t~1l!S6 godo,,!,ns i~ 50,000 maunds. 
10.~Since 1930 our cOsts of manufacture excluding cane costs, have been 

reduoe<P by nearly Re. 1-2 per maund sugar. This reduction is partly due 
to increased capacity of the F.actory, al1-d partly :to in!lr~ efficiency. 

The increase in capacity is shown by the fact that in 1930-31, when the 
season was 176 days, 1,367,006 maunds'of cane were·crushed. 'The 193~7 
season losted 165 days &nd 3,131,000 maunds of cp.ne were crushed. The cane 
crushed per day for the two seljSOns was: ...... 

193().31-7,7'W maunds cane crushed per day on average. 
19~7-18 975 maunds cane crushed per day on average. 

The increased ~fficiency of OUl; plant is shown by our total recovery fiiures 
for 'the two years :-

193().31-73·76 per cent. 
19~7-78'42 per cent. 
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Since 1930 increased' capacity and improved efficiency have increased out-
put by 1,200 maunds per day. ' 

Total Establishment, Labour and Depreciation cha.rges have increasecI. 
during the period though the incidence per unit of output has decreased. 
Fuel, sulphur and lime consumption per maund of sugar has also been. 
reduced. 

Oapital Account and Overhead Ohargu. 

1. Block Capital in 1930-31 and 1936-37 and additions during the period 
were as follows:-

1930·31 1936·37 Difierence 
Block (a). Block (b). Additions (d). 

Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. 

Lb.nd 28,074 8 3 28,074 8 3 

Buildings 3,32,775 911 3,75,591 12 3 42,816 2 4 

Machinery 13,19,727 3 5 20,06,199 12 8 6,86,472 9 3, 

Miscellaneous 27,57610 1 37,011 4 8 9,434 ,10 7 

Total 17,08,153 15 8 24,46,877 510 7,38,723 6 2 

(c) Depreciation written off during this interval am<?ilUted to Re. 6,69,097·4r 
2. During the la~ seven years we have set a&ide ItS. 1,00,000 to our 

Reserve Fund. ' . , 
The Reserve Fund is invested in the business. 
3. The Capital of this Company is in ordinary shares and the amount 

distributed in dividend for the last eight years' has been as under:-

4. This year our Company has been able to provide its working capital 
tram its own resources. As we han> not had occasion to borrow we do not 
know wbat rate of interest it would have been nt'<'essary for us to pay. In 
previous Il('asons we have borrowed at variolls rates in accordance with. 
circumstances at the time. 
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IS. Head Office expenses and Managing Agents' commission for ~he year 
eIJded 31st May 1937. were sa follows:-

Managing Agents' Allowance fOJ: Office expenses 
Postage, Printing and Stationery, Travelling 

Expenses, Interest,. Provident Fund, Charges 
6eneral and Directors fees . 

Managing Agents' commission ·at 21 percent. on 
value of sales amounting to, Rs. 18,42,720 • 

Total 

Sonepat Sugar Factory. Rohrak. 

Letter dated the 2200 November, 1937. 
We beg to enclose herewith. replies to the qUtllltions. 

, I:nclosure. 

Rs. 
12,000 

16,714 

28,714 

46,068-

74,782--_._.-

1. The Factory commenced manufacture of sugar in yaar 1930-31, the, 
.:rushing capacity of the plant now is 350 tons of cane per day of 24 hours~ 

2. Following are the figures of sugar manufadured.:':-
(II,) 193J-32-22,082 maunds. . 

1932-33-44,950 maunds. 
1933-34-59,528 maunds. 
1934-35-26,197 maunds. 
1935-36-57,005 maunds. 
]936-37-71,186 maunds.. 

3. Double sulphitation system~ 
4. Following have been the additions:-

(1) One Battery of Centrifugals. (2) Sugar Orusner. (3) Boiler feen 
Pump. (4) Grapboid Electrolyser. (5) Filter Press. (6) Crys
taliser. (7) Air - Compressor. (8) Sugar Mixer. (9) Settling 
tanks. (10) Sulphur furnace. (11) Sulphur Juice Heater. (12). 
Pan supplying Molasses tank. (13) Small steam engine. . (14) 
Cane MilL (15) Grader Machine. (16) Boiler. (17) Sug8!D 
Elevator. (18) Weigh . Bridge. (19) Sulphuring Vessels .. (20) 
Tip Wagon and Rails. 

5. Addition of battery of 10 Centrifugals, Pans with necessary;. equip'
ment and Boilers, Larger pumps, Filter Presses, etc. 

6. We do not undertake cultivatien of sugarcane. 
7. Following-

1931-32-15th December, 1931 to 4th April, 1932. 
1932-33-7th December, 1932 til' 21st April, 1932. 
1933-34-20th November. 1933. to- 8th April, 1934. 
1934-3~25th November, 1934 to .22nd February, 1935. 
1935-36-26th November, 1935 to 20th March, 1936" 
1936-37"':3rd December, 1936 ~ 13th· April, 19~ 

JI 
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'9. ·Yes. 
10. By the addition and extention' of the pIa:ntwe have somewhat saved 

towards fuel, 1rlores and repairs, etc. 

Capital Account and !)'V~Thead charge,. 
(1) (a) Value of Block in 193(}-3b-

1. Land-R~. 32,195. 
2. Building and Water Supply-Rs. 2,70,993. 
3. J':1a.J;!t an,d Electric Installation-Rs. 6,48,849. 
4. Tools, Furniture and Railway siding-Rs. 22,603. 

(b) Block Capital for 1935-3(}.,.. 
1. Land-Rs. 32,195. 
2. Building and Water Slipply-Rs. 3,01,101. 
3. Plant and Electric Installation-Rs. 7,07,600. 
4. Tools, Furniture and Railway,siding-Rs. 25,232. 

(c) Depreciation written oli,up t9 1936-37-Rs. 1,98,536. 
No depreciation was cll-arged in 1930-31 IUld in 1931-32 deprE!

ciation was charg~d for only 4 months. 
(d) Additions,:-

(1) Plant ,and Machinery-Rs. 59,727. 
(2) BuildIng and Wa·ter Supply-Rs. 28,341. 
(3) Cane and Coal TroHielr-Rs. 2,223. 

(2) No reserve has been laid aside since the Company indicated loss from 
the very beginning. 

(3) No dividend has ever been distributed. 
(4) The Capital was borrowed from Ga·nesh Flour Mills Co., Ltd., the 

Managing Agents at 8 per cent. interest which was reduced to 7. per cent. 
since 1st May, 1934. 

(5) The Head Office expenses were debited, to the Managing Agents. 
The Managing Agents as financiers charged 50 per cent. of the nett 

profits calculable before charging depreciation on Buildings a.nd Plant 
and other overhead expenses such as Directors' fee, etc. The percentage 
was reduced to 40 per cent. since 1st May, 1934.' 

The Jaora Sugar Mills. Jaora (C. I.). 
REPLY TO THE EXTllACT FllO],!: GENEllAL QUESTIONNAIJ1E FllOM TARIFF BOARD. 

1. Our Suga·r Faotory at Jaora cnmmenced manufacturing sugar in the 
year 1934-35, and its present full capacity is from ~0--600 tons of sugar
Cline every day. 

2: The output of our Factory for the past 3 years it! as follows:-
1934-3~27,767 maunds. 
1935-36-102,792 maq,nds. 
1936-37-132,366 maunds. 

3. We ,manufacture sugar by II Sulphitation Process". 
4. The following Extention took place in the yea·r 1935-36:-

2 Mills, 2 Boilers, 1 Pan, 2 Crystallizers, 1 Sulphur Vessel, 1 Mill 
Engine, I_Liming Tank, 3 Sub-siders, 5 eentrifugals. 

'1'he whole amo\Jnt spent for the above extention was Rs. 2,74,000 Crush
ing Capacity was increased from 250 tons to '450 tons. 

5. We are not £ontc~rlatin~ any ~x~ntiQn or revlae.ement fo~ the 
pr~~nt. 
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6. We do not undertake cultivation of sugarca,nej and~ lienca' no: p.artf,; 
'culars regarding it can be given bJ!: us. -

7. Duration of Crushing Season in our Factory fol' each of the following 
1eal'8 was:-

(1) In 1934-35-100 days. 
(2) In 1935-36-149 days. 
(3) In 1936-37-122 days. 

Since the cultivation of sugarcane at this place and. ill. the vicinity:' 
from where we get our cane supply is carried on chiefly by means of 
Wells, the duration of season depends upon and varies aocording to the 
extent and quantity of annual Rainfall. In case ther.,e is no sufficient rain 
any year, wella run dry and consequently the cane condition becomes miser
able. 

8. Following is the acceunt of stocks of sugaT, at the beginning and 
end of each crushing S!lllSOn:-

In the 
beginning. At the end. 

, Bags. Ba~. 
(1) 1934-35 1,436 
(2) 1935-36 6,760 
(3) 1936-37 300 6,094 

Each bag centains 21 maunds of sugar. 

9. In the beginning when our factory commenced working, there was 
only one godown for the storage of sugar, and in 1935-36 aRothe!: new 
godown was more added to it. 

10. We have not kept any record regarding this item. 

CapitaZ A.ccount and Overhead Charges. 
1. (a) Block Capital in the year 1934-35, our first crushing year, was 

Rs. 10,00,000 (ten lakhs). 
(b) Block Capital in the year 1936-37-Rs. 12,74,000. 
(c) Depreciation written off during this interval-Rs. 1,60,000. 
(d) In the year 1935-36, e:rlention worth Rs. 2,74,000 took place, includ

ing the charges and cost of machinery, lands, buildings, Railway Siding, 
etc. 

2. We have got no Reserve Fund in our Factory. 
3. Since Proprietors are the sole owners of the Faotory, and it is not a 

limited concern, no dividend is distributed at all. 
4. The annual amount of 'our Head Office expenses is about Rs. 22,000. 

Since the proprietors are themselv~s the Managing' Authority, there is nQ 
Managing Agents' co:qunill!lion. 

Mr. Dwijadas Biswas, Jessore. 
(1) Letter dated the 1st May, 1937. 

We beg to submit the following representation to your Board, on behalf 
. of the gur refiners of Kotchandpur in the district of Jessore, Bengal, 

We manufacture so-called country-sugar from gur, available' iii. the dis· 
trict of Jessore and Nadia. 

Preparation of gur from date juice.is a~e-l?ng and one o~ th~ mos't impor
tant cottage industries in the doresald dIStriCts. .The cultivation of sugar
cane also has of late acquired no less importance. 

Our procesa of manufacture. is to separate fluid molasses from gur by 
,oontrifuging or by percelatiQn. .The manuf;lctured sugar is inf~rior in quali~ 

. 2R2 



-and appearance ·to that manufactured by Vacuum-pan and Open-pan fac
tories, consequently carrying a fa·r lower return in price even in comparison 

:to Khandsari Sugar. 
The utility, of our so-called refineries are such, that they are regarded as 

boons to the agricultural population, as these refineries purchase nearly 75 
per cent. of gur, produced both from Date and Ca,ne juice in the district of 
Jessore. In agricultural off-season, from December to June, these refineries 
employ the cultivators as labourers. . 

· In Bengal, having the advantage of only two Cane Crushing Factories 
worth the name, the cultivators being unable to dispose of their cane crop, 
a·re compelled to prepare gur, the production of which can also be regarded 
as an important industry throughout India, supplying employment to many, 

-either directly or indirectly. 
I Before. the inauguration of Protection Tariff, this industry of gur refin
'"ing was being badly handicapped by competition from foreign cheaper fadory 
sugar, and many refineries were abolished, suffering heavy losses; when 
the sa,id Protection saved them, still existing. Under" Protection ", the 
industry revived to some extent, till the competitive lower rates of Indian 
Factory-sugar again gave a death blow to it_ After imposition of sugar 
excise 'duty in 1934, the industry began to pulsate with new life, as the 
excise duty rightly exemptlt the· small refineries as· ours, below the factory 
definition ·and those not driven by any mechanical ppwer. Increase of excise 
duty this year, has at the l.ast moment saved these refineries and the culti
va,tors alike; from the exceptionally lower market rates, threatening their 
very existence." - . 

We most humbly pray, that for the poor cultivators, especially of the 
··district of Nadia a.nd Jessore in Bengal,and for the so-called small gur 
refineries, who operate as cottage industries, bot.h the protection and excise 
duties are not ONY essential but also require enhancement, so as to keep 
the market artificially higher. Though it may affect the riab and middle
class consumers only nominally, one of the main country-wide cottage indus-

· tries, 'Viz., prepa·ration of gur may survive to the benefit of a large number 
'of population. '. . 

We; on behalf of the gur refiners, ask the board-
(a) To protect our national sugar industry from foreign competition 

even by increasing the present Tariff, whenever foreign sugar 
will get a chance to enter Indian markets. 

(b) To recommend to the proper authorities with the Government of 
India, for increase of sugar excise duty so tha·t the big fac
tories with their enormous resources may not throttle the poor 
and small cottage industries, 'Viz., gur preparation and its 
refinement . 

. (c) 'To recommend for Borne relaxation of the factory definition regard
ing number of workers in case of gur refineries, so as to 
exempt them altogether from sugar excise duty even if their 
number of workers entitle these refineries to be included within 
the factory definition by excess of a, very low margin. 

(2) Reply to the questionnaire issued by the Tariff Board relating to the 
. . . manufacture of sugar from gur, dated the end J'Une, 1997. 
1 .. We manufacture sugar from gur, prepared both from Date-palm juice 

andOane juice. 
, Our process of manufacture is shortly as follows:-

_ Both the varieties of gur, 'Viz., Date-gur and Cane-gur are available in 
..earthen-wares called KalsillS. They are broken on wooden plank called 
patto., the gur sticking to the hroltcn piI'Ces a·re scr~ped. The gur ist~en 
removed for pugging, whidl iR made cntit'ely by mallual labour, no machme-

· ries being used. The pagged gur is then centrifuged hy the aid centr~
fugal machines, driven by oil engines. In time of centrif.uging, the gur 18 
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washed "by syringe spray. In case of Date-gur, ,the time required ill nearly 
double of that required for Cane-gur. The first molasses driven by centrifugal 
force is collected in earthen basins. The sugar adhering to the centrifugal 
basket is scraped out by wooden scrapers, collected in bamboo baskets and 
spread in the sun over gunny carpets. After sufficient decrease of moisture 
the sugar is sieved to remove the foreign palfticles in it, negligently imparted 
in time of preparing gur. Some lumps of sugar ca,ught in sieving are 
separately and carefully collected, pounded on a wooded Patta and mixed 
with the sieved sugar, which is again spread to be well dried in the sun. 
After three or four hours, the sugar dries up, slightly bleached by the 
action of the rays of the sun; it is then weighed and bagged. 

The first molasses is boiled in a single-pan furnace, fed by coal, when. 
properly boiled to the required density, it is poured iJf' big earthen jars 
for crystalisation. After -a fortnight or so, it crystalises as the 2nd gut: 
or rab, which is taken out and kept on bamboo baskets for two or three 
days in order to allow the fluid to percolate. This fluid is collected in, 
earthen jars and sold or stocked to be sold as final molasses. The 2nd gur 
is again pugged with some water or with some chemical solutions and 
then centrifuged as in case of 1st gur. As the 2nd gur, prepared from 
molasses, is darker and viscous, it requires more careful treatment and 
takes longer time in centrifuging. Instances are npt rare when costly 
machineries have been spoilt for the slightest negligllnce on the part of 
the centrifugal operator. The 2nd sugar is also trea~ed in the sa,me way 
as in case of 1st sugar. 

2. Arrangements for obtaining rab or gur. Gur, the raw materia!' of 
our manufacture is obtained in near about centres a,nd is supplied by 
wholesale dealers, who in their turn purchase them -from village cultivators" 
These wholesale dealers, themselves well-to-do cultivators, -aot as' inter': 
mediaries between ourselves and the growers. Before the commencement 
of the season, these suppliers are pa,id in advance some amount- as earnest 
mone:v, sometimes amounting to hundreds. G:ur is delivered to us taken 
in bullock carts and requires full payments in cash after delivery. We have 
to pay nothing to these intermediaries as direct commission, which they 
themselves earn indirectly as profit in their transactions. So far as ·we 
know, their ea,rnings are approximately' 1 anna' per tnaund of gur. 

3. Average prices of gur per: mjtund- . . 
Year. Dat~-gur. 

1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37· 

RS.,A. p. 

214 6 
2 ·9 9· 
1 13 4· 

Cane-gur. 
Rs. A. P. 

399 
2 9 3 
219 

Tbf' abovementioned statement for priceq of gu~ is only for three :vears, 
since I am utilising the aid of power, through ~.firin. had been e~talilished 
some centuries back, operating in old indigenous process. I 

4. 'l'his question does not apply- as there iso_no 11'acuUl~ pan factory in 
our dist~ict. 

5. Data of amount of suga·r extracted from 100 maunds- of gur by· our) 
process:

Year. Date-gur. Cane-gur.' 
Per ('ent. Per cent. 

1934-35 42-5 50'5 
1935-36 ... 42-4 53'5 
1936-37 43·7 55'6 

6. Qualities of sugar we manufacture.-Sugar obtai;),ed f.rom gur by our 
process requires Borne special mention, as instead of sugar It can better- be 
term~d-" Molasses-free gur". Our so-called. sugar consi~ts ,?f mhture of 
heterogenous small crystals partly. amor?~ous, pale yellowls~ 10 rolour. and' 
contains small foreign particles as Impurities. Our best qualIty of l.st sugar-

_ has shown on analysis only 92'5 per cent._ of Sucrose contents, whlle those 
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-olfaCtory lIugars ar!! snown below from" Scientific Monogram NI>. 3, the Im
'perial Council of Agricultural Research, Tables XXXVIII ~nd XXXIX " :

Factory sugar-
1st sugq.r 99'6 per cent. 
2nd sugar 98·0 per cent. 

Khandsari sugar-
1st sugar 97·4, per oent. 
2nd, sugar 94·8 per cent. 

Sugar from gur--
1st sugar 92'5 per cent. 
2nd sugar not analysed. • 

Our 2nd sugar's darker and of marked brown colour, nearly amorphous, 
highly hygroscopic and contains less than 90 per cent. of sucrose. We 
generally prepare three qualities of sugar, viz., (1) 1st Date-sugar, (2) 1st 
Cane-sugar, (3) 2nd Sugar, prepared from mixed molasses of both varieties. 

Output in. maunda. 

Year. 1st Date.sugar. 1st Cane-sugar. 2nd Sugar. Total. 
Mds. Mds. Mds. Mds. 

1934-35 975 422 687 2,084 
1935-36 915 1,303 1,040 3,258 
1936-37 115 883 485 1,483 

7. Cost of production-
1936-37. 1934-35. 1935-36. 

US. A. P. Rs. A. P. - Rs. A. P. 

Tota.l prioes of gur purchased 14,056 4 6 17,48913 9 5,719 3 6 

MANUFACTURING EXPENIiES. 

Details. 
(1) Machinery expenses in-

cluding lubricating and 
fuel oils, beltings, 
grease and minor 
repairs . • 49511 3 454 0 0 185 7 0 

(2) Salaries and wages 1,462 3 9 2,059 6 9 995 0 0 
(3) Coal for boiling molas-

ses . . . 42010 0 400 0 0 265 0 0 
(4) Earthen ja.rs, basins and 

mattings 149 13 6' 230 0 0 36 0 0 
(5) Gunny bags 246 12 9 351 0 0 189 0 0 
(6) House-rent • 424 2 3 ,416 9 6 457 2 3 
(7) Municipal tax 18 13 0 18 13 0 18 13 0 
(8) Initial expenses for ir:.-

stallation of machin-
eries 577 9 6 

(9) Miscelleneous expenses 104 8 6 231 7 0 27 0 0 
(10) Interest on temporary 

loans and on working 
capital 861 3 0 1,061 0 3 340 0 0 

In) Depreoiation at statu-
:tory ra,tes 198 0 0 198 0 0 198 0 0 

Totals 19,055 12 0 22,910 2 3 8,430 9 6 
Deducting prices obtained 

'from sales of molasses and 
other raw materials 2,611 8 0 1,965 4 6 1,129 3 6 

Net cost' of total sugar 16,404 4 0 20,94413 9 7,301 6 0 
:Average per maund • 71311 6 610 4U 8 



1JlaTke6 faT O'U7' sugar. 

8. Though some portion of our produce is· sold locally; the chief market) 
ill Calcutta. and our· arrangement· for distribution is as follows:-

, Sugal' is sont J)y" bullock carts to the nearest Railway Station, Majdia, 
Eastern Bengar Railway, 20 miles off; and thence to Calcutta by railway. 
From the station it is carxied by lorries or carts to stockists or Aratdars. 
They' soIl our suga!"" to tiu! grOlJers in different village markets, mill; dock, 
and' ather bustee areas. 

9. Reply: to thls question will be supplied within a fortnight, as we 
sre una-ble to supply, the same immediately, owing to some, unavoidable 
causes. The later address of the Board may be kindly informed. 

II). Though' in certain cases, 
(a) OUr sugar is preferred, to gur in preparing cheaper. sweets and 

drinks in which the ch8,l:acteristic,taste, odour Mld colour of 
gur are d:isliked: bY' consumers. 

(b) In comparison' lio' factory sugar our sugar is preferred only by 
tftOSIf poor consumers, who can not afford to pay' for the luxury; 
of taking better' quality of factory sugar'. 

'Another class of consumetll, the orthodox Hindus' also prefer our. sugar 
as Pavitra, but this preference is gradually decaying with modern tenden
cies of the Uindu Society. 

Our consumers are generally the mill-hands, porters, dock-labourers, in 
the urban areas and day-labourers, kishans, etc.,' in the ruraf areas, onl)'! 
for the roason of its lower price. 

11. We ha.ve no statistics and are not much informed. 
12. So· far as we have come to know, competition from In'dian factory 

Bugar has been instrumental in closing down 2 open-pan factories in our 
district, one at Chougacha, and another at Bongong. 2 other fa.ctories 
which manufaDtured suga,r from gur in our process, have been compelled 
tQ close down, one at Keshobpur and another at Fultala. 

13. The business of rnanufa.cturinlll sugar from gur was a· loosing conoern 
till the time o~ the inauguration of high protection tariff, after which the 
industry improved somewhat and the manufacturers were getting at least 
lome amount though small as remuneration. In the meantime big Vacuum
pan fa.ctories grew up throughout the country; almost all outside Bengal 
and the competitive lower priceS 01 their product threatened our existence, 
in the beginning of 1934. 

(a) Just in time the sugar excise duty of 1934, prevented the market 
going down further: and' we were sa-ved. The excise duty thus elongated 
our life ,up to 1935-36, as we could a.void the tax by engaging less than 20 
workers and' bargained' the market' of rupee one (Re~ 1) per maund, 'the, 
amount of tax imposed on our' powerful competitors. Last year, i.e., in 
the later' months of 19~, the factories, began 81 competitive race of lower
ing down the prices of sugar. Among ourselves, though the power driven 
factories barely managed to make both ends meet" the followers of indi
genous process at Kotechandpur suffered heavy losses. 

(/I) The additional exoose duty ofB an~as pe~ ma~nd imposed in 1~37" 
has 81t the last moment· saved us from rum, as m splte of the low prICes 
of gill', together with the.. cost ot production, lef1l ~' us no ma.rgin as profit, • 
compared with the sales rates. The e!er d~~easmg' ~arket of sugar has 
been made steady to some. !lxteni; by thls addltlOnal eXClse duty. 

Owi- DifJicuZtie8~ 

The main difficulties in our industry of manufacturing sugar from gur 
are as follows:-

(i) The' low quality of the gur we purchase are preparE'd in a most 
negligent process. Not only it is charred to someE'xtent during 
boiling, the cane or datil juice is l!ot even strained :to remove 
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. and insects, etc. No scum is removed,. and the gur is generally 
d~rk and Jloor in crystals. Mr. Petterson., Agricultural En
gmeer, Government of Bengal, in his tour diary, has rightly 
observed, ." they are trying to prepare good sugu from a. very 
bad quality of gur". . 

(ii) Our 1st sugar is generally sold in Calcutta. at a price which is. 
about Re. 1 less than th8lt of the lowest quality of 2nd sugar. 
of Vacuum-pan factories. After deducting 10 annas as t1'ans~ 
portation charges, stockists' commission and other charges, 
we get a price, which is practically Re. 1-10 less than the 2nd' 
sugars of factories. To oompete with the sub-normal lower rates' 
of factory sugar, we have to purchase gur at such a. low price, 
th8lt does net remunerate the grower even to prepare gur. The 
result is that, cane growing iJl our vicinity, which was lately 
gaining popularity is again decreasing. If this oondition pre
vails, the 'preparation of gur, not being remunerative, will be 
wiped out of existence to the suffering of the growers, they 
having no other alternatives to follow. 

(l·ii) Though we work ~n a very small scale, constant inspection from 
the excise authorities and recent heavy arbitrary assessment. 
of excise tax on two of our type of factories, without neither 
ascertaining the number of workers,nor analysing the sucrose 
contents in our sugars, has made U8 nervous to utilise the 
full capacity of our factory and to add necessary improvements' 
to our machineries in order to lower down our cost of pro-

. duction. 
(iv) Though at present we have nothing to grumble against import 

of foreign sugar, competition from it being nearly impossible 
due to the present high tariff-wall, occasional rumours of the 
decrease of tariff duty and of changes in foreign exchange 
policy, 'make the suga-r manufacturers nervous. 

(v) The high transportation charges, viz., As. 2-3 per maimd as 
- Railway freight and the same a-mount as cartage for 20 miles 

from~Kotchandpur to Majdia, loading and unloading charges, 
weight-shortage, etc., we get As. 10 less than the actual sale
price of our produce. Consequently to make us meet the 
amount, the growers suffer 4 to 5 annas less in price· per 
maund of gur. 

Suggestions lor removing the dijJicultie3; 
In order to overcome the difficulties in the industry of manufacturing 

sugar from gur, we can submit the following suggestions:-
(i) 'The Agricultural Department of Bengal should carryon an 

extensive propa.ganda throughout the pl~vince, specially in this 
district to enlighten the cane-growers to utilise the modern 
improvements in cane growing, and betterment of the quaHty 
of gur, derived both from Date-palm juice and oone juice. Like 
the Government of the United Provinces, as they have recently 
decided to help the gur manufacturers, the Government of 
Bengal also should follow the lead. It will not only improve 
the qualities of both gur and its sugar, but also bring to the 
growers better price for their manufacture. 

(ii) The Tariff Board can recommend to the Government of "India to 
k('('p the market of sugar artificially higher, by not only retain
ing the present excise dut,. as it is,' but also bY" increasing this 
exoise duty on sugar. Increase of exoise duty will benefit the~ 
Central Governm('nt, avoid internal unhealthy competition 
among the fn('tories themselves and save the' small cottage 
industries of the manuf.acture of gur and of. manufacturing 
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sugar from it, by indigenous process or by improved'methcids 
upon the age-long process. By this way the big factories with' 
their enormous resources and highly better quality of their pro
duct at competitive lower rates, wiU not be able to throttle the' 
poorer and smaller cottage-industries as ours. Though' this 
suggested increase in excise duty, if given effeat to, may affect, 
the rich and the middle-class consumers, only nominally, a , 
larger number of poorer population may be benefitted. 

(iii) The hanging sword of excise: duty should altogether be removed 
from our head, to enable us to work to our utmost capacity. 
If free from anxiety and suspense" we can purchase more_ 
amount of gur and add some possible improvements in our 
machineries, so that we can reduce our cost by increase of 
production, minimising labour and improving efficiency in ex
traction of sugar. 

The purpose of exempting ourselves from this sugar excise' 
duty may be s~rved by a.mendment of, the act in the, following 
lines:-

(a) By directly ,ex~mpting those who manufacture sugar from gur. 
(b) By cha'nge in the definition of "sugar" to that which oon-' 

tains 94 per' cent. and more of sucrose instead of, 90 per' 
cent. as at present. 

(e) By relaxation of the "Factory" definition in case of gur 
refineries to 30, workers instead of 20 as at present. 

(iv) The present high wall of tariff should IXI mlllintained and be 
,enhanced, whenever foreign sugar would get a'ny chance to 
compete. , 

(v) The Eastern Bengal Railway authorities liava only recently opened 
an outcagency at Kotohandpur to our convenience. They should 
be moved to enable our sugar to reach Calcutta market from, 
Kotchandpur on 8! charge of not 'more than' as As. 2"6 per 
maund of sugar. 

(3) Letter dated the 13th July, 1937. 

In continuation; of replies dated the 21st June, 1937 to your question
naire, I, beg to, submit the following as a reply to the question No.9, 

,with a special note. ' " 

Enclosure. 

REPLY TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ISSUED BY THe TARIFF' BOARD. 

(To be read with my replies forwarded to the Board on 21st Ju~e, 1937.) 

9. Sales of Sugar-
1934·35. 1935·36.' 1936·37. 

Rs. A: P. Re. 'A. P. Re. A. P. 
Total prices obtained 17,419 5 0 20,949 0 0 1,797 4 0 

Deducting: -
(a) Sales expenses 400 4 6 268 5 0' 17114 0 
(b) Transportation, 

629 Charges 743 7 9 0 0 426 2 0 

Net amount received 16,275 8 9 20,051 11 0 7,199 4- 0 

Average per maund 71211 6 2 6 413 9 
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The report about the cost of production and the sales account for the 
present. year 1936.-37 may be regarded as approximate only and not per
fectly accura-te, as our account books have not been finally closed; our 
official year ending m December. 

SeVJel'al replies: do not correspond in their details with the Board's 
questioJUla.ir~ owing to. the fact that QUI' book. are kept &OOIlrding to our 
specilll: I'OIlWrements. 

SP6cia~ Nots; 
There are innumerable factories of preparing country-sugar from gur, 

not only in Bengal, but a-lso throughout the length and breadth of India, 
operating as small cottage industries, mostly in crude indigenous process 
and some with small machineries. Probably a very few of them have in
formea the Board· of their difficulties due to ignorance or some other 
causes. I earnestly appeal to the board to consider kindly their cases a:lso, 
though unrepresented. 

Another point also, which also deserve your attention, is that in Bengal 
a considerable portion of gur is derived from Date-palm juice. Preparation 
of sugar from date-gur, due to its greater viscosity, darkness of colour 
and lower yielej. of sugar and consequently being' costlier in comparison 
to cane-gur,. require some special privilege and protection for its existence. 

Amritsar Sugar Mills Co., Ltd., Amrltsar. 
1'. In 1930 the capacity of the plant was to melt 500 maunds of gur 

daily. So the expenses of manufactured sugar per maund was naturally 
higher. Plant was doubled in 1931 and in this way the expenditure per 
maund was reduced, so much so that it was brought 'down to Rs. 1-8 in 
,1931. 

8. Our sugar is comparatively whiter and contains less amount of molasses 
as compared to the ordinary Khandsari sugar. 

We produce sugar of two qualities :-(1) G!!-nesh Brand, (2) Lion Brand. 
The averagE! prices of these two qua-lities were as follows:-

1930 .. 
1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

9. We supply our sugar to 

(I): Amritsar-. 
(2) Lahore. 
(3) Gujranwala. 
(4) Stalkot. 
(5) Jullundur •. 
(6) Batala. 
(7). Multan. 

Lion lIrand. Ganosh lIrand. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

~ 10 5 0 10 15 0 
910 a 10 4 2 
914 8 10 8 8 
9 7 9 10 1 9 
9 3 0 913 0 
9 7 2 10 1 2 
7· 10 6 8 , ct 

the following markets:-

(8) Peshawar. 

(9) Kasur. 

(10) Ferozepore. 

(ll} LyaIlpur. 

(12), Toba Tek Singh. 

(13) Gojra. 
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Muitan, Kasur and Ferozepur does not consume_ much of. Qur sugar,_ 
and so only small quantities are transported tQ these pla.c~s. 

l'he freight rates_ are as follows:
Permaund. 

Lahore 
Sialkot 
Peshawar City 
Kasur 
Ferozepur 
Gojra 

As. P. 

2 1 
3 7 

U 9 
211 
3 4_ 
6 0 

Gujranwala 
Batala. 
Jullundur 
MultBn 
Toba Teksingh 
Lyallpur 

Permaund. 
As.p. 

3 4-
1 9 
2 8 
9 1 
6 7; 
5 0 

Amritsar 2 annas per bag. 
10. The output aad price of Molass~s -obtam41d were as under:-. Per-Mds . 

Mds. Srs. RIr.-A.P. 

(1) 1930- 61,57919 3 10 3 
(2) 1931 ~ 101,968 0 2 3 0 
(3) 1932 134,69128 014 6 
(4) 1933 137,48327 0 8 8 
(5) 1934 135,980 3 0 9 8 
(6) 1935 119,692 15 012 9 
(7) 1936 123,122 4 01310 

11. The result of the sugar excise duty imposed in 1934 wp.sthat the 
profits of the mill began to decrease a-nd the mill bega.n to work at par. 
But the result of the re-imposition- of 1937 has been more severe. The mill 
has been completely stopped, because it can- run only at- a loss. 

12. We can run this factory if the duty chargeable from us is- equal 
to_ that of Khandsari sugllr. 

The Dec:canSugar aDd Ahkbari Co., Ltd., East Codavari. 

(1) Letter dmted the 19th June, 1997. 
We enclose our reply to your Questionnajre covering our Samalkofi 

Factory. 
QUBSTIONNAInB FOR SUGAR REFINElUES. 

1. The Faclory commenced manufacture in the year 1899. The maximum 
capacity of the faetory is 1,089 maunds (40 tons) per day. 

The Factory refines gur only and does not crush cane. 
2. Normally we refine sugar from Palmyrah Jaggery only but we-occa.,

sionally _purchase comparatively small quantities of cane jaggery asa 
supplementary raw materilll. 

We make a standard white crystal sngar corresponding-to 24'C- of the 
Indian Sugar Standards. 

3, The output of sugar during the last 7 yeara has been as follows:-

Year. 
1930-
1931 
193Z 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

Maunds. 
115,576 
131,282 
158,312 
177,311 
209,322 
188,145 
196,229 

Tons. 
4,246_ 
4,823 
5,816 
6,514 
7,690 
6,912-
7,209 
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.'- 't'he quantity manufactured entirely depends upon the quantity of raw 
material avaihtble. 

4. Normally we are able to obtain sufficient Palmyrah Jaggery to keep 
the factory working from 9 to 10 months in the year. 

If supplies of Palmyrah Jaggery are short we endeavour to purchase 
ca·ne jaggery to keep the factory working for 10 months, but since the 
imposition of the' Sugar Excise Duty on cane sugar the refining of cane 
jaggery has been bnprofitable. 

The average price. of gur melted during the last 7 years has been as 
t'ollows:- -

Year. 

1939 
1931 
1932 
1933 

Per Md. of 82t 
. lbs. 

Rs. A. P. 

5 7 5 
4 810 
4 4 2 
4 4 2 

Year. Per Md. of 82f 
Ibs. 

RI!. A. P. 

1934 3 12 2 

1935 312 5 

1936 314 8 . . . 
5. We purchase our supplies of Palmyrah Jaggery in the West Godavari 

Distriot through our Agent a·t Nidadavol. 
This jaggery is made by sweet,.:toddY tappers' from Palmyrah Trees. The 

Industry is a very old .established one and as many as '10,000 licences are 
taken out by tappers each year. 

The tapper with his family camps in the topes' where Palmyrah trees 
are available and the industry gives employment. to a large number of 
people who otherwise would have no work to do during the tapping season, 
i.e., from January tQ June. 
. After the season the tappers return to work on the land. 

. The jaggery purchased by us is brought in to our Nidadavol office by 
eountry' carts and despatched by rail to our Samalkot Factory. 

The railage paid by us during an average year amounts approximately 
to Rs. 30,000 on jaggery only. _ 

6. Our average recovery of sugar during the last 7 years has been as 
follows:~ 

Year. Per cent. Yeai'. Per cent. 
Recovery. Recovery, 

1930 65·42 1934 68'63 
1931 63-77 1935 66·83 
1932 64·98 
1933 66'17 1936 66'37 

(a) We have at various times considered improved methods of manu
facture of raw material but have found it impossible to control and educate 
the ta·ppers to any great extent. We have, 'however, inaugurated a scheme 
some years ago whereby we pay higher prices for better quality jaggery' 
and this has improved the quality of the raw material available. 

(b) We do not consider that any improvements are possible. 
7. We give below the cost of manufacture during the last 7 years:-

Cost of Manu· Cost of Manu-
Year. facture. Year •. facture. 

PermaQud. Per maund. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P_ 

1930 11 4.2 1934· 7 7 10 
1931 912.8 

1935' 7 9 6 1932 IS 13 .6 
1933 IS 10 .2 1936. '112 5 
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These ligures do not include Managing Agents' charges, Directors' 'fees, 
'audit fees, depreciation, interest on capital and other expenses and only 
reprea,ent the actual factory manufacturing costs, i.e., cost of raw material, 
esta·bhshment at factory, labour at factory, packing, fuel, etc. 

The variations are due to the percentage of recovery imd the cost of 
raw material. 

8. The sugar now produced by us is equal to an average quality cane 
sugara 

We only produce one quality and our average price at factory during 
. the last 7 years has been as follows:-

Years. 
Average price 

at Factory 
per maund. 

Rs. A. P. 

1930. 911 6 
1931 9 15 3 
1932 ' 1014 0 
1933 lO 7 8 

Year. 

1934 

1935 

1936 

Average price 
at Factory 
per maund. 

Rs. A.'P. 

911 2 

985 

866 

9. We supply to Cocanada, Rajamundry, Bezwada, Secunderabad, 
Vizianagaram, Vizagapatam and Anakapalle. 

The present freight rates per maund are as follows:-

From Samalkot 
to stations. 

Cocanada 
Rajahmundry 
Bezwada 
Secunderabad 

Rate· 
per maund. 

As. P. 

1 7 
1 5 
5 5 

13 5 

From Samalkot 
to stations. 

Hyderabad 
Vizianagaram 
Vizagapatam 
Anakapalle 

Rate 
per maund: 
As. P. 

13 7 
511 
4 4 
310 

10. Our output of molasses during the last 7 years has been as follows,:-

Yea~. Quantity. Year. Quantity. 
Maund. Maund. 

1930 43,567 1934 7l,07l 
1931 57,590 

1935 
1932 63,236 69,936 

1933 69,563 1936 74,845 

The majority of our output was until recently used in our distillery but 
during recent years owing to reduced spirit sales we have not used any 
large quantities of treacle and we have therefore been forced to jettison or 
burn our surplus stocks. As a fuel we oalculate the value of treacle is 
As. 1-2 per maund. . , 

11. (a) & (b) Withouii any ptotection ·the SugllrfPalmyrah Industry; 
could not exis~ owing to the· high. cos1; of raw material. 

The ·imposition of Sugar Excise duty imposed in 1934 and the excess 
imposed in 1937 would have helped the Palmyrah Industry provided the 
duty had been passed on to consumers. As the selling prices of sugar 
!Ja .... e gradually decreased in recent years, the imposition has not had any; 
material effect . 

. Th" refining of cane jaggery or gur, however, is I!0w ~nec;onomical due 
to the Exoise duty on cane-sugar and we do not thmk It ,hkely that we 

. sball' ever refine further quantities under present conditions. 

. The imposition of a·n Excise Duty on sugll:r .produc~ from PaImyrah 
Jaggery would immediately hav!! the effect of klllmg the Industry. 
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12. The Palmyralt Jaggery Industry is confined to South India and is a 
very ·old established one giving employment to a large number of labour 

,during the season when other work is not available. . 
Owing to -the low selling price of sugar it is doubtful whether the 

Palmyrlllh Industry can exist much longer under present conditions and the 
industry would be killed immediately by the imposition of an Excise duty, 

lOl" the lessening of, the present protection which it enjoys. • 
In this connection we enolose a more detailed Memorandum. 
The amount of sugar produced from Palmyrah Jaggery is comparatively 

small and does not, in a good year, exceed approximately 20,000 tons in 
all refineries. ' 

(2) Note regarding Palmyrah Jaggery. 

This year we fixed the price of Palmyrah jaggery at Rs. 17-8 per candy 
of 500 lbs. delivered godown Nidadavol. This is actually the lowest price 
we 'have ever paid. 

There was this year a strike of ta·ppers with the result that our pur
chases have been negligible. The strike commenced due to causes outside 
our control altogether, but the low prioe we paid was very probably a 

'contributing factor towards the success of the strike from the point of view 
of those agitators who were interested in promoting it. In any case as 
far as we can see this is the maximnm price we are likely to be able to 
pay for jaggery in competition with cane. 
, After making due allowance for transit wastage and cost of transport to 
Samalkot, Rs. 17-8 per candy is equal to Rs. 87·7 per ton in godown 
Samalkot. 

The jaggery is then stored until the "runnings" ha·ve been drained 
and from experience we place the loss of weight in the shape of " runnings ". 
at 18 per cent. 

After crediting the valuA at the rate of Rs. 44 per ton of "runnings It 
so collected, the cost of drained jaggery at Samalkot is then Rs. 98'35 per 

'ton. 
With really good drained jaggery we can expect an outturn of 65 per 

cent. white sugar. The cost of our ra·w material, using jaggery, is therefore 
about Rs: 151 per ton of sugar produced. 

Our a~tuat average manufacturing costs of sugar produced from jaggery 
are aboui Rs. 40 per ton. . 

We now give the c~mparative figures as between sugar . produced from 
Palmyrah IIInd sugar produced from cane:-

Total cost of Palmyrah Sugar-

Material 
Manufacturing costs 

Total 

Per ton 
ex-factory. 

RB. 
151 
46 

197 

North Indian ('ane sugar is now quoted .t about Rs. 6 per maund 
p-T.·factory-Rs. 187 to Rs. 194 per ton B·t Samalkot after having paid 
excise. Prices vary according to markets. 

Rs. 6 per maund' e:t-factory-Rs. 163 per ton or Rs. 123 per ton withouii 
excise at Rs. 40. 

North Indian Mills are selling at these rates. 
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Difference in cost ·of production between Palmyrah and cane 8ugar~ 
ignoring excise, .ia therefore:-

Rs. 197 
Rs.123 

Rs. 74 per ton. 

Excise on cane reduces this difference by Rs. 40 per ton leaving Rs. 34 
per to.n in favour of sugar from cane. 

Cane costs !Day be too low but even allowing for this and taking a cost 
in North India of Rs. 140 per ton (Rs. 180 per ton with excise) it.ia 
quite clear that the Palmyrah industry would be killed immediately an 
excise was imposed on Bugar manufactureq from this jaggery. 

Working costs for a Palmyrah Refiners are higher thall in a modern 
cane factory as: - . 

(i) .. refinery is smaller. 
(ii) clarificatioll is more difficult. 

All the costs quoted above do not allow anything for silent period 
charges, selling expenses, depreciation, Madras charges such as income-tax, 
etc. 

Lakshmi Sugar MiDs, Tinnevelly. 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOB SUGAR RI!:FINBB.IEs. 

1. Mr. N. S. T. Chari, M.A., started working this factory from August, 
1933. Only palmyra jaggery is refined and the maximum capacity to melt 
is 7,200 candies of 560 lbs. each of palmyra jaggery per annum. 

2. Oll.ly crystal sugar is made from paIlnyra jaggery. • 

3. 1933. 1934. 1935. 1936. 
Aug. to Dec. 

Mds. 
0,630 

Mds. 
15,502 

Md.'). 
10,816 

Mds. 
14,SSl 

Variations in output is due to inadequate availability of raw material. 
4. Sufficient quantities of raw material are not obtainable. It is avail

able for only 6 months in the year; The average price has been Rs. 22-8 
per candy of 560 lbs. 

5. J aggery is supplied by dealers. They purchase the stuff in small 
quantities from tappers who manufacture it, The. tappers are unable to 
store it up themselves due to economic conditions. The dealers bring cart 
loads to factory or purchase depots.' . , , . 

6. 50 per cent. on the weig{It of 'jaggery melted, is l;he average recovery 
of sugar. Jaggery is manufactured by people without sufficient scientifid 
knowledge. The ordinary man so limes his juice as to ensure a good setting 
and avoids over liming as the stuff is aIRo intended for direct consumption, 
which overliming if done may be advantageous to the refiner. Tappers may 
be educated by demonstrators in the correct methods to get a better refining 
value. As for the process side, prevailing methods will do. 

7. Our average cost of manufacturing Qne maund of sugar is Rs. 2-10-10. 
(In the absence of any appreciable variation in the working cost the 
average for the past 31 years is given.) 

8. The quality of our sugar cau com~are favourab~y with iny other 
augar in the market. Our average sample lS No. 19 IndIan sugar standard. 

9. Tinnevelly and Madura are OUI· chil'f markets. The freight ~ate8 
.re As. 2. and As. 2 per bag of 1l cwtt;, for 'Tinnevelly and Madura. 
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," ·lO. 1he output in molasses -has been 24 per cent. on the weight of 
jaggery and the prices fetched have been Rs. 2 in 1933-34, Rs. 5 in 1935-
and B.s. 6 in 1936 per candy of 500 lbs. 

11. Palmyra sugar is exempted from the excise duty. It may be presumed 
therefore that taxed cane sugar must sell at a higher rate than without 
the duty and so palmyra sugar must be able to withstand competition. 
But we find that in spite of 'the duty on cane sugar, palmyra sugar is. 
unable to compete with cane sugar in price without incurring a loss. Neither 
the excess duty imposed in 1937 has given any salutary effect. 

12. Palmyra sugar refineries can compete with cane sugar factolies' 
only with a good protection by means of subsidy and more import duty 
at the same time encouraging greater production of jaggery. 

AI. Yr. St. Sugar Mills and Distillery. Tinnevelly. 

Letter No. 1186, dated the 2nd October, 1937. 
With reference to your letter No., 685, dated the'l7th September, 1937, 

we herewith enclose the answers for the General Questionnaire and thtt 
Capital Account and Overhead charges duly filled up. We have already 
sent the answers for the Questionnaires for Sugar Refineries only but, since. 
you write you have not received them, we, herewith enclose six copies of, 
the same. Kindly, acknowledge receipt. 

Enclosure' No.1. 
1. This factory was started some forty years back and is manufacturing 

sugar ever since its inception. The maximum capacity of the plant is 
25 tons of (raw jaggery) melt. We refine jaggery into white sugar only 
and we. do not crush sugarcane. 

2. The raw material we use is palmyra jaggery and we manufacture only 
one quality sugar, which is as good as British refined sugar. 

3. The' production of sugar in our factory for the pW?t seven years is. 
as follows:-

Years. I Sort. n Sort. 
Tons. Tons. 

1930-31 467·6 278·7 
1931-32 656·6 248'2 
1932-33 843'4 391·0 
1933-34 756'5 406·6 
1934-35 672'1 455·7 
1935-36 779·2 294'9 
1936-37 .775'8 

4. The supply raw material, i.e., jaggery is becoming very scarce yealf, 
after year due to social, economical and religious reasons. The price of one
ton of jaggery is about Rs. 65 now, but last year it was Rs. 80. 
. 5. Our sources of supply is from the palmyra plantations of this District~ 
llnd we transport our goods both by train as well as by country carts. 

6. The average recovery for the past seven years is nearly 50 per cent. 
sugar on the purchased quantity. 

(a) Improvements can be made in the methods of manufacture of the' 
raw materials and also in the process of refining. 

7. The cost of manufacture until three years back was more than Rs. 10 
for every candy of jaggery melted, but ever since the factory is under au 
expert's control for the past three years, and so the manufacturing charges 
have gone considerably low. The pre&ent manufactul'ing cha'rgo8 come te 
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nearly Rs. 7 for every candy of jagl1;ery melted (1 candy is equal to 500 lbs.)~ 
The cost ef manufacture can be even reduced to minunum of Rs. 4 per 
candy or even lower than this. But because this factory is old we have 
practically ne labour saving devices and other ,modern arrange~ents and 
improvements and hence the cost of manufacture is h,igh. 

~. The quality of our sugar compares very favourably with any imported 
foreIgn Bugar'. We were manufacturing two qualities but from the last 
year onwards we manufacture only one qualit.y sligar, i.e., .. A" quality. 

9. We supply, sugar to South Indian markets and the rate of freights' 
charged hy the Railways are the usual schedule rates. 

10, Our output of molasses is nearly 1;500 tons out of which nearly 500 
tons is used in our distillery !Iond the balanoe' is a problem: One ton of 
molasses costs approximately B.s. 15. 

11. The exCise' duty on sugar imposed' in 1934 has checked the growth, 
of industry and, excess imposed in' 1937, will ruin the industry in the 
long run; 

12. We suggest that instead' olalI' the sugar ,factoriE)S manufacturing 
white 8ugar during cane season, it would be better, if ,several big factories 
crush cane to their maximum capacity and manufacture rl!-w sugar only. 
The raw sugar' cane be refined in refineries situated in big sea-port,centres 
which caB be worked all' the year round. The above idea will benefit the 
agriculturists to a very great extent' because' maximum amount ,of cane 
can be crushed during the season, when the cane is just ripe, resulting in 
better' recovery. Moreover' if' white sugar is refined from raw sugar, the 
quality will be very gOod and there .will not' be any complaints from ,the 
trade. Such a refined 'white sugar only, can be exported to o"lierseas'mat;keis. 
It is welJ-1mown that United Provinces leads' other provinces in !luga:r'manu~ 
facture. Nearly' 50 per cent .. of the factories in India' operate' J1ere 'manu.~, 
facturingmore than 58 per' cent; 'of the Indian sugar'requirements. " All the, 
Bugar manufaotured' in the United Provinces is sent to distant markets like 
Bombay; Calcutta, Punjab' and Madras involving lot of difficulties iii. 
transport and otherwise and there have been" lot of, disputes iIi' 4isposing 
them (sugar) du{! ,to the deteriorated'condition of the sugar on aooount,'of 
climatic, changes, and inefficiency in the'manufacturing' operations, Such 
a state 'of affairs should not continue long; for the healthy growth' ~f the' 
industry.- If 'some' of these factories 'in the United Provinces in the canEl ' 
belt, manufacture raw sugar and 'export it to North; 'West and Southern, ' 
India, to be' refined in refineries"situated in these parts, then' there will 
be an equal distribution' of the work 'and' all the provinces can enjoy the, 
benefit of the industry. This would also satisfy the ultimate buyer, 'who 
is in close touch with the refiners either to make for claims or to complain" 
regarding a faulty supply. If the white sugar factories were 'in the far off 
places, the intervention of numerous agents and middlemen would com
plicate the matter. So, for the healthy-growth of the industry, the refine. 
ries are quite necessary and we su~est to the Tariff Board that this branch 
of the refining industry should be encouraged, as it being encouraged in 
European and American countries. 

13. The palmyrah ~ugar industry has' beettall along neglected. by, 'the 
Government, and its present lowest ebb' is 'certainly 'due' to' the apathy; , 
of the Government. The Government Agriculture and Industries Depart
JDentshave hardly done anything to solve the different problems 'that' 
confront the industry. It is: a fact that' many of our country-men includ-' 
ing the educated class have no idea about the possibilities oi. this national 
and nationa:I wealth and we wish ·to emphasise, that given _ necessary . 
encouragement, the industry is bound to rival I!ane. The Government is . 
Bpending enormous Bums of money . on cane research, but so far to eur 
knowledge palmyrah, has 'been' untOuched and remains an unrouchable. Here 
in this District, we have several millions, and millions of. ,Palmyrah trees, 
which.give its tlweet' juice for nearly sii months in a year. 'l'he difficultiea, 
that attend on cane cultivation, thE! expenses involved in agricultural work,' 
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the amount of 'Iabour required and ,many oth~r -fa~tors like drought and 
diSease are unknown to palmyrah plant. This. plant on the other hand 
once it starts giving sweet juice, goes lin continuing to yield a good juic~ 
for more than 60 to 70 years and dl1ring: this period the plant requires 
no special attention. If the season is good, the yield is not affected, but 
continuous drouAht affect the yield. But if the Government takes up the 
palmyrah question there is lot of scope for research and investigation. By 
a systematic scientific study and research we think the palmyrah tree can 
be made to give probably a baiter yield three to four times more than what 
we actually get now. But there are also difficulties that face the industry 
seriously. The 6caling of the trees twice II day and the dearth of necessary 
men to climb them, is no small matter to go unheeded. Scaling can be 
made easier by some contrivance, but to get the necessary labour is a 
problem. The chief reason why people are slowly discontinuing this industry 
is due to .the fact, that .there is no sufficient amount of remuneration 
compared to the amount of risky work it invoh·es. In addition to this, 
the Government Excise Officials interfere with their work very often and 
pu~' them to unnecessary trouble~ and hardships. As a result of these 
tappers have discontinued their work. But if the Government encourages 
the industry' by a systematic scientific study in all its aspects and improves 
the yield of juice, we are sure the future of the industry will be guarded. 
Instead if no help or encouragement is given, in a short period of say 5 
or 10 years the industry which is already in a most pitiable and deteriorated 
condition, will be a thing of a past. We would flke to point out in this 
'Connection that there are factories in Malaya, manufacturing white sugar 
direct from palmyra juice and they are working very successfully. 

14. The Travancore State is adjacent to Tinnevelly District and produces 
a large quantity of jaggery. The Government of Travancore levy a customs 
8uty on all jaggery exported from Travancore into British India and of 
late the rate of this customs duty has gone very considerably high than 
it was some years back. But the Government of India does not levy any 
customs duty on jaggery exported from British India into Travancore. 
In other words, Travancore can purchase and import any amount of jaggery 
from this District, without paying any customs revenue whereas if we 
import jaggery from Travancore we have to pay a very hIgh customs duty, 
and 80 we are confined to Tinnevelly market alone. The result is, tbey 
purcllase in both the markets British and Travancore but we can only do 
business in Tinnevelly. We think this is most unfair and request the 
Tariff Board to recommend to the Government of Travancore for removal 
of all these customs barriers or to recommend to the Government of Indim 
to levy a customs duty 011 all jaggery imported into Travancore from 
British India. 

15. We think. we have clearly shown the position of the Palmyrah Sugar 
Industry in South India.. The industry expects, the Government encourag~ 
ment and help, especially because the Government have given so much 
ilncouragement to the cane industry. There is no comparison between the 
highly organised and huge cane industry and the palmyrah, but the Gov
ernment can alleviate the distress of several thousand tappers and others, 
whose only source of subsistance is jaggery manufacture and at the present 
.selling price of sugar, they are unable to get a suitable price for the 
jaggery and are running into debts. If such a state of affairs continue 
in the sugar market, we are clearly of opinion the jaggery manufact\;rers 
will be hard hit and the industry will be ruined for ever. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Capital Account and Overh.ead Oh.arge,. 

1. (a) Block capital for 1930-31 Rs. 4,50,006 including the distiller,. 
and other properties. 
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(b) Block capital for 1936-37 ·Rs. 5,00,000 including ~he distiIlel"l and 
other properties. 

(c) Depreciation Rs. 1,00,000. 
(d) Renewals Rs. 25,000. 

2. (a) Lpnds Rs. 35,000. 
(b) Buildings Rs. 2,35,000. 
(c) Plant Rs. 2,65,000. 
(d) Including with the above heads. 

B. Reserve fund-Nil. 
4. This is not a limited liability company, but owned by M.R.Ry. 

AI. Yr. St. Veerappa Chettiar Avl_ " 
6. We have our funds and do not borrow. 
6. No commission is paid to any individual employed in this factory'. 

Annual amount of the head office expenses in this factory is Rs. 2,00{). 

Central Co-operative Bank. Darbhanga. 

REPLIES to QuESTIONNAIRES POR JUNUPACTUBERS OP SUGAR BY tHE OPEN PAN 
SYSTlIIH AND KHAImSARS. 

1. We manufacture sugar from rab which we get by crushing cane. We 
get the cane crushed by crusher by the help of oil engine, iu.ice is cop.vened! 
to rab and then is converted to sugar throughcentrifugals .. 

2. We purchase cane directly from our members and cultivator". We 
deal with growers directly and so do not pay any commission. 

3. We are dealing with the growers for the last four years and the 
average price dUl;ing the period is As. 4 per maund or RH. 25 per hundred 
lIlaunds of cane. 

4. (a) Generally there had been a difference of anna one between the price 
of rate paid by vacuum pan factories and open pan factories, viz., if 
vacuum pan paid As. 5 per maund open paid As. 4 per maund though· 
the Government rate was, below for the open pan system • 

. (b) There is no systematic rate of gur but generally .it 'is sold at RH. ~, 
to Ra. 3 per maund. 

6. (1) 60 maunds. 

(2) 18 maunds. 

(3) 15 maunds including 1st and 2nd sugar. 

6. We manufacture khandsar sugar of two qualities called 1st and 2nd 
but there is very slight between the two. We started work in 1934 and 
it is the 4th season. 

Year. 1st. 2nd. Total. 

1933-34 894 

1934-35 875 103 978 

1935-36 '. 1,260 314 1,574 

1936-31 • 1,676 490 2,166 

1. Vide Form No.1 of Question 80 of general questionnaire appended.-

• Not prin~d. 
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8. We generally sell in the local market of Darbhanga Distridi. We 
directly seH the shop-keepers and gentlemen of the town. 

Year. ;Per md. 

Ra. 
9. 1933·:34 'i 

1934-35 .8 
1935-36 8 to 6 
1!J36-37 

" 
6 to 5 

10. (1) Yes. 
(2) Yes to some extent by those who do like IIngar prepared by using 

chemical mixture. 
(3) By gentlemen and those who do not like chemical mixture used in 

Indilln factory sugar. 
11. Crushed Ilugal' of Indian factories is replacing our sngar t() a great 

'extell.t. 
12. It is on account of Indian factory of vacuum pan system alone that 

almost all the, sugar mills of open pan system in the neighbourhood were 
closed down during the last 4 years and it cannot stand in competition 
,with the vacuum ,pan factories sugar as the former have got cheap 
'production., ' 

13. It has, an additional burden op. the' open pan factories when they 
cannot stand in competition with Indian factories which get more percentage 
bf sugar than open pan system factories can have. 

14. Open pan system factory cannot produce as much percentage of 
tmgar as vacuum pan system. In extraction the open pan system gets 
about 60 maunds 1uice per 100 maunds of cane while vacuum pan factory 
gets about 80 per cent. Moreover it does not get good type of crusher 
to work efficiently and economically all season round to the full capacity 
of the 'niill and the quality of the sugar is inferior to that of vacuum 
pan system as it has not got improved method of clarifying materials 
for purifying sUgar. Further in order to increose cottage industry like 
open pan system in its experimental stage it should be exempted from 
!lugar duties and specially mill started in the interest of the members of 
the Co-operative Societies should received special favour by the Depart
ment of Industry and Agriculture by supervising the mill and by giving 
necessary instruction, protection in the. shape of State Aid and help during 
the rainy season to improve quality and quantity of sugar to enforce 
cost cheaper cost of production and to devise means to make the best 
use of molasses in order to get .better price of it to save the, open pan 
6ystem from loss and ruin. 

Luxmi Sugar Mill, Rajshahi. 

Letter dated the 12th Jlme, 1997. 

I beg to enclose herewith the -replies to the q~estionnaire in' duplicate, 
!lent by the Director of Agriculture, Bengal. . 

REPLIES. 

1. We manufacture sugar from mb. We crush tIie cane and prepare 
rab after boiling juice in open pans. 

2. We obtain cane partly from growers and partly through broke~. We 
pay commissi.on to bl"okcn on!! pice per maund, 
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3. The average prices of cane from the beginning of our fllctory-

As. P. As. P. 

1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 

4 0 
4 0 
4 6 

1935-36 4 3 

1936-37 3 9 

4. There is no variation in price of cane. We pay equal prices with 
the vac.uum pan factories in our vicinity. 

5. (1) About 60 maunds of juice extracted per 100 maunds of cane. 
(2) About 20 mau~ds of rab ma~ufactured from 100 maimds of juice. 
(3) About 50 'mau~ds of sugar extracted from 100 maunds of rab. 
6. We manuf~cture two qualities of sugar. O~t of 6 per cent. of sugar 

from 100 maunds of cane we get 41 per cent. better quality and II per cent. 
inferior quality. 

7. The cost of manufacture is Rs. 2 per·maund. 
8. Northern Bengal is the chief market for supplying our sugar and 

we sell through brokers. 
9. The price of sugar from 1932-33 to 1936-37 came down from Rs. 10 

to Rs. 5-8. . 
10. Our sugar is preferable to gur but not preferable to Indian factory 

(vacuum pan factory) sugar. 
12. The position of open pan factories and khandsars is gradually 

getting worse rapidly in competition wit.h the vacuum pan factories. 
13. Sugar Excise Duty of 1934 and the additional duty of 1937, have 

severely affected the open pan I khandsari mills as the price of sugar is 
coming down instead of rising. 

• 14. We pay equal prices for cane with the vacuum pan factories in 
our vicinity. Our recovery of sugar is lower than that of vacuum pan 
factories, while the prices of our sugar are much lower than their prices, 
lUI the quality of our sugar is much .inferior. Our cost of manufacture is 
also more than their cost, under these circumstanceS we have to close 
down our open pan factories in future if toe Excise duty on lUI is not 
totally abolished. 

Hossainabad Khandesari Sugar Mills, )alpaiguri. 

Letter No. 270, dated the 1st July, 1997. 
With reference to the letter No. 8535-54, issued on 1st June, 1937, 

from the Director of Agriculture, Bengal, asking for the replies on the 
questionnaire issued by the Tariff Board, I have the honour to furnish 
JOu herewith the informati?ns to the ques~ion!laire with six copies in 
connection with our sugar mills and cane cultivatIOn. 

Enclosure. 

1. Sugar manufactured from rab by meaDS of centrifugal. 
2. We have got our own cultivation. Juice ~bta-ined from cane with the 

help of cane crusher and rab from juice by boiling under open pan system. 
3. Own cultivation. 
4. (a) Here we have no vacuum pan factory and neither in vicinity also. 
(b) We do not manufacture sugar purchasing gur from anywhere. 
5. (i) The amount of juice extracted from 100 maunds of cane is 65 

maunds. 
(ii) The amount of rab from 100 m!lunds of juic~ is 14 maunds 8 seers. 
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(iii) The amount of sugar from 100 maund& of rab is 34 maunds. 
6. Only one quality of sugar manufactured. The total output during 

the year 1935, 1936, 1937 is 1,372 maunds 5 seers. 
7. Cost of manufacture per maund of sugar is Rs. 7-2 with duty. 
8. Locally sold from factory. 
9. Price- I . -

For the season-
1935 
1936 
1937 

10. (i) & (ii) No. 

, , Per md. 
Rs. A. 

8 8 
8 0 
6 8 

11. The vacuum pan sugar is in large demand owing to its cheapness 
i~ the local market. So the open pan sugar has got comparatively a small 
demand. Hence we are gradually reducing the manufacture of our sugar. 

12. There is no open pan factory in our neighbourhood excepting ours; 
and the market is almost controlled by vacuum pan sugar. 

13. Duty of 1934 As. 10 per cwt. and 1937 Re. 1 per cwt. 
14. No profit is expected here in the present market by sugar under 

open pan system. 

Sharkara Pratisthan. Ltd .• Dinajpur. 

(1) Letter dated the S2nd June, 1937. 

1. We manufacture sugar directly from cane. The process of manufac
ture followed is the open pan boiling prOCtlSS. It is a departmental type 
of factory with Paterson Improved K. B. type machinery. The juice 
extracted from the canes is immediately boiled and made into rab which 
again is crystallised and allowed to set and harden for a day or two and 
after that put into the centrifugal machine from which after the separation 
of the molasses the white sugar is taken out. . 

2. We have made arrangements for obtaining the whole supply of canes 
from a local gentleman '(Jotdar) who charges a fixed rate per' maund 
(82t Ibs.) of caDe. He is partly a grower and' partll" an intermediary. 

3. In the season H13&-36 the first year of our work-he charged As. &-3 
per standard maund of cane delivered at site. In the· last season, i.e., 
1936-37 he has charged on an average As. 4-8 per maund. 

4. (a) The price we have to pay for the canes is regulated by the price 
that the vacuum pan in ouruistrict pays for them. In fact with our 
best efforts we could not lower the price than the aforesaid As. 4-8 per 
maund as t4e supplier informed us that in the alternative he would send 
his canes to Setabganj Sugar Mills (vacuum pan factory) instead of to us. 

(b) The fall in the prices of local gur this season have to a certain 
extent brought down the price of cane but not to the desired (propor
tionate) level. But it has adversely affected the price of rab. 

5. (i) On an: average we got 63 maunds of juice per 100 maunds of canes 
during the Beason 1935-36 and 60 maunds of juice during 1936-37. 

(ii) The am().un~ of rab manufactured from 100 maunds of juice bas' been 
on au average during both the seasons about 20 maunds. 

(iii) The amount of sugar (1st and 2nd combine a) extracted from 100 
maunds of rab has been on an a,"erage 5.1 maunds, i.e., 53 per ('ent. ·in 
both the seasons. But we did not manufacture 2nd sugar on an extensive 
Bcale, i.e., season 1936-37. 

O. In the season 1935-36 we manufactured two qualit.ies of sugar in the 
season 1936-37 we pave ~Ilnufactured mainly one quality Qf sugar as it 
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was thoU'ght advisable not to go in for 2nd sugar' in view of the high 
excise duty imposed on sugar and the disproportionate low price of sugar. 
In the season 1935-36 the total output of 1st sugar was 7961 maunds that 
of 2nd sugar 2411 maunds and 106 maunds of 2nd rab was sold out as 
gur. During the season 1936-37 we have manufactured about 2,465 maunda 
of 1st sugar: over 300 maunue of fermented 1st rab about 118 maunds 
of 2nd sugar and 2,'1'00 maunds of 2nd rab have been centrifuged and we 
bave decided to sell this quantity as gur. 

7. The season 1935-36 being the very first year of our work and the 
work having been started very late iu the season no detailed costing 
could be made for this season; but for the season 1936-37 detailed cost of 
production was made out which is given below:-

*Nett cost of production of a maund of sugar-l()O days crushing
being taken as the average season for this year and the average amount 
of canes crushed being 650 maunds daily. 

Cost of canes at As. 4-8 per maund (15 maunds 
of (lanes to a maund of sugar, i.e., the per-
centage of nett recovery of sugar is 6'f'Il per 
cent.) 

Exoise duty per maund 
Bag 
Wages of labour including the pay of permanent 
, staff 

Stores 
Fuel oil, lubricating oil and grease and kerosine 

oil, etc. 
Head Office expenses, audit fees, Directors' fees, 

travelling expenses, eta. (12 months expenses to 
be divided over the days of the season). . 

Depreciation on machinery, furniture, buildings 
and stores _ . 

Interest on Capit;U, 

Total 

Re. A. P. 

460 
01110 
020 

010 6 
0 1 0 

0 5 0 

·0 5 6 

0 4 9 
0 8 0 

7 6 7 

8. We supply sugar chielly to Dinajpur market which is at a distance 
of 9 miles from our factory; and partly to Rangpu.r and Calcutta markets. 
We distribute our products through a selling agent on commission basis. 

9. During the season 1935-36 the approximate-average price we obtained 
for a maund of 1st sugar was Rs. 8-7 and Re. 7' and that for 2nd sugar 
Rs. 7; in the season 1936-37 it has been Rs. 6-4 and Rs.- 5-12 ex-mill 
delivery. 

10. Our sugar is always preferred to gilT and in some ("ases to Indian 
factory Bugar. But our second sugar is not preferred to Indian factory 
Bugar. The reason for the above preferen("e is not known to us but we have 
noticed that the mofussil people of Bengal prefer our 1st sugar' to that 
manufactured by Indian factories. 

11. As yet we have not experienced any difficulty in disposing of the 
entire stock of, our 1st sugar though some difficulty was experienced in 
disposing of the 2nd sugar but this latter was averted by our reducing 
the price for it. , 

12. In -1934 one open pan factory of fairly big size and equipped with 
the latest machinery had to be closed down due to competition as we have 
lellrnt, from factory sugar of a. neighbouring mill. The situation of the 

• pOBlSible wastages ill sugar and gur have been considered. 
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above factory was at' Setabganj just beside the Setabganj Sugar Mills of 
Messrs. SoorajmuU Nagarmull and it was owned by one Mr. Manick Lal Seal 
of Calcutta. No other case of such closing down has come to our knowledge. 

13. The Sugar Excise Duty of 1934, and_the addition imposed in 1937 
have affected us adversely. Instead of a proportionate rise in the prices 
Of sugar as was artticipated with the levying of the duty the market haSl 
since been gradually going' down. 

14. T~e difficulti,:s in the way of the success, of the open pan industry 
are mamfold both mternal and external. About difficulties we may Fay 
that we cannot produce good crystals like those of vacuum factory sugar 
and that with all the improvements rievised so far some traces of molasses 
can still be detected in our sugar. Moreover, the keeping quality of the 
open pan sugar is inferior to that of the vacuum pan sugar, i.e., it 
absorbs moisture more quickly than the latter resulting in the deterioration 
of quality with the advent of the monsoon and as such we have been obliged 
to sell it quickly before the approach of the monsoon even at a lesser 
price. The comparatively low percentage of recovery of sugar in the open 
pan system is another factor that stands in the way of its success in the 
face of competition from vacuum pan factories. The external difficulties 
are also many, e.o., the;imp9sitio,n of the ,excise duty, the absence of any 
laws for fixing, the price and regulating the cultivation of canes.' In Bengal 
there is another further difficulty which is not known in Bihar or in the 
United Provinces, viz., short 'duration 'of the season. The Co. 213 variety, 
the prevalent variety in this province, matures and ripens from 
the middle of January and begins to illvert in the 2nd week of April. If 
the duration of the ,season could be prolonged the output nave been great.er 
and necessarily the cost of establishment and for the matter of that the 
cost of production would have been much less. 

In the view of the above difficulties we beg to submit the following 
suggestions which we hope would receive adequate consideration:-

As the open pan factory is particularly suitable for the people of this 
province where capital is proverbially shy and big capital is seldom forth
coming it deserves patronage at the hands of the Government in order 
that it may thrive and give 'some' relief to the question of unemployment. 
We therefore suggest that a sort of ptotection be granted to this "industry 
by abolishing the Excise 'duty that has been imposed on it. We further 
suggest that the price of canes be fixed at As. 2-6 per maund delivered at 
site for we "have' seen from experience that at the present low market price 
of sugar it is impossible to make any profit by paying a, higher price for 
canes. 

As from the statistics it appears that the present production of sugar 
from Indian factories is in excess of India's need for consumption we beg 
to suggest that proper' arrangements be made for the export of Indian 
sugar to . other countries which step is most likely to raise the price of 
sugar from its present low level. 

For prolonging the duration of the sugar season the Department of 
Agriculture are of late making some efforts by introducing "early" 
varieties and" late" varieties which mature during December and January 
lind those which mature during April and May. But the organisation haa 
not been widespread and we believe it will take at least three seasons 
before which we can reap the benefit of their efforts. 

(2) Letter No. 760/Er./2, dated the 26th June, 1997. 
Referring to our replies to the questionnaire for manufacture of sugar 

by the open pan system .and. khandsars .. Kindly make the undernoted! 
correction in the typed copies m the followmg paragraphs. 

Paraarnph 6 should read as:-In the season 1935-36 we manufact~red 
two qualities of sugar; in the sellson 1936-37 we have manufactured mawly, 
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one quality of sugar as it was thought advisable not to go in for 2nd sugar 
in view of the high excise duty imposed on sugar and the disproportionate 
low price of sugar. In the season 1935-36 the' total output of 1st sugar 
was 7961 maunds and that of second sugar 2411 maunas and 106 maunds 
of 2nd rab was sold out as gur. During the season 1936-37 we have manu
factured about 246'5 maunds of 1st sugar and about 118 maunds of 2nd 
sugar and over 300 maunds of fermented 1st rab and over 2,700 maunds 
of 2nd rab have not been centrifuged and we have decided to sell this 
quantity as gUI·. 

Paragraph 7 should read all :-The season 1935-36 being the very 1st year 
of our work and the work having been started very late in the se!tson no. 
detailed cost of production was made out but a previous costing was made 
for the season 1936-87 which is given below. 

Paragraph 9 should read all follows :-During the season 1935-36 the 
approximate average price we obtained for a maund of 1st sugar wa~ 
Re. 8-7 and that for 2nd sugar Rs. 7;. in the season 1936-87 it has been 
Re. 6-4 and Re. 5-12 respectively ez-mill delivery. . 

(3) Letter No. 850/Er./B, dated the 20th September., 1997. 
Referring to the statement that I made before~the Honourable Members. 

of the Board on the 18th instant I beg to submit the further following 
details regarding the prevalent cost of cultivation of sugarcane per bigha. 
(t acre) on the lands in the neighbourhood of .our factory site at Biral in 
the District of Dinajpur.*_ 

The estimated yield per bigha 150 to 200 maunds. Further, I beg to 
make another point clear about which, 'as' I thought some ambiguity 
remained, regarding the percentage of recovery of sugar, a8 we obtained it, 
calculated on the weight of cane. The details are giv:en as under:-

On 100 maunds of cane we extracted about 60 maunds of juice on 
an average and as we have already submitted in our reply of the 23rd 
June, to the questionnaire the percentage of rab (gur) recovered from 
juice'is approximately 20. So in the present case we obtained 20 per 
cent. of 50, i.e., about 12 maunds of rab on 100 maunds of cane; and 
as we have already submitted that 53 per cent. of sugar can be recovered 
from this rab the nett percentage of recovery of sugar on .the weight 
of cane comes to 53 per cent. of 12, i.e., 6'36. 

I hope I have made myself sufficiently clear and. ~hall feel oblig~d ~y. 
your explaining the above to the honourable members If they so reqUIre It. 

Regarding the question of imp?sing t~e Excise duty on the basis ?f 
the number and size of the centrlfugals 1U the factory I beg to submit 
that if the taxation is to remain at all it should J.>e charged on the. present 
basis, i.e., on the issue per cwt. of sugar from the faetory. 

2 • 

• Not prin~d: 
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